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Preface
The Seminar on Network Security, Seminar on Internetworking and Seminar on Software Technology and Systems Research were previously separate Master’s level courses in computer science at Aalto University. These
seminar courses have now merged into one seminar course. These seminar series have been running continuously since 1995. From the beginning, the principle has been that the students take one semester to
perform individual research on an advanced technical or scientific topic,
write an article on it, and present it on the seminar day at the end of
the semester. The articles are printed as a technical report. The topics
are provided by researchers, doctoral students, and experienced IT professionals, usually alumni of the university. The tutors take the main
responsibility of guiding each student individually through the research
and writing process.
The seminar course gives the students an opportunity to learn deeply
about one specific topic. Most of the articles are overviews of the latest
research or technology. The students can make their own contributions in
the form of a synthesis, analysis, experiments, implementation, or even
novel research results. The course gives the participants personal contacts in the research groups at the university. Another goal is that the
students will form a habit of looking up the latest literature in any area
of technology that they may be working on. Every year, some of the seminar articles lead to Master’s thesis projects or joint research publications
with the tutors.
Starting from the Fall 2015 semester, we have merged the three courses
into one seminar that runs on both semesters. Therefore, the theme of the
seminar is broader than before. All the articles address timely issues in
security and privacy, networking technologies and software technology.
These seminar courses have been a key part of the Master’s studies in
several computer-science major subjects at Aalto, and a formative experience for many students. We will try to do our best for this to continue.
Above all, we hope that you enjoy this semester’s seminar and find the
proceedings interesting.
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Abstract
Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) is a concept that refers to communications between (autonomous) vehicles and their interchange of information. These
communications aim not only to guarantee more safety in autonomous vehicles but also to bring new services to emerging markets. Beyond the applications, this article intends to explore the underlying technologies that
make V2X a reality. We identify the technology in use cases, and we address their limitations and capabilities.
KEYWORDS: v2x, autonomous vehicles, wireless communication, cloud
computing, internet of things.
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Introduction

The automobile industry has evolved since the origin, but in recent years,
with the coalition of Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
new improvements have emerged, such as the possibility of autonomous
vehicles or so-called self-driving vehicles. The improvement of the transportation experience as well as the safety of pedestrians is the main motivation driving this field.

To enable a vehicle to be autonomous, it necessarily implies that the
vehicle is connected either to other cars by the surround or to infrastructures as the cloud. The road with communication capabilities can also
have awareness of the environment that many times cannot be perceived
by a human driver. These misperceptions of the human driver due to fog,
rain or snow can be solved with the assistance of sensors that can provide guidance to avoid accidents. Information from congested routes or
temporary blocks also aids the driver to circumvent traffic. All these new
capabilities are encouraging enough to enable the eventual possibility of
having complete autonomous vehicles in our society.
The communication capabilities of vehicles has obtained designated names
from the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) group. The names
depend on the other party involved in the communication, such as V2V
(vehicle-to-vehicle), V2P (vehicle-to-pedestrian), V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure)
also referenced as V2N (vehicle-to-network) [2] and more generally V2X
(vehicle-to-everything) [1] to all of the aforementioned cases [3].
Currently, there are two types of communication technologies that enable V2X: WLAN-based (DSRC, Dedicated Short Range Communications)
uses the underlying radio communication provided by 802.11p [4] and
Cellular-based [2] that operates over a cellular network. The former is
independent of the network in remote areas in which there is a lack of cellular coverage, the latter also supports communication between vehicles
(V2V) and allows access to the cloud and rich services of that ecosystem.
This paper address the challenge of identifying the appropriate technology for different V2X scenarios. We survey research on hybrid architectures that employ DSRC and cellular networks, as well as novel approaches, such as "mmWave" [9].
This paper is an overview of the Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) ecosystem,
stakeholders and the enabling technologies. In Section 2, we present basic concepts associated with the field as well as the motivation behind
V2X. Section 3 presents the underlying technology, with their limitation
and capabilities. Section 4 describe some of the stakeholders and organizations behind the standardization. Section 5 concludes the paper with
some remarks.

2

Background and motivation

Guarantee the safety of passengers it is an ongoing problem as the CARE
Database (Community database on Accidents on the Roads in Europe)
shows an average of almost 1.2 million injury accidents between 2006
and 2015 and an average of 33030 fatalities in crash accidents between
the same period [8]. In the United States (U.S.), the scenario is even more
worrisome with 3.9 million injuries and 32.999 fatalities in the year 2010
[7]. Autonomous vehicles brings controversies due to decisions that must
be taken by machines to guarantee human safety. Despite the controversy,
the automobile industry increase important investments and research on
the field to overcome the ongoing traffic accidents.
Intercommunication is part of the challenge since to acknowledge the
surrounding, vehicles need to rely on perception systems e.g. cameras
and LIDARs (a portmanteau of light and radar) that uses light reflection to identify objects among other sensors [6]. Frequently, these sensors
are sensitive to weather conditions and are prone to have reflectivity issues, leaving the vehicle in a temporary blind state. In these situations,
V2X communications can provide the needed awareness from a different
source to counter the blindness state.
Recently, DSRC has been disputed by publications whether is capable of
providing reliable and efficient V2X communication, as a result of poor
performance in high vehicle density scenarios [3]. Instead of immediately rejecting the DSRC technology as an implausible solution, we are
confident that DSRC is useful under particular situations and use cases,
mainly by the accessible cost [9] of the associated equipment.

2.1

Basic concepts

To grasp the V2X ecosystem, first we need to acknowledge some concepts:

Wireless ad hoc network
A wireless ad hoc network is a decentralised type of a wireless network.
This network does not require a specific intermediate infrastructure to
establish a connection between peers or nodes. In conventional networks,
is common to rely on routers and access points to provide the connectivity
whereas in a ad hoc network, each node can interact and transmit data
with other nodes directly. Wireless ad hoc network takes the WANET
acronym whereas Mobile ad hoc networks are designated as MANET [10].

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) Communications
Vehicular ad hoc networks are called VANET [16], and V2V refers to the
exchange of data between vehicles on an application layer. VANETs is
based on a Wireless ad hoc network. Equipment that supports V2V applications transmits information about the location, dynamics and other
attributes as part of the V2V service. The V2V payload must be flexible
in order to accommodate different information contents. V2V is predominantly broadcast-based; V2V includes the exchange of V2V-related application information between distinct vehicles directly [1].

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) Communications
Is a communication model where vehicles communicates with Road Side
Units (RSUs) to interchange information. The RSU are fixed stations located along the highway to share information about environment conditions. The RSU sends application layer information to a group of vehicles or a single vehicle supporting V2I applications. Even though V2N
(vehicle-to-network) services may need to be further discussed, they are
considered to some extend to be V2I depending of the case [1].

Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) Communications
As we can infer, in this model the communication is done between the
Pedestrian and the vehicle. However, in this case is very likely that the
Pedestrian is connected to a mobile network. The Pedestrian can receive
information from the Road Side Unit (RSU) or also from vehicles. We can
think of common scenarios as an attempt of the Pedestrian to pass by a
signalized pedestrian crossing, or a person with physical impairment as a
wheelchair to signalized his attempt to go over a crosswalk or a intersection [1].

2.2 Motivation for V2X
The main motivation behind V2X technology is the safety aspects of human in transit with vehicles. Bad vehicle status, weather, high speed,
road conditions, violation of intersections, small distance or minimal margin of safety are the common causes of accidents on the road made by the
driver. V2X aims to reduce the number of accidents by keeping the speed,
distance, and maneuvering under control in an automated fashion [15].
In the following sub-section we show some relevant use cases.

2.3

Use cases for V2X

Forward Collision Warning
The Forward Collision Warning is one of the V2V applications in which
intends to warn the driver of a potential collision with another vehicle in
the same lane and direction of transit. Mainly this application is due to
a change of speed of any of the vehicles. The vehicles with V2V services,
constantly exchange messages, with location, speed, acceleration and optional estimated trajectory to determine if a notification should be raise
to the driver [1].

V2V Use case for emergency vehicle warning
This service focus on emergency vehicles, i.e., an ambulance, to notify near
vehicles in the road about the need of freeing the path of the ambulance.
The vehicles with V2V services, in a range of 300 to 500 meters from the
ambulance would receive the notification, including those without line-ofsight path. In addition, for obvious reasons the latency of this message is
critical and is excepted to be less than 100 ms [1].

Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control also referred as "CACC", corresponds
to a set of vehicles with V2V capabilities that forms a group in which they
share common benefits. The CACC provides convenience and safety resembling a flock of birds due to the travelling proximity of the vehicles.
The vehicles that participates in the CACC move at the same speed mitigating road congestion and improving the use of fuel efficiently [1].

Road safety services
This service focus on raise awareness about danger to vehicles, or in general to User Equipment (UE) with V2I capabilities. Vehicles approaching
a street intersection at high speed might be exposed to delicate scenarios.
This service can be extended for VIP individuals, e.g., the President of a
country that for safety reasons need to have a clear path at high speed,
but at the same time notify the surroundings about the trajectory, this
also applies for parades in urban areas. The messages are transmitted
between the UEs to the RSU under V2I communication or vice versa to
notify a specific area as shown in Fig. 1. The drivers receive the messages
and act accordingly the context [1].

Figure 1. Road safety services via an Road Side Unit [1]

Automated Parking System
Automated Parking System (APS) is a compound service, involves communication between vehicles, the infrastructure (building itself) and services
on the cloud. Trough smartphones, the driver can locate free slots in a
garage, reserve more hours in the parking lot in addition to the payment
fee of the parking service. The occupancy of the slots in the parking lot
are updated by the connected vehicles in the garage. The identification
of the driver and the availability of slots is being updated by a database
on the cloud to provide real-time information to other drivers that aims to
use the service [1].

V2X in areas outside network coverage
This use case serve as a fallback when vehicles lack of coverage by the
cellular network. Vehicles with V2X capabilities, can exchange messages
and still provide some services when experiencing the absence of coverage,
for example in rural areas as shown in Fig. 2 [1].

Figure 2. Vehicles outside network coverage [1]

Streaming video in vehicles
Besides the streaming of video from cameras for safety purposes, entertainment videos from public services on the cloud is a reality from the
consumer perspective. The overload of the bandwidth with either of these
stream of data is a challenge to overcome. V2X capabilities also needs to
guarantee the quality of transmission and the efficient use of the network
to deliver entertainment content for the passengers. Receiving the content from services in the cloud and distribute among other vehicles that
access the same resource in a given VANET is the proper way to decongest
the network from heavy transmission of data [12].

3

Underlying technology

Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) is a communication service that operates from short to medium range, developed to enable V2X
communication, i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure. It
was designed with the purpose to provide high data transfer and low latency in a specific area of communication [16]. DSRC operates over radio
spectrum bands that depends on the region, these bands can be used up to
7 channels depending of the V2X use case [3] [16]. Since DSRC are mainly
apply to VANETs, routing of ad hoc networks is a whole topic with proactive, reactive routing protocols, and position-based routing. Broadcasting,
forwarding and beaconing and location service are among the features
that enable this technology [16].

Cellular networks for V2X
Cellular technologies can provide unique traits that DSRC communication lacks behind, such as: a) Higher network capacity with higher bandwidth; b) Wider cellular coverage range; c) Consist in a mature technology
that is already deployed. However, cellular networks has a centralized
control, meaning that all transmission needs to reach first the Base Station (BS) to forward the communication to the correspondent vehicle. This
property affects the requirement of short delay by safety applications over
V2X [3].

DSRC-cellular hybrid
Combining the strengths of DSRC technology with the unique features of
cellular technologies produces hybrid solutions that attempt to fulfill all
the expected requirements. Cellular networks can act as a fallback when
vehicle-to-vehicle communications are very distant or there are multiple
hops in the connection. In addition, access to the Internet is a major factor to take into account as well as the property of acting as a backbone
of the entire ecosystem. In regard to the routing protocols, as stated in
the DSRC section, these majoritarily rely on their position and other information of the vehicles in the range. When vehicles are out of range
for routing purposes, cellular networks can fill the gap to connect these
segment and mitigate the fragmentation of the network. Moreover, the
possibility of providing Internet access enable a whole new set of applications over V2X. Finally, when cellular congestion peaks due to high load of
data transmission, a part of the DSRC spectrum can be utilized to support
the communication [3].

"mmWave" Technology
mmWave is next-generation wireless technology, with a multi-gigabit capability and beamforming technique. One of the main promising features
of mmWave is the bandwidth. In addition to the bandwidth, the second
feature is the short wavelength. The millimeter level of the wavelength
enable the possibility to provide a great amount of antennas in a small
area. The beamforming technique consist of a signal that once processed
generates directional signal transmission by an antenna array. Beamforming is very useful since reduces the interference and assist the localization between other vehicles in the environment. Another property is
the manageable Doppler effect that depends of the frequency and mobility of the vehicle, with the beam of the mmWave the Doppler effect has
no effect in the communication between vehicles [9]. Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the amount of wireless links in a VANET using mmWave
and DSRC, mmWave perfoms better with a clear advantage over DSRC.

3.1 Challenges for V2X
In this section, we would mention some of the challenges that the V2X
ecosystem brings to the research community.
On the first place, autonomous vehicles needs to interpret and understand the environment. The nature of MANET and VANET networks

Figure 3. Average number of wireless links in simulation [9]

that suffers ongoing changes provides a complex and very dynamic environment that requires continuous adaptation in order to guarantee a
reliable and smooth experience by the driver [6]. Security is not a minor
issue, hardening the User Equipment in order to provide integrity as well
as protecting the identity of the driver are concerns that are tangled to
a myriad of policy implications and law enforcement. Light and fast authentication frameworks that protects from inside or outside attackers to
the vehicular network is an important matter that can not be overlooked
[16]. Policymakers and regulators, face ethical and cultural challenges
due to the sensitive matter of safety and life exposition in urban areas.
Drivers, manufactures, corporations and stakeholders in general needs to
understand their rights and obligations in this new ecosystem [6]. For
engineers, the broadcasting of messages in the VANET constantly represents a threat of flooding the network with packets, requiring the came up
with new optimal and efficient way of transmission for ad hoc networks
[16]. On hybrid architectures, with DSRC–cellular capabilities the constant effort to adapt and fulfill the fragmentation of the network leads to
network overhead, mainly in urban areas where seamless communication
is not always possible by the high density of nodes, and the techniques to
move from DSRC to Cellular connectivity by the vehicles is not as smooth
as expected [3].

4 Standardization and organizations

DSRC Standards
As discussed in Section 3, DSRC is one of the main technologies that enable V2X communications. There are more than one DSRC developed
standard depending on the network architecture and the standardization
organization, i.e. IEEE in North America, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in Europe, and the Association of Radio
Industries and Businesses (ARIB) in Japan [3].

Cellular Standards
Cellular V2X, also referred as C-V2X was developed within the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 3GPP unites seven telecommunications
standard development organizations (ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TSDSI,
TTA, TTC), known as "Organizational Partners" and the work is organized in three groups: Radio Access Networks (RAN), Services Systems
Aspects (SA), Core Network Terminals (CT) [11]. The standard number
14 released in 2016 introduced four modes. Mode-1 and mode-2, are also
known as device-to-device (D2D) communications or proximity services
(ProSe), mode-3 and mode-4 aims to guarantee vehicular safety requirements in regard of communication reliability and latency [13]. In addition, there is an enhancement of 3GPP for V2X services, called "eV2X"
that improves the technology in four areas: vehicles platooning, advanced
driving, extended sensors and remote driving [14].

5G Automotive Association (5GAA)
5GAA is a multi-industry association that represents car manufacturers
with the aim of developing, test and promote communications solutions,
initiate their standardization and accelerate their commercial availability
and global market penetration to address societal need [5].

5 Conclusion
The increasing market share on V2X technologies, is validated by the
consolidation of the vehicles manufactures as an association (5GAA), the
well-established standards and the constant research from institutions
that aims to patent algorithms, protocols and develop Nobel approaches
to make the autonomous vehicles a reality in the society. More than the

pure economical factor, the possibility of mitigating transit accidents and
elevate the quality of life of citizens is also a clear motivation for governments. V2X brings his own revolution affecting many sectors, but at the
same time, many technical challenges need to be solved to start experiencing the benefits of autonomous vehicles in our lives. Therefore, this
paper provided an overview of the V2X technology, with their use cases
and promising new experiences.
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Abstract
Public displays offer an efficient and increasingly common instrument to
confer information to the general population in many areas of the society. Despite their broad deployment, there are many problems associated
with public displays regarding to user engagement and interaction. Widely
recognized problems such as display blindness, interaction blindness and
display avoidance hinder the potential of displays to engage users, and further research into increasing user interaction with displays is required to
mitigate these problems. This paper examines several approaches for combatting these problems using external devices. Both the advantages and
disadvantages of the reviewed approaches are investigated and analyzed.
KEYWORDS: public displays, user engagement, display blindness, interaction blindness, display avoidance

1

Introduction

Public displays are widely deployed in several places including offices,
shopping centers and airports. They are utilized to show different information, including news, events and advertisements. However, despite

their widespread adoption, displays often fail to properly engage the audience [1]. There are several reasons behind this problem. One major issue
is display blindness, which refers to people ignoring displays as a result
of low expectations of the presented content and displays fading into the
background of more interesting information. Other issues include display
avoidance — deliberately looking away from displays to avoid information
overload [2] — and interaction blindness — the fact that people often do
not realise that displays can be interacted with [3]. Even if these obstacles
to interact are overcome, a potential user may decide to avoid the display
if it appears to provide no discernible value to the user [2].
Various methods have been developed to combat the user engagement
difficulties affecting public displays. For example, colorful screens have
been shown to increase interaction with displays [2]. Furthermore, enhanced emotional attachment generated via displaying personal photographs indicated an increase in user engagement [4]. Many of the suggested approaches only focus on the display and its content. As such they
do not consider user influence or presence as a possible source for increasing public interest. This paper focuses on reviewing methods that rely on
user activity and external devices to entice interaction and increase user
engagement. The methods include devices that users can use to control
the display and those that monitor user activity and change the content
accordingly. The different methods are compared by analyzing their advantages and disadvantages.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes problems associated with public displays in interacting with users. Section 3 examines
various approaches that employ external devices for tackling these problems and to increase user engagement with public displays. Section 4
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the examined approaches.
Finally, we make some concluding remarks in Section 5.

2

Problems with public displays

Numerous problems affect public displays and hinder their ability to effectively convey information to the public. Observational studies conducted
by Huang et al. [5] over a decade ago suggest that displays in public are
rarely looked at, and when they are, it is usually only for a short period
of time. This problem was first described by Huang et al. [5] in 2008 and
coined in 2009 by Müller et al. [1] as display blindness. Dalton et al. [6]

installed mobile eye trackers in a shopping center to observe people doing shopping to see whether display blindness still affects public displays
showing more interactive content in more complex environments. They
discovered that displays are looked at more frequently than predicted by
earlier studies by Huang et al. [5], but that the time spent looking at them
was brief, lasting only one third of a second. Of the people that glanced at
the display, only a quarter gave it a second look.
Public displays equipped with touch technology are becoming increasingly more common. Despite their ubiquity, it can be difficult for the
public to distinguish between interactive and non-interactive displays [7].
Most public screens are still used passively for broadcasting information
or commercials and, as a result, users might overlook the interaction possibilities of displays with interactive capabilities, a problem called interaction blindness [2].
Another problem affecting public displays is display avoidance [2]. Kukka
et al. [2] describe it as actively not looking at a display when noticing it.
In a study conducted by Kukka et al. [2] on a university campus, students walking in a hallway that had their head turned toward the bulletin boards would quickly turn away their gaze once they noticed the
display and would turn it back towards the board once they had passed
the display. One reason for the behaviour could be to avoid unnecessary
information and conserve mental energy. In addition, the authors hypothesize another theory to explain the phenomenon that relates to social
interaction. Unacquinted people usually tend to avoid interaction and eye
contact in public places. This is considered polite behaviour, at least, in
Finland where the study was conducted. People respect each other’s privacy and do not want to appear rude.

3

Approaches

Interactive displays can convey interactivity in several ways. These include external smart devices and curiosity objects, responsive elements
on the display that react to user interaction using computer vision and
sound stimuli. In the following, we discuss and provide examples of the
different approaches utilizing external hardware designed for increasing
user engagement with public displays.

3.1 User monitoring devices

3.1.1 Kinect and proxemics
Microsoft Kinect is a motion sensing device that enables users to interact with an application without the need for a physical controller. When
used together with public displays, passers-by can interact with the display by entering within the field of view (FOV) of the Kinect sensor and
performing hand and body gestures [8].
Müller et al. [9] have shown that user interaction with public displays
can be increased by showing user silhouettes on the displays . In the
study, the displays were noticed more frequently and more quickly than
when using other types of user representation such as avatars. The interactivity increase can be attributed to our keen ability to recognize motion
and our own image.
This finding was utilized in the study by Grace et al. [8] who used Kinect
to test different interactivity cues for increasing user interaction with displays. When a user entered the FOV of the Kinect sensor, a dynamic
skeletal representation of the user was displayed. This was followed by a
different cue in each experiment. The highest interactivity increase was
measured when a spotlight was added on top of the skeletal figure.
The users’ orientation and distance from the display should be considered when trying to arouse and maintain user interest [10]. The provided
content should vary depending on how engaged the user is and how the
user responds to it to maximize user engagement. Proxemic interactions,
which are based on proxemics zones proposed by Hall [11], refer to finegrained reactive models that can be used to model user attention and
react accordingly. In proxemic models, the space in front of the display is
divided into distinct zones (Figure 1). By monitoring in which zone the
user is and the orientation of the user, continuous, subtle feedback can be
provided to guide the user towards the display. In addition, dimensions
such as movement, identity and location of the user can be considered to
further refine the reactive model [12].

Figure 1. Interpersonal distances in Hall’s proxemics zones model [11].

Proxemics has already been incorporated in commercial soft drink vending machines in Japan [12]. An infrared proximity sensor detects a nearby,
potential user, after which the advertisement mode changes from remote
to proximity mode. When a person stands in front of the vending machine,
it recommends a product based on the approximated age and gender of the
person with the help of face recognization technology.
Wang et al. [10] have designed Proxemic Peddler that uses proxemic interactions as well as user interaction history in engaging the user with an
online marketplace application. The name and functions of the Peddler
framework derive from street peddlers that monitor passers-by and tune
their sales pitch according to the audience. Their goal is to capture the interest and keep the attention of the crowd over the duration of the whole
pitch. When interacting with Proxemic Peddler, the user goes through
several phases of interaction from looking at the display, approaching it,
clicking on an item and finally making a purchase. If these steps to preferred outcome are not followed, the display provides other phases to try
to recapture the user’s attention.

3.1.2

Sound

Sorce et al. [13] propose a system that uses sound to counteract display
blindness. Unlike displays, sound is not limited by field of view. Likewise,
human auditory perception can distinguish the origin of sound down to a
few degrees. Visual perception is even finer, but sound could be used to
perceive paths toward further interaction or a display. In the proposed
system by Sorce et al., sound would be activated only when a user is close
to an interaction hotspot. This would limit noise and possibly increase
user interaction through a targeted response. Sound would grab the attention of the passers-by and guide them toward the display. Kinect could
be used to monitor user activity and user reaction to the sound.

3.2 User controlled devices

3.2.1 Curiosity objects
Generally, people cannot distinguish an interactive display from a noninteractive one. One way to decrease the possibility of this phenomenon
called interaction blindness from manifesting itself is with the help of
curiosity-provoking objects [7] (Figure 2). The goal of these devices is to
passively attract people with their natural properties. The objects reveal
the interactive possibilities of the display after people start to play with
them, thus weakening the effect of both display blindness and interaction
blindness.

Figure 2. Interaction with display induced by a) curiosity object (primary) and b) social
effects (secondary). Picture modified from [7].

Curiosity drives people to explore their surroundings and make sense
of the world. Stimuli such as novelty, complexity and surprise together
influence how people interact with physical objects [7]. Curiosity can be
designed with these properties in mind.
Houben and Weichel conducted an experiment with and without a curiosity invoking device [7]. They found that the device attracted many
participants which, after the initial interaction, moved up to the screen
when its interactive properties were highlighted. Most of the people who
interacted with the object also interacted with the display. The curiosity
object increased the interactivity of the display significantly. The authors
also noticed that as people were interacting with the display, passers-by
would notice the interaction and be attracted to the display, ignoring the
curiosity object (Figure 2 b). This would indicate that the device worked
as intended: attracting attention to the display and not primarily on itself.

3.2.2

Smart devices

One compelling reason for utilizing smart devices such as mobile phones
and tablets for interacting with displays is that they are ubiquitous; almost everyone possesses one and is familiar with it. No additional hardware is needed for adding interactivity to the display. Smart devices
are equipped with remote, wireless communication and a broad range of
sensors and actuators that provide possibilities for many use cases [14].
Smart devices constitute an easy and obvious way for users to communicate with displays.
Smart devices can be used in conjunction with public displays in numerous ways [15]. A smart device can couple with a display and control it with
the built-in sensors of the device such as magnetometer and accelerometer [14]. Smartphones can act as remote controllers taking various forms
depending on the device hardware. The touch screen or keyboard of the
phone could be used as the input mechanism [15]. In addition, the flashlight of the phone can work as a pointing device [16].
Another use case for the smart devices is acting as a second screen [14].
For example, some museums have smartphone applications that grant
users access to more information about the artifacts displayed on screen.
Similarly, phones can be used as input devices for publishing or streaming
content on a display or they could work both ways providing feedback
to each other. The phone screen size is limited, but it can be increased
by connecting to a large, external co-display, providing enhanced viewing
experience.
Smart devices are not limited to smartphones and tablets (Figure 3).
Smart device screen sizes have shrunk as wearable devices such as smartwatches and smart glasses have emerged. The difference in screen sizes
limits the degree of freedom in interaction design since some of the applications designed for portable smartphones and tablets would not work as
intended if used with smaller screen devices [14]. Portable and wearable
smart devices have different strengths and weaknesses. Portable smartphones are more accessible than the more intuitive, wearable smart devices. Different use cases should target different smart devices or the
smart devices could work in co-operation. For example, in Watchconnect
[17], the smartwatch is responsible for gesture motion and the smartphone for storing data.

Figure 3. Different smart device screen sizes limits compatibility and design space [14].

4 Discussion
In this paper, we have presented several approaches relying on external
hardware for reducing display blindness, interaction blindness and display avoidance. All of these approaches have their own advantages and
disadvantages, and no single approach alone is enough to remove the user
engagement issues inherent to public displays. Table 1 presents a comparison of the different approaches in terms of how well they reduce the
effects of the user engagement issues with public displays. Looking at the
table, it might appear that the presented approaches offer no help in combatting display avoidance. However, this is not necessarily true. The articles cited in this paper, many of them influental and highly cited, have focused on studying the effects that their research approach has on display
blindness and interaction blindness. Display avoidance is a more recent
and less known issue than display blindness and interaction blindness
and has consequently received far less attention and focus in research.
Conducting research to study the effects of display avoidance is challenging since the reasons for it are not as clear and well understood as they
are for the other two issues. More research is needed to better understand
display avoidance and how its effects could be diminished.

Display

Interaction

Display

blindness

blindness

avoidance

Kinect & Proxemics

*

**

—

Sound

*

—

—

Smart devices

—

*

—

Curiosity objects

**

**

—

Table 1. External devices effect on user engagement issues with public displays. (— No
effect or effect unknown, * Slight decrease, ** Moderate decrease).

User monitoring devices like Kinect can sense people’s body gestures
within its FOV. Interaction with Kinect requires that the user stays within
a few meters away from the sensor in a narrow sector, which considerably
limits the operation potential of this approach. However, many user interactions can be captured in this limited space such as location, movement,
distance, orientation and identity. User engagement with the display can
be increased through varied, personalized and targeted response using
sophisticated proxemics models. Mirroring user motion is a powerful way
to entice user interaction. Nevertheless, this enhanced interaction is only
possible within close proximity to the display, and display blindness remains an issue.
Sound does not have the limitation of Kinect nor does it require the user
to even to notice the display before it can start to attract the interest of
the user. Humans can perceive the source of sound relatively accurately.
Sound could be used to guide the user towards the display, thus decreasing display blindness. If multiple speakers are utilized to form a surround
system together with motion capture, sound could be used for enticing desired interaction. On its own, though, sound is only helpful for attracting users from afar and even that potential is questionable. In crowded
places, different sound sources will likely interfere, reducing the guiding
capability of this technique. Furthermore, the volume has to be kept relatively low to minimise noise, further diminishing the effectiveness.
Compared to human-screen interaction (HSI), where the interaction with
the screen is enabled by touch-sensitive screens or cameras with motionsensing capabilities, using smart devices requires no additional hardware
[14]. Instead, users are required to use their own device to interact with
the display. This might be unacceptable for the elderly who do not always
own high-tech devices, and for this reason alone, the use case of the display should be carefully considered. HSI is spontaneous since there is no

need for users to own a device to interact with the screen. With smart
devices, interaction happens remotely from long distances with wireless
communication, whereas HSI limits the interaction range to in front of
the screen. However, smartphones do little to decrease display blindness
or display avoidance and mainly enable easier interaction with the display once the user is sufficiently engaged with the content.
Curiosity objects attract people to them and afterwards highlight options for interacting with a nearby display. People are drawn by their own
curiosity to interact with these strange devices to understand their purpose and function. These objects significantly diminish the effects of display blindness and interaction blindness as Houben et al. [7] have shown.
However, they still require the user to first discover them, find them interesting and approach them to serve their purpose.
An effective approach would likely incorporate several of these aforementioned techniques into a single one. Sound could be used to attract
people from afar to within visible range of the display. Curiosity object or
Kinect would then further entice interaction and guide the users toward
the display. The users could then use their own mobile phone or body
gestures to interact with the display.

5 Conclusion
Public displays are widely utilized in the society to confer information to
the masses. Nevertheless, several problems plague these displays and
user engagement with the displays is not optimal. This paper examined
and analyzed the effectiveness of different approaches based on external
devices for mitigating these problems. All of the approaches have their
advantages and disadvantages, and further research is needed to find a
solution that resolves all the issues.
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Abstract
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is the primary architecture for modern
applications, especially for consumer services. MCC relies on a central
infrastructure for almost all crucial functions, such as intensive data processing, data collection and analytics. This obviously limits the capabilities of the system. It introduces a single point of failure in the system
and, most importantly, increases latency for the connected devices. Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC) is proposed as an ideal candidate to overcome
these limitations of traditional computation models in recent years. MEC
has many capabilities which are ideal for modern networks, including the
Internet of Things (IoT). Research in IoT has increased significantly in recent years. Many new applications for IoT are also discovered. They have
been shown to be suitable for consumer products, industrial sensing, smart
cities, remote monitoring, healthcare and vehicle to everything (V2X) networks. In this survey, we examine the current development state of MEC
technology tailored towards IoT applications. We explore the state of the
art IoT network applications. We discuss the technologies enabling MEC
and some challenges towards achieving it. Finally, we attempt to forecast
new developments and the future direction of MEC and IoT research.
KEYWORDS: Mobile edge computing (MEC), Internet of Things (IoT), software defined networking (SDN), virtualization, latency.

1 Introduction
Mobile cloud computing paradigm has been the dominating architecture
in recent years. It uses a simplistic approach of backhauling most tasks to
a single point in the network. Various methods, such as containerization
and replication, have been developed to alleviate the problems associated
with having a single service point. However, these methods do not solve
the problems of high latency and network congestion [10]. Hence, they
underperform compared to modern distributed methods, such as Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC).
Mobile edge computing is an emerging technology that enables the distributed implementation of the computing and communication by moving
resources to the edges of the radio access network [11]. Thus, it reduces
the distance between end devices and the servers. However, this implies
that network portals, such as wifi routers and mobile base stations, need
to be transformed into components with significant computational and
storage capabilities.
Despite the need to modify the network devices, MEC brings tremendous benefits, for example, faster response times. Thus, MEC is used
where time critical application are important. MEC reduces the overall network traffic and thus reduces congestion and increases energy efficiency [1]. The mobility of edge resources improves dynamic allocation of
resources. If a region has a spike in computation usage, more resources
can simply be moved closer to the site [18].
In recent years, IoT have become very popular and are deployed in large
numbers. The European Commission has estimated the number of IoT
devices to reach 100 billion by 2020 [12]. These devices generate a huge
amount of data at a fast velocity. Processing this data is a challenge using
traditional MCC technology because of their single service point architecture.
When MEC is used to serve IoT networks numerous applications and
optimizations become feasible for both development and research. IoTs
backed by MEC are found to be suitable for AR/VR, healthcare, smart
grids, V2X, video QoS and other time-sensitive and bandwidth-intensive
services [9].

However, this setup is more complex and challenging to implement. It
involves deploying computation resources close to network edge. Additionally, new algorithms and network intelligence are required to efficiently route traffic. Network virtualization technologies like Software
Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
ease the creation and configuration of such networks using only general
purpose servers [8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
Internet of Things (IoT) and analyses its current trends and challenges.
Section 3 explores the emerging ICT technologies, i.e., MEC and compares
it with similar technologies. Additionally, it discusses critical technological advancements which enable MEC for IoT development. Section 4
presents the emerging IoT applications enabled by MEC. Section 5 analyses the benefits, challenges and the research direction for MEC assisted
IoT systems. Finally, section 6 summarizes the current state of MEC assisted IoT development and concludes the paper.

2

Internet of Things (IoT)

The Internet of Things is regarded as the next phase of internet technology development. In the 1990’s, with the dawn of internet, technology
was used for data, for instance, for accounting and banking and storing
personal data, such as blogs and pictures [4]. In the 2000’s, internet concerned people, social media, and personal branding. Mobile devices became important identities of people. In 2020’s, internet is expected to
concern all physical things such as doors, appliances, vehicles and even
cities. They all communicate with each other either directly or through a
human interface. Therefore, IoT is the technology which connects everyday things to the internet providing novel opportunities for sensing and
intelligence.
The realization of IoT depends on the development of system on chip
devices which are small enough to be embedded in everyday objects. They
must be equipped with a suitable radio interface and must be energy
efficient to be able to run on batteries for long periods. Thus, modern
IoT is characterised by low memory, low powered and single chip devices
quipped with a radio interface designed for IoTs such as WiFi, NB-IoT or
zigbee. Although technologies with these capabilities are far from perfect,
the popularity of IoT implementation in industrial settings have exponen-

tially grown in recent years.

Devices
IoTs are used in consumer space as well, for example, smart lights, smart
watches, kid cams, and other devices. Consumer IoTs are characterised by
easier off the shelf deployability. They require shorter range of wireless
communication, usually wifi. One example would be healthcare, where
smart watches monitor the heart rate, blood-pressure, calorie consumption, sleep cycle and signs of depression. Smart watches have been shown
effective in fall detection of the wearer and thus, can notify emergency
medical services if necessary [3]. Other devices include, developer friendly
Raspberry Pi and industry specific specialized IoTs.

Connectivity
IoT use cases put an unpredictable and fluctuating demand on the network. They require scalability, QoS and robustness in connectivity. Additionally, IoT performance requirements include large coverage, low battery consumption, low CPU cycles and scalability. Thus, specialized radio
protocols have been developed which better satisfy these requirements,
such as Narrowband-IoT (NB-IoT). NB-IoT uses unused radio spectrum
or gaurd bands in an efficient manner to dynamically allocate network
resources [15]. Other communication protocols suitable for IoT include
Zigbee, CoAP, XMPP and MQTT [2].

Challenges
The IoT ecosystem is changing rapidly, making it chaotic for any attempt
at protocol standardization. Standards for device manufacturers do not
exist, resulting in a heterogenous system of devices. IoT also face other
challenges regarding privacy and security of the data they process. Security design towards IoT has not developed enough to reliably transmit
data. [6]

3 Emerging ICT Technologies

3.1 Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) MEC Industry Specification Group (ISG) is the standardization organization re-

sponsible for creating a open and collaborative environment for MEC development. In 2015, they published the foundation specifications on technical requirements and reference architecture for MEC [16]. In the specification, the definition of Edge encompassed both the base stations themselves and data centers close to the radio network [11].
According to ETSI, MEC is defined as [16] : “Mobile edge computing
provides an IT service environment and cloud computing capabilities at
the edge of the mobile network, within the radio access network (RAN)
and in close proximity to mobile subscribers.”
Traditionally, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is used with IoTs for a
great variety of applications. Although this approach is easy to implement, i.e., the IoT device just needs to be connected to the internet, some
applications have no alternative but to use mobile edge computing techniques. These applications are those which require low latency communication and fast processing.
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) resolves many of the limitations of MCC
assisted IoT network. MEC was introduced to serve time sensitive and
low latecy applications of IoT. Studies show that average round trip time
for a request by a IoT using MCC ranges from 100ms to few seconds [10].
Such latencies are unfeasible for many use cases. In a Vehicle-to-Vehicle
network (V2V), cars are moving at high speeds, and therefore, much faster
decision making capabilities are required. An average MEC implementation has a response time of less than 20ms, making it a viable solution for
V2V [10].

3.2

MEC Compared To Other Computing Techniques

MCC is limited in providing fast responses because the physical location
of the processing service is far from the data source. Thus, new computational models are required for offloading computationally intensive tasks.
MEC provides two advantages in this use case. Firstly, it distributes the
load among local RAN instead of a single cloud server. Secondly, it returns
the results faster to the end device due its close proximity. Table 1 shows
a comparison between MEC and MCC.
This ability allocate dynamic resources closer to the source of data generation is what differentiates MEC from Content Distribution Networks
(CDN). CDN merely cache static data closer to the end devices and have
no computation abilities to analyze the data it serves.
There are several other buzzwords surrounding MEC, for example, Fog

Criteria

MCC

MEC

Initial promotion

Aepona (2010)

ETSI (2014)

Node location

Anywhere in the Cloud

RAN edge or Base Station

Service accessibility

Via internet

Closest edge device

Latency

High

Low

Point of failure

Single

Robust

Computational complexity

High

Low

Communication complexity

High

Low

Storage capacity

High

Limited

Relevance to IoT

Low

High

Table 1. Comparison of MEC and MCC. Based on table in [9]

Computing. In the past few years, both MEC and Fog Computing have
been used interchangeably even though there is a slight difference. Both
of them are similar in principle, i.e., they bring the computation resources
closer to the end device. However, they differ in where the computation capability is placed. MEC puts computational intelligence directly into edge
gateway which are devices such as programmable automation controllers
(PACs). On the other hand, Fog Computing puts computing resource at
the local area network level often in IoT gateway or fog node [9].

3.3

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software
Defined Network (SDN)

Currently, several enabling technologies for MEC are actively researched,
such as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined
Networks (SDN). Both are in active development at ETSI [8] and Open
Networking Foundation (ONF) respectively. The Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a standard to exploit agility enhancement and maintenance automation of virtual network services. Earlier, networks required
numerous specialized hardware including switches, bridges and gateways
to effectively manage traffic. NFV enables to virtualize these services dynamically on standard servers. They provide dynamic and flexible infrastructure services which accelerate innovation.
Software Defined Network (SDN) complements NFV in implementing
MEC. It allows interconnecting virtual IT resources with virtual or physical network resources [8]. SDN broadly has two modules, namely, control
plane and data plane. Control plane provides a unified view of the private

Figure 1. MEC implemenation at C-RAN with SDN and NFV. Reused from [14]

network which may be spread across the internet. This allows for intelligent decision making for congestion control and easy management. The
data plane handles the transfer of data to immediate peer devices both
virtual and physical. The prime advantage of SDN is the separation of
the control plane and data plane which simplifies network management.
Network Function Virtualization and Software Defined Networking are
two technologies which enable scalable implementation of MEC. These
technologies work in tandem to virtualize the infrastructure required for
MEC. These technologies reduce both installation and operation costs of
the network. Centralized Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is a perfect example which demonstrates the advantages of NFV and SDN. In a C-RAN,
instead of deploying individual MEC servers at the edge, a group of radio terminals can be served by a single server running virtual servers
and connected via SDN. This server can connect to the radio edge from
a distance up to 20km with fibre optic cables [13]. Figure 1 shows MEC
implementation at C-RAN with SDN and NFV technology.

4

IoT use cases enabled by MEC

AR/VR
Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality require UltraHD 360-degree video
which is simply not possible with the fastest mobile broadband connec-

Figure 2. IoT applications enabled by MEC. Reused from [9]

tions. They require a bandwidth of over 1 Gbps and ultra-low latency.
MEC implemented by 5G seems the only solution for implementing these
systems. AR/VR systems are especially important in retail, gaming and
defence industries. Figure 2 shows the various IoT applications enabled
by MEC including AR/VR.

Video Analytics and Surveillance
According to Cisco, 70% of internet traffic in the 2020s will be videos.
MECs provide adequate bandwidth and realtime-latency for use in video
streaming applications. With a MEC backed IoT network, an intelligent
surveillance system can detect anomalies at the edge itself and only send
the parts of the video stream which are of interest to the central cloud
or human inspection centre [11]. A video capture device on a traffic signal can detect accidents, congestion and even weather conditions and aid
decision making for a city traffic controller. This approach saves storage
space by storing only relevant video streams and saves human effort in
manually investigating all the videos.

V2X
IoT with MEC is a strong candidate for enabling future self-driving cars.
This is due to its applicability in a low latency V2X communication network. Connected vehicles are crucial for autonomous driving systems [11].
Suppose, a car changes lane to avoid an obstacle, then the car behind it
has no way of knowing the obstacle in front. A V2X system can detect
such instances and alert the driver in the last car to slow down. In some

cases, car sensors alone cannot detect danger and only collective intelligence can infer an impending collision. Consider another example, a car
signals to change lanes and another car is coming fast on the lane but
is too far away for the sensors to detect the oncoming traffic. A proximity tower can combine these two signal and alert both the drivers to take
preventive measures.

Farming
IoT and connected drones hold huge potential for the farming industry.
Sensors in the soil can send real-time data about humidity and nitrate
concentrations for ensuring crop health. Drones with imaging devices
have been used to count and estimate the final production output [9].

Healthcare
MEC assisted IoT devices may transform healthcare due to their ubiquity. Wearable IoT devices which collect biological information about the
wearer is already in use. Indicators like pulse rate, blood pressure and insulin level can be continuously monitored [9]. Furthermore, intelligence
at the edge can automatically detect anomalies in these indicators and
alert medical professionals. IoTs may also be used for fall detection of
elderly [1], remote surgery and remote consultation.

Smart Grid
Smart Grid is a network of smart electrical meters deployed at different
geographical locations in an urban setting. These devices communicate
with each other and gather electricity usage patterns from the electric
grid by houses, services and vehicles. This creates an intelligent system
which efficiently schedules power distribution. N. Kumar et. al. have proposed delay tolerant vehicular networks [5] for smart grid management.

Smart Homes
Smart home appliances are the most recognisable form of IoTs for consumers. Major tech companies market various devices for smart home
management, such as Google Nest and Amazon Echo. These devices produce huge amounts of data related to the house, such as temperature,
humidity and air quality. Similarly, doors and surveillance cameras in a
smart office environment can be monitored by MEC assisted IoT devices
[9].

Industrial IoT
Specialized IoTs used in the industrial setting are called Industrial IoT
(IIoT). For instance, IIoT is used in mining. IoT spread throughout the
tunnels could detect harmful gas buildup in the chambers and alert the
staff before any mishap. IIoT can be used in assembly line robotics. Both
the scenarios are critical for business and MEC assistance for fast and
robust connectivity is essential.

5 Discussion

Benefits of MEC assisted IoT
MEC assisted IoT network has several advantages over a MCC assisted
network. One major benefit is the ability of computational offloading. IoTs
can decide to offload task to the edge server for conserving its battery
power. Alternatively, it could do the computation locally when a faster
response is required. Low network latency is the prime reason for implementing MEC with IoT. Current implementations of MEC cut the round
trip time to about one-tenth the time of traditional systems. MEC assisted IoT, henceforth denoted as MEC-IoT, is energy efficient at both the
User Equipment (UE) and the server. This is due to the simpler computation and network architecture. Furthermore, MEC-IoT reduces storage requirements at the central cloud because it can preprocess data before sending it the central cloud services. MEC-IoT is geographically distributed making it robust to single site failure and power outages. It is
much more dynamic due to device mobility of both UE and servers [10].
Virtual servers can be easily migrated due to containerization and virtual
networking.

Challenges to MEC-IoT
However, there are some challenges to implementing large scale MECIoT as well. The 2016 Dyn DNS denial of service attack underlines the
importance of having robust security features in IoT devices. Millions of
IoT devices were compromised and exploited to attack a single service on
the internet. As the number of IoT grows exponentially such attacks could
bring down the whole internet.
MEC-IoT implementation increases stress on the developer to modify
their applications to a distributed architecture to fully utilize the features
of the system. A lack of research in this field only degrades MEC-IOT

deployment possibilities in real life.
There is limited knowledge available to securely deploy and connect IoT
devices which have very limited or no input and output interfaces for configuration. Small IoT lack user interfaces and remote configuration of
bulk of devices is difficult. IoT device deployment and management is
challenging because of large quantities and small size. Companies after
deploying IoTs at a site could easily lose track of some the devices.

Future Trends and Research Direction
Use of MEC for consumer IoTs has been limited. Although we already
have consumer IoT devices, such as Google Next and Amazon Echo, they
communicate through a centralised cloud infrastructure. In coming years,
we can expect to see MEC for consumer IoT in the form of wifi routers
with computational capacity. Mobile network operators may put dynamic
application servers at the base station or public vehicles may become a
smart grid of computing resource. Edge computing servers are recently
made available in the market by Lenovo and programmable IoT devices
are launched by Intel. The success of MEC-IoT depends on industry interest, investment by private companies and governments, and the public
acceptability to such pervasive technology in their lives.
Furthermore, several novel kinds of research are directed towards implementing feasible and secure MEC. Special algorithms for collaborative
edge caching have been developed which optimize cache hits [17]. A novel
method to keep data secret between IoT and cloud server is found in [7].
In [18], the authors have suggested the use of UAVs as IoT gateways for
dynamic resource allocation and mobility of the supporting infrastructure.
This idea can easily be extended to terrestrial vehicles [5]. For instance,
public bus transport can act as a network of mobile gateway points for
nearby IoT devices. This eliminates the need to choose strategic places to
install gateways which are close to the roads.
One perspective not discussed in this paper is the 5G, which is a major
enabler of MEC and IoTs. 5G is the next generation of mobile communication which uses very short waves for faster communication. The short
wave radio communication of 5G makes it a line of sight communication
and thus requires many small antennas or base stations which is ideal for
placing MEC nodes.

6 Conclusion
MEC is a promising technology which may transform how the internet is
used. MEC overcomes all the major shortcomings of the traditional computing systems when applied towards IoTs. It is especially suitable for
time-sensitive applications. However, despite all the research effort and
funding towards MEC and IoT infrastructure, it is still unclear whether
actual implementation of these would be viable for companies, convenient
for the users and acceptable by the people. Additionally, novel software
abstraction and algorithms are required to run traditional software on
MEE-IoTs. The vast number of research papers published in this field indicates that industry and academia outlook is positive towards MEC-IoT
but no quantitative studies are found in the literature. The success of
MEC-IoT would depend on the technological advancements of its supporting technologies, industry investment and its reception by the consumers.
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Abstract
Machine learning has drawn increasing attention in the past few decades
and is employed as a solution to a wide range of video and image processing tasks. This paper presents a survey on the development of machine
learning algorithms, especially neural networks, for video encoding. Several types of metrics are utilized to measure the performance of different
models. The performance of the machine learning algorithms is compared
with traditional image compression algorithms, which shows the potential
of implementing machine learning algorithms on video and image processing tasks.
KEYWORDS: Video Encoding, Machine Learning, Image Compression,
Neural Networks

1

Introduction

Thanks to the rapid progress of web technology, online content that only
includes texts and images can hardly meet people’s requirements anymore. Instead, video streaming is now playing an increasingly important
role in our daily life not only for entertainment but also for business due to

its superior visual experience. It is mentioned that internet protocol (IP)
video accounts for 75% of all IP traffic in 2017 and will increase to 82%
by 2022 [1]. Although the bandwidth of networks has developed dramatically in the past decade, the quality of videos that people can attain via
their phones or cameras has also improved substantially. This situation
leads to the remaining issue of transferring large videos through network
efficiently. The videos have to be encoded into binary format in order to
be delivered over the web. During the encoding process, there is a great
deal of redundant information in video files that can be removed for delivery. This removed information can be reconstructed during the decoding
process of the videos, leading to acceptable loss or even no loss in the end.
As a video is essentially composed of a sequence of frames, namely, static
digital images, the encoding of a video depends greatly on the compressions of these digital images. A variety of algorithms, such as discrete
cosine transform (DCT), fractal encoding and chroma subsampling, have
been implemented to reduce the size of the digital images, thus improving
the efficiency of the video encoding [2]. However, these conventional algorithms have some bottlenecking drawbacks, preventing them from achieving high compression performance [3]. Therefore, many researchers have
paid increasing attention to machine learning algorithms to explore further possibilities in video encoding. Machine learning algorithms have
the potential to optimize video encoding/decoding pipelines with better
performance than traditional algorithms.
This paper will review state-of-the-art machine learning methods proposed in the whole process of video encoding and suggest directions of
future research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to basics of video encoding. Section 3 discusses the basics of machine
learning methods, especially neural networks. Section 4 reviews the related work of machine learning algorithms on video compression. Section
5 draws conclusions on the problem and proposes suggestions on future
research.

2

Video Encoding

2.1

Video Encoding Basics

As mentioned before, a scene in a video consists of a collection of still pictures. Some statistical analysis has pointed out that there is a significant
correlation both between the neighboring pictures and within the pixel
patterns in a picture. In addition, human eyes are insensitive to the loss
of specific spatio-temporal visual information, which can also be exploited
to remove unnecessary data in the video file [2]. If the redundant information of each image is eliminated during the compression process, the
whole video file can require less space for storage and transmission. This
whole process can be referred to as image compression.
Image compression can be classified into two major types, lossless and
lossy compressions. The lossless compression amounts to the compression
where all data can be reproduced completely after reconstruction, while
in lossy compression, some data is missing permanently during compression/decompression process [4]. In most applications, lossy compression is
tolerable for the sake of fast access and transmission. However, in some
critical applications, only lossless compression is used. For instance, all
information must remain intact in medical images in order to observe the
symptoms correctly [4].
The process of image compression can be illustrated by Fig. 1. The original image I is converted into compressed data I c after the manipulation
of the coder. The number of bits contained in original file is more than
the number of bits for compressed data [4]. Then the compressed data is
decoded to the reconstructed image I 0 , which can either be completely the
same as the original image for lossless compression or inferior in some
aspects to the original image for lossy compression.

Figure 1. Process of image compression

The video encoding also includes audio encoding. However, it is not in
the scope of this paper.

2.2

Metrics

When quantifying the degree of compression obtained by a specific compression scheme, a common approach is to calculate compression ratio of
the result. The compression ratio is defined as
Compression Ratio =

Bits in original image
Bits in compressed image

(1)

This exhibits a more accurate demonstration of the amount of data that
is compressed during the process [5].
In addition to compression ratio specifying the quantity of compression,
we also need to evaluate how well the schemes are doing in the lossy
compression. Some standard metrics, such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR), typically serve as tools to compute the quality level of compression. The PSNR measurement is given by:
P SN R = 10log10 [

(2b − 1)
]
M SE

(2)

in which b is the number of bits per pixel, and MSE is defined as follows:
M SE =

N
M X
X
1
(f (x, y) − g(x, y))2
M × N i=1 j=1

(3)

where f and g are images of M × N size. The PSNR is calculated as the

ratio of the size of the error to the peak value of the image, while Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is defined as the size of the error relative to the
mean squared value of the image [6]. Therefore, the PSNR is more subjective qualitative measurement of quality compared to SNR. The PSNR
method has the advantage of simple calculation, while it is not sufficient
to define the quality of the reconstructed image since it is measured in a
mathematical manner rather than perceived by a human viewer [5].
Considering the drawbacks of these metrics, it is ideal to implement a
human visual system-inspired measurement which can simulate the way
how humans perceive images. In that case, we can optimize the relevant parameters directly to remove the information that human eyes are
not sensitive to, thus promoting the quality of reconstructed images [7].
Unfortunately, this type of measurement system has yet to be invented.
Instead, various improved metrics, such as PSNR-HVS [8] and MS-SSIM
[9], are exploited to evaluate the result of compression.

3

Machine Learning Algorithms

Machine learning algorithms have been developed rapidly in the past few
decades as the significant power of machine learning has drawn people’s
attention. Neural Network is one of the major part in machine learning
field and it has been designed and implemented in video encoding and image compression with considerable effort. This section introduces basics
of machine learning algorithms, especially neural networks, which have
created a profound impact on related areas.

3.1

Artificial Neural Networks(ANNs)

An artificial neural network is a simplified computational model inspired
by biological neuron systems. It mimics the manner in which the human
brain makes calculations and forms a judgement. It is highly abstracted
compared to the real nervous system.
An artificial neural network consists of a large number of artificial neurons, which are also called nodes or units. An artificial neuron is basically
a computational representation of a biological neuron. Similar to a biological neuron, an artificial neuron takes numerous inputs and transforms
all the inputs into one output signal. This output signal can be used as
the input for another neuron or as the final result of the network.
A typical artificial neuron is shown in Fig. 2. It receives n inputs (shown
as x in Fig. 2) and a bias (shown as b in Fig. 2). Each input is associated
with a weight (shown as w in Fig. 2) that shows how much influence the
input can exert on the artificial neuron. The artificial neuron sums up
all the weighted values and the bias, and transforms it via an activation
function (shown as f in Fig. 2). Several common activation functions, such
as sigmoid, tanh, relu, can be used in different scenarios due to their
different characteristics. After the activation process, a signal (shown as
Y in Fig. 2) is generated as the output of the neuron [10].
An ANN contains numerous artificial neurons arranged by layers. The
adjacent neurons have tight connections between them. Each connection
has the corresponding weight that extends the influence on the neurons
in the next layer. Fig. 3 shows a typical structure of an ANN. The structure can be divided into three layers. The input layer includes the nodes
that provide the incoming information from the outside world, which is
normally the preprocessed data that we feed into the neural networks.
The output layer contains the nodes that finalize the computations and

Figure 2. An artificial neuron

pass the result to the outside world. The hidden layer, which serves as
the bridge between the input layer and the output layer, is invisible to the
outside world. It can contain zero or multiple layers in the network.
The network shown in Fig. 3 is a feedforward neural network. The information in this network moves only in one direction, which means the
output of all neurons in the networks only goes into the subsequent layer
rather than the prior layer. For a feedforward neural network, the hidden
layer can be empty, so the input layer connects to the output layer directly.
This type of network is the simplest neural network, which is referred to
as a single layer perceptron. When the ANN has multiple hidden layers
of neurons, the network is classified as a multi-layer perceptron. It can
also be referred to as a deep neural network. Due to several hidden layers, the multi layer perceptron has a better ability to model non-linear
relationships compared to the single layer perceptron [10].
In order to make the neural network work, a tremendous amount of
training datasets are necessary to be fed into the network. The way a
neural network learns with the training data is called a back propagation algorithm. "Back propagation" is short for “backward propagation
of errors”, which means the error calculated by the activation function is
“propagated” back to the preceding layer. This process can adjust the
weights of the inputs accordingly. For each entry of the dataset, the
weights of the neural network can be corrected from the error. The performance of the network is highly dependent on the number of training

Figure 3. Neural networks for image compression

datasets. Its accuracy increases when more data is provided for the neural network. However, too much training data can lead to overfitting that
jeopardizes the accuracy, since some imbalanced data has a side effect on
the neural network. Back propagation is particularly suitable for training feed-forward networks. Even though it has considerable advantage,
the back propagation can only be used when the activation function is differentiable. Researchers point out that the type of neurons or activation
function a neural network utilizes characterize its performance and the
complexity [10].

3.2

Other Neural Networks

In addition to ANNs, there are multiple other types of neural networks,
such as convolutional networks, recurrent neural networks, which are
based on the ANNs. These neural networks have some extraordinary features that enable them to perform better in different settings. They are
also widely used in image and video compression.

4 Related work on Image Compression and Video Encoding
In [11], resampling block coding (RBC) compression method using the spatial sampling was introduced to fit in compact hardware architecture for
onboard compression systems. It was applied for each unit block of the
image with three sampling and quantization phases. It surpassed set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) wavelet based image compression
technique in terms of time complexity, maximum error and image quality
within the reasonable compression ratio. It overcame the weaknesses of
frequency transformation methods, including large processing units that
is unacceptable for onboard compression systems and unnecessarily complex calculations that take more processing time. It was concluded that
RBC compression method is applicable for aerial and remote sensing images.
In [10], two DNNs were designed and implemented for image compression. One is using logistic sigmoid unit, while the other is using hyperbolic
tangent unit. Although these two methods have many identical properties, the tangent hyperbolic function outperforms its counterpart in many
aspects because of the broader output space. This leads to a more efficient modeling process for a complex and abstract non-linear relation.
The authors conducted the image compression with the two DNNs and
compare the results measured by PDNR and the epoch vs. mean square
error (MSE) curves. The simulation results concluded that the hyperbolic
tangent neurons can not only gain a significant improvement on PSNR,
but also converge several order of magnitude faster than sigmoid units.
A single recurrent neural networks proved to perform well on image
compression, but was limited to images of a fixed size [12]. In order to
provide a neural network which is capable of compressing images of arbitrary size, George Toderici et al. [7] introduced a series of full-resolution
lossy image compression methods based on neural networks. Their compression networks included an encoding network, a binarizer and a decoding network. This architecture is distinct from that introduced in earlier
work, in which the compression and decompression tasks were accomplished by only one network [10]. Furthermore, the authors applied the
measurements of MS-SSIM and PSNR-HVS, which better represents human perception as metrics. The experimental networks were comprised of
a combination of three types of recurrent units (LSTM, associative LSTM
and gated recurrent units) and three reconstruction frameworks (one-shot

reconstruction, additive reconstruction and residual scaling). As the two
metrics showed different training models with the best performance, it is
not convincing to suggest the best models among them. However, many
models perform better than JPEG performance on both MS-SSIM and
PSNR-HVS on average, implying an improvement on image compression.
In [4], an adaptive neural network was designed to realize the desired
compression of each picture block. The algorithm employed in the paper was a combination of motion detection, compression, and temporal
subsampling of frames. It was able to reach the compression ratio of up to
500:1 for moving gray-scale images. The PSNR metrics was measured and
a distinguished improvement was detected. The method was also computationally efficient, leading to potential implementation on real-time
softwares.
In [13], a learning vector quantization (LVQ) has been implemented for
image compression. This self-organizing network was trained very fast,
reaching the maximum learning within dozens of thousand iterations.
The PSNR was measured to illustrate the performance. Several other
LVQs were also employed and the implementation of classified and multistage LVQs improved the performance.
In [14], a deep neural network architecture using a new training technique was designed to improve the performance of image compression.
The new training method was referred to as Nested Training Algorithm
(NTA), which has the advantages of enhanced computational efficiency.
In order to evaluate the performance of the network, both synthetic and
real-world data were used for simulation. The parameters of the network
were controlled to obtain the optimal learning rates and the size of the
training data for an image of a fixed size.
Fractal image compression is an important area in image compression.
It is a lossy compression method for digital images that is based on fractals. In the fractal image compression, a recurrent neural network approach has already been proposed to improve the performance of image
compression [15]. The partitioned iterated function system (PIFS) was
implemented for image compression/decompression. The PSNR by applying the neural network approach was measured and desirable results
were obtained compared to traditional PIFS method. Furthermore, due to
the fact that neural network operations can execute in parallel, the compression/decompression can be processed faster than traditional methods.
In [16], a new single-structure image compression neural network based

on a new normalization scheme was described. According to the PSNR by
several methods provided in this paper, the new neural network outperformed the mentioned multiple-structure neural network and a hierarchical neural network. It also improve the visual quality of the decompressed
image.

5 Discussions and Conclusions
There is an increasing demand of utilizing digital videos and images because of an increasing demand of multimedia entertainments. It is very
expensive to manipulate, store and transmit these resources in their raw
forms. Therefore, image compression has become extremely crucial for
modern digital communication and storage systems.
In this paper, we have discussed a great variety of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms which can improve the performance of video
and image compression/decompression process. It is clear that most algorithms show better performance than the traditional algorithms. These
neural networks architectures also have less computational complexity,
which reduce the processing time in both compression and decompression
procedures. However, it is not evident to select the winning architecture
for video encoding and image compression since there are many decisive
metrics which denote different aspects of the designed model. In addition, as the experimental setups are not the same between the methods
discussed in each paper, it is very difficult to compare the performance of
the algorithms in different papers directly.
Machine learning algorithms have showed enormous potential for video
and image processing tasks. Extensive evaluation for a broad range of different techniques and algorithms on multimedia computation is supposed
to be carried out in the future.
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Abstract
As people increasingly rely on their smartphones, both the number and
complexity of malware attacks against Android are growing. While defending Android is an active area of research, a number of threats, e.g.,
app collusion, still cannot be reliably detected nor defended against. App
collusion is a secret collaboration between apps with malicious intentions.
This report surveyes state-of-the-art literature discussing methods that can
be used for collusion on Android, and known examples of such collusion.
It also reviewes existing approaches to app collusion detection, and their
limitations. Existing literature has significant shortcomings, such as outdated or uncredible claims and inconsistent definitions. Further research
is required to develop feasible protections against Android app collusion,
and the unified definition and criteria proposed in this report could be
developed into a common framework for assisting the research community
in achieveving that goal.
KEYWORDS: Collusion, Android security, Mobile security

1 Introduction
Android is an operating system (OS) that is primarily designed for mobile
devices, e.g., smartphones and tablets. With more than two billion active
devices [1], it is estimated to be the most widely used OS, surpassing even
Microsoft Windows [2, 3]. Android is designed to be an open platform:
developed and maintained by Google LLC, but largely released as the
Android Open Source Project for everyone to study and evaluate [4]. The
Android OS includes support for apps, which are easily installable application packages that can extend the functionality of devices. Apps can be
developed and distributed by anyone with a very low barrier of entry.
While this popularity of Android is not reflected by the proportion of
malware attacks, most of which still target Windows, both the number and
complexity of attacks against Android are increasing [5]. This is especially
troublesome, as many people increasingly rely on their smartphones to
store their personal data, online account credentials, financial information,
and more. McAfee estimates that revenues for mobile malware authors
could be in the billion-dollar range by 2020 [6].
Given the increasing potential damage from Android malware, defending
against it is an active area of research. Android uses a multi-layer security approach, combining machine learning, platform security and secure
hardware [1]. Machine learning methods are utilised by Google Play Store
in an effort to prevent the uploading of potentially harmful applications,
and by Google Play Protect [7] to scan apps locally on users’ devices. The
platform security of Android has been enhanced over the years with the
addition of multiple security features, for example, SELinux protections [8,
“Security-Enhanced Linux in Android”], exploit mitigations [9], privilege
reductions [10], and encryption. Recent versions of Android leverage hardware security features, including keystore and remote key attestation [11],
and receive regular software updates. These security mechanisms have
been partially successful, as exploit pricing and difficulty are growing by
some estimates [1].
However, malicious actors are continuously developing exploits to bypass
existing protections, and a number of threats, e.g., app collusion, cannot
yet be reliably detected nor defended against. App collusion is a secret
collaboration between apps with malicious intentions (Section 2). This
can be facilitated by any of the numerous ways for apps to communicate
with each other that the Android system provides (Section 3). Methods for

apps to collude also exist on the iOS platform [12]. Given a malicious app
that would be detected and blocked by state-of-the-art security systems,
its functionality can be split into several apps, so that each of them would
be categorised as benign when analysed separately [13].
Android app collusion is not a new concept [14], and multiple attempts
have been made to develop suitable detection systems (Section 5). Computationally feasible but very coarse filters have been developed based on statically extracted features of apps [15, 13], while computationally expensive
and more accurate filters have used formal modelling of Android apps [16]
or modified versions of the Android OS [17] to track information flows.
Heuristic approaches and manual analysis has also been proposed [18].
Despite this, there are currently no robust and usable ways to detect
app collusions. Existing solutions have a large number of false negatives,
false positives, or they are infeasibly difficult to implement. The number
of possible combinations of N apps is N N , and Google Play Store alone is
reported to host more than 2.6 million apps [19]. Most proposed solutions
therefore apply very aggressive filtering, causing only some malicious combinations to be included into analysis, and others to be reported as false
negatives. Furthermore, most proposed solutions have a large number of
false positives due to their inability to differentiate collusion from legitimate collaboration. Some research has experimented with checking apps
manually to determine their intentions [18], but this demands even more
aggressive filtering. Therefore, app collusion remains an open research
challenge.
Furthermore, existing literature on the topic has significant limitations.
Some influential work in the field is now outdated and has not been
updated. Many authors have defined app collusion for themselves in
ways that are simpler to detect but not applicable in the real world, often
including large amounts of legitimate apps. Some published information
also has credibility issues, either dismissing prior work by claiming that
collusion is a new idea, or claiming that they have solved the problem
without providing sufficient evidence.
This report provides an overview of the research of Android app collusion
as follows: Section 2 discusses the nature and definitions of app collusion,
Section 3 outlines the methods that can be used for colluding on Android,
Section 4 describes known examples of colluding apps, and Section 5
reviews approaches that have been taken to collusion detection, and their
limitations.

2 Description and definition of app collusion
The Oxford English Dictionary defines collusion as a “Secret agreement
or understanding for purposes of trickery or fraud; underhand scheming
or working with another; deceit, fraud, trickery” [20]. Asăvoae et al. [21]
define collusion for the case of Android apps as the situation where several
apps are working together in performing a threat. According to these
definitions, app collusion must have the following three properties:
1. Colluding apps must be working together secretly. Conversely, apps
working together in collaboration is a common and encouraged practice when such collaboration is well documented [22, “Interacting
with Other Apps”].
2. All colluding apps must be in agreement. A distinctly different but
related concept is the “confused deputy” attack [23], where one app
mistakenly exposes itself to other installed apps.
3. Colluding apps must have malicious intentions. The intentions of
Android app collusion would then be to violate one of the security
goals of Android, which are defined in [8] as:
(a) protect app data, user data, and system resources (including the
network).
(b) provide app isolation from the system, other apps, and the user.
It is important to note that the goal 3(b) is not to enforce isolation, but
to provide isolation when required. As such, apps working together does
not violate goal 3(b) in itself, but it would be a collusion if apps worked
together to break isolation with some other app, the system, or the user.
This definition means that in addition to technical factors, non-technical
factors, such as whether communication is secret or well documented, must
also be taken into account. Additionally, this definition does not specify the
channel or method used for colluding. However, many different definitions
of app collusion have been used in the literature. One such example is by
Asăvoae et al. [21], who further leave out from their definition all aspects
relating to psychology, sociology, or documentation, such that, for example,
a picture app which allows images to be sent through an email app, would
be considered a collusion by them. Another alternative definition of app
collusion is provided by Xu et al. [24], who define app collusion as userunaware cross-app launch, therefore strictly limiting this definition to a
single collusion method.

3

Methods for colluding

By default, all Android apps run in separate sandboxes [8, “Application
security”], which are based on user separation by the Linux kernel, and
enhanced by SELinux and seccomp [8, “Application Sandbox”]. By default,
all communication between these sandboxes is blocked, but apps can
open certain communication channels or prevent being separated into
different sandboxes altogether. Some channels, so-called overt channels,
are designed to be used by apps to communicate, while others, so-called
covert channels, utilise functionalities which were originally intended for
other purposes.

3.1

Overt channels

The Android OS has several channels designed for inter-app communication, which are described on pages “Application security” and “Application
Sandbox” of [8].
Apps published by the same entity may share a sandbox. In this case,
there are no restrictions for their communication, meaning that these
apps can use any of the traditional UNIX-type mechanisms, including the
filesystem, local sockets, or signals.
When apps are running in different sandboxes, the Linux kernel prevents
these sandboxed apps from accessing any processes or files other than their
own. In older Android versions, only Linux discretionary access control was
used, allowing apps to make their files world-accessible, which was used
internally by shared preferences – an inter-app communication method
discussed by many works [25, 21]. Newer versions of Android forbid this
by using SELinux mandatory access control rules, meaning that shared
preferences are no longer relevant for this purpose. Apps can still use
any file-based communication methods when they have permission to
access the external storage, but this way users would be notified that such
communication may take place when the Android system prompts them
for permissions.
Android also provides a method for apps to communicate without any
user-granted permissions or visibility. This is enabled by a remote procedure call mechanism called binder. Any app can send messages to binder
arbitrarily, but other apps must explicitly start listening and accept incoming communications. The Android platform provides three methods for
this:

• Services [22, “Services overview”]: Apps may start services, which
can provide interfaces that are directly accessible using binder.
• Intent filters [22, “Intents and Intent Filters”]: Intents are message
objects that represents an intention to do something. Apps may
ask some part of them to be executed when an intent with certain
properties matching their filter is initiated.
• ContentProviders [22, “Content providers”]: Apps can define ContentProviders to expose some of their data.
Binder provides a way for apps to communicate with each other, promoting openness and allowing a separation of concerns. Examples include
apps using an intent to ask the camera app to take a photo instead of
asking camera control permission, and communication apps allowing other
apps to share data through itself. Since binder has a well-defined interface,
information flow through it could be monitored.

3.2 Covert channels
In addition to overt channels, many covert channels have been discovered.
Marforio et al. [26] propose a classification of communication channels
based on whether application level APIs, OS native calls, or hardware
functionalities are utilised. Al-Haiqi et al. [27] describe categorising covert
channels as either timing or storage channels. However, neither of these
categorising approaches provide clear boundaries in all cases, nor cover all
possible covert channels. This section provides examples of covert channels
in Android.
Schlegel et al. [14] show that any application can change the vibrate
setting and use intent filters to be notified of changes to that setting
without requiring specific permissions, therefore demonstrating that apps
can create an information channel using the vibrate setting. Similarly, the
volume setting can be used. While apps cannot subscribe to be notified
when the volume is changed, and have to manually check this setting, it
has the advantage of having 8 different states, as opposed to the vibrate
setting, which is boolean. Both of these channels are invisible to users,
as long as data transmission does not coincide with audio playback or
receiving notifications.
Marforio et al. [26] describe how data could be exchanged between colluding apps by modifying and monitoring the number of threads, processor usage, and free space on the filesystem. However, the

/proc/stat

APIs they used have since been deprecated [28]. Reviewing the current
Android documentation with their ideas in mind suggests that alternative APIs might allow similar attacks to be mounted on recent versions
of Android. For example, free disk space can be queried through the
StatFs#getAvailableBlocksLong()

API on latest Android versions [22]. A proof

of concept could be created to verify the viability of this channel.
The system load can also be measured indirectly to transmit information,
as described by Marforio et al. [26]. In this scenario, the transmitting
app modulates the data payload by varying the load on the system. The
receiving app then repeatedly runs a CPU-intensive computation and
measures the time it takes to complete, in order to infer whether or not
the transmitting app was loading the system. This approach was shown to
work even when the receiver is JavaScript code running in a browser, and
not an installed Android app.
Another approach is presented by Al-Haiqi et al. [27], where one app
utilises the vibration motor to transmit data, and another app uses the
accelerometer readings to receive that data. This is further developed
by Qi et al. [29], who propose covert channels based on user behaviour.
Instead of using the vibration motor, a transmitting app could prompt the
user to move their phone in certain ways, for example, by posing as a rally
game where the user needs to turn their phone at specific times based on a
track generated by the malicious app.
These channels often rely on side-effects that are impossible or infeasible
to elliminate, as they are caused by, for example, the limitations of real
world hardware, or working principles of real world sensors. Research on
detecting covert channels dates back to 1970’s, and it has been shown to
be a hard problem [26].

4

Examples of Android app collusion

Researchers have proposed several hypothetical and proof-of-concept collusion examples, and one example of app collusion has also been discovered
in the real world. A common example of app collusion follows the pattern
shown in Figure 1, and proceeds as follows:
(1) APPA obtains some private information.
(2) APPA transmits the information to APPB using some overt or covert
channel.
(3) APPB exfiltrates the information over the internet.

Private
information

Overt
(1)

App A

(2)
Covert

App B

(3)

Internet

Figure 1. Structure of a basic app collusion example.

An early example of this kind of collusion was described by Schlegel
et al. [14]. In their case, in place of the APPA was an app called Soundcomber, which obtained private information using the microphone. To avoid
detection, Soundcomber did not have permission to access the internet,
instead they proposed to use a second app to exfiltrate the information. A
similar hypothetical example is also described by Asăvoae et al. [21], where
the APPA would be a contacts app with READ_CONTACTS permission,
and the APPB would be a weather app with INTERNET permission. No
examples following this pattern of collusion have been reported in the real
world.
There is one known example of app collusion in the wild reported by
Blasco et al. [30], and it has a different structure than described above. It
is a set of apps from different vendors, all of which include a library known
as the MoPlus SDK. The collusion was noticed after a manual review of
apps that had already been previously categorised as potentially harmful,
and were capable of accessing shared preferences files from different apps.
The MoPlus SDK was already known to contain remote-control capability,
and is now confirmed to also collude between different instances of itself.
The MoPlus SDK may be embedded into many different apps, with
20 such being identified by [30]. It can then open a local HTTP server
allowing the attacker to abuse any permissions given to its host app. With
potentially many instances of the MoPlus SDK running on the same device
with different permissions, they would work together to guarantee that
only the instance with highest level of permissions is the one that starts
accepting remote commands (Figure 2):
(1) Each instance stores a priority value based on the permissions it has
(2) Each instance queries all other instances for their priorities
(3) The instance with the highest priority is called
No sensitive information is exchanged between the apps, but still all three
properties of app collusion as presented in Section 2 are present.
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Figure 2. Collusion between instances of the MoPlus SDK [30]

5

Existing methods for detecting collusions

Attempts with various scopes and outcomes have been made to detect app
collusion. Results range from computationally feasible but very coarse
filters to more accurate but very expensive approaches.

5.1

Based on permissions/interfaces

The simplest approach is to base the analysis on statically extracted features of apps, such as the set of permissions declared or the set of Android
APIs imported. Only considering such features makes it feasible to scan
large amounts of apps. However, the obtained results only provide a coarse
estimation of app collusion.
One example by Asavoae et al. [15] is a filtering method based on the
API calls and declared permissions of apps. They define collusion as a pair
of apps that satisfy these three conditions:
C1 First app declares a permission giving access to sensitive information.
C2 Second app declares a permission giving the ability to send information to the outside world.
C3 Finally, on some channel the first app must be able to send and the
second app able to receive. As channels they consider Intents (each
action separately), External storage, and shared preferences (each
file separately; but now deprecated as discussed in Section 3.1).
It is not clear from their description, but can be assumed, that they further
ignore apps that match both criteria C1 and C2, since otherwise their filter
would detect any pair of apps that can communicate using one of these
channels. They claim that while not all apps flagged by this approach are
necessarily colluding, all colluding apps are flagged by this filter. However,

it must be noted that in reality they only consider a narrow subset of app
collusions, and, for example, the MoPlus SDK would be labelled as benign
by this filter.
Chen et al. [13] propose a similar approach. First, they observed that
exists a machine learning algorithm that, given the set of all API calls
in an app, can predict whether the app is malicious or not. Only a single
overt channel is captured for communication between apps, as their work
only considers intents. For each app they detect which intents it can send
and receive, and then group together apps that could communicate with
each other. To classify, whether a group of apps is benign or malicious,
they pass the union of all API calls used by the apps in the group to the
aforementioned machine learning algorithm.
Neither of these approaches can detect whether apps communicate with
each other, nor what kind of information is exchanged between them,
since they use no information about the order of operations within apps.
Additionally, they both consider only a limited set of overt channels.

5.2 Based on control flow analysis
A more accurate detection of collusion can be achieved when the code of
apps is analysed to detect whether or not they exchange data with other
apps. Two approaches have ben taken to that: model-based and runtime.
Asăvoae et al. [16] describe a model-based method for checking whether
information theft through collusion exists within the set of possible control
flows for an app. They propose disassembling apps and analysing Dalvik
virtual machine (VM) instructions with their input and output objects. In
all possible control flows, when one of predefined Android APIs returns an
object, it is annotated with the initiating app ID and a boolean “sensitive”.
Whenever an object is used as an argument to an instruction, its sensitivity
and app ID values are propagated to all resulting objects. Input set of
apps is considered to be colluding if there exists a control flow in which an
object marked sensitive is passed to one of predefined exporting Android
APIs, so that the current app ID is different to the initial app ID from the
object. They explore modelling apps with different levels of abstraction,
including more direct modelling in which case the analysis takes longer, or
even forever when the app code contains any loops, and a higher level of
abstraction, which is less accurate, but guaranteed to provide an answer.
They only consider intent based inter-app communication channel, and do
not analyse native code components of apps.

Another approach is to modify the Android OS to track information flow
at runtime. Enck et al. provide an example of this called TaintDroid [17],
which can track information flows from sensitive sources to sensitive sinks
system wide. Within the Java code of apps it adds annotations for each
variable separately (by augmenting the Java VM), but for communication
through binder these are at message accuracy, in native system libraries
with method call accuracy, and for disk access with file accuracy. TaintDroid cannot track information flow in native app components, which is
solved by authors here by banning them entirely, breaking 5% of apps
by some estimates. Use of annotations is similar to [16], but the amount
of false positives is smaller, because the corresponding exit state must
be reached for it to be reported. However, due to the limited granularity
of annotations, their propagation can be overly conservative, which still
results in false positives. False negatives are also possible, because annotations are not propagated through covert channels. Additionally, TaintDroid
incurs a 14% CPU overhead.

5.3

Other

None of the aforementioned research has adressed detection of collusion
that uses covert channels. Some work has looked into closing specific
covert channels [28, 29], but it is not reasonable to assume that all covert
channels can be found, especially since there exist known covert channels
that have not been closed (Section 3.2).
Muttik [18] proposes augmenting approaches mentioned above with additional heuristic rules. He argues that colluding apps can also be detected
using indirect signals, such as whether apps come from the same source,
explicitly encourage co-installation, are frequently installed together, use
similar libraries, etc. He also notes that signals like the publication date,
app market and installation method can be used.
According to Muttik, McAfee has a product for defending against app
collusion by combining the methods described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, the
abovementioned heuristics, and manual review and reverse engineering of
apps. In 2016 McAfee claimed that their product is able to detect colluding
mobile apps and stop any malicious combination of apps from running [31].
However, based on known information about the state of the art, including
the limitations outlined above, this is unlikely to be entirely true.

6 Conclusion
This report presented an overview of Android app collusion. It surveyed
state-of-the-art literature discussing methods that can be used for collusion on Android, and known examples of such collusion. This report
also discussed existing approaches to app collusion detection, and their
limitations.
The number and complexity of malware attacks against Android are
increasing, which is especially concerning because mobile devices are rich
sources of data. One of the threats that cannot yet be reliably detected
nor defended against is app collusion, which can be defined as a secret
collaboration between apps with malicious intentions. The Android OS
has multiple overt and covert channels for apps to exploit for colluding.
However, some communication channels that had been described, such as
the ones based on
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or shared preferences, were determined to

no longer be relevant due to changes in Android. An interesting future
work would be to reproduce covert channels used for collusion, in order to
confirm, which channels are still exploitable.
Existing literature on app collusion detection was also determined to
have significant limitations. Multiple proposed solutions used some definition of app collusion that did not differenciate collusion from legitimate
collaboration, or only included a subset of collusions, e.g., information
exfiltration, making these definitions not applicable in the real world. One
source has also made what seems to be an uncredible claim of having
solved the problem of app collusion.
From the literature it is clear that further research is required to develop
feasible protections against Android app collusion. This report provided
a comparison of the proposed collusion methods and protections using a
common definition and criteria. These definitions and criteria could be
further developed into a common framework, and could assist the research
community in achieveving results in the detection of app collusion.
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Abstract
In order to reap the full benefit that IoT promises, it is necessary to have
a flow of information between connected things. Currently, this is not the
case as the IoT landscape is populated with heterogeneous platforms that
lack interoperability. In order to tackle this problem, various alliances
and organisations have been established with different standardization
proposals for the future of IoT. However, there is still no consensus about
the most appropriate approach. Therefore, it is necessary for the time being
to develop methods of interworking between the existing standards. This
paper focuses on current attempts to consolidate the issue of interoperability by reviewing methods of data model translation in the IoT space. It
discusses current solutions for interworking (openHab, Vorto), those under
development(Semantic Translation) and Direct translation specifications
between standards.
KEYWORDS: IoT, Interoperability, Data Model Translation, Interworking, Ontologies

1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly growing field with tremendous
economic, social and technical potential. It envisions to digitize the physical world, ushering in a future of real-time healthcare, smart-homes,
smart-cities, fully automated industries, connected-vehicles, and many
more potential benefits. A recent forecast made by Ericsson claims that
there will be around 31.4 billion connected devices by 2023, out of which
around 19.8 billion will be IoT-related [3].
A cornerstone in achieving this vision of IoT lies in the ability of a vast
number of heterogeneous devices cooperating with each other to reach
common goals. According to a study by McKinsey Global Institute, “of
the total potential economic value that IoT enables, interoperability is required for 40 percent on average and nearly 60 percent in some settings”
[10]. However, the current state of IoT development faces a challenge in
terms of interoperability in different aspects [14]. This is due to multiple factors such as the existence of a wide range of devices, different
equipment manufacturers, proprietary systems, a variety of standards,
and diverse platforms (operating systems).
The requirement of achieving interoperability at large is not a new notion. The seamless internet we take for granted today was riddled with
problems of interoperability in its infancy. This included varying communication protocols, different wireless standards, and the browser wars of
the early 1980’s. In order to achieve the inter-networking we have today,
various standard bodies such as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) published a multitude of standards to
guide the development of the internet. Currently, the same effort is being
made in the world of IoT, with working groups, task forces, and the same
standards organizations contributing to guaranteeing interoperability in
IoT.
There have been many strides made towards achieving the interoperability of IoT devices over the past few years. A significant portion of
this effort has been put to guaranteeing network interoperability with the
development of communication standards such as IPV6 over Low-Power
Wireless Personal Area Networks [9], IPv6 over BLUETOOTH(R) Low
Energy [13], and ZigBee adoption of Internet Protocol Version 6. In addition, there has also been work done in the application layer with the

introduction of the constrained application protocol (CoAP) [25] and Constrained RESTful environments (CoRE) Link Format [24] for devices with
a constraint in power, memory, and processing resources. The usage of Internet protocol in IoT devices has led to a majority of platforms supporting
web services through REST APIs and similar data formats such as JSON,
XML, and EXI [14]. However, this has not been enough to achieve the
desired level of interoperability between IoT devices. There is still a challenge posed in exchanging data in a meaningful way so that IoT devices
can understand and utilize the data. This discrepancy is caused by the
different data models and schema used by IoT devices, and the challenge
is referred to as semantic incompatibility [14].
Semantic interoperability aims to achieve data exchange across systems
regardless of the format of the data while ensuring the exchanged data
maintains the same meaning across the system. One approach to achieving this would be to seamlessly translate between different data models
in IoT. This paper addresses this topic by conducting a survey of methods used for data model translation. Section II discusses two real world
methods already under implementation to solve issues with interoperability, especially in regards to data model translation. Section III lists
approaches towards data model translation that are still in development.
Section IV evaluates all the discussed methods and identifies their advantages and disadvantages. Section VI concludes the paper by indicating
possible research areas for future studies.

2

Current Solutions to Interoperability

The current state of IoT is often described as vertical silos of proprietary
systems that provide little or no interoperability with similar systems.
These silos are formed from the areas where IoT has made advancements
such as smart homes, healthcare, retail, industry and connected vehicles.
The current problem IoT faces is the lack of interoperability between these
silos, and also within themselves due to various vendors utilizing different
platforms, protocols and data representations in their devices.
In recent years, a cluster of organizations, alliances, working groups and
task forces have proposed data models, vocabularies, information models
and ontologies to tackle this problem. Some of the key industry suggestions in this venture include Internet Protoclol for Smart Object’s smart
objects, Zigbee’s Cluster Library, Open Mobile Alliance’s LWM2M, Open

Connectivity Foundation’s IoTivity, Allseen Alliance’s AllJoyn, oneM2M’s
base ontology and W3C’s Thing Description. In the current state of IoT,
there exists no particularly dominant architecture to coerce an industrywide standard to be adopted. For the foreseeable future, there will remain
heterogeneity in protocols and schema resulting in a need for interoperability between different organizations. For this reason, there is a need to
translate between endpoints of different protocols and schema.
While the standardization bodies race to provide the ideal IoT solution to
provide interoperability for the future, IoT products have still been rolling
out in the market. In 2018, it was reported there were around 8.6 billion
IoT connected devices [3]. The full benefit of IoT lying in the ability of
connected things to cooperatively automate the physical world, there is a
demand for a timely solution to interconnect already existing devices. In
the heart of this desire, several solutions have come to fruition that could
offer interoperability frameworks for already existing devices. Here we
discuss two of these solutions.

2.1 openHAB
openHAB is a vendor and technology agnostic open source automation
software for the home [22]. It is an open source platform that provides
users with tools to integrate their IoT devices across different data models, protocols and communication technologies.
openHAB achieves this integration by allowing IoT device manufactures
or developers to define bindings to their devices. A binding is a software
adapter that exposes the functionalities that are offered by a device and
abstracts away the details of implementation. A binding in openHAB is
written in Java by the manufacturer and it serves as a medium to translate services, data and protocols to and from the device. When developing
a binding, the manufacturer defines the functionalities the device is capable of performing. For instance, this could be delivering some data such as
sensor values or performing a certain action such as decreasing temperature in case of a smart thermostat. These functionalities that are defined
in the bindings are referred to as Items in openHAB terminology.
Items are represented in openHAB as control mechanism such as a
switch, or pre-defined data types such as strings or numbers. A user can
install the bindings for the IoT devices they own. When a binding is installed, the items defined in the binding are available for interaction with
the users. When a user performs an action with these items, the bind-

ing translates the command received to a request for the IoT device, and
then returns the response to the user using the pre-defined data types of
openHAB. The translation here is done by the manufacturer, who parses
through the data that is returned from the device and provides only the
relevant information in pre-defined data types.
Extending on this technique, openHAB allows for custom home automation by allowing users to write scripts that can be performed based on
event triggers. These event triggers are referred to as Rules. Each rule
can be triggered to invoke a script that performs a task. Triggers for rules
could be interaction with an item, change in a device status or time based
triggers. For instance, one can specify a rule where when a mobile device
status becomes online, automatically turn on the lights and air conditioner. openHAB has a highly integrated, powerful rules engine that can
be leveraged to do real home automation.

2.2

Vorto

Along the lines of IoT device interoperation, another project aiming to
provide interoperability is Eclipse Vorto. The goal of the Vorto project is
to push for standardization of IoT information models [4]. Vorto allows
device manufacturers to describe device functionality and characteristics
as device information models based on Vorto DSL (Domain Specific Language). The Vorto DSL gives the manufacturer the capability to model
all relevant aspects of device interfaces in an easy to understand language, while at the same time ensuring the information remains machine
parsable. The information models is then shared and managed in a central Vorto repository.
To create an information model of a device, Vorto requires device manufacturers to define the functionality of the device using Vorto DSL function blocks. Each function block allows definition of configuration, status,
events and operations allowed by the device. This is then saved as an
information model on the Vorto repository. The exact method the values
sent by a device are converted to fit into this format is defined by mapping
that is also specified by the manufacturer.
A mapping adds platform specific information to an information model.
For each function block in the information model, the manufacturer specifies how to obtain values from the data received from the device using
XPath expressions. Behind the scenes, the engine uses JXPath to apply
XPath expressions on a java object graph to obtain a value. To add func-

tionality that may not be possible using JXPath, it is also possible to add
custom JavaScript or Java functions.
Once an information model is specified, Vorto offers a code generation
tool that translates the information model into another format. The translation is based on Eclipse Xtend templates. This allows Vorto to generate
output in different formats, be it in the form of code such as Java, or a
documentation format such as Markdown.
The mehtod through which Vorto maintains standardized information
models is by using the Vorto meta model. Vorto meta model defines the relationship between data types, function blocks and information models, as
well as their structure. This is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework,
and it makes sure that all models are machine-parsable which guarantees
that they are validatable as well as translatable.

3 Approaches to Data Model Translation
This section discusses two approaches to data model translation. The
methods under study here are related to translating ontologies, which is
a concepts that is omnipresent in IoT standardization efforts. An ontology
can be defined as “a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [8] and it can be used to represent knowledge as a set of concepts
related to one another. Ontologies provide a machine-understandable description of entities, relationships and individuals. It is fundamental data
structure for conceptualizing knowledge. Ontologies in IoT can represent
shared domain knowledge and enable semantic interoperability [11].
Utilizing ontologies to solve the problem of IoT interoperability is a notion that is being pursued by multiple organizations and projects [2]. The
advantages of ontologies is that they can be expanded to include new devices and made backwards compatible. Ontologies would allow devices
from different vendors to communicate and also make it easier for third
party developers to develop applications for IoT devices.
However, In the current attempt to use ontologies to solve the issue of
interoperability, there has also appeared diversification with stakeholders in IoT having developed many different ontologies. As indicated in
[7], there are almost 500 ontology based project for IoT spanning over 20
domains relevant to IoT (building, healthcare, robotics etc). As such, there
is motive in allowing for interworking between ontologies. Some methods
for achieving this goal are discussed hereafter.

3.1

Semantic Translation

Semantic translation is the process of translating one data model to another using semantic information to aid in the translation. Given some information described semantically in terms of a source ontology, it is transformed into information described in terms of a target ontology. Semantic
translation attempts to translate from one IoT ontology to another by performing ontology alignment. Developing such a method of translating IoT
data models is among the undertakings of the INTER-IoT project, one of
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 projects.
INTER-IoT project involves the design, implementation and experimentation of an open cross-layer framework and associated methodology and
tools to enable voluntary interoperability among heterogeneous IoT platforms. The tasks completed in achieving semantic interoperability, among
others, is to implement a semantic translator which can translate between
the various ontologies that exist in the IoT landscape to a central ontology
(Generic Ontology of IoT Platform). By defining bidirectional alignment
with the central ontology, it is then possible to translate between the various ontologies that are in existence. For instance, IoT ontologies such as
SAREF, OneM2M and OpenIoT have similar scope thus making it possible to translate between them.
INTER-IoT achieves this goal by designing and implementing an Inter
Platform Semantic Mediator (IPSM) component that performs semantic
translation based on ontology alignment [26]. Ontology alignment refers
to the process of finding correspondence between ontologies which can either be a predicate about similarity or a logical axiom. These processes
are called matching and mapping respectively. It then proceeds to output
a file which specifies the alignment between the ontologies. IPSM was created based on Alignment API and EDOAL [6], and outputs an alignment
format based on RDF/XML.
IPSM utilizes these alignment files from the artifact ontology to the central ontology to translate messages to and from the central ontology. In
the case of an addition of a new artifact, all that is required is a pair
of alignments between the new artifact and the central ontology which
would guarantee interoperability without jeopardizing the existing channels.

3.2 Direct Translation
In contrast to generic data model translation methods under development, there are also attempts made to allow interoperability of two models by directly translating from one to the other. Here, we will see discuss
some of those methods.

OCF to Alljoyn
Open connectivity foundation (OCF) is an industry group formed by 300
member companies with the mission of developing specification standards,
interoperability guidelines and certification for devices involved in IoT.
OCF utilizes RESTful API modeling language (RAML) and JSON for data
modeling and serialization, and exposes its resources using the REST architecture. OCF has defined generic data models for a wide range of IoT
sensors, actuators and composite device [21]. In addition, it has an online tool called oneIoTa that allows developers to create their own models
from a set of basic models, and guarantees that each model is interoperable with others.
OCF has made several strides in providing a draft for data translation
between OCF clients and non-OCF devices. It achieves this translation by
using an OCF bridging device to translate data models and protocols from
OCF clients to and from another device called a bridged client. With this
bridge, the foundation has already mapped its own resources with that
of AllSeen Alliance’s AllJoy framework. An OCF bridged device structure
is provided in (Fig. 1). An OCF bridging device has virtual clients and
servers to interact with devices that are OCF compliant and has a virtual
bridge server and client to interact with devices that don’t conform to the
standard. In the heart of the bridge device is the translator that transforms data and protocols from a specified bridge protocol to OCF and vice
versa. There could be more than one translator in a bridged device.
The translator in a bridged device offers two possible types of translation: deep translation and on-the-fly translation. Deep translation requires an intricate understanding of the bridged device’s data model and
representation to provide mapping. An OCF bridge has implemented
deep translation to the AllJoyn framework after the two organizations
merged in 2016[20]. On-the-fly mapping on the other hand requires no
prior knowledge on device specific schema. In the case of translation to
AllJoyn, it can either utilize introspection that is provided by extra metadata provided or do a translation without introspection. If metadata is

Figure 1. OCF Bridge Device Components [19]

available, the translator can use the extra metadata provided by the service to expose a higher-quality reply to the other side.

oneM2M Interworking Proxy Entities (IPE)
oneM2m is a global initiative to standardise horizontal machine to machine (M2M) and the IoT service layer specifications for globally interoperable M2M/IoT solutions. It is one of the key players in the attempts to
provide a global IoT platform which allows for interoperability. However,
oneM2M identifies there are several standards in existence that don’t
comply with it, therefore it provides an Interworking Proxy Entity (IPE)
that allows the system to interact with non-oneM2M systems.
The aim of an IPE is to create an interface from a device technology/specific
network to the oneM2M standard. It is a software entity characterized by
the capability to remap non-oneM2M data models to oneM2M resources
and maintain bidirectional communication with [18]. Depending on the
complexity of the non-oneM2M data model, the IPE can be used to define
a new complex set of resources based on the the basic oneM2M ones or
simply directly map the communication. This approach enables a unique
solution for sematic information exchange and data sharing among the
different solution and deployments. Using IPE’s, oneM2M has defined
translation specifications with Alljoyn, OIC, and LWM2M. A recent study
[1] goes to suggests using the same technique to support translation between oneM2m and FIWARE.
In addition, oneM2M defines an approach to translating data between
Smart Device Template (SDT) conforming non-oneM2m devices by using
the IPE. SDT is a reference template to model most home appliance functions in a unified way, which is a result of consensus among various stan-

dard developing organizations and alliances. In this specification [16],
specific rules for mapping between SDT and oneM2M resources are defined. Procedures to using an IPE to perform the mapping are defined in
[17].

4 Evaluation
In the above sections, we have seen several methods for data model translation. Here, we will discuss about their benefits and drawbacks.
openHAB provides a much needed timley solution to the lack of interoperability with IoT devices. It offers flexibility and a practical solution to
automation. However, it requires a dedicated computer or a device such
as a raspberry pi to serve as a hub. In addition, it is not a plug and play
system and requires a certain degree of technical knowledge to get the full
benefits. Though it may serve as a solution for home owners, the translation offered by openHAB only plays a small role in the grand vision of
machine to machine communication.
Eclipse Vorto utilizes the notion of using meta-models stored in public
repositories for data model translation. In order for the concept of metamodeling to work, there needs to be someone or some organization that
creates the models and decides what is important to include. Vorto gives
this responsibility to individual device manufacturers, leading to the existence of different models for the same device. Meta-models can help solve
the interoperability issue, but similar to other efforts, there needs to be a
body that organizes it [15].
Semantic translation offers a generic approach to data model translation. It recognizes the significance that semantic knowledge and ontologies have in the future of IoT devices and bases its solution along those
lines. However, the semantic translator is still at an early age of development and has only scratched the surface of its full potential. Studies done
in using a semantic translator to translate between multiple geospatial
data models reports that the the current existing automated methods to
find alignments are not reliable for practice in the real world [5]. Another
inital attempt to use semantic translation to translate from Semantic Sensor Networks ontology to Smart Appliances REFerence (SAREF) ontology
reported a 60 percent of semantics maintained between the original and
the generated ontology [12].
Direct translation methods discussed are a good step towards offering

interworking between several standards. These solutions might work in
a scenario where there are only a few standards to translate to and from.
However, from the current fragmented IoT perspective, this methods suffer from the so-called N-squared connectivity challenge [23]. This states
that in order to facilitate information exchange between N connected devices with different data models, it requires building N 2 ∗(N −1)/2 bridges.

This approach is infeasible with the numerous models that are already in
existence and its poor scalability with the addition of new models.

5

Conclusion

The current effort in achieving interoperability is a good step towards enabling the full potential of IoT. Even though a unified platform for all IoT
devices would be the ideal solution, it is much more plausible there will
exist multiple standards which are domain specific. In this regard, interworking between platforms is critical and data model translation plays a
key role in that. In this paper, we have reviewed some of the approaches in
data model translation in the IoT landscape. We have identified their benefits and potential drawbacks. To the awareness of the author, there are
no pre-existing surveys in this specified topic therefore further research
is recommended. Possible future research in this area include creating a
taxonomy for the different approaches to data model translation and identifying common patterns in translation for the creation/recommendation
of a generic data model translator.
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Abstract
Commonly, for identification of citizen paper based documents, like passports and identity cards are used. At present, with the rapid growth of the
Internet and increasing number of services provided by the authorities, resulted in development of electronic identification systems. There are different ways of authentication used by the governments to ensure the person’s
identity. This paper attempts to provide information about current state
of the electronic identity in the world, to describe different ways of identity
check and to examine certain countries on how efficient those systems are.
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1

Introduction

Since establishment World Wide Web(Internet) on 20 of December in 1990
the number of Internet users has drastically increased. In 2000, 413 millions of users consumed services on the Internet and from that time in
2016 the number of Internet users reached 3.4 billions [8]. According to
rapid increase of users, most offline services shifted to online now. Electronic services are implemented in servers on Internet and provide access

for users. Nowadays, governments also restructured their departments to
bring their services online. They are willing to supply increasing demand
of online sector to provide citizens with access to public government services.
As a result, e-governments were established. E-government, also known
as digital government, refers to ”use of the internet technology as a platform for exchanging information, providing services and transacting with
citizens, businesses and other arms of government” [15]. One of the main
concern that arises for governments is to truly verify person identity. In
order to provide access for public services to residents government need to
develop an identification system to verify the information about users of
the platform. However, documents that could provide the identification of
a person are still physical, like passports and identity cards. These physical documents are not suitable for online identity checking. Moreover, in
order to reduce the paperwork and increase the amount of served users to
government services, governments strive to create electronic systems to
identify their citizens.
Electronic identity that represents a certain person should ensure high
standards of information security and provide accurate authentication in
e-services. The main goal of the electronic identity is to be able to prove
electronically the identity of the person and give an access to authority
services. Commonly, electronic identity implies a physical card containing special electronic chip. The electronic identity card, usually, is issued
by the police, post offices and other governmental offices. As an example,
in Finland electronic identity card is issued by the police and abroad by
Finnish consulates. The card has the same size as a credit bank card but
includes personal information of the citizen. Electronic cards store different information varying on countries. For instance, in Brazil, the electronic identity card includes following sections: information about gender,
nationality, date of birth, and origin, photo, signature and other personal
information. It could not only be used to identify the person, but also as
a voter pass [13]. Also, electronic identity cards could be used to encrypt
emails, documents and create an electronic signature.
This paper is organized in a following way. First we will observe different authentication methods that are used by the governments, such as
passwords or smart cards with cryptographic keys. Also, we will cover
other methods of citizen identification, for instance, hybrid methods, alternative approaches involving non-governmental agencies and countries

where citizens rely more on private sector and private sector of identification. Furthermore, we will concentrate on analysis of different methods
that are used by selected countries.

2

Current state of citizen identification

This section describe current state of digital authentication in some European countries. Each country applies different approaches for citizen
authentications. Common ways of authentication include password based
systems, smart cards and combined methods. Figures 1 demonstrates different approaches used by governments to authenticate citizens.

3

Country

Service name

Auth method

Denmark

NemID

Password based

New Zealand

RealMe

Password based

Netherlands

DigiD

Password based

Estonia

e-Estonia

Smart card

Italy

CIE

Smart card

Germany

Personalausweis

Smart card

Chile

eID

Smart card

Username and Password based authentication systems

The most simple way to authenticate citizen in a system is to use username and password. Password based services are more common to people. Nevertheless, password based systems have both advantages and
disadvantages. The main advantage is users got used to passwords, easier maintenance for services and low cost of implementation. Nonetheless,
strong password are tough to memorize and having different password for
each service is a real burden for users. In general, password based system requires users to updated password periodically, since they are prone
to leaking [14]. It is considering the main reason why password based
systems for electron authentication is not popular among countries. Next
section will examine several examples of countries that user username
and password based systems.
One of the country that uses password authentication for residents is
Denmark. Denmark has a system called NemID, which came into use in
July 1 2010. The system was developed and maintained by Danish Agency

for Digitisation [5]. Denmark provides several ways how to obtain NemID
such as citizen service center, in bank or request online. Every citizen
who is over 15 years old and has a CPR-Number(Central Person Register) is eligible to apply for a NemID. The system implemented two factor
authentication. NemID could be considered as legally binding signature
that provides access to bank accounts and protects personal information.
After citizen has entered username and password, user needs to enter a
special key that corresponds to a number of NemID. There limited number of private keys but user can request new ones by mail. The private
keys that resident received are kept in a central server, which makes it
main target of attacker and considered to be one of the vulnerabilities of
the system. On 11 April of 2013, the system was shut down because of
massive DDoS attack, causing chaos in Denmark which eventually made
Internet banking not possible to use during the attack [3].
Another country that use password based authentication system is New
Zealand. New Zealand started the development of the system in 2000.
At present, the system is maintained by Department of International Affairs. As it stated on the official website, the main goal of the system is
to provide a secure way to prove person identity online. The system is
called RealMe and provides sign-on using username and passwords [9].
To make passwords more secure and protected from brute-force attack, a
password must include letters, numbers and special characters. Identity
system provides two type of accounts verified and unverified. Unverified
account allows access to services that do not require strong authentication. On the other hand, verified allows to open bank account, to apply
for your first password, enroll to vote and to login to any government or
private companies that have RealMe integration. The verification process
based on four factors about citizen: full name, date of birth, place of birth
and gender [9]. Additionally, through the system user could register a verified address in order to prove to any organization his or her legal place
of location. The electronic identity could be obtained by anyone living in
New Zealand. In order to get digital identity resident needs to visit local
post office where resident has to submit a photo which will be attached to
his or her digital identity.
Netherlands proposed a system called DigiD which is acronym for Digitale Identiteit. DigiD is also based on username and password that are
issued by Dutch government. DigiD is used to identify citizens to provide access for online municipal services, such as tax authority, child ben-

efit and other governmental departments [10]. Dutch government provides digital identity online and citizen needs to follow several steps that
are required to get digital identity. The following steps are only available in dutch language. First step is to enter personal information like
BSN(burgerservicenummer), postal code, date of birst and date of birth
into specified form. Next step concentrate on security, DigiD offers to enable two factor authentication, which is optional, by receiving sms every
time when system is used. Third step requires user to decide on username
and password that will be used in future. Lastly, email message is send
to specified electronic address which must be entered as last verification
step. After following steps, citizen finally receives electronic identity and
ability to use public service online [7]. Dutch government do not requires
citizens to be presented in police offices or in any other municipal organizations to receive digital identity.

4

Smart-Card-Based Systems

Another common method to identify citizens online is to use smart-cardbased systems. Usually, smart card includes special chip that stores sensitive information about person. Currently, that kind of chip can be embedded in a variety of different plastic cards such as bank cards, student
cards, loyalty cards and other type of cards. In general, smart card might
have one of the two communication interfaces, it could be either contact
and contactless, but some of them may provide both. A contact card requires physical contact, in order to use this kind of cards, they need to
be inserted into special card reader. Contrarily, contactless card can be
used wirelessly within a relatively short distance using electromagnetic
induction technologies such as RFID or NFC. Smart cards are equipped
with storing capacity for user sensite information like credentials. Additionally, smart cards also able to store such information as name, identification number, date of birth and a photo.
One of the primal example of smart-card-based systems is Estonia. The
system considered to be one the first in a world. The card is issued by the
police. At present, the e-card is a mandatory document for all citizens in
Estonia. It is used to establish user identity in digital environment and
also provides digital signature. As it stated on official website, nowadays,
98 percent of the citizens received their ID-cards. Moreover, in 2011 24.3
percent of Estonians voted online using their digital identity [4]. The chip

stores embedded files and uses 2048-bit public key which could be considerate as resident signature that can be used as proof of resident identity.
Electronic cards is used in various services, such as digital signatures,
proof of identification when logging into bank accounts, for i-Vorint and in
other private or government resources [4]. Recently, Estonia introduces
new type of cards which provide more capabilities to their citizens. New
card contains two interfaces contact and contactless. Contactless interface allows to authenticate user by wave of the card. The capacity is also
increased allowing to use cards for public transportation. The new card is
also differs from the old one by appearance.
Next country adapting electronic identity is Italy. The first card was issued in 2001, it is available to every citizen of Italy from 15 years of age.
The card is known as Carta d’Identità Elettronica(CIE) could be used to
identify citizen both online and offline. The technical specification of system was developed in cooperation with university of Rome Tor Vergata
[12]. Card contains electronic chip that is responsible for storing digital
certificate for online authentication and optional certificate for digital signatures. It is issued by Italian municipalities. However, infrastructure
and service availability is provided by Ministry of Internal Affairs. Also,
Italy provides citizen second card which is Carta Nazionale dei Servizi
(CNS). This card could be used to gain access to public services, but it
only could be used for online services and not as an offline identification
of the citizen.
Germany introduced eID card on 1st November, 2010. The card contains contactless chip that carries personal information about citizen. All
the information which is printed on the card is also available on the chip,
personal information, including height, signature, eye color and other attributes that uniquely identifies a person. Also, two fingerprints could be
added in to the chip without any additional cost. Every action performed
under card is secured by cryptographic protocols. Smart card uses two
factors in order to authenticate the user. First factor called “possession”
which refers to the card itself and a PIN number “knowledge”. German
identification system using a concept called mutual authentication. Mutual authentication could be described as authentication of both parties,
which means not only the holder of card is authenticated but also the service authenticates to the card which does not involve third-party applications. It has benefits that no third-party service involved which makes
system more secure and reliable. Only after successful authentication of

both parties access is granted. In order to sign documents electronically
the bearer of the card needs to explicitly require the signature function
which is not available by default [6].
Digital identification systems are also used in South American countries. One of the example is Chile. The system was introduced in September 2013. Chilean identity cards has an Automated Fingerprint Identification System and a Facial Recognition System. It is stated that these
feature helps to avoid duplication of person’s identity. Currently, over
10 millions card has been issued and the government of Chile plans to
provide identity cards to whole population in 2022 [1]. Another example
in South America is Argentina. Argentine citizens have identity system
called SID. The validation could be done with a personal mobile device
that is equipped with a camera. The process happens in real-time remotely. The identification of person goes through validation of identity by
face caption [2].
As it could be observed, one of the most popular way for citizen identification is based on smart cards. Since smart cards provide convenient
way of storing data this approach of authentication is more preferable and
trend goes to switch from usual national identity cards to electronic cards
with smart chips embedded.

5

Non Governmental identity verification providers

Usually, the role of validation person identity is delivered by government,
but in some cases it could be other entities that has been validated and
has been given rights to perform identification action. This section describes other approaches for citizen identification performed by non-governmental
agencies.

5.1

Mobile phone based identification

At present usage of mobile devices has rapidly increased. More services
are tend to link user identity with a mobile phone. In addition to post office authentication, some countries implemented authentication through
mobile devices. Almost every person owns a mobile device, which in turn
makes him or her have a SIM card. Mobile Certificate is consist of chain
of cryptographic keys that are stored on SIM card. With SIM card user
can be authenticated on different services, encrypt and verify data and

confirm transactions. Commonly, the process of authentication through
mobile devices involves 5 steps. First step you choose mobile certificate as
an authentication method. Second, during login stage a user enters his
or her phone number. The third step, in order to use mobile authentication a bearer has to accept identification request on their phone. Fourth
step, a pass code should be entered. Last, after verification user granted
a secure access to the services. In case when mobile device get stolen the
credentials could be revoke immediately.
Another way how mobile devices used is two factor authentication. It
serves as trusted channel between service and user. As an example New
Zealand system send a verification code for extra security. User needs to
enter a verification code to the system to login. Two factor authentication is considering more secure, since just stealing user credentials is not
enough, but mobile device needed. Nowadays, several vulnerabilities to
were discovered against mobile phone verification. One of the example
is malware that is also installed on mobile phone. The malware that is
installed on mobile device could intercept a message, which makes system vulnerable. Another possible attack on mobile device is hijacking the
message by exploiting the cell network. An attacker is able to connect to
the network and receive the message before it will be delivered to a target
device.

5.2 Post Offices based identification
In some cases citizen identification goes through delivering mails with secret credentials. Moreover postal services, most of the time, are owned by
the governments. Due to these factors post offices could be considered as
a trusted agents. Moreover, post offices are responsive of delivering important mails, registering identification letters and other actions toward
official documents.
In Switzerland, identity verification could be passed in Swiss Post office. Every citizen has two options either get USB stick with identity or a
smart card. The identification of person goes in-person directly in Post office. There the identity of the recipient is verified using national identity
card or passport. In order to use smart card or USB stick resident has to
decide on PIN code. There are different security risks and vulnerabilities
to the system, as an example, USB stick could be used on compromised
computer, which allows an attacker to sniff personal information of the
resident and steal the identity [11]. The SwissID, electronic identification

system of Switzerland, was developed in May of 2010 as a economic stabilization measurement by Federal Council. The system also developed
a mobile phone application that allows to use personal mobile device for
public services. Nowadays system supports various devices, including Apple Ipad, iPhone and other android mobile devices.

6

Discussion

In order to reduce paper work and be able to serve more clients, governments establish more online services. Considering information above, a
smart-card for citizen identification is common standard. It could server
as two factor authentication system, since person need to have a card and
know the PIN code. In most of the countries government considered to
be a primary source of digital identification. Since government provides
other official documents, like birth certificates and passports, it already
has infrastructure for citizen identification, as a result to implement online validation of the person becomes trivial. However, electronic identification is not developed in every country. With establishment of identification by government could be seen as a loosing privacy and freedom
for citizens. There are could be several reasons behind it. First, private
information of citizens could be compromised. Since some countries implemented bio-metrical data, after loosing control over data it could not
be reissued which results in fear of providing this information to any organization. Second reason, the government is able to track every movement of their citizens, both online and offline. Due to this, some citizens
could consider this as loosing privacy of their actions. The attitude toward electronic identity is different from country to country. In countries
where citizens don’t trust their government, it preferable to have electronic identification system by private sectors. In other countries where
trust between government and citizens strong the identification usually
provided by the government offices.

7

Conclusion

To sum up, the digital authentication is still in evolving phase. As it
was observed, there is no particular way of identification, it may varies
from countries. Current approaches of authentication could be spitted

in two categories. First, countries that use password based authentication for citizens. Second, other countries that decided to use smart cards.
The identification system could be maintained by the government or outsourced to a different companies that are accredited by the law of that
country. There are various additional features implemented on top of
these methods, but in general it is either smart card or username and
passwords. Additionally, depending on the country different information
is stored on the cards, only some countries decided to store bio-metric information on the card. Moreover, different method of data encryption is
used. This article inspects different approaches used by countries and
both pros and cons of selected countries. However, to certainly identify
a person on the internet is still a challenge and it is not only about the
technology.
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Abstract
This paper explores the current state-of-the-art convolutional object detectors and compares them according to their speed and computational resources required, and reviews the key architectures used in the best lightweight
models suitable for deployment on mobile devices. Based on the limitations
of the current mobile devices, methods that are not based on Deep learning
are also considered.
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1

Introduction

The prospect of computers and mobile devices being able to automatically
detect and label objects within images or videos is fascinating. This functionality is even more practical if available on a mobile device in real time.
However, most of the object detection methods existing today are computationally demanding, which does not allow for widespread deployment
on mobile devices, or any device with low battery or processing power. Is
this limitation an inherent one or is it just that the present state-of-the

art is not advanced enough to be able to perform efficiently? How much
can the choices of architecture, platform, feature extractor etc. in deep
learning methods help increase efficiency if one is to exhaustively try all
the combinations? Is there any promising new approach which hints at
a solution for computationally-inexpensive object detection? We intend
to seek answers to the above questions and a few more in this paper, by
surveying a variety of literature on the current state of object detection.

2 Literature review
So, my literature review was mainly divided into two parts: one part
where I went through papers describing the best Deep Learning methods for object detection that could be run feasibly on mobile devices, and
another where I searched for other non Deep Learning based methods for
the same.
Out of many survey papers on Deep Learning based object detection, I
found the one by Huang. et. al (2017) [1] to be the most informative as
it gives a good comparison of three different architectures implemented
on the same platform and trained with a variety of feature extractors. In
this way, it fulfills the purpose of doing a fair ’apples-to-apples’ comparison among models and also experimenting with different critical aspects
of each of the models. Namely, Faster R-CNN, R-FCN, and SSD style of architectures are implemented on a Tensorflow framework for uniformity in
comparison. Also, various convoluted feature extractors are experimented
with each of the above frameworks and assessed for speed vs accuracy
trade-offs.
The paper by Liu. W. et al., [7] elaborates on the SSD method which
used a single deep neural network to generate the proposals and also do
the detection training. They claim that SSD is better than other methods
because it eliminates the need for a separate proposal generation stage
and also the subsequent pixel or feature resampling stages.
The YOLO model proposed by Redmon. et al.,(2016) [8] also involves a
single network which can be trained end-to-end on images but is based on
a regression model. It is claimed to outperform other methods like DPM
and R-CNN when generalizing from natural images to other domains

like artwork. They also improve upon their work, proposing YOLO9000
(Redmon. et al., 2017) [9] which is state of the art on several standard
data-sets like PASCAL VOC and COCO. Its novel method of multi-scale
training allows it to be run at different image sizes and the joint training allows it to predict detections for object classes which dont have labelled detection data! It also predicts detections for a much larger set of
classes(around 9000) than any of the other methods.
To summarize, our main contributions are:

2.1

Model Comparison

So, among the various deep learning based models and others, how do
we decide which one would be most suitable for deployment in mobile devices? Utilizing standard accuracy metrics, such as ’mAp’ (mean Average
precision) is not sufficient, as there are also other concerns for deployment. The methods which win competitions have the best accuracy, but
are too slow for practical usage [1]. How do the models compare in terms
of speed(images/frames per second), accuracy(mAp), and computational
requirement(number of parameters, computations per iteration)? Also,
we would rather be concerned with the test time performance as this is
a more relevant criterion for the users of this technology than the training time. Let us begin by trying to understand the high level picture of
some of the best known models and then look at the performance data for
various models.

2.2

SSD

SSD or Sigle Shot Detection refers to an architecture or rather a metaarchitecture where there is a single deep neural network through which
an image is passed and the output is labels and positions of the detected
objects. The most successful model of this type, also named as SSD is the
one presented by Lie. et al., whose schematic is shown in Figure 1 taken
from [7].
SSD is simple relative to other models that require object proposals because it totally eliminates the need for a proposal generation and subsequent pixel or figure resampling stages, making it easy to train and
incorporate into a bigger system which requires an object detection component.

Figure 1. A schematic showing the SSD architecture

Figure 2. A schematic of the three main meta-architectures for object detection

2.3 Faster R-CNN
The faster R-CNN which is an improvement over the well known R-CNN
model has two stages of detection. The first stage, called the RPN (Region
Proposal Network) extracts features from raw images and also generates
class-agnostic box proposals using a grid of default anchors tiled over the
image. In the second stage, these(typically 300) box proposals are fed
to the remaining of the feature extractor to predict a class and a classspecific box refinement for each proposal [1].
The notable improvement over R-CNN is that we do not crop proposals
from the image, and instead crop them from a middle stage of feature extraction, which reduces some of the redundant computation. The running
time was found to depend on the number of proposals generated in the
first stage.
The schematic for a typical Faster R-CNN architecture can be found in 2
taken from [1].

2.4 R-FCN
Dai. et al. [11] took this idea of pushing cropping closer to the prediction layer a step further and proposed the R-FCN or Region based Fully
Convolutional Networks in which crops are taken from the last layer of
features prior to prediction. According to them, this approach minimizes
the amount of per-region computation that must be done. They also proposed a position-sensitive cropping mechanism as an alternative to the

Figure 3. Schematic of R-FCN architecture

standard ROI pooling operations used in the other models. The schematic
is shown in 3 taken from [11] and has been proved to achieve an accuracy
comparable to that of Faster R-CNN but at faster running times [1].

3

Challenges in ’Mobile’ Object Detection and Tracking

Although a lot of work has been going on in the Computer Vision field for
improving the speed and efficiency of detection algorithms, the present
state-of-the art are still too computationally heavy and slow to run smoothly
on the current mobile devices [13]. The common bottleneck of almost all
of the methods seem to be the ’convolutional layers’ [14].
There are cloud based server-client solutions where part or whole of the
heavy-lifting is carried out by remote servers and then relayed to the mobile devices [13], but purely mobile based detection systems are yet to be
developed. This may be a limitation posed by the current processing capabilities of mobile phones. For example, the latest mobile phones have
a maximum of 8 GB RAM. The GPUs on most smartphones use shared
memory and do not support general computation, which are the two main
reasons why we can’t viably do on-board object detection tasks at a meaningful speed.

3.1

Problems tackled by above models

Table 1 presents the salient features of the three architectures discussed
above in a tabular form.

Architecture

Key Feature

SSD

A single network for both proposal generation and
prediction.

Faster R-CNN

Two stage detection, cropping of proposals at an intermediate feature extraction layer

R-FCN

Minimizes amount of per-region computation to be
done by pushing cropping to the last layer

Table 1. A table showing some key aspects of the discussed architectures

3.2

Unsolved challenges
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Experimental Findings / Performance Comparision on COCO
dataset
Performance Comparison (COCO Dataset)

Model and Feature Extractor

Inference

Accuracy

Computational

time

(mAp)

requirement

21

Nvidia GeForce

(ms/image)
SSD+Mobilenetv1

30

GTX TITAN X
SSD+Mobilenetv2

31

22

Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN X

SSD+Resnet 50

76

35

Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN X

SSD+Inceptionv2

42

24

Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN X

Faster R-CNN+Inceptionv2

58

28

Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN X

Faster R-CNN+Resnet 50

89

30

Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN X

Faster R-CNN+Resnet 101

106

30

Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN X

R-FCN+Resnet 101

92

30

Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN X

Table 2. A table showing the performance metrics of combinations of various Deep Learning models and feature extractors on the task of Object Detection. Data from [12]

5

Future prospects and further research

Till date, most of the work in object detection has been focused on detection in 2D images/videos. But with coming-of-age technologies such as
self-driving cars and use of Augmented Reality in games, construction,
health-care etc., the prospect of object detection in 3D is picking up interest among researchers.
Pioneering work has been done in this domain by Ali. et al., (2018) [10]
using data from LiDAR point cloud. In their paper [10], they describe
their 3-D object detector YOLO3D based on the one-shot regression meta

architecture and extended from their 2D version by including the 3D data
attributes such as "yaw-angle", the "3D box center" etc in their loss function. Their model shows promising results on KITTI benchmark, with
real time object detection achieved at 40 fps on Titan X GPU.
Still, there seems to be space for improvement in this domain as this is
relatively low compared to the achieved speeds and accuracy in the 2D domain. Also, an interesting application would be smart eyewear or a visor
equipped with this functionality, for which we would need to be able to do
this task with relatively less computational requirements.
The latest mobile phones have a maximum of 8 GB RAM, and usually
no Graphic card(GPU) which can do general computations. If somehow in
the near future, GPU’s become an essential feature of mobile phones and
other devices, frameworks like the DeepMon proposed by Huynh. et al,
[14] may be built upon and developed to full fledged mobile object detection software systems.
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Abstract
Reclaiming access to an account after the password is lost plays a major role in the security of authentication systems. Different authentication
systems implement a wide variety of account recovery mechanisms. Most
prevalent ones include security questions, SMS and email-based recovery,
social authentication and manually checking credentials.
In this paper, we analyze the usability and security of those mechanisms,
in particular, different types of security questions, their comparison with
each other as well with alternative techniques.
KEYWORDS: security, fallback authentication, security questions

1

Introduction

Mainstream authentication systems develop and apply numerous methods to ensure the security of the system. They commonly use passwords,
biometrics, physical tokens or private keys as the main authenticator.
However, users forget passwords, lose tokens and private keys, biometric
features become temporarily or permanently unavailable. This raises the
requirement of having a secondary authentication scheme (also referred

to as fallback authentication, backup authentication or account recovery).
Clearly, the overall security of the fallback authentication scheme should
be at least as high as that of the main authentication scheme. Unfortunately, in practice this is not always viable. Secondary authentication
schemes oftentimes have security weaknesses that substantially decrease
the overall security of the system.
Since fallback authentication is not used every day, it must have better memorability. For this reason, various authentication systems take
advantage of the knowledge users already have, in contrast with the information they purposefully memorize, through the use of security questions. Others use a predefined email address or phone number to deliver
a one time recovery token. In some particular cases, manual check of
credentials or social authentication is used.
The goal of this paper is to examine currently applied and proposed fallback authentication mechanisms, compare them based on their security,
usability and deployability features.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes general
ideas behind authentication schemes and motivation for the study; section
3 is the main study, that presents several types of security questions (predefined, user-chosen, preference-based, activity-based and location-based)
and their comparison, after which it presents several other fallback authentication schemes such as SMS and email-based authentication, social
authentication and manually checking credentials as well as the use of
machine learning in authentication; finally, section 4 summarizes the discussed topics and concludes the paper.

2 Background and Motivation
Authentication is the process of verifying that someone or something is,
in fact, who or what it declares itself to be. In general, authentication can
involve verifying user’s identity based on identity documents, known secrets, biometrics and other factors [13]. Authentication is important as it
allows organizations to keep their resources secure and share them only
with authorized users. In contrast with authentication - the process of
verifying the identity of the user, authorization is the process of verifying user’s permissions. Users may be authenticated, but fail to perform
specific actions if they are not authorized, i.e., given specific permissions.
Although terms authentication and authorization are often used inter-

changeably, they have two distinct functions [13].
In order to authenticate to the system, users should present a piece of
evidence that only they own and the server can verify. This piece of evidence is called an authentication factor. Most commonly used authentication factors include
• Knowledge factor: Something the user knows. This can be a password,
pin or any other information that the user possesses.

• Possession factor: Something the user has. This can be an ID card, a

physical token, one-time password token or any other item that only
the user can own and can carry with him/her.

• Inherence factor: Something the user is. This can be any biometric data,

such as fingerprint, facial recognition or any other biometric identification.

The above-listed factors are typically combined in order to improve the
security of the system.
The problem, however, is that none of those factors are persistent. In
case of knowledge-based authentication, secrets can be forgotten; in case
of possession-based authentication, owned evidence can be lost or stolen;
in case of inherence-based authentication, biometrics can be temporarily or permanently unavailable (e.g., fingerprint changed by a cut, voice
changed because of illness) [9]. In order to address the issue, authentication systems develop fallback authentication mechanisms. Fallback
authentication provides a means to regain access to the account after the
loss of the primary authenticator.
Fallback authentication usually involves two stages. During the first
stage, enrollment, users provide some information, such as answers to
security questions, email address or phone number and biometrics. This
information is used during the second stage, recovery, when a password
reset is required. Oftentimes, the time range between the two stages is
very long. Thus, memorability and durability of the provided information
are major aspects to be considered in the usability of the mechanism. Another aspect affecting usability is the duration of enrollment and recovery
stages.

3 Main Study
Numerous implementations of fallback authentication mechanisms are
deployed in practice in different systems. However, there is no single established standard for it [5].
Below, we discuss some of the commonly used techniques.

3.1 Security questions
Perhaps one of the most widely known techniques for fallback authentication is security questions.
In this scheme, the user selects several questions that the website provides (e.g., "Mother’s maiden name" and "Frequent flyer number") and
gives correct answers to them. Later, during the recovery, the user should
provide the same answers in order to regain access to the account. The
advantage of this method over regular passwords is that the answers are
supposed to be something the user already knows, in contrast with the
specifically created and memorized passwords. In addition, questions give
hints about the answers. However, it has been shown that these answers
have poor memorability which decreases over time, and they are vulnerable to guessing attacks [14]. The reason for this vulnerability is that
some questions have common answers shared by many users. For example, if the attacker guesses "Maria" for "Mother’s maiden name" question,
there is a high chance that it is the victim’s mother’s maiden name. Other
questions, such as "Who is your favorite superhero?", have very few plausible answers. Another notable reason for security questions’ low entropy
is that users often try to make their answers harder to guess by providing untruthful responses. However, research shows that users "harden"
their answers in a predictable way. A study was conducted at Google to
analyze the motivation for untruthful responses [3]. Figure 1 illustrates
the goals of users who admitted having provided fake answers to security
questions.
The study shows that the majority of users claim to fake the answers to
improve the security or to make the answers easier to remember, though
the outcome is the exact opposite. This happens since when trying to give
an incorrect answer to a questions people tend to choose answers that
other users are also prone to choose. For example, when answering the
question "What city were you born in?", a lot of people may choose Paris
making it a popular choice between truthful and untruthful responses.

Figure 1. Survey answers for the question "Why did you provide fake answers to your
password recovery question?" [3]

In other cases, people may decide to give a completely irrelevant answer
such as "Megatron” or, even better, “NvX8z4yJzmu”. While the second
approach is secure in contrast with the first one, it still decreases the
usability drastically, since the answer is no more a true memory the user
holds.
Nonetheless, personal knowledge questions are acceptable in cases when
the security risk is low or if they are combined with other methods [3].
In order to address memorability and security issues of personal knowledge questions, some authentication schemes support user-chosen security questions. In this design, users are supposed to choose questions
themselves. It is assumed that this way questions will be more applicable
to the user and thus be harder to guess. However, research shows that
unguided user-chosen questions still have poor memorability and low entropy [10].
A potentially more secure alternative form of authentication questions
is called preference-based authentication [8]. In this scheme, users
answer a large set of personal preference questions (e.g., "Do you like
country music?" and "Do you like game shows?"). Later, during authentication, users are presented with a preset of the original list and, if their
answers are close enough to their initial preferences, they are authenticated. In particular, the approach distinguishes between small and big
errors, i.e., if the answer initially was "Really like" in 3-point Likert Scale,

while later it is changed to "Really dislike", the error is considered big. A
small error is accounted if the answer is changed by one point, i.e., from
"Really like" to "Don’t care". A few minor deviations like this are allowed.
This scheme prevents statistical guessing since an illegitimate user can
only guess the answers to the questions for which the user has strong
opinions. Thus, an illegitimate user will make a significant amount of big
errors. Listed claims are backed by experiments [8].
The approach is motivated by the higher durability of people’s likes/dislikes
compared to their memory, and the absence of preferences in public records
or online databases.
Nevertheless, what prevents preference-based questions from being widely
deployed in practice is that they are more time-consuming at the enrollment stage than individual questions.
An nonintrusive approach with no user friction at the enrollment stage
is based on activity-based personal questions [2]. It benefits from
the massive amount of data that is already stored on servers or user’s
devices and dynamically generates activity-based ephemeral authentication questions. Correct answers to them are automatically extracted from
user’s web activities without user’s participation (e.g., the answer to "Who
was the last person you sent mail to today?" is retrieved from the mail
server). Proposed activity-based security questions are divided into three
categories:
• Network Activity: Questions that focus on user’s online activity (browsing history, emails)

• Physical Events: Questions based on user’s planned events from emails,
calendars, social networks

• Conceptual Opinions: Questions that take advantage of user’s opinions

extracted by analyzing user’s browsing history, read articles and
email content.

Overall security of the approach depends on the popularity of the websites user visits, the popularity of the events user attends and the number of people who know about it, the possibility of randomly guessing an
answer to opinion-based questions and several other factors. Security improvements can be reached by requiring users to answer multiple questions. It is also important to note that types of activity-based questions
should be carefully analyzed and selected since the questions themselves
can leak information about the user’s activity.

Similar research suggests using dynamic security questions for fallback
authentication on smartphones using their app usage, calls or text messages [6].
Another design addressing fallback authentication security and usability issues uses location-based security questions [7]. This approach
resembles traditional security questions in the sense that it is based on
personal information. However, it differs from the later in question types
and its form of providing the answers. Questions focus on episodic memories such as "Where did your first kiss take place?" with location-based
answers. In contrast with the traditional approach where users type answers as a text, here, users select a location on a map. The hypothesis
behind this approach is that episodic memories are easier to remember
than personal facts. Selecting the location, on the other hand, prevents
issues such as repeatability and error-proneness. Experiments show that
adversaries (both close friends/family and strangers) are unable to guess
the answers with required accuracy most of the time.
Experiment results of the concept lead the authors to believe that the
approach has the potential to replace traditional security questions in the
future [7].
A limitation of this concept is that security questions should be thoroughly designed and evaluated.
An even more optimal solution proposes a combination of the last two
approaches. It generates dynamic location-based challenge questions based on users’ tracked locations. After tracking users’ locations
for an extended period of time, the algorithm detects locations that are
more "interesting", i.e., are rarely visited and so are more likely to be
remembered by the legitimate user and less likely to be guessed by an
adversary, and asks different kinds of questions about them (e.g., locations visited at a certain date and the order and time gap between visiting
several locations). To further improve the security, the approach applies
Bayesian classifier to authenticate legitimate users based on their performance/success rate patterns [1].
The study concludes that an accurate design of the approach can significantly raise the overall security and usability of an authentication system.

3.2

Comparing security question types

Investigations show that question styles greatly affect users’ performance
in account recovery [1].

In this section, we compare above-discussed question types from security, usability and deployability points of view. Security considers robustness against attacks from adversaries such as strangers, close friends and
family as well as brute force guessing attacks. Privacy concerns are also
considered in the overall security level.
Usability is discussed by memorability and ease-of-enrollment points of
view separately. In ease-of-deployment we consider how effortful the development and deployment process of the system is and how widely it can
be deployed.
Figure 2 represents a comparison of personal-knowledge, activity-based,
preference-based and location-based questions. The chart is created based
on discussions from [2], [3], [6], [7], [8]. Note that user-chosen security
questions are omitted since their overall security, usability and deployability are similar to predefined personal-knowledge questions. In addition, dynamically generated location-based questions are considered under activity-based questions category.

Figure 2. Security, Memorability, Ease-of-enrollment and Ease-of-deployment comparison of different types of security questions

As we can see, none of the discussed types is ideal.
The lowest security is achieved by personal-knowledge questions. Other
three methods have higher security, activity-based questions being medium,
because of privacy reasons (the information may be leaked by the questions and, based on the architecture, the service may need to track additional user activity). From memorability point of view, the last three
types achieve higher results than personal knowledge questions. Ease-ofenrollment is the highest for activity-based questions since no user action

is required at that stage. Preference-based questions recede in ease-ofenrollment measure because of the need to answer a multitude of questions during enrollment. Considering the ease-of-deployment, personalknowledge questions beat the others since the implementation, deployment and usage is rather straight forward and applicable to most of the
systems. Activity-based questions have a lower rate of ease-of-deployment
since some of the planned questions may not be relevant to the user or it
may be complicated to find the answer.
Although based on the chart the highest overall grade is achieved by
location-based questions, we believe that the nonintrusiveness of activitybased questions at the enrollment stage makes them the better option
from the usability point of view. By accurately addressing privacy issues,
this method can achieve advantageous results in security as well.

3.3

SMS and Email-based recovery

An alternative recovery method with higher reliability than security questions is authentication by email or SMS (Short Message Service). In this
approach, a temporary password or a recovery URL is sent to a predefined
email address or phone number. Figure 3 shows the success rate of SMS
and email-based recovery compared to security questions [3]. Success rate
of a fallback authentication mechanism is defined as the fraction or percentage of success among the total number of attempts to recover access
using the mechanism.

Figure 3. Success rate of different recovery methods [3]

The data was collected by Google based on recovery claims during a
month. It shows that email increases the success rate of recovery by
13.74% over the most successful security questions. An even higher success rate is achieved by SMS-based recovery, due to some potential drawbacks of email-based recovery. The drawbacks include the likelihood of
losing access to the email along with the other account (e.g., because of using the same password for both accounts or because of losing the browser
cache where both passwords were stored).
In addition, both phone numbers and secondary emails may be recycled by service providers due to inactivity. Telecommunications service
providers have different policies on phone number recycling that can typically be after 3-6 months of inactivity. Email providers generally recycle
emails after longer periods of inactivity (e.g., Microsoft accounts are closed
in 5 years of inactivity [4]). It was estimated that in 2014 7% of users’ secondary emails were recycled, becoming available for anyone to register
and use them again [3].
The figure also shows that cultural differences considerably impact the
success rate of security questions. Different language/culture groups have
different memorability for the same question and top-performing groups
change depending on the question type. For example, the gap between
US-English speaking users’ and UK-English speaking users’ recall for the
question "Father’s middle name?" reaches 10% after 12 months: 74.43%
vs 64.12%. Shifts like this are hard to predict and impose a challenge for
designing an international recovery system [3].

3.4

Social authentication

Another recently developed approach for fallback authentication is called
social authentication [9]. Here users choose a set of trusted contacts that,
in case of forgotten password, need to delegate them one-time secrets,
which combined allow the users to reset their password.
In practice, social authentication can be realistically implemented in
social network sites. Although the approach is promising, several studies found vulnerabilities in all social authentication mechanisms applied
by social network sites. In particular, a relatively new attack against
Facebook’s social authentication mechanism, called Trusted Friend Attack, circumvents the security of the scheme. The attack is implemented
by adding fake accounts to the victim’s friends list and then using these
accounts to obtain the secret code for the recovery [9].

3.5

Manually checking credentials

Some websites utilize the approach of manually checking the credentials.
Here, the users need to either personally meet the authorities or send in a
copy of their passport. This method can be useful when security demands
are high and in corporate settings, where users are in near proximity. The
disadvantage of it is that it scales badly in interned-wide services.

3.6

Machine Learning for authentication

Each of the above-discussed methods have their advantages/disadvantages,
usability-security trade-offs and their use cases. However, all of them
require some kind of user action. Some of the approaches are substantially more difficult (such as manually checking credentials) or more timeconsuming (such as preference-based authentication).
With the accelerating growth of machine learning, a new approach of
implicit authentication (also referred to as continuous authentication,
active authentication and transparent authentication) is emerging [12].
Implicit authentication helps to minimize user friction while ensuring
higher security for authentication.
Continuous authentication approaches include touch dynamics, face recognition, gait dynamics and behavior-based profiling. In case of using one of
those approaches, methods that are otherwise used for primary authentication can be used for fallback authentication (e.g., a user may be required
to enter a pin, in case of behavior recognition failure).
Furthermore, several studies suggest using machine learning for designing risk-based authentication systems [11]. This design suggests
an improvement over static authentication methods by adjusting the method
with the user’s risk profile. Parameters affecting the level of risk include
login time, location, IP address, number of failed attempts and some other
contextual information. The approach provides higher level of security
without harming usability, in contrast with the traditional approaches
that make a trade-off between the two.
The conducted research particularly relates to primary authentication
schemes. However, similar approaches can be applied to ensure the security and usability of fallback authentication schemes. Such an approach
was represented in [1] that, in addition to checking the answers to locationbased security questions, uses a machine learning classifier to authenticate real users based on their recall rate and performance patterns.

4 Summary
Achieving high level of security in fallback authentication remains a crucial aspect in designing an authentication system. In this paper, we reviewed several approaches that are widely applied in existing systems as
well as approaches that are at the research stage. Overall, none of the
approaches is perfect.
It is confirmed that security questions have poor memorability and their
security level if far lower than that of user-chosen passwords [14].
Although SMS and Email-based recovery are proven to be more secure
and are the preferred approach by large service providers such as Google,
they still have their limitations and security questions remain useful [3].
Possible improvements to traditional personal-knowledge security questions (such as preference-based, activity-based and location-based questions) can increase their overall security and usability. In addition, security questions provide a satisfactory experience when the risk-level is
considered low or if they are combined with other methods.
Less common approaches, that are beneficial in particular cases are social authentication and the manual check of credentials.
Finally, integrating machine learning to authentication system designs
gives the ability to improve both security and usability without harming
either.
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Abstract
In 3GPP Release 13, a narrowband system, called as Narrowband Internet
of Things (NB-IoT), has been introduced to address the requirements of the
Internet of Things. The new Narrowband system provides improved indoor
coverage, low delay sensitivity, ultralow device cost, low power consumption and optimized network architecture. This system, based on Long Term
Evolution (LTE) technology, supports most LTE functionalities with some
limitations. This paper provides an overview of NB-IoT technology, including alternative technologies to NB-IoT in terms of efficiency for large-scale
connected device systems.
KEYWORDS: Narrowband-IoT, IoT, LPWAN, Sigfox, LoRa, large-scale
connected device systems

1

Introduction

In the last decade, IoT technologies and IoT (Internet of Things) devices
have evolved with the developing wireless connection technologies, lowcost sensors and SoC (system on chip) modules. IoT devices such as wearable gadgets, smart home devices and self driving cars, are key compo-

nents for the fourth industrial revolution. This vast amount of devices requires different communication systems to communicate with each other
and the cloud technologies. The communication systems will need to support more than twenty-five billion connected devices, including IoT devices and mobile devices, by the year 2020 [19]. To support the large
amount of connected devices, a number of candidate protocols have been
designed, including ZigBee, Z-Wave, SigFox and LoRa.
Standards institutions have been working to design a connection protocol to fulfill the requirement of the IoT industry. A suitable connection infrastructure for IoT devices has couple of challenges which was addressed
by 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) organization [11]. Some of
the important challenges consist of low cost, limited computation power,
support for densely located devices (40 per household) and long battery
life (10 years) [11]. Specific application areas need different requirements.
Some specific application areas may require low latency, high bandwidth.
However, other may require low bandwidth. NB-IoT offers quality-of service (QoS), low latency and higher bandwidth than LoRa and Sigfox at the
expense of high power comparing to LoRa [19]. NB-IoT is more suitable
for some specific application area such as real time monitoring systems.
The problem arises here while deciding whether NB-IoT is efficient or
not. Although, NB-IoT uses licensed frequency band which costs about
500 million dollars and it is expensive, in cases where low latency is required NB-IoT is preferred [19].
This paper analyses qualifications of large-scale connected systems. It
describes advantages and drawbacks of NB-IoT for different application
scenarios. It mentiones requirements (e.g., bandwidth, battery life, latency) for large-scale connected device systems. In addition, different aspects of NB-IoT are compared with other communication standards such
as LoRa, SigFox in terms of QoS, battery life, bandwidth and cost.
The paper is structured as follows, Section II describes the NB-IoT protocol, Section III describes the alternative technologies to NB-IoT. Section
IV overviews the requirements for large-scale connected device systems.
Finally, Sections V concludes the paper.

2 NB-IoT
The low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) market has existed for about
10 years; it’s not a new thing. The current technologies supporting this

market are fragmented and non-standardized. Therefore there are shortcomings like poor security, poor reliability high operational costs. Furthermore, the network deployment is complex [9].
For years, 3GPP focused on the celular communications to supported
voice service, human-oriented and mobile broadband service. 3GPP started
a deep research on LPWAN technologies with promotion of other LPWAN technologies including LoRa and Sigfox. In Release 13, 3GPP set
5 objectives for for Machine-Type Communication services including enhanced indoor coverage, lower terminal complexity and cost, supported
massive small-data terminals, higher energy efficiency and supported various latency features [8]. In June 2016, 3GPP introduced a new Narrow
Band, LPWAN IoT technology to satisfy these objectives [19]. NB-IoT can
operate with GSM (global system for mobile communications) and LTE
(long-term evolution) under licensed frequency bands [13]. NB-IoT uses
the single-carrier frequency division multiple access (FDMA) in the uplink and orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA) in the downlink, and employs the
quadrature phase-shift keying modulation (QPSK) [13]. It can offer 100
kbps throughput in 200 kHz bandwidth [11]. Within this frequency bandwidth, it supports maximum 250 kbps uplink and 170 kbps downlink [17].
The maximum payload size for each message is 1600 bytes [13].
NB-IoT technology can be regarded as a new air interface from the protocol stack point of view, while being built on the well-established LTE
infrastructure [13]. The unnecessary parts of LTE are omitted to fit the
protocol for IoT applications. For example, broadcasting mechanism is
kept to a minimum size and handover mechanism is omited to consume
less power [13] [10]. The main design principles behind NB-IoT are low
cost, low latency, high coverage, long battery life, and easy deployment of
a large number of devices [12], [4].
Figure 1 [8] shows the NB-IoT network architecture. The architecture
consists of 5 parts:
• NB-IoT terminal: Each IoT device has access to the NB-IoT network as
long as it has a valid SIM card;

• NB-IoT base station: It refers to the base station which is deployed by
network operators;

• NB-IoT core network: Through the NB-IoT core network, NB-IoT base

Figure 1. NB-IoT network architecture [8]

station can connect to NB-IoT cloud;
• NB-IoT cloud platform: NB-IoT cloud platform can process various services and results are forwarded to the vertical business center or NB-IoT
terminal;
• Vertical industry center: It can store and process data generated by
NB-IoT terminals and can control NB-IoT terminals.

NB-IoT can offer latency below 10 seconds and 10 years of battery life if
it transmits 200-byte a day [11], [13]. NB-IoT is capable of delivering both
IP and non-IP data [10]. The existing LTE hardware can support NBIoT devices with a software upgrade [4]. Although using the same LTE
hardware decreases the cost, the frequency band fee, which is as high as
500 million euro per MHz, may increase the cost of NB-IoT deployment
[19]. A LTE cell can support up to 100,000 devices [16].
The improvement of NB-IoT has continued with Release 14 and Release
15 of the 3GPP [13] [18]. According to the 3GPP’s current plan, NB-IoT
will be improved to provide lower latency, lower power consumption and
wider cover range [1].

Sigfox

LoRaWAN

NB-IoT

BPSK

CSS

QPSK

Unlicensed

Unlicensed

Licensed

ISM bands

ISM bands

LTE frequency

Max. date rate

100 bps

50 kbps

200 kbps

Max. messages/day

140 (UL), 4 (DL)

Unlimited

Unlimited

Range (urban)

10 km

5 km

1 km

Range (rural)

40 km

20 km

10 km

Yes

Yes

(AES 128b)

(LTE encryption)

Free

>500 Me/MHz

Modulation
Frequency

Authentication
& encryption

Not supported

Spectrum cost

Free

Deployment cost

>4 K e/base station

End device cost

<2e

3-5e

>20e

Battery life

10 years

10 years

10 years

>100e/gateway
>1 K e/base station

>15 K e/base station

Table 1. Overview of LPWAN technologies: Sigfox, LoRa, and NB-IoT [13], [7]

3

Alternative technologies to NB-IoT

NB-IoT is an LPWAN technology. The LPWAN technology include other
protocols such as Sigfox, LoRa, RPMA (random phase multiple access)
and Weightless [15], [5]. This paper focuses on NB-IoT, Sigfox and LoRa
in terms of efficiency for large-scale connected devices systems. Table 1
presents an overview of LPWAN technologies in various aspects.

3.1

Sigfox

Sigfox is an LPWAN technology which is developed by the Sigfox company.
1.

It operates in the unlicensed ISM (industrial, scientific and medical)

band, for example, 868 MHz in Europe, 915 MHz in North America, and
433 MHz in Asia. It offers maximum throughput of 100 bps in ultranarrow band (100 Hz) subGHz ISM band. Sigfox can offer very low power
consumption, high receiver sensitivity, and low-cost antenna design due
to its ultra-narrow band [13].
In initial design, Sigfox could support only uplink connection. Later it
evolved to bidirectional technology. The uplink is limited to 140 messages
per day, whereas the downlink is limited to 4 messages per day. The maximum payload size for an uplink message is limited to 12 bytes and the
maximum payload size for a downlink message is limited to 8 bytes [13].
The uplink communication reliability of the Sigfox network relies on spa1 https://www.sigfox.com/en/sigfox-iot-technology-overview

tial diversity coupled with the time and frequency diversity of the radio
frame repetitions.

1

Each message is transmitted multiple times over dif-

ferent frequency channels from end-devices [13].
Sigfox offers wider cover range compared to LoRa and NB-IoT. A base
station (range >40 km) is capable of covering an entire city.

3.2 LoRa
LoRa, which stands for “Long Range”, is a long-range wireless communication system, introduced by the LoRa Alliance in 2015 [3]. LoRa operates
between 137 MHz to 1020 MHz. Therefore it operates in both licensed
and unlicensed bands i.e., 868 MHz in Europe, 915 MHz in North America, and 433 MHz in Asia. [5] [13]. However, it is often deployed in ISM
band, which is unlicensed [5].
LoRa can offer network throughput between 300 bps and 50 kbps depending on the environmental conditions. The maximum payload size of a
message is limited to 243 bytes. LoRa is based on proprietary modulation.
Although the modulation mechanism is proprietary, the LoRa wide area
network (LoRaWAN) is an open standart being developed by the LoRa
Alliance [3]. LoRaWAN with LoRa gateway offers local are network operations and LoRaWAN with base station offers public network operations
[14]. In LoRaWAN, each transmitted message is recieved by all the base
station within the range, then received duplicate messages are filtered
by the backend system. Moreover, receiving the transmitted messages by
multiple base stations avoids the handover mechanism in LoRaWAN network. This mechanism improves the successfully received messages ratio
while incresing the deployment cost [13]. LoRa offers wider cover range
compared to NB-IoT. For example, in Belgium, a country with total area
of 30500 km2 can be covered with only 7 base stations [19].
End-devices in LoRaWAN may have different requirements. In order
to optimize the different end-device requirements, LoRaWAN supports 3
different classes, named Class A, Class B, Class C. The Class A, which
is the most energy efficient class, is for battery powered sensors. The
Class B is for battery powered actuators. The Class B provides latency
controlled downlink. The Class C is for main powered actuators. The
Class C provides no latency for downlink [2].

4

Requirement analysis for large-scale connected systems

Requirements in IoT differ from system to system. The IoT system defines its own requirements. Although latency is critical in a real-time
monitoring systems, in smart farming, latency is critical [13]. Therefore,
efficiency evaluation of the LPWAN technology depends on the application
design criterias and high-priority requirement of the application.

4.1

Requirements in IoT

Low power consumption
Low power consumption is one of the key design principles in most IoT
connection protocols [20]. Usually, IoT devices are battery-powered. Therefore, such devices are expected to operate without battery replacement for
years.

Scalability
Currently, 16 billion connected devices exist worldwide [4]. Ericsson estimates that by 2021 there will be 28 billion connected devices [4]. In this
rapidly growing industry, scalability is a critical requirement including
the platform’s load balancing capabilities for optimal performance of the
cloud services.

Low latency
Low latency is a fundamental requirement in real-time monitoring systems such as electric metering. In fact, companies may need real-time
data monitoring to make immediate decisions and take precautions according to the real time data [13].

Low cost
Decreasing the operational costs is the starting point of some IoT projects
such as smart metering systems [6]. In a large-scale device ecosystem,
there might be thousands of end devices. While calculating the cost, various factors should be considered including the spectrum, deployment and
end-device cost.

Ease of deployment
Ease of deployment of the IoT devices is a critical requirement as Ericsson
estimates that there will be 28 billion connected device by 2021. Additionally, ease of the deployment reduces the cost of the system.

Coverage
IoT applications such as smart farming and disaster management systems operate in rural area. The applications which is deployed in a rural
area, require wide coverage area.

4.2 Comparision in terms of efficiency
Requirements in a large-scale connected system have different priorities
as aforementioned. Priority of the requirements determine the efficiency
of the LPWAN technologies. None of the LPWAN technologies, which are
mentioned in this paper, can fulfill all requirements as Figure 2 shows
[13].
In order to compare efficiency of the technologies, each large-scale connected system has to be analyzed separately. Large-scale connected systems can be categorized in terms of their high-priority requirement as
follows:

Figure 2. Comparision of Sigfox, LoRa, and NB-IoT in different aspects [13]

– Real-time monitoring: Real-time monitoring systems such as electric
metering, intelligent traffic information system require high network
throughput and QoS. Typically, these systems do not require low power
consumptions as the systems are near to power sources. Only NB-IoT
can offer high network throughput and QoS. Therefore, for such systems, NB-IoT fits best. Unlike the real time monitoring systems, various systems such as smart farming, smart building do not require QoS
and high network throughput. Therefore, Sigfox and LoRa fit better for
this type of applications.

– Rapidly growing: Rapidly growing connected device systems require
scalability. NB-IoT is capable of handling up to 100,000 end devices
per cell. Unlike NB-IoT, Sigfox and LoRa are capable of handling up to
50,000 per cell [13]. Since NB-IoT is more scalable compared to Sigfox
and LoRa, for rapidly growing systems, NB-IoT is more efficient.
– Gradually growing: In gradually growing connected device systems such
as remote water metering systems in places where have low population
growth rate, scalability is not a fundamental requirement. Therefore,
Sigfox and LoRa is more efficient.
– Location, density: Location of the system defines need for coverage area.
In a connected device system such as smart farming where devices are
located sparsely in a wide area, the protocol should offer wide range
transmission. As mentioned before, Belgium can be covered with only
7 LoRa base stations. Therefore, for a system which end devices are
located sparsely in a wide area, Sigfox and LoRa is more efficient. Since
a NB-IoT cell can handle up to 100,000 end devices, the systems which
end devices are located densely, NB-IoT is more efficient.
– Low cost: Cost effectiveness is one of the fundamental design principles
in all systems. As Table 1 shows, NB-IoT is not cost efficient compared
to the other protocols. For high latency tolerable low-cost systems, Sigfox and LoRa are more efficient.

5

Conclusion

This paper has summarized Sigfox, LoRa, and NB-IoT and discussed efficieny of NB-IoT for large-scale connected device systems. Each technology
has its superiority in different features. NB-IoT provides very low latency
and high quality of service with high cost. Unlike NB-IoT, LoRa and Sigfox provide wide coverage area and very long battery lifetime with low
cost. There is a trade-off between the cost of the technology and its features. Therefore, efficiency of NB-IoT for a large-scale connected device
systems should be evaluated according to the requirement priority of the
system.
Despite the synthetic tests, the lack of long-life real world NB-IoT de-

ployment leaves open questions on the performance in the real-world conditions. The NB-IoT and its alternative technologies are still evolving.
In the future, the scenario may change in favor of NB-IoT with the wide
deployment of 5th generation (5G) mobile communication technology.
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Abstract
Smart phone security often is enforced by entry authentication mechanisms, implemented with a PIN code or pattern. After the initial authentication, no further steps are taken to authenticate the user, generally allowing wide access to personal data and services. Continuous authentication,
based on touch gestures, has been suggested an option for enforcing smart
phone security. Gesture based continuous authentication allows authenticating the user in real time, based on their interactions with the device,
thus making unauthorized usage more challenging. In this article, five
different touch gesture based continuous authentication approaches are
reviewed and compared, with focus on differences in data acquisition, feature selection and classification. The survey finds that touch interactionbased authentication is a feasible, however, questions about the implementation, such as deployment and model training, still remain open.
KEYWORDS: Continuous authentication, touch dynamics

1 Introduction
It could be assumed that most of the readers of this review will have a
smartphone in their possession. This assumption is backed by Statistics
Finland data [14] which states that 80 percent of the population of Finland own a smartphone. Smartphones are commonly regarded personal
and they hold sensitive data, as well as access to different services, due
to which they are likely to be secured in some way. The security is established through entry authentication: an approach where user authentication is performed once at the start of a usage session to unlock the device,
and no further authentication is done before the next session starts.
Entry authentication is often implemented with something that the user
knows, which is can be a PIN code, pattern or a passphrase. The selected
authentication method can be optionally augmented with one or more
forms of biometric authentication, such as fingerprint or facial features.
Even when biometric authentication is enabled, the secret that the user
selected can be used for unlocking the device. Thus, the biometrics used
in entry authentication could be considered to rather improve the user
experience of unlocking a device, than to make the device more secure.
Furthermore, it has been shown that users choose weak passwords and
PIN codes [3] consequently making entry authentication even weaker.
Because the user’s secret can be always used to unlock the device, it
is the unique element keeping an attacker away from the user’s data, in
case the device is stolen. In order to prevent unauthorized usage, even
when the initial entry authentication is compromised, researchers have
proposed a number of continuous authentication methods that evaluate
the authenticity of the user during all interaction with the device and lock
it in case of unauthorized usage. The key difference between the proposed
methods and entry authentication is that the former are non-obtrusive
and real-time, and in order to be so, the methods rely on biometrics or
user behavior, both of which are present in all interaction with a device.
Vishal et al. [15] review different approaches to continuous authentication in 2016, covering what was then the most recent research. They
divide continuous authentication into four groups: touch dynamics, facial
recognition, gait dynamics, and behavioral profiling. Each of the categories shares the same approach: firstly, during a training or enrollment
period, user interaction is recorded to gather data to distinguish the user.
Once a sufficient number of distinctive features are gathered, a classifier

Study

Year

Abbreviation

Users

Lin et al. [8]

2013

Lin13

75

Serwadda et al. [13]

2013

Ser13

190

Feng et al. [7]

2012

Fen12

40

Frank et al. [10]

2013

Fra13

41

Ali et al. [16]

2016

Ali16

6

Table 1. Reviewed articles and their abbreviations

is trained based on them. The classifier is then provided with user input,
possibly in real time, to be able to determine if a certain user is performing
those inputs.
Upon training a classifier with sufficient performance, the user’s interactions can then be supplied to it as input and actions can be performed on
the classification output. Continuous authentication could be summed up
as extracting features from user interactions in real time, providing them
as input to the classifier and acting on the classification results. The actions could be, for example, to prompt the user for a password or in the
case of successful classification, do nothing. Even though fingerprint readers are commonplace in smartphones, continuous authentication methods
are not available to customer devices.
This review assesses five research articles on continuous authentication implemented through the use of touch dynamics. The aim is to highlight the discrepancies in both the settings and methods applied in the research. The review first compares the differences in the selection of touch
dynamics properties and data acquisition techniques. Finally, the chosen
classification techniques, and how each approach evaluated their results,
are compared. By the end, the reader should have a solid understanding of the methods applied in the current research on touch dynamics for
continuous authentication.

2

Continuous authentication using touch dynamics

Table 1 presents five continuous authentication articles selected for this
review. From here on onwards they will be referred to by the abbreviations listed in the table. Four of the selected research articles, Lin13,
Ser13, Fen12 and Fra13, are from Vishal et al.’s [15] overview while the
fifth, Ali16, was selected as it proposes using accelerometer data in con-

junction with touch dynamics to further improve the accuracy of authentication [16]. The four articles selected from Vishal et al.’s [15] overview
are from 2012 and 2013 while Ali et al.’s [16] article is from 2016. There
exists newer publicized research on the topic, such as Iuzbashev et al.’s
[9] article from 2018 and Putri et al. [12] article from 2016; however, they
are not a part of this review, as they provide little or no information on
the properties that are compared here.

2.1 Data acquisition
All the reviewed articles implemented their concept only on the Android
platform, giving no information as to why iOS platform has not been considered. Searches for similar concepts designed for the Apple’s platform,
on research databases have not yielded results. Missing tools are unlikely to be a cause for the lack of implementations, as APIs for gathering
touch data are available both on the Android [6] and iOS platforms [5].
Therefore, it remains unclear why similar implementations, to the articles reviewed here, have not yet been implemented on Apple’s platform.
One reason could be that, as the iOS build tools are available only on the
MacOS, all developers would be required to have a Macintosh.
Gathering touch data on the Android platform can be done through either the MotionEvent API [6], or the by capturing touch data on the kernel level. Lin13 takes the latter approach, while the other articles employ
the MotionEvent API. The difference between the two options is that the
MotionEvent API only allows capturing touch events from the specific application in which it has been implemented, while intercepting the touch
data on the kernel level allows gathering all events. Thus, the approaches
employing the MotionEvent API have to create a specific application for
data gathering, which might cause test users to alter their behavior from
normal. While the kernel level approach allows gathering data from all
applications, it requires root access to be installed.
In addition to different data acquisition approaches, each of the reviewed
articles has different requirements for the amount of test users, as well
as the amount of data gathered from those users. The number of users,
with which each of the implementations have been tested, ranges from
6 [16] to 190 [13]. Lin13, the approach in which data is collected on the
kernel level, gave out devices to the test users to use for days, in order
to ensure that the data would be reflect realistic situations [8]. Ali16 has
another approach, in which the users were asked to install the data col-

lection application on their devices, and proceed to use it multiple times
over five days to generate data [16]. While Lin13 mentions that all users
were given the same kind of a phone [8], Ali16 does not mention whether
or not the test users’ devices were the same model [16], which raises a
question whether touch data from different devices is comparable.
In the other three approaches, Ser13, Fen12 and Fra13, the test users
were doing tasks on applications created specifically for the purpose of
recording touch data [13, 7, 10]. The tests were performed in a testing
environment where the users were invited.
The commonality between the articles, besides Fen12, is that they recorded
data from different usage sessions, even days apart. The reason for gathering data on multiple different sessions is not explicitly mentioned, but
it could be speculated that this is to ensure variety of data, in case user
behavior varies between the sessions.
Ser13 goes into most detail in explaining the quantity of data they required for performing classification. The specified amount is 80 swipes,
both vertical and horizontal, in two device orientations. This requirement
is made to ensure that the classifier will not have any performance bias
caused by varying number of training data for different users [13]. For
Lin13 the amount of required swipes is 150, both vertical and horizontal, as well as 300 tap gestures, however no specific reason behind these
figures is given [8].

2.2

Touch dynamics

Users generally interact with a touch screen of a mobile device by performing gestures with their fingers. The gestures can be split into two
categories: single finger gestures and multi-touch gestures. Single finger gestures include, for example, horizontal and vertical swiping, while
examples of multi-touch gestures include pinching and spreading. The
finger with which a gesture is performed is not directly relevant, as different users use different fingers to perform the same gestures [8], but
instead, the shared properties of gestures, such as touch pressure and
starting and ending positions, are significant. Analyzing these properties
enables distinguishing the user who is performing them.
All the articles build their recognition functionality on swiping features,
but each of them has differences regarding what additional features are
included. The different gestures, and other data sources, have been listed
in Table 2. For example, four out of the five articles, Lin13, Ser13, Fra13,

Study

Gestures

Other

Lin13

Swipe, tap

-

Ser13

Swipe

Device orientation

Fen12

Swipe, pinch

Sensor glove

Fra13

Swipe

Device orientation

Ali16

Swipe, tap

Accelerometer data

Table 2. Gestures used for touch analytics

Ali16, apply metrics only from gestures performed with one finger [8, 13,
10, 16], and, out of these four, Lin13 and Ali16 are the only ones which
also employ data from taps. The decision not to use taps is not necessarily
described, but, for example, Fra13 mentions that it provides “too few features to be discriminative for users” [10], moreover, it has been included
in Lin13, it is only used as an “auxiliary gesture” [8], as it does not provide
any information on finger movement.
All approaches employing only single finger gestures have the same reason for this decision, which is that these gestures represent the majority of
interactions that a user performs, thus making multi-touch gestures too
rare to be used for continuous authentication. The argument is backed
by data collected in Lin13, which shows that 88.8 percent of gestures are
performed with a single finger [8]. This information is noteworthy, as it
was collected from normal user interactions by capturing the data from
the kernel level [8], instead of using the MotionEvent API, which only allows each app to record its own interactions. It could be concluded, that
gathering the data unobtrusively, as compared to laboratory conditions,
would lead to more genuine data.
The approach of Fen12 is the only one to also incorporate multi-touch
features, as in addition to swiping, it also takes into account zooming in
and zooming out [7]. No specific reasoning for incorporating multi-touch
is given; however, it should be noted that this research also involves data
from a digital sensor glove. The glove provided accelerometer data for two
of the user’s fingers and was used to enhance existing data. Accelerometer
information is also used in Ali16, to recognize the position and orientation
of the user’s device, thus increasing the accuracy of the results [16].

2.3

Touch properties

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the distinctiveness of gestures is in
their properties. Different features can be derived from the gesture’s main
properties, including starting and ending positions as well as the pressure
on and in between these points. The level of detail of feature extraction
and selection in each of the reviewed articles varies, which makes comparison difficult. Each of the different approaches is reviewed below with
Fra13 used as a reference point, as it provides the most in-depth analysis
of the features.
Fra13 extracted 30 features from each of the gathered gestures, including a non-touch feature, phone orientation. Aside from the main properties, the list includes interesting features, such as mid-stroke area covered and median velocity of the last five points. The latter feature distinguishes users’ swiping habits by describing whether they lift off their
finger at the end of a swipe or keep it on the screen. The informativeness
of each feature was rated, with mid-stroke area covered and mid-stroke
pressure scoring among the highest. However, the authors also mention
that more information can be discovered by combining complementary
features. Further analysis was done by calculating the correlation coefficients of all feature pairs and using the information to remove redundant
features from the classification. [10]
Lin13 propose using 13 slide features and three tap features. The assessment of a good metric is derived by comparing how well it can be used
to distinguish a single user. This assessment is made by calculating a
distribution of that metric from each test user’s data, and then comparing those distributions with each other; if most of the distributions are
similar, then the feature is left out. The conclusion of the assessment is
that pressure related features, including average pressure and first touch
pressure, are not good for distinguishing users. This is contrary to Fra13,
which lists a pressure metric as one of the top features. Similarly, to Fra13
the correlation between pairs was measured, however, the results did not
result in leaving out any metrics. This comparison reveals interesting
correlations, such as the similarity between first touch area and the average touch area, which Lin13 speculates to be due to users’ swiping on the
same area of the screen [8].
Ser13 declare 28 different features of a stroke. The features are similar
to those both Lin13 and Fra13 use: the coordinates of the gesture, dif-

ferent measurements of its velocity and acceleration as well as pressure.
Ser13 hypothesizes that gestures are performed differently based on the
orientation of the device, and thus they should not be compared between
each other [13]. This estimation would appear logical, as smartphone
screens are commonly rectangular, and thus the maximum distance of a
swiping motion is affected by its orientation.
According to Fen12 each touch gesture includes 53 features, but these
features are not listed and only the aforementioned properties are mentioned. On top of the common features, also multi-touch features are considered, yet no especially imaginative features are highlighted [7]. Fen12
does not provide reasoning or data about feature selection or whether features of multi-touch gestures are more informative than those of single
finger gestures.
Lastly, Ali16 fails to mention any features or feature selection for that
matter. The agenda is aimed towards distinguishing differences between
the accuracy of predicting users from based on different gestures [16].
It could be speculated that due to the proof of concept nature of the
approaches, attention to detail has been aimed more towards analyzing
the outcomes of the implementations rather than describing the means of
feature selection.

3 Classification methods and performance
Authenticating a user based on their touch properties is a matter of analyzing given touch features and then matching those to a certain user. The
considerable number of features, and their variance, in a touch gesture
makes it unfeasible to manually write rules for effectively matching users,
which is why all the articles approach the task as a classification problem.
To solve a classification problem, a classifier has to be first trained with
training data, during which it will learn to associate certain properties
with specific labels. After the training period, the classifier should be able
to match input, that has not been present in the training data to a certain
class. Examples of classes could be, for example, a specific user and all
other users, the index finger or thumb. The selection of a classifier depends on the given problem domain. However, different classifiers can be
applied to the same problem as seen in this chapter.
The articles estimate the performance of the chosen classifiers with one
or more of the following metrics: False Acceptance Rate (FAR), False Re-

Study

Classifier

EER (%)

Lin13

SVM [8]

3.0 *

Ser13

8 classifiers [13]

10.5 - 42.0

Fen12

Random Forest, J48, Bayes Net [7]

7.8 - 13.0 * **

Fra13

kNN, SVM [10]

0.0 - 4.0

Ali16

LibSVM [16]

N/A

Table 3. The chosen classifiers. * Values taken from [13] as the original author does not
provide numerical percentages. ** The percentages include the usage of the
sensor glove.

jection Rate (FRR) or Equal Error Rate (EER) [10]. FAR represents the
percentage of swipes that an intruder performs, which are then classified
as legitimate user’s input. FRR is the opposite: it represents the percentage of swipes that the legitimate users perform, which are not correctly
classified. Finally, EER is the percent at which both the FRR and FAR of
a classifier are equal.
Table 3 presents the different classifiers used in the articles. The most
popular classifiers among the approaches are the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifiers. The SVM classifiers are binary classifiers, meaning that
they can be used for two-class classification [11]. SVM requires a training
phase, after which it discards the individual data points from the training
period, and only stores their generalizations by which the classifications
are later derived [10].
The k-nearest neighbors algorithm (kNN) is used as one of the classifiers for both Ser13 and Fra13. The kNN algorithm assigns a class to an
unclassified input based on the which class data points have the greatest
presence in the new point’s neighborhood [4]. Unlike the SVM, the kNN
algorithm does not require a specific training period, as it only needs access to the existing data points and is able to place new inputs in the same
feature space [10].
As observed by both Fra13 and Ser13, the kNN classifier performed
worse in comparison to the SVM in all scenarios [10, 13]. The results
cannot be compared between the studies, but both studies have described
their results accurately. For Ser13, the equal error rates (EER) for the
kNN classifier ranged from 14 to 27 percent, depending on the orientation of the device, as well as the orientation of the strokes [13]. Fra13
reports EER percentages between 0 and 4 for both scrolling and horizontal classifiers, and generally even lower for the SVM classifier [10].

Ser13 benchmarks eight different classifiers to establish the one with
the best performance in the given conditions. Interestingly even the best
performing classifier, logistic regression, exceeds double-digit percentage
EERs on all scenarios, while the worst performing classifier, J48, performs
merely better than guessing, as it reaches EERs ranging from 30 to above
40 percent [13]. The performance of the J48 is also the worst out of those
evaluated in Fen12, however with considerably better rates than those
observed by Ser13 [7], as can be noticed from Table 3.
Fen12 use one classifier for their approach, with the selected setting
they are able to reach classification accuracies ranging from 80 percent to
above 95 percent, depending on the device orientation and given gesture
[7]. It is noted that the two best performing gestures, in terms of EER,
are sliding left and sliding up [7]. Ali16 reports their observations on the
gesture level as well; their results being similar to Fen12 [16]. It should be
noted, that even though Ali16 is strongly focused on distinction between
which finger is used for a gesture, the aforementioned observation is done
without including labels for the user’s fingers [16].
Perhaps the only solid conclusion, that can be drawn from the results
provided by the articles, is that more reliable classification results can be
derived by including both sensor data and touch data, as shown by both
Fen12 [7] and Ali16 [16]. Fen12 notes that by combining external sensor
data from the sensor glove used in the research, they were able to drop
FAR rates from 11.96% to 2.15% and FRR rates from 8.53% to 1.63% [7].
Meanwhile, Ali16 mentions that the average accuracy for predicting the
finger, with which a gesture is performed, increased from roughly 84% to
close to 98% by augmenting the touch data with sensor data.
Performing classification in real-time on-device will cause an overhead
on the system. An example of the overhead is given in Lin13, where it is
mentioned that filtering and extracting features of 427 gestures takes 648
milliseconds on a low-end device [8]. If such computation could be done on
the background, without causing any noticeable decrease in performance
for the user, the latency could be considered acceptable for a consumer
setting. Retraining a classifier to adjust to the changing touch dynamics’ patterns could be a more resource intensive task, thus required to be
executed on a separate server. Lin13 proposes a system which performs
classification on the user’s device, while performing occasional retraining
of a model on a server [8]. Additional attention is given to the security
aspect, where anonymous group messaging and message shuffling would

be applied to enforce anonymity between touch data and a user [8]. Other
approaches do not mention how the training would be done in practice.

4

Results

Each of the reviewed approaches provide a concept which works for continuous authentication, at least within the limitations and requirements
set in each of the articles. The fact that the reviewed approaches vary in
all of the inspected aspects could be considered a strong indication that
promising classification results could be achieved with many different approaches.
Even though the evaluations of the classification results are positive,
many questions regarding practical implementation and feasibility still
remain open. An undecided question is which features to use; for example, should taps and pressure be evaluated? The most descriptive touch
gestures should be established so that further valid datasets could be
generated, and different approaches could be evaluated based on similar inputs. Ser13 indicates to have given free access to their data set [13],
however, it does not appear to be available any longer, which means that
future approaches have to, once again, gather new datasets.
More issues arise with the implementation of such systems, starting
with gathering both training and evaluation data. As mentioned previously, barring rooted and jailbroken devices, the Android and iOS platforms only allow gathering data through their respective APIs. This limitation means that all interaction with a device should happen through
one application, which records the touch interactions through the APIs.
Implementing such data collection applications might be possible with
sandboxing platforms, such as Boxify [1] or NJAS [2].
An issue for continuous authentication based on classifiers that need
training is the apparent need for retraining of the model on certain intervals. This issue has been highlighted by Fra13, where it is mentioned that
the authentication difficulty increases based on the temporal distance to
the initial training data [10]. The retraining frequency would likely depend on the accuracy requirements of the system, which brings up the
question of whether or not to implement the retraining on the end user’s
device or a separate server.
Due to the issues highlighted in this section, it remains an open question how unobtrusive continuous authentication based on touch dynamics

could be implemented. It is, however, likely that a user could be authenticated based on their touch dynamics for other purposes that do not require
continuous authentication. For example, for the Fra13 approach, it takes
11 swipes, in each direction, for an initial classification to be made [10],
while for the Lin13 approach a minimum of 13 swipes is required for a
classification [8]. This means that it could be possible to request a user
to perform a certain amount of gestures, in order to authenticate the user
on demand, for example, for digital signature purposes.

5 Conclusion
The summary reviewed five different articles on continuous authentication using touch gestures. The focus of the review was on highlighting the
differences between the approaches, focusing on data acquisition, feature
selection and classification. The discovered differences were highlighted
in a manner that enables the user to critically assess the variations between the approaches. While it was established that a user can be identified based on their interaction with a touch screen, none of the proposed
solutions have addressed the difficulties of deploying such a system. Future work could involve a more profound investigation into any of the
areas reviewed here.
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Abstract
Machine learning algorithms are integrated with various applications,
and this trend only seems to accelerate. Increasingly, the applications are
also taught to make decisions on their own. As the use of smart algorithms in decision-making changes the industry, autonomous machines
have started to control certain systems of cars in order to navigate and
drive the car while providing safety. As a result, it is important to understand how these algorithms work and what are the possible pitfalls.
This paper will summarize basic architectures behind these algorithms
and an effective method used to deceive them. To achieve this, the paper
explains concepts such as reinforcement learning (RL), Markov decision
process (MDP) and adversarial attacks. Finally, modern reinforcement
learning algorithms are considered from the adversarial attack point of
view, and possible future work is discussed.
The paper is written in such a manner that no previous expertise of reinforcement learning is required. Therefore, it works as a comprehensive
starting point for anyone who has found interest in self learning algorithms. The paper structure is kept compact and most of the topics are
discussed in general level, excluding the most relevant topics which are
explained in detail. This approach aims for a faster familiarization with
basic concepts and shows a variety of different possibilities for future research.
KEYWORDS: deep reinforcement learning, adversarial attack, FGSM, MDP

1 Introduction
Machine learning has become a central topic in numerous applications,
such as autonomous driving, image recognition and automated decision
making [9, 13, 23]. Even though machine learning has been the focus
of extensive research for decades, it was only after the invention of deep
learning that the results reached unprecedented accuracies [9]. A deep
learning algorithm tries to find patterns from an input data in order to
produce accurate estimations for inputs that it has never seen before. To
achieve this, a deep learning algorithm requires extensive amounts of input data in a separate automated training process. Before the invention
of deep learning, machine learning algorithms mostly focused on the implementation process. However, with the deep learning, the focus is on
the results. Instead of defining exhaustively how the algorithm should
work, it is now defined what the algorithm should produce.
The deep learning is considered as the state-of-the-art in many applications. However, as the whole training process is automated, this can lead
to a situation where there is a little knowledge on how the decision was
eventually made. These algorithms can be seen as black boxes [20]. They
produce the expected result, but the reasoning for the final interpretation
remains unclear. Black box algorithms becomes especially problematic
when they start to produce wrong estimations. For example, a specific
procedure where precisely crafted input manipulates the application to
give incorrect results [21]. As a result, the attacker becomes capable to
manipulate the predictions. This process is referred as adversarial attack.
Adversarial attacks are currently a heavily studied research area. However, studies on this area often focuses on supervised learning methods.
In particular, they are focusing on the methods where the input data and
expected results are well defined before the training process. This leaves
other research areas, such as reinforcement learning, untended. In reinforcement learning, the input data and expected results are not fully
known beforehand. Instead, those are results of actions taken by an agent
in a continuously changing environment. An example of a reinforcement
learning scenario is autonomous driving where the agent would be the car,
environment would be the the driving area and the actions as an example
could be "turn left" or "keep driving" [23].

This research studies the consequences of adversarial attacks with the
reinforcement learning by reviewing the recent literature and discuss the
directions for a possible future work.

2

Deep Reinforcement Learning

Machine learning can be divided into three distinct categories: Supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning [9]. In
supervised learning, the task is to automatically find mapping between
input and output data by examining examples. Unsupervised learning on
the other hand tries to find similarities in an unlabeled data and group
them based on those common characteristics. Reinforcement learning has
a very different approach. Reinforcement learning can be seen as a setting, where an agent tries to learn the most profitable action sequence to
achieve its goal in an environment through trial and error. The tools, that
the agent can use to examine the environment has advanced drastically
since the invention of deep neural network [15]. Especially, convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), which are also part of the supervised learning,
have enabled a mapping between a high-dimensional state of an agent to
actions. Previously, this have been way too complex for simpler agents
to process. This combination of deep neural networks and reinforcement
learning is called deep reinforcement learning (DRL), and it can be seen
as a fusion of deep learning and reinforcement learning [15].

2.1

Deep and convolutional neural networks

Deep neural networks are supervised learning models. These models
maps a high dimensional input x (image, text etc.) into an output y. The
model architecture is composed using layers and the layers are stacked in
such a way that the output of the previous layer is fed as an input to the
next layer. The type of a single layer can vary but in general, each layer is
constructed from neurons and activation functions. When considering the
difference between deep neural networks and shallow neural networks,
the word "deep" refers to the fact that there exists at least two layers between the input and output. These layers between input and output are
commonly referred as hidden layers, and together they compose the deep
neural network.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is one example of the deep neural

Figure 1. Different layers of abstraction with CNN image recognition domain. Layers 1
and 2 learns simple features such as edges, whereas Layer 3, 4 and 5 learns
more complicated structures such as faces. Source: Adapted from [26].

networks. CNNs are constructed using different types of hidden layers
such as convolutional layers, pooling layers and fully connected layers.
The network is designed to represent images with a more rich format.
The innovation behind the network roots from biology, and to be more
precise from the visual cortex of mammals [3]. CNNs have provided excellent performance and are widely used in different applications, such as
computer vision, speech recognition and text classification [7, 8, 1], due
to their ability to extract high-level features from high-dimensional input
data. When learning patterns from an image, the network does not pass
on information about single pixels. Instead, it passes information about
the patterns it has been able recognize. In addition, when pattern recognition is combined with the concept of layer stacking, the network becomes
even more powerful. First layers of the CNN will recognize simple patterns such as edges and lines. But on the higher layers the patterns start
to be objects such as faces, cars and buildings [26]. Figure 1 illustrates
this behavior. The higher level information can then be used instead of
the raw pixels. CNNs are a powerful tool for the agent to understand and
recognize the environment around it in a reinforcement learning setup,
which will be explained later in detail.

2.2 Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a setup, where the agent takes actions
in an environment and receives rewards based on those actions, as illustrated in Figure 2. The problem that the RL tries to solve can be described using the Markov Decision Process (MDP). For any problem to be
effectively solvable using the RL methods, they must also comply with
the Markov property. The property defines that the probability of future
states of the process is only affected by the current state, the process is
not required to memorize preceded states for that.
MDP constitutes from a set of states S, a set of actions A, states si ∈

Figure 2. An agent-environment loop in reinforcement learning, where agents takes actions and receives both new state and reward from the environment. Source:
Adapted from [2].

S, actions aj ∈ A, transition dynamics τ (st+1 |st , at ), a reward function

R(st , at , st+1 ), rewards rk and a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1] [2]. In addition to

these, distribution of starting states p(s0 ) and a policy π : S → p(A = a|S)

are required. In the RL setup, the agent is the main actor that is executing the actions at and for any given time it is on some state st . The state
st is an entity that represents a specific and unique composition of the
environment. The agent is able to take actions at that moves it from the
previous state st into the next state st+1 . However, taking the action at
during the state st does not always produce the same next state. The list
of possible next states st+1 and their corresponding probabilities are determined by the transition dynamics τ (st+1 |st , at ). The agent chooses the
appropriate action using the policy π. This policy π maps all the possible
states S into a probability distribution p when some action ax is taken. At
the beginning, probability distribution of starting states p(s0 ) is used to
define the initial setting. This setting is simply a discrete function, which
maps all the initial states into corresponding probabilities.
To formalize the goal of the agent and to be able to give feedback for difP
t
ferent states, accumulated reward function R = ∞
t=0 γ rt+1 is calculated.
This reward is the sum of all gathered partial rewards r with discount

rate γ. The discount rate that decays with time t has at least two different purposes. First, it is used to control the amount of steps that the
policy considers during the decision making. If the discount rate is closer
to zero, agent’s decisions are heavily influenced by immediate rewards.
On the other hand, if the discount rate is closer to 1, agent considers future rewards while taking action. If the discount factor is equal or bigger
than 1, the accumulated sum and the overall algorithm will not converge.

Generally, the discount factor is set near 0.9.
Now that the accumulated reward function is defined, the ultimate goal
of reinforcement learning can be put in a more formal way [2]. Find
the optimal policy that maximizes the expected return from any starting
state.
π ∗ = argmax E[R|π]
π

(1)

Reinforcement learning is a very rapidly developing research area, and
new approaches are constantly emerging. There are situations where the
formal definition presented above is too limited. One example could be a
scenario, where the agent might not be able to fully observe the underlying state [2]. However, MDP still works as a very good basis and provides
an in-depth understanding of the problem setting.

3 Adversarial Attacks
Adversarial attack is a technique used to deceive machine learning algorithms (particularly deep learning algorithms such as convolutional neural networks). When the attack is properly applied, previously well functioning algorithms starts to produce wrong estimations with high confidence [22]. As the estimations might be utilized by critical applications,
such as autonomous driving, the results of incorrect interpretations are
destructive. Understanding the assembly process and the inner structures of adversarial attacks are crucial to secure the integrity of machine
learning algorithms against these type of attacks.

3.1 Selecting a target, an approach and a goal
When constructing an adversarial attack, it is important to consider the
target model. The target models can be classified into two groups: whitebox models, where the attacker have full access to the algorithm, and
black-box models, where the attacker does not know inner mechanisms of
the algorithm or which algorithm is in use [25]. In case of the white-box
model, deciding how the algorithm should be deceived is more straightforward, as the attacker has full access to the inner functionalities. Such
an approach should be selected, that was especially designed to leverage weaknesses of the underlying deep learning algorithm. On the other
hand, when attacking a black-box model, there are less information avail-

able and crafting the adversarial example becomes more expensive. Studies show that a single adversarial attack can be effective on variety of different deep learning models. Furthermore, this is not only limited to different iterations of the same model. Instead, adversarial examples might
be transferable between different models when they are trained on a similar dataset distribution [16]. This correlation can arguably be seen as
the basis for the black-box attacks. Naturally, the correlation between
different algorithms varies and for time being no single answer exists for
selecting the best approach for all possible cases.
After the target model has been chosen, the attacker needs to decide the
goal. The goal can be divided into four categories: confidence reduction,
misclassification, targeted misclassification and source/target misclassification [17]. With the first two options, the attacker simply wants to
disrupt the basic behavior. It does not matter what the algorithm predicts as long as the algorithm produces wrong estimations or have lower
confidence with the correct ones. With the targeted misclassification, the
algorithm is deceived to predict the same target class, which is different
than the original class, for all the test data. This approach has similarities with the last option: source/target misclassification. However, the
source/target misclassification forces only one input to be classified as the
target label. The difference with these last two is that the produced perturbation of the latter one is not expected to work with other images having the same original label.
Once the target, the approach and the goal are clear it is time to craft
the actual attack.

3.2

Crafting the attack

Adversarial attack can be constructed using variety of different algorithms
such as Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [4] and Limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (L-BFGS) [22]. This paper will focus on
FGSM, as it seems to be a popular choice and have excellent capabilities
such as cheap computational cost [6].
FGSM leverages the weaknesses of deep neural networks (DNNs) by directly exploiting the cost function J(θ, x, y). Here θ denotes the trainable
network parameters, x is the input data and y is the expected label. The
cost function calculates the difference between the predicted outcome of
the model and the expected outcome (true class). There are different functions to calculate the cost, but a common choice for DNN is a cross-entropy

Figure 3. An original image (left), perturbation calculated with FGSM (center) and manipulated image (right). A small perturbation can change the predicted label
from true class "panda" to "gibbon". For human observer, two images are still
indistinguishable. Source: Adapted from [4].

cost. It represents the difference between predicted distribution of class
probabilities and the actual class. Cross entropy cost is convex; therefore,
it is differentiable and can be minimized.
Combining the gradient ∇ of the function J(θ, x, y) w.r.t to the input x,

we get a function ∇x J(θ, x, y), that represents the relation between the

input and the cost function. Using this method, FGSM can effectively
produce noise η that causes high increase in the cost function J(θ, x, y)
when added to the original input x. To have full control over the amount of
perturbation,  symbol is introduced. In addition, sign method is utilized
to find the direction of perturbation. Instead of directly using the values
of ∇x J(θ, x, y) we only consider the sign of the function sign(∇x J(θ, x, y)).
This is then multiplied with  thus producing the following equation [4].
η = sign(∇x J(θ, x, y))

(2)

This equation is referred as fast gradient sign method [4]. If η were
unwrapped, the content might be something like [[, −, −, , ...], ...]. By
changing the magnitude of , the amount of perturbation can be con-

trolled. Selecting the most sufficient value for  depends on the sensitivity
of a human observer. However, when undetectability is a factor, an adequate solution could be based on the discrete step between two adjacent
values supported by the computer memory [4]. If the input were a 8 bit
pixel then the step size would be 1/255 =∼ 0.0039.. and thus  would be
something slightly more than that.
The attacker is now able to introduce carefully crafted noise into the
network and manipulate the results. Figure 3 shows FGSM in practice.

4

Results and Discussion

Recently, adversarial attacks in reinforcement learning has emerged as
a potential research topic, since these attacks can be a serious problem
in reinforcement learning applications. Indeed, the studies strongly reports that the generated perturbation, that were effective against the supervised learning models, are also disruptive on the deep reinforcement
learning setup [6, 11]. This section will overview recent studies and list
the current status of adversarial attacks on different reinforcement learning algorithms. In conclusion, different possibilities for future work are
discussed.

4.1

A brief overview of the reinforcement learning algorithms

To solve the problem setting of reinforcement learning, numerous different approaches have been suggested. Many algorithms exists, such as Qlearning [24] and SARSA [18], that does not depend on neural networks.
The strength of these algorithms is that given unlimited amount of resources and time they will eventually find the optimal solution. However,
in practice the number of possible states are usually too high and too complex to represent. This results in an increased demand for huge memory
resources and leads to high time complexity. To solve these limitations,
variety of different deep reinforcement learning algorithms have been proposed. Deep Q-learning (DQN) replaces the memory intensive parts of the
Q-learning with deep neural networks [15]. This allows a more efficient
solution, as the Q-learning agent does not need to store all the possible
combinations of the state-action pairs in the memory anymore. Instead,
deep neural networks are used to approximate the quality of state-action
pairs.
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [10] takes the utilization of
deep neural networks even further. To achieve better accuracies, DDPG
is split into two parts: an actor and a critic. Both of these are deep neural
networks with slightly different goals. The actor is still responsible for
taking the actions based on the given policy, and the action is selected by
the underlying deep neural network. The critic on the other hand evaluates the actor. Given the current state and the received reward, the critic
produces a temporal-difference error signal, which is then used to evaluate and improve the estimated policy function. The loss between the
action value function computed by the actor and the next state values cal-

culated with the critic is minimized over time for convergence. Previously,
the DQN required the action space to be discrete. This led to a situation
where the action space became enormous and determining the most relevant action impractical. However, DDPG replaces the determination process with another deep neural network. This network is responsible to
approximate the most sufficient action given the current state.
Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) is another implementation
of deep reinforcement learning that utilizes the actor-critic architecture
[14]. Similar to DDPG, A3C also relies heavily on deep neural networks.
In addition to convolutional layers and fully connected layer, A3C also includes another type of layer called Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [5].
LSTM was designed to give the neural networks a memory. This memory
allowed the network to learn patterns that could only be recognized by
examining the data as a sequence. A3C architecture has also another advantage as it allows asynchronous processing. Asynchronous processing
enables multiple agents, called workers, to learn concurrently and update
the results into a single shared model. Concurrency of the A3C allows
parallel processing and reduces the training time.
Finally, this paper will also give an example of adversarial attacks with
Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [19]. TRPO introduces a new
approach to improve the gradients of the policy. This approach limits
the amount of a single gradient update by creating a trusted region. The
trusted region is then able to protect the gradient updates from overshooting. The next section discusses the current state of these algorithms and
their connection with the adversarial attack.

4.2 Adversarial attacks in deep reinforcement learning
The adversarial attacks are designed to deceive any type of machine learning algorithm. The recent studies have investigated if the adversarial attacks in DNN can be applied to deep reinforcement learning field. Therefore, the community did not explore adversarial attacks against Q-learning
and SARSA as they do not use neural networks to map states to actions.
However, majority of recent algorithms, such as DQN and A3C, relies
heavily on deep neural networks. DQN is often selected as the benchmark
algorithm because it is the oldest of the deep reinforcement learning algorithms. A3C is the successor of DQN, and the A3C surpasses the DQN in
both the training speed and accuracy [14]. The performance of these algorithms can decrease if the state is perturbed with an adversarial noise

Adversarial attacks on reinforcement learning
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Table 1. Comparison of popular reinforcement learning algorithms. Symbol ’+’ refers as
true, ’-’ refers as false, ’?’ refers as unknown and ’/’ refers as partially true.
Adversarial attacks are not tested against Q-Learning and SARSA. *) Some approaches exists, but they still lack the generality [12].

[6]. The reduction in performance is not limited to these two algorithms.
Instead, variety of other deep learning algorithms are also vulnerable to
adversarial attacks including DDPG and TRPO [12, 6]. As all of these algorithms includes deep neural networks, the negative effect of adversarial
inputs are expected.
Majority of the studies only confirms the effectiveness of adversarial attacks on DRL algorithms. On the other hand, only a few suggests defenses
against these attacks. Different ways have been proposed to protect and
train the network so that it would be more resistant. These include autoencoders, dropout layers and feature squeezing [12]. Even though some
of the studies have achieved prominent results, they still lack the generality and have limitations such as lack of defense against an adaptive
adversary [12]. Table 1 compares the different status of reinforcement
learning algorithms when considering adversarial attacks.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper summarizes different popular approaches utilized in deep reinforcement learning and studies the security concerns with these approaches. Variety of different reinforcement learning algorithms are reviewed such as deep Q-learning and A3C. In addition, a specific type of
vulnerability exploiting technique called adversarial attack is discussed.
Many of the studies show that deep reinforcement learning algorithms

are vulnerable for adversarial attacks. Summary of these results can be
seen on table 1.
Many questions remain still open. One of the most important one is
"How can you defend against these attacks?". No single answer exists
yet. Still, it is important to keep asking this question as all these deep
learning technologies are being rapidly implemented in our everyday life.
Furthermore, this paper focused on adversarial attacks. However, this is
not the only threat against deep neural networks. One example for future
work could be studying the effects of less known threats such as data poisoning. Lastly, can we introduce adversarial attacks into multi-agent setting where agents either collaborates with each other or competes against
each other? Can a single agent be deceived in this setting and how this affect other agents? These questions and gaps will motivate future research
in this field as well as emphasize the importance of securing artificial intelligence.
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Abstract
LTE, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and NFC are the most widespread wireless communication technologies. However, these technologies use radio frequencies, which causes a number of limitations. In that light, visible light
communication (VLC) is considered to be a promising alternative to shortrange radio-based wireless technologies. However, the great diversity of
mobile devices and operational conditions, as well as imperfect frame synchronization, pose challenges that limit the throughput of the screen-camera
link. These challenges require novel and flexible solutions. This paper reviews and compares several barcode-based VLC systems that use a number of different methods of improving the throughput of the screen-camera
link. It concludes that methods that shift the bottleneck to the receiver have
the most potential. One of these methods uses layered visual codes, while
another boosts the effective screen frame rate and transmits the data in a
looping cycle so that any receiver can eventually decode the data.
KEYWORDS: visible light communication, short-range wireless communication, barcodes

1 Introduction
The widespread use of smartphones and tablets has revolutionized the
way people communicate with each other and has given them the ability to be constantly connected through their mobile devices. This became
possible with the advent of wireless technologies such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and Near-Field Communication (NFC).
Despite having a significant role in communication, all these technologies use radio waves, which causes certain limitations. First, in cellular
and Wi-Fi networks, signal strength may be affected by a number of factors, including the proximity to the cellular base station or access point,
weather, terrain, building layout and materials, and even pedestrian traffic [4]. Second, wireless networks relying on radio frequencies are sensitive to electromagnetic interference (EMI), which may occur due to both
natural and anthropogenic causes and result in data corruption or loss [4].
A third limitation is that the radio frequency (RF) spectrum is a limited
resource. As a result, a substantial demand for the spectrum gradually
leads to its congestion. For this reason, the use of RFs is rigidly regulated
[1, 14]. Finally, from a security standpoint, radio-based wireless networks
are vulnerable to eavesdropping and jamming attacks [19].
Visible light communication (VLC) could be a promising alternative to
traditional short-range RF technologies for wireless communication, such
as NFC and Bluetooth. VLC operates in the unregulated visible light
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and, compared to RF technologies, exhibits robustness to EMI, brings unlimited spatial reuse [14], has
no dependency on cellular or Wi-Fi infrastructure, and creates fewer privacy and security risks [3, 13, 17, 2]. In certain use cases, VLC has the
potential to become more efficient than RF communication in terms of
performance and power consumption. The most promising use cases of
mobile-to-mobile VLC include device pairing and data exchange [7].
Due to the prevalence of off-the-shelf smartphones and tablets equipped
with built-in cameras, visible light communication between mobile devices in most cases requires no additional hardware. Instead, the screen
and camera act as a sender and receiver, respectively, and the data transmitted by the sender is encoded in a barcode [9, 3, 5, 6, 2, 17, 13, 16, 18].
However, the throughput of the screen-camera link is significantly affected by external and internal factors. External factors include lighting
conditions, perspective distortion, defocus aberration, motion blur [11],

transmission range, sender and receiver hardware [6]. Internal factors
are determined by data encoding and decoding techniques. For barcodes,
these factors include capacity, error correction level, and inter-symbol interference [10].
The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of the state-of-theart of VLC systems, summarise and compare methods for increasing the
throughput of the screen-camera link. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces the background. Section 3 reviews and
compares several methods for increasing the throughput. Finally, Section
4 concludes this paper.

2

Background

This section introduces several relevant visual code designs and explains
how they can be used to transmit large payloads. A literature review revealed that most recent studies explore the use of a stream of barcodes for
VLC over the screen-camera link. By definition, a barcode is a machinereadable optical representation of data. Based on a number of dimensions, barcodes can be divided into one-dimensional, two-dimensional,
and multi-dimensional barcodes. This section gives a description and discusses the limitations of each of the three categories.

2.1

One-dimensional barcodes

A one-dimensional (1D) barcode is a pattern composed of a series of parallel bars and spaces of varying width. In general, a 1D barcode is made up
of a quiet zone, start and stop characters, data characters, and a mandatory or optional checksum character to ensure integrity [8]. Figure 1
shows some examples of 1D barcodes.

(a) Code 39

(b) Code 128
Figure 1. 1D barcodes

Although 1D barcodes are extensively used in retail, wholesale, grocery,
and other industries, their very limited data capacity makes them unsuitable for data exchange between mobile devices.

2.2 Two-dimensional barcodes
In order to increase the data capacity of a barcode, a number of twodimensional (2D) barcode designs have been proposed that are now available for general use. These designs can be divided into two groups: stacked
barcodes and matrix barcodes.

2.2.1 Stacked barcodes
Stacked barcodes consist of an arbitrary number of 1D barcodes stacked
on top of each other. Their main limitation is that the receiver must be
carefully aligned with the barcode [12]. Figure 2 shows an example of a
PDF417 barcode. Other examples of stacked barcodes include Code 49,
Code 16K and CodaBlock F.

Figure 2. PDF417

2.2.2

Matrix barcodes

Unlike stacked barcodes, matrix barcodes can be scanned from a variety
of angles. In general, matrix barcodes feature more sophisticated methods
for enhancing robustness and can store a greater amount of data in a single barcode [12]. Due to these properties, matrix barcodes are extensively
used by off-the-shelf mobile devices.

(a) QR code

(b) DataMatrix

(c) Aztec

Figure 3. Matrix 2D barcodes

Nevertheless, existing matrix barcode designs (Figure 3) offer limited
flexibility and exhibit all-or-nothing behaviour: even with forward error
correction, the success of reading depends greatly on the image quality.
Furthermore, matrix barcodes only support a small range of distances
at which the scanned barcode is sufficiently in focus to be read without
error. Hence, research is being conducted to address these limitations.

For example, Hu et al. [6] propose a scalable barcode design, which is
further discussed in Section 3.

2.3

Multi-dimensional barcodes

2.3.1

Time dimension

Even though 2D barcodes can encode significantly more information than
1D barcodes, their data capacity is still limited. As a result, 2D barcodes
are not seen as an alternative to traditional RF communication technologies, but rather as a complement to them [5]. Nonetheless, a stream of
barcodes can be used instead of a single static barcode to achieve virtually unlimited data capacity.
However, the use of a stream of barcodes presents several challenges.
First, mobile device cameras exhibit notable differences in the frame capture rate. This may cause a mismatch between the sender frame display
rate and receiver frame capture rate and create a synchronization problem [6]. Second, a typical mobile device camera employs a rolling shutter.
It scans a barcode line by line, which leads to mixed frames [5]. Section 3
further discusses some approaches to overcoming these limitations.

2.3.2

Colour dimension

Unlike a traditional laser scanner, a smartphone camera is able to detect
colours. Therefore, it is possible to use colours other than black and white.
In order to improve the throughput of the screen-camera link, COBRA
[3], RDCode [15], TETRIS [13], RainBar+ [18] and other works suggest
the use of a stream of colour barcodes with increased encoding capacity.
A stream of colour barcodes forms a four-dimensional (4D) barcode with
width, height, colour, and time dimensions.

3

Methods for increasing the throughput

The first part of this section presents an overview of six barcode-based
VLC systems that use a number of different methods for increasing the
throughput. It is organized in chronological order to show the evolution
of these methods.
The second part presents a summary and comparison of these methods
based on the published findings. It also briefly mentions other works that
were not included in the overview.

3.1 Overview
3.1.1 Unsynchronized 4D Barcodes
In 2007, Langlotz et al. [9] proposed a 4D barcode design for wireless
data transmission between the public LCD or plasma display and off-theshelf mobile phone camera. For perspective, it was the same year that
Apple released the first-generation iPhone. Accordingly, the proposed design targets mobile phone cameras with a lower frame rate and smaller
resolution compared to those of modern smartphones.
In particular, the paper considers a scenario where other communication technologies cannot be used and, as a result, no immediate synchronization between the sender and receiver is possible. To solve the synchronization problem, the system embeds three redundant 2D barcodes
in each frame into red, green and blue colour channels. However, this increases the robustness of the system but not the throughput. To achieve
higher throughput, the data is optionally compressed before encoding.
The system shows a throughput of 0.138 kbps with a success rate of
82% and 95% for novel and experienced users accordingly. Due to the
computation overhead of corner detection and image rectification [3], the
achieved data transmission rate is significantly lower than that of Wi-Fi
or Bluetooth. It is not considered to be acceptable for real-time use even
in a given application scenario, where there are no alternative communication technologies.

3.1.2 COBRA
COlour Barcode stReaming for smArtphones (COBRA) is a barcode-based
VLC system proposed by Hao et al. [3]. It encodes the data in a custom
2D colour barcode, which is optimized for off-the-shelf smartphones with
relatively small screen size and low-speed camera.

Figure 4. A 2D colour barcode for COBRA [3]

The barcode consists of square colour blocks of equal size. It features corner trackers and timing reference blocks (Figure 4), that significantly improve decoding performance. The four corner trackers are used for quick
barcode boundary detection. The timing reference blocks minimize the
impact of perspective distortion and are used to locate the actual information carrying colour blocks. The orientation of a barcode is determined by
the position of the red and green corner trackers. COBRA also minimizes
the length of the edge that blocks of different colour share. This reduces
image blurring, which normally occurs across such edges.
COBRA shows the maximum throughput of 225 kbps when using a 6pixel block size and a refreshing rate of 10 fps. However, the throughput
is massively affected by block size and distance between the sender and
receiver.

3.1.3

LightSync

Hu et al. identify imperfect frame synchronization as a major challenge
for smartphone-to-smartphone VLC. In order to achieve frame synchronization, unsynchronized 4D barcodes and COBRA simply decrease the
effective screen frame rate. This approach is inefficient because the transmission capacity of the sender is underutilized. To address this problem,
Hu et al. suggest LightSync [5] as an alternative to the previous solutions.
It achieves faster and more flexible frame synchronization, thus improving the throughput of the screen-camera link. The average throughput of
LightSync is up to 2.3 times higher than that of COBRA.

Figure 5. A colour 2D barcode with tracking bars [5]

LightSync offers two mechanisms to ensure that the receiver can decode
mixed frames and restore any lost frames. The first one is the in-frame
line-based overlap tracking, which is implemented by inserting tracking
bars in every frame in the scanning direction (Figure 5). These bars allow to determine the extent of overlap and decode imperfect frames. The
second one is the inter-frame erasure coding: each frame encodes data

from multiple original frames for recovery of lost data. The sender plays
the entire barcode stream in a looping cycle. As a result, the receiver can
eventually decode the data even if its frame capture rate is lower than the
screen frame rate.

3.1.4 Strata
The quality of the screen-camera channel is generally affected by the distance between the sender and receiver, camera resolution and capture
frame rate. Pixel colours may blend together spatially when captured by
a low-resolution camera or from a long distance, and temporally when
captured at a low frame rate. This issue is commonly addressed by either
reducing the encoding capacity of a single barcode and effective screen
frame rate for increased robustness under varying conditions, or imposing stringent requirements on the screen-camera link. However, both approaches are not scalable. To address this problem and achieve higher
throughput under favourable conditions, Hu et al. propose Strata [6].
Strata is a scalable layered coding scheme for VLC, which encodes the
data at different levels of spatial and temporal detail. As a result, the
receiver decodes as much data as the screen-camera link quality allows.
Strata encodes the data in a black and white barcode, which tolerates
more noise than a colour barcode. A 2D barcode is created by recursively
increasing the resolution of blocks at successive spatial layers. It can
be used equally as a static image or in a stream. A barcode stream is
created by showing the base temporal layers at the lowest frame rate and
increasing the frame rate at successive temporal layers.

3.1.5 TETRIS

Figure 6. A 2D colour barcode for TETRIS [13]

TEtra- TRansmISsion (TETRIS) is a barcode-based VLC system proposed by Stafford et al. [13]. Much like COBRA, LightSync and RainBar
[16], TETRIS uses a 2D colour barcode that features four corner trackers
and multiple timing reference strips. However, TETRIS takes advantage

of recent development in the smartphone screen and camera quality by
decreasing the size of a block and increasing the frame rate and to achieve
higher throughput (Figure 6). In addition, TETRIS adds a margin around
each corner tracker to improve the accuracy of corner detection. Nevertheless, the system requires that the user manually marks the screen
corners.
TETRIS reportedly shows a throughput of about 311 kbps with 90%
accuracy. The throughput is 1.7 times higher than that of COBRA but
lower than that of RainBar and SoftLight in the same test. An increase
in the number of blocks predictably leads to an increase in the amount of
time required to process a single frame.

3.1.6

RainBar+

RainBar+ is a barcode-based VLC system with real-time feedback proposed by Zhou et al. [18]. In contrast to other works that focus solely
on the use of the screen-camera link, RainBar+ employs the speakermicrophone link, which serves several purposes. First, the use of the
speaker-microphone link solves the frame synchronization problem and
enables the adaptive barcode configuration. This improves the throughput under favourable conditions when the transmission capacity of the
sender can be fully utilized. Second, it allows the receiver to notify the
sender if a frame is corrupted or lost. This frame will be then retransmitted to produce high goodput.
However, the speaker-microphone link quality is affected by a number of
internal and external factors, most notably by ambient noise. In order to
mitigate these factors, Zhou et al. implement a feedback communication
system using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), which
is a method of encoding digital data is commonly used in audio broadcasting.

Figure 7. A 2D colour barcode for RainBar+ [18]

RainBar+ increases the encoding capacity of a single barcode in order to
produce even higher throughput (Figure 7). The barcode design is based
on previous work [16]. As a result of these improvements, RainBar+ exhibits a higher decoding rate and throughput than COBRA.

3.2

Comparison

Unsynchronized 4D barcodes and COBRA laid the foundation for future
research on smartphone-based VLC. Many VLC system designs are based
on COBRA. TETRIS and RainBar(+) are some examples of such systems.
LightSync works independently of any specific barcode design. Nonetheless, the authors also use a slightly modified version of COBRA, since it
is optimized for fast code block extraction. However, Strata and RDCode
propose novel barcode designs.
Overall, the described VLC systems use one of the following three methods for increasing the throughput of the screen-camera link.

3.2.1

Transmission frame rate boost

LightSync improves throughput by pushing the effective screen frame
rate. It supports a much higher transmission frame rate than conventional systems. It can also achieve a higher mean rate than Strata, if the
receiver supports high frame capture rate [6]. However, LightSync does
not scale spatially.

3.2.2

Barcode encoding capacity boost

TETRIS attempts to improve the throughput by pushing the encoding
capacity of a single barcode. In contrast to COBRA and other reviewed
systems, it does not handle blurring, distortions or ambient light. As a
result, it is impossible to draw conclusions about how TETRIS would behave in a real-life situation. What is more, this design does not scale.
Even though TETRIS exhibits a throughput higher than that of COBRA
under normal operational conditions, it will not achieve the same result
under challenging operational conditions.

3.2.3

Scalable streaming

Strata and RainBar+ are scalable designs that push the frame rate and
encoding capacity of a single barcode for high-end smartphones and short
capture distances while still supporting low-end devices and long capture
distances. However, they approach the frame synchronization problem
from different angles. In Strata, the throughput scales independently

from the sender. By contrast, RainBar+ requires that the sender adjusts
the throughput based on feedback sent by the receiver. An important disadvantage of Strata is that the encoding capacity of a multi-layer barcode
is lower than that of a single-layer barcode, while RainBar+ can fully utilize the area of a barcode. However, the use of the speaker-microphone
link creates more potential points of failure. Furthermore, this approach
may result in poor user experience. It also puts more limits on operational
conditions under which RainBar+ can be used.

4

Conclusion

This paper highlights current challenges that limit the throughput of
the screen-camera link, and overviews and compares methods of solving
them. Firstly, it gives a brief description of popular barcodes and how
they can be used to transmit large payloads. Then, the paper explains
how six different barcode-based VLC systems approach the problem of
throughput improvement. Finally, it presents a comparative analysis of
several methods, the differences between static and scalable methods and
between different approaches to visual code scalability.
The comparative analysis shows that multi-layer visual code designs,
such as Strata, have the most potential. This is because they shift the
throughput bottleneck to the receiver without limiting the effective transmission frame rate. With this approach, the throughput of the screencamera link between two high-end devices can be boosted. At the same
time, other receivers are still supported. LightSync achieves similar results and also has potential. However, it is different in a way that it allows
two receivers with a higher and lower frame capture rate to eventually
decode the same data from a retransmission loop, while Strata encodes
the data in different resolutions. As a result, both methods have great
potential but should be used for different applications.
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Abstract
In recent years, many drivers have installed cameras on vehicles for their
own benefits, and modern vehicles are built with computing and communication capabilities. This enables the rise of a new concept called vehicular
video crowdsourcing, which utilizes videos recorded by in-vehicle cameras
for solving several issues on a larger scale, including vehicular problems.
This article reviews vehicular network paradigms that can be used for
video crowdsourcing and presents applications of vehicular video crowdsourcing with brief workflows. This article also summarizes their issues in
four aspects: security, privacy, reliability and efficiency.
KEYWORDS: video crowdsourcing, vehicular networks, vehicular communications, vehicular fog computing

1

Introduction

An increasing number of vehicle owners have realized the importance of
vehicle cameras, such as dash cameras and rear cameras. A dash camera is installed for recording incidents on the road, which provides strong
evidence in the event of an accident. On the other hand, rear cameras as-

sist drivers while driving in reverse gear. In other words, they are mainly
used for personal benefits. In fact, these tools can also lead to solutions
for various vehicular problems, including the difficulty to search for an
available parking spot and unawareness of road conditions and accidents.
This is owing to the development of modern vehicles that are equipped
with computing and communication devices, which enable the vehicles
to interconnect with each other and their surroundings, such as roadside
units (RSUs) [3].
Videos from vehicles and communication systems allow the idea of vehicular video crowdsourcing to emerge. Crowdsourcing is a process in
which an organization or company outsources tasks to a group of willing
participants through an open network instead of performing the tasks by
themselves, thereby reducing the cost of task completion and time [12].
The participants may get paid once the task results are evaluated. In
vehicular video crowdsourcing, videos are collected from participating vehicles and analyzed with the aim of achieving particular tasks [10].
One way to obtain videos from a connected vehicle is to use a cellular
network for uploading the videos to a cloud server. This is called vehicleto-cloud (V2C) communications [1]. However, videos are relatively large
compared to other formats of data, and they will consume a lot of data
bandwidth. Additionally, some video crowdsourcing applications require
data to be analyzed on a real-time basis, which is impracticable due to
unstable mobile network connections depending on the operator, the latency between the vehicle and the server, and the limited computational
capabilities of a single vehicle [17].
A proposed solution to these limitations is adopting the vehicular cloud
computing (VCC) paradigm and deploying RSUs, which are responsible
for collecting data from vehicles and managing data transfer to the cloud
[2]. However, it is costly and challenging in real deployment, and the
latency issue is still unresolved.
In addition to VCC, there have been researchers who applied fog computing to vehicular crowdsourcing. With vehicular fog computing (VFC),
nearby vehicles collectively become an infrastructure, and videos can be
processed within the local area by utilizing the computing power of these
vehicles [6]. As a result, time-sensitive applications become more feasible.
Having briefly mentioned different approaches to video crowdsourcing
implementation in vehicular networks, this article aims to focus on various vehicular scenarios in which video crowdsourcing can be beneficial

(e.g., solving the aforementioned vehicular issues). In addition, the feasibility and challenges of each video crowdsourcing application are discussed along with problems that could arise from these applications.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information about vehicular networks and video crowdsourcing. Section 3 introduces use cases of vehicular video crowdsourcing.
Potential issues regarding security, privacy, reliability and efficiency are
analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2

Background

This section introduces vehicular communication technologies and vehicular network paradigms, which serve as building blocks of vehicular video
crowdsourcing applications, as well as how vehicular video crowdsourcing
works.

2.1

Vehicular Communications

Vehicular communications are categorized based on the kinds of objects
with which a vehicle communicates [5]. There are two major types of
vehicular communications. One is vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, which enable vehicles to connect to one another within a reachable
range. To put it another way, vehicles in a small area form an ad-hoc
network without a controller. V2V communications are suitable for situations in which nearby vehicles need to exchange traffic information in a
time-efficient way. Another type of vehicular communications is vehicleto-infrastructure (V2I) communications, which are also known as vehicleto-roadside (V2R) communications. V2I aims to address the range limitation of V2V by including connected RSUs in the network. This allows a
vehicle to send information to another vehicle located at a great distance.
Recently, the idea of the Internet of Things has gained attention and
become one of the main topics in the technology industry. Consequently,
with the need for connecting vehicles to a wider variety of devices, researchers have proposed vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications, which
combine V2V, V2I and other types of vehicular communications, such as
vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) [16]. This invention supports the development of several intelligent vehicular systems.

2.2 Vehicular Networks
A substantial amount of vehicular network paradigms have been introduced to overcome the limitations of the preceding one. The simplest
paradigm is vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) [2]. In a VANET, vehicles with on-board units (OBUs), which have the ability to communicate
using wireless signals, are connected together with RSUs. This network
is enabled by V2V and V2I communications. However, the available resources solely equipped on a vehicle are not sufficient for many applications to operate smoothly and efficiently.
Therefore, another paradigm called vehicular cloud computing (VCC)
was developed to solve this issue. With VCC, VANETs are integrated
with cloud computing, which allows vehicles to obtain on-demand storage,
communication and computing capabilities from cloud services. In most
use cases, data from connected vehicles in a VANET are gathered and
transmitted to cloud servers by RSUs. Despite the unlimited resources
supplied by cloud computing, the Quality of Service (QoS) of applications
relies significantly on unpredictable Internet connections, resulting in a
high probability of delayed requests and responses between the vehicles
and the servers. This prevents most applications from achieving their
expected QoS. Furthermore, for extremely popular applications that are
used by numerous vehicles, the cloud servers themselves may not be able
to serve all incoming workloads. Sometimes it can lead to server failures.
To avoid such problems, researchers recommend a new paradigm named
vehicular fog computing (VFC) consisting of geographically distributed
fog nodes, which lie between the cloud and vehicles. In other words, it is
a decentralized architecture in which cloud services are brought closer to
vehicles. Either vehicles with networking and computing capabilities or
RSUs can act as fog nodes. A fog node will receive data from vehicles in
the local area. Data for low-latency applications and data that are useful
only within the area are processed at this fog node; otherwise, they are
forwarded to the cloud. This facilitates the development of time-sensitive
vehicular applications, and the vehicles are only aware of information relevant to them. Moreover, cloud servers do not have to take responsibility
for processing all data.

2.3

Vehicular Video Crowdsourcing

Vehicular video crowdsourcing describes a paradigm in which a large number of vehicles share videos captured by equipped cameras in order to accomplish crowdsourcing tasks [10]. Some crowdsourcing applications also
reward participating vehicles for their contributions.
Vehicular video crowdsourcing systems can be implemented in different
ways depending on the kind of vehicular networks on which the systems
are based. For example, a fog-based vehicular video crowdsourcing system
is composed of the cloud, fog nodes, vehicles and customers. Customers,
e.g., vehicles and organizations, can benefit from the outcomes of crowdsourcing. The system is divided into three layers: service layer, fog layer
and vehicle layer.
In the service layer, a customer assigns a task to the crowdsourcing service, which will forward the task to the fog nodes in the target area. Then,
the fog nodes in the fog layer gather relevant videos and upload them to
the service for further processing and output delivery to the customer.
Lastly, in the vehicle layer, vehicles record videos with the equipped cameras, search for nearby fog nodes, send requests containing metadata of
the videos, and transmit the videos to the fog nodes [17]. In some use
cases, the fog nodes can also operate as a crowdsourcing service.

3

Applications of Vehicular Video Crowdsourcing

There have been several proposals of vehicular applications that use video
crowdsourcing in order to provide convenience to drivers or solve a variety
of problems, including vehicular issues. This section provides examples of
these applications and discusses their feasibility.

3.1

Driving Assistance

State-of-the-art vehicles are equipped with sensors, cameras and smart
systems that assist drivers by keeping them informed about the surrounding environment and notifying them when obstacles are detected. However, there are more incidents beyond the detection range of a vehicle
that the driver should be aware of, and the driver has to mainly rely on
himself with extreme caution. With a video-crowdsourcing-based driving
assistance, the driver will be aware of traffic situations, road conditions

and other factors, such as weather, accidents and construction, on a large
scale ahead of time in a real-time manner. Moreover, the assistance can
suggest an alternative route to avoid unpleasant conditions.
Other than real-time context detection, a driver will be provided with a
streaming video from a dash camera on another vehicle in suitable situations, e.g., changing lanes in order to pass a larger vehicle, thus improving
safety of the driver and passengers [11]. Cooperative lane changing aided
by the assistance also prevents accidents and inefficient traffic flow.
Many researches have been conducted with the focus on intelligent driving assistance systems. Hu et al. [7] adopted the concept of vehicular
crowdsourcing to enhance an ordinary real-time traffic map, which is required in driving assistance systems. In addition to sensor data, they
utilized videos recorded by in-vehicle cameras to provide more detailed
traffic information to users, e.g., warning drivers when an animal is detected on the road. In their implementation, vehicles uploaded videos to
the cloud over 4G LTE for analytics and map generation. They improved
system scalability and bandwidth consumption by using edge computing
with cloudlets that collected data, analyzed them and transmitted small
outputs to the cloud.
Driving assistance systems need to act in response to traffic data in real
time; therefore, video processing has to be fast and highly accurate. This
is feasible when running state-of-the-art algorithms on existing models of
processing units. However, the accuracy also depends on the set of images
used for training the detector. Moreover, some objects, such as potholes,
are difficult to detect. As a result, it is unlikely to develop a system that
achieves ideal performance.

3.2 Parking Navigation
A number of parking lots, especially in shopping malls, have installed
sensors and colored lights to indicate the locations and number of available parking spots on each floor. However, the accuracy and reliability of
these systems are moderately low, and they are not well-maintained. Additionally, roadside parking spots are not monitored for availability. As a
consequence, it is difficult for drivers to find places to park their vehicles,
and vehicles looking for parking spots contribute as one of the causes of
traffic congestion [17].
Instead of an investment in a parking space monitoring system, which
requires additional construction work and an overhead, vehicular video

crowdsourcing serves as a more efficient solution at a lower cost. In
this video crowdsourcing application, free parking spots can be recognized
from the crowdsourced videos, and drivers are notified and conveniently
navigated to the spots.
Such application can be implemented based on VFC in order to provide
real-time parking information to drivers [10]. Vehicles in the network
record videos with dash cameras and upload them to near fog nodes. Vehicles that are looking for parking spaces act as service customers and
send queries to the crowdsourcing service in the cloud. Once the service
receives a query, it collects videos from the fog nodes in the destination
area, analyzes the videos to identify an available parking spot, and reports the result to the customer.
The performance of this application relies heavily on image processing
for detecting available parking spots. It is a challenging task to identify a
parking space when the environmental conditions vary [4]. Additionally,
with image processing alone, the system cannot verify that the space is
a legal parking spot. Other creative approaches can be taken in order to
overcome these challenges. For instance, Grassi et al. detected parked
vehicles instead and incorporated public parking information to obtain
empty legal parking spots. Another problem is that the retrieved GPS
location might not be precise enough to locate the detected spot. Nevertheless, this can be solved with a localization algorithm.

3.3

City Infrastructure Improvements

Road and city infrastructure conditions change over time. To maintain
their good conditions for the safety of drivers, passengers and pedestrians,
they have to be monitored constantly, and this requires an extremely large
amount of human resources and time. Vehicular video crowdsourcing can
be employed to reduce the cost of employment and avoid human mistakes
[17].
In this scenario, in-vehicle dash cameras record videos, which contain
surrounding infrastructures, as the vehicles move around the city. Then,
these vehicles upload the videos to fog nodes or cloud servers [10]. Organizations or public sectors that are in charge of city infrastructures can send
queries to the crowdsourcing service asking for the locations of the areas
that need to be investigated, repaired or improved. The cloud server will
detect those in question from the videos and respond accordingly. Implementing this system in the real world could be challenging due to varying

and unpredictable patterns of infrastructure damage.

3.4 Accident Reconstruction
Accidents on the road happen every day. Those who have dash cameras
installed on their vehicles can use the recorded videos to defend themselves and prove the other parties’ fault. On the other hand, in case none
of the parties has cameras, they can only explain the situation to the car
insurance officer by mouth according to what they see, remember and
understand. Drivers with the lack of traffic knowledge may interpret the
situation incorrectly, or both parties might try to lie and blame each other.
This results in a misjudgement about the cause of the accident.
Videos from other vehicles can be valuable sources of evidence for these
accidents [10]. Furthermore, if a driver escapes after causing an accident,
these videos can be analyzed to track the vehicle and its owner. However,
dash cameras generally do not store videos for a long period of time. This
problem can be solved with VFC-based video crowdsourcing. These shortlived videos are uploaded to fog nodes and the cloud afterwards, and the
cloud can acquire evidence from the videos recorded in the areas where
collisions occur according to queries from insurance officers and police,
who will reconstruct accidents for further investigation. In vehicles that
can store videos for an extended period, it is possible to enhance network
resource utilization by collecting only metadata of videos, e.g., locations,
from the vehicles and requesting for the actual videos when needed [13].
Other approaches can be used for applying vehicular video crowdsourcing in this scenario as well. Instead of gathering videos at a cloud server
and letting the server filter for relevant videos, Ford Global Technologies
LLC included event reporting in their implementation [8]. A crowdsourcing server is notified when an accident happens, and it signals to the connected vehicles in the vicinity of the accident to record the surroundings
with their sensors and cameras. These data, including videos, are analyzed for reconstructing the accident. This has proved the feasibility of
vehicular video crowdsouring for accident reconstruction even without the
use of VFC.

3.5 Criminal Investigation and Crime Scene Reconstruction
There are a considerable number of criminal cases in which the victims
lack witnesses and clear evidence that can be used for investigation and

sentence enforcement. Although surveillance cameras have been installed
in most buildings and at intersections, not all of them are working properly. They might be broken when a crime takes place, or the recorded
videos are too blurry to identify the criminal. In addition, they can be
easily noticed by the criminal, so he can destroy them before committing
the crime.
Vehicular video crowdsourcing can be beneficial in this situation since
there could be plenty of videos recorded by vehicles passing by the crime
scenes from different angles [17]. These videos can be used to reconstruct
the crime scenes. The implementation and feasibility of this type of applications are similar to those for accident reconstruction explained in
Sec 3.4.

4

Challenges and Issues

Since vehicular video crowdsourcing is gaining interest from researchers
and companies, it is important to consider and elaborate its challenges
and issues. This section discusses various problems in the aspect of security, privacy, reliability and efficiency.

4.1

Security

In spite of the benefits brought by video crowdsourcing applications, they
also pose significant threats [10]. Videos can be found at vehicles, fog
nodes and cloud servers, and they may contain sensitive information.
These system components could be vulnerable to attacks. Internal or
external attackers who successfully gain access to the videos and generated crowdsourcing reports can infer confidential information from these
data. Other than attacking on data confidentiality, attackers can also
maliciously control the crowdsourcing process and results directly [14].
Encryption and digital signatures can ensure data confidentiality and integrity, but it is not completely feasible because vehicles might not have
sufficient capability to perform cryptographic operations.
In addition, crowdsourcing systems without proper authentication mechanisms are not protected against impersonation and Sybil attacks. An attacker might impersonate a large number of different identities and flood
the server with forged videos in order to earn rewards and manipulate the
result of a crowdsourcing task, which affects the action taken afterwards

by the crowdsourcing customer. This could cause danger or difficulties to
the customer. Hence, it is necessary to ensure that data in a crowdsourcing system come from trustworthy and authenticated sources.

4.2 Privacy
When drivers decide to participate in video crowdsourcing systems, it is
inevitable that they will lose privacy to some extent. Videos recorded on
their vehicles contain places that they visit and routes that they take.
This can imply personal information, such as the locations of their houses
and their travel behavior [10]. The connection established between a vehicle and a fog node in case VFC is used can also indicate a rough location
of the vehicle. Crowdsourcing customers may experience similar problems
as well. The details of the tasks that a customer has issued can reveal his
sensitive information, such as reasons for issuing the tasks.
There are several solutions involving anonymity techniques and cryptography that preserve privacy and still allow authentication. Ni et al.
[9] implemented a privacy-preserving navigation system in which vehicles
uploaded data to RSUs with signatures that did not reveal their identities, and customers sent queries to RSUs anonymously. To prevent vehicles from providing false data, the system had a trusted authority (TA),
which was aware of the real identities of these vehicles.

4.3 Reliability
A vehicular network consists of both moving and parked vehicles, and
the communication in the network is based on wireless connections. Issues regarding the reliability of the vehicular network, which depends on
the network paradigm and wireless technologies employed in the system,
should be considered and diminished, specifically for time-sensitive applications [14].
A crowdsourcing system will work effectively if the number of participating vehicles is large enough. This causes many wireless connections
within small areas, thus leading to potential interference and data loss
[17]. Moreover, in VFC, a connection between a vehicle and a fog node
can be interrupted as the vehicle moves away from the fog node. In systems that require the use of cellular networks, it is not guaranteed that
all areas are under the coverage, especially rural areas. Furthermore, the
cellular bandwidth is limited.

4.4

Efficiency

Efficiency of a system depends on the system architecture, network paradigm
and wireless technologies as well. In most vehicular video crowdsourcing
systems, vehicles have to transmit video files, which are usually large,
to fog nodes, RSUs, cloudlets or cloud servers. However, not all of these
videos are actually utilized for crowdsourcing tasks. Moreover, crowdsourcing tasks that do not involve other areas are not necessary to be
sent to and processed in the cloud. This indicates that the communication, computation and storage resources have been wasted.
[8] and [13] showed useful approaches that can improve resource utilization. In addition to these approaches, VCC, VFC and edge computing
can significantly raise system efficiency while still maintaining high QoS.
Firstly, it provides a pool of resources from vehicles and other components
in the local infrastructure [15]. Secondly, it allows crowdsourcing operations and decision making processes to be performed locally, which saves
network bandwidth required for data transmission to the cloud and cloud
resources. However, it is important to manage fog nodes or cloudlets efficiently, which is another challenge in vehicular networks.

5

Conclusion

In this article, the usefulness of videos recorded from vehicles are presented along with general background knowledge about vehicular communications, vehicular networks and video crowdsourcing in vehicular
networks. This article describes five scenarios in which vehicular video
crowdsourcing can be beneficial, difficulties in implementing systems in
these scenarios and existing researches. Finally, this article discusses potential security, privacy, reliability and efficiency issues in general, which
can vary in different implementations.
There are several more applications of video crowdsourcing in vehicular networks that have not been mentioned in this article. It is worth
investigating in detail since this innovation has the potential to be widely
deployed in the future.
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Abstract
The Global Positioning System (GPS) has grown to a universally trusted
source for navigation and timing data. However, the GPS signals are vulnerable to jamming and spoofing attacks. Therefore, one should never trust
or be totally dependent of data received from GPS.
This paper should give the reader an understanding of what the GPS
signals consists of, how they are created and how the receiver calculates
its own position using the received signals. The paper also describes how
this process can be interfered with a jamming attack, and also how the receiver’s position can be deceived with fake GPS data broadcast more powerfully than the legitimate signals. In the end we discuss about different
countermeasures against these attacks.
KEYWORDS: GPS, Global, Positioning, System, Jamming, Spoofing

1 Introduction
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a globally used radionavigation
system, operated by the United States. It provides positioning and time
synchronization service for military and commercial use. The positioning
service of GPS is used by all sorts of land, sea and air traffic. Timing
signals are used in banking and financial industries for money transfers
and time locks. In short, GPS is widely trusted to provide real position
and time information to the receiver.
Unfortunately, only the military GPS signals are secured by encryption
[1]. This makes the unencrypted, commercial GPS signals insecure, as
the origin of the signal cannot be verified. The GPS signal is also very
weak in the receiving end, which makes it vulnerable to simple jamming
attacks.
In the recent years, there have been claims of attacks against GPS services carried out by nations’ governments; there have been claims1 that
Russia has executed location spoofing attacks. One of these suspected
attacks happened during a major NATO military exercise2 . Russia has
also been suspected to use GPS spoofing as a way to protect its statesman
Vladimir Putin3 .
As Software Defined Radios (SDRs) have became cheaper and more popular in the last few years, anyone with a basic radio technology knowledge
could execute a short-range GPS location (or time synchronization) spoofing attack for under 300 US dollars put into hardware[8, 11].
This paper will gather together the most common attacks against a GPS
receiver and their possible countermeasures. In the section 2, we will go
through the fundamentals about how the GPS works. Sections 3 and 4
describe the jamming and spoofing attacks against a GPS receiver. In section 5, we will discuss various prevention methods against a GPS attack.
We conclude the paper in section 7.
1 https://maritime-executive.com/editorials/mass-gps-spoofing-attack-in-black-

sea
2 http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/15194/russia-jammed-phones-and-gpsin-northern-europe-during-massive-military-drills
3 https://nrkbeta.no/2017/09/18/gps-freaking-out-maybe-youre-too-close-to-putin/

2

The Global Positioning System

The development of GPS originally started from the needs of the United
States military for a better and universal positioning system in 1973. It
was made for the military first, but was later made available for civilian
use as well. Today it is a dual-use service, providing encrypted positioning
data for the military and unencrypted for civilian applications. [1]
GPS is a passive (one-way) system, which means that the GPS receiver
only receives GPS radio signals. In addition to providing the position, the
system also provides time information to the receiver. The GPS receiver
requires signal from at least four GPS satellites to determine its position,
whereas the time information only requires signal from one GPS satellite.
[1]
This section will describe the theory of operation of GPS, focusing on the
trilateration and radio communication principles.

2.1

GPS Trilateration

Trilateration determines the receiver’s location by using multiple distances
to objects with a known position. To detect the position using trilateration
in a receiving-only communication channel where the sender (the satellite) only broadcasts its own time and location information, the receiver
should also know its own clock offset (receiver’s internal clock error). This
is why four satellites are needed; the clock offset adds a fourth unknown
besides the 3-dimensional coordinates x, y and z. These four unknown
quantities must be solved for the precise positioning, as shown in the figure 1.

d2

x, y, z, Δt?
d3

d1

d4

Figure 1. GPS receiver using trilateration to determine its position and clock offset.

Trilateration should not be confused with triangulation, where angles
to known points are used to determine the location. Because the receiver
in GPS does not know the direction of the received signal in trilateration,
the (spoofed) signal could also be broadcast by someone on the ground
without receiver’s knowledge.

2.2

GPS Signals and Frequencies

The location providing signals of GPS can be divided to legacy signals and
modernized signals. This section will only describe the legacy GPS signals
in depth, as most of the satellites and GPS receivers do not yet support
the modernized signals.
Legacy GPS works by transmitting navigation data and chipping codes.
The navigation data message contains the data needed for positioning:
the satellite’s time and position. It also contains the ephemeris data,
which gives the receiver the trajectory of the satellite. The pseudorandom
noise (PRN) chipping codes that carry no actual data are called coarse/acquisition
(C/A) code and precision (P) code. The encrypted P code is only for military use, whereas the C/A code is meant for civilian use. Both of these
PRN codes are generated by linear feedback registers that are unique for
each satellite, which makes the GPS system a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network. Because the civilian C/A codes are publicly known,
the receiver can decode the civilian signal and knows which satellite it is
receiving the signal from.
The navigation signal coding for L1(C/A) and L2 signals happens by
first adding the navigation data with a modulo 2 sum (xor) to both PRN
codes. The resulting signals are mixed to the carrier wave using Binary
Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation and then broadcast as shown in
figure 2. [2] Because the L1 and L2 carrier wavelengths are multiples of
the other signals, the modulation results in a clean 2-phase BPSK signal
with phases of 0 and 180 degrees.
The navigation data message consists of 25 frames with 1500 bits of information in each. Every frame has a 900-bit part of satellite data including the satellite’s ephemeris and clock correction data, which is updated
in every frame. The remaining 600-bit system data takes 25 frames to
transmit. At 50Hz (50 bits per second) this takes 12.5 minutes. Even
though the satellite data updates on every frame, each frame still takes
30 seconds to complete. This means that the receiver must predict the position of the satellite and calculate its own position by the C/A or P code,

L1 (1572.42 MHz)

L1 Out

C/A code (1.023 MHz)

Navigation data (50 Hz)

P-code (10.23 MHz)

L2 (1227.60 MHz)

L2 Out

= mod 2 sum
= mixer

Figure 2. The mixing of L1 and L2 signals. [2]

which is transmitted more frequently.
Because the C/A code is transmitted at 1.023 MHz, the distance between
two chips is about 300 meters. With for example 1% error in the measured
chip distance at the receiver caused by variations in the signal transmitted in the ionosphere and receiver clock jitter and processing errors, this
translates into roughly 3 meters of position error in the GPS position.
The military-used P-code is ten times more accurate because of its higher
frequency.
A total of five different fixed signal frequencies carry GPS data from the
satellites to the users, but currently only two of those frequencies are used
for position tracking. The signals L1(C(/A)) and L2(C) (C meaning civilian) are transmitted on frequencies 1575.43 MHz and 1227.60 MHz and
contain the needed information for GPS position services. Other signals
include L3 used to broadcast information globally in a case of nuclear detonation events, L4 for studying correction against signal biases caused by
the atmosphere, and L5 for future civilian safety-of-life use. L5 is broadcast on a frequency where no other signals than GPS data should ever be
sent. All the signals and their frequencies are presented in the table 1.
The modernized positioning signals were implemented after the GPS
system had reached its full operational capability in 1995. The L2C was
first introduced as a new civilian-use signal with better accuracy and
carrier-tracking than the original L1 C/A signal. It could be also used as

Signal

Frequency

Use

L1(C(/A))

1575.43 MHz

Legacy: P code for military use, C/A code
and navigation data for both
Modern: M code for military use, L1C for
civilian use

L2(C)

1227.60 MHz

Legacy: P code and navigation data for
military use
Modern: M code for military use, L2C for
civilian use

L3

1381.05 MHz

Informs about nuclear detonation events

L4

1389.913 MHz

Studied for additional correction against
solar ionization in atmosphere

L5

1176.45 MHz

Proposed for civilian aviation safety-of-life
positioning signal

Table 1. GPS signals and their use. [1]

an assisting signal in case of interference on the L1 frequency. L1C was
designed to add interoperability between GPS and Galileo L1 satellites
for civilian users. Galileo is a GNSS system operated by EU and ESA.
L1C also includes the legacy L1 C/A code for backward compatibility with
legacy receivers. The M code was designed for military use to protect the
signals from jamming attacks and to make them more secure. It is broadcast on L1 and L2 frequencies, but because of its classified status, not
much more of it is known publicly. [1]

3

Jamming Attacks Against GPS

Radio jamming is an attack where the attacker has a radio transmitter
broadcasting a signal to block the reception of the real radio signal [9].
This requires the jamming signal strength to be more powerful than the
real signal. As the GPS signal is a radio wave with a fixed frequency and
its amplitude is low due to the attenuation from long distance, it can be
jammed easily [3].
Radio jamming is a less sophisticated attack compared to the spoofing
attack. Therefore, it is more likely to be used in combat situation as an
attack instrument of electric warfare. In a combat situation, the jamming
attack tries to block the information exchange of the enemy. For GPS

jamming, this would most likely mean blocking GPS location acquisition
for enemy airplanes, maritime navigation and GPS-guided missiles. [9]
Different types of cheap and illegal GPS signal jammers were studied
by Mitch et al. [6] in 2011. The tested jammers’ transmitting power varied from a fraction of a watt to a couple of watts. The study found that
most of the jammers are specifically for jamming L1(C) and L2(C) signals,
which are the only signals carrying the code needed for position acquisition in the legacy GPS. Many of the tested jammers were rather inaccurate, both for frequency and advertised effective range. Commonly the
jammers swept over the GPS frequency band, and the sweep bled over to
non-GPS frequencies. Many of the jammers also jammed WiFi and cellular phone frequencies. Some of the jammers blocked the GPS signal
reception from hundreds of meters away, when the advertised effective
jamming range was stated to be only tens of meters. The most powerful
jammer was calculated to block GPS position acquisition from almost 9
km distance in perfect environmental conditions.
Military-grade radio jammers have generally much more transmitting
power than the cheap civilian jammers or transmitters. The effective
range of a GPS jammer was tested in a more concrete study done by
Grant et al. [4] in 2009. In the study, a jammer with 1.5 watt transmitting
power was able to block acquisition of GPS position from the distance of
30 kilometers. The study also suggested that a more powerful very high
frequency (VHF) transmitter could cause errors of multiple kilometers or
complete loss of GPS position from hundreds of kilometers away.

4

Spoofing Attacks Against GPS

Jamming attacks against a GPS receiver are not the biggest security risk
because the receiver will be aware of the lost GPS signal and use other
means to determine its position. The GPS position spoofing attack is more
sophisticated and possibly much worse than the jamming attack because
the GPS receiver most likely cannot detect it. The spoofing attack requires
the attacker to broadcast fake GPS signals so that the receiving victim
calculates its location incorrectly. [13] Usually the victim of the attack is
first connected to legitimate GPS satellites, but the legitimate signals are
taken over by more powerful spoofing signals as show in the figure 3 [10].
Warner et al. [12] conducted a study on how easily civilian GPS receiver
(receiving legacy L1 C/A-signal) position could be spoofed. In their study,
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Figure 3. Basic spoofing attack scenario. (a) Visualization of the setup. The victim uses a
GPS-based localization system and is synchronized to the legitimate satellites.
(b) Abstract representation of the scene. (c) The attacker starts sending own
spoofing and jamming signals. (d) The victim synchronizes to the attacker’s
signals. [10]

they used an industrial-made GPS satellite simulator, which was capable
of simulating 10 GPS satellite signals at once. They also had to use a GPS
signal amplifier as the simulator was meant to feed the GPS signal only
through a cable. They put this hardware setup into the cab of a truck,
and they were able to mislead nearby GPS receivers from 10-20 meters
of distance with low transmitting power. Attacks against another moving
truck’s GPS receiver were also carried out successfully. All the hardware
for this attack was acquired for a total cost of less than 2000 US dollars.
During the tests, they noticed that taking over the legitimate satellite
signal lock down took anything between 20 seconds and 3 minutes. This
is logical if the spoofed satellite constellation does not match the legitimate constellation, as the spoofing signal needs to update the receiver’s
ephemeris data as described in the section 2.2. The lock-down delay is also
backed by a more theoretical study conducted by Tippenhauer et al. [10].
The suddenly changed satellite constellation does not cause an alarm, because the standard GPS receivers do not check for any data consistency
[7].
Spoofing attacks can also be carried out against the authenticated, militaryonly GPS receivers. The attacker is not able to generate its own GPS signals, but recorded legitimate signals can be replayed. Theoretically, the
attacker could capture the signals from known satellites, separate them

and delay each signal so that the time deltas simulate the wanted location
for the receiver. This is called selective-delay attack. [10]
Software Defined Radios (SDRs) have became more powerful in the last
years. They are also very affordable; for example a HackRF SDR board
can be purchased for under 300 US dollars at the time of writing of this
paper. Wang et al. [11] conducted a study on GPS spoofing with open
source code and SDR boards. They used open-source code from a GitHub
project4 with HackRF and BladeRF boards for successful attacks against
different cellphone GPS. They were able to simulate 13 satellites simultaneously, which is greater number than achieved by the industrial GPS
simulator used by Warner et al. [12] in 2002.

5

Countermeasures against GPS attacks

The current civilian GPS receivers do not have any built-in detection of
GPS spoofing attacks, as all the receivers have very similar GPS receiver
circuitry [12]. The simplest place for implementing GPS spoofing detection would be in the software stack that receives the position information
from the GPS unit. The software could do some sort of sanity checks if the
position of the receiver jumps from one place to another instantly. However, this kind of checks would not detect sophisticated attacks like the
one carried out by Warner et al [12].
Using a directional antenna has been a traditional countermeasure against
radio jamming and spoofing attacks. Directional antenna would attenuate the attacker’s jamming or spoofing signal and raise the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the legitimate radio signal enough so that the legitimate
information could be received. This applies to GPS as well because the legitimate GPS signals come from the sky, whereas the spoofing or jamming
signals most likely will originate from ground or sea level [5].
Wen et al. [14] listed possible spoofing detection methods, such as monitoring the power of the received signals, relative power of the signals,
and Doppler shifts. However, most of the detection methods would need
to work in the GPS receiver chip, and since they are not implemented in
today’s receivers, we are not going to describe them in detail.
Tippenhauer et al. [10] proposed a solution of a static formation of GPS
antennas for receiving GPS signals. If the attacker uses only one antenna
to transmit the GPS signals, two receiver antennas in known positions
4 https://github.com/osqzss/gps-sdr-sim

relative to each other would detect the spoofing. If the attacker would be
using more then one antenna, four receiving antennas in a known formation would make it impossible to spoof the location so that all the receivers
would stay in the same formation when the attacker tries to spoof the locations of the receivers.
The modernized GPS signals included the new M code, which is meant
to counter spoofing threats on the military-used authenticated GPS. This
might mean that a way to achieve continuous authentication was added to
the signal. However, the method is not publicly known. The modernized
signals also include the new L1C and L2C signals for civil use, but as they
are publicly known, they can still be spoofed. [1]
In case of a jamming attack with signal power close to the legitimate
GPS signal, the receiver could employ Russian Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) in addition to GPS to provide better receiver performance because of its better SNR performance. The satellite constellation of GLONASS also provides better coverage in some areas, such as the
Northern sea. However, if the jamming signal is substantially more powerful than the legitimate signals, using GLONASS would not help because
of their close signal frequencies (1602 MHz and 1575.43 MHz). [3]

6 Discussion
The referred studies demonstrated how the GPS receivers did not alert
any anomalies regarding GPS positions or satellite constellations suddenly changing during the lock down of the spoofing GPS signal [11, 12, 7].
This is questionable, because for example the mobile phones of today could
warn the user about the sudden change in the GPS data. However, we
cannot trust that every software developer creating a GPS-dependent application were to implement this kind of anomaly detection in the software. Therefore, detection methods against GPS attacks should be implemented and deployed to GPS receiver chips themselves. This would allow
alerting of possible GPS attacks in the operating system level in mobile
phones and in system level in other sorts of GPS-positioning applications.
The GPS receiver could also use Assisted GPS (A-GPS) to check the
plausibility of the received signals from the satellites [1]. A-GPS broadcasts the navigation data of the GPS satellites over the cell phone network. If the data from A-GPS and GPS start to differ enough, the receiver
should alert the user about the anomaly.

None of the above methods would work against a sophisticated GPS
attack, where the signal timing is only simulated using always the legitimate navigation data and the GPS satellite positions. Detecting a sophisticated attack would require implementation of Doppler shift or signal
amplitude changing detection in the GPS receiving chip. Most of the civilian GPS receivers do not do this kind of checking. Therefore, the civilian
GPS signals should never be completely trusted.
In one of the studies, the GPS signal jammers were found to be more
powerful than they were advertised [6]. This may cause unintentional
signal interference; if a citizen acquires a GPS signal jammer to protect
their own privacy against GPS tracking devices, it could jam other peoples’ GPS receivers from hundreds of meters away. One could also intentionally jam any GPS receiver from kilometers away with a more powerful
civil GPS signal jammer. As there are no many countermeasures against
a jamming attack, one should never depend on GPS positioning alone.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we first introduced how the GPS signals work and how the
receiver determines its location. We concentrated on the older legacy GPS
signals, as they are still used by most of the GPS receivers. We also briefly
described the modernized GPS signals.
The main focus of this paper was to present the most common attacks
against GPS: jamming and spoofing. We described both of those attacks
and defined the requirements and some of the possible real life use cases
for both of them. In a conclusion, the GPS signals can be both jammed
and spoofed with little effort and with low cost.
In the end of the paper we listed possible countermeasures against jamming and spoofing attacks against GPS receivers. We also discussed why
the GPS receivers should not be trusted or relied on, and why the future
GPS receivers should be better protected against the spoofing attacks.
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Abstract
IoT devices already make up a large portion of devices which are connected
to the internet and this amount can only be expected to rise in the future.
Furthermore, security issues are a growing concern with many exploits
targeting specifically IoT devices. Honeypots are one possible solution to
capture and analyse malware binaries before large scale exploitations occur. IoT honeypots, however, are a special case since usually the attacker
expects certain interactivity with them. Afterall, a honeypot should mimic
the exact behaviour of a real device and its services and not reveal its true
intentions to the attacker. This paper will take a look at existing solutions
for this design problem. Additionally, the gradual movement from IPv4 to
IPv6 protocol further creates challenges for the design of honeypots, namely
the huge address space from which the attacker should be able to find the
honeypot. This paper will also examine techniques which can be used to
effectively narrow down search spaces and find hosts in the IPv6 network.
KEYWORDS: honeypot, IPv6, IoT

1 Introduction
The number of IoT devices has been rising sharply during the last few
years. According to Statista the number of IoT devices in use by the end
of 2018 already exceeded 10 billion. Moreover, the amount of these devices
is estimated to roughly double by the end of 2020 [1].
The increase in the number of IoT devices also raises concerns about
their security. There have been a number of attacks in the last few years
exploiting poor security in devices such as IP cameras, baby monitors and
printers. For example, at its peak in late 2016 the Mirai botnet had infected around 600,000 devices. This botnet was used to conduct DDoS attacks against DNS provider Dyn and cloud service provider OVH [2]. To
prevent attacks towards IoT devices, it is essential to study how attackers
exploit these devices. One such method is called a honeypot. Honeypots
are intentionally exposed computer systems which aim to lure attackers
and examine their actions. Furthermore, honeypots are sometimes used
to distract attackers from the real targets by faking important data. Honeypots have been around for a long time already but they have not yet
been used extensively in the context of IoT devices.
Naturally, one critical property of a honeypot is that it must not seem
like a one. After all, attackers should think they are compromising real
computer systems, or else it is unlikely they will use any potential zeroday exploits. Currently, honeypots are usually implemented by well-established
frameworks such as Honeyd [3] and they work well while disguising as
servers or web services. IoT devices, however, are fundamentally different, since they often have some direct link to the physical world (e.g.,
IP cameras can move and display live video over the internet) [4]. Consequently, it is often necessary to use physical devices or accurate emulation
when constructing IoT honeypots.
A Further complicating matter is the gradual movement from the IPv4
to the IPv6 address space [5]. With the expected increase in the number
of IoT devices, the remaining IPv4 addresses will likely be exhausted and
future IoT devices will be compelled to use IPv6. A crucial problem with
IPv6 and the use of honeypots is the vast amount of possible addresses.
While IPv4 has a pool of 232 addresses, IPv6 has a much larger pool of 2128
addresses. Using a popular network scanning tool such as Masscan, the
whole IPv4 address range is scannable within few minutes. The IPv6 address range, on the other hand, is practically impossible to scan by brute

force [6]. This makes it extremely unlikely that an attacker finds a honeypot hosted in the IPv6 network by random.
There are already some proposed solutions to solve problems with IoT
honeypots in general as well as problems regarding IPv6 honeypots. This
article aims to survey the current state of proposed solutions as well as
discuss benefits and drawbacks related to each of these.

2

Background

The concept of honeypots started appearing in books and whitepapers
around 1990, but it is likely they were being researched and developed
before that. The first publicly available honeypot framework was called
"Deception Toolkit", in short, DTK. Its first release was in 1997. DTK simply emulated some known UNIX vulnerabilities and logged the attacker’s
actions. DTK was rapidly followed by increasingly complex honeypot solutions which could emulate whole networks of computers [7].
In 1999, a group of security researchers founded a group called the Honeynet Project. This was a non-profit organization which was dedicated to
research and sharing findings on network attacks. The Honeynet Project
developed and utilized an advanced honeypot, which was called a Honeynet. The findings and publications by the Honeynet Project helped raise
general awareness of honeypots in the network security field [8]. In the
years 2000 and 2001 honeypots were already widely used to capture and
analyse network worms which were an increasing problem then [7].
In the last few decades, the increasing sophistication in honeypots and
tools used to expose them has been an ongoing arms race. Originally,
most honeypots were low interaction honeypots which only emulated certain services on a computer. However, the increasing power in computing and the adoption of virtualization technologies has enabled a costeffective way to host multiple high interaction honeypots on one physical
machine. High interaction honeypots appear to be full computer systems
which are more difficult to identify as honeypots. Many specialized honeypots have also been created for more specific areas, such as social media,
spam detection [9] and client-side vulnerabilities [10]. Since attackers
generally want to avoid honeypots, it has even been proposed that valuable computing resources would try to disguise themselves as honeypots
[11].

Figure 1. The basic layers of the IOT architecture [14].

3 Internet of Things and IPv6

3.1 Architecture and Security Threats of IoT
The internet of things is a concept of everyday physical objects communicating with each other over a network. According to an article by Gubbi
et al., the internet of things is characterized by objects sensing their environment and interacting with the physical world, while utilizing current
internet standards [12]. There are many applications for IoT ranging from
common items at home to enterprise level machinery and sensors. Due to
the high level of interconnectivity, IoT brings with it a lot of conveniences
as well as multiple security and privacy concerns.
The basic architecture of IoT consists of three main layers: Perception,
Network and Application layer (Fig. 1). The perception layer consists of
sensors which collect data from the surrounding environment. The network layer is responsible for relaying the collected data to be processed
(e.g., to cloud servers). Finally, the application layer is the part interacting with the user. Each of these layers is susceptible to a multitude of
different attacks. For example, the perception layer is prone to spoofing
information (e.g., replay attacks); the network layer can be compromised
by a man in the middle attack; the application layer can be attacked with
malicious code injections [13].
Since IoT features so many attack vectors, it becomes very difficult to
ensure security. A survey of the current devices on the market conducted
by Wurm et al. revealed that many of the current consumer and industrial
devices have serious vulnerabilities [14]. Honeypots might be one solution
for finding many of these vulnerabilities early on. Pa et al. conducted an

IoT honeypot experiment for 39 days and discovered multiple new malware binaries previously unknown to the VirusTotal database [15]. Like
most other honeypots, this was public on the IPv4 network and nearly
17 000 unique ip’s established a connection to it. This result really shows
how easy it was for attackers to find the honeypot by just brute force scanning the whole IPv4 network. As the future of IoT relies undoubtedly on
the IPv6 network, it is important to evaluate other methods for finding
hosts. In the next section, IPv6 protocol, as well as methods for finding
hosts, are discussed in detail.

3.2

General Information on IPv6

The IPv6 specification document, written by Deering et al., defines IPv6
as the direct successor of IPv4. The IPv6 protocol includes multiple enhancements over IPv4, which makes it better suitable for IoT. It features
many new addressing capabilities, such as a larger pool of addresses, as
well as a simpler way of address auto-configuration. Furthermore, it improves multicast and adds a new anycast address, which is used to send
packets to any node in a group. It also makes simplifications in the header
format as well as increases routing efficiency [16].
The basic structure of an IPv6 address is the following: The first 64
bits of the address is the network part of the address and the last 64
bits is the host part of the address. The network part of the address is
issued by a local authority such as an ISP . According to the IPv6 Address
Allocation and Assignment Policy document by RIPE defines that ISPs
are initially assigned address spaces from /32 to /29. ISPs are required
to assign address spaces ranging from /64 to /48 to end sites [17]. The
host part of the address can be assigned either manually or configured
automatically by one of two methods which will be discussed in the next
section.
IPv6 has already gathered significant momentum in adoption. According to Google statistics, the percentage of Google users accessing their
services over IPv6 is currently around 25% [18]. Furthermore, the constantly growing number of smart devices can be expected to further increase adoption in the near future.

3.3 Scanning the IPv6 Network
As mentioned before, the IPv6 network consists of a total of 2128 unique
addresses. Since the effectiveness of honeypots relies heavily in the fact
whether they are findable by attackers, it is important to understand how
this vast pool of addresses can be narrowed down to a more manageable
size. When narrowing down the pool of addresses to scan, the first thing
to do is only scan networks which have been assigned. Since the network
prefixes issued by ISPs are likely to be mostly public or reasonably easily
acquirable information, the pool of addresses can be in many cases narrowed down to 264 per network. However, the remaining address pool is
still way too large to scan. In order to further reduce the addresses to
be scanned the construction of the host part of the address needs to be
understood.
In IPv6 there are two ways of auto-configuring the host part of the address in a network: Stateless Address Autoconfiguration (SLAAC) and
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6). In addition
to these automatic methods it is also possible to manually configure addresses. In their techreport "Network Reconnaissance in IPv6 Networks"
Gont et al. discuss their findings on multiple ways on how to narrow down
search spaces when trying to find target hosts in an IPv6 network in each
of these cases [19].
In SLAAC a host joining the network requests the network configuration from a router using ICMPv6 messages. Among other information
about the network, this message unveils the network prefix to the host.
The final address is constructed from the received network prefix and appending an interface identifier (IID), which is generated locally on the
host. The IID is generated by splitting the MAC address of the network
device from where the Organizationally Unique Identifier (the OUI is the
first 24 bits of a MAC address) ends and adding the constant word 0xfffe
in the middle. After this the 7th bit from left to right is inverted. For
example, the MAC address a2:e2:cf:e4:37:24 would result into an IID of
a0e2:cfff:fee4:3724. Since also the OUIs are public information and the
constant (16-bit) word is known, the addresses to be scanned in this case
would be narrowed down to N *224 addresses (N being the amount of OUIs
of interest). This is already an easily scannable pool of addresses [19].
The addresses to be scanned can also be often narrowed down in case
DHCPv6 is used to assign addresses. Similarly to DHCP in IPv4 net-

works, DHCPv6 assigns addresses to hosts joining the network according
to a predefined rule. This often results in very predictable results (such as
incrementing addresses) which translate to a pool of 28 to 216 addresses. It
is worth noting that there exist methods of assigning completely random
addresses when using DHCPv6, which would eliminate this predictability
[19].
The final way to configure addresses is to manually configure them. This
would probably be the most likely case with servers since changing addresses would mostly cause problems. According to Gont et al. system
administrators mostly use four patterns while manually configuring addresses:
1. Using low-byte addresses. These are addresses which identify a host
with a single number in the least significant bits (e.g., an address ending
in ::1)
2. IPv4 based addresses. These addresses would encode the IPv4 address
of the system in the last bits of the IPv6 address (e.g., an address ending
::192.0.2.1)
3. Service port addresses. These addresses encode the port number of the
service running on the host to the last bits of the IPv6 address (e.g., an
address ending in ::80)
4. Wordy addresses. These addresses would encode some words into the
last bits of the IPv6 address (e.g., an address ending in ::cafe).
In these cases the addresses which would need to be scanned could be
reduced to anywhere from 28 to 224 [19].

4

Existing IoT and IPv6 Honeypot Solutions

While examining current literature there didn’t seem to exist honeypots
aimed at specifically IoT devices on the IPv6 network. However, several
honeypot designs already exist which specialize in some aspects of either
IoT or IPv6. There are several important factors when designing these
honeypots. In IPv6 it is necessary to cover large address spaces and redirect attackers. It is also beneficial to be able to scale and provide as many

targets as possible. Finally, It is crucial to seem like an authentic service running on a real device. In the following sections several honeypot
designs, which aim to solve these design problems, will be introduced.

4.1 IoTPOT
Pa et al. created a honeypot design called IoTPOT, which emulates telnet
services on various IoT devices on the IPv4 network. The IoTPOT architecture consists of a low-interaction layer as well as a high-interaction
layer. The low-interaction layer immediately responds to known commands and forwards unknown command to be evaluated to the highinteraction layer. Furthermore, the low-interaction layer cashes data in
device profiles which contain information on authentication, banners and
command interactions. The high-interaction layer, which is called IoTBOX emulates unknown commands on various cpu architectures and returns the results to the low-interaction layer to be cached [15].
When attempting to compromise IoTPOT, the attacker is greeted with
a realistic welcome message which is fetched from device profile. These
welcome messages are gathered from the internet by telnet scans. IoTPOT supports multiple login modes. It can be configured to: allow any
login credentials; accept only certain credentials; reject a number of login
attempts and eventually accept. After the attacker has managed to login,
the low-interaction layer responds to all known commands issued by the
attacker based on existing device profiles [15].
When the attacker executes unknown commands or malware binaries
the low-interaction layer interacts with IoTBOX in order to process these
actions. While being processed, the commands and malware binaries are
analysed on multiple different hardware/os combinations. IoTBOX supports MIPS, MIPSEL, PPC, SPARC, ARM, MIPS64, sh4 and X86 cpu architectures, which are emulated by the open source cpu emulator QEMU.
An OpenWrt platform was created to run on each of these emulated cpus
creating the virtual machines used for emulation [15].
IoTBOX was designed to run on a single physical host machine and thus
a virtual bridge network was created in order for the emulated environments to be able to connect via tap interfaces. An access controller was
implemented with iptables to manage traffic inputs and outputs of the virtual machines. For every 24 hours of operation, IoTBOX compiles an analysis report containing the results of pcap analysis. This analysis conains
timestamps, data rates, packet sizes and victim ips [15].

During the operation period, IoTPOT was able to capture multiple new
attack binaries and the team was able to identify distinct intrusion, infection and monetization strategies for these [15]. However, since IoTPOT
is implemented through emulation and focuses mainly on the telnet protocol, it is not suitable for a general purpose IoT honeypot. In the next
section, a solution which relies on physical devices will be discussed.

4.2

SIPHON

Guarnizo et al. created a honeypot solution incorporating physical IoT
devices while attempting to maintain scalability. This was achieved by
having cloud virtual machine instances with public IPs tunnel traffic to
the physical devices via a forwarder machine using SSH tunneling. Since
all traffic goes through the forwarder machine it could be used as a "man
in the middle" to capture all traffic with tcpdump and send it to a separate storage and analysis machine. The physical devices themselves were
isolated into their own network by using 802.1Q VLANs. This ensured
that no unwanted compromises occur [4].
Since the public virtual machines can forward the traffic to same devices the devices visible to the attacker are the maximum number of virtual machine instances multiplied by the number of physical devices. For
example, with 1000 virtual machines and 100 physical devices, 100000
services would be visible to the attacker. Naturally, one limiting factor is
the ability of the physical devices to handle requests [4].
During the experiment with SIPHON, the team was able to inspect
700MB of daily traffic for two months. Furthermore, the honeypot detection algorithm of Shodan gave SIPHON a very low "honeyscore", suggesting that the honeypot seemed to be an authentic IoT device. SIPHON
does, however, require a fairly large number of physical devices and space
to set up these devices in order to implement on a large scale. Furthermore, if multiple connections are allowed from different VMs to the same
physical device, the honeypot might be revealed [4].

4.3

Honeydv6

The Honeydv6 proposed by Schindler et al. is a honeypot, which was designed specifically for the IPv6 network. Honeydv6 is based on it’s IPv4
counterpart Honeyd. The key feature of Honeydv6 is that it can be used
to simulate huge address spaces on the IPv6 network. This is achieved by

using a method where simulated hosts can be created on demand. Furthermore, IPv6 connections are accepted by random so attackers scanning
the network will find a host only after a while of scanning. When a new
request arrives, Honeydv6 accepts or rejects it according to a configurable
property. If the connection was rejected, the requested address will be
blacklisted so further scans won’t receive different results. If the connection is accepted, the honeypot responds to requests according to system
templates which define information such as open ports and scripts which
are assigned to them. Regardless of whether the connection was accepted
or not, it is logged so scan patterns can be studied [20].
The Honeydv6 framework can simulate entire networks with virtual
routers and low-interaction hosts. In order to make network packet routing seem authentic, honeydv6 implements ICMPv6 packet types Time
Exceeded as well as Destination Unreachable. This ensures that scans
via traceroute6 produce believable outputs. In order to make the honeypot available for the global IPv6 network, the covered prefixes need to
be forwarded to the physical host running Honeydv6. In their research,
Shindler et al. utilized a /48 network provided by the tunnel broker Hurricane Electric [20].
Since Honeydv6 is a low-interaction honeypot it is only capable of responding according to scripts which are set beforehand. This means that
it would likely be fairly easy to identify as a honeypot, especially if it were
used to simulate IoT devices. Honeydv6 has been later extended to incorporate high-interaction honeypots. This solution will be introduced in the
next section.

4.4 Hyhoneydv6
The Hyhoneydv6 created by Schindler et al. extends the functionality of
Honeydv6 by introducing high-interaction honeypots. The high-interaction
honeypots are dynamically deployed when the attacker tries to interact
with it in ways which are not defined in a system template. The Hyhoneydv6 honeypot architecture is split into two layers: the first layer is
the low-interaction layer which responds to simple ping requests; the second layer is the high-interaction layer which handles more sophisticated
attacker behaviour (Fig. 2). When a high-interaction honeypot is needed,
Honeydv6 creates one dynamically and proxies the traffic to it via the
low-interaction honeypot [6].
Hyhoneydv6 utilizes a pool of running virtual machine instances, which

Figure 2. The Hyhoneydv6 honeypot architecture: The low-interaction layer handles responding to network scans and sophisticated attacks are forwarded to the highinteraction layer[6].

are booted already during initialization of the honeypot. This is crucial
in order to keep latencies reasonable. Furthermore, the architecture of
Hyhoneydv6 allows it to assign the high-interaction honeypots the same
IP addresses, which are already assigned to their low-interaction counterparts. While the high-interaction honeypot is still being configured, the
low interaction-honeypot buffers all received packets. Once the configuration is complete, the low-interaction honeypot sends the buffered packets
to the high-interaction honeypot [6].
Using this combined setup of low and high-interaction honeypots yielded
the following results: Initial ssh connections from the attacker to the
high-interaction honeypots were established on average in 2.5 seconds.
Subsequent commands after an established connection took less than 0.5
seconds. When compared to typical KVM based virtual machine the corresponding latencies were 1.5 and 0.02 seconds respectively. When testing
the data throughput with the servload benchmark, the high-interaction
honeypot managed to process 200 requests per second. The KVM based
virtual machine managed 320 requests per second [6].
Hyhoneydv6 is a complete hybrid honeypot for the IPv6 network. It
maintains the great scalability of its low-interaction counterpart while
extending functionality. However, the added latency while configuring
the high-interaction honeypot might help reveal it to the attacker.

5 Conclusion
For a long time already, honeypots have been a great method of capturing
new malware binaries by deceiving attackers in compromising fake targets, while spying on them. Traditionally, honeypots have been mainly
used to capture malware and worms targeting certain services on servers.
In context of IoT and IPv6, honeypots have not yet been extensively utilized.
At first, it would seem that honeypots on the IPv6 network would be
nearly impossible to find. The IPv6 address space is huge and it would be
easy to hide hosts in the 64 bits, which is allocated to the host part of the
address. However, current findings suggest that the most common cases
are addresses assigned by predictable patterns. Attackers are sure to
make use of all available information, which can be used to narrow down
scans. For example, by using already exposed network prefixes from ISPs
as well as public information about OUIs, in many cases scans can be narrowed down to address spaces which range between 28 to 224 . Automated
network scanning tools and websites such as Shodan are likely to implement these filtering criteria and evolve to be more efficient in discovering
hosts in the IPv6 network.
IoT and IPv6 both introduce various challenges to honeypots. While not
without drawbacks, there already exist well-working solutions to all the
major problems. Honeydv6 has successfully eliminated problems with the
huge address spaces of IPv6 by emulating whole /48 networks and providing realistic responses to scans and some commands carried out by
attackers. Furthermore, Hyhoneydv6 extends this logic by introducing
high-interaction honeypots, which are dynamically deployed to analyse
more sophisticated behaviour by attackers. IoTPOT has proved to be successful in capturing and analysing malware binaries targeted at IoT devices by utilizing emulation of different cpu architectures within IoTBOX.
SIPHON, on the other hand, could be used to monitor and analyse attackers compromising physical IoT devices, effectively creating honeypots
which are very hard to identify as such.
Current literature does not suggest that a honeypot which exposes physical or simulated IoT devices on the IPv6 network exists. However, based
on current research, such a honeypot should be a plausible way of assessing threats to IoT devices on the IPv6 network.
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Abstract
Industry 4.0 is expected to be the next big phase in industries. One of the
challenges in Industry 4.0 is monitoring and controlling industrial machines in real-time within a virtual platform. Digital Twin (DT), defined
as a digital representation of a physical object, supports Industry 4.0 for
controlling, monitoring, and providing data for analysis in manufacturing. A literature study has been conducted to review DT in manufacturing. This seminar paper is intended as a review paper for DT developers
and gives discussions on an overview of DT, key technologies to implement
DT, DT frameworks, DT tools and how they can be combined to build DT
systems. From the literature study conducted, DT frameworks and tools
rely much on embedded systems, Internet of Things (IoT), cloud services
and physical modeling software. Furthermore, this seminar also discusses
about the combinations of the existing frameworks and tools to create new
frameworks according to the application requirements.
KEYWORDS: Digital Twins, Industry 4.0, Digital Twin Frameworks, Digital Twin Tools

1 Introduction
Industry 4.0 is the next big phase in industry. With Industry 4.0, it is
possible to gather real-time data from the machines that run in industry and process the data into something meaningful and useful. Industry
4.0 mainly consists of three supporting technologies: IoT, Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS), and Smart Factories [5]. The combination of these technologies builds interconnected devices forming Digital Twins (DT).
A DT models a physical object by creating a digital representation using
real-time data [9]. The data is gathered throughout its life-cycle and used
as the source to monitor, learn from and enhance decision making. A DT
enables engineers to monitor and understand how the machines behave
once it is released and run by users. Furthermore, engineers can analyze
the data and predict the future performance of the machines.
There are some use cases of DT for Industry 4.0. Consider a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) printer for electronic manufacturers. The PCB printer
must be very precise, because the smallest error by the laser cutter may
lead to PCB flaws. A DT enables engineers and technicians to monitor
and analyze the data to predict the time when the spare parts wear out.
Another example would be monitoring the jet engine of airplanes. By analyzing data gathered in real-time, engineers and technicians may predict
failures in jet systems, which will lead to the reduction of airplane incidents. Furthermore, DT may give feedback to the engineers who design
the machine to help them realize an agile development system.
The main value that the DT delivers is an understanding of product performance [9]. By understanding performance, manufacturers may detect
and understand faults better, create an effective maintenance schedule,
troubleshoot machines remotely, and decide appropriate add-on services.
The DT has some challenges in its development and implementation. In
[1], the author has stated a number of challenges such as data consistency
between the real physical assets and the digital representation, as well as
connectivity and security concerns of cloud computing for DT. Software
architectural aspects such as internal structure, APIs, integration and
runtime environment are also critical challenges for DT [8].

1.1 Scope and Goals
This paper aims to review the concept of DT for manufacturing in Industry 4.0 as well as technologies to build the DT system. This seminar paper

is intended as a review paper for DT developers to build DT systems.

1.2

Structure

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
key technologies for DT. Section 3 discusses the existing DT framework
approaches and tools to build the DT systems. Section 4 concludes this
review paper and discusses future work.

2

Principles of Building Digital Twin Systems

2.1

Requirement Analysis of Digital Twin Systems

There are four requirements for building DT systems [13]. These requirements can be used to determine key technologies for building DT systems.
From the aspect of DT applications, the first requirement is DT systems
must be general enough to support various applications such as manufacturing, construction, and health-care.
From the technologies aspect, since the main aim of the DT is to fuse
the interaction in CPS, the DT must embrace the integration of new generation information technologies such as IoT, cloud computing, big data,
and artificial intelligence (AI) to support its goal.
From the modeling object aspect, the DT must integrate and fuse operational data from physical space and simulated data from virtual space.
The DT must also be encapsulated as services which have user-friendly
interface and ease the user operations.
From the modeling method aspect, the DT requires high-fidelity virtual
modeling. The virtual modeling includes geometrical, physical, behavior,
and rules modeling.

2.2

Key Technologies of Digital Twins

The requirements analysis leads to the abstraction of the DT concept
model. Fig. 1 shows the DT concept model which is divided into five
dimensions, i.e., the Physical Entity (PE), Virtual Entity (VE), Services
(Ss), DT Data (DD) and Connection (CN). Each of these components has
its own key technologies to build the DT system as a whole as shown in
Fig. 2 [13].

Figure 1. DT concept model [13]

Figure 2. Key technologies for DT [13]

The PE is the real physical entity in the physical space. It contains the
real machines with their sensors and actuators. The technologies in the
PE includes embedded systems to embed computing capabilities to the
entities, RFID to track and identify the entities, Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) to transmit sensors’ data and distributed sensor layout optimization to reduce information redundancy.
The VE consists of a set of models representing the PE. Modeling techniques such as three-dimension solid modeling, physics modeling, behavior modeling, and rule modeling are needed to create useful modeling of
the PE. To keep PE and VE model consistent, model consistency analysis,
verification, validation and accreditation must be implemented.

The Ss of the DT serves other DT dimensions’ needs. The services used
by PE include monitoring service, state prediction service, and energy
consumption optimization service. VE uses the construction service, calibration service and test service for modeling. Some aspects are needed to
create and maintain Ss, i.e., resource management, service description,
service encapsulation, service visualization, service search and matching, service evaluation, service optimal selection and combination, faulttolerant management and human-machine interface (HMI).
The DD contains data from physical and virtual space. Therefore, the
number of heterogeneous data is high. Technologies for processing and
securing data, such as data storage, data modeling, data transformation,
data cleaning, data analysis, data mining, data integrity check and data
security, are required in helping modeling DT data.
The CN connects different elements of DT. It enables PE, VE, Ss, and DD
to communicate with each other. Key technologies of CN includes communication protocol analysis, communication protocol/interface conversion,
wireless communication, Application Programming Interface (API) design, as well as communication standard and specification.

3

Implementing Digital Twin Systems

This section starts by discussing the existing DT frameworks, which give
guideline or supporting structures for building DT systems. Then, it continues to discuss tools to realize DT framework. Finally, the discussion
about the combinations of various DT frameworks and tools is presented.

3.1

Digital Twin Frameworks

Some researchers have proposed frameworks for building DT. While some
of them propose holistic frameworks, there are also frameworks focusing
on one particular dimension of DT. Table 2 shows a brief summary of the
discussed frameworks.
Two examples of holistic frameworks for building DT were proposed by
Yu Zheng et al. [15] and Zhuang et al. [16]. The framework proposed by
Yu Zheng et al. aims to build a mapping of physical objects, modeling lifecycle of products in a dynamic way and optimizing real-time process. The
framework proposed by Zhuang et al. aims to build DT-based smart production management and control framework for product assembly shop-

Framework

Focus

Zheng et al. [15]

Application

Future works (not implemented yet)
framework

for DT in manufacturing

Data synchronization; mapping methods
between physical and digital space; application mode of DT

Zhuang et al. [16]

Framework of DT-based

Construction and optimization of IoT net-

smart production man-

works in a physical assembly shop floor;

agement and control for

construction, optimization, and running

assembly shop-floor

of an assembly shop-floor DT; construction of big data management platform;
modeling and implementation of smart
decision making algorithm

Zhang et al. [14]

Qi et al. [10]

DT modeling based on

Dynamic linkage between physical, dig-

perception data modeled

ital, 3D; fully functional service system;

as ontology

AR for 3D models

Combining edge, fog, and

Increase the number of and the capbili-

cloud to build DT system

ties of edge nodes; architecture, platform,
and standard of fog computing; data filtering to choose which data to process in
edge, fog, and cloud; energy consumption;
security

Lynn et al. [7]

Modeling and controling

Automated plan generation; enhanced

physical objects through

trajectory planning

DT
Botkina et al. [2]

Modeling and controling

Integrating non-tweeting machines to

physical objects through

the system

DT
Ciavotta et al. [3]

Software service for DT

IoT protocols such as MQTT for CPS com-

based on microservice

munication; AutomationML for data exchange

Table 1. Existing DT frameworks

floor.
Although both frameworks were proposed to build DT for manufacturing, they had different approaches. The framework proposed by Yu Zheng
et al. divided the system into three dimensions, i.e, physical space, virtual
space, and information-processing layer. On the other hand, the framework proposed by Zhuang et al. divided the system into four dimensions,
i.e., management of the physical space, construction of the virtual space
of the shop-floor, DT and big-data driven prediction and production management and control service of the assembly shop-floor.
Zhang et al. proposed another framework focusing on modeling DT
workshop based on perception data [14]. The framework consists of three
parts, i.e., physical model, ontology-based digital model, and the virtual
model. The ontology-based data modeling is what makes this framework
different from the others.
The aforementioned frameworks are the examples of the complete DT
framework, starting from the physical to the virtual entity. However, they
do not thoroughly describe the frameworks for each of the specific DT
dimensions.
The service dimension of DT mentioned in section 2 is crucial for DT
system because it connects one dimension to the others. There are many
ways to build software services.
Ciavotta et al. suggested the use of microservice architecture for building middleware as a service for DT [3]. This middleware supports data collecting, authentication, and accessing DT resource and data. The benefits
of using microservice architecture include agility, isolation, and resilience
as well as elasticity. However, it also increases the system complexity at
the same time.
The PE dimension of DT may come with different messaging formats
and protocols. Software service middleware must support a variety of data
formats coming from different dimensions of DT. For example, Schroeder
et al. proposed a framework for building middleware to accept AutomationML data format and convert them into other data format via REST
API [12].
Several frameworks for virtual entity have also been proposed. Schroeder
et al. proposed the use of Augmented Reality (AR) to visualize DT [11],
leveraging Vuforia Engine to build the AR system. For controlling physical devices through DT in VE, Lynn et al. [7] and Botkina et al. [2]
had slightly different approaches. The framework proposed by Lynn et al.

used raw TCP for controlling the device and raw UDP for getting the feedback data from the device, whereas the Botkina et al. approach used the
standard Line Information System Architecture (LISA) and ISO 13399.
So far, all the frameworks discussed suggest the use of cloud computing
for their processing and storage. However, some applications are latency
sensitive. Bringing data to the cloud which can be physically far from the
source of data may add significant latency overhead.
Qi Zhang et al. proposed a DT framework based on edge computing, fog
computing and cloud computing to improve efficiency and reduce latency
[10]. In many cases, the data processing and control of physical objects require very low latency. Therefore, edge computing architecture resides on
the unit level to achieve that goal. The unit level entities are connected to
the information management systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Manufacturing Execution System (MES). Fog computing
is suitable for connecting CPS to DT to improve efficiency. Finally, the
data can also be stored and processed in the cloud at the SoS level for
various purposes such as data analysis and long-term storage.

3.2 Tools for Digital Twins
In this subsection, tools or sets of software which equip the DT frameworks are discussed.
The PE needs tools to control, sample the operation and environment
data, as well as send them to other dimensions of DT. MachineKit is an
open-source platform for controlling machines, enabling users to control
servo motors of Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine based on
the commands sent by VE [7].
The CN dimension, which connects PE to other dimensions of DT, represents the IoT in general. While there are many protocols and communication mechanisms for IoT, not all of them fits into industrial applications.
OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) is a machine-to-machine communication protocol that is used by the framework proposed by Yu Zheng et
al. [15]. MTConnect is another mechanism to retrieve data from machine
tools. Coronado et al. used MTConnect to retrieve the data from the physical space to their DT system [4].
MES software is commonly used for both collecting data and monitor
process and operation of the manufacturing process. MES is generally
proprietary and expensive. As a result, small manufacturing enterprise
may have difficulties in deploying MES in their system.

Coronado et al. came up with a low-cost MES system based on Android
[4]. This tool captures part and tooling information using an Androidbased MES. The data from MES is combined with data from device sensors to represent parts, operators, capital equipment and consumable in
shop-floor DT. This tool supports the Ss dimension of DT as an HMI and
resource management tool.
There are various supporting tools for building the DT services, depending on the system architecture of the service. FIWARE is a middleware
for exhanging data that can be used as a service for DT [12]. MAYA Support Infrastructure middleware used Netflix Eureka for service discovery
and Elasticsearch-Logstash-Kibana (ELK) for log monitoring [3]. The recent trend in microservice technology is to scale the service horizontally;
leveraging containers to deploy the services. For this case, containers orchestration tools such as Docker Swarm and Kubernetes may support the
system. However, the containerization is not a silver bullet solution since
it may impact the network performance in transfer rate and packet loss
negatively [6].
The data from both physical space and virtual space must be stored in
a database system. Depending on how the data is structured, several
options for database platforms are available. For structured data, ODBCcompliant database such as MySQL can be used to store the data [14].
For unstructured data, NoSQL platform such as Apache Cassandra can
be used [3].
There are some tools, open source or proprietary, available to support
the DT framework in VE dimension. To control machine tools from the
VE, Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software such as SculptPrint
can be used [7]. Vuforia Engine can be used to leverage AR technology in
building the VE [11]. To build 3D models of the physical objects, SolidWorks, Pro/E and CATIA can be used [16]. FlexSim can be used as a
software simulation for manufacturing process [14]. Table 2 summarizes
the tools for building DT systems.

3.3

Combining Appropriate Frameworks and Tools

Several DT frameworks have been discussed to analyze the use cases and
limitations. From the limitations and future works of those frameworks,
a more complete framework can be built. In principle, the new framework can be formed by combining existing frameworks and adjusted to
the application requirements.

Tools

Domain

Roles

MachineKit

PE

Platform for machine control applications

MTConnect

CN

Manufacturing standard to retrieve information from machines

OPC UA

CN

Machine to machine communication for industrial automation

FIWARE

Ss

Middleware for data exchange

Netflix Eureka

Ss

Service discovery in microservice
architecture

Docker/containerd
and

Ss

Containerization and orchestra-

Docker

tion of deployed services

swarm/Kubernetes
Relational data stor-

DD

SQL database

DD

NoSQL database

VE

Simulation, modeling, visualiza-

age (MySQL, PostgreSQL)
NoSQL data storage
(Apache Cassandra)
FlexSim

tion and prediction software for
manufacturing systems
SculptPrint

VE

Software for generating tool
paths for 5-axis machine tools

CATIA

VE

SolidWorks

VE

Pro/E

VE

Android-based MES

Ss

[4]

VE

3D physical modeling
and

Low cost and open source based
Manufacturing Execution System (MES)

Table 2. Tools for building DT systems

For controlling machines in physical space, the framework proposed by
Botkina et al. [2] must have tweeting machines in the shop-floor. While
this tweeting machines development is not discussed, Lynn et al. [7] describe the mechanism of sending feedback data from actuators with raw
UDP. The use of raw UDP by Lynn et al. might not be applicable if it does
not comply with existing standards. This mechanism can be combined
with the framework proposed by Yu Zheng et al. [15] to use standard
protocol such as OPC UA.
The services in DT is described by the framework proposed by Ciavotta
et al. [3]. This service is supposed to be deployed in the cloud. However,
it does not cover the latency sensitive applications. The combination of
the framework proposed by Ciavotta et al. and Qi et al. [10] might be
the solution for case sensitive applications since it offers the use of edge,
fog, and cloud computing to deploy the services. Furthermore, the use of
containers and orchestration in fog, edge, and cloud computing might be
used to ease the deployment, maintenance and horizontal scaling of the
services.
For modeling the physical space in the virtual space, framework proposed by Zhuang et al. [16] covers the data flow, Zhang et al. [14] proposed the use of ontology for modeling the data, and Schroeder et al. [11]
proposed the use of AR to model the physical space in VE domains. The
combinations of these three modeling frameworks might be useful to create a robust, complete, and useful mechanism of modeling DT systems.
In conclusion, the fusion of these frameworks can be combined according
to the application requirements, cost and available resources.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

DT represents physical objects such as industrial machines as digital entities. DT can help monitoring machines and understanding product performance.
DT can conceptually be divided into five dimensions, i.e., the Physical
Entity (PE), Virtual Entity (VE), Services (Ss), DT Data (DD) and Connection (CN). This seminar provides a review of existing frameworks and
tools, as well as how they correlate to the aforementioned DT dimensions.
Seven frameworks have been analyzed and their chosen tools for DT are
also mentioned. These frameworks and tools can be combined to form a
more complete framework or to create a framework specific to some cer-

tain application requirements. The tools needed to build the DT system
to support the frameworks are also discussed. The key technologies used
by these frameworks and tools include IoT, embedded systems, software
services and APIs, data storage and processing as well as modeling and
controlling software.
The research directions or future work for this DT frameworks and
tools include the standardization of connection between physical to digital
space, adaptive service for modeling different data format, the use of AI
to analyze data for various purposes such as for predictive maintenance,
benchmarking and analyzing existing protocols and message formats as
well as latency impact of DT in control systems applications.
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Abstract
Token-based authentication involving a dedicated identity provider has
gained popularity with the rise of free identity providers such as Google,
Facebook and Github. However, using a centralized identity provider for
many services creates a single point of failure. In case of an identity
provider server breach, an attacker might be able to forge arbitrary tokens to impersonate any user to any service or recover hashed passwords
to perform offline cracking attacks on them. One solution is to distribute
the role of an identity provider between several servers such that a breach
to one server would not compromise the whole system. In this review, we
outline the most important requirements and features of multi-server identity providers and compare three recently proposed multi-server identity
provider systems. The compared systems are Threshold Oblivious PasswordProtected Secret Sharing (TOPPSS), Anonymous-Verifying Threshold Password Authentication (AVTPA) and Password-Based Threshold Authentication (PASTA). Following the comparison, we conclude that the PASTA
framework proposed by Agrawal et al. provides the strongest security guarantees and sufficient performance.
KEYWORDS: token-based authentication, identity provider, threshold cryptography, passwords

1 Introduction
Users are traditionally authenticated over the internet using secret user
credentials, such as a username and password or password hash. In order to authenticate to a remote application, the client sends its credentials to the application where they are validated. After validation, the
application typically issues a long-term access token or cookie for persisting the authentication status. This approach requires every application
that wishes to authenticate users, to store some information about the
users’ credentials in order to validate them. This stored information typically comprises usernames and the corresponding passwords or password
hashes.
Despite being generally considered bad practice, users often use the
same passwords for different applications. [10] For this reason, storing
passwords or password hashes in each application increases their attack
surface and likelihood of compromise. If an attacker manages to compromise just one of the applications and steal its stored passwords, they
could use the credentials to also illegitimately access other applications
on behalf of the victim.
Recently, an approach has become popular where credential storage and
validation is delegated to a dedicated authentication server or identity
provider (IdP). In order to authenticate to an application, the client exchanges the user’s credentials for a token via an IdP and sends this token
to the application. The authenticity and purpose of the token can then be
validated by the application. The token can be digitally signed by the IdP
such that its integrity can be independently verified by the client using
the IdP’s public key. Alternatively, the token can be opaque to the client.
In that case, the client must send the token to the IdP in order to verify
its integrity. Figure 1 illustrates a generic authentication flow using an
IdP.
In this approach, the sensitive user credentials are handled only by the
IdP rather than every authenticating application. Additionally, single
sign-on features can be implemented if one IdP provides authentication
for several applications. The adoption of central identity management
using identity providers is greatly facilitated by open protocols such as
OAuth2 [6] and OpenID Connect [9].

Figure 1. A generic authentication flow involving an identity provider that issues a token
and a service provider that validates and consumes the token. [1]

One of the main security concerns related to dedicated identity providers
is the risk of server breach wherein an attacker gains unauthorized access
to an authentication server. On the compromised server, the attacker may
be able to forge arbitrary tokens to impersonate users to applications. For
example, this might be achieved by stealing the IdP’s private key used to
create signatures on tokens.
Additionally, the attacker might be able to retrieve or sniff user credentials, similarly to previously discussed traditional applications that
handle user credential storage independently.
Defence against the compromise of user credentials during a server breach
is a widely studied topic. Several different remedies have been widely
adopted, such as password hashing, salting and employing memory-hard
functions [3]. Due to the nature of human-chosen passwords, they often
contain low entropy and are vulnerable to dictionary attacks [10]. These
traditional remedies make recovering plaintext user credentials more difficult or expensive for the attacker, but do not solve the underlying problem: the trust put into one authentication server is fragile.
Recently, several methods have been introduced that utilize more than
one authentication server such that compromising a certain subset of the
servers will not enable the attacker to recover user credentials or forge
authentication tokens.
The aim of this paper is to review and compare three recently proposed
protocols for multi-server identity providers and to provide directions for

further research in the area. The reviewed protocols are Threshold Oblivious Password-Protected Secret Sharing (TOPPSS) [7], Anonymous-Verifying Threshold Password Authentication (AVTPA) [5] and Password-Based Threshold Authentication (PASTA) [1]. Additionally, we outline the
most important security features for multi-server identity providers.
We start by reviewing and summarizing the three protocols in Section 2.
In Section 3 we list required and desirable properties for the protocols
and criteria for comparison. In Section 4 we present a comparison of the
protocols in terms of the listed criteria. We conclude with suggestions for
further research in Section 5.

2 Overview of the Protocols
In this section, we present an overview of each of the reviewed protocols.
We concentrate on the high-level architecture, requirements and limitations of these protocols.

2.1 Threshold Oblivious Password-Protected Secret Sharing
(TOPPSS)
Generally, Password-Protected Secret Sharing (PPSS) schemes allow a
user to share some secret s between n trustees (servers) using a password
pw such that s is recoverable only by running a reconstruction protocol between a predetermined threshold of t trustees using the correct password
pw. While t uncorrupted trustees are needed during reconstruction of the
secret, the corruption of any t − 1 trustees does not affect the security of s
or pw. [2]

TOPPSS describes a system using n (typically n > 1) trustee servers
communicating with one client. The secret, known to the client, is shared
between all n trustees such that any subset of predefined size t ≤ n of

trustees are able to reconstruct the secret using a client-provided password.
The system consists of two protocols: one for secret initialization and
one for secret reconstruction. Both protocols require communication only
between the client and trustee servers - no server-to-server communication. [7]
In the secret initialization phase, a public key infrastructure (PKI) or
similar is required to ensure that the secret is shared with intended servers

(not the attacker). If no PKI exists then an attacker could impersonate
trustees by performing a man-in-the-middle attack against the client and
thus gain control over any number of trustees. However, in the secret
reconstruction phase, no PKI is needed anymore. [7]
Jarecki et al. [7] do not specifically consider how to construct an identity
provider system using TOPPSS. However, a straightforward implementation could be constructed as follows.
In the secret initialization phase, a random secret is generated for each
user and secret-shared between the trustees using the client-provided
password that is used for authentication. This random secret can be
stored on each trustee server since it cannot be used to derive the password and thus leaking it during a server breach does not compromise the
password itself.
During the secret reconstruction (i.e. client authentication) phase, the
secret is constructed using a client-provided password on any of the t
servers and checked against the stored secret. In case of a match, the
same server establishes an authentication session, i.e. issues a token to
the client.
Alternatively, the final secret validation and session establishment could
always be done by one (or any other predetermined subset) of the trustee
servers, called a login server. In this case, the account-specific secrets
could be stored on only the login server. More importantly, only the login
server would need the capability of establishing authentication sessions
and would need to store private signing keys or symmetric encryption
keys that would be compromised in case of a server breach. The only disadvantage to this approach is that the dedicated login server must always
participate in the authentication phase and the system cannot operate if
the login server is unavailable.

2.2

Anonymous-Verifying Threshold Password Authentication
(AVTPA)

AVTPA uses a hierarchical server model that consists of a single login
server and n backend servers. The backend servers are constrained to
a separated private network and can only communicate with each other
and the login server. The login server is responsible for all communication
with the client. If the client needs to communicate with a backend server,
the login server acts as a proxy between them. [5]
Similarly to Password-Protected Secret Sharing schemes, AVTPA is de-

signed to remain secure and functional even after the corruption of t − 1

backend servers, where t ≤ n is a predefined threshold. However, the
system does not tolerate a login server breach. [5]

AVTPA defines two phases: the registration phase and the authentication phase.
In the registration phase, the client distributes key shares, created from
the user’s password, to randomly selected t servers. The backend servers
then calculate verification shares and send them to the login server where
they are aggregated and stored.
In the authentication phase, the client again distributes the respective
key shares calculated from the input password to the previously selected
backend servers. The backend servers calculate their verification shares
and deliver them to the login server. The login server aggregates the
calculated shares and checks the resulting verification value against the
value stored during registration. In case of a match, the login server establishes an authentication session i.e. issues a token to the client.

2.3

Password-Based Threshold Authentication (PASTA)

PASTA, similarly to TOPPSS and AVTPA, distributes the role of an identity provider between n servers. It uses a flat server model where all
servers share the same responsibilities and are functionally identical. The
servers communicate only with the clients, there is no server-to-server
communication. [1]
The system enables any t servers to verify passwords and establish authentication sessions in a distributed manner, where t ≤ n is a predefined
threshold. It remains secure under the corruption of any t − 1 servers. [1]

PASTA uses two phases: the registration phase and the authentication

phase.
In the registration phase, the client first calculates a threshold-oblivious
pseudorandom function [4] on the user’s password between all n servers
which we denote h. It then divides h into shares hi for each server i and
distributes the shares. The shares are then stored on the servers.
The authentication phase is illustrated in Figure 2. The client chooses
t servers and sends them an authentication request. Each server generates a token share, encrypts it with its corresponding hi and sends the
ciphertext to the client. The client now calculates h and each respective
hi . If the user’s input password is correct, then the client can decrypt the
received token shares and combine them to get a full token. At this point,

Figure 2. Authentication phase in the PASTA framework. [1]

the authentication session has effectively been established. If the user input password is incorrect, the decryption of the token shares fails and the
token cannot be retrieved. Note that the authentication servers have no
way of knowing whether the authentication was successful i.e. the client
was able to construct the token.

3

Requirements and Criteria

In this section, we outline and explain the most important features of
multi-server identity providers. We focus on the security properties and
cost of using the systems. These criteria form the basis of our comparison
in the next section.

3.1

Security Properties

We consider the systems’ resistance to two threats for authentication servers: offline password cracking and authentication token forging.

Offline Password Cracking
When using a single-server identity provider, the server must store some
verifying data about the users’ credentials in order to validate them. To
make recovering plain user credentials more difficult in case of server
breach, this verifying information is traditionally a salted hash of the
user’s password for every user. Thus, in case of server breach, the attacker gains access to hashes of the users’ passwords. This enables her to
perform offline cracking attacks, such as dictionary attacks, on the passwords.
In a multi-server setting, the compromise of one server or a certain subset of servers should not enable the attacker to mount offline cracking attacks on the passwords using the recovered verifying data. More strongly,
the verifying data should not reveal any information about the password,
even if combined with verifying data recovered from other servers within
the subset of compromised servers.

Token Forging
A single-server identity provider issues authentication tokens in response
to valid user credentials. The tokens can contain identifying information
about the user and client and are usually accompanied by a digital signature or a message authentication code (MAC). [9] The digital signature
is constructed using the authentication server’s private key and can be
verified by any client or user using the server’s public key. In case of a
MAC, the authentication server and client have a pre-shared symmetric
key that is used by the server to create the MAC and by the client to verify
it.
In both cases, the authentication server must contain some secret information, which, if recovered by the attacker, can be used to forge arbitrary
authentication tokens. This enables the attacker to impersonate any user
to any application.
In a multi-server identity provider, the compromise of a certain subset
of servers should not enable the attacker to forge tokens.

3.2 Performance and Cost
In all reviewed multi-server identity provider protocols, there is a performance penalty when compared to their single-server counterparts. In
some cases, this penalty is inherent – when more steps or more roundtrips must be completed. The penalty might also arise from worst-case

dependency. For example, when a client makes requests to n servers in
parallel and needs to wait for all of them to complete, then the average
waiting time is shortest when n = 1 and longer if n is larger. The performance is measured and compared in terms of client-server communication
rounds and required calculations by both parties.
One factor that increases cost for multi-server IdPs compared to singleserver implementations is server allocation and maintenance. If a method
requires more authentication servers then the cost of allocating the necessary hardware and maintaining the servers is higher.
For businesses, the ultimate cost of having customers use a multi-server
IdP might also be influenced by the performance of the system. If the
response time of the system is slower or reliability is lower then this could
negatively impact their customers’ behavior.
Another aspect that affects the cost of using a system is the ease of
deployability and integration. If a system is easier to deploy, configure
and integrate with other systems, then this leads to a lower barrier to
entry, especially for small-scale users.

4

Comparison and Discussion

In this section, we present a comparison of the three multi-server identity
provider systems in terms of the criteria defined in the previous section.

4.1

Security Properties

All three systems retain their intended security properties under the corruption of at most t − 1 servers, where t is some predefined threshold, sim-

ilarly to threshold cryptosystems. However, the intended security properties of the systems differ.
Table 1 lists the considered security properties of all systems. The systems are assumed to be run on n servers and have a fixed threshold parameter t ≤ n. They are evaluated both in the case of having less than t

corrupted server and having t or more corrupted servers.

TOPPSS and PASTA resist offline password cracking attacks if less than
t servers are compromised. AVTPA is secure against offline cracking if less
than t backend servers are breached but becomes vulnerable if the dedicated login server is compromised. If t or more servers are compromised,
no system remains secure.

T-1

A-1

P-1

T-t

A-t

P-t

Offline cracking

+

+

+

-

-

-

Token forgery

-

-

+

-

-

-

Table 1. Security properties of TOPPSS (T), AVTPA (A) and PASTA (P). All systems are
considered with less than t compromised server (T-1, A-1, P-1) and t or more
compromised servers (T-t, A-t, P-t). "+" means that a system is secure against
that kind of attack, "-" means that it is not secure.

However, only PASTA is secure against token forgery attacks when less
than t servers are corrupted. PASTA is also the only system to address
this attack. In both TOPPSS and AVTPA, the task of token generation
and delivery (i.e. persisting an authentication session) in a distributed
setting remains unaddressed and unsolved.
This is facilitated by the authentication algorithm, where separate token shares are generated on each of the t servers and sent encrypted to
the client. Thus the whole token can be reconstructed only by the client
after decrypting the token shares using the user’s password. However, if t
servers have been compromised, the attacker can spoof all t token shares
and create arbitrary tokens.
In TOPPSS, if using a system without a dedicated login server (as described in Sec. 2.1), then a compromise of any server in the system enables
an attacker to forge arbitrary tokens. However, if using a login server,
only the compromise of the login server would enable token forgery.
AVTPA, similarly to TOPPSS, is vulnerable to token forgery only if the
dedicated login server is breached since all tokens are issued from there.
In the AVTPA hierarchical server model, the login server is the only
server that is accessible from the internet. All backend servers are constrained to a private network and can only communicate between themselves and with the login server. This makes compromising backend servers more difficult and unlikely. However, this does not impact our reviewed security properties since breaches to the login server alone are
more dangerous than to backend servers.

4.2

Performance and Cost

TOPPSS is currently the most efficient PPSS scheme developed. In the
secret reconstruction (authentication) phase, it requires one client-server
communication round (one request and one response per server), two exponentiations on the client side and one exponentiation on each server. [7]

In the authentication phase, AVTPA uses two communication rounds
between the client and login server and it also requires two additional
communication round between the login server and backend servers. The
client must compute 2t + 4 exponentiations, where t is the threshold parameter. The login server computes 2t + 4 exponentiations and the backend servers compute t + 6 exponentiations in total, or 1 +

6
t

per server. [5]

PASTA can be instantiated with different threshold token generation
(TTG) schemes and threshold-oblivious pseudorandom functions (TOPRF),
and its performance depends solely on them. For example, if using 2HashTDH proposed by Jarecki et al. [7] as the TOPRF and the TTG scheme by
Naor et al. [8], the client must perform t + 2 exponentiations and two
exponentiations must be performed on each server. [1]
AVTPA and PASTA have published implementations of their systems
but neither has been integrated into existing identity provider software.
Both are deployable as independent applications. There is no concrete
specification or implementation of the IdP system using solely TOPPSS.
All systems require roughly the same number of servers to achieve their
intended security properties. However, PASTA is moderately more efficient in regards to resource usage, because it does not use a dedicated
login server.

5

Conclusion

The purpose of this review was to outline the most important security
properties of multi-server identity providers in terms of server breach and
compare three recently proposed multi-server IdP systems.
The two most important security features we identified are the resistance to offline password cracking attacks and token forging attacks. Firstly, when an attacker manages to compromise an authentication server,
they should not be able to recover any such information about the users’
passwords on which they could perform offline cracking attacks, for example dictionary attacks. Secondly, an attacker should not be able to forge
arbitrary authentication tokens (i.e. create authentication sessions) on a
compromised server.
We reviewed three systems – TOPPSS, AVTPA and PASTA – in terms
of these security properties and their performance. PASTA provides the
strongest security properties, it is secure against both offline password
cracking and token forgery attacks when less than t (a predefined thresh-

old parameter) servers have been corrupted. TOPPSS and AVTPA both
lack resistance against token forgery attacks. A simple IdP system using TOPPSS is the most efficient in terms of communication rounds and
calculations.
This review has some limitations that should be taken into consideration when generalizing the findings. Firstly, we only considered security properties that are unique to multi-server identity providers during
a server breach. We did not examine other important security features,
such as resistance to denial-of-service attacks, protocol implementation
correctness or web security features. Secondly, we do not consider the
reliability or usability of the systems, which are important in a real-life
security setting involving real users.
We believe more research into the topic of multi-server identity providers
is needed. The main research directions are developing new multi-server
identity provider systems with strong security properties or performing
security and performance analyses of existing systems. Further work is
also needed to integrate existing systems, such as PASTA, into open identity provider software. In addition, we urge public identity providers, such
as Google and Facebook, to contribute to the research of multi-server IdP
systems.
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Abstract
Modern information and communication technology (ICT) systems and
protocols have increased in complexity, which makes the correct verification of their properties more difficult. The use of formal verification, and
in particular model-based verification, is useful to check that a protocol
design responds to the desired properties given by its specification. This
paper presents an example of a model-based verification of the EAP Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) protocol, using the micro common representation language 2 (mCRL2). The contribution of this paper is in giving
the reader an understanding of what is formal verification in general and
model-based verification in specific, it also explains EAP and EAP-TLS,
and using a simplified model, describes how to carry a model-based verification of the desired protocol.
KEYWORDS: formal verification, model checking, EAP, mCRL2

1

Introduction

Due to the great complexity of modern information and communication
technology (ICT) systems, it is no longer sufficient to verify their correct-

ness only with software and hardware testing. The amount of test cases
that need to be checked is often so large, that verifying all of them becomes
extremely challenging [1]. Formal verification is a group of methods used
to establish the correctness of a system by applying mathematics to model
and analyze the system [2]. This type of verification is usually applied on
a protocol or another system, before it is implemented and before software
testing, in order to establish that it behaves as stated by its specifications.
Model-based verification is a formal verification method where a model of
the system to be analyzed is created and then systematically checked, to
ensure that it satisfies the desired properties [2].
Previous researches have used model-based verification to analyze Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) methods built on top of the EAP
framework, and the tools used to model and analyze were SPIN [3, 4],
Casper-CSP and FDR [5], improved authentication test model [6] and
Murϕ [7]. Using the model-based verification the researchers found vulnerabilities in EAP-MD5 and EAP-GPSK. In the verification of EAP, Hegde
et al. [3] established that the final state of the model is reachable from
the initial state by all the possible paths.
The scope of this paper is to present an example of model-based verification of EAP Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) done using the micro
common representation language 2 (mCRL2) tool [8]. The goal is to familiarize the reader with formal verification and model checking, and to give
a demonstration of how these verification techniques can be used with
mCRL2 formalism to verify the EAP-TLS protocol. Section 2 introduces
the concepts of formal verification and model-based verification. Section 3
discusses EAP, EAP-TLS and the steps involved in the authentication process. Section 4 is about the modelling and verification of EAP-TLS with
mCRL2, and finally Section 5 presents the conclusions of this paper.

2

Formal verification

In order to establish that a product or design works correctly, and therefore possesses the properties described by its specifications, different types
of system verification can be applied during the design, development and
implementation process [2], including software testing, hardware testing
and formal verification. The use of formal methods involves producing a
mathematical proof to demonstrate that the system satisfies the required
properties [9]. In order to reach a mathematical proof, it is necessary to

System veriﬁcation

Formal veriﬁcation

Software testing

Deductive

Model-based

Theorem proving

Model checking

Hardware testing

Figure 1. Types of System Verification

model the system under examination using a mathematical structure and
then declare the system properties using mathematical theorems [9]. In
this way it will possible to mathematically verify if the created model,
representing the system, satisfies the theorems, representing the desired
properties.
The differences between various formal verification techniques lies mostly
in the formalism chosen to engage with the mathematical reasoning about
the system to be verified [9]. As shown in Figure 1, formal methods of
verification can be distinguished into two main categories: deductive verification, based on theorem proving, and model checking, based on the
creation of formal models describing when a system can be said to satisfy
a certain formula [9].

2.1

Model-based verification

In model-based verification the model created describes the system’s behaviour in a explicit and clear manner. With the use of a software tool the
model and all its possible states are then checked systematically to verify
that they all satisfy the desired properties [2]. One of the challenges of
model-based verification, is that the models tend to become very large, especially if they include data and parallel behaviors. This is known as the
state space explosion problem [1]. It is thus important to apply some restraints when modelling the behaviour of a system, but at the same time if
the model is not detailed enough, we run the risk of producing inaccurate
results.

1

Create model using
speciﬁcation
language

2

Deﬁne properties to
be checked

3

Verify deﬁned
properties against
model

Analyze results

Figure 2. Model-Based Verification Phases. Adapted from Baier and Katoen (2008) [2]

Model-based verification can be divided in three stages, as shown in Figure 2: (1) the modelling phase, (2) the running phase and (3) the analysis
phase. In the modelling phase, using the language of choice, the model
of the system to be verified is constructed and undergoes the first assessments. In this phase also the properties to be checked in the later stages
are formalized. In the running phase the ready model is executed and the
defined properties are checked. In the analysis phase the outcome of the
simulation is analyzed, including violated properties and flaws in the design of the model, which might require going back to the modelling phase.
Violated properties will have to be checked to verify if the violation is due
to the system itself or to a flaw in the model. [2]

3 Extensible Authentication Protocol
The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [10] is an authentication
framework used by many protocols, because it offers reliable transport of
authentication data and supports a wide range of authentication methods, both on wired and wireless links. In it’s first specification [11] EAP
was defined as an authentication extension for the Point-to-Point Protocol
(PPP), but it later became part of other protocols as well, such as EAP
over LAN (EAPOL) and the Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol
(PEAP). Each protocol implementing EAP is responsible for the encapsulation of the EAP messages.
EAP supports many authentication methods and beside EAP-TLS, which
we describe in Section 3.1, some other examples of authentication methods applied to EAP are: EAP Protected One-Time Password Protocol (EAPPOTP) [12], designed for the use of One-Time Password tokens, EAP PreShared Key (EAP-PSK) [13], intended for mutual authentication and session key derivation with Pre-Shared Key, and EAP Subscriber Identity
Module (EAP-SIM) [14], for session key distribution and authentication

using the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) of the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM).
With EAP the communication between peer and authenticator is initiated by the latter, after which, the necessary information is requested
from the peer, and the desired type of authentication method is selected.
All available authentication methods do not necessarily need to be supported by the authenticator, which can instead act as a pass through for
the back-end authentication server.
The EAP standard [10] specifies the following steps in the authentication process:
1. The server (authenticator) sends a request to authenticate the client
(peer) and specifies the data being request with a type field (for example
Identity or MD5 challenge).
2. The peer sends a response packet containing a type filed corresponding
to the one being request.
3. The authenticator sends another request packet, to which the peer
replies with a response.
4. The sequence of request and responses continues until the authenticator can either determine that a successful authentication has occurred,
or it cannot authenticate the peer.

3.1

EAP Transport Layer Security

EAP Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) [15] was created to give support for certificate-based mutual authentication and key-derivation capabilities, which are not supported by the original EAP specification [10].
This was done by adding to EAP the capabilities of the TLS protocol
[16]. As previously described in Section 3, in the EAP protocol the authenticator initializes the conversation by requesting the peer identity, to
which the client responds with the required information. After this first
exchange the EAP protocol defines that the communication continues as
long as needed. In EAP-TLS, after the first identification exchange has
occurred, the authenticator starts the EAP-TLS communication, where
each request is an EAP-Request of type EAP-TLS, and each response is

Peer

Authenticator
EAP-Request/identity
EAP-Response/identity
EAP-Request/EAP-TLS
(TLS Start)
EAP-Response/EAP-TLS
(TLS client_hello)
EAP-Request/EAP-TLS
(TLS server_hello
TLS certiﬁcate
TLS server_key_exchange
TLS certiﬁcate_request
TLS server_hello_done)
EAP-Response/EAP-TLS
(TLS certiﬁcate
TLS client_key_exchange
TLS certiﬁcate_verify
TLS change_cipher_spec
TLS ﬁnished)
EAP-Request/EAP-TLS
(TLS change_cipher_spec
TLS ﬁnished)
EAP-Response/EAP-TLS
(Peer's authentication response)
EAP-Success

Figure 3. EAP-TLS Exchange. Adapted from e EAP-TLS standard [15]

an EAP-Response of type EAP-TLS. These EAP packets contain the information required by the TLS protocol. The communication between authenticator and peer is synthesized in Figure 3.
If the authentication of the peer is unsuccessful, the authenticator should
send the peer a TLS Alert message containing the authentication response from the EAP server. Only after receiving a response from the
peer, the authenticator can end the conversation sending an EAP-Failure
packet. If the server authentication is unsuccessful, the peer may send a
TLS Alert message and then wait for the server’s EAP-Failure packet. In
this paper the cases of session resumption and peer re-sending the TLS
client_hello message are not covered.

4 Modelling and Verification
In this paper, we model and verify EAP-TLS using mCRL2 [8], a formalism based on the algebra of communicating processes, which is a way to
describe concurrent systems in algebraic therms. The mCRL2 formalism
is also extended with features on data, time and multi-actions. Using

mCRL2, the model is constructed based on the system specifications, using atomic actions and interactions composed with algebraic operators.
The system requirements, including the allowed and forbidden behaviors,
are described by using the modal mu-calculus with data and time. Finally
the behaviour of the model can be simulated, tested against the requirements and visualized [1].
When constructing a model with mCRL2, we have to define the actions
present in the model, the processes interacting in the system, which in
our case would be the peer and the authenticator, and which actions each
process takes. For example we could model a system with process A and
process B, and after declaring the range of existing actions we can define
that process A takes action1a followed by action2a or action3a, while process B takes action1b followed by action2b or action3b. Finally we define
which sequence of actions triggers a state transition. In the mCRL2 syntax the concatenation of actions is defined with a "." (dot) sign, and the
"or" with a "+" (plus) sign.

4.1

Modelling of EAP-TLS

We created the model of EAP-TLS on the bases of the communication between peer and authenticator, as described in the EAP-TLS standard [15]
and as shown in Figure 3. From the EAP-TLS model we excluded the
cases in which the client is re-initiating a previous sessions or re-sending
the TLS client_hello message. Figure 4 shows how the peer/authenticator
communication from Figure 3 was mapped into actions, states and transitions for the mCRL2 model. The mCRL2 code for modelling the EAP-TLS
protocol is shown in Appendix A. The code also includes the actions and
transitions representing error handling when the peer can not authenticate the server or the server can not authenticate the peer.
We declared some of the expected properties of the EAP-TLS protocol according to the EAP-TLS specification [15]. These properties specify that:
(1) an EAP response of type Identity is only sent in response to an EAP
request of type Identity, (2) if the peer sends a TLS Alert packet, the authenticator responds with an EAP Failure, (3) if the authenticator hello
message is valid, the peer responds with the required data, otherwise with
a TLS Alert message. The code with the specified properties used for the
verification is show in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. EAP-TLS States and Transitions

1

% An EAP-Response/Type=Identity is only sent in response to an

2

[!identity_req . identity_resp] false

1

% If the peer sends a TLS Alert packet, the authenticator has to respond

EAP-Request/Type=Identity

with an EAP-Failure
2

[client_TLS_alert . server_EAP_failure_user_disconnected] true

1

% If the authenticator server hello is valid, the client responds with
the required data, otherwise with a TLS Alert

2

[server_hello_end . !client_TLS_finish] false && [invalid_server_msg .
client_TLS_alert] false

Figure 5. EAP-TLS Propeties Declaration

4.2

Verification of EAP-TLS

In order to run and verify the model, we compiled the model code to a linear process, then transformed the linear process file into a labeled transition system and finally visualized the outcome, which can be seen in Figure 6. From the visualization of the linear transition system we can see
that the process starts at state zero, from which an EAP_identity transition causes the state to change to one. The EAP_identity transition is the
result of the the action identity_req followed by the action identity_resp, as
modelled in Figure 4 and declared in the model code shown in Appendix
A at line 41. In the same way each following transition is the result of
two actions and takes the system into a new state. Because the model we
constructed is relatively simple, the majority of the states have only one
outgoing transition. State two and state five have instead two outgoing
transitions. The system can continue from state two to state three and
finish the TLS handshake, or can go to state four if the peer finds that the
message sent by the authenticator is invalid. State five is reached if the
handshake was successful, and from here the system goes back to the initial state if the client was authenticated successfully, otherwise it goes to
state six and then to the initial state after the authenticator has informed
the client of the failure.
To verify that the model respects the properties we declared in Figure 5, we run the properties files against the model linear process file
and checked the outcome. For all the three properties the outcome was
true, so we could verify that: (1) an EAP-Response of type Identity can
only be sent in response to an EAP-Request of type identity, (2) if the peer
sends a TLS Alert packet, the authenticator has to respond with an EAPFailure, (3) if the authenticator server_hello is valid, the client responds
with the required data, otherwise with a TLS Alert.

5

Conclusion

Formal model-based verification is an essential tool to verify that the
properties of a protocol respond to its specifications, and with the use
of formal model-based verification, it is possible to detect errors and security flaws in a protocol before it’s implementation. This paper introduced formal model-based verification, the EAP and EAP-TLS protocols
and demonstrated how formal model-based verification can be applied to
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user_disconnect

1

TLS_hello_start 2

EAP_identity
EAP_failure
6
TLS_server_alert

0

TLS_hello_end

EAP_success

3
5

TLS_finish

Figure 6. Labeled transition system of EAP-TLS

these protocols using mCRL2 formalism. The given demonstration is not
a complete verification of the EAP-TLS protocol, but rather a start for a
further, more complete and in depth application of mCRL2 formalism to
verify the EAP-TLS or other protocols that use EAP as a framework. Our
results show that mCRL2 formalism can be used to model the EAP-TLS
protocol, that it’s properties can be declared based on the protocol specification and then checked against the created model. The contribution of
this paper is that it can be used as a reference by those who want to verify
the correctness of EAP-TLS and other EAP methods or are interested in
formal model-based verification and mCRL2 formalism.
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Appendix A

Model Code

1

% Here we define the actions and transitions names

2

act

3

identity_req, identity_resp, EAP_identity;

4

server_TLS_start, client_hello, TLS_hello_start;

5

server_hello_end, client_TLS_finish, TLS_hello_end;

6

server_TLS_finish, client_EAP_resp, TLS_finish;

7

server_EAP_success, client_no_resp, EAP_success;

8

server_EAP_failure, client_failure_no_resp, EAP_failure;

9

server_TLS_alert, client_EAP_alert_resp, TLS_server_alert;

10

invalid_server_msg, client_TLS_alert, TLS_client_alert;

11

server_EAP_failure_user_disconnected, client_disconnected_no_resp,
user_disconnect;

12
13

% Here we define the two processes and their possible action sequences

14

% dot (.) for concatenation and a plus (+) for "or"

15

proc

16

Auth =

17

identity_req.server_TLS_start.(

18

(invalid_server_msg.server_EAP_failure_user_disconnected) +

19

(server_hello_end.server_TLS_finish.(

20

(server_TLS_alert.server_EAP_failure) +

21

server_EAP_success)

22

)

23

).Auth;

24
25

Peer =

26

identity_resp.client_hello.(

27

(client_TLS_alert.client_disconnected_no_resp) +

28

(client_TLS_finish.client_EAP_resp.(

29

(client_EAP_alert_resp.client_failure_no_resp) +

30

client_no_resp)

31

)

32

).Peer;

33
34
35

% We specifies which are allowed state transitions and which sequence of two
actions causes a state transition

36
37
38

init
allow(
{EAP_identity, TLS_hello_start, TLS_hello_end, TLS_finish,
TLS_server_alert, TLS_client_alert, user_disconnect, EAP_success,

EAP_failure},
39
40

comm(
{

41

identity_req|identity_resp -> EAP_identity,

42

server_TLS_start|client_hello -> TLS_hello_start,

43

server_hello_end|client_TLS_finish -> TLS_hello_end,

44

server_TLS_finish|client_EAP_resp -> TLS_finish,

45

server_TLS_alert|client_EAP_alert_resp -> TLS_server_alert,

46

invalid_server_msg|client_TLS_alert -> TLS_client_alert,

47

server_EAP_success|client_no_resp -> EAP_success,

48

server_EAP_failure|client_failure_no_resp -> EAP_failure,

49

server_EAP_failure_user_disconnected|client_disconnected_no_resp ->
user_disconnect

50
51

},
Auth || Peer

52

)

53

);
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Abstract
Machine learning (ML) is applied in sensitive and security-critical domains, thus, the need for integrity and privacy guarantees for ML computation as well as security for ML models is growing rapidly. In this
paper, we surveyed the solutions that used trusted hardware to provide
trusted execution environment (TEE) for ML computations and ML models. Firstly, we list typical security and privacy issues in machine learning
applications. Then we summarize the current work for privacy-preserving
in ML to several different categories, and identify the strengths and drawbacks individually. To conclusion, we identify the possible novel directions
to explore in this field.
KEYWORDS: security, privacy, machine learning, hardware, TEEs

1

Introduction

Machine learning (ML) models are becoming more and more popular because of their fast, accurate predictions.
In order to achieve an optimal outcome, ML models require a large
amount of training data, and to use these models, clients should provide

their own personal data for prediction. Three parties are involved in this
process which are the owner of the ML model, the owner of training data
for implementing ML model, and the clients who provide their own data
for prediction. These parties require a security and trusted environment
to guarantee their personal data or intellectual property (ML model) will
not be revealed to public. Thus, privacy-preserving in ML to achieve secure computation, data protection becomes a requirement of these parties
as well as a challenge for researchers. One way to realize this goal is to
execute ML models in isolated hardware components created by trusted
execution environment (TEE). TEE is well know as an isolated processing environment in which applications can be securely executed irrespective of the rest of the system [17]. The set of features intended to enable
trusted execution are the following: secure provisioning, trusted path, remote attestation, isolated execution and secure storage [21]. The TEEs
improve the security of machine learning applications with its powerful
features. They can be used to protect the privacy of clients’ input data and
the confidentiality of the ML model as well as the training data used for
training the model.
Although machine learning achieved marvellous success in many fields,
the technical community’s understanding about the weaknesses inherent
to the design of systems built on ML and the solutions to defend against
them are not mature [15]. Therefore, advancing the science of the security
and privacy in ML is essential and significant in future research. In this
paper, we survey the exiting papers using TEEs for privacy-preserving
problems in machine learning and summarize the approaches that have
been proposed. We clarify existing work into two categories, some works
mainly enhanced the confidentiality of the ML models and clients’ data,
the left focus on the privacy of the training data. Then, we evaluate the
highlights and drawbacks of these approaches individually to identify the
possible novel directions to explore in this field.

2 Privacy-preserving problems in Machine Learning
Deep learning (DL) is a class of techniques which makes major advances
in solving problems that have resisted the best attempts of the artificial intelligence (AI) community [12]. The breakthroughs of DL makes it
possible to achieve human-performance applications of computer vision,
speech recognition and game playing. For instance, ML systems can be

used to identify objects in images, transform speech to text and select relevant results of search. In a normal machine learning application, AI cloud
service providers offer two independent DL services which are inference
and training. By feeding training services with clients’ own private training data, they can build individual DL models. After that, the DL models
can be uploaded which are in the form of hyperparameters and weights of
Deep Neural networks (DNNs) to inference services, this means the data
of the clients might be hosted by different AI service providers used for
training services [4]. As AI services such as Google Cloud AI, Amazon
AI become more and more popular for the public, the data security of the
user raised more attention.
We categorized security and privacy problems in Machine Learning in
the following.

2.1

Confidentiality and integrity of ML models

Machine learning are applied to sensitive data to make decisions as it
becomes more and more popular. Machine learning as a service (MLaaS)
offers convenience for service providers to deploy ML models and clients
to try models in different applications [20]. The limitation of MLaaS are
obvious, since it requires data transfer over the networks, there are high
volume communication and the chance of being attacked will be increased
[13].
In many cases, cloud services are responsible for ML computations, but
if the cloud provider is not honest, it can save resources by running a
weaker model [3], use unfair methods for different users, or tamper the
result of computations on purpose. Take a medical health DNN-based
model for example, this model does not have its own cloud services which
means it will need to rely on a third-party cloud provider thus the model
can be available to clients. While a compromised cloud services could steal
the code and data even the training model, this would be a heavy loss to
the service provider.

2.2

confidentiality of clients’ data

Service providers offer clients convenience with various ML models for
different needs. Although clients generally trust the service providers,
they can not ensure the data security of their inputs to the AI service.
Take smart-home device Amazon Alexa for example, voice data is trans-

ferred to cloud services for automated speech recognition through this device. The security and privacy risks here is significant because voice data
is highly sensitive, it contains the spoken words of the user and biometric
information [2]. If the voice data is not well protected, it can be abused
such as impersonation attacks and lead to great loss to the user.
The confidentiality of clients’ data can be compromised by accidental
disclosures of sensitive user data due to exploited vulnerabilities of the
system, misoperations by negligent system administrators or data thefts
[4].

2.3 Privacy of training data
Machine Learning models and applications are based on a large amount
of diverse training data. Users could benefit from gathering their private
datasets to training a more precise and efficient ML model. For instance,
if multiple hospitals can reach an agreement to share the patients’ data
for training a ML model which can help them to diagnose a disease, it
would be much better than just use the training data from one hospital.
Moreover, they all can benefit from the data sharing. The issue we have
to consider is that the owner of the data might like to keep their data private. While the multi-party machine learning system would have more
probability to leak a large amount of data because of the exploitation of
any side channels induced by network, memory, and disk access patterns
[14]. In addition, when we use traditional ML services, the user is revealing the data that can give them a competitive advantage [8]. However,
the training data might be sensitive and private which means the owners
will not expect the revealing their data to these ML service providers.
At present, data privacy requirements are a challenge for collecting
high-quality datasets. Although some attempts have been done to create
data marketplaces and distributed AI for some public datasets [11]. For
example, smart contracts, which is well-known to public as blockchains,
can achieve reaching agreements on the result of computations, but its
verification of correctness needs public disclosure of contract state and inputs which would cause a problem for data marketplaces because the data
and models will not be secure any more to the user of blockchain.

3

Current work using TEEs for privacy-preserving

There is an increasing need for us to find proper solutions for every possible scenario. In order to provide a security guarantee for the three parties
involved in the ML computation process, some researches have been done
by using trusted hardware. We summarized some of these researches and
categorized what kinds of problems they can solve.

3.1

Ways for protecting confidentiality of clients’ data and ML
models

ML models are intellectual property of service providers. Finding solutions to protect ML models is essential in a long term and significant for
the motivation of creations. In addition, many information-leaking incidents happened in recent years, which motivate us to find more efficient
and proper solutions for protecting the confidentiality of clients’ data. The
good protection of clients’ data can also help the service providers earn
more confidence from clients.
Slalom [20] is a framework that outsources execution of all linear layers in a Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) from any trusted environment
(e.g., ARM TrustZone [1]) to a faster co-located device. This is a novel approach to the challenge: "how do we efficiently leverage TEEs for secure
machine learning computations?" By partitioning computation between
trusted and untrusted devices, we can learn the high performance execution of DNNs.
There are three steps in Slalom for outsourcing ML from a trusted but
slower device to an untrusted but faster device (Figure 1). The first step
is quantization which is to quantize weights and inputs and embedded in
a field F. Then, we have to verify the integrity of linear layers that have
been outsourced to an untrusted device. The last step is the input privacy,
we can hide the inputs of linear layers with random masks, thus, we can
promise the ML’s input is secure.

Figure 1. Outsourcing ML to and from trusted hardware[20].

Slalom improved the efficiency of evaluating a DNN in a TEE to guarantee the integrity and privacy of a ML computation, it is also an admirable
solution for protecting the confidentiality of ML model and clients’ data
during the prediction time.
MLCapsule [6] is a client-side solution for off-line computation. Assume
the client has a platform which can access a TEE, MLCapsule uses TEE to
provide a secure enclave to run the ML model for classification inference.
The main idea of MLCapsule is to make full use of the advantages of TEE,
i.e., provide an isolated environment for running the codes. First of all, the
client needs to verify that the code is running in an isolated environment
before it is secreted by the service provider. After that, the client can
do prediction task on the enclave. These can achieve the goal that the
client can not get more information about the ML model than API access
to a server-side model. MLCapsule guarantees the isolation provided by
the hardware, the client gains no additional benefits in stealing the ML
models comparing to access to the ML model by service-side APIs.
MLCapsule is a novel mechanism for ML models, it protects the models
as well as the user data as it never leaves the client.
PRIVADO [19] is a system designed for secure inference-as-service, which
is input-oblivious, fully-automated and with a low task control block. Inputoblivious means any DNN framework written in C/C++ will be transformed to be free of input-dependent access pattern. It does not need
any developer effort which is fully-automated, low task control is because
it can generate compact C code for a ML model that can run within Intel
SGX-enclaves [16]. PRIVADO also has low performance overhead.
The main idea of PRIVADO is that deep learning (DL) models have very
few data-dependent accesses but a lot data-independent accesses. It uses
the PRIVADO-Generator which takes as input models represented in the
popular ONNX format which is an open format to represent DL models
and provide convenience for AI developers to move models, the generator can automatically create a minimal set of enclave-specific code and
encrypted parameters for the model.
PRIVADO is the first system to solve challenges such as enclave memory
is susceptible to leakage via data access patterns [18], the trouble to develop custom applications for enclaves and high performance overheads.
DeepEnclave [4] is a privacy-enhancing system developed for protecting
confidentiality of clients’ input data during a ML computation. DeepEnclave mitigates sensitive information exposed in DL inference pipelines.

Clients are allowed to submit encrypted FountNet and encrypted inputs
to the system. Intel SGX on cloud infrastructures are used to ensure enclave execution of FrontNet and protect the security of clients’ input.
The key innovation of DeepEnclave is to partition DL models and make
use of secure enclave techniques on cloud infrastructures to cryptographically protect the confidentiality and integrity of user inputs.
VoiceGuard [2] is an architecture which can efficiently protect the speech
processing task inside a TEE. By using cryptographic techniques with
hardware-enforced code and data isolation, VoiceGuard enables the secure processing of confidential data in a hostile environment.
VoiceGuard works in three stages (Figure 2). In the first stage, user U
and vendor V reach an agreement on the code to be running in the enclave.
In the second stage, secure channels are established with the enclave by
U and V. In the third stage, speech processing can be performed securely
in the enclave.

Figure 2. VoiceGuard architecture [2].

VoiceGuard is a novel architecture for privacy-preserving and efficient
speech processing, it supports models for different users and can be deployed either in the cloud or on-premise. The demonstration showed that
the applicability of VoiceGuard for speech recognition is in real time.
Although these solutions are all practical for the same goal, there are
many differences between them. Slalom mainly focus on improving the

efficiency of evaluating a DNN in a TEE to guarantee the integrity and
privacy of a ML computation. MLCapsule is a client side solution for offline computation and it never leaves the client. PRIVADO is first system
to against the leakage of enclave memory via data access pattern. The
innovation of DeepEnclave is the partition of DL models and the use of
secure enclave techniques for protecting users’ inputs. While VoiceGuard
is a good architecture only for privacy-preserving speech processing.

3.2 Ways for protecting the privacy of ML training data
As a good ML model requires a large amount of high-quantity datasets for
training, the protection of training data is another important topic in ML
field.
Sterling [11] is a data marketplace for private datasets. It can provide
strong security and privacy guarantees for training data as well as ML
models by combining blockchain smart contracts, TEEs and differential
privacy. Data providers can set constraints to how their data could be
used for and that will be enforced according to smart contracts. In addition, smart contracts allow data providers to define their reward and
payments. The combination of privacy-preserving smart contracts and
TEEs enables all the training data to be private while training the ML
models and computing analytics.

Figure 3. Interaction between data provider and consumers in Sterling marketplace
[11].

The first step in the workflow (Figure 3) of Sterling marketplace is that
a data provider U1 uploads his/her encrypted data to a centralized storage
service and publishes a smart contract C1. Then, if a data consumer U2
is interested in the data, he/she will write a smart contract C2 which can
match the constraints of C1. Next, C2 will be invoked and send by U2 with
a signed request to attest its identity to U1, U1 verifies C2 and returns a

data decryption key. At last, U2 can use the decrypted data for training
computation while U1 can get rewards according to the contrast.
Sterling keep ML models away from leaking their training data by automatic verification of differential privacy. Therefore, it can be well applied
to applications like medical diagnosis and credit scoring which involve
users’ sensitive data.
A privacy-preserving multi-party ML system [14] are proposed based on
trusted SGX processors for protecting the training data. In that system,
an SGX-enabled data center is responsible for running a joint machine
learning task training multiple parties’ aggregate data. Although the processor can guarantee in some degree that only the machine learning code
inside the enclave can access to the training data, it can not ensure the
privacy of the training data. Therefore, the selection, adaptation as well
as the implementation of ML algorithms is significant for preventing the
leak of an amount of data caused by the exploitation of any side channels.
To achieve this, data oblivious ML algorithms have been proposed which
are based on new algorithmic techniques, deployment of platform specific
hardware features and cautious elimination of data-dependent for support vector machines (SVM), decision trees, k-means clustering, matrix
factorization and neural networks. The algorithms prevent exploitation
of side channels induced by network accesses, memory and disk.
The combination of the system and algorithms can provide a strong privacy guarantees for the training data. Experiments showed that the system also has a good performance on realistic datasets.
Chiron [8] is a system that can make the data holders to train their ML
models on an outsourced service which can prevent the exposure of their
training data. The system is designed for privacy-preserving MLaaS,
it protects the training data from the service operator then conceal the
model structure and training algorithm from the user. In the same time,
it only gives black-box access to the trained model.
Chiron makes use of the restriction provided by Ryoan [9] so that the
service provider’s code can have access to the user’s data for training a
model, in the meanwhile, prevent it from leaking the training data. One
limitation of Chiron is inherited from Ryoan which is regarding convert
and side channels.
CalTrain [5] is a TEE-based centralized multi-party collaborative learning system, it can achieve data confidentiality and model accountability
for collaborative learning in the same time by using Intel SGX enclaves on

training machines. It ensures the confidentiality and integrity of training
data.
The workflow of Caltrain consists of three stages which are training,
fingerprinting as well as query. In the training stage, encrypted training
data from data providers will be collected and a joint model will be trained
on the training server. In the fingerprints stage, the latest trained model
will be passed to exact the fingerprints for training examples. In query
stage, fingerprints will be linked with their corresponding data providers,
this can enable the model users to find the contributors of the "bad" training data which would cause runtime mispredictions by query interface.
The demonstration showed that Caltrain can effectively prevent leakage
of private training data and break capacity and performance constraints
of secure enclaves.
Myelin [10] is a DL framework designed for establishing a baseline
level of performance for privacy machine learning. The demonstration
through benchmarks on practical ML models showed the base performance of Myelin. It is a system for data-oblivious and efficient fullyprivate training of ML models in trusted hardware enclaves.
The system enables that the service provider’s model is compiled automatically into a library which can provide high performance by Tensor
Virtual Machine (TVM). Then, by using trusted hardware, the model will
be privately trained on privately shared data. In addition, Myelin can
be deployed on existing commodity hardware and brings convenience for
continued exploration of the problem space and production applications.
It also has a good performance in accuracy comparing to other related
works.
For Comparison, Sterling can be well used in medical diagnosis applications, while Chiron is designed for privacy-preserving MLaaS. Myelin has
a better performance in accuracy compare to Chiron [10], Caltrain breaks
capacity and performance constraints of secure enclaves.

4 Future work of privacy-preserving machine Learning
Applications based on trusted hardware can efficiently solving privatepreserving problems in ML. However, one of the common limitations of
these applications is lack of GPU support because they fundamentally
rely on hardware.
Myelin is proposed to secure the training process using differential pri-

vacy to achieve obliviousness guarantees. While PRIVADO focuses on
supporting end-to-end inference-as-a-service for a given trained model.
Comparing to PRIVADO, Myelin cannot execute inference for models that
are not trained using the Myelin framework. Chiron does not prevent
leakage via access patterns. Similarly, MLCapsule is susceptible to leakage of sensitive inputs via access patterns. Slalom also does not address
access-pattern leakage.
Therefore, they are vulnerable to some malicious attacks. Reverse-engineering
attacks [7] on convolutional neural network (CNN) models can exploit information leaks by timing side-channels through memory access patterns.
The attacks are on a hardware accelerator and protected by secure processor techniques which are similar to the scheme used in Intel SGX. An
adversary can reverse engineer the weights and the structure of an encrypted CNN model executing on a hardware accelerator. The main reason is that the CNN feature maps and weights are always too large to hold
all of them in the on-chip memory of an accelerator. Thus, feature maps
and weights are stored in off-chip memory by the accelerator. Memory access patterns will expose the accessibility of memory locations even if the
data is encrypted. The attacks demonstrate that hiding off-chip memory
access pattern is important for protecting confidential CNN models.
The future work of privacy-preserving machine Learning can focus on
defense of malicious attacks from reverse engineering, membership inference. Distributed data and computation marketplace can be implemented
to enable uncoordinated, autonomous execution of ML models on economically valuable, private data [10]. It is also significant to make a progress
towards amplifying the value of heretofore unshareable data [11].

5

Conclusion

The paper surveyed up-to-data work in Privacy-preserving machine learning using trusted hardware (Intel SGX and Trusted Zone). In the prediction process, Slalom, MLCapsule, PRIVADO, DeepEnclave and VoiceGuard are summarized for protecting the confidentiality of ML models
and clients’ data. In the training process, Sterling, multi-party ML system, Chiron, Caltrain and Myelin are summarized for protecting the privacy of training data of the ML model. Some of these solutions still have
some vulnerabilities addressed in Section 4. The future direction can force
more on resistance to some malicious attacks.
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Abstract
Traditionally, companies rely on the concept of perimeter security to secure their networks. In perimeter security, most security measures that are
taken enforce separation between the internal network and the public internet. This concept has been proven problematic because it is prone to
insider attacks. Various countermeasures have been proposed to cope with
insider threats and to maintain the security of enterprise networks. One
of those proposed countermeasures is BeyondCorp. In this paper, we look
at BeyondCorp in detail and understand its applicability and migration
requirements.
KEYWORDS: beyondcorp, perimeter security

1 Introduction
Traditionally, companies keep their internal network shielded from the
public internet. This is called perimeter security [8]. In perimeter security, most security measures that are taken enforce separation between
the internal network and the public internet. Access to enterprise services
is only granted while employees are within the company facilities. This
approach might work for smaller businesses; however, it is rather limiting. Nowadays, it is common practice to allow employees to work from
home or any other place they want. For this, access to internal services
might be required. This applies to global companies in particular. Not
only do they need to exchange information between different company locations but also do they rely on a mobile workforce that needs access to
internal services and resources. Typically, Virtual Private Network (VPN)
connections are used to establish these connections to internal resources.
However, with VPN connections, the employees bypass the perimeter security that has been built around the network. The employees are now
part of a network that implicitly trusts them to not act maliciously. Research has shown that insider threats are a critical issue and that this
complete trust should not be granted [9, 12]. Various countermeasures
have been proposed to cope with insider threats and to maintain the security of enterprise networks. One of those proposed countermeasures
is BeyondCorp. BeyondCorp aims to remove the implicit trust from the
internal network infrastructure.
In this paper, we look at BeyondCorp in detail and understand its applicability and migration requirements. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is giving an introduction to the concept of BeyondCorp. Section
3 elaborates on the benefits of a migration to BeyondCorp. Section 4 elaborates which requirements have to be fulfilled for a successful migration.
Section 5 lays out a potential strategy for the migration.

2

BeyondCorp Overview

BeyondCorp aims to remove all implicit trust from the enterprise network
[16, 13]. This is achieved by externalizing the entire internal network infrastructure and by making it available from the public internet. One key
component of BeyondCorp is an Access Proxy (AP). Similar to the reference monitor in an operating system that enforces user privileges over
files and directories, the AP enforces user privileges over the services and
resources of the enterprise. In order to act as a reference monitor, the AP
must be positioned between the user and the back-end service the user
wants to interact with. When users initiate a connection with an enterprise service, they are not directly communicating with the service. Instead, the AP intercepts the connection and acts as a Man-in-the-Middle
(MitM). Once the AP decides that access should be granted to the desired
service, it forwards the traffic to the back-end. Figure 1 illustrates the
data flows. In its MitM position, the AP could also provide load balancing
and protection against Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
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Figure 1. Data flow in BeyondCorp

In order to position the AP, BeyondCorp makes use of the canonical name
(CNAME) record of the Domain Name System (DNS) protocol. Instead
of the Internet Protocol (IP) addressing the services, the enterprise services have CNAME records that point to the domain name of the access
proxy. If a user initiates a connection to an enterprise service, it, therefore, resolves to the IP address of the AP. BeyondCorp implements access
control on a per-device level. While developers should have access to the
bug tracker with their work device, they should not be able to access it
with their personal device(s). This per-device access control, therefore, requires a form of device authentication. Devices that initiate a connection
to company resources need a way to prove their identity to the AP. For
this purpose, BeyondCorp uses the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol and its client authentication feature [11, 2]. Every device has its own

asymmetric key pair and a certificate that belongs to it. Once a connection
to an enterprise service is initiated, the AP verifies that the certificate is
valid and that the device has access to its private key. Further, the AP
verifies that the device should have access to the desired enterprise service. If all those criteria are met, access is granted. Since the proof of
identity is based on the private key, it is crucial to the concept of device
authentication that the private key is not accessible by any means. This
is achieved by storing it in a Trusted Platform Module (TPM).
While device authentication is sufficient for stationary devices, like servers
communicating with each other, it is not sufficient for portable user devices, like laptops or mobile phones. The mobility of those devices makes
them prone to theft and loss [14, 15]. Access to company resources should
not be granted to a stolen device. Company resources should not be accessible from stolen devices. BeyondCorp prevents this by enforcing user
authentication, in addition to device authentication, on mobile devices.
More precisely, a Single-Sign-On (SSO) system handles user authentication by requesting login credentials. Security can be further enhanced
through the complementary use of Two Factor Authentication (2FA).
Before users enter their login credentials, the authenticity of the server
should be verified. Modern browsers perform this verification automatically and refuse a connection if the server cannot be authenticated. The
browsers ensure that the server’s certificate is valid and belongs to the
requested domain. Since the AP acts as a MitM, it impersonates all backend services that are requested. Considering this, the AP needs access to
the certificates and private keys for all back-end service domains. Instead
of using different certificates, it is reasonable to use one single certificate
that matches all back-end domains. This can be achieved by using subdomain wildcards for the certificates.
So far, we have discussed the connection between user devices and the
AP. However, even though the AP and the back-end service are operated
by the company, the connection between those two components should not
be unprotected. The Snowden revelations have shown that state adversaries even tap communication between enterprise back-end components
[7]. From those revelations, we conclude that the connection between AP
and back-end service should be mutually authenticated and encrypted.
BeyondCorp does not specify a protocol that should be used. However, it
highlights that the security of the connection is crucial to the proposed

security concept. TLS with its client and server authentication features
is one protocol that provides the required security. It might come with a
certain overhead at the same time.

3

Advantages

BeyondCorp relies on an SSO system for access control management.
Therefore the advantages of SSO systems also apply to BeyondCorp. Those
include advantages for all parties involved. Users do not need to remember credentials for every different service. Instead, it is sufficient to remember the credentials to the SSO. This centralized access control has
the additional benefit that user credentials are not spread all over the internal network infrastructure. Therefore, it is easy to disable access to
the network if an employee leaves the company. Without a centralized
access control, it would be necessary to locate all accounts on the different services and to disable them separately. The major benefit for service
developers is that they do not have to implement access control on their
services. Implementing access control and keeping it secure is major overhead service developers do not have to deal with in BeyondCorp.
However, this does not imply that service developers cannot require more
fine-grained access control. In fact, BeyondCorp provides a sustainable
and efficient way to implement this. Since the access proxy acts as an
HTTP proxy, it can add additional information in the form of HTTP headers to incoming requests from employee devices. The back-end service can
then use this information for additional more fine-grained access control.
BeyondCorp mentions a trust level as an example. The trust level can
depend on information as the type of the device or the software version
used. Employees might have a lower trust level when they connect from
their mobile phones or if they use deprecated software.
Snowden revealed that state adversaries tap even the communication between parts of the internal network structure. Those revelations placed
the security of internal communication in the focus. In fact, when the
company infrastructure or parts of it have been migrated to the cloud, it
is inevitable that communication is routed through the public internet. In
order to secure the communication against tampering and eavesdropping,
BeyondCorp enforces authentication and confidentiality of the communication.

4 Migration Requirements
The concept of device identification and authentication is crucial to BeyondCorp. However, secure device authentication can only be achieved,
if the device’s private key is not accessible by any means. This requires
the devices to have TPMs or similar cryptographic hardware. In order to
keep the private keys inaccessible to the user, the device is required to be
managed by the company. This contradicts the concept of Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) which gained popularity during recent years [4].
Due to its MitM position, the access proxy needs to process all the traffic
that users produce. A few things should be considered to ensure that the
AP does not turn into a bottleneck. Since BeyondCorp is about securing
company networks and companies do not require their employees to work
all day, the AP probably does not have to cope with a constant load. Instead, there probably is phases of low load, during the night, and phases
of high load, during the day. It’s crucial that the AP can cope with the
high load phases. If the AP goes down, no communication with enterprise
infrastructure is possible. Another issue that could cause latency spikes
is that the AP has to maintain one TLS connection between the user and
the AP and another one between the AP and the back-end service.
BeyondCorp was designed with an HTTP-based cloud infrastructure in
mind. While BeyondCorp architecture might work well with most browserbased traffic, there is some programs and protocols that do not work without workarounds. The following issues have been discussed in [13, 1]:
Some companies might use legacy software or console applications that
communicate over HTTP, but that do not support TLS. However, the device authentication of BeyondCorp requires TLS. In fact, all non-authenticated
requests are denied by the Access Proxy. This issue can be tackled by
using a local proxy server on the client device. Figure 2 illustrates the
dataflow with such a local proxy. Once a naive HTTP client initiates a
connection to a company server, the local proxy intercepts it. The local
proxy then establishes a TLS connection with the Access Proxy based on
the client device certificate. The local proxy then sends the intercepted
HTTP request over TLS to the Access Proxy.
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Figure 2. Data flow for local naive HTTP clients

The Access Proxy in BeyondCorp has been designed to enforce device and
user authentication on HTTPS traffic. The previous paragraph elaborated
client-based adjustments that enable the use of naive HTTP applications.
Most companies do not solely rely on HTTP-based traffic. Another widelyused protocol is Secure Shell (SSH). Without additional adjustments, the
SSH protocol will not work with BeyondCorp. This is due to two properties
of the protocol. First, the SSH protocol is not based on the HTTP protocol.
The Access Proxy, however, only supports HTTP-based traffic. Secondly,
SSH requires an end-to-end connection. BeyondCorp proposes the use
of HTTP tunnelling to make all TCP-based protocols compliant with the
Access Proxy. Since HTTP tunnelling happens on the TCP layer, the endto-end property of SSH is trivially met.
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Figure 3. HTTP tunnelling

Figure 3 illustrates the general problem that is solved by HTTP Tunnelling. A client device wants to initiate a connection to an arbitrary
TCP server. Due to some network restrictions, the client can only initiate connections to the HTTP(S) standard ports 80 and 443. This is, for
example, enforced in some public WiFi hotspots. The client can request
an HTTP proxy to open the TCP connection on its behalf. This is typically
done via the HTTP CONNECT method [5]. Once the proxy server has
established the connection with the TCP server, the client is notified with
an HTTP response. The client then wraps all TCP packets into HTTP re-

quests and forwards them to the proxy server. The proxy server removes
the HTTP layer and forwards the TCP traffic to its intended destination.
Once the proxy server receives TCP packets from the destination server, it
wraps those into an HTTP response and returns it back to the client. The
connection is kept alive until either the client or the destination server
terminates it. Since the proxy server establishes a raw TCP connection,
HTTP tunnelling can be used for all TCP-based protocols.
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Figure 4. Data flow for end-to-end protocols

The general problem HTTP tunnelling solves is similar to the problem in
BeyondCorp. In BeyondCorp, applications on the client device cannot establish non-HTTP connections with a back-end service. However, there is
a proxy server that could open the non-HTTP connection on the client’s
behalf, namely the Access Proxy. Figure 4 illustrates this with SSH as a
non-HTTP example protocol. Once an SSH client initiates a TCP connection with a back-end service, a local proxy intercepts it. This local proxy
performs an HTTP CONNECT request to the Access Proxy to open a TCP
connection on the client’s behalf. However, instead of using raw HTTP,
the local proxy uses HTTPS based on the client certificate of the device.
Through this, the Access Proxy can enforce access control in the same way
as it enforces access control in regular HTTPS traffic. If the Access Proxy
grants request to the back-end service it initiates the TCP connection and
performs the HTTP tunnelling described above.
While HTTP tunnelling technically enables all TCP-based traffic in BeyondCorp, it has a significant downside. Through the tunnelling, the latency drastically increases. This fact renders tunnelling inappropriate for
latency-sensitive traffic. BeyondCorp proposes a solution similar to the
Kerberos [?] protocol. In this solution, an Authentication Server is introduced as part of the Access Proxy. Instead of intercepting the traffic
like the Access Proxy, the Authentication Server is consulted before the
latency-sensitive connection is initiated. The Authentication Server then
returns some kind of access token to the back-end service. This access to-

ken can be used by the client to authenticate to the back-end server. Unfortunately, the protocol was not explained in detail. Nevertheless, several
major downsides can be identified. First, symmetric or asymmetric cryptography between the Authentication Server and the back-end service is
required in order to validate the access tokens. Secondly, the server needs
a DNS entry that is not intercepted by the Access Proxy. If the back-end
service uses the Access Proxy for some applications, a second DNS entry
has to be created. Thirdly, the protocol has to be adjusted. Additional software or modifications in the source code of the applications are required
to use the Authentication Server.

5

Migration Strategy

In traditional enterprise networks, there are usually two common methods for employees to connect to the enterprise network. While they are
within the company facilities, they can connect to the WiFi network of the
company. If they are outside of the company facilities, they can use a VPN
client to connect to the internal network. Through both methods, employees have access to internal company resources. It is the goal of BeyondCorp to restrict this internal access to the company resources. However,
internal access should not be disabled abruptly in order to maintain the
productivity of the company. Instead, the migration process should incrementally move employee devices from the privileged network to a virtual
network that rejects all internal access to company resources.
Before users are migrated to the unprivileged networks, the services first
have to implement BeyondCorp support. In order to do so, the back-end
service first needs a domain name. Instead of directly pointing to the
back-end server, the domain name has a CNAME entry that points to
the domain name of the Access Proxy. Once the DNS is configured, the
connection between the Access Proxy and the back-end has to be secured.
This is done by setting up TLS with mutual authentication.
Not only the services but also the clients have to implement BeyondCorp
support. For clients, this means that device certificates have to installed
on all employee devices. Those device certificates are later used to authenticate the employee devices to the Access Proxy. Furthermore, the
client-based local proxy, that has been explained in the previous section,
is installed on the employee devices.

In order to automate the migration process, it is necessary to distinguish
between users that are ready for the migration and users that have noncompliant workflows. BeyondCorp proposes two tools to achieve this [10,
3, 6]: a client-based network simulator and a log analyzer. The clientbased network simulator is installed on the employee devices. It is aware
of which back-end services implemented BeyondCorp support. The network simulator has two modes of operation. In the first mode, it analyzes
all traffic on the employee device. If there is traffic to internal resources,
the simulator applies its information about BeyondCorp-compliant backend services to the traffic. If a non-compliant workflow has been found,
it is logged to a central repository. The log entry contains the IP of the
client to identify the user and the IP of the back-end service to identify the
service. In the second mode, the network simulator actively rejects all internal traffic to BeyondCorp-compliant back-end services. If the network
analyzer finds internal traffic to non-compliant services, the workflow is
logged to the central repository.
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Figure 5. Migration Process

The central logging repository is evaluated by the second tool, the log
analyzer. The log analyzer continuously identifies non-compliant services
from the log. In addition to that, the log analyzer controls the different
stages of the migration process. The different stages are illustrated in
figure 5. Initially, the network simulator runs in mode one on all employee
devices. If there hasn’t been non-compliant traffic for 30 consecutive days,
the employee receives an email notification. The email informs the user
that stage two is triggered in two weeks unless the user opts out. If a user
opts out, the entire migration process is restarted. After 30 days in mode
two, the user again receives an email notification with an opt-out link. If
the user does not opt out within two weeks the user is assigned to the
unprivileged network and the migration is complete.

6

Conclusion

Research has shown that the commonly-applied paradigm of perimeter
security is prone to insider attacks. Furthermore, the perimeter security
does not work well with cloud computing. BeyondCorp suggests an alternative to perimeter security. In BeyondCorp, all enterprise services
are externalized. More precisely, access to enterprise services is granted
through the public-facing internet. In order to maintain and improve
security, BeyondCorp introduces an Access Proxy. This Access Proxy is
placed between the employee device and the back-end service and enforces
the access control. A Single-Sign-On system is used to handle user authentication. In addition to that, BeyondCorp introduces device authentication. Device authentication enables more fine-grained access control
management; however, it requires Trusted Platform Modules or similar
cryptographic hardware. Therefore, managed company devices have to be
used in order to access company resources. The Bring-Your-Own-Device
paradigm is not supported.
While BeyondCorp was designed to natively support browser-based traffic, only minor adjustments are required to a majority of TCP-based protocols. Namely, a local proxy that runs on the client device can make the
majority of TCP-based traffic comply with BeyondCorp. However, BeyondCorp does not propose an applicable solution for UDP-based or real-time
protocols. In its proposed form BeyondCorp is not suitable for companies
that rely on real-time traffic or UDP protocols.
The proposed migration strategy was designed to be fully automatable.
At the same time, productivity is maintained. This is achieved by an incremental migration that identifies employees with unproblematic workflows. Those users are then automatically migrated. Problematic workflows are logged to a central repository. The logs contain the IP address
of the user and the IP address of the service. This information can then
be used to analyze and resolve non-compliant workflows. Employees that
are eligible for the migration have the opportunity to delay it until the
migration is complete.
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Abstract

The era of microservices has evolved into putting services into the cloud.
This means that communication happens in the network, which is much
more complex and less reliable because of the changing service and traffic mixes between the end point. The network configuration must match
the very short life-cycles of microserives. The end-user needs to find service endpoints, have the same API versions and handle messages. Endusers also need to monitor, handle call executions by recognizing errors,
and retrying failed API calls when necessary. They also need to know the
identity of the calling service, and messages must be encrypted and services
must follow access control requirements.
Not all of this is new to developers, but what is new is the rapid increase
in containers and the number of service calls they are making. These new
challenges make network communication very complex. Today, the best
way to handle such complexity is to use a service mesh.
KEYWORDS: Service mesh, Istio, Linkerd, Consul, Envoy, Kubernetes,
Data plane, Control plane

1 Introduction
To truly understand the idea behind service meshes we have to dive into
the microservices architectural model and what problems come with it.
The microservices architectural model is very popular today. More and
more companies are moving towards distributed microservice systems.
Companies that are using microservices today are e.g. Uber, Netflix, Amazon, eBay, Twitter, PayPal, Sound Cloud, and Zalando. [18, 8]
Microservice architecture is described as a style to develop a single application by creating small independent services with specific tasks that
communicate, with each other, trough lightweight mechanisms, such as
HTTP resource API. [10, 8]
Why companies have decided to use microservices are because a lot of
benefits do come from a microservice architectural model. One of the
main benefits is that it saves a lot of time if you have a growing and
changing application. Another benefit is that it gives developers the freedom to choose what technology he wishes to use to implement a service.
[8, 19]
Sam Newman has defined seven principals that should be followed to create a project based on the microservice architectural style [14]. Newman’s
principles can be summarized as follows:

1. Model Around Business Concepts, shape your project around your
business, and not around technical concepts.
2. Adopt a Culture of Automation, automating your project, with automated testing and deployment strategies, will speed up the delivery of
your business.
3. Hide Internal Implementation Details, Focus on the business logic
in your project, not thinking of e.g. communication problems between
services, that should be handled by an API or library.
4. Decentralize All the Things, allow teams to have full control of their
services, meaning no one else then the team itself is needed to e.g. make
changes and deploy the changes to their service.

5. Independently Deployable, a service should be able to be deployed
without causing problems to other services or to millions of users.
6. Isolate Failure, expect that failure can happen anywhere and everywhere, don’t trust the network. A service should be able to handle failures.
7. Highly Observable, have a great monitoring system for your project so
it will be easy to find problems in your services.

By following these principals, a project based on the microservice architectural style should work flawlessly. But some of these principals can be
hard to implement due to their system wide implications that make them
hard/complex to follow. The assumption behind microservices is that developers can handle problems regarding distributed systems. One difficulty is that developers must know how to handle fault tolerance, network latency, different message formats, and load balancing. In addition,
developers must implement a service discovery mechanism which enables
services to discover the locations, meaning hosts and ports, of other services that a service wants to communicate with. [15, 19, 8]
By implementing a service mesh into your microservice project, the principals 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 will be much easier to handle. In addition, it will fix
the above-mentioned problems.
In this paper, we are going to look deeper into what a service mesh is and
what part it plays in a microservice architectural model, what problems
a service mesh fixes and what problems come with it. We will also look
at some service mesh software/platforms and how good they fill up to the
service mesh concept.

2

Service mesh - what is it?

A service mesh is described by Lee Calcote in the following way "Service
meshes provide policy-based networking for microservices describing desired behavior of the network in the face of constantly changing conditions
and network topology." [19]
The era of microservices has evolved into putting services into the cloud.

This means that communication happens in the network, which is much
more complex and less reliable than communicating locally. As Tobias
Kunze says it very well, "What used to ’just work’ now needs to be spelled
out explicitly, for every client and every service". The end-user needs to
find service endpoints, have the same API versions and handle messages.
End-users also need to monitor, handle call executions by recognizing errors, and retrying failed API calls when necessary. They also need to know
the identity of the calling service, and messages must be encrypted and
services must follow access control requirements. [13]
Not all of this is new to developers, but what is new is the rapid increase
in containers and the number of service calls they are making. These new
challenges make network communication very complex. Today, the best
way to handle such complexity is to use a service mesh. [13]
A service mesh is a low-latency infrastructure layer that can be configurated and designed to handle a vast amount of network-communicationprocesses among services in an application, using APIs. A service mesh
makes sure that communication between services is secure, fast and reliable. Besides the communication between services, the service mesh provides service discovery, encryption, load balancing, traceability, observability, authorization and authentication, and support for circuit breakers. [21]
A service mesh consists of a data plane and a control plane, otherwise, it
will not be a service mesh. But what do all these terms mean and what do
they do? Let’s go through the parts of a service mesh, one by one.

2.1 Service Mesh Terminologies
To give to the reader a better understanding of the different parts of a
service mesh, we need to introduce the common service mesh concepts
and related terminology.
2.1.1 Container

Docker gives a good explanation about what a container is from their
homepage, "A container is a standard unit of software that packages up
the code and all its dependencies so the application runs quickly and reliably from one computing environment to another." [9] By putting a service

inside a container, you can get that service to function on any computational environment. A container consists of everything that a service
need, to be run.
There are some differences between a container and a virtual machine.
One is that containers are more lightweight than virtual machines, another one is that the startup time of an container is much faster than
starting up a virtual machine, every virtual machine has its own operating system, while containers share the operating system. [7]
2.1.2

Container orchestration

Containers have become a very popular way of deploying your application.
Because of its wide adoption, some common patterns have emerged while
developing a containerized application. These are scheduling instances
of containers, cluster management, and orchestration. [2] Container orchestration is a software that makes it easy for clients to handle their
containerized applications. It handles scheduling, cluster management,
orchestration and security issues regarding containers. A service mesh
is a technology, which makes communication between microservices easy
and manageable. Microservices are usually put in containers and that
is why a container orchestration is needed in a service mesh. The most
common container orchestration engine is Kubernetes.
2.1.3

Pod

To understand what a pod is, it is easier to tell what a pod consists of. A
pod consists of one or multiple containers that all share the same network
and storage. Usually, one pod consist of one service. All the containers of
a pod have the same IP address and port space. Containers in the same
pod can communicate directly with each other through localhost, whereas
containers in different pods must communicate through the internet via
e.g. APIs’. [5] Pods are units of distribution that the orchestrator software
acts on.

2.1.4 Sidecar

A sidecar is an application that runs alongside with another application,
inside the same pod as the application is in [16]. From a service mesh
perspective, every pod has its own sidecar running alongside with the service(s) inside itself. The purpose of the sidecar, in a service mesh, is to
handle all the incoming and outgoing communication to and from the service it serves. This communication is often done over the internet and
that is why the sidecar can be called a "Sidecar proxy". A sidecar is one
architectural type for a service mesh to handle service-to-service communication. [11]
2.1.5 Node

A node is a place where pods will be placed in. A node can be a physical
machine (such as a computer or server) or it can be a virtual machine. A
node contains information about its own condition, how many pods can be
run inside it, how much CPU and memory is used by the node etc. Nodes
can be handled by a container orchestrational software. Kubernetes uses
a "Node controller" to control and keep track of nodes.

2.2 Data plane
The data plane is one of the main parts of a service mesh. The data plane
is responsible for service discovery, health checking, routing, authentication and authorization, load balancing and observability. In other words,
the data plane is the place where all the network traffic is handled for a
service instance. [12]
Next, we will go through different types of data planes and explain the
most important parts of a data plane.

2.2.1

Data plane types

There are different types of data planes, three types according to Andrew Jenkins. The easiest one to implement is by using library inside
every application. These libraries consist of features that a data plane
should have. Ribbon or Hystrix, which are made by Netflix, are such libraries.
Another type of data plane architecture is using a node agent. This means
that every node has its own "agent", which is responsible for delivering
communication from one service to another. This kind of type is used by
many service mesh technologies such as Linkerd version 1.
The newest, and the most promising data plane architectural style [1], is
sidecar proxies. A sidecar proxy is located inside every pod, in its own
container alongside the pod’s services. The sidecar proxy is responsible
for all outgoing and incoming communication to the pod and its services.
This type is used by the current "leader" of service mesh technology, Istio,
and by Conduit. [11]
2.2.2

Service discovery

When an instance of a service wants to communicate with another service, the service tries to find an available instance of the other service.
This is possible because a container orchestration framework keeps track
of service instances that are available. This means that a service, which is
communicating with a sidecar, which is managed by the container orchestration framework, can get the information, from the container orchestration framework, about which service instances are available. [21]

2.2.3 Health checking

From a data plane perspective, health checking means checking the health
of containers in a containerized application. When using the sidecar architectural type of a data plane, it means that every sidecar is responsible
for checking "the health" of the containers that run in the same pod as
itself. A health check is as simple as creating a request to the containers
inside the pod, periodically, and then waiting for a response back from the
container. If the sidecar doesn’t get any response, it determines that the
container is "not healthy", and will not forward further request to that
container. This means of course that a health checking system is needed
to be implemented to the services in your project. Kubernetes provide an
easy way to implement health checking for your containers. [2, 6]
Circuit breaking is a common term when talking about health checking
and service meshes. Health checking is not anything new, but there’s a
problem that if you have a long set of API calls after each other, and then
the last API call is to a service that is "unhealthy" then the call will not be
made, and all the API calls before have been unnecessary. This happens
again and again if the same first API call is made. Circuit breakers stop
this kind of behavior by making a service also "unhealthy" if that service
should make an API call but can’t because the service it trying to connect
to is "unhealthy". In this way all the services, that is in the same line of
API calls, get "unhealthy" one by one.
2.2.4 Observability

The word monitoring is used in many different ways nowadays, and have
different meanings in different scenarios. Observability is a word for
describing all the meanings of monitoring together. How it differs from
monitoring, is that observability tells you "why something isn’t working",
while monitoring tells you "if something is working". It is more about
understanding the underlaying problem. [2]

2.3

Control plane

The main function of control plane of a service mesh is to configure and
set policies for the data plane. It is the software that makes it easy for
humans to interact with the data plane. The control plane has some sort
of UI or CLI that the user can interact with to configure and set policies
to the data plane.
The control plane doesn’t directly interfere with the communication between services, that is the data planes task, but the control plane decides
what configurations, such as authentication and authorization settings
for service communication, load balancer settings, etc. which get pushed
to the data plane that handles the communication. A good explanation of
the control plane is as Matt Klein puts it, "The control plane turns all of
the data planes into a distributed system". [12]

Figure 1. This picture is taken from https://eksworkshop.com/servicemesh/ and it represents the data plane and the control plane in a service mesh. The data plane
in this picture uses the data plane architectural type "Sidecars"

3

State of the art - service meshes

The word "service mesh" has gained a lot of popularity in the last years.
Because of the popularity, a lot of different service meshes has emerged,
such as AWS app mesh, Tetrate, Istio, Linkerd, and Consul. In this section, we will talk about Kubernetes and the most common service meshes

today.

3.1 Kubernetes
Kubernetes is an open-sourced project that the Cloud Native Computing
Foundation (CNCF) is hosting. It is best described by Kubernetes own
website, "Kubernetes is an open source container orchestration engine for
automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications." [4]. Furthermore, Kubernetes handles security, load balancing
and many complex problems that come with containerized applications.
[17] Kubernetes plays a big role in service meshes as it handles the main
problems of containerized applications. A service mesh uses Kubernetes
under the hood to control and get data from microservices, which are inside containers.

3.2 Linkerd
Linkerd is the original service mesh created by Buoyant and are a project
by the Cloud Native Computing Foundation. The first appearance of Linkerd was in 2016. Currently, there are two versions of Linkerd, version 1
and version 2.
3.2.1 Linkerd version 1

The first version uses node agents as its data plane type. This version of
Linkerd works with different container orchestration engines. This version was written in Scala, which comes with a 110mb of footprint, which
is fine for a data plane that is using node agents. But if Linkerd would
like to switch to use sidecar proxies instead of node agents, then the footprint would be inside every pod, and not only every node, which would
definitely affect the performance on the application. This is why Linkerd
version 2 was created. [1, 20]

3.2.2

Linkerd version 2

Linkerd version 2 is written in Rust and Go and is therefore lightweight
and doesn’t affect the performance of the application as much as Linkerd
version 1. Linkerd version 2 works only with Kubernetes and it uses
sidecar proxies as a data plane type. At the beginning of the development
of the Linkerd version 2, the service mesh was called "Conduit". Later
on, when the project showed great potential for future use, they switched
from "Conduit" to "Linkerd 2".
The control plane of Linkerd is three components. One which configures
all the settings for the data plane, one web component for the dashboard
and one metrics component which handles and visualizes data. The data
plane of Linkerd is Linkerds own made proxy.

3.3

Envoy

Envoy is only a service mesh data plane created by Lyft. Together with
a control plane, they represent a service mesh. Envoy is also a project of
the Cloud Native Computing Foundation.
Envoy is written in C++11 which makes Envoy lightweight and has a
high-performance rate. It also works with any programming language,
which makes it user-friendly for the developers. It is the sidecar in a
data plane and its main task is to make the network transparent for the
application. Envoy handles all the things that were described in the data
planes section. [3]

3.4

Istio

Istio is currently the most popular service mesh with many features. [1]
The making of Istio started in May 2017, by Google, Lyft, and IBM.
Istio consists of 2 components, the data plane, and the control plane. The
data plane can be split into two components, Envoy proxies and "Mixer".
The Envoy proxies are the above mentioned Envoy, which is deployed as a
sidecar inside every pod, and the "Mixer" is a platform-independent component that collects telemetric data from the sidecars and makes better
use of data plane policies and authentications in the service mesh.
The control plane of Istio can be split into 3 parts, the "Pilot", the "Citadel"

and the "Galley".
The "Pilot" provides service discovery for the sidecars, traffic management
such as A/B testing and canary rollouts, and resiliency such as how long
timeouts should be, how many times should a service call get retried before showing an error message.
The "Citadel" handles the configuration of authentication and authorization for service-to-service communication. It also can encrypt unencrypted
traffic in the service mesh. The Citadel is responsible for assigning certificates to services. In this way, services can create a secure connection
relying on the service identity, and not on network controls. [20]
The "Galley" is responsible for validating configurations that are made
in the control plane. It also makes sure that the configurations, from
the underlying container orchestration, gets updated to every other Istio
components (Envoy proxies, Mixer, Pilot, and Citadel).

Figure 2. This picture is taken from https://istio.io/docs/concepts/what-is-istio/. It shows
the different components of the service mesh Istio

3.5 Consul by HashiCorp
Consul is service mesh, which has its own control plane and data plane,
but it is possible to switch out the data plane to some other proxies, such
as Envoy proxies if wanted. Consul uses node agents as their data plane
type.

4

The future for service meshes?

The time of monoliths will end soon as everything is moving towards containerized applications and microservices. Kubernetes has solved many
problems regarding containerized applications, but there are some problems that Kubernetes do not fix. "Adopting service mesh is no longer a
trend, it’s a necessity", writes Twain Taylor in his article [22]
The concept of service mesh is still evolving every day and so are the
service mesh technologies. As service meshes become more and more used
in ITC industry, the more use cases and data will be caught. These use
cases and data will be used to develop the true image of a service mesh
and it’s technologies.
New service meshes are already evolving and experimenting with new
ideas. For example, Envoy is creating its own service mesh. [22] In the
future, data collection and monitoring features of service meshes may be
complemented with data analytics that is able to dynamically reconfigure
the network as demand is changing leading to better automation.

5

Conclusions

Service meshes are a fairly new architectural type that solves problems
according to service-to-service communication. The service mesh is made
up of two parts, the data plane, and the control plane.
There are three different types of data planes. The data plane main functionality is to handle the communication between services, load balancing, health checking, routing, authentication and authorization, service
discovery and observability.
The control planes main task is to configure the data plane.
The most popular service mesh today is Istio, which is using Envoy proxies as sidecars. There are other service meshes which work in a slightly
different way, such as Linkerd and Consul.
The importance of this technology is increasing as the number of service
are growing and everything moves to cloud environment,
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Abstract
Social media platforms have a major influence on the opinion and decisionmaking of their users. However, these platforms are sensible for the fast
distribution of rumours, which can be spread by everyone and without any
certainty to facts. Therefore, there exists an increasing need to automatically detect rumours on social media. This paper aims to provide a survey on the state-of-the-art methods in automatic rumour detection on social media. Two categories of methods are evaluated: traditional machine
learning methods and deep learning methods. Overall, the results show
a reasonable capability to automatically detect rumour. However, significant improvement has to be made, especially in the early-stage detection
capabilities, to utilize automatic rumour detection methods in real-world
scenario’s. Deep learning methods can be seen as the most promising for
future research. These methods both yield the best performances and make
time consuming, biased and labor-intensive feature engineering, related to
traditional machine learning approaches, redundant.
KEYWORDS: Rumour, Automatic Rumour Detection, Machine Learning,
Deep Learning

1 Introduction
Social media has become an integral part of our daily lives. 88% of U.S.
adults between 18 and 29 used at least one type of social media in 2018
[16]. Although these percentages decline as age increases —78% among
people between 30 and 49, 64% for ages 50 to 64 and 37% among citizens
65 and over—they still reveal a wide usage of social media. In addition
to the broad use of social media in general, social media platforms are
widely used for the purpose of news distribution. Research on news use
across social media platforms in 2018 by the Pew Research Center, states
that 68% of American adults say they at least occasionally receive news
on social media platforms [15]. 20% of the respondents indicated they
receive news on social media often.
These numbers reveal the important role social media plays in the way
people obtain information and news. As a result, these platforms have a
major influence on the opinion and decision-making of their users. However, in contrast to other media channels, content on social media is also
distributed by unverified authors. Recently, researchers at the Leiden
Institute of Advanced Computer Science analysed 117,000 Facebook messages between 2013 and 2017 [13]. Their findings show that so-called junk
news, news of low journalistic quality distributed by unknown news sites,
is being shared and liked more often than news derived from well-known
Dutch media authorities.
Because of the growing usage of social media and its ability to quickly
spread information, these platforms are susceptible to the propagation of
rumour. This, in combination with the popularity of junk news, discloses
the need for automatic early-stage detection of rumour on platforms, such
as Facebook, Twitter and Sina Weibo. A real-life example of the spread of
a rumour on Twitter clearly indicates this need. At the end of April 2013,
the official Twitter account of the Associated Press (AP) was hacked and
used to distribute a fake tweet about two explosions in the White House
that injured the President. Although the news was quickly rectified, the
rumour has been associated with a short crash of the stock market [6].
This paper discusses the state-of-the-art methods in automatic rumour
detection on social media. The focus of this survey is the automatic detection itself, not the classification of the truthfulness of the rumour. However, some research papers combine the two to obtain better detection
results and are therefore included as well. First, the various definitions

of rumour are being discussed in Section 2. Section 3 includes the review of studies divided into two chapters: traditional machine learning
approaches and deep learning approaches. The survey ends with the conclusion in Section 4.

2

Definition of rumour

The definition of rumour differs considerably between different studies.
Varies psychological research on rumour, including work by DiFonzo and
Bordia [5] and Allport and Postman [1], does not define rumour as necessarily false information, but as information which truth value is unverified. From that perspective, information that is eventually found true can
also be spread as rumour. However, some studies consider rumour by definition as false information. In addition, a set of additional terms, such as
false and true rumour, is being used. To be able to compare the included
methods, a general definition of rumour throughout this paper is needed.
Therefore, the following definitions of rumour are used:
1. Rumour: a story or a statement in general circulation without confirmation or certainty to facts [1].
2. False rumour: rumour that is eventually found false.
3. True rumour: rumour that is eventually found true.
4. non-rumour: information that is not related to rumour.

3

Review of Studies

The review of studies is divided into three subsections. First, traditional
machine learning approaches are studied. Secondly, more recent research
in deep learning approaches are evaluated. Finally, an overview of the
results of both traditional machine learning approaches and deep learning
approaches is provided.

3.1 Traditional Machine Learning Approaches
Before the increased popularity of deep learning approaches, traditional
machine learning methods were used in the field of automatic rumour detection. Traditional machine learning methods involve three consecutive
steps. First, feature engineering is used to extract features of both rumour
and non-rumour. Secondly, multiple classifiers are trained to distinguish
rumour from non-rumour using the extracted features. Finally, the classifiers are evaluated using unseen data. The first step, feature engineering,
can be seen as the most essential step to conduct reasonable classification. Therefore, successive research using traditional machine learning
methods mainly involves the introduction of novel feature combinations.

Features
Features can be divided in the following two categories: content features
and social-context features. Content features describe the characteristics of the messages themselves, including both textual and visual characteristics. However, this survey will focus on classification using textual
features. Examples of textual features include lexical, syntactic and semantic features, such as the presence of certain words, the total number
of words or the meaning of sentences.
Social-context features include user-based, propagation and temporal
features. User-based features analyse the characteristics of users, such as
the number of followers and the date of registration. Propagation features
represent statistics on the spread of the messages among users. For example, some methods model the propagation of messages as trees [17, 11].
Finally, temporal features describe the life cycle patterns of rumours and
non-rumours, such as the number of messages per unit of time.

Classifiers
Traditional machine learning approaches compare the results of different
classifiers to obtain the most reliable predictor. The following types of
classifiers are used among the included methods: support vector machines
(SVM), decision trees and random forest.

Overview of Traditional Machine Learning Approaches
Table 1 provides an overview of the included traditional machine learning approaches, including their best-performing classifier and a specific
feature that characterizes the method.

Study

Classifier

Distinctive Feature

[3]

Decision Tree

[8]

SVM

Focus on conflicting messages

[18]

Decision Tree

Based on enquiring questions

[7]

Random Forest

[9]

SVM

[17]

Hybrid SVM

Newsworthy + Credibility classification

Introduction of temporal features
Introduction of time series modeling
Propagation graph kernel + feature learning

[11]

SVM

High-order comparison of propagation trees

Table 1. Overview of the best-performing classifier and distinctive feature of all included
traditional machine learning approaches.

Review of Traditional Machine Learning Approaches
Castillo et al. [3] can be seen as pioneers in this research field. Their research focuses on the automatic determination of the credibility of content
posted on Twitter, using only information available on the platform. First,
Castillo et al. compose a reliable dataset of Twitter messages. To do so, a
team of experts assesses the messages on newsworthiness and credibility.
Subsequently, two classifiers are trained. The first classifier evaluates the
messages on being newsworthy information, whereafter the second classifies the newsworthy messages on their level of credibility. After comparing different classification methods, a J48 decision tree is selected for
both classification steps. The results yield an F1 measure of 0.891 and
0.860 for the first and second classifier, respectively. Besides, Castillo
et al. conclude that newsworthy information tends to have URL-links and
deep propagation trees. Important features to automatically assess the
credibility of Twitter messages include the number of previous tweets by
the author, the number of re-posts and the number authors at the origin
of the rumour propagation.
Liu et al. [8] expand the set of features of Castillo et al. [3] and apply
their method on a different dataset. In their research, rumour is identified as "an event that may comprise of one or more conflicting microblogs"
[8]. In other words, their method does not focus on single messages but on
collections of multiple conflicting messages. Multiple classifiers are compared, whereafter a SVM yields the best performances. In addition, Liu
et al. compare the accuracy of their classifier with the method of Castillo
et al. [3]. Their results show an improvement in accuracy from 0.781 to
0.875.

Zhao and Resnick [18] approach the problem from a different angle compared to previous research [3, 8]. Their starting point is the hypothesis
that most rumours can be identified by the presence of two types of messages: inquiries of the rumour (verification / confirmation questions) and
corrections / disputes of the rumour. Zhao and Resnick propose a five
step procedure to automatically detect rumours. First, a set of regular
expressions is used to identify so-called signal tweets that contain skeptical enquiries, for example "really?" and "not true". Secondly, an algorithm, connected component clustering, is used to group the signal tweets
in identify signal clusters. Subsequently, the system determines a single
statement that represents each cluster, by extracting the most frequent
and continuous substring of the related cluster. During step four, the signal tweets are combined with non-signal tweets based on overlapping content. Finally, the clusters are ranked by a classifier using an input of 13
statistical features. Two different classifiers are used: SVM and decision
trees. The precision of the classifiers is evaluated using two datasets. The
first includes a collection of tweets during the Boston Marathon bombing
incident in 2013. The second dataset is a random sample of tweets with a
time-frame of one month. In both cases, the decision tree classifier yields
the best performances with a precision of 0.521 on the first dataset and
0.279 on the second dataset. The method yields an average delay of a few
hours to detect rumour. Besides, Zhao and Resnick conclude that some
expressions, such as "scandal?", are frequent indicators of rumour.
Kwon et al. [7] propose an approach that includes the variation of features over time. This variation is captured in the so-called temporal features using a method called the Periodic External Shocks model (PES).
This model is able to describe the bursty temporal pattern of rumours
and non-rumours. For example, rumour tends to have multiple and periodic spikes, a high number of tweets related to a certain topic during
a short period of time, whereas non-rumour typically has a single prominent spike [7]. In addition to the temporal features, messages are also
classified using content and social-context features. Three different classifiers are trained, including decision trees, random forest and SVM, and
evaluated on a Twitter dataset. In addition, the classifiers are compared
with the method of Castillo et al. [3]. The results show that the method of
Kwon et al. [7] improves the maximum F1 measure of 0.788 by the work of
Castillo et al. [3] to 0.893 using the random forest classifier. Besides, the
periodicity of external shocks is evaluated as the feature with the highest

predictive power, thereby supporting the inclusion of temporal features.
Ma et al. [9] include the variation of features over time in a more comprehensive manner. Instead of capturing the variation in a few temporal
features, Ma et al. propose a time series modeling technique, called the
Dynamic Series-Time Structure (DSTS), that captures the variation of a
wide spectrum of features over time [9]. Afterwards, a linear SVM classifier is trained and evaluated on two criteria. The first criteria evaluates
the ability of the classifier to determine the truthfulness of a rumour, using the complete set of messages related the rumour. The second criteria
evaluates the ability to detect rumour early-stage, using only messages
published before a certain point in time. Both criteria are evaluated using a Twitter and Weibo dataset and compared with previous work [3, 7].
These previous methods are outperformed by the new proposed method of
Ma et al. with margins between 3.3% and 9.5%. This results in an accuracy of 0.896 and 0.846 on the Twitter and Weibo dataset, respectively.
Wu et al. [17] extend the use of propagation structures to automatically detect false rumours. Although previous research [3, 8, 7, 9, 18]
included features based on the propagation of messages, the approaches
over-simplified the propagation structure by using flat statistics, such as
the number of retweets. Wu et al. model the pattern of messages in Weibo
as a tree, which reflects both the relation between posts and their authors, and the temporal behavior and sentiment of the posts. A random
walk graph kernel is proposed to model the similarity of the propagation
trees. The kernel is combined with semantic feature engineering, forming a hybrid SVM classifier. To evaluate the proposed method, a random
dataset from Weibo is composed. First, a set of known false rumours is
collected and enriched using the Weibo API. Secondly, the set is combined
with regular Weibo messages to achieve a real-world ratio between regular messages and false rumours. The method is compared with the research of Castillo et al. [3], resulting in an improvement of the accuracy
of 6.9% to 0.913. If the method is applied for the purpose of early detection of false rumour, the model yields an accuracy of 0.880, 24 hours after
the initial message. Besides, a classifier without the graph kernel is compared to the other classifiers. The results show that the graph-kernel is
effective, being the largest single-feature improvement.
Ma et al. [11] continue the research on methods to automatically detect and classify rumour using propagation trees. Ma et al. propose a
kernel-based method called Propagation Tree Kernel (PTK). This method

is able to capture the high-order propagation patterns of different types
of rumour, including linguistic, user and temporal signals, by evaluating
the similarities between propagation trees [11]. In addition, an extended
model called context-enriched PTK (cPTK) is proposed. This method aims
to improve PTK by considering different paths from the source tweet
to the roots of subtrees. Both methods are evaluated using two Twitter datasets derived from previous research: Twitter15 [8] and Twitter16
[10]. The datasets, however, had to be modified to be usable for the classification of propagation trees. In addition, the methods are compared with
previous work [9, 18, 3, 7, 10]. cPTK yields the best results with an accuracy of 0.750, outperforming the older methods with margins between
10.4% and 34.1%. Moreover, the results support the use of propagation
trees; A simple version of the proposed method, using only features based
on the text of messages, already outperformed all compared research.

3.2

Deep Learning Approaches

Most recent research implemented deep learning methods to automatically detect rumour. Supported by the increasing research in deep learning, the methods deal with a number of problems related to traditional
machine learning approaches, including time consuming, biased and laborintensive feature engineering. Moreover, deep learning methods have
proven to outperform traditional machine learning methods. Therefore,
these methods are most promising in future research.

Overview of Deep Learning Approaches
Table 2 provides an overview of the included deep learning approaches,
including their class and a specific feature that characterizes the method.
Study

Class

Distinctive Feature

[10]

Recurrent

First deep learning approach

[4]

Recurrent

Deep model + attention mechanism

[14]

Recurrent

Fake news detection

[12]

Recursive

Propagation focused using tree structures

Table 2. Overview of the class and distinctive feature of all included deep learning approaches.

Review of Deep Leaning Approaches
Ma et al. [10] were the first to the implement a method based on deep
learning. To improve on especially the intensive prepossessing of traditional machine learning approaches, Ma et al. proposed a method based
on recurrent neural network (RNN). In their research, the evolution of
rumours is seen as a continuous stream of posts. To be able to handle
popular events, including tens of thousands of posts, the stream is modelled using variable-length time series, in which posts are grouped and
handled as single unit by the RNN. The model is evaluated using both
a Twitter and Weibo dataset, being constructed using a combination of
foreknown rumour and random non-rumour posts to create a balanced
collection. Four different deep structures are compared with previous research [9, 18, 3, 7]: tanh-RNN, single-layer LSTM, singe-layer GRU and
multi-layer GRU. Although all four deep structures outperform the previous methods which margins between 6.2% and 36.8%, the multi-layer
GRU achieves the best results with an accuracy of 0.881 and 0.910 on the
Twitter and Weibo dataset, respectively.
Chen et al. [4] further improve the use of recurrent neural network in
automatic rumour detection. Like Ma et al. [10], their method is able to
handle large amounts of messages by grouping them according to a fixed
amount of messages per rumour [4]. Afterwards, a so-called deep attention
model is trained. This model combines the recurrent deep network with
an attention mechanism [2], being able to recognize words that strongly
indicate rumour. Chen et al. assume that the importance of textual features changes over time, due to different user responses at every stage of
the rumour. Therefore, a variable weight parameter in the hidden state
is used to measure the importance and contribution of features to the result. The results support the hypothesis of Ma et al.: words not directly
related to the topic of the rumour, including doubting or enquiring words,
obtained higher weight parameters than most words directly related to
the topic. The model is compared with previous research, including Ma
et al. [10] listed as ML-GRU. On both the Twitter and Weibo dataset, the
new proposed model outperforms the ML-GRU model. ML-GRU achieves
a F1 measure of 0.819 and 0.830 on the Twitter and Weibo dataset respectively, whereas the new model achieves a F1 measure of 0.871 and 0.867
on the Twitter and Weibo dataset, respectively.
Although Ruchansky et al. [14] focus on the problem of fake news detection, their approach is largely similar to research on automatic detection

of rumour and therefore, worth mentioning. The team proposed a model
based on three characteristics of fake news: the text of an article, the user
response it receives and the source-users promoting it [14]. The model,
called CSI, is composed of three modules: Capture, Score and Integrate.
The first module, Capture, uses a Recurrent Neural Network to capture
the response to an article, including temporal patterns. The second, Score,
is constructed using a recurrent neural network as well. The aim of the
module is to capture the characteristics of the user behaviour. Integrate,
the third module, constructs a vector from the first two modules and classifies an news article as fake or real. The hybrid model is evaluated using
two real-world datasets derived from Twitter and Weibo and compared
with previous research, including the multi-layer GRU model of Ma et al.
[10]. On the Twitter dataset, the F1 measure is improved from 0.830 to
0.892 and, on the Weibo dataset, from 0.910 to 0.953.
Previous proposed methods that model the propagation of messages as
trees [17] [11] suffer from problems, including extensive preparation and
processing overhead due to the pairwise comparison of the tree. However,
the concept is promising. Therefore Ma et al. [12] propose a method based
on recursive neural networks that bridges semantic content and propagation clues [12]. Ma et al. base their method on the following hypothesis:
repliers tend to disagree (or question) the support of false rumours or the
denial of true rumours. Likewise, they tend to agree with the denial of
false rumours or the support of true rumours [12]. To extend the standard
model, two variations are introduced: a bottom-up (BU) and top-down
(TD) model. Both variations are evaluated using two Twitter datasets,
the Twitter15 [8] and Twitter16 [10] dataset, and compared with previous research by Ma et al. [10] listed as GRU-RNN. On both datasets, the
new method yields a higher accuracy than GRU-RNN: from 0.641 to 0.723
on Twitter15 and from 0.633 to 0.737 on Twitter16.

3.3

Overview of Results

Table 3 provides an overview of the datasets, measurement method and
results of the best performing classifier (bold in table). Moreover, the results of compared methods are included for each study. Filtered or enriched datasets are denoted with the symbols − and + , respectively.

Table 3. Overview of dataset, measurement method and results of all studies. (filtered
dataset: -, enriched dataset: +)

4

Conclusion

This paper aimed to provide a survey on the state-of-the-art methods for
automatic rumour detection on social media. Early studies [3, 8, 18, 7, 9]
mainly focused on novel feature combination to improve the predication
capabilities. It is difficult, however, to identify features that are generally strong identifiers for rumour among these studies; The importance
of certain types of features differs significantly between various methods
and applied on different datasets. Nevertheless, more recent traditional
machine learning approaches [17, 11] show significant improvement by
focusing on the propagation patterns of rumours. Although deep learning approaches generally outperformed traditional machine learning approaches, the traditional machine learning approach by Ma et al. [11] remarkably outperformed the first deep learning method [10] by using a
propagation tree kernel. Moreover, the results of the most recent study
by Ma et al. [12], which combines deep learning with propagation structures, support this finding; Their approach is compared with most studies
included in this survey [3, 18, 9, 17, 10, 11] and yields the best performances on both the Twitter and Weibo dataset.
Overall, the results of all included studies show a reasonable capability to automatically detect rumour. Liu et al. [8] compared there method
with the verification of rumour by human experts. Their method detected
75% of the rumours earlier than the human experts with an accuracy of

at least 0.800. However, the results also reveal the significant room for
improvement in this field of study. Regarding the emergent impact of
this problem, future studies should be able to identify a larger fraction
of distributed rumours and especially improve on the early-stage detecting capabilities. Although most methods claim to detect rumour early
stage [8, 9, 18, 11, 17, 10, 12, 4], all methods needed at least a couple of
hours to obtain reasonable results. However, the false tweet about the
explosions in the White House, being associated with a short crash of the
stock market, was only online for four minutes [6]. In general, deep learning approaches can be seen as most promising in future research. These
methods both yield the best performances and make time consuming, biased and labor-intensive feature engineering redundant. This could be
especially useful, in the fast-changing world of social media.
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Abstract
The traditional Industrial- IoT (I-IoT) application, based on monolithic
architecture, provides the security and centralised control over the system.
However, it faces challenges in terms of scalability and deployability as
business capabilities in the system increases. The distributed nature of
the application, network complexity and need for interoperability on different kinds of end-devices demands a distributed, modular and scalable
solution. Microservice (MS) architecture provides one such solution. As, IIoT application processes, aggregates and presents the security and safety
sensitive data, it should be protected from external processes or entities.
Therefore, security in such systems should be properly addressed. This
paper presents the current monolithic architecture along with its scalability and deployment challenges. These challenges act as the motivation
to adopt MS architecture for I-IoT applications. Providing a comparative view of both the architectures in terms of scalability and security, this
paper outlines the security concerns among communicating microservices.
By illustrating one specific framework, Kubernetes, for MS application orchestration, this paper describes the secret information handling for secure
inter-service communication in that framework along with other possible
solutions for secure application data storage and management.
KEYWORDS: big data, cloud computing, fog computing, containers,
docker, kubernetes, Message Queues, Rule-based access policy, barbican

1 Introduction
Using new and emerging technological breakthroughs, the fourth industrial revolution (industry 4.0) has blurred the boundaries of the physical,
digital and biological spheres.
Industry 4.0 envisages the adoption of Internet-of-things (IoT) for use
in manufacturing, and has great potential to improve the productivity,
efficiency, safety and intelligence of industrial units [11]. Industrial-IoT
system envisions massive deployment and integration of smart computing devices with cutting edge network technologies in industrial settings.
Robot-operated warehouses and smart automation of factory processes
are some examples of industries utilising the endless capabilities of IoT
systems in industrial schemes.
The enormity of the scale on which modern I-IoT systems are deployed
necessitates the newer system architecture principles that can resolve
challenges such as faster integration, deployment and the scalability of
components at application level [29].
Microservice architecture is one such application design principle that
facilitates the migration of system architecture from complicated, tightlycoupled monolithics to the loosely-coupled, transaction-less system of microservices. Microservices provide the benefits of rapid development and
scalability of software systems, easy debugging of failures, quick deployment and guaranteed availability of system services [9] [21]. However,
the migration from centralised monolithic system introduces some security concerns in the I-IoT applications. The presence of security-critical
and privacy-sensitive data in I-IoT application systems makes them an
attractive target for adversarial attacks. The network complexity and
remote end-devices in the architecture further provide increased attack
surface for the adversary [14].
This paper aims to provide an overview of I-IoT application, motivation
for adopting microservice architecture and the modern solutions that can
be used for securely managing applications. This paper would not address
the network and embedded system security as those are altogether different domain of research [7] [17]. Section 2 provides insights about I-IoT
systems, high-level I-IoT architecture and application layer architectures
such as monolithic and microservices based. Section 3 introduces the mi-

croservice architecture for I-IoT applications and how such architecture
deal with security and scalability challenges. Section 4 enlists some of
the related work in this domain. For realising the MS architecture in a
concrete manner, Section 5 introduces Kubernetes system for I-IoT application orchestration, describing in length its components and secret handling in the system. Section 6 discusses few modern methods of managing
secret information at application level.

2

Industrial- IoT: Revolutionising the industries

As an important extension and application of IoT, Industrial-IoT is the
combination of IoT, big data, Machine to Machine (M2M) communication, cloud computing, and real-time analysis of data from interconnected
smart devices [6]. As an emerging technology, I-IoT has distinct properties
and requirements that distinguish it from consumer or mainstream IoT.
It interconnects heterogeneous smart devices (sensors, actuators and controllers) with different network technologies in industrial manufacturing
and automation systems [29].

2.1

I-IoT architecture

Numerous research and survey papers have defined I-IoT as three or five
layered architecture. In case of 3 layer system, the comprising layers are
application layer, communication layer, and physical layer while in 5 layer
architecture the constituent layers are perception layer(similar to physical layer from 3-layer architecture), network and middleware layer (corresponding to communication layer), and application and business layer
(corresponding to application layer) [26] [29].
The physical layer consists of widely deployed end-devices, such as sensors, actuators, manufacturing equipment and automation-related objects. This layer takes care of end-device management, data acquisition
and transmission of data through communication layer to central processing system.
Communication layer is defined by the integration of numerous communication networks, such as 5G, M2M, SDN, and so on. It takes care of the
secure transmission and interconnection of end-device with central processing system. It supports a number of protocols and data formats to
ensure interoperability of heterogeneous devices of physical layer.

Figure 1. I-IoT Architecture (Courtesy: A Survey on Industrial Internet of Things: A
Cyber-Physical Systems Perspective [29])

The application layer provides I-IoT with cloud platforms to process
and analyse the received data and provide a scientific basis for decisionmaking. Various industrial applications, such as smart factories, smart
plants and smart supply chains, are deployed in this layer. These smart
industrial applications leverage numerous sensors and actuators for the
purpose of timely monitoring and decision-making, strict control and efficient management.

2.2 I-IoT applications
I-IoT application is devised on application layer and utilises the data harvested by the numerous physical device. It processes and analyses the
information by making use of the cloud platforms, thus providing decision
making ability to the system. Similar to Enterprise applications, it deals
with the presentation, business logic and database access aspect. Monolithic architecture supports the traditional heavyweight service model of
enterprises and can be at odds with realistic I-IoT infrastructures [25].
Monolithic application is a single-tiered, logically modular and single
executable set of services. Its is easy to develop, test and deploy. It is considered secure because whole application along with the enterprise-wide
database is generally hosted at the same physical place and networking
between different components/machines is enabled by Enterprise server
bus (ESB). ESBs are fully controlled by enterprises and security is handled by specialist personnel. For load balancing, multiple machines can
be used to run replicas of the whole application [25].

2.3

Challenges in I-IoT application: Security and Scalability

The single executable nature combined with the multitude of services
makes it difficult for application to develop and integrate new services,
continuously deploy and scale efficiently. Monolithic application is scaled
by running required instances of whole application replicas on different
host machines and load-balancer is used to distribute load on these replicas [16]. In case only a few services needs scaling, this schemes results in
inefficient usage of resources. In addition, all stages in application management, such as building, integration and deployment, require considerable amount of time. Development time is also high as all the services are
tightly coupled requiring complex coordination between teams working on
different services.
Another major challenge is security and privacy of I-IoT system data
and resources [12]. Due to the security-critical and privacy-sensitive nature of data available to I-IoT systems, they are prone to numerous adversarial attacks [3] [8] [22]. Every layer in I-IoT architecture has its own
vulnerabilities and security problems. Physical and communication layer
may suffer from attacks such as Sleep Deprivation Attack on end device,
Denial of Service (DoS) Attack, Malicious Code Injection (MIC) and Manin-the-Middle (MitM) Attack. In Addition to DoS, MIC, application layer
may suffer from sniffing and spear-phishing attacks [26].
However, this paper mainly concerns with discussing the optimal architecture of I-IoT applications and the operational and security challenges
at application layer.

2.4

Monolithic or Microservice Architecture?

Microservices are an approach to application development in which a
large application is built as a set of modular services (i.e. loosely coupled modules/components). Each module supports a specific business goal
and uses a simple, well-defined interface to communicate with other sets
of services [25].
It adheres to the principle of strong cohesion and weak coupling. A microservice has its own suit of functions, objects and database to support
modularity. Intra-MS communications are rich and components (functions/objects) inside an MS are cohesive and tightly coupled while interMS communications are infrequent using predefined API that abstracts
microservice implementation and functionality details from other MS.

Figure 2. Monolithic vs Microservice architecture (Source: Weave.Works)

For scaling purpose, only the load expecting services can be scaled without scaling the whole set of services in application. The development of
an MS is faster due to weak coupling with other services. An MS can be
deployed rapidly and independently following the CI/CD pipeline [21]. In
case of monolithic application, a malfunctioning component or function
can shut-down the whole application, while in case of MS application, a
failed MS would not affect the whole system and the application will keep
functioning. To ensure availability, MS architecture incorporates additional mechanisms for failure recovery and rapid debugging of failures.

3 MS architecture for I-IoT
An I-IoT application can be constructed as a cluster of numerous finegrained and self-contained microservices, which are independently developed and deployed to leverage the benefits of MS architecture. MS provides distributed, modular and easily scalable architecture that satisfies
key requirements for the execution of I-IoT applications.
These microservices corresponds to the abstraction of a single functionality (in other words, business capability) and are often deployed inside
portable, lightweight, execution environment called containers.

3.1 Containers : Tools for microservice deployment
Containers have empowered the usage of microservice architecture by
providing least start-up latency, faster integration and deployment, execution isolation and low overhead of management. [15].

Container can be visualised to be running individual microservices of
the MS cluster. They allow smooth and efficient deployment of a microservice by packing the microservice along with its dependencies into a single
image deployed to the container. They provide an MS with its own virtual
environment for execution and work on the principle of isolated execution,
making each MS self-contained and independently deployable. [1].

3.2

Microservices

Each microservice can use its own middleware stack and network technology to communicate with physical and communication layer components.
Moreover, instead of sharing a single database with other services, each
service can have its own database, the so-called polyglot persistence architecture, ensuring loose coupling [25]. As a result, an MS trusted with
the messaging or notification service may have Redis DB while an MS
managing inventory can have SQL or MongoDb database. Since MS architecture is based on the independence of individual MS, different Microservices may communicate using a protocol they deem suitable, e.g.,
some MS may use synchronous protocols, such as HTTP/REST, while others may use asynchronous protocols, such as MQTT, CoaP. Microservices
expose some public facing REST, RPC or message-based API for communication and consume APIs provided by other services.

3.3

API gateway

API gateway is a dedicated component in MS architecture that works as
a proxy and relays the request between MS [27]. It serves as a single
point of entry to microservices cluster working on similar lines as a load
balancing proxy for web services, or a message broker of MQTT protocol.
API gateway keeps track of all the microservices in the cluster by provisioning, routing and discovering MS. An MS needs to register itself with
the API gateway in order to be ’discovered’. This process is called service
registration and it creates unique endpoints for an MS discovery. If these
MS are hosted on different machines, then these endpoints correspond
to the service id of the MS, IP address and port number of the machine
on which the MS is running. API gateway maps these endpoints to actual protocol, such as an URL in REST API. In cases where different MS
supports different communication protocols, the gateway can be realised
as another microservice providing inter-MS translation and making mi-

croservices in different domain accessible to each other [19].

3.4 Fog/edge computing
One of the key challenges in distributed I-IoT systems is latency sensitivity in data transmission and processing. This can be alleviated by
coupling traditional cloud computing with the edge or fog computing
paradigm, i.e., moving computation to the edge closer to the data producing nodes. These edge devices send the processed computation to cloud
MS, providing much better latency performance as they are usually located close to end-devices. It is easier as well as cheaper to move aggregate computation or summary to the remote cloud microservice than it is
to move the whole block of end-device generated data [2].

3.5 Security in communication inside MS architecture
The large number of distributed MS greatly increase the difficulty to monitor the security of the entire application. MS are often designed to completely trust each other, therefore compromise of a single microservice
may bring down the entire application. The security of application data,
the permission to communicate to and consume the service of another MS
and the protection of private resources of an MS demand proper identification, authentication and authorisation policies for access in place.
The API gateway has strategic position in MS architecture and supports
the multiple line of defense principle. API gateway is designated with
identification of system microservices during registration process. For authentication and authorisation, it could use single sign-on methods, passwords, API token, JWT token for java based API [13]. In addition to that,
Role based access policies (RBAC) can be inculcated in API gateway for
fine and coarse grain accesses to the application and microservices. These
services decide which host or MS can consume or communicate with another MS or with the application’s public API [5]. User or machine client
are also required to identify themselves in order to interact with the API
gateway to access its associated microservices.
This microservice style of highly isolated and distributed components
requires new mechanisms for better application security, e.g., through
increased diversity or restricting data access to only those services that
absolutely need it[30]. As examined above, communications between different MS are necessary and security policies needs to be defined upon

these communications, using principle of least privilege.

4

Related work in I-IoT application domain

For secure MS architecture orchestration, [18] defines a microservice
trust-model based on MTLS (Mutual TLS) which is used by all the nodes
in a swarm to securely communicate with each other. Some research
papers have devised primitives that enable cloud vendors to provide
security-as-a-service for cloud applications that are based on microservice architecture [23]. Some papers have extended I-IoT to healthcare
sector, describing a cloud-integrated HealthIIoT monitoring framework
where security and safety of healthcare data is ensured by watermarking
it before sending to the cloud for high-quality health monitoring [10].

5

Kubernetes for I-IoT application orchestration

This paper examines the Kubernetes system to demonstrate the deployment, secure access control and sensitive information handling during
application orchestration. MS architecture requires management, coordination, automatic scaling and failure recovery mechanism for numerous
containerised distributed microservices. Kubernetes helps in managing
these cloud native microservices.
"Kubernetes is a portable, extensible open-source platform for managing, deploying and scaling containerized applications, that facilitates both
declarative configuration and automation" [24]. Google Container Engine
(GKE) is the most suitable cloud service for running Kubernetes, providing rich features such as direct and virtual management, and streamlined
integration. Some of the key components of Kubernetes are:
Pods: Pods are the smallest, independently deployable unit in kubernetes.
A pod may consist of one or more containers. All containers in a pod share
the same set of resources, such as storage, IP address, port space. All the
containers are tightly coupled in a pod.
Master and nodes: Kubernetes components can be categorized as master
and node components, together called the cluster. Nodes are worker machines (such as a VM or physical machine) which run the pods and are
managed by the master.
API server: It exposes the Kubernetes API which is used to connect to

cluster. Other important components are controller manager, scheduler,
etcd, cloud controller manager and Replication Controller.

Figure 3. High-Level view of Kubernetes Architecture (Source: dZone.com)

Kubernetes utilizes pod abstraction as service so that it is easier to locate the services using specific endpoints. One or more pods may be required to host a single MS of I-IoT. These services(pods abstracted as service) are registered at service discovery phase. By this means, kubernetes
manages the pods that containerise MS of the I-IoT system and define
their communications. For containerisation any underlying software virtualisation technology e.g. Docker can be used [24].

5.1 Scalability
Pods are used as the unit of replication in Kubernetes. In case of scaling
a load-expecting MS, the pods containing that MS can be scaled automatically by Kubernetes master. Kubernetes can be configured to deploy new
replicas of these pods to the cluster as necessary.

5.2 Security
The inter-services communication are of utmost importance and can be
restricted using access control policies. These policies are generally based
on some passwords, access-token, ssh-keys, TLS certificates. These instruments comprise the sensitive information that needs to be protected
in a system. To enable communication between different MS (nodes in
kubernetes system) and between different API of a single MS (realised as
containers in a single pod), some sensitive information needs to be shared
between communicating entities which authenticates and authorises the
entities. For e.g. access to a high risk MS or an MS producing Enterprise-

private data should be controlled with some secret keys. Only MS having
that secret key will be permitted to access those protected MS.

5.3

Secret handing for I-IoT application

The main challenge is protecting and sharing the secret information necessary for inter-MS communications in I-IoT application. Following are
some ways in which secret information is made available to MS running
inside a container by Kubernetes system:
- Putting the sensitive information in container image.
- Putting the sensitive information in Pod-specification.
- Storing the sensitive information in special purpose object called secret.
Container image is the immutable and executable file, capable of running an independent service on a containerised platform, such as Docker.
Embedding secrets in images is a security risk as anyone with an access
to the image will be able to extract and examine secrets[4]. A better approach to handle sensitive information is by using ’secret’ objects which is
safer and more flexible in terms of utility.
Kubernetes defines the method to create as well as consume a secret on
a cluster. Secrets can be created manually or by using Kubernetes CLI
and are stored in secret object in a base64 encoded form. Secrets are created automatically by kubernetes system to enable pods to use certain
API. They are made available to the pods by kubernetes master either as
a volume mounted on the the pod or during initialization of a pod when
pulling its image using kubelet, a node-agent component of kubernetes
system. Since they are managed by master node and made available to
pods during runtime, they are more secure as compared to other options.
So, communications among microservices can be secured using secret objects for sharing sensitive information for access control.

6

Modern solutions for application layer security

Kubernetes secret object is still vulnerable in high security-sensitive environment as the secret information is only encoded and not encrypted. The
secrets can be made more secure using Public-key cryptography: generating a pair of asymmetric keys and encrypting the secrets with the public
key which can be later decrypted by private key using Kubernetes CLI.
Due to the maturity of the public-key cryptography, almost all major pro-

gramming language has its own library/tools to utilize this technique [28].
On similar lines, google KMS, a cloud-hosted key management service
can be used to manage cryptographic keys for cloud services. Other example of open source solution for securing secrets in cloud native complex
applications is Barbican. Barbican is an OpenStack Key Manager service.
It provides secure storage, provisioning and management of secret data.
It supports the protection of its APIs by enforcing rule-based policy. New
secret can be created via a POST request only if the request token enlists
either the admin or creator role [20].
On

similar

lines,

EdgeX

Foundry

Project

(https://www.edgexfoundry.org/) is an open-source initiative to standardise

microservices-based

I-IoT

architecture

incorporated

with

edge-computing. Instead of tightly coupling security guidelines in each
MS, Kong (http://www.konghq.com), an open-source microservice API
gateway, is chosen to secure the EdgeX microservice cluster. MS in EdgeX
cluster safely store and retrieve sensitive data such as encryption keys or
authentication credentials in Security Secret Store which is implemented
using Vault, by Hashicorp (https://www.vaultproject.io/). Vault manages
and enforces access to secrets and systems based on authorised services
and user identity.

7 Conclusion
To leverage the power of cloud computing and big data analysis, Industrial I-IoT systems require rapid and efficient scalability. For scalability, MS architecture is a better fit for I-IoT applications than monolithic
architecture. However, the cloud native and distributed nature of microservices necessitates the adoption of security mechanism for inter-MS
communication. In addition to that, proper role based policies on basis
of authentication and identification of entities need to be in place for ensuring the authorised and secure access to the application. This paper
outlines scalability solution and sensitive information handling in kubernetes framework along with some modern methods that can be used to
ensure application security.
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Abstract
For sending normal email, mail servers can use the security additions
SPF, DKIM, and DMARC to guarantee the integrity and authenticity of
the message during transport. However, for mailing lists, these security
additions do not always work. Mailing lists often append information to
the original message body or the header before forwarding it to the subscribers. This commonly used practice invalidates the checks of these security additions.
In this work, we describe the usability problems with mailing lists. Furthermore, we review existing solutions to solve these problems. The Authenticated Received Chain (ARC) protocol is one of the solutions which
was designed to solve all currently known usability problems mentioned
in this paper.

KEYWORDS: DMARC, SPF, DKIM, Maling lists

1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the Internet, Electronic Mail (email) is one of the
most commonly used communication services. It is often used to send
all kind of confidential data, such as contracts or recovery links for forgotten passwords. For sending and relaying email, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardized the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) protocol in 1982 [17], which is currently used in the updated
version of 2008 [11] for all emails. However, while a large amount of critical data is sent by email, the SMTP protocol was not designed to protect
the content or other information of the message, such as the sender address or the subject.
To solve these security issues in SMTP, the IETF published the four additional protocols STARTTLS [6], Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [10],
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) [4], and Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) [13]. These protocols protect the integrity and authenticity of the messages during transport between the mail servers. Although these additional protocols are
known to be secure, the adoption rates are still low. The percentage of
mail servers that implemented SPF was 40% in 2015 [5] and 44.9% in
2018 [8]. The adoption rate of DMARC is even lower, which is 1.1% in
2015 [5] and 5.1% in 2018 [8].
One reason for the low adoption rates may be the continuous problems
with these protection standards and mailing list. Mailing lists forward
incoming messages to multiple subscribers. They often change some content of the original message before forwarding it. These changes break
the email delivery, because mail servers that implemented the security
additions will reject these messages. As Yahoo implemented a DMARC
to reject all emails with a failed check in 2014, sending emails to mailing
lists from a Yahoo email address was not possible anymore if the receiving
mail server also implemented DMARC [9, 19]. Since this incident, mailing list providers are searching for different solutions to solve the problem
with security and mailing lists.

This paper describes the usability problems of email authentication standards and mailing lists and compares different approaches to solve these
problems. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 explains the
standardized security additions SPF, DKIM, and DMARC. Section 3 describes the usability problems with the mailing lists. Section 4 presents
solutions for the problems mentioned in section three. Section 5 discusses
the solutions, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Email Security Standards

To send and relay emails, the IETF has standardized the SMTP [11] protocol. SMTP uses Mail Transfer Agents (MTAs) to deliver emails to the
receiver. To deliver one message to the MTA for the receiver, the message can be relayed by multiple other MTAs to reach the receiving MTA.
SMTP was standardized without any security properties. Later, the IETF
published STARTTLS [6] for encryption and SPF, DKIM, and DMARC
for authenticating the sender of the email [10, 4, 13]. In this section, we
describe these authenticating standards in detail.
SPF

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [10] is used to define the IP ad-

dresses of mail servers that are permitted to send emails for a domain.
The IP addresses of authorized email servers for a domain are distributed
in a Domain Name System (DNS) text record of the domain. The receiving MTA can verify the sending MTA by getting the SPF DNS record
of the sender domain and check if the IP address is authorized to send
messages for this domain. Additionally, the DNS record can contain information about the action that the receiving mail server should perform if
the verification of the sending MTA fails.
SPF is used to prevent email spoofing attacks, where an attacker set up
his own MTA and sends emails for a different domain. If the receiving
mail server implemented SPF and the domain added an SPF record in
the DNS, the mail can be rejected or flagged as spam by the receiving
mail server according to the rules provided in the SPF DNS record.
DKIM

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) [4] is used to provide au-

thenticity and integrity of the email during transport between the mail
servers. Therefore, an attacker can not modify the content of the message
without invalidating the DKIM signature.

Figure 1 shows the sending and validation process for DKIM messages.
In the first step, the client sends the email to the MTA of its domain (I).
Next, the sending MTA appends the hash of the body of the message to
the DKIM header field as well as signing the hash and the list of headers
with the domain’s private key (II). Afterwards, the sending MTA sends
the message, including the DKIM header, to the receiving MTA (III). The
receiving MTA then fetches the DKIM record and the public key from the
DNS server of the sending domain (IV). Finally, the receiving mail server
compares the hash of the email body to the provided hash from the DKIM
header (V) and checks the signature of the DKIM header (VI). Only if the
signature is valid and the hash of the body matches the one specified in
the DKIM header, the DKIM check passes.

(V) validate
message

Client

(I) send email

Sending
MTA

(III) send
signed email

Receiving
MTA

(VI) check
signature

pass / fail

(II) sign
email with
private DKIM
key

DNS
server

(IV) return DKIM record
and public key

Figure 1. DKIM sending and validation process [21]

In case the email is relayed by multiple mail servers, the header can
contain multiple DKIM signatures. In contrast to SPF, the action for a
failed verification of the message cannot be specified in DKIM.
In contrast to other security technologies to provide authenticity and integrity from user to user, such as Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) [18] or Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [3], DKIM is meant
to work between sending and receiving mail server. Therefore, the user
does not need to manage its own certificates, but the whole validation and
key management can be done by the administrator of the mail server for
the domain [1]. Additionally to DKIM, S/MIME and PGP can be used for
end to end encryption of the message.

DMARC

Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Confor-

mance (DMARC) [13] is based on SPF and DKIM. Each domain can publish one DMARC policy. The DNS record describes what should happen
with an email if the SPF or DKIM verification fails. Emails can either be
accepted, rejected or flagged for quarantine. Additionally, DMARC provides a way to report failed verifications from the receiving to the sending
mail server.
Figure 2 shows an DMARC record. Each record contains information
about the DMARC version (v tag), the action to take when a check fails
(none, quarantine, reject; p tag), and the email address where failed checks
should be reported to (rua tag).
_dmarc IN TXT ( "v=DMARC1; p=quarantine; "
"rua=mailto:dmarc-feedback@example.com; " )
Figure 2. Example of a DMARC DNS record [13]
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Mailing Lists

A mailing lists is a set of subscribers. Usually every electronic mailing lists has a public email-address. If a message is send to this emailaddress, the message is send to all subscribers. Mailing lists are often
used for discussions or sending newsletter to the subscribers.
Figure 3 shows the differences between sending a email directly to a
receipient (first flow diagram) and using a mailing list (second flow diagram). For sending a message dirctly, the sender (Alice) sends the email,
using the SMTP or Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol, to the
MTA of the sender domain (a.com). Next, the sending MTA uses the
SMTP protocol to deliver the message to the MTA of the receiver domain
(b.com). Finally, the reveiver (Bob) downloads the message from the receiving domains MTA via the Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP),
Post Office Protocol (POP), or HTTP protocol. In contrast to sending the
message directly to the receiver, a mailing list uses a Mailing List Manager (MLM) to rely the messages to the subscribers. In the first step the
sender (Alice) also sends the email to the MTA of the sender domain
(a.com). Afterwards, the sending MTA sends the email to the MLM of the
mailing list. The MLM can now modify the message and forwards it to
addresses that are subscribed to the mailing list.

Sender

HTTP
SMTP

Alice

Sender
Alice

Sending
MTA

SMTP

a.com

HTTP
SMTP

Sending
MTA

Receiving
MTA

HTTP
IMAP
POP

b.com

SMTP

MLM

Receiver
Bob

SMTP

a.com

Receiving
MTA

HTTP
IMAP
POP

b.com

Receiving
MTA

Receiver
Bob

HTTP
IMAP
POP

c.com

Receiver
Carol

Figure 3. Difference between sending a email directly to using a mailing list [8]

In many cases, the email is changed by the MLM [15]. The following
information are typically changed by a mailing lists:
• prepending the name of the mailing lists to the header field, to make it
easier for the receipient to identify the email coming from the mailing
lists.
• appending a footer to the body of the email for managing setting for the
mailing lists, such as a unsubscribe link.

• removing attachments or reformatting the message to have a consistant
layout for all messages.

• encrypting or signing the message using PGP or S/MIME.
• allow moderators to enforce list content policies.

4

Usability Problems with Mailing Lists

For sending emails from one user to another, the authentication methods
SPF, DKIM, and DMARC mentioned above are straightforward to implement. For a valid email, the receiving MTA can verify that the sending
MTA sent the message and it was not modified during transport.

However, one problem occurs while implementing a mailing list that relays emails to multiple receivers, because these often change the message.
When a message is changed during transport, the SPF and DKIM signatures become invalid [15]. Following, we describe the reasons why the
checks of SPF and DKIM fail when they are used with mailing lists.
SPF

To validate an email using SPF, the receiving mail server first queries

the DNS record of the sending domain, as shown in Figure 4. The DNS
record in this example allows only the mail servers of the example.org domain to send emails for the example.com domain. After querying the DNS
record, the receiving MTA checks if the IP address of the sending email
server is included in the list of authorized mail servers.
If the mail is relayed by a mailing list, the IP address of the sending
mail server changes from the IP address of the original sender to that of
the mail server of the mailing list. Because the IP address of the mailing
list might not be in the list of authorized IP addresses for the domain of
the sender, the SPF check fails [10, 7].

example.com. TXT "v=spf1 mx:example.org -all"
Figure 4. Example of a SPF DNS record [10]

DKIM

In order to validate the DKIM record of an incoming email, the re-

ceiving mail server also queries the DNS record of the sending domain
to get the public key and the signing algorithm of the domain’s mail
server. After this, the receiving mail server verifies the signature of the
DKIM-Signature header of the email. As shown in Figure 5, this DKIM-Signature
header contains the signing algorithm (a tag), the header field which is
used as an input for the signature (h tag), the hash of the body (bh tag),
and the signature (b tag). The version (v tag) and the selector for subdividing the namespace of the domain (s tag) are also mandatory fields. The
signature is verified using the public key of the sender.
If an email from a DKIM enabled MTA is sent, the body of the message or the header fields can not be modified by the mailing list without
breaking the signature, because these fields are protected by the signature. Furthermore, the MTA of the mailing lists can not create a valid
signature for the message, because it does not know the private key of the
sending domain [4].

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; d=example.net; s=brisbane;
h=from:to:subject:date;
bh=MTIzNDU2Nzg5MDEyMzQ1Njc4OTAxMjM0NTY3ODkwMTI=;
b=dzdVyOfAKCdLXdJOc9G2q8LoXSlEniSbav+
,→ yuU4zGeeruD00lszZVoG4ZHRNiYzR
Figure 5. An example DKIM signature [4]

5 Solutions
In this section, five solutions for using mailing list with enabled SPF,
DKIM, and DMARC policies are explained.
Do not change the body of message

In 2011, the IETF published recom-

mendations to use DKIM with mailing lists [12]. In their document about
best current practices, they suggest using mailing lists that do not change
the body of the message but add all additional data as email headers.
Warn subscribers

Additionally, the IETF described a solution if a mail-

ing list provider does not want to follow the IETF recommendation of not
changing the body of the message. For some providers, the change of the
body is necessary because they want to attach advertisement or unsubscribe links. In this case, the IETF recommend warning new subscribers
if the policy of the subscriber domain could cause problems with the mailing list [12].
Change sender to mailing list

As Yahoo changed their DMARC policy to

reject all messages with an invalid SPF or DKIM check in 2014 [14],
researchers developed a solution to continue using mailing list without
changing much on the mailing list [9, 19]. To continue using security
policies, they suggested not to relay the email as before, but modify the
message at the mailing list provider and create a completely new message
with the mailing list as the sender. In this case, the mailing list provider
can sign the message and DMARC checks would pass again.

Forward as attachment

Another solution, mentioned by Huitema [9] in

2014, was to fix the problem with mailing lists in short term by forwarding
the email as an attachment to bypass the security checks. In this case,
the mailing list’s MTA would create a new email with the original email
as an attachment. The receiving client could then verify that the email
came from the mailing list, but can also verify that the original email
(attachment) came from the sender. To provide full authenticity, the client
MTA needs to be aware of this practice.
ARC

Authenticated Received Chain (ARC) [2, 8] is a protocol to solve

the mailing list problem by creating a chain of trust for each mail server
that handles the message during transport. Every ARC-enabled server attaches an ARC-Authentication-Results header to the message to provide
information about which security properties were fulfilled at the time the
server received the message. ARC is based on SPF, DKIM, and DMARC.
To generate the chain of trust, every ARC-enabled mail server checks
the message using SPF, DKIM, and DMARC and attaches the results to
the message. The authentication results are signed with the private key
of the intermediate MTA. Similarly to DKIM, specified header fields and
the body of the message are also signed and attached to the email by every
mail server during transport.
This provides a way to change the body of the message without triggering a DKIM fail, because the server that modified the message can prove
that the message was valid at the point it received it. The SPF verification is also solved by this protocol, because every MTA attaches a header
to prove that the signature of the sender was correct when it received the
message.

6

Discussion

In this section, we compare and discuss the five solutions from the previous section.
Do not change the body of message

Although the recommendations of

the IETF are from 2011, they are still a good solution to solve the mailing list problem, because all current security additions are not affected by
mailing lists that do not change the body or header fields of the email. By
adding the additional information as header fields, features like unsubscribing from a mailing list can be implemented.

The unsubscribe feature was already standardized in 1998 [16] and is
implemented in some email clients. Nevertheless, these header fields are
not supported by all email clients [20] and therefore most of the mailing
lists still append the unsubscribe link to the body of the email. Other features like reformatting the body of the message or appending additional
information of the mailing lists are not standardized or implemented.
Furthermore, appending Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)
attachments, such as images, in header fields of the email does not work
and would require changing the body of the message. Although the solution sounds easy, it can not be used by all mailing lists because it restricts the usage of features like reformatting the body or appending attachments.
Warn subscribers

Warning subscribers if the email might not be deliv-

ered due to possible verification failures is generally a good idea, but not
a long term solution for the problem. Additionally, this procedure does
not take into account that the policies of the domain might change. To
solve this issue, the mailing lists must check the current policy of every
subscriber domain before delivering the message. This would cause an
overhead due to additional DNS queries.
All in all, warning the subscribers is user-friendly and should be done
if the mailing list provider knows that the targeted group of receivers
does not use the security standards with strict policies. As soon as the
majority strict policies, the mailing lists should implement a solution that
solves the problem in the long term and for all possible subscribers.
Change sender to mailing list

Moderating incoming email at the mail-

ing lists before sending them to the subscribers would solve the security
issues because the mailing list can then sign the message itself. Additionally, SPF checks would pass because the mailing lists server can be
configured to be allowed to send emails for the domain of the mailing list.
Nevertheless, this solution can not provide authenticity for the original
sender of the email, because the original sender is completely removed as
the sender.

Forward as attachment

Forwarding the email as an attachment solves

the above-mentioned authenticity problem of the original sender because
the recipient can verify the sender and signatures of the original message.
Although, this solution is not user-friendly because email attachments are
not opened automatically and therefore it needs additional user interaction to read the email from the mailing list. Another way of solving this
problem would be clients that are aware of mailing list and detect such
attachments to display them in a user-friendly way.
ARC

The currently most promising solution for the mailing lists problem

is the Authenticated Received Chain protocol. The protocol was specially
designed for the use case of mailing lists and solves all known problems
with SPF, DKIM, and DMARC for mailing lists. It also allows mailing
lists to modify the body or header fields of an email before relaying it to
the subscribers.
Although Google and other providers already implemented the protocol
[2], it will take some time until most of the mailing list providers have
updated their lists and clients implemented the final verification.
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Conclusion

The SMTP protocol has the additions Sender Policy Framework (SPF),
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM), and Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) to protect the authenticity of the sender of an email as well as the integrity of the message
itself. While all of these standards protect against unwanted modifications of an email for normal email sending workflows, these protection
mechanisms do not work for emails that were sent through mailing lists.
When using mailing lists, the validation of these security additions may
fail and create false positive spam messages. In this paper, we described
the reasons why the validation of these additions fail with mailing lists
and discussed possible solutions. Especially the new Authenticated Received Chain (ARC) protocol will help to use email authentication mechanism for mailing lists in the future. As the low adoption rates of DKIM
and DMARC has shown, new protocols need many years to be adopted by
enough providers to use them for filtering emails and avoid false positive
spam messages.
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Abstract
Fallback authentication or recovery mechanisms allows the users to regain
control over their online services when one or more of the authentication
factors are lost or forgotten. During this seminar course, we did a survey
on different fallback authentication mechanisms to analyse each mechanism’s advantages and disadvantages. Besides, we also find the improvement of these mechanisms which have been already in use in the industry.
In addition, we did a survey on the current research of new fallback mechanisms, and make an introduction to two frontier fallback mechanisms
which proposed by researcher in recent year.
KEYWORDS: Security, Authentication, Human-Computer Interaction
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Introduction
The fallback mechanism is critical for any system which needs user au-

thentication, since it is common for people to forget their credentials, for
example, passwords. With the fallback mechanism, the user can log into
the system without knowing the credential. Besides, the user can replace
the forgotten credential after passing the verification of the fallback mech-

anism.
One commonly used solution on many websites is personal knowledge
questions. The website will require the user to answer some personal
question in order to retrieve the credentials. But with the personal information being more and more easily get revealed to the internet, this
mechanism is not as safe as it used to be[1]. Besides, according to the
research[1], and almost none of the website which using this mechanism
allows the user to define the questions or utilise the SMS. Then, today,
most websites are using email or SMS as the way to identify the user
and lead the the user to reset his/her credential, which called Out-of-band
communications[2]. When a user making a request on the website, a link
or code will be sent, and the user can find the credential back with the
link/code. Compare with the question, this mechanism has a higher success rate. Another commonly used way is cooperation of a trusted person,
a mechanism which requires other users to give a response which shows
the person who is using fallback mechanism is trustable. Facebook[2].
and Wechat forms China are using such mechanism[3].
In this paper, we will summarise the current popular fallback authentication mechanisms, analyse their advantages and disadvantages. Additionally, we will summarise the cutting-edge fallback authentication
mechanisms proposed by computer scientists.

2 A Summary of Fallback Authentication Mechanisms
In this section, we sum up several fallback authentication mechanisms
which are used on the internet, and also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these mechanisms.

2.1 Personal Knowledge Question

Introduction
Personal knowledge questions or security questions are currently one
of the most widely used fallback authentication mechanisms. Users are
required to provide answers to preset questions which related to their
personal information. Once the user forgets the password, it can re-access
the account by correctly answer the question it set before.

Advantages
The personal knowledge authentication offloads the security risk in the
user’s side to the people who design the security question. Besides, The
people who design the questions usually be more experienced in security
issue than the normal usage. Besides, in this mechanism, the only decision that user need to remember is which question to choose, leaving the
main decision to mechanism designer[1]. In conclusion, by doing this, the
system can be relatively secure if the questions is properly designed.

Disadvantages
The personal knowledge question mechanism has several major defects
since this system is intricate, there are many criteria which affect the
usability of the system and even the safety of the whole website.
The first criteria is the privacy, the user will store a lot of privacy information on the server, which means this information is in danger of being
leaked by the website intentionally and unintentionally. The second one
is security, which is how to prevent attacks that what to illegally get the
answers to the security questions.
Specifically there are two criteria[4] of security: Guessing difficulty and
Observation difficulty.
Guess difficulty indicates how difficult for an attacker to guess the answer to the question. Under these criteria, the question with a very common answer is very easy to guess the answer. For example, in Latvia,
near half of population[5] live in Riga, so in a website which mainly used
by Latvian users, if the security question is about the birthplace or residency, it’s very easy to guess the answer. Observation difficulty[4] means
the information shouldn’t be available to the public. For example, the
security question is the information which could be searched on the internet.
Apart from the security problem. Usability is another problem of personal knowledge question. The usability mainly reflects on the memorability and the accuracy of the question.[4]
The memorability means how easy for the user to remember the answer. A very common situation is that the user forgets the password as
well as the answer to the security questions. Under this situation, it is
impossible for the user to find the account back. In another aspect, personal knowledge question means the user needs to remember additional
information other than password. So, in practice, this mechanism has to

have another fallback mechanism as a backup. According to the survey,
the success rate of personal knowledge question recovery is significantly
lower than recovery with SMS/Email[6], so the backup mechanism will be
more frequent user. The backup mechanism, which usually be costumer
service, which will increase the company’s expense by recruiting more
people.The accuracy means that the question should have a few syntactic
representations[4]. For example, in the answer to the question "What is
your home address?", the street could be written as St. or street. Under
these circumstances, it is very possible for the user to garble the actual
answer.

Conclusion
Based on the criteria discussed above, we can make the conclusion that
the question design in the personal knowledge question is intricate: to
prevent the stolen of the account, the service designer needs to fulfil the
privacy, security and usability at the same time. Additionally, the inappropriate question will cause the user to forget the correct answer, and
cause the user to lose the account. Due to these reasons, there have new
mechanisms emerged to replace personal knowledge question mechanism,
which will be discussed below.

2.2 SMS/Email recovery

Introduction
Another very popular mechanism is an SMS/Email recovery. The mechanism is: When a user registers an account, it needs to leave his/her security email or phone number to the service provider. When the user forgets
his/her password, it could let website send a recovery message to it via
SMS/Email, which contains a link to recover the account, for example, a
link to reset user’s password.

Advantages
There are some advantages to this mechanism. Firstly, compared with
personal knowledge question mechanism, the user doesn’t need to remember additional information in order to recover his/her account the user also
release the burden of remembering the information for account recovery.
Additionally, the SMS/E-mail recovery avoid the risk of privacy leak[7], by
avoiding store user’s personal information on the server. Furthermore, although anyone can steal the account by the recovery link sent to the user,

it’s nearly impossible to guess the link. In this way, this mechanism can
also avoid the guessing attack. Furthermore, the content of the recovery
message is randomly generated link/code. Or the content can even be a
temporary password[8]. Compared with the fixed answer to the personal
knowledge question, the randomly generated content is safer.

Disadvantages
This mechanism has its flaws. Firstly, the webmail services and device which receives SMS may insecure. The email is also a kind of online
service which using the password and has its own fallback authentication mechanism. If the mail service provider doesn’t secure the server
properly, or it has a poorly designed, the attacker could get the recovery link by hacking into the user’s mailbox. On the other hand, SMS,
which seems more secure, also has its own security problem due to its
store and forward feature.[9].Store and forward feature is a telecommunication technique which the message will be forwarded by other devices
for multiple times before reaches its destination.[10] These devices will
also store the message when forwarding it. As the result, due to this feature, it is possible for the attacker to intercept the message. The SMS
spoofing[11] is another major security vulnerability of SMS. It is a kind of
technology which fakes the sender of the SMS and often occurs when the
user is on roaming[12].When the user is waiting to receive the recovery
message, the attacker could execute SMS spoofing attack by fake itself to
be the website that the user lost the credential. Then, the attacker can
send an SMS contains a link which could cheat the user’s login credential
by the phishing attack. Besides, the SMS is poorly encrypted by stream
cipher[13]. Under this case, it is easy to decrypt the message once the
attacker intercepts it. Besides, when the user is roaming, the SMS may
go through the internet, makes it more easily to be intercepted[9].
Another concern is that both E-mail and SMS are very easy to be faked
and sent from the internet. In some case, the user may need to input the
new password in the account recovery process. The attacker could use the
phishing attack by faking a website, using a very similar domain, try to
get the user’s password. Through this can be avoided by look thoroughly
to the web page and the domain, but still, many users may get their password leaked.
Other than the security problem, this recovery method may become invalid when the user changes his/her contact.This problem is more obvious

in SMS recovery. The user may change his/her phone number after relocates to a new country, if user forget to change the phone number then
he/her may have to ask customer service for help or even lost the account.

Improvement
Due to the problems mentioned above, in practice, some software tries to
improve the mechanism by avoiding using SMS in the process. In this section, we take Telegram for example to analyse the possible improvement
for the mechanism.
If the user forgets the password to his/her Telegram account, but he/she
has the same account already logged in another device. In this situation,
when the user initials the fallback authentication mechanism, the system
will send the recovery code directly to his/her telegram which is already
logged in at another device. This improved mechanism is safer since it
avoids the SMS which is not as secure as the encrypted communication
through Telegram.

Conclusion
In conclusion, SMS/Email recovery is a more convenient solution for
both users and service providers, but it has a lot of vulnerabilities which
couldn’t be ignored, especially in the SMS channel. But luckily, some alternative methods are already implemented by some companies to replace
the SMS channel. These methods bring better security to SMS/Email recovery mechanism.

2.3 Trusted Friends (TF) Mechanism

Introduction
In TF mechanism, the user is authenticated by contacts[14]. This kind of
approach raised by the development of the social network. When the user
requests to reset his/her password, the user will need to select some contacts from his/her contact list. After this, the system will send randomly
generated code to each selected contacts. These contacts are supposed
to give user these codes through a communication channel. It will either
give it to the user via an alternative channel or just sent this code through
chat with the user in the platform which the user needs to recover his/her
account(Wechat).

Advantages
The TF mechanism is relatively secure. If the attacker tries to get access
to the user’s phone with this method, he must first know which people
in the contact list is user’s trust person. Besides, even he knows who
is the trusted person, he must instruct the user’s trusted person to help
with the account recovery[2]. In this process, the user’s trusted person
will easily found out the true identity of the attacker. This because the
attacker can only contact with an unknown identity, either call from an
unknown phone or find the user’s trusted people from social media and
contact them as a stranger. In this case, then making the phone call, the
attacker is very easy to be exposed from the voice. On the other hand,
people don’t trust the stranger form social media, so it is very hard for
the attacker to convincing. According to scientific research and servery,
the TF mechanism has low usability but with very high security[2]. So in
general, the TF mechanism is safe.

Disadvantages
But the attacker can still have possibility to broke this mechanism. The
attacker could fake several accounts under his/her control[14], add the
victim as friend. Then attacker can start the password recovery process
from the victim’s side, select his fake account and send the code. By this
way, it is possible for the attacker to take control of the victim’s account.

Improvements
To prevent such problem, the companies actually adopt this mechanism
usually take some additional measure. Facebook is one of the websites using this mechanism. When the user tries to execute the account recovery
process, Facebook only allows the user to select recovery contacts from a
certain group of contacts. This group usually selected from the contacts
that user recently or often contacts with. Some software, like Wechat(A
Chinese chatting application from Tencent), uses this mechanism just as
an additional security mechanism[3]. In the account recovery process of
Wechat, the user’s account is blocked even it passes the SMS verification,
the user is required to select 3 contacts from the list. After this, these 3
users will receive a unique code, they will be required to send the code to
the blocked user to unblock the account.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we hold the opinion that the Trusted Friends mechanism
is a relatively safe fallback authentication mechanism. It can defend the
user’s account from most of the attack. It has a minor disadvantage which
could overcome by adding an additional security mechanism.

2.4 Recovery by Contact Support Team

Introduction
This is a method commonly offered in the user system with a small user
group, for example, the user system inside a school or a company. When
the user forgets the credential, he/she could contact the support team to
reset the credential.
A good example is Aalto University[15]. Normally, if the user forgets the
password, he/she need to log in to the system with bank credential to reset
the password. But,but, for some of the non-Finnish student, the bank
credential is unusable. So If a non-Finnish user forgets the password for
his/her Aalto IT account, he/she may recover the account by this method.
First, fill the contact form on the IT service web page, and then visit the IT
centre with ID. With this way, the user can retrieve the access to his/her
account.

Advantages
Compared in internet, it is more hard to fake to be someone else in
a face to face communication which require people to show their ID. In
other case, the only way to hack this system form the outside is to make
the staff in support team believe the attacker is the victim, which is very
hard.

Disadvantages
On the other hand, the downside of this method is that it needs too
many people to maintain this system. In a system with a very large user
group, it just has a large support team to make the response fast enough.
Because of this, it will be extremely expensive to use such fallback authorisation system.
Besides, the support team members with vicious intentions are actually
most dangerous attacker. Compared this mechanism with the previous
mechanisms, the human has more impact. So, a staff in the support team
can easily get control of any account in the system, which is a threat that

cannot be ignored.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the Recovery by Contact Support Team method is a good
option for the smaller user group, it could prevent all of the attacks from
the internet, which makes it the safest fallback authentication mechanism for the small user group, for example, inside an organisation or company. On the other hand, the high need for manpower also makes this
mechanism very expensive, so it is not suitable for the larger user group.

3

The Latest Researches on Fallback Authentication Mechanisms
In this section, we sum up the latest research results on fallback authen-

tication mechanisms. These research result is based on current fallback
authentication mechanisms which brings better security and usability.

3.1

Dynamic Security Question

Dynamic Security Questions for Fallback Authentication is a fallback
authentication proposed by Alina Hang, Alexander De Luca, Heinrich
Hussmann at their paper[16] published in 2015. And this mechanism
is being used if the user forgets the password of his/her phone. In their
fallback authentication mechanism design, once the user lost the access
to the mobile device by forgetting the password, the mobile device will
generate some dynamic questions based on the use history of the phone.
After correctly answer these questions, the user can regain access to the
phone.
The question is based on information collected from an Android application running on background. Which will record the user’s calling record,
messaging record, application usage history, etc. To ensure the privacy of
the user, the data will not be left the phone. Then, when the user tries
to find back their password, the system will pick up the random record,
generate a question-based on the log.
In the test, this mechanism has a high success rate: user can answer
74% of question correctly, which is relative high[16]. On the other hand,
the mechanism still has its problems. First, is if the user very rarely
uses the phone, there may not have enough data to generate the question.
Besides, if the attacker knows the user very well, he/she may answers
all of the questions correctly. Moreover, there is much data which is very

hard to access for the data collection application, for instance, the data
inside Whatsapp[16].

3.2 Gamified Security Question
In the research paper[17] of Nicholas Micallef and Nalin Arachchilage,
they proposed a game design which aims to improves the usability of
question-based fall-back authentication mechanism.
The researchers adopted the "4 Pics 1 word" game. This is due to the reason the game, which uses picture and cues, helps user a lot with memory[17].
The game is used in the mechanism, which automatically generate the
answer to the security questions. Because the answer is only known to
the user, and it is not related to the user’s personal information, thus this
method is more secure than personal knowledge question. Under this condition, is important and also hard for the user to remember the answer.
The game aims to help the user remember the answers to the questions
by creating a strong association with answers for the user.
In the game, there will be 4 pictures they all related to the same word,
which is the answer to the security question. The system will provide user
part of the word, and user needs to fill the rest of the letters of this word.
The game will be repeated after a certain period of time to enhances the
user’s memory.
The game is effective according to the previous psychology research, that
the repeating[18] and image[19] can help the user to remember a word
better. Besides, it adds the pointing system to make the user more engaged in the game, which makes it more effective[17].

4 Conclusion
In the paper, we summaries current fallback authentication mechanism,
analyse their advantages and disadvantages, as well as have a survey on
the current improvement of these mechanisms that could overcome their
disadvantages. The current mechanisms has some shortages, still tech
companies already had some methods to make up these disadvantages.
Besides, we also do survey on the recent researches of fallback authentication mechanisms, and summaries the potential improvement over current
mechanisms that these researches bring to us.
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Abstract
Due to the exponential growth of mobile data traffic, the capacity of
wireless and cellular networks should be expanded to cope with the everincreasing demands mobile users. Mobile edge computing (MEC) has emerged
as a promising solution in fifth-generation (5G) networks and Internet of
Things (IoT) to bring the network resources as close as possible to mobile
users, thus improves the resource utilization and user satisfaction (e.g., in
terms of latency). In this report, we study intelligent edge computing platforms which provide the network resources (e.g., storage and computing) at
the network edge (e.g., small-cells or even user equipment) to improve the
performance of data delivery, and real-time data streaming and analytics
in future 5G networks. In particular, we introduce three well-known platforms, namely (i) Azure IoT Edge, (ii) IBM Watson IoT and (iii) Amazon
Web Services IoT Greengrass. Next, we discuss the architectures, features,
and advantages of the platforms comparatively. The outcome of our research shows that the platforms have different architectures but they support a variety of certified hardware for IoT devices and modern technologies such as IoT protocols and programming languages for configuring
devices and developing applications.
KEYWORDS: 5G networks, Internet of things, mobile edge computing, edge
computing platforms.

1 Introduction
With the explosive increase of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and the
user demands, network operators attempt to expand the capacity of the
wireless and cellular networks to cope with the fast-increasing volume of
mobile data traffic. In addition, novel multimedia applications and services have emerged which require high-bandwidth and low-latency Internet connectivity to satisfy the quality requirements of their subscribers
(i.e., mobile users). Mobile edge computing (MEC) is a key network architecture and technology in fifth-generation (5G) networks which aims at
bringing the network resource closer to end users, thus reduce the backhaul network traffic and improve user quality of experience (QoE).
The architecture of heterogeneous networks (HetNets) is known as a key
networking model to enable MEC. In HetNets, multiple small-cell base
stations (BSs) (e.g., Femto-cells or Pico-cells) are deployed in the coverage
of macro BSs to provide efficient Internet services to mobile users. In contrast to traditional wireless networks, the combination of HetNets and
MEC can enable new capabilities in next-generation wireless networks.
For example, Zhang et al. propose a cooperative content caching architecture for 5G networks that enhances traditional approaches by leveraging MEC [23]. They introduce hierarchical mobility-aware edge caching
strategies that keep popular data in BSs passed by mobile users. Zhou
et al. demonstrate a powerful mechanism to integrate Heterogeneous
Networks (HetNet) with Information-Centric Networking (ICN) and MEC
techniques [24]. Real-world applications of MEC may include the following aspects: dynamic content optimization, computational offloading in
IoT, Mobile big data analytics and smart transportation [11].
Although the above research makes the network infrastructure more
flexible and efficient, they lack smart and sophisticated caching approaches
to precisely identify content popularity and user requirements. However,
big data analytics [7], deep learning [13], federated learning [21] offer
broad perspectives to promote intelligent analysis of the delivered data.
Chang et al. believe that big data analytics are indispensable in future
networks [7]. For this purpose, they present machine learning schemes
that are implemented on the network edges in order to analyze the content of delivered services and make accurate caching decisions based on
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collected data features. Li et al. [13] consider deep learning as the most
promising approach to reliably mine IoT data from the noisy and complex environment and to make accurate predictions about content edge
placement.
Recently, some promising edge platforms have been deployed that provide real-time processing and intelligent data analysis services at the network edge (e.g., through small-cell BSs and even mobile devices). To meet
high wireless data traffic demands, these platforms combine intelligent
schemes for content caching and delivery, and high-performance streaming analytics approaches in the light of Big Data and IoT. Using these
platforms relieves customers from writing own algorithms and offers existing and proven methods. It helps to easily develop and deploy solutions, capture and analyze data from sensors, mobile devices, applications,
equipment, vehicles, appliances and all kinds of the IoT.
In this report, we study popular edge computing platforms that bring intelligence into the network edge and promise innovative ways of improving overall performance in future wireless systems. We discuss different
types of platforms and architectures. In addition, we highlight their important features, advantages, and shortcomings. Our research may help
researchers and practitioners to choose an appropriate platform to develop their services with respect to their features.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. Section II defines the edge
computing architecture and platforms. Section III discusses architectures
and features of popular Edge Computing Platforms such as Azure IoT
Edge, IBM Watson IoT Platform and AWS IoT Greengrass. A comparison
of platforms characteristics is presented in section VI. Section V concludes
the article. Finally, appendices provide useful guides for considered platforms using dashboard or command line interface.

2

Mobile Edge Computing: Architecture and Platforms

The network infrastructure is a complex hierarchy of network segments
ranging from user gadgets to corporate clouds and data centers. The
structure of an IoT network can typically be divided into three aspects:
sensors/devices, IoT gateways/local network, and backhaul network/cloud,
representing the data source, data communication networks, and data
processing, respectively [22].
Fig. 1 illustrates the hierarchy of these three network levels. The first
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Figure 1. The structure of an IoT network

level is called end devices and is represented by sensors, actuators, vehicles, appliances, and other different types of IoT devices. The computational power of these various gadgets can provide real-time services for
some applications. Nonetheless, due to the limited capacity of the end
devices, the requirements of most applications cannot be fulfilled at the
front edge environment [22]. In these cases, the end devices have to forward data for processing to the edge servers. On this level of IoT networks, gateways support the vast majority of the traffic flows and have
more power and storage. Therefore, they can perform real-time data processing, data caching, and computation offloading. Such a structure allows user devices to achieve much better performance on data computing
and capacity, with a small increase in the latency [22].
EC software allows data from applications, sensors, controllers to be
analyzed at the edge of the network before being sent to a data center
or cloud. This reduces the communications bandwidth required among
gadgets and the central data center by performing analytics at or near the
source of the data [12]. Working with Edge Computing Platform, a device
does not constantly transfer data to the cloud for analysis, but instead, it
is enabled to accomplish tasks on its own.
In this report, we study Azure IoT Edge, Watson IoT Platform, and AWS
IoT Greengrass platforms. They give developers an ability to easily connect to IoT devices and cloud services using IoT industrial protocols, develop and manage edge computing applications, visually compose data
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flow to analyze and route data [12]. EC models can be ported across different system hardware architectures, i.e., embedded in gateways or small
footprint edge devices. Working in conjunction with centralized analytic
systems, EC platforms can provide efficient and timely analytics across
the whole IoT ecosystem: from the center to the edge.

3

Overview of well-known Edge Computing Platforms

3.1

Azure IoT Edge

Azure IoT Edge is an open source project introduced by Microsoft which is
publicly available on Github 1 . This product offers intelligent edge technologies, fully hosted and managed Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions
and specialized Platform as a Service (PaaS) solutions [1]. With Azure IoT
Edge you can move custom application logic and cloud analytics to devices
and then monitor work from the cloud.
In the big picture, end-to-end architecture with Azure IoT Edge contains three main parts. These are devices, Azure IoT Edge itself and
cloud-based interface (Azure IoT Control Plane). Devices can be sensors
or actuators that are connected to the local edge computing layer. Azure
IoT Control Plane interacts with the edge layer, remotely monitors and
manages IoT Edge devices.
Azure IoT Edge includes IoT Edge modules and IoT Edge runtime. Modules are built from standard Dockerfile containers. They execute Azure
services, third-party services or own code on IoT Edge devices. Each device is assigned to a module registered with the edge layer, but not every
module needs to be mapped to a device. IoT Edge runtime runs on each device, manages deployed modules and performs the interaction with Azure
IoT control [15].
Azure IoT Edge Agent and Azure IoT Edge Hub are two components of
IoT Edge runtime. The first one downloads the deployment manifest from
the cloud and maintains the required state of a device’s configuration. The
second one provides offline capabilities of an IoT Hub in the public cloud
by offering authentication and communication services to the devices [15].
Fig. 2 shows Azure IoT Edge architecture.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the edge can be performed by complex
1 https://github.com/Azure/iotedge
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event processing, machine learning, image recognition, and other highvalue AI. In addition to offered services such as Azure Functions, Azure
Stream Analytics, and Azure Machine Learning, we are able to implement
own AI modules. For that purpose, Azure IoT Edge supports Java, .NET
Core 2.0, NodeJS, C, and Python programming languages [3].
Microsoft Azure website provides a variety of useful tutorials, e.g., deploying Azure Stream Analytics as an IoT Edge module or performing
image classification at the edge with Custom Vision Service. Below we
describe an example of a quick start with deploying the first IoT Edge
module to a Linux device.

3.2 IBM Watson IoT Platform
The IBM Watson IoT Platform (WIoTP) together with Edge Analytics
Agent (EAA) performs Edge services for devices and gateways. This platform provides powerful application access to IoT devices and data, device
management operations, secure communication by using MQTT (Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport) and TLS (Transport Layer Security) protocols [4].
To use this platform at the network edge, we need to create Edge nodes
and configure services that will be deployed to these nodes. An Edge node
consists of a gateway and a device that resides at the edge of the network.
When services are executing on nodes, Edge nodes can send messages
from devices with the Edge gateway. The gateway parses the messages
relying on configured edge analytics rules. Critical data and alerts might
be sent to Watson IoT Platform, trigger an alert on the gateway, or be
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written to a text file that is local to the gateway [9]. The diagram on Fig. 3
demostrates the general architecture of the Watson IoT Platform edge
analytics environment. WIoTP acts there as asynchronous glue between
all components in the IoT operational model.
Now we are going to describe in details each component from the presented diagram, namely, devices, gateways, applications, MQTT and IBM
add-ons solutions such as Watson IoT Platform on Blockchain and Watson
IoT Platform Analytics.
A device is anything that has a connection to the Internet and that can
push data into the cloud [4]. Instead of direct communication with other
devices, devices receive commands from applications and send events back
to applications. Each device in the WIoTP has a unique authentication token and must be registered before it connects to the WIoTP. To build and
manage devices, we can use such technologies as MQTT messaging protocol, Python, NodeJS, Java, C#, Embedded C and Mbed C++ [8].
Gateways serve as access points for other devices because they have
combined capabilities of an application and device [4]. Gateways must
also be registered before they can connect to the WIoTP.
An application can be anything that has a connection to the Internet, interacts with data from devices and manage the behavior of those devices.
Instead of registering the application as in case of devices and gateways,
we must provide valid API key and a unique application ID to identify the
application in WIoTP. However, API key has to be previously registered.
MQTT is a lightweight protocol for events and messages that allows
devices to effectively communicate across constrained networks to remote
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systems [5]. This protocol supports different data formats, therefore, it is
possible to send images, texts and almost every type of data in a binary
format.
WIoTP is expanded by such add-ons solutions as Watson IoT Platform
on Blockchain and Watson IoT Platform Analytics. Blockchain enables
IoT resources to participate in blockchain business networks [6]. Analytics extension provides built-in configurable analytics functions to easily
interact with the raw data from IoT devices.

3.3 AWS IoT Greengrass
AWS IoT Greengrass platform provides cloud capabilities for different
types of devices. For example, like other platforms, it enables devices
to collect and analyze data closer to the source of information. Devices
could vary in size, from smaller microcontroller-based devices to large appliances [17]. The platform allows to react autonomously to local events,
and communicate securely with each other – even when not connected to
the Internet. AWS IoT Greengrass protects user data through the secure
authentication and authorization of devices, through secure connectivity
in the local network and between local devices and the cloud [20].
Connected devices in AWS IoT Greengrass are able to execute predictions based on different ML models and keep device data in sync. AWS
IoT Greengrass developers can use AWS Lambda functions and pre-built
connectors to create serverless applications that are deployed to devices
for local execution. With pre-built connectors, developers can easily extend edge device functionality without writing code. Building IoT devices
and application logic can be done through cloud-based management that
runs on devices. Locally deployed Lambda functions and connectors are
triggered by local events, messages from the cloud, or other sources. [20].
To execute lambda code, device has to support ARM or x86 architectures
on which AWS IoT Greengrass Core can be hosted [17]. Greengrass supports Lambda functions authored in Python language, NodeJS, Java, C,
C++ [18].
The basic Greengrass architecture is presented in Fig. 4. The platform
consists of Software distributions, Cloud service, and Features. Cloud
service is called AWS IoT Greengrass API. Features include Lambda runtime, Message manager, Over-the-air update agent, Local resource access,
Local machine learning inference, and some other useful features.
There are three different types of AWS IoT software distributions such
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Figure 4. The architecture of AWS IoT Greengrass.

as Greengrass Core, Greengrass SDK and Device SDK [18]. AWS IoT
Greengrass Core works on CPU-based devices (x86 or ARM) that run a
general-purpose OS such as Linux. The purpose of this distribution is
to provide local services (computing, messaging, security), and communicates locally with devices that run the AWS IoT Device SDK. Greengrass SDK allows Lambda functions to interact with local services inside
a Lambda function deployed to AWS IoT Greengrass Core. Device SDK
helps devices to interact locally with AWS IoT Greengrass Cores.

4

A comparison of Edge Computing Platforms

This section compares the platforms and presents key characteristics in
the Table 1. Key characteristics include pricing, open source, data protocols, certified hardware, SDK/language, connection, analysis.
Pricing. All three platforms offer a free trial account for a period of time
with limited functionality. After a free period, payments are calculated in
different ways depending on the platform. Whereas AWS IoT Greengrass
relies only on a total number of messages per day, both Azure IoT Edge
and IBM Watson IoT calculate price from a combination of used components. These include a number of devices, data traffic and data storage.
Open source. Unlike IBM Watson IoT and AWS IoT Greengrass, Azure
IoT Edge is an open source project available on Github. Everyone can see
the code, develop desired behavior for yourself or contribute to the project
fixing any of issues.
Data protocols. The platforms support HTTP (Hypertext Transfer
Protocol) and MQTT data protocols. In addition, Azure IoT Edge allows
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Characteristics

Azure IoT Edge

IBM Watson IoT

AWS IoT
Greengrass

Pricing

Paying for IoT Hub

Paying related to

Paying for total

unit related to

number of devices,

number of

number of devices

data traffic and

messages/day per

and messages per

data storage

unit

days
Open source

Yes

No

No

Data protocols

HTTP, MQTT,

HTTP, MQTT, TLS

HTTP, MQTT,

AMQP

WebSockets

Certified

Texas

Texas

Texas

Hardware

Instruments, Intel,

Instruments,

Instruments, Intel,

Raspberry Pi,

Raspberry Pi,

Broadcom,

Freescal,

ARM mbed,

Marvell, Renesas,

Arduino Uno

Microchip

Python, NodeJS,

Python, NodeJS,

Python, NodeJS,

Java, C#, C

Java, C#,

Java, C, C++

SDK/Language

Embedded C and
Mbed C++
Connection

Easy configuration

Difficult

Easy configuration

configuration
Analysis

Medium

Difficult

configuration

Configuration

Easy configuration

Table 1. Characteristics of IoT platforms (adopted from [14]).

messages through AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol), IBM
Watson IoT – through TLS, AWS IoT Greengrass – through WebSockets.
Certified Hardware. Texas Instruments hardware is supported by all
the platforms. Similar to Azure IoT Edge, AWS IoT Greengrass provides
compatibility with Intel hardware. Both Azure IoT Edge and IBM Watson
IoT are able to work with Raspberry Pi hardware. Some other well-known
types of IoT hardware are supported in the platform. More detailed lists
are presented in the Table 1.
SDK/Language. While Python, NodeJS, Java and C are the common
languages in the platforms, Azure IoT Edge and IBM Watson IoT supports
C# language as well, and both IBM Watson IoT and AWS IoT Greengrass
support C++.
Connection. The difficulty of connecting a device is measured on the
time and difficulty of creating the gateway [14]. Azure IoT Edge and AWS
IoT Greengrass, in contrast to IBM Watson IoT, provide easy configuration. You can see examples of creating a device with Azure IoT Edge and
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IBM Watson IoT in appendices A and B respectively.
Analysis. This characteristic describes a degree of difficulty how stored
data can be accessed and transferred to visualization analysis [14]. Similarly to the previous characteristic, IBM Watson IoT is the most difficult
platform in analysis configuration comparing to the other two platforms.
AWS IoT Greengrass provides easier configuration than Azure IoT Edge.

5

Conclusion

With the massive increase in the collected data from IoT devices, wireless networks meet challenges including increased demand for network
resources and a decrease in the efficiency of content delivery. We presented an overview of popular edge computing platforms such as Azure
IoT Edge, Watson IoT Platform and AWS IoT Greengrass which fulfill the
diverse requirements of IoT applications and data inference. The paper
discusses architecture, features, and benefits of the platforms. Promising approaches of these edge computing platforms combine intelligent
schemes for content caching and delivery. It helps to enhance the performance of networks and provide low-latency transmission. The comparison of main characteristics shows that the platforms support a sufficient
amount of certified hardware for IoT devices and plenty of modern technologies such as IoT protocols, SDK and programming languages. Azure
IoT Edge and Amazon Web Services IoT Greengrass are slightly simpler
than IBM Watson IoT for configuring IoT devices, developing and managing edge computing applications.
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Appendices

A Guide for registering a new IoT Edge device with Azure CLI
[2]
You are able to register a device using Azure portal, Azure CLI or Visual
Studio Code. In this short tutorial, we describe steps how to register a
new Azure IoT Edge device with Azure CLI. Azure CLI is the open-source
cross-platform command-line tool for managing Azure resources such as
IoT Edge. All presented commands are executed in Azure CLI. Moreover,
be aware that before you will follow these steps, you must already have
IoT hub in Azure subscriptions, Azure CLI and IoT extension for Azure
CLI.
1. Create a device
az iot hub device - identity create --device -id [ device id] --hub name [hub name] --edge - enabled

2. View all devices
az iot hub device - identity list --hub -name [hub name]

3. Retrieve the connection string
az iot hub device - identity show - connection - string --device -id [
device id] --hub -name [hub name]

We need the connection string that links our physical device with its
identity in the IoT hub when we are ready to set up our device.
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B

Guide for registering a new IoT Edge device using Watson
IoT Platform dashboard [10]

We can add devices one at a time from the Watson IoT Platform dashboard, or we can use the Watson IoT Platform API External link icon to
add one or more devices at a time. In this short tutorial, we describe steps
on how to register a new IoT Edge device from the Watson IoT Platform
dashboard.
1. In the IBM Cloud console, we should click Launch on the Watson IoT
Platform service details page.
Open the Watson IoT Platform web console in a new browser tab at
the following URL:
https :// org_id . internetofthings . ibmcloud .com/ dashboard /#/
overview

Here, org_id is the ID of our Watson IoT Platform organization.
2. In the Overview dashboard, from the menu pane, select Devices and
then click Add Device.
3. Then, create a device type for the device that we are adding. Furthermore, we should enter a device name and optionally we enter device type
attributes and metadata. After that, click Next.
4. Enter a device ID, for example my_first_device. Click Next.
5. Provide an authentication token, or accept an automatically generated
token.
6. Finally, verify the summary information is correct, and then click Add
to add the connection.

C

Guide for creating local resource using AWS CLI

On Greengrass cores running Linux, these locally deployed Lambda functions can access local resources that are physically present on the Greengrass core device [16]. There are two types of resources: volume resources
and device resources. Volume resources can be files or directories on the
root file system. However, for device resources, we are allowed to use only
character devices or block devices under /dev. This short guide shows an
example of creating TestCamera resource using the AWS Command Line
Interface (CLI).
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We use CreateResourceDefinition command to create a resource definition that specifies the resource to be accessed [19]:
aws greengrass create -resource - definition

--cli -input -json ’{

"Name ": " MyLocalVolumeResource ",
" InitialVersion ": {
" Resources ": [
{
"Id": "data - device ",
"Name ": " TestCamera ",
" ResourceDataContainer ": {
" LocalDeviceResourceData ": {
" SourcePath ": "/ dev/ video0 ",
" GroupOwnerSetting ": {
" AutoAddGroupOwner ": true ,
" GroupOwner ": ""
}
}
}
}
]
}
}’

The option –cli-input-json indicates that we will provide resource definition in JSON format. In this example we specified /dev/video0 as the
sourse of TestCamera resource.
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Abstract
Low-Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs) have been present on a wide
variety of IoT deployment on the last decade. On the other hand, Software
Defined Radios (SDRs) have been present in workstations and servers for a
long time but they are rarely found in IoT devices or IoT gateways. In this
paper, we aim to explore the state-of-the-art of SDRs and the requirements
of the LPWANs to analyze the viability of IoT deployments in multiple
scenarios using SDRs.
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1

Introduction

The IoT ecosystem has been increasing in deployments and volume of devices in the last years. The IoT devices have been utilized for different
purposes during this time. Several setup configurations can be found for
different purposes such as smart cities [3] or dam sensors [14].
This paper presents some approaches to IoT networks. One of them is
Low-Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs) based deployments. LPWANs
have been used for massive deployments such as Smart City applications

[3]. In this approach, instead of having every device connected to a 3G/4G
Base Station (BS), a set of devices communicate with an Access Point (AP)
or gateway using a short-range technology such as LORA, Sigfox or NBIoT [3]. To achieve this purpose, as on the traditional protocols, every
device is required to have an embedded antenna.
There are different approaches to address the problem that appears executing the protocol. A traditional approach is to handle the protocol communication in the application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or peripheral
antennas. This means that the protocol is static and, it is not possible
to modify it [13]. Every upgrade should be done by replacing the device.
This issue could be relevant when the goal is to deploy a massive network
of IoT devices.
In contrast, Software Defined Radios (SDRs) have been implemented on
different platforms as FPGAs and PCs [9]. SDRs enable the possibility
to extract the protocol implementation from the ASIC and manage it directly in the CPU. It allows updating the protocol to prevent major bugs
and even upgrade to a newer version without replacing the deployed devices [13].
However, SDRs involve a number of drawbacks as well. SDRs approach
present different advantages and disadvantages for a variety of scenarios
regarding the ASIC approach. The aim of this paper is to analyze the
viability and possible SDRs use cases in IoT environments, particularly
LPWANs.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents LPWANs related
technologies, and Section 3 presents SDRs methodologies. Section 4 describes LWPAN deployment use cases where SDR have a better performance. Finally, Section 5 offers some concluding points related to the
state-of-art of IoT deployments using SDR.

2 Low-Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN)
On the rise of multiple IoT deployments in country-side, it became evident
two main drawbacks of the traditional technologies as LTE [10] or IEEE
802.16m [1]. First, the current networks are not prepared to support the

amount of M2M devices that could be deployed [11]. However, deployments in small cities or country-side usually have out-of-range areas [14].
Since traditional cellular protocols such as 3G or 4G have limited operational areas, mobile and country-side deployments require a more flexible and long-range technology that allow having a continuous connection.
Second, IoT devices are usually energy-constrained, which means that
they have limited energy resources.
There are two types of traditional technologies that have been used in
country-side deployments: short-range and cellular communications. Shortrange technologies, such as Bluetooth and ZigBee, are not adaptable to
long-range deployments as a consequence of the usual energy-constraint.
Cellular communication technologies offer high throughput, solutions using these technologies could provide wider networks, however, they also
consume an unreasonable amount of energy. Hence, short-range communications and cellular communications are hardly suitable for resourceconstraint IoT devices.
For IoT systems to be readily adapted, they must meet some common requirements such as cost-effectiveness, long range coverage and low energy
consumption. As a result, these requirements force the systems to transmit at a low data rate. For this reason, LPWAN technologies have become
popular in the industry and the research community, because they provide
low energy consumption, long range and low-cost communication features
[11]. They provide a coverage range of 10-40 km in rural areas and up to
1-10 km in urban areas depending on the technology and other factors
such as radio interferences [3].
Low-Power Wide Area (LPWA) is a rough classification of very different
technologies that allow long-range communications at a low cost [16]. The
technologies vary on characteristics, requirements and use cases. For the
following sections, we analyse the differences between the main technologies: LoRa, SigFox and NB-IoT [11].

2.1

LoRa

LoRa is a proprietary wireless PHY protocol designed for long-range wireless communication. It was originally designed by Semetch Corporation.
It was designed to operate over unlicensed ISM bands, 169 MHz, 433 MHz

and 915 MHz in USA and 868 MHz in Europe. The communication is provided by Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) that spreads a narrow-band signal
over a wider bandwidth channel. The technology supports data rate on a
range between 300 bps and 50 kbps [11].
LoRaWAN, the communication protocol built on the top of LoRa, is developed by LoRa Alliance under the open-source paradigm. It extends the
LoRa PHY layer to provide a communication protocol and a system architecture. As an architecture example, LoRaWAN nodes are not associated
with an specific gateway, instead, the packages will be received by multiple gateways. These packages will be sent to a network server (typically
cloud based) via a traditional protocol such as Ethernet, WiFi or LTE [16].
Using this redundancy, it is possible to achieve a higher received packages
ratio by compromising network deployment costs due to an increased traffic [11].
Recently, Centenaro et al. described in their research a recent deployment for urban applications using LoRa. The described IoT deployment
relay on 30 gateways deployed on an area of 100km2 in Padua in Italy
with a capability of 1500 nodes per gateway [18]. Another deployment
test, as a proof of concept, had the objective of monitoring and control
the temperature and humidity of the different rooms on a building of 19
floors. This was composed of 32 nodes around the building and a single
gateway [3].

2.2 NB-IoT
NB-IoT is a narrow band IoT PHY protocol developed by 3GPP [19]. It
operates along cellular protocols (GSM and LTE), relaying on 3G, 4G and
5G networks, under licensed frequency bands, 700 MHz, 800 MHz and
900 MHz. It does not allow full compatibility but it allows to make use
of traditional cellular networks without compromising the performance of
the GSM or LTE [19]. LTE design has been reused to make it easier to
implement by the vendors that already offer LTE solutions [11].
In contrast with LTE and GSM, NB-IoT aims to get efficient battery cost,
deployment flexibility and large scalability, up to 100 thousand end devices per AP, using a small part of the existing spectrum. NB-IoT supports
a data rate of 200 kbps for the downlink and 20 kbps for the uplink with

a maximum payload length of 1600 bytes [19].
A simulation of a NB-IoT deployment was performed in [2]. An area of
800km2 was covered based on the local communications company network
supporting up to 25,000 devices. NB-IoT also provides service to deep indoor nodes [18].

2.3

SigFox

SigFox is a PHY protocol that uses Ultra Narrow Band radio technology
based on D-BPSK and GFSK modulations. This technology operates in
unlicensed bands, 868 MHz in Europe, 915 Mhz in US and 433 MHz in
Asia [15]. It is a patented technology that was developed by the French
company that shares the name.
SigFox designed a proprietary communication layer on top of the PHY
layer. The basic deployment consists of a gateway connected to the internet to access a cloud service that handles the transmitted data and the
end devices in the gateway coverage area. This protocol is meant to be
used in networks with low traffic since uplink communication is limited
to 140 messages per day with a payload of 12 bytes [11].

2.4

Comparison

The previously introduced technologies cover a diversity of use cases. When
choosing a convenient LPWAN technology for a specific use case, the following factors are relevant. The differences between these technologies
are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. LPWAN comparation of advantages and disadvantages [11]

Energy Cost
The main difference between SigFox, LoRa and NB-IoT is the communication model. NB-Iot uses asynchronous communication and other features
such as OFDM/FDMA access modes and QoS handling that allow to have
a stable and highly reliable communication [12]. However, it increases
radically the energy consumption as compared to SigFox and LoRa.

Scalability and Coverage range
Another difference between SigFox, LoRa, and NB-IoT is the necessity to
deploy their own gateways in contrast to use existing infrastructure to
connect end devices. These gateways need to have internet access and be
on the range of the devices. This approach could be costly on some scenarios such as long-distance routes deployments or large deployments on
country-side with a weak signal for cellular networks. However, SigFox
and LoRa provide flexibility on location, it is possible to have a network
in the countryside or other places that are not covered by LTE or other
traditional cellular networks.
There is another difference that should be taken into account: NB-IoT
covers a shorter range (< 10 km) in comparison of Sigfox (< 40km) and
LoRa (< 20km) [3]. The two latter are able to cover larger areas with less
APs, making them more suitable for rural areas.

Quality of Service
NB-Iot uses licensed frequency bands that are more stable than unlicensed bands as the ones used by SigFox and LoRa. Unlicensed bands
can lead to interferences and weaker signals that largely deteriorate the
quality of the communication [11]. SigFox and LoRa rebound from interferences, faiding and multipath. However, SigFox and LoRa are not able
to compete with the QoS of NB-Iot because of synchronous communication
and the LTE legacy. For this reason, NB-IoT offers an high QoS. [19].

3 Software Defined Radios (SDRs)
As it was explain in previous sections, the current IoT systems have some
constraints that limit the design and architecture of deployments. A traditional challenge in computer architecture design is the method used to
process the communication protocol in peripheral antennas. A traditional

approach is to handle the communication protocol execution in the ASIC.
This solution provides a low energy consumption compromising the quality of the communication. On the other hand, SDRs method handles the
communication protocol execution in the CPU. This method provides a
smarter use of the antenna, allowing dynamic capabilities such as multiple standards or on-the-fly updates [13].
SDRs came through two generations, FPGAs and PCs. SDR evolution
has been slow since J. Mitola first defined it in 1991 [6]. The main reason
of the delay of this process was a lack of real-time signal processing. However, the current computational power allows real-time signal processing
but this untied another constraint, energy consumption.
SDRs presents multiple advantages and disadvantages related to the early
stage of SDRs in IoT deployments. This limit the usability of the implementations in current deployments. However, there are some deployments using SDRs in some of the components. These topics are discussed
on next sections.

3.1

Advantages and disadvantages

On the other hand, SDRs handle the communication protocol execution
directly in the CPU. SDR, as a new technology that it is trying to replace
traditional ASIC methodology, has some benefits but it also has some
drawbacks.

Advantages
• Multiple Standards. Currently, there are hundreds of communication standards. Traditional ASIC methods require to have a peripheral
antenna for each protocol, while SDR allows to reuse one antenna for
multiple protocols by programming the processor to dynamically switch
between protocols [4].
• Supports on-the-fly updates. It allows to change the implementation

of the communication protocols to allow adaptability to a specific IoT
system. This could be easily achieve by downloading a software/firmware
[4].

• Shared Modules. As the implementation of different protocols share

common processing, it is possible to improve computational efficiency by
centralizing the execution of these modules [4].

Disadvantages
• Energy cost. Traditional SDRs present a high energy consumption

that would not be suitable for most IoT devices. It mainly affects in
two stages: initialization and operation. In the initialization stage, the

device needs to configure and initialize the antenna. In the operation
stage, the device will present a consumption of energy on idle mode [7].
However, ever the last years, some experiments showed how it is possible to reduce the energy consumption and in some cases even make it
lower than a traditional ASIC [4].
• Added latency. The performance of the protocols will depend on the
processor architecture and how the implementation adapts to it. In

some situations, it could be found a considerable improvement in energy
cost and performance [13].

3.2 SDR in IoT deployments
IoT deployments using SDR stay on an experimentation stage. Limited information on deployments using these methodologies can be found. However, multiple experiments have been performed that expose the constraints
and advantages of using SDR in IoT deployments.

Use cases
• Hson-Wei Cho et al. proposed in [5] a 5G IoT deployment using SDR
on the gateways that reduce the error ratio of the transmissions with a
high configurability allowing adaptability of the gateway depending on
location constraints and other requirements.
• Manolis Surligas et al. introduce in [17], a platform that allows a gateway to communicate with different protocols using SDR. Their current
implementation allows handling 6LoPWAN and IEEE 802.11 PHY layers using an SDR driver. On their tests, the driver requires between
29% to 36% of the total CPU power while being idle. The results are
promising for the stability and flexibility achieved. Nevertheless, the

current implementation is roughly suitable for a production deployment
due to the high computational costs.
• At present, Yajing Chen et al. (2016) shown on their research, it is
possible to keep the overhead of the power consumption on a minor 8%.

This reduces the total power consumption permitting to a wider reach
of IoT devices.

4

Discussion

SDR has some benefits over traditional methods but it also has some disadvantages. On the other hand, there are multiple LPWAN technologies
that are suitable for different uses cases. In this section, various LPWAN
scenarios are discussed where SDR could be implemented.

4.1

IoT deployment with multiple communication technologies

Industrial IoT (IIoT) is an old industry. First deployments are dated on
the late 1960s [8]. Originally, most of the applications were focused in
building automation and sensor analysis. One of the major challenges
that it confront as an Industry is the modernization of the infrastructure,
keeping a centralized management.
These kind of scenarios require a flexibility on the gateways, allowing
then to communicate using different protocols such as WiFi, LoRa, BLE
or Zigbee. SDR permits to dynamically switch between protocols and it
reduces the energy overhead that a normal ASIC architecture produces.

4.2

Real-time scenarios

On a scenario where real-time is required and there are no energy consumption limitations, low latency and QoS are the main goals to achieve.
One application is real-time machinery monitoring for a manufacturing
automation to more use efficiency on the production line.
As this kind of applications require high quality service with a low latency, SigFox and Lora are not suitable, meanwhile, NB-IoT provides high
QoS and low latency. On the other hand, using SDR on the devices could

be beneficial for increasing the performance of the communication. SDR
allows to dinamically change the configuration to adapt to the situation
and optimize the configuration for it. Regardless the previous benefits,
SDRs are not suitable when energy consumption is a concern on the design of the system.

5 Conclusion
This paper has summarized the main LPWAN technologies and the SDR
approaches, discussed their advantages and disadvantages and concluded
on the possible use cases where they could be used together.
On the previous sections, there were exposed different scenarios were LPWANs have been used, showing the advantages and the limitations of
these technologies. NB-IoT allows lower latency with a higher data rate
that LoRa and SigFox meaning that it is suitable for real-time scenarios
such as electric metering [11]. Nevertheless, NB-IoT, in contrast to LoRa
and SigFox, has a large energy consumption. LoRa and SigFox are the
recommendable options when the scenario has an energy constraint such
as smart farming. Also, LoRa and SigFox are the recommendable option
for long distance deployments on applications such as tracking for logistic. However, the deployment of an BS for NB-IoT communications has a
considerably higher cost than for LoRa or SigFox [11].
On the other hand, there were exposed different scenarios where SDRs
have been successfully used on IoT deployments as consecuence of the
early stage of the technologies in an IoT context. The main limitation is
the high computational and energy cost of the implementations. However, the SDR in IoT use cases exposes a high settings flexibility and an
increase in the quality of the radio signal handling.
The technologies and methodologies that are used for SDRs are slowly
evolving to permit low consumption and expose the other advantages of
SDRs to the wide variety of devices and nodes that are used for IoT deployments.
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Abstract
Quantum key distribution (QKD) offers a way to generate a symmetric encryption key for securing communications. QKD is one of the leading ways
for future-proofing security as the computational power of an attacker is expected to dramatically grow with the development of quantum computers.
Nodes for the internet of things are required to be cheap, energy-efficient
and small. This paper studies quantum key generation and its security aspects and the possibility for adapting the technology to small IoT devices.
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1

Introduction

Current practice in securing communications for commercial use is heavily focused on public key cryptography. With the evident rise of quantum
computers, the infeasibility of factoring large integers might not provide
sufficient protection in the long run [1]. A truly secure symmetrical key,
which was described by Shannon already in 1949 [2], has suffered from
the problem of key delivery to the communicating parties.

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a promising way to deliver this symmetrical key, often referred to as a "one-time-pad". Previous studies [3, 4]
show that the generation of this can be made in real time for the communicating parties, with removing the possibility of eavesdropping. This key
can then be used in a regular radio channel for secure communications.
This paper focuses on the application possibilities of using QKD in small
devices, namely nodes for the Internet of Things (IoT). The paper studies
requirements that IoT presents for QKD transmissions and reviews possible solutions for these requirements.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 studies the differences between symmetric key and public key cryptography; Section 3 goes through
basic functionality of quantum key distribution; Section 4 discusses possibilities to use QKD in IoT devices and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Cryptography

Cryptography is a practice in which the goal is to hide communication between two parties from an eavesdropper. In this paper, cryptography is
used as means to protect the communication over a public channel. In a
public channel, anyone is assumed to be able to access it, so the information sent over the channel must be useless for all but the communicating
parties.

2.1

Symmetric Cryptography

Symmetric cryptography is encrypting a message M with a randomly generated key K to form a ciphertext C that is sent over a channel. As the
name suggests, the same key K is used for message retrieval through decrypting the ciphertext, demonstrated in figure 1. The security of a symmetric cryptography system is perfect, since if an eavesdropper receives
the cipher text, the best possible solution for decrypting the message without key K would be to guess the message [2]. This is explained in more
detail in section 2.3. While the system provides secrecy, it suffers from
a more practical point of view; how to ensure that the communicating
parties share the same key while keeping it a secret.

Figure 1. Symmetric Cryptography

2.2

Public Key Cryptography

Public key cryptography, on the other hand, uses a different key for encryption and decryption. This method is widely used in modern communications, since it allows to freely distribute the public part of the key. Figure 2 demonstrates public key encryption. The message M is encrypted
by a public key from the receiving end and can only be decrypted with the
corresponding private key, safely stored by the receiver. The drawback of
public key cryptography is that the system, theoretically, can be broken
mathematically. As in all security aspects, it is important to assess vulnerabilities for future developments. The development of quantum computers might offer ways to break the security of public key cryptography
systems.
One commonly used way to generate a public key is the RSA-algorithm
[5]. RSA is based on the integer factorization problem (IFP), which states
that if two large primes are multiplied together, it is so hard to factor
the resulting integer back to the original primes that the solving would
be infeasible. In RSA, the sender generates a public key-pair (e, n) for
encryption, and a private key-pair (d, n) for decryption, where n is the
multiplicative of two large primes:
n=p·q

(1)

The source that generated the key is the only one to know p and q. They
are also used to compute the decryption key d, by:
gcd(d, (p − 1) · (q − 1))

(2)

Finally, e is calculated as the "multiplicative inverse" of d, such that:
e·d≡1

mod ((p − 1) · (q − 1))

(3)

When formulas 2 and 3 are satisfied, a message M can be enciphered to
ciphertext C and deciphered back to M as:
C ≡ Me

mod n

(4)

M ≡ Cd

mod n

(5)

The RSA-algorithm is as strong as the secrecy of the original prime numbers p and q. If they were to be compromised to the attacker, all communications can be easily decrypted and even maliciously modified. The proof
of the mathematics in the algorithm can be found in the original paper of
Rivest, Adleman and Shamir [5].

Figure 2. Public Key Cryptography

2.3 Security
The security in public key cryptography is based on DLP and IFP problems, which state that the solving of the private key with current algorithms is infeasibly costly. With algorithms that are run on a modk

ern computer, the time complexity of solving a DLP or an IFP is O(2n ),

meaning sub-exponential growth in time as the input grows. Quantum
algorithms, on the other hand, would decrease the time complexity to a
polynomial time O(nk ), making the solutions feasible for attackers to com-

pute. The security of these algorithms is solely based on them enduring
any attempted attacks of current algorithms with current hardware. It
is however not proven that the public-key algorithms are secure in a way
that a vulnerability cannot be discovered, provided enough computational
power [6].
For the symmetric key to be truly secure, it must satisfy the following
requirements:
• Every key K is used exactly once.
• The selection on K is completely random.
• M and C are independent from each other, meaning K must satisfy
the previous requirement and be at least as long as M .

• The key K is delivered to the communicating parties securely.
With the first three requirements satisfied, the shared, or mutual information of M and C is 0:
I(M ; C) = H(M ) − H(M |C) = 0

(6)

This means that the best way for an attacker to deduce M from C is to
take a guess, yielding perfect security for the system [2]. The last requirement, however, is more difficult to satisfy, as physically transferring
the key is not practical in modern communications. Therefore, QKD is
considered to transfer key bits over the network securely.
This paper is concerned in finding ways to use quantum key distribution
for symmetric key generation in small devices. QKD provides means to
transfer a key from a sender to receiver securely, but also suffers from
limitations. These are further discussed in section 3.

2.4

Cryptography in IoT Devices

For IoT devices, besides security, there are other aspects to address as
well. In order to get the maximum potential from an IoT network, it
has to be designed for low-cost and efficiency. The focus for designing
new IoT protocols is in providing good energy efficiency and keeping the
required memory size and computational complexity in the IoT node at
a minimum, thus reducing cost and energy drain. The devices are often
battery powered, resulting in a need for low energy drain. The other goal
of future IoT is to have a very high amount of nodes connected into the
network, hence the low cost [7].
The usual attacks on IoT devices are denial of service attacks, man in
the middle attacks and eavesdropping. The attacks can be further divided
into three subcategories: physical layer security, application level security
and network layer security. The paper will focus on the communications
side of security e.g. network layer, as it is provided with cryptographic
measures. The physical security is hard to achieve, as the device itself
should not be in the presence of any attacker. Application layer security
is very important in IoT devices, but also not addressed in this paper [8].
The nodes in the IoT network generate lots of data and are to send it to
the server. For secure connectivity, the device must be authenticated before the actual communications, and then the resulting communications
traffic must be encrypted. The authentication itself requires heavy computation from the node [7], especially if node-to-node communications are
enabled. All computations reduce the battery life the node, thus complexity and excess traffic should be avoided while establishing secure connectivity [8].
Below, some of the common network layer attacks have been explained
[9]. They are explained for evaluation of the QKD-protocol in IoT in sec-

tion 4.

Traffic Analysis Attack
The attacker obtains information about the network by accessing it. All
kinds of information, such as open ports or traffic type can be used in
further attacks.

Man in The Middle
An attacker in the middle of the channel intercepts the sent data and
eavesdrops or even modifies it. This is a big concern in IoT nodes, where
sensitive information can be leaked or a node can be maliciously controlled.

Denial of Service
The network is flooded to deny any real information to pass. This makes
the system inoperable and useless for the time of the attack.

3 Quantum Key Distribution
As concluded in subsection 2.3, public key cryptography based communications are vulnerable for eavesdropping, provided that the computational power of the attacker is sufficient to make such attack feasible. A
one-time-pad, the only once used shared symmetric key between the communicating parties, provides the level of secrecy that satisfies any future
developments. This section addresses the key delivery problem, and offers
QKD as a way to transfer key bits over a network.
Quantum key distribution is a way to generate a symmetric key between
communicating parties without providing any means for a possible eavesdropper to gain information about the conversation. In a general scenario,
the sender is referred to as Alice, the receiver as Bob and the eavesdropper as Eve. These names will be used throughout the rest of this paper.
The process of generating this key is dependent of having a quantum
channel, which is used to transfer quantum bits, qubits. The characteristics of qubits provide that any information sent through the quantum
channel cannot be copied, thus not replicated nor monitored in any way
by an attacker without instant detection. This qubit’s information lies
in its state, and that state changes when measured. After each measurement, the original state of the qubit cannot be restored since the measurer
only knows of the current, changed state [6].

BB84
The quantum channel can be used to transmit polarized light. The light
photons can be polarized to an angle and then filtered at the receiving
end. If a photon is transmitted with an angle α, and received through
a filter with an orientation of β, the light passes through the filter or is
absorbed with probabilities of:
Ptransmitted = cos2 (α − β)

(7)

Pabsorbed = sin2 (α − β)

(8)

As discussed earlier, the successful reception of a photon makes it change
its polarization to the measurement angle β. From equation 7 can be seen
that if the original polarization angle is the same as the measurement
angle, the photon goes through the filter successfully. On the other hand,
if the angles α and β are orthogonal with each other, the photon is guaranteed to be absorbed. A polarization angle α that is exactly 45◦ off the
measurement angle passes through with P = 0.5 [3].
The characteristics of photons allow Alice to send bits encoded in the
angle of the photon’s polarization. Random polarization bases are chosen
for the transmission and reception, and only those bits of which Alice and
Bob have chosen the same angle can be used for key generation. After
key transmission, the measurement bases used by Alice and Bob are exchanged over a public channel. This provides no useful information to an
attacker, since the bits measured are still secret.
The previous example of polarized photons is utilized in the BB84 protocol, developed by Bennet and Brassard [3], which is the basis for a wide
variety of quantum cryptography nowadays. The security of the protocol
lies in the probabily of successful key recovery after filtering. On average,
50% of the transferred key bits are received correctly over an undisturbed
channel. If Eve were to listen to the channel, this number would instantly
drop, since Eve’s measurements would change the states of the sent photons. This way the presence of an eavesdropper can always be detected.
BB84 is a two-dimensional QKD-protocol, meaning it uses only two measurement bases. It is subject to low key rates and quite short distances
[10], but a valid way to securely generate a one-time-pad between Alice
and Bob.

3.1 Range and Key Rates
The rate that a key is generated between Alice and Bob reduces in almost
linear fashion as distance increases, but when approaching the maximum
distance, the key rate drops rapidly. The maximum distance is a result of
the quantum bit error rate becoming high enough so that the secure key
cannot be extracted from the sent data. Successful quantum key distribution needs the noise to be below a threshold for key extraction. This
distance can be grown with adaptive coding methods and the use of different channel models, but still sets a limit for a single fiber length [11].
The maximum distances vary between adaptations, but range typically
between 50km to 200km.
There are many steps to be taken before the secure key can be extracted
from the sent data. First, most of the sent photons fade in the channel, resulting in Bob receiving only a fraction of them. Once sifting, comparison
and privacy amplification is done, the resulting secret key is very small
compared to the originally sent raw key [11]. This is why QKD networks
are a necessity for wide QKD use.

3.2 QKD Networks
To form a QKD network, there must be a way to replicate the key through
the nodes in the network. This is problematic, since the quantum characteristics of the signal limit possibilities, as the signal states cannot be
cloned. One possibility is to have the signal stay at its quantum state
throughout the travel, using quantum repeaters. This would mean that
the network still acts like a straight link between Alice and Bob, and the
repeater nodes in the network do not have to be trusted. The technology
is still quite theoretical though, since the quantum operators required for
quantum repeaters are not yet achievable. It is still a valid possibility in
the future [12].
A more practical approach, which has seen experimentation [13], relies on trusted nodes. These nodes are used to decode the key bits of the
message, encode them again and send them forward in the network. The
process is replicated in every trusted node that the message passes. The
solution produces an information theoretically secure system, provided
the integrity of all trusted nodes. Although theoretically secure, the event
of even one node being compromised renders the whole system unusable.
The prototype network created in Vienna by SECOQC [13], proved that

this kind of network is possible for large-scale use. The obtained key rates
in the experiment were not enough for practical use, with only one gigabyte of secure communications a month, but the development of new
machinery and encoding methods have and will greatly grow this value.
A possible adaptation of the trusted node QKD network could be the
use of satellites. A study by Meyer-Scott et. al. from 2011 [14] proves
the possibility of such channel, where a satellite is used as an uplink,
quantum data sent to the space. The paper concludes that a downlink
sending a key back to earth is more complex to accomplish, but it offers
an alternative possibility for future research to provide a trusted node
for the QKD network. QKD’s implementation to current SDN controlled
fiber-optical networks have also seen study and experimentation [15, 16],
so there might be various ways to produce a secure QKD network in the
near future.

4

Quantum Key Distribution in IoT

Adapting quantum key distribution to IoT devices faces some practical issues. First and foremost, the IoT devices are usually small of size, meaning that large equipment readily available for QKD are not suitable for an
IoT node. Second, the IoT nodes are mostly wireless, so a fiber connecting
the communicating parties to a quantum channel is impractical at best.
Other problems facing QKD adaptation is energy efficiency, provided that
the node is battery powered and range, when the node is at a distant site.
The range issue was discussed in subsection 3.2, with trusted nodes
acting as repeaters for the signal. The following subsections give some
possible solutions for the remaining problems.

4.1

Chip Based QKD

Recent developments in microelectronics have paved way for integrating
photonics to system chips. The chip-based quantum key distribution allows to make the receiving hardware very small, enabling integration to
IoT devices. In a 2016 article by P. Sibson et. al. [17], methods for chip utilization were tested with different protocols. The results were optimistic
about the possibility to use chip-based QKD for device miniaturization
and flexibility, allowing key rates of about 345 kbps with the BB84 protocol [17]. The proposed solutions with further developments might enable

compact QKD devices that are of low cost, suitable for use in the internet
of things [18].

4.2 Wireless QKD
Most experimentations with QKD have been carried out with a fiber link
between Alice and Bob. Wireless QKD has emerged as a possible solution
to serve indoor usage [19], at least in some specific scenarios, with the use
of optical wireless communications.
A wireless quantum channel between devices faces problems that weaken
the reliability and efficiency of key generation. The largest issue is the
amount of noise that light based communications, for example Light Fidelity (Li-Fi), suffer from. Light that the sun or any other light source produce presents noise to the channel, which is problematic for QKD since it
requires noise levels to be below a threshold explained in section 3.1. The
wireless channel must then be formed as a beam between the devices, by
angling them to point at each other with a low field of view. This limits
the excess light in the channel [19].
The method does not provide mobility, as the channel is disturbed when
the angle changes. However, it might be used in scenarios where the
receiving device requires a wireless channel but is stationary, making it a
possibility for IoT applications.

4.3 Coexistence of quantum and classical channels
As for security aspects, a full point-to-point quantum channel would be
ideal for key transmission. QKD can be, however, used to provide some
additional security over a fíbre connection, and then transferred to an IoT
node separately via a classical channel. This also could reduce battery
usage in the IoT device, as the device would not need to generate keys
locally.
The transmission method from the QKD receiver to the node could be of
many different types. One way would be to generate the key bits to the
receiver, and then manually fetch them with physical access. This is not
the most practical way to distribute keys for multiple small devices, but
a secure one. Another way could be the use of Li-Fi connection from the
QKD receiver to the node. Optical wireless transmissions provide some
level security for eavesdropping, as light does not penetrate walls. This
could be used together with current public key cryptographic means.

Mavromatis et. al. [18] experimented with the possibility of a HTTPS
connection to the node, removing the need for local key generation. The
experiment used a fiber network for quantum key distribution. The results provided better battery performance with QKD+HTTPS compared
to locally generated keys.

4.4

Overview of the proposed solutions

For quantum key generation to be usable in the internet of things, networking, hardware and transmission techniques must be further developed. Network access layer security issues in IoT were discussed in section 2.4. The requirements for IoT cryptography were to provide defense
against the listed types of attacks, plus fit the use cases of IoT systems.
The use of QKD would solve any attempt to eavesdrop the channel, as
the presence of Eve can always be noticed, guaranteed by the laws of
physics. This also mitigates man in the middle attacks. Traffic analysis attacks might still be possible, since the actual conversation is carried
out over a classical channel, but as the communication is perfectly secure
the list of vulnerabilities can be mitigated. A quantum channel still is vulnerable to denial of service, as the quantum channel can easily be blocked.
The presence of Eve can also be used to deny the flow of information, since
an attempt to eavesdrop renders the qubits unusable.
The implementation of QKD to IoT devices have clear benefits for both
secrecy and battery consumption [18]. Chip-based quantum cryptography
is the main enabler of small QKD capable systems. The miniaturization,
low cost and energy efficiency of future solutions enable the hardware to
be used in a wide range of IoT devices [17].
As the methods for wireless QKD channels develop, a complete quantum
connection between communicating devices can be formed. This would be
ideal for secrecy throughout the system. Before these developments, the
coexistence of both quantum and classical channels can be considered as
a viable alternative for IoT connectivity. Optical wireless communications
seem promising for providing a theroretically working quantum channel
for key exchange, but the requirements for such perfect channel conditions can be difficult to accomplish in practice.
It is possible to create IoT networks secured by a quantum key distributed symmetric key, but the technology must be developed further for
any practical or even commercial use.

5 Conclusion
This paper focused on the security provided by QKD and its integration
possibilities for the internet of things. Quantum key distribution is a secure way to fend of attackers of unlimited computational power, but the
technology has to develop to be fully usable in small IoT nodes.
QKD networks offer a way to extend the coverage area beyond a single
link. A large-scale network will also offer protection against link failure
with routing possibilities.
The use of QKD in IoT requires the receiving hardware to be small,
cheap and energy efficient, while offering flexibility in the placement of
nodes. Proposed solutions include both wireless QKD and the use of classical and quantum channels as a hybrid system. The latter provides a
more reliable solution for the near future, but as time passes, point-topoint QKD would be more desirable.
QKD is a promising way to generate secure keys, and its use in IoT is
possible, although many developments must be made for commercial use.
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Abstract
Digital media, including images and videos, represent a large portion of internet traffic. Although telecommunication bandwidths are vastly expanding, it is not sufficient to solely depend on this expansion to provide adequate performance for multimedia streaming. As a result, the need for image and video compression arises, leading to an increase in the significance
of compression as a research topic. There are various methods and algorithms to perform image and video compression, and as machine learning
algorithms become more integrated into various applications, compression
is no exception, because Machine Learning has the capability of improving
- or replacing - some traditional algorithms. This paper surveys the state
of the art in image and video encoding using Machine Learning, through
analyzing different algorithms and comparing their results.
KEYWORDS: Image compression, video compression, machine learning,
neural networks

1 Introduction
In recent years, image encoding has become a crucial topic of research
due to the increase of digital media transmitted over the internet. Image
encoding is the process of compressing an image to be represented by a
fewer number of bits without causing a noticeable effect on the quality of
the original image. The main aim of this process is to minimize both the
transmission bandwidth and the space needed to save an image either in
memory or storage, e.g., hard-drives or flash drives [14]. Video encoding is
fairly similar to image encoding since a video is formed of multiple frames
of images. For both image and video encoding, the transmitter encodes
the data prior to transmission and the receiver reverses the procedure on
reception, which is known as decoding or decompression.
One approach for compressing images is to group the patterns found in
images into features, such as edges, points or objects, then statistically
analyze those features. The features that are frequently repeated can be
represented by shorter bits whereas the less frequent features are represented by longer bits. Instead of detecting those features using traditional
algorithms, they can be learnt by utilizing neural networks, as neural networks can automatically learn an unconstrained number of features [5].
As a result, new algorithms that rely on neural networks and other machine learning techniques have been introduced to achieve more efficient
encoding at high compression rates. However, less research has been invested to survey and compare the performance of those algorithms. This
paper aims to present a few machine learning-based algorithms, analyze
their behavior and compare their results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
procedure of traditional image and video encoding and discusses the usage of machine learning to address the challenges of encoding. Section 3
introduces the usage of various types of neural networks for image compression, including deep, convolutional and recurrent neural networks.
Section 4 describes a real-time approach to perform adaptive image compression [17]. Section 5 presents an algorithm that combines neural networks and temporal subsampling to compress both images and videos [3].
Section 6 reports the results of the previously mentioned algorithms and
discusses their performance. Finally, Section 7 provides the conclusion to
the paper.

2

Background information

2.1

Image and video compression

Image compression is the process of altering an input image to reduce
its size prior to transmission or storage. Two main schemes are used to
achieve this, lossless and lossy schemes. In lossless encoding schemes,
the receiver retrieves the whole image, but it achieves lower compression
rates in comparison to the compression rates achieved by lossy alternatives. Lossless compression can be used in applications where the quality
and the level of detail of the reconstructed images is important, like medical imaging. A few known image formats adopt lossless compression, such
as Portable Network Graphics (PNG). On the other hand, lossy compression is present in applications where image quality can be compromised
to achieve higher compression rates, such as streaming media. Lossless
compression typically achieves compression rates varying from 1:1 to 1:3,
whereas lossy alternatives can reach compression rates up to 1:300 [15].
Therefore, lossy encoding algorithms are more commonly implemented
and aim to minimize the level of data loss or distortion in the encoded
image, as long as these algorithms guarantee that the difference between
the original image and the compressed one is not noticeable to the human
eye. One example for lossy compression is the Discrete Cosine Transform
algorithm, which is a main building block of the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) standard [9]. In this section, JPEG encoding is used
as an example for illustrating the steps performed by a traditional image
encoding algorithm to compress an input image.

Figure 1. JPEG encoding block diagram. Adopted from [9].

The fundamental building blocks of an image encoder are shown in Figure 1. These components include splitting an image into smaller building blocks, known as macroblocks, transformation, e.g., Discrete Cosine

Transformation (DCT), quantization and entropy coding. Transformation
is a linear and reversible process that compacts the representation of an
input set into a fewer number of coefficients. The transformation phase
results in a matrix that is passed to the quantization phase, which divides the transformed matrix by a quantization matrix and rounds the
values of the resultant matrix. The aim of quantization is to minimize
Psycho-visual redundancy by removing information in the image that is
not detected by the human visual system. Finally, entropy coding removes
duplicated bit patterns from the output of the quantizer. The decoding
process simply reverses the previous operations to reconstruct the image
from the encoded data [1]. Video encoding has the same components of
image encoding. However, it has one extra step, known as prediction.
After dividing the image into macroblocks, the encoder tries to predict
each macroblock based on information from the current frame, known as
intra-frame prediction, or from other frames that were already coded in
previous iterations, known as inter-frame prediction.
The performance of encoding algorithms can be measured by a few metrics, such as Bits per pixel (BPP), Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and
Multi-Scale Structural Similarity Index Metric (MS-SIM). BPP has a direct correlation to the compression rate, hence a lower BPP represents a
higher compression ratio. The PSNR is defined by Eq. (1),
P SN R = 20. log10 (M AXI ) − 20. log10 (M SE)

(1)

where M AXI represents the maximum possible value of a pixel and M SE
is the mean squared error. However, MS-SSIM provides the most powerful metric as it combines the luminance, contrast and structure of an
image at multiple scales resulting in a more accurate measure for image
quality [13]. The three mentioned metrics will be referenced throughout
the paper when comparing the performance of the surveyed algorithms.

2.2

Machine Learning based compression

Although JPEG has been prevalent for the past decades, it has the disadvantage of utilizing linear transformation which can cause artifacts in
form of blurriness or pixelation when decoding natural images. These
artifacts appear because linear transformation is a predefined process,
which may not be optimal for all inputs. In contrast to JPEG or other
traditional algorithms, machine learning based algorithms can optimize
the encoder and decoder models to reduce the resulting artifacts in re-

constructed images and achieve optimal results. However, two key challenges face machine learning based algorithms. First, correctly modelling
the encoder and decoder in an efficient manner to outperform engineered
compression schemes, which may require adding more components to the
image compression pipeline [12]. Second, most machine learning algorithms are computationally expensive, which poses another challenge as
it is difficult to design a machine learning algorithm that can be deployed
on devices of limited processing speed, battery life or memory [17]. In the
next sections, different machine learning based approaches are discussed
that successfully address these challenges.

3

Neural networks and image compression

The algorithms presented in [4], [6] and [8] discuss various machinelearning approaches for image compression that adopt artificial neural
networks (ANNs). An artificial neural network is an interconnected network formed of numerous processing nodes known as artificial neurons.
An artificial neuron receives multiple input signals and performs nonlinear computations to calculate a single output signal. A neuron multiplies each signal with its predefined weight, sums these weighted inputs
and finally passes the result through an activation function to calculate
the output signal. These neurons are organized into a number of layers,
including input, output and several hidden layers [4].
In the next subsections, three different approaches are explained that
utilize deep, convolutional and recurrent neural networks respectively.

3.1

Deep Neural Networks

The algorithm proposed in [4] provides an image compression scheme using deep neural networks (DNNs). Deep neural networks comprise numerous hidden layers, allowing more efficient modelling for non-linear
relations as they can detect more features of the input [4].
The proposed solution presents two different DNNs, which have the
same number of hidden layers n, but each uses a different activation
function. The first function is the sigmoid function, which is defined as
δ(x) = 1 + 1/e−x and limits the range of the output from 0 to +1; whereas
the second one is the hyperbolic tangent function, which is defined as
τ (x) = (ex − e−x )/(ex + e−x ) and limits the range of the output from -1

to +1. To achieve compression and decompression, two conditions have to
be satisfied. First, the input and output layers must comprise the same
number of neurons N to be able to retrieve the original image from its
compressed form. In addition, the number of neurons in the last hidden
layer K is strictly smaller than N . Both K and N are determined based
on the target compression ratio which is represented as K : N [4].
The DNN is trained using supervised learning since the desired outcome
is known beforehand. The algorithm starts by splitting the image into
W ∗ W macroblocks, then applies a normalization function f to these mac-

roblocks and passes them through the network. Both the input layer and
the hidden layers aim to compress the image by performing an orthogonal
transformation V , hence the compressed image is present at the last hidden layer. On the other hand, the output layer acts as the decompressor
and aims to reconstruct the image by performing a different transformation T followed by an inverse normalization f −1 . The network is trained

by back propagation, hence the mean squared error is propagated back
to readjust the weights of the DNN. The whole process is repeated until
the mean square error drops below a specified threshold or the number of
specified iterations is reached. In addition, the transformation V and T
are adjusted by training on various training sets.

3.2

Convolutional Neural Networks

The algorithm proposed in [6] is inspired by the previous work of using
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in image compression and computer vision, which is thoroughly discussed in [2] and [19]. Convolutional
neural networks are neural networks that have at least one layer of convolution, which is achieved by having shared weights between the neurons
of the same layer making the forward propagation of data in the network
equivalent to applying a filter to the image to result in a new image [16].
The suggested algorithm utilizes an image codec to perform the encoding and decoding process, such as JPEG, JPEG2000 or BPG. Furthermore, the architecture includes two CNNs, a compact representation CNN
(ComCNN) and a reconstruction CNN (RecCNN). The input image passes
through ComCNN, the image codec and RecCNN respectively. ComCNN
constitutes three layers, each layer applies 64 filters to the image. Moreover, the first two layers use ReLu as an activation function which is defined as y = max(x, 0). Each layer has a specific goal, the first layer aims
to generate feature maps so that the second layer can use these maps to

downscale the image and improve its features. Finally, the third layer
constructs a condensed representation of the original image. The output
of ComCNN is encoded and decoded by the image codec, then upscaled
using interpolation and passed through to RecCNN. RecCNN aims to reconstruct the image and constitutes 20 layers. The first layer applies 64
filters to the image and also uses ReLu to generate feature maps. The
next layers, except for the last, apply a similar operation, however, these
layers perform batch normalization before applying ReLu. Batch normalization is a technique used to normalize the input of each layer to enhance the training process. Since the distributions of activation functions
constantly vary during training, each layer must learn to adapt to these
changes. However, batch normalization enforces an approximately identical distribution for each training step to overcome this problem. As a result, the whole model converges in considerably lower time [18]. Finally,
the last layer of RecCNN reconstructs the image.
Back propagation of the loss function is used to train both ComCNN
and RecCNN, and this function is calculated as the mean squared error
between the reconstructed image and the original image. The training
process is repeated for a predefined number of iterations T .

3.3

Recurrent Neural Networks

The methods proposed in [8] provide several alternatives to compress images regardless of their quality and size using recurrent neural networks
(RNNs). These methods extend the previous work done by the same research group, in which an algorithm that utilizes recurrent neural networks was designed to outperform state of art compression methods [7].
However, that algorithm was limited to images of size 32 ∗ 32, hence these

researchers developed a more advanced method to compress images of
arbitrary size, which utilizes RNNs as well. Recurrent neural networks
differ from other types of neural networks as they have a notion of order in
time, since these networks consider both the current input and the recent
past using feedback loops which make the information persistent [10].
The algorithm modifies the encoder and decoder models to include recurrent components, including long short-term memory (LSTM) or gated
reccurent units (GRU). Both LSTMs and GRUs address the vanishing gradient problem which occurs in RNNs when gradients diminish while back
propagating through the network. Both components aim to keep relevant
information and discard non-relevant data through internal mechanisms

called gates, which regulate the flow of information [11]. LTSMs achieve
this by passing information through three types of gates, a forget gate, an
input gate and an output gate. First, the forget gate decides which information to keep by using sigmoid activation, hence the values close to 0 are
discarded and the ones close to 1 are kept. Second, The input gate aims to
calculate the new cell state by applying both sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activations to the current input and the previous hidden state, then
multiplying the result. Finally the output gate computes the new hidden
state, which contains information from previous inputs, through applying
a sigmoid activation to the previous hidden state and the current input,
applying a hyperbolic tangent activation to the newly computed cell state
and multiplying both results. On the other hand, GRUs comprise only
two gates, an update gate and a reset gate. The update gate combines
both the forget and input gates of LTSMs, whereas the reset gate decides
on how much past information to eliminate [11].
In every iteration, the image is first encoded, using one of the previously discussed recurrent units, then transformed into binary codes by
the binarizer. Finally, the decoder aims at estimating a reconstructed image based on these binary codes. The loss function used is the sum of
weighted residuals of each iteration, where the residual is the difference
between the original image and the reconstructed image. The proposed
reconstruction schemes include one-shot reconstruction and additive reconstruction. One-shot reconstruction implies that the decoder aims to
predict the whole image in each iteration then passes the residual to the
next iteration, while in additive reconstruction the decoder intends to reconstruct only the residual of previous iterations and the whole image is
retrieved by adding the outputs of all iterations [8].
The network is trained for around one million steps by two sets of images, a set of 32 x 32 images previously gathered to test the algorithm
developed in [7] and a second set that includes random tiles from images
that had the lowest compression ratio when using the PNG algorithm [8].

4 Real-time adaptive image compression
The algorithm proposed in [17] alters the traditional compression pipeline
by adding a few main components, including feature extraction and a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, it
replaces traditional coding algorithms with adaptive arithmetic coding.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the model proposed in [17].

4.1

Feature extraction

Traditional compression algorithms use Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
or Discrete Wave Transform (DWT) as a first step of the encoding process,
which is a linear operation performed by the convolutions of two predefined filters independent of scale or the number of channels. On the other
hand, the idea of this algorithm is to replace this phase with individual
non-linear operations for each scale to achieve optimal transformation.
This operation is known as pyramidal decomposition. Assuming we have
M scales and xm inputs for each scale and xm = x for M = 1 initially.
First, coefficients are extracted according to a function fm that has parameters, such as the height H, width W and the number of channels C
of the input image. Then, the input xm is down-sampled and passed to the
next scale xm + 1. For each scale, the feature extractor computes multiple
convolution operations. Second, a process called interscale alignment is
performed to gather the coefficient matrices cm from multiple scales while
ensuring the output size is constrained by the number of channels, height
and width defined for fm . This is achieved by mapping each matrix xm to
the required dimensions according to a another function gm , adding each
gm (cM ) and performing a final non-linear transformation. The final output is a single matrix of the dimensions C ∗ H ∗ W . The value of M = 6
was used in the implementation of the algorithm.

4.2

Generative Adversarial Network

The general idea of Generative Adversarial Networks is to build two networks, a generator and a discriminator. The generator aims to generate
outputs based on the ground truth provided, which is a set of actual images in this algorithm whereas the discriminator aims to differentiate
between two given images, one sample from the ground truth and a sample from the output of the generator [17]. The goal of this process is to
maximize the efficiency of the generator, so that it can generate images
that the discriminator cannot differentiate from the ground truth. Ac-

cording to the suggested architecture, the whole encoding-decoding process represents the generator and is trained according to a loss function,
called reconstruction loss. In addition, the discriminator is trained by another loss function, the discriminator loss. The discriminator is trained
to solve the problem of deciding which of the two input images is the real
one. The procedure is defined as follows, first the input images are randomly swapped according to a uniform distribution then the images are
propagated to the discriminator’s network. Second, the discriminator accumulates outputs at different scales, since image artifacts can appear at
different layers of the network, and applies a final sigmoid function. To
train both networks, an error matrix that represents the performance of
the generator, is propagated to the generator and the the accuracy a of the
discriminator is compared against two bounds, a lower bound L = 0.8 and
an upper bound U = 0.95. Then, the decision is made as follows:
• if a ≤ L: Train the discriminator.
• if L < a < U : Propagate the error matrix and train the discriminator.
• if a ≥ U : Propagate the error matrix.

5

Neural Networks and Temporal Subsampling for video
compression

The algorithm proposed in [3] aims to compress videos in real-time by
using a neural network based still-image compressor and decompressor,
motion detection and temporal subsampling. To being with, the neural network comprises a single hidden layer, where the weights between
the input layer and this hidden layer represent the compression process,
whereas the weights between the output layer and the intermediate layer
represent decompression. The network uses a similar approach to the one
explained in Section 3.1, where the image is also split into macroblocks
and the sigmoid function is used for activation. However, the network
is trained on a single image hence, the quality of the output images is
just adequate. The algorithm then proceeds to perform motion detection,
which is achieved by calculating the difference between the same macroblocks in two subsequent frames Fi − 1 and Fi and comparing it to a

predefined threshold d. The decision is made as follows: if the difference
is greater than d, motion is detected and the block is compressed and
transmitted, otherwise the block is considered unchanged and is neither
compressed nor transmitted. The block is then compressed by distinct
concurrent networks and the decompressor decides which output to consider from these networks to reconstruct the image based on the userdefined quality factor Q.
Even though this compression scheme is not computationally expensive, it cannot perform real-time compression over low bit-rate networks.
Therefore, the algorithm discards a few frames and reconstructs them
during decompression without altering the frame rate. The algorithm
achieves that by perceiving the video as a set of 1-D temporal functions instead of 2-D spatial mappings with motion vectors for each pixel. Temporal subsampling is then applied as follows, each S th frame is compressed
by the nerual network and transmitted, while the remaining S − 1 frames
are discarded. Hence, 1/S of the frames are retrieved at the decompres-

sor, and the missing frames are reconstructed pixel by pixel using cubic
spine interpolation [3].

6

Results and Discussion

The first algorithm [4] does not provide any comparison to traditional encoding schemes, however, it shows that the hyperbolic tangent variant
surpassed the sigmoid alternative with roughly +3db in P SN R on average at various compression rates, varying from 4 : 1 to 16 : 1. In addition, the DNNs using the hyperbolic tangent as an activation function
converged much faster. The three other image encoding algorithms were
able to outperform JPEG. Regarding the second algorithm [6], the experiments proved an average gain of +3.4db in P SN R compared to JPEG and
0.8535 in SSIM and average gain of +1.985db in P SN R across bit rates
varying from 0.1bpp to 0.4bpp. Third, a few of the recurrent units presented in [8] surpassed JPEG, including GRU and residual GRU with one
shot reconstruction, showing roughly +1.9db gain in P SN R and 0.04 in
M S − SIM . Finally, the images compressed by the real-time algorithm

presented in [17] are almost half the size of the images compressed by
other alternatives, including JPEG, JPEG2000 and WebP across different compression ratios. Moreover, this algorithm encoded and decoded
the images in 8.6ms and 9ms respectively, whereas JPEG required more

computation time on average, 18.6ms and 13ms respectively.
The video encoding algorithm discussed in [3] provides an efficient alternative for traditional algorithms at low bit rates. Furthermore, the
performance of the proposed algorithm degrades at a much slower rate
compared to H.261, even without using temporal subsampling, and can
achieve compression rates up to 500 : 1, while H.261 can only achieve
150 : 1.
Despite the outstanding performance of a few algorithms, a few issues
remain unaddressed. First, providing a metric that measures perceptual
differences since P SN R and M S − SIM cannot fully match human visual

perception or address all kinds of distortion. In addition, both metrics
could be contradicting, for example in comparing the results of recurrent
units presented in [8]. Moreover, a few of the algorithms require numerous training steps which is computationally expensive, e.g., the algorithm
presented in [8].

7

Conclusion

Image and video compression are extremely important for various applications including streaming, medical imaging and entertainment. Over
the years, various traditional standards have been developed and implemented. However, neural networks provide an exceedingly strong alternative for the currently used image and video compression algorithms, as
they have the capability of adapting to the given input and achieving high
performance results against to well-defined metrics. Several algorithms
have been surveyed, including four algorithms that focus on still image
compression and one algorithm for video compression. Results show that
a few approaches are able to outperform traditional alternatives, such as
[7], [17] and [6]. In addition, the video compression approach explained
in [3] provides a more robust method to perform real-time video encoding
compared to the H.26x family. However, finding an effective metric that
resembles human visual perception and a robust method to train complex
neural networks remain open challenges, which can set the foundation for
future work.
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Abstract
Most deep neural network (DNN) training data sets are manually labeled,
which leads to certain corner cases not being taken into account. In safetycritical systems these corner cases may have fatal consequences. There are
some proposals for testing these corner cases automatically. In this seminar paper, we discuss the use of such automated testing frameworks, and
in particular focus on DeepXplore, a testing framework developed in 2015.
We compare how DeepXplore and other automated DNN testing frameworks work, what their strengths and weaknesses are, and what kind of
applications these systems are most applicable for.
The comparison showed that the testing frameworks are getting increasingly sophisticated, but are still not comprehensive enough to cover all
possible perturbations. The frameworks aimed for more specific problems
show more sophistication, but DeepXplore is the most comprehensive out
of the four chosen frameworks.
KEYWORDS: deep neural network, deep neural network testing, automated testing, neuron coverage

1 Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) is often defined as intelligence displayed by machines. It has gained increased popularity during the past decade. There
are several reasons why AI has become such a popular research topic, but
some of the key enablers for AI can be viewed to be big data, high-speed
internet, increased CPU performance and the digitization of data. There
are several focus areas in scientific research which belong under AI, and
in this paper we focus on some aspects within Machine Learning (ML),
which is a subgroup of AI.
ML concepts were already discovered during the 20th century. ML has
gained lots of publicity because researchers have been able to apply ML
techniques in several real-world applications, including end-to-end autonomous vehicles [1], image classification [2] and online content personalization [3]. An important subgroup of ML is called deep learning (DL).
In this paper, we investigate an important part of deep learning called
deep neural networks (DNNs) and how these DNNs can be tested in an
efficient way.
A deep neural network mimics the infrastructure of interconnected neurons in our brains. When speaking of DNNs, we usually refer to several
hundreds of thousands, if not millions of neurons which all have a particular weight. These neuron weights describe how strongly the neurons are
interconnected. An activation function decides how big an input (multiplied by the weight) is required in order for the neuron to be activated.
This limit value is referred in literature as activation threshold. The neuron weights are assigned during the training phase of the DNN, usually
by minimizing a certain cost function. Cost functions measure how wrong
the model is compared to the nowadays mostly manually labeled true answers.
There are several layers of neurons in a DNN. Usually a DNN consists
of an input layer in which inputs are fed, an output layer which displays
the answers the DNN has come up with many hidden layers which consist of weighted neurons. All neurons have connections to at least one, but
often several other neurons in other layers. These DNN neurons are activated if a certain condition is met and this activation criteria is unique
for each neuron. For example when classifying hand-written numbers, a
DNN neuron would be activated if a certain shape of a number is present
in the image or not [4]. Automated classification works because the DNN
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Figure 1. A deep neural network, consisting of an input layer, several hidden layers and
an output layer.

has been trained with labeled training data. In the case of a hand-written
number data set, a human has to label these images with what actual
number the handwriting should represent. This kind of labeling is slow
because it requires manual work for huge amounts of data. In general, the
manual labeling is imperfect because in real-world situations no amount
of data can cover every possible option of events.
There are some well-known cases where sensor detection errors and/or
insufficient DNN testing have caused serious injuries. For example, past
self-driving car accidents have caused fatal injuries: in a two cases a Tesla
driver suffered fatal injuries and in one case a self-driving system caused
a pedestrian fatality, partly because of an Uber driver not paying attention to the road. These cases are interesting because it shows that autonomous cars, in which no driver would have to be behind the wheel, is
not yet realistic.
Car manufacturers share in general little or no technical data with the
public regarding their self-driving car development, so our data is limited
to the car manufacturer’s public blog posts, statements and other nonscientific news sources. The were different reasons for these accidents,
usually the key reason being that the driver was not paying attention to
the traffic. For example, the first fatality linked to Tesla’s autopilot included very challenging lighting conditions [5], which caused the car camera not to detect a nearby tractor-trailer. The Tesla driver in this accident

ignored audible warnings about the nearby tractor-trailer. The reason for
the Uber accident, which involved the first pedestrian fatality caused by
a self-driving car, is believed according to the preliminary report [6] by
the National Transportation Safety Board to have been caused by the car
software system misclassifying the pedestrian as an "unknown object, as
a vehicle, and then as a bicycle". It is possible that there are some critical
edge cases which were not taken into account in the development of the
DNNs in the self-driving software system used by Uber. Even though the
systems are autonomous to some degree, they are designed by humans
who make mistakes. The fact that humans make design mistakes is a
well-motivated reason for researching and developing automated DNN
testing frameworks.

2 DeepXplore
DeepXplore [7] is a white-box framework designed for DNN testing. By
white-box we mean that DeepXplore also knows the internal structure of
DNNs, but cannot edit them in any way. The developers of DeepXplore
claim that their testing framework can "automatically identify erroneous
behaviors" in the DNN. The main focus of the DeepXplore system is to
gain insight into how you can test a DNN more thoroughly, and what
kind of inputs cause erroneous behaviors.
The DeepXplore system tries to find erroneous behaviors, such as wrong
self-driving car steering angle decisions, by testing the DNNs in several
ways. The first method focuses on maximizing the amount of differences
in outputs when using different DNNs. The goal of this method is to find
which inputs cause the greatest difference between DNNs in classification. If several DNNs give different outputs, you know that at least some
of them exhibit erroneous behaviors. This kind of testing can be compared
with differential testing used by classical software systems. For example,
if two DNNs label a picture to have a clown in it and a third DNN labels the picture to have a car in it instead, we could assume that the
third DNN is not working correctly. In a real test setting you would naturally use more than three DNNs and lots of different pictures of clowns,
because otherwise it would be difficult to exactly pinpoint which DNNs
display wrong behavior. The key notion with a DNN comparison like this
is that the DNNs should be trained independently and with different data
parameters. The training of these DNNs requires manual work and might

cause a bottleneck for DeepXplore testing, especially if there are not several DNNs already available.
What the DeepXplore system also tries to cover is activating a maximum amount of neurons by using gradient ascent, because an increased
amount of activated neurons tests the neural network more thoroughly.
The neurons which are not activated are detected and handled by the
DeepXplore system in an iterative way. In the DeepXplore article, the
researchers call this metric neuron coverage (NC). NC can be compared
to code coverage used by classical software systems, but code coverage is
not suitable for DL systems because DL systems are not written by humans. The researchers of DeepXplore also point out that similar to code
coverage, a high NC is more difficult to achieve when the amount of neurons increases. The aim of NC is to be a metric of how comprehensive the
provided test data is.
The testing framework is based on two DL libraries, TensorFlow and
Keras. The whole DeepXplore test system is coded in Python and it is
publicly available on Github. Both TensorFlow and Keras are open-source
which is preferable for individual developers and small companies. The
use of TensorFlow in DeepXplore is motivated by the fact that TensorFlow
has efficient gradient computation properties and sub-DNN creation support. Keras is a open-source deep learning library which is designed to
enable developers to quickly prototype DNNs.
In the DeepXplore article, the authors discuss that they have tried the
testing framework on five real-life data sets: Drebin containing both clean
and malicious Android applications, Driving with Udacity self-driving car
challenge [8] data sets, ImageNet with image data, MNIST also with image data and PDF malware data collected by Contagio/VirusTotal. These
data sets vary a bit in nature, three of them focus mainly on visual data
and two on detecting malware. The researchers of DeepXplore then design the constraints, which are for the image data sets perceptible and
simulate natural road conditions.
DeepXplore managed to find several erroneous behaviors in each of the
15 DNNs. For example, with the malicious PDF DNNs when selecting
2,000 random seeds from test sets, DeepXplore found around 1,000 differences for each of the three Contagio/VirusTotal DNNs. DeepXplore
found over a thousand of difference-inducing inputs in at least two of
three DNNs used in each of the five data sets. The neuron coverage metric
showed that using 10 randomly selected seed inputs, the DeepXplore sys-

tem measured very varying numbers. The worst neuron coverage (under
5%) was present in the ImageNet and Driving test sets, while the more sophisticated and simpler MNIST data set got over 30% code coverage with
the 10 randomly selected inputs.
One of the major imitations of DeepXplore is that it requires you to use
several different DNNs in order to find the difference-inducing inputs.
This is also pointed out in another article, which we will discuss in the
next section. The authors of DeepXplore also highlight that if the used
DNNs for a particular data set are too similar, the time to find differencecausing inputs increases.
Another shortcoming with DeepXplore is that the difference-inducing
inputs, for example when testing the Driving dataset, do not describe several different image conditions. The authors used image seeds with only
varying lighting conditions and occlusions with one big or multiple small
rectangles. Researches of other frameworks, which will be discussed below in section 3, have made their framework solutions generate and test
more sophisticated image perturbations.

3 Comparison between DeepXplore and other automated DNN
testing solutions
In this section, we compare the DeepXplore testing framework to other related research proposals. We also discuss what strengths and weaknesses
each of the proposed frameworks have, and which testing framework are
the most suitable for certain DL applications. The comparison is summarized in Table 1, at the end of this section.

3.1 DLFuzz
DLFuzz [9] is another DL testing framework with focus on fuzzing testing. Fuzzing testing is about manipulating the inputs in a way to make
the system deem them invalid. With fuzzing testing, the aim is to find as
many inputs as possible which could cause a system to crash or express
odd behavior. The researchers who developed DLFuzz argue that fuzzing
is faster than using several different DNNs for differential testing. DLFuzz uses a mutation algorithm, which includes neuron selection strategies. The main strategies for selecting neurons include selecting neurons
which appear more infrequently and neurons which have more weight.

DLFuzz was tested with the ImageNet and MNIST data sets and was
found to get a higher neuron coverage (NC) and also generate more differenceinducing inputs than DeepXplore. DLFuzz seems in other words to be
more efficient than DeepXplore considering image classification. A key
difference to the DeepXplore tests is that DLFuzz focused on imperceptible, i.e. adversarial input modifications. This kind of approach is not
as broad because we can assume that self-driving cars have extensive security platforms in order to prevent adversarial images making it into
the image detection system. These kind of security modules are unfortunately, but for good reasons, not public knowledge. DLFuzz uses and
implements the same definition of NC as DeepXplore, but uses fewer hyperparameters than DeepXplore in the joint optimization problem, which
consists of both maximizing the NC and differences in output based on
input. A shortcoming, which the DLFuzz developers also mentioned, was
that when the amount of neurons in a DNN model grew bigger, the DLFuzz framework did not scale as good as DeepXplore. Although with a
smaller amount of neurons, DLFuzz was faster to generate adversarial
inputs than DeepXplore.

3.2

DeepTest

DeepTest [10] is another example of a DNN testing framework. DeepTest
focuses on test automation concerning the input images fed into the DNNs
which make steering angle decisions for self-driving cars. DeepTest has
another approach to the problem: The DeepTest system applies transformations to the seed images, i.e. creating synthetic images in order to find
the corner cases. The developers of DeepTest take several environmental
conditions into account.
In the DeepTest article, the main research regards making a prototype
which could be built upon for real self-driving car testing. The DeepTest
system, much like DeepXplore, focuses on natural road conditions which
may be challenging for DNNs. The researchers who developed DeepTest
alter the input images in several ways, e.g. by rotating, shearing, blurring,
changing contrast and adding fog and rain effects. The DeepTest framework uses metamorphic testing in order to see how much the transformed
images differ from the original ones. Metamorphic testing is based on the
idea that if we know the metamorphic relations between multiple inputs,
the outputs should also be related and thus able to be tested.
DeepTest also defines their own neuron coverage, but for several sub-

groups of DNNs, including recurrent neural networks, RNNs. The framework does not use differential testing, but varying the image transformations seem to activate different neurons, which contributes to a higher
neuron coverage. By combining different transformations and coordinating the image transformations, the framework was able to achieve higher
neuron coverage. They also achieved a more accurate DNN by retraining
it with the DeepTest-transformed images.
The main problem with DeepTest is that while it tries to address the
shortcomings of manual test situations, you still have to manually choose
what kind of basic input image disturbances are possible, still leaving
out potential real-life road conditions. The same problem persists as with
DeepXplore: there are even more different weather and lighting conditions which could affect the decision making which are not taken into
account with DeepTest.

3.3 DeepRoad
The final testing framework discussed more in depth in this paper is
called DeepRoad [11], which is a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)
-based metamorphic testing framework implemented with use of Pytorch
and Python. A GAN consists of two unsupervised competing neural networks. The aim of a GAN framework is that one of the neural networks
(generator) creates new images based on training data, while the other
neural network (classifier) tries to make a guess whether or not the image
belongs to the training images or the images created by the generator neural network. If a GAN is well designed, both of the networks should become more and more sophisticated because they are "competing" against
one another - the generator network tries to trick the classifier network
with increasingly more realistic images, while the classifier network becomes progressively better at detecting the real and generated images.
The DeepRoad article can be seen as an upgrade to the DeepTest work,
because the authors of DeepRoad motivate that DeepTest "cannot accurately reflect the real-world driving scenes", for example snowy conditions. Instead of developing the neuron coverage metric like DeepTest
and the other testing frameworks do, DeepRoad makes use of metamorphic testing. In the case of DeepTest, metamorphic testing is used in order to determine whether similar input images produce the same steering
output signal.
The authors used road scenery images extracted from YouTube to check

how well their system works. DeepRoad focuses only on generating snow
and rain conditions with UNIT, and the DeepRoad system is evaluated
against three self-driving car Udacity challenge DNNs. DeepRoad, as every other system, detected thousands of erroneous behaviors in the Udacity data sets. DeepRoad also worked as a metric for inconsistency in
DNNs, because it detected clear differences in the amount of inconsistent
behaviors between the three Udacity DNNs. The weakness of DeepRoad
is the already mentioned limitation of weather conditions, and that the
framework is only tested on three DNNs.
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make test images
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Table 1. Comparison summary of the four chosen DNN testing frameworks. The grading
from worst to best: Sufficient, Satisfactory, Good, Very good, Excellent.
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Discussion

What is common for three of these testing frameworks, namely DeepXplore, DLFuzz and DeepTest, is that they developed the neuron coverage
metric. DeepRoad uses metamorphic testing instead of neuron coverage.
When several articles make the same kind of research, it is evident that
the term neuron coverage (NC) should be standardized and not be pre-

sented as a new concept in every other article regarding the subject. Each
of the automated frameworks managed to detect several erroneous behaviors, in the case of DeepXplore and DeepTest over a thousand of them.
A problem with the NC metric is that if there are any oversights in the
training phase of the DNNs, the frameworks might still give great neuron
coverage even though the DNN itself might have been poorly designed.
What is different in these four frameworks is that they all focus on somewhat different areas: DeepXplore focuses on developing the term neuron
coverage, and proving that it is a good metric to automatically measure
how good the DNN test data is. DeepXplore also shows that a high neuron coverage leads to an increased number of found error-inducing inputs.
DLFuzz focuses on adversarial aspects and how these imperceptible perturbations could be tested in an automated way. DeepTest is a more specific solution which could perhaps be used with modifications and extensions by self-driving car manufacturers. DeepRoad does not even develop
neuron coverage as such, but instead focuses on the metamorphic testing
of the generated images.
These testing frameworks could be used to test real-life applications in
an early development stage. None of these testing frameworks have been
used by car manufacturers using DL systems to our knowledge. An important thing to mention is that only looking at deep learning errors is
not be enough for example to ensure that a self-driving vehicle will not
crash. Like mentioned, in the first ever self-driving car fatal incident the
problem was not related to the deep neural network, but to the sensory
systems. The different self-driving car sensors also pose a security threat,
as discussed in [12].

5 Related work
Apart from the aforementioned four deep learning testing frameworks
(DeepXplore, DLFuzz, DeepTest and DeepRoad), there is lots of related
work being done in subjects revolving around deep neural network security and classification problems. Below we present two closely related
topics to the testing frameworks.
Deep neural network image classification problems. A widely discussed problem with DNNs is that they do not recognize images as humans. For example in [13], authors demonstrate how DNN models can be
tricked by producing images which humans cannot recognize, but which

the DNNs are able to recognize. This problem is also present the other
way around; in some cases a DNN might not be able to recognize something we humans easily do, for example facial recognition while a human
is wearing accessories such as glasses [14]. These kind of problems are
also present in self-driving car systems, which could be seen in the aforementioned Uber incident where, allegedly, the DNN could not classify a
human as a recognizable object.
Attacks and defenses for deep neural networks. When speaking of
DNNs, it is important to note that there has been lots of discussion about
the image classification problem can pose a real security threat, because
of the fact that you cannot monitor every decision a large DNN makes.
Articles such as [15] claim that you can fool deep neural networks even by
modifying only a single pixel of an image. Car manufacturers must use
extensive security modules in order to prevent adversarial attacks such
as these. For example [16] contains more general discussion about deep
neural network vulnerabilities and defense mechanisms.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we reviewed some of the most recent automated deep neural
network testing frameworks. The main focus of this paper was to look at
how DeepXplore is related to some more recently published frameworks.
Compared to other work, DeepXplore has indeed a broader spectrum of
application areas which goes beyond image-classifying DNNs, while the
three other frameworks focus on image classification and automated testing. The frameworks are most probably being developed further as we
conclude this seminar paper, so we can expect some more sophisticated
solutions in the upcoming years.
All of the frameworks have unique testing solutions, but the end result
is similar in each of the articles; by mutating the seed images, the DNNs
showed thousands of wrong decisions. This is something which can have
fatal consequences for example in self-driving car systems, where misclassification may affect the steering angle, braking and/or throttling of the
car. Further work could be done in the field of self-driving car DNNs to
test what erroneous inputs cause wrong throttling and braking decisions.
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Abstract
With the fast spread of the Internet of Things and its multiple applications,
e.g., smart cities, wearable devices or smart grids, new requirements including optimization of resources, ultra-low latency connections and high
availability bandwidth must be faced to offer an optimal quality of service. To fully use the computing capabilities of smart devices and reduce
the latency, the edge computing paradigm has been introduced to localize the computation/communication at the edges of the network and move
the computationally-intensive tasks from the IoT devices to the closest edge
servers. In this paper, we examine the transition from the Mobile Cloud
Computing paradigm to the Mobile Edge Computing with special emphasis on the use cases of IoT applications where the Mobile Edge Computing
is enabled in the future 5G networks. Finally,we analyze two application
scenarios where MEC in combination with 5G will bring important benefits, the automotive IoT and the adaptive mobile video streaming.
KEYWORDS: Mobile Cloud Computing, Mobile Edge Computing, IoT, 5G
Networks, Mobile Edge Caching, Device-to-Device, Vehicle-to-Vehicle.

1 Introduction
The network infrastructure that powers the Internet of Things (IoT) has
moved to the cloud. Companies allocate their resources in different parts
of the world; however, Recently, emerging technologies such as, IoT, Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) introduce the requirement
of a very low latency. These latency sensitive applications have created a
new paradigm: Mobile Edge Computing where the servers of the network
are deployed as close as possible to the clients.
The Mobile Edge Computing paradigm brings data and computation power
closer to the end users, reducing the latency and increasing the communication efficiency. This is achieved by deploying the resources in small
data centers operated by the service providers [25].
This concept has brought new difficulties compared with the Mobile Cloud
Computing paradigm, for example, the coordination over all the nodes of
the system, and new challenges related with the virtualization of the network infrastructure.
This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 presents an overview of the
Mobile Cloud Computing paradigm, Section 3 describes the Mobile Edge
Computing and compares its advantages and disadvantages with Mobile
Cloud Computing paradigm in the mobile context. Section 4 analyses the
use cases and characteristics of the Internet of Things and its technical requirements for Mobile Edge Computing applications. Section 5 discusses
the role of Mobile Edge Computing in the Internet of Things, presents
the benefits of using 5G as the communication model and analyzes two
application scenarios. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC)
The popularity of smartphones has increased rapidly in a broad range of
domains: communications, e-learning, gaming, health-care or entertainment are some of the areas boosted by the rapidly development of Mobile
Computing. This term, refers to the platform supported by wireless communication that enables mobile users access to online services [10].
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is the application of Cloud Computing to
mobile devices, enabling on demand network access and storage capabilities which can be used to deliver different services to mobile users [7].
In MCC the device intensive computations, storage and data processing

have been transferred to a cloud-service, and therefore the mobile devices
do not need a powerful hardware because the hard computing tasks can
be processed in the Cloud. The Figure (Fig. 1) below illustrates the MCC
architecture [15]. The mobile devices are connected to the network using a
mobile network base such as, an access point, satellite or base transceiver
station (BTS). The information is transmitted to a central processor unit
which is connected to different servers that provides the network capabilities. Later, the requests are delivered to a cloud platform to be processed
and brings the corresponding cloud services to the end users.

Figure 1. MCC Architecture [15]

The major challenges that MCC has to face are related with the ubiquitous nature of the mobile devices [17]. Rapid changes in the quality of
wireless communication implies the need for highly adaptive applications,
mobility implies address migration and location dependency, and portability implies limitations on the mobile device hardware characteristics.
These physical limitations are well solved by the possibility to scale the
cloud infrastructure depending on the demand. Cloud service-providers,
can easily expand a service without constraints because the hardware resources are virtualized and shared between a huge amount of customers
[29].

3

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)

According to the Cisco Visual Networking Index, in 2022 there will be 12.3
billion mobile connected devices, representing the 20 percent of the total
Internet traffic [2].
The increasing trend in the number of mobile devices has constituted new
scenarios that MCC is not able to solve. For example, when it is neces-

sary to ensure real-time communications or guarantee a high Quality of
Service (QoS) [8].
To overcome this limitations, the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) paradigm
offers cloud computing resources such as, processing capabilities or storage within the Radio Access Network (RAN) [19]. MEC connects the client
directly to the closest cloud service in the edge network, improves its computational capabilities by offloading the computation efforts and reduces
the latency and network bottlenecks [27].
According to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
the service environment around the MEC is characterized by [19]:
1. Proximity
Being close to the source of information enables MEC to capture and
analyze key information [13]. It is beneficial for resource-hungry
applications, augmented reality or video analytics.
2. Ultra-low latency
The cloud services are deployed at the nearest location to the end
user, segregating network data movements to the Core Network.
Therefore, MEC is able to minimize congestion in other parts of the
network and improve the overall quality of experience.
3. High bandwidth
Directly exposing the information to the edge network avoid unnecessary transmissions and bandwith consumption of routing messages to the consumers via the Core Network [?].
4. Real-time access to radio network information
The applications that make use of real-time network information
can estimate the congestion and bandwith of the network to offer
context-related and smarter services to their customers.
5. Location awareness
The local services can leverage low-level signals to discover the exact
location of each connected device [6] [22].
There are multiple proposals to define an Edge Computing architecture
[26], which indicates, that the concept of the edge network is not clearly
defined and the terminology varies depending on the categories and functionalities to evaluate. In [24] the authors propose a categorization based
on the common deployment features of the Edge Computing paradigm.
The first category is resource-rich servers deployed close to the end-device,

the second one is based on exploiting resources from heterogeneous nodes
at the edge and the last category is a federation of resources at the edge
and centralized data centers. The MEC architecture belongs to the first
category (resource-rich servers deployed close to the end-device) since its
approach consists of deploying the cloud services within the Radio Access
Network (RAN).

Figure 2. MEC Reference Architecture [5]

The figure above (Fig. 2), provides a wide view of the entities and functions that form the MEC reference architecture [5]. It focus on two different levels, the mobile edge host and the mobile edge system.
The mobile edge host level contains a mobile edge platform (responsible of enabling applications to initialize and consume their services) and
a virtualisation infrastructure to provide compute, storage and network
resources to run mobile edge applications.
The mobile edge system level contains a mobile edge orchestrator responsible of maintaining a general view of the mobile edge system based
on the number of hosts, available resources and edge services. The orchestrator selects the most adequate mobile host to instantiate a mobile
edge application based on constraints, e.g, number of connected devices,
available memory or network latency.
The performance of MEC relies heavily on the capabilities of the service
orchestrator as well as its interaction with the network architecture. The
fluctuation of resources as well as the conditions of the network (due to the
mobile capabilities of the devices) introduce new challenges to solve such

as, elastic resource allocation [18], service placement [12], edge selection
and reliability [33].

3.1 MCC vs MEC
Under the MCC paradigm, the mobile devices exploits the benefits of a
cloud, such as faster processing capabilities or a higher storage capacity,
through internet access via a Core Network (CN). Although there are notorious advantages, e.g, enabling computational demanding applications
to end-users or extending the battery life of the mobile devices, it also introduces an increment in the latency of the communications due to the
remoteness of the cloud resources. Certain scenarios that involve the Internet of Things require an ultra-low latency (less than 1 ms) and high
reliability. MEC promise to overcome this limitations by placing the cloud
services in close proximity with the mobile devices [34].
MCC

MEC

Network Infrastructure

Private/Public Cloud

Mobile Network Operator

Location

Anywhere

RAN

Deployment

Centralized

Distributed

Accessibility

via Internet

Direct to the Edge Network

Context Awareness

High

High

Latency

High

Low

Storage capabilities

High

Low

Computational power

High

Low

Table 1. Comparison of MCC and MEC models

A high level comparison of the most important aspects of the MCC and
the MEC is outlined in Table I. In the MEC paradigm, the network infrastructure belongs to the mobile network operator, meanwhile in the
MCC it might be part of a public or private cloud platform. This implies
that in the MCC model the deployment is centralized around the cloudservice provider whereas in the MEC it is distributed. The location of the
nodes must be within the radio network access in MEC, while in MCC
the cloud resources can be geolocated in multiple locations. Because the
accessibility in the MEC is established directly through the edge network
and not via the Internet, the cloud resources are closer to the mobile devices, which immediately reduces the latency. In MCC, the clients can
exploit computing and storage resources of a powerful centralized cloud

in contrast with the MEC, where the close proximity also limits the cloud
capabilities. Finally, both models offer context awareness to discover the
exact location of each mobile device and gather information from their
environment.

4

Internet of Things (IoT)

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a communication paradigm where physical objects are able to interact with each other, share information and
coordinate decisions to reach common goals. Essentially, IoT combines
two concepts: Internet, that appeals to a network oriented vision, and the
Things, that are the generic objects integrated in the ecosystem [11]. The
IoT aims to provide connectivity to anything at any time and place, being
a key technology in enabling Machine to Machine (M2M) communications.
The IoT in combination with M2M brings the possibility of systems monitoring themselves and responding to changes in the environment with no
human interaction.
In the literature [31][9], the IoT architecture is represented as a set of
layers representing a group of modules with a cohesive set of services
[28]. The layers from a bottom-up perspective are: The Device Layer, Network Layer, Session Layer, Cloud Layer, Application Layer, Management
Layer, and Security Layer. It is possible to distributed each layer in different parts of the system, as well as dispense of those that do not fit the
requirements of the design.
A further vision correlated with the IoT is the Web of Things [32], where
web standards like HTTP or WebSockets are used to integrate into the
web everyday-life objects that contain an embedded device or computer.

4.1

IoT Enabling Technologies

In this section we discuss the most relevant technologies that enhanced
the IoT [30].
1. Identification
RFID systems are one of the key technologies used in the IoT. They
are composed by at least one reader and several RFID tags. The tags
have a unique identification in a small microchip attached to an antenna (used for receiving the external signal from the reader and
transmitting the tag ID). The RFID tags are passive, which means

that they do not have any kind of power supply and the energy
needed to transmit their ID is taken by induction from the query
signal of the reader [21].
2. Sensor Networks
Sensor networks contributes to the increase the context awareness
in the system by tracking the status of the objects, such as, the location, proximity, temperature or pressure. The sensor networks contain sensing nodes that reports their measures to gateways called
sinks. The main sensor network solutions are based on the IEEE
802.155.4 standard, which defines the physical and MAC layers for
low-power, low bit rate communications in wireless personal area
networks (WPAN) [1].
3. Wireless Communications
The IoT wireless communication technologies connect heterogeneous
objects together to share information. Some examples of communication protocols involved in IoT are NFC, Bluetooth, WiFi, Z-wave
and 4G LTE. Usually, the IoT nodes operates with low power through
noisy communication channels.
4. Semantics
Semantics consists on the ability to extract knowledge, model information and analyze the obtained data to provide the right decision
for the required service. The main technologies used to model semantics are the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the
Web Ontology Language (OWL). The recommended format to exchange data in IoT is the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI), which
reduces the bandwith needs without detriment of the energy consumed for processing or the required storage sized [9].

5 Role of MEC in IoT
The MEC ecosystem not only provides benefits for the Mobile Network
Operator, such as, a better Quality of Experience (QoE) or faster cloudresource provisioning. But also to the IoT use cases that requires an accurate context awareness, a low latency and high available throughput.
According to the IDC global predictions [3], by 2020, 40% of IoT created
data will be stored, processed, analyzed and consumed upon close or at

the edge of the network.
The ETSI-ISG group has identified the following technical requirements
in MEC applications [4], the most relevant for an IoT scenario are:
A. Generic requirements
– The mobile edge system shall be possible to deploy the mobile edge platform on mobile edge hosts in various locations,
including radio nodes, aggregation points, gateways, and in a
distributed data centre at the edge of the core network.
– The mobile edge system shall be able to verify the authenticity
and integrity of a mobile edge application.
– The mobile edge system shall be able to maintain the connectivity between the IoT device and an application instance when
the device performs a handover to another cell associated with
the same mobile edge host.
B. Service requirements
– The mobile edge platform shall allow authentication and authorization of providers and consumers of mobile edge services.
– The mobile edge system shall be able to route network traffic to
other nodes of the system and influence the DNS resolution.
– The mobile edge system shall be able to support user identity
mapping.
– The mobile edge system shall be able to support bandwith management.
– The mobile edge system shall be able to provide radio network
information.
C. Operation and management requirements
– It shall be possible to control the access of a mobile edge application to mobile edge services.
– The mobile edge system shall be able to provide a virtualization
environment to run the applications.
– The mobile edge platform management shall be able to collect
and expose performance data regarding the virtualisation environment.
D. Security, regulation and charging requirements

– The mobile edge platform shall only provide a mobile edge application with the information for which the application is authorized.
– The mobile edge system shall allow the collection of chargingrelated information, log it in a secure way and make it available
for further processing.

5.1

MEC in 5G Networks

5G is the latest generation of cellular mobile communications. It succeeds
the LTE-Advanced generation (4G) and it promises to offer a higher data
rate, decrease the latency, save energy, reduce costs and handle a massive
device connectivity. The 5G networks based on the 3GPP specification are
a target environment for MEC deployments [23]. The Service Based Architecture (SBA) from the 5G specification leverages some characteristics
that are also specified in MEC, such as network functions virtualisation
(NFV) and Software-defined Networking (SDN) paradigms. Besides, the
3GPP 5G standard define key enablers for Edge Computing, allowing a
MEC and 5G system interact together in traffic routing and policy control
operations.
The ETSI-MEC standard proposes different scenarios to deploy MEC hosts
[23]. The User Plane Function (UPF) plays an important role when MEC
is deployed in a 5G network. UPFs can be seen as a distributed and configurable data plane from the MEC system perspective. It takes care of
redirecting the traffic through the preferred applications in the network.
The location of the UPF is a choice of the MNO based on technical or business decisions, such as, availability, running applications or estimated
user load.
In a scenario with multiple IoT devices, some options to reduce the latency
and increase the bandwith at the edge include deploying the MEC collocated with a transmission node and a local UPF, or deploying the MEC
and the local UPF with a network aggregation point that is able to collect
and digest data from different sources.

5.2

IoT and MEC Application Scenarios

5.2.1

Automotive IoT Applications: Internet of Vehicles (IoV)

5G is a key enabler for the autonomous vehicles industry. It enhance
the V2X (Vehicle to Everything) paradigm which covers other particular
cases, e.g, Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) or Vehicle to Device (V2D). Automotive IoT requires a critical communication
infrastructure where reliability and ultra-low latency are decisive factors
[16]. The current network technologies are not able to provide a good
solution to some features of a vehicular network, including real-time vehicles monitoring, continuous sensing or high reliability. The combination
of MEC with 5G will bring improvements in the virtualization of the network infrastructure, that towards the placement of the resources within
the RAN will handle the challenges related to real-time monitoring and
decision, vehicles orchestration and scalability [14].

5.2.2

Adaptive Mobile Video Streaming

MEC together with the future 5G cellular networks will improve the experience of visualizing high quality videos in mobile devices. By allocating
the video files at the edge of the network, MEC will reduce the delivery
delay and traffic congestion of the network. The quality of the videos may
be impaired when the clients are not fixed at one location and they compete simultaneously for shared bandwith. In [20], the authors explores
the impact of Collaborative Edge Caching and QoE-traffic optimization
for MEC environments, proving that it is a useful method to alleviate the
network traffic and increase the overall Quality of Experience.

6

Conclusion

This paper survey and summarizes the Role of MEC in IoT. We have introduced the MCC paradigm, its architecture and challenges. Then, we
have reviewed the MEC paradigm that overcomes the MCC limitations
by bringing the cloud resources to the Edge of the network. We have reviewed the relevant technologies that enable the IoT and the key role that
MEC plays on it. Finally, we have identified 5G as a key enabler for MEC
and discussed two application scenarios that will benefit from its combination.
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Abstract
The ‘Internet of Things’, a buzzword in the modern era of Information Technology. It is a paradigm where every object has the capability of classifying, sensing, communicating and computing processes and activities that
enable them to communicate and exchange valuable information with each
other as well as provide services to achieve objectives. IoT consists of small,
low-powered, sophisticated, portable devices which have limited life-span
and computational power and are scattered within a large deployment
area. Efficient data collection from these IoT devices is a challenging
task. In the advancement of Information and Communication Technology,
different emerging techniques, including Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC)
and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) are proposed by researchers to mitigate the challenges. This survey paper focuses on different Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) strategies for data collection and also examines the Information and Communication Technology, such as MCC, MEC which are
deliberately assisting MCS to be a trustworthy medium of data collection
and processing. The goal of the survey is not only confined to the analysis
of MCS but also explore the necessity of different types of data collection,
data collection process and the impact of ICT technologies on MCS.
KEYWORDS: Internet of Things (IoT), Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS), Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), Mobile Edge Computing (MEC).

1 Introduction
The ‘Internet of Things’ where mobile and portable objects of everyday life
are embedded with sensors for electronic communication and applicable
protocol suits for reliable communication between the objects, thus making it an integral part of the Internet [1]. Every IoT object is equipped
with capabilities of identifying, sensing, networking and processing . In
foreseeable future, appropriate Information and Communication Technology will connect all the digital and physical entities with each other, which
fosters the future of application and services.
IoT consists of sophisticated, low-powered, portable and wearable devices which have limitations, including shorter life-span and limited communication power. Moreover, devices are scattered within a large deployment area, which poses a great challenge for efficient data collection.
In addition, the challenge becomes more critical because of the abandoned and inhospitable deployment environment, unreliable and critical
radio frequency links, frequent changes of network topologies and heterogeneity of sensor nodes as well as multi-hop communication. Collecting
time-varying, time-sensitive, heterogeneous, ubiquitous data has made
the whole process more complicated and challenging. The advanced Information and Communication Technology researchers propose different
emerging techniques and methods, including Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) for data collection and analysis to alleviate the challenges.
In recent years, Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) has acquired significant
attention as a popular sensing approach. MCS is a technique where users
of sensing and computing capable IoT devices collectively sense and share
data using their devices as well as perform computation based on the
sensed data for extracting information of common interest. Mobile devices, such as smart cellular phones, wearable and portable devices have
powerful computation as well as communication capabilities and are enriched with multi-functional sensors, for example Proximity, Accelerometers, Gyroscope, Air humidity and Temperature. These sensors are accountable for data collection and transmission to the central processing
server. As a result, these sensing devices consume many resources, such
as frequencies, power and storage as well as the service quality of the ap-

plications degrade due to extensive amount of data generation. Moreover,
they have low transmission power and a narrow communication range.
This paper surveys data collection process in different application domain, different MCS data collection strategies, their limitations and how
researchers overcome these challenges by initiating cost as well as energy
effective and self-participatory data collection techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes data
classification and collection techniques in different application domain,
Section 3 presents emergence of MCS techniques for collecting data and
the challenges of MCS approaches, Section 4 focuses on advanced ICT approaches such as Mobile Edge Computing to mitigate the MCS challenges
and finally Section 5 discusses future direction and conclusion.

2

Data classification and collection techniques in different
application domain

In the advancement of Information and Communication Technology, everyday physical objects are equipped with miniature sensors and processors. These sensor enable connected objects work collaboratively to collect
captured data which makes human live easy and comfortable. This interweave environment is referred to as Smart Environment. The definition of
Smart Environment originates from the ubiquitous computing. According
to Mark Weiser, every object in our everyday lives are associated with invisible and a large number of sensors, actuators which is connected widely
through a continuous network [2]. IoT can integrate with the smart environments based on different application domain and industry. Adoption
of IoT in industry is known as Industrial IOT (IIOT). The data that are
generated from different application domain and industry vary in terms
of data uses and collection techniques.

2.1

Smart Healthcare

Current healthcare system utilizes modern Information and Communication Technologies for providing healthcare facilities which is referred to
as e-health. This term encompasses a range of services and facilities, including electronic health record, emergency clinical support, telemedicine
and personalised devices for diagnosis. These services are implemented
with the help of rapid advancement of sensing technologies, exponential

growth of commercial wearable devices and promising machine learning
techniques and cutting-edge artificial intelligent applications. Different
low-cost and discreet inertial sensors, including Accelerometers, Gyroscopes, Biometric pressure, Magnetic field, location aware sensors, such
as Global Positioning System (GPS), and physiological sensors, for example temperature, image sensor, for instance SenseCam as well as ambient sensors (e.g. Thermometer, Hygrometer, Infra-red, Active RFID tags,
NFC tags) are utilized for measuring daily physical activities, blood sugar
level, temperature, respiration rate, blood pressure, health data, including weight, user-context information [3]. Moreover, many wearable and
mobile devices, such as Fitbit, smart watches, mobile camera are used to
log the daily activities to keep a regular person healthy and fit.

2.2 Smart Home
Our homes are equipped with electronic devices, including air-condition,
television, thermostat, refrigerator, lightweight entertainment devices.
IoT-based smart home allows to control all the electronic devices remotely
and increases the standard of human’s comfort at home. To ensure a
sustainable environment, some of the sensitive data, such as temperature, humidity, luminosity, air quality are collected and monitored [4].
Smart home appliances, including home assistant, such as Google Assistant, Amazon Echo, security assistant Amazon Cloud Cam , smart smoke
detector, such as Nest Protect are used for home automation and increase
the living standard of dwellers. Collected data are transmitted using communication technology, including Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi.

2.3 Smart Transportation
In the advancement of communication technology and vehicular network,
automobiles are becoming smarter with enriched sensors embedded in
them. Smart transportation incorporates some of the key technologies,
such as identification and tracking, communication and networking, service management for rapid development in transportation system [5]. Sensors are responsible for collecting perceptive information of the environment, machine learning and artificial intelligent algorithms are making
decision based on the perceived surroundings and control system execute
each decision timely. There are two categories of sensors, namely Proprioceptive sensors which collect information of internal state of the vehicle

and Exteroceptive sensors which are responsible for observing outside environment of the vehicle. Smart sensors that are embedded in automobiles are mostly cameras, radar, lidar, infrared, ultrasonic. Ultrasound
sensors are used in parking assistant, traffic sign recognition. Lane departure warning are controlled by smart camera, lidar is responsible for
emergency braking, pedestrian detection, collision avoidance. Short range
radar sensors are useful for collision warning, traffic alert, and adaptive cruise is controlled by long range radar [6]. VANETs (Vehicular Ad
hoc Networks) is proposed for exchanging messages via vehicle-to-vehicle
communication protocol, and vehicle to roadside access point [7].

2.4

Smart Grid

In modern age, energy management is one of the challenging task due to
rising energy cost, fragile energy supplies, regulated emission and climate
change. Smart sensor network gives immense opportunities for smart
grid applications, including energy management, power control and monitoring, de-centralized storage facilities and renewable energy production
[8]. Smart sensor based applications have some benefits, such as lower
cost and easy deployment. These applications can be integrated in smart
home environment for future activity prediction. Integration of IoT with
the smart power grid improves the quality of service (QoS) of power management by continuously monitoring transmission lines and sending periodic report to the control unit. Integration of smart meter improves the
Demand-Side Energy Management which reduces electricity bill and operational cost of the power grid based on the usage of the consumer [9].

3

Mobile Crowdsensing

Data acquisition techniques can be categorized in three defined approaches,
such as conventional approach where data are collected by the IoT devices
and transmitted to cloud infrastructures through base stations, MCS approach where users compute and contribute data and personalize information for common interest and emerging ICT based solution, for example edge computing for low-latency and high-reliable data collection. This
survey paper mainly focuses on Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) data collection approach but also discusses the benefits of using the emerging ICT
technologies for implementing MCS.

In the context of ubiquitous computing, Mobile Crowdsensing is a technique where data acquisition and collective data sharing is done by sensing and computing capable mobile and locomotive devices (e.g. smartphones, tablet computers, wearables, smart vehicles) of individuals for
extracting information to measure, estimate, predict, mapping processed
data of common interest. The term Mobile Crowdsensing was first introduced by Ganti et. al. in the year of 2011 [10].

3.1

Data Generation Platform

User participation for collecting data is one of the key features of MCS.
The authors in [11] have mentioned two platforms which are used as the
source of user participant data.

3.1.1

Mobile Sensing

Sensor rich smart devices of individual participate in context-based sensing task and contribute their collected and computed information for further transformation.

3.1.2

Mobile Social Networking

Social platforms act as a source of sensor data where group of individual with common interest cooperate and share sensed data for greater
interest. This sensing and collection strategy is also referred to as cluster/community sensing.

3.2

MCS Applications

MCS applications can be categorized in three major area of interest, such
as environmental, infrastructure, and social.

3.2.1

Environmental MCS

In environmental MCS applications, the natural environmental factors
are considered. For example, measuring the growth of world’s population,
uses of water and pollution in water substance, air and climate conditions,
waste management techniques, earth core resource mining, monitoring
wildlife habitat in forest and desert environment are the main concern
for mapping comprehensive environmental circumstance by ensuring the
participation of the active contributor.

3.2.2

Infrastructure MCS

Infrastructure applications involve the basic public infrastructures which
are accountable for well-living condition in the society. Some of the major
infrastructures are transportation, water resource management, energy,
information for cheapest and easy communication, critical institutions
and government sectors. MCS applications can be involved in measuring the large-scale infrastructural phenomena, such as water blockage,
weather condition, traffic congestion in highway, nearby parking facilities
and tracking products [10].

3.2.3

Social MCS

Social MCS applications relate with the individual’s sharing their experience, activities, responsibilities to community for collective development of social well-being. Individual can share places they have visited,
food they have tested, public resources they have used, social awareness against adultery activities and information about services they have
taken from socio-cultural organisations and government which will foster
the living standard of human being.

3.3

MCS Architecture

MCS architecture depends on the application domain. The general architecture of MCS in all application domain consists of five fundamental
levels. The service of MCS reaches to the user in the form of application
which goes through the process of data sensing and processing. Figure 1
illustrates the overall architecture model of MCS.

3.4

MCS Techniques for Data Collection

In the context of user participation and involvement, MCS is classified
into two categories, such as Participatory and Opportunistic Crowdsensing. Participatory Crowdsensing refers to the group of enthusiastic people contributing information using their sensing and computing capable
handhold devices whereas Opportunistic Crowdsensing collects information automatically without the intervention of the participants. The main
Participatory and Opportunistic Crowdsensing data collection techniques
are discussed in the following subsections.

Figure 1. MCS Architecture

3.4.1 User Recruitment and Task Allocation Techniques in MCS
MCS techniques is mainly focused on users and selecting appropriate and
well-suited participants from a massive pool of users for data collection
and performing specific task is one of the challenging work. Fiandrino et.
al. [12] have proposed a novel policy for user recruitment based on user
sociability which refers to the estimation of user participation in sensing
and contributing willingly and the spatial distance between participating
users and tasks. The first study on dynamic user recruitment is proposed
in [13] with diverse sensing tasks and handles the problem by proposing
three greedy algorithms and illustrates that less number of participants
can achieve stable task coverage. In user participation in MCS, contributing information should be kept secret from other users or to the platform
itself. To figure out this problem, Xiao et. al. [14] have proposed a Basic User Recruitment protocol that recruits minimum participant while
ensuring sensing quality of each task will always remain above a given
threshold. They have also proposed a secret sharing scheme called ‘Secure User Recruitment’.

3.4.2 Incentive Mechanism Techniques for MCS
For collecting extensive amount of data from user, incentive mechanism
will encourage the user for participating in data collection process. The

authors in [15] have proposed an incentive mechanism based on qualitydriven auction where the participants will be paid based on the quality of
sensed data instead of working hour. Zhang et. al. [16] have categorised
the incentive mechanism into three border domains, such as entertainment where crowdsensing task will be represented as playable games
and user will contribute by playing games; service where mutual-benefit
is considered as service and to get benefit from the service, user needs
to contribute to the system; monetary where participants will be paid for
performing and contributing to the system. Monetary incentive technique
is helpful to increase the number of potential participants and encourage
them as well but the quality of sensing data may not meet the desired
expectation. To address the issue, ‘TaskMe’ [17], a location-based social
network model is proposed for participant selection. A multi-paymentenhanced reverse action scheme is proposed to improve the quality of
sensing.

3.4.3

Social Sensing and Participant Interaction techniques in MCS

In the emergence of social platform, social relationships, responsibilities
and activities can be inferred by the process of social sensing which is
composed of social sensors (e.g. person who participate in sharing information about traffic situation, he/she is considered as traffic sensors) and
social sensor receiver platform (e.g. social media). Rahman et. al. [18]
have proposed social crowdsensing approach by forming an ad-hoc social
network (authors consider one of the holy event of Muslim Ummah ‘Hajj’
as ad-hoc social network) and providing personalized as well as context
aware services such as location information about point of interest, health
care facilities, traffic and weather conditions, religious rituals and formalities. In [19], authors introduce community-based task where a group
of user participate with high mutual attendance and sensing amplification mechanism to encourage near proximity devices to participate in resource sharing. Involving suitable participants to form groups or clusters
is an important part of crowdsensing. To reduce delay for data collection
and foster message delivery performance, a method is proposed in [20]
for group/cluster formation based on the radio connectivity between the
users. Guo et. al. [21] have proposed a group formation and recommendation technique, ‘GroupMe’, based on large scale mobile sensing data and
social graphs mining such as group extraction and group abstraction in
real world environment.

3.5 Challenges of MCS Approach
Implementation of MCS application requires individual or community
participation, data aggregation and mining techniques, fast data transmission network infrastructure, remote data storage facilities and proper
services of context-aware application. To assemble all the required components in one place, researchers have encountered with numerous challenges. These challenges are catalogued as follows.

3.5.1 Human participation and sensing
Participants of MCS application use their sensor enriched portable devices, such as smartphones and automobiles in data collection as well as
sharing which consumes resources (e.g. battery power) and risks security
as well as privacy threats. Encouraging users to participate is a challenging task.

3.5.2 Redundant and low quality data
Collected data from the anonymous participants can be faked, redundant,
incorrect, inconsistent and abnormal. Moreover, sensed data can differ
due to different sensing condition even if the data is collected using same
sensor of same event. To extract necessary data from the poll of extraneous data, researchers introduce data filtering and selection techniques
which imposes a great challenge in Mobile Crowdsening.

3.5.3 Data accuracy and completeness
Distinguishing between false and accurate data is a challenging task.
MCS is a continuous process and the completeness of data flow depends
on successful accomplishment of all the stages involved. Moreover, MCS
data are collected from both offline and online environment. Combining
two forms of environments under one umbrella and facilitating heterogeneous cross space data mining is an important challenging issue.

3.5.4 Security and Privacy risk
Participant’s in Mobile Crowdsening shares sensitive, personal information which imposes security and privacy threats in data collection process.
Some of the threats and security vulnerabilities of MCS are fake sensing
attacks, malware, spoofing attacks, denial of service attacks and jamming
[22]. Anonymization and cryptographic approaches are used for unveiling
the identity of the participants but still faces challenges as cryptographic
approach adds extra overhead to the sensing process.

3.5.5

Data authentication, reliability and integrity

Identity authentication, reliable data communication and data integrity
ensures MCS system more secure and robust. To prevent security threats,
validating every sensed data with proper user authentication is a challenging task. Some research articles suggest anonymous identity authentication mechanism based on pseudonym. Maintaining integrity of sensed
data must be addressed to ensure security of the system. According to
some research works, data reliability issue can be handled by identifying
originated location of sensed data.

4

Edge-enabled MCS Approach

Traditional MCS is implemented based on centralized and cloud infrastructure. This architectural approach is inefficient and consumes excessive resources due to many concurrent connection from the users to backend server for real-time data processing and storage. Moreover, maintaining additional device management increases the resource consumption.
In [23], authors have performed a comparative study on Edge-enabled
MCS and Cloud-based MCS. Authors have shown the tradeoff between
centralized MCS and edge-assistant MCS in terms of computational offloading, cost, latency and privacy issue. A future MCS marketplace is
proposed where participant can contribute and initiate sensing task. This
survey summarizes MCS ecosystem enabled by Mobile Edge Computing
in two network domain: 1. Mobile Networks, 2. Vehicular Networks.

4.1

4.1.1

Mobile Networks

Participant Selection and Quality of Sensed Data

Legitimate participant selection and maintaining the quality of sensed
data are major challenges in typical centralized MCS architecture because of mobility of user and duplication of sensed data. To overcome
the challenges, Jianbing Ni et. al. [24] have proposed Fog-assisted MCS
framework which uses fog nodes to perform participant selection observing the mobility pattern of the user. Authors have also designed a duplication sensitive application named Fog-assisted Secure Data Duplication
scheme to protect against probable attacks such as brute-force, duplicatelinking and duplicate-replay. Fiandrino et. al. [25] have proposed a fogcomputing based user recruitment policy named DSE considering three

criteria, such as Distance between users and tasks, Sociability of the user
and Energy consumption of sensor devices.

4.2 Vehicular Networks

4.2.1 Real-time Traffic Management
In recent times, smart vehicles are equipped with sensors to establish
vehicle-to-vehicle communication which is known as Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV) and according to the statistics, 150 millions smart vehicles
will be connected by 2020. Due to limited wireless bandwidth, mobility
of the vehicles, deployment cost of roadside units (RSUs) and expensive
communication as well as computation capabilities of mobile cloud computing, real-time traffic management is facing a great challenge. Wang
et. al. have designed a real-time traffic management framework CREAM
based on crowdsensing in heterogeneous Social Internet of Vehicles [26].
Hou et. al. have considered the communication and computation capacity
problem in vehicular network and proposed a novel system which utilizes
mobile and parking vehicles as infrastructure [27]. A three-layer Vehicle
Fog Computing (VFC) model (Vehicle-Cloudlet-Cloud) is proposed by [28]
investigating offloading scheme in VFC for real-time traffic management.

5 Future Direction and Conclusion
This survey presents Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) as a medium of data
acquisition, it’s challenges and the impact of ICT techniques on MCS. Different data collection techniques in terms of different application domains
such as healthcare, transportation, industry are also discussed through
out the paper. MCS exploits the advantage of mobility of the participants
to collect data from abandoned and inhospitable environment where static
sensor networks face excessive difficulties.
As Mobile Crowdsensing is an emerging research area, many opportunities are needed to be addressed. In recent times, researchers are focusing on facilitating data collection and contributing in both Infrastructure
based and Opportunistic networks known as Hybrid network. Data aggregation from online and offline community platform (cross-community
platform) is becoming one of the challenging issues and future opportunities for MCS.
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Abstract
The use of formal verification systems in the analysis of cryptocraphic protocols has become increasingly common in recent years. Such systems provide a robust way to guarentee security properties of a protocol. In a world
where cryptocraphic protocols have become increasingly commonplace, e.g.
for digital communication, their security also becomes increasingly important. In this paper the formal verification system T AMARIN P ROVER is
examined through the modelling and analysis of the NAXOS protocol. This
results in an overview of T AMARIN’s syntax and capabilities.
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1

Introduction

A cryptographic protocol guarantees security properties, e.g. end-to-end
encryption, by applying cryptographic methods. Such protocol are used increasingly in day-to-day activities such as electronic communication, remote authentication, electronic payments, and signing digital contracts.
These protocols need to be secure against attacks by third-parties or even

participating parties. Verifying security properties can be accomplished
manually, by means of rigorous mathematical analysis, but it is becoming
increasingly common to use formal verification systems as well [6].
Once a cryptographic protocol is designed and published, the security
community will try to break it. In response to the vulnerabilities found
by the community, the protocol is patched and the update is published.
This vicious cycle continues until there is sufficient trust from the security
community that the protocol is secure, at which point it is standardised
and may be used in practice.
Analysts utilise formal verification systems in an attempt to limit the
number of vulnerabilities in a protocol that attackers can exploit. Such
a system does this by proving or disproving the correctness of statements
about the protocol model. The model is written by a modeller in a formal syntax and includes details such as protocol definitions and desired
security properties.
Manual verification of cryptocraphic protocols is perilous as humans
are bound to make mistakes. However, formal verification is not the beall-end-all solution to guaranteeing security in protocols for two reasons.
Firstly because the model can be incomplete or contain mistakes and secondly because protocol analysis is an undecidable problem [17]. Hence,
combining manual and formal verification of cryptocraphic protocols is a
good practice to achieve the highest level of security.
This paper provides a model and analysis of the NAXOS protocol using
the formal verification system T AMARIN P ROVER [16] originally created
by Schmidt et al. [19] in 2012. T AMARIN has been used to verify the
security of a number of protocols, most notably TLS 1.3 [8, 9].
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides background information on formal verification systems and T AMARIN. Section 3 uses
the background information to present a model of the NAXOS protocol in
T AMARIN, as well as the analysis of a security property. Finally, Section 4
offers concluding remarks.

2

Background

T AMARIN P ROVER was originally presented with an analysis of DiffieHellman protocols by Schmidt et al. [19] in 2012 and has been improved
over time. For example, support for convergent equational theories [11]
and exclusive OR [12] were added in 2017 and 2018 respectively. Since

the analyses of Diffie-Hellman protocols, T AMARIN has also been used
to analyse, among others, TLS 1.3 [8, 9], 5G authentication [2], Attack
Resilient Public-Key Infrastructure (APRKI) [1], and the voting protocol
Alethea [3].
As a formal verification system, T AMARIN aims to analyse and proof the
security of cryptographic protocols. The model of the protocol, as well as
the security properties, such as the secret key is unknown to the adversary
at the end of the protocol, are defined by a human modeller.
Although the problem of verifying security properties in general is undecidable [17], T AMARIN will halt in most analyses [19]. T AMARIN typically
halts in a matter of seconds for simple protocols, but may take several
hours or days for complex protocols [14]. If it halts, it provides either a
proof of correctness or a counterexample, i.e. an attack, on the security
properties [16].
If T AMARIN does not halt, there are two potential causes. The first cause
is that there are partial deconstructions, meaning that T AMARIN cannot
resolve where a fact came from. The second cause is that the protocol, or
the specific model of the protocol, is too complex. In both scenarios, the
interactive mode offered by T AMARIN can be utilised to manually guide
the proving process and potentially terminate the proof.

Figure 1. T AMARIN P ROVER modelling workflow.

2.1

Related work

There exist a few alternatives to T AMARIN P ROVER in the literature,
among which are S CYTHER (the predecessor of T AMARIN) [10], P RO V ERIF
[4], C RYPTO V ERIF [5], and M AUDE -NPA [13]. T AMARIN distinguishes
itself with visualisation capabilities, providing both attack and proof visualisation, as well as an interactive mode where analysts can inspect
the generated proof step-by-step (also available in P RO V ERIF). However,

both P RO V ERIF and C RYPTO V ERIF have superiour performance on many
protocols analysed with T AMARIN as well. [14, 18].

2.2

Modelling syntax

A protocol model in T AMARIN is defined in terms of rules. These rules
operate on terms, which model cryptographic messages, and facts, which
can be thought of as predicates. Section 3.1 builds upon the content of
this section to model a real-world protocol.
Rules

A rule defines a transition from one state, the premise, to another

state, the conclusion. Each state is an intermediate step in the protocol
where all agents involved, including the adversary, have a certain amount
of knowledge. The rule itself can be thought of as either a legitimate agent
or an adversary performing some action, such as sending a message over
the network.
The premise describes the state that is required for the rule to take
effect. The conclusion describes the state resulting from applying the
rule to the premise. Algorithm 1 shows the syntax of a rule.
Algorithm 1 Rule example
rule: ExampleRule
[ premise ] −→ [ conclusion ]
The third, optional, element of a rule is the action fact. An action
fact is similar to a fact (discussed later in this section) but is only visible
in the protocol trace and not to the adversary. An action fact might, for
example, declare that Alice knows the secret key without revealing the
secret key to the adversary. Algorithm 2 shows the syntax of a rule with
an action fact.
Algorithm 2 A rule with an action fact
rule: ExampleRuleWithActionFact
[ premise ]
−[ action fact ] →
[ conclusion ]

There are two keywords important specifically to rules, namely In and
Out. The In keyword specifies that a value is received from the public
channel, and the Out keyword specifies that a value is send out to the
public channel. Algorithm 3 shows these two keywords in use.

Algorithm 3 A rule using In and Out
rule: ExampleRuleWithInAndOut
[ In(a) ] −→ [ Out(b) ]
Lastly, T AMARIN provides a syntax called let bindings that allow a modeller to define a value in terms of other values, much like variables in
programming languages. Algorithm 4 shows the syntax for let bindings.
Algorithm 4 Let binding syntax
rule: ExampleRuleWithLetBinding
let b = f(a) in
[ In(a) ] −→ [ Out(b) ]
Terms

Terms are used by rules to model cryptographic messages in the

protocol. A term can be either a variable or a function. A term that is
a variable can be a value or a constant. A value can be thought of as a
regular variable as it is seen in programming languages. A constant can
be either an atomic value, such as an agent identifier or a label, or a fresh
and random value, such as a secret key or a nonce. Algorithm 5 shows
how variables can be defined.
Algorithm 5 Value syntax
x
’ConstantValue’

. a value
. an atomic constant

There exist four modifiers for variables as Algorithm 6 shows: fresh
variables are prefixed by ~ or suffixed by :fresh and can be used for example to create nonces; public variables are prefixed by $ or suffixed by
:pub and are publically available to all agents, including the adversary;
temporal variables are prefixed by # or suffixed by :temporal and represent a point in time; persistent variables are prefixed by ! and are never
removed from the state.
Algorithm 6 Variable modifiers syntax
~a / b:fresh
$a / b:pub
#i / j:temporal
!y

. a and b are fresh values
. a and b are public values
. i and j are temporal values
. y is a persistent value

A term that is not a variable is a function. This paper only considers functions provided by T AMARIN as built-in functions. These include

a hashing function and both symmetric and assymetric encryption functions. The built-ins required by a protocol must be explicitly stated in the
protocol model, as shown in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 Built-ins syntax
builtins:

Facts

. the hashing built-in exposes h to the model

hashing

Facts model state information about terms. This information can

be used in rules to transition from one state to the next. A fact has an
implicit arity based on its first appearance and T AMARIN will error if the
same fact is used with two different arities. Algorithm 8 shows the syntax
for facts.
Algorithm 8 Facts syntax
. MyFact is a fact in the model

MyFact(x)

. not allowed because of arity mismatch

MyFact(x, y)

There are three special facts in T AMARIN, namely In, Out, and Fr. In
and Out have been discussed in the paragraph on rules. Fr is a fact that
must be used to model that a value is generated freshly and randomly,
and should be used as shown in Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9 Fr syntax
. x is a freshly generated value

Fr(x:fresh)

After the protocol is defined using rules, terms, and facts the security
properties of the protocol can be defined using lemmata
Lemmata

In T AMARIN, a lemma specifies the security properties of in-

terest to the model and by extensions the protocol. A lemma is defined in
a first-order logic style language.
For example, the lemma in Algorithm 10 states that for all (All) clients
(C) and all keys (k) at any timepoint i, such that (.) the client knows the
key (KnowsKey(C, k)) at that time (@i), there exists (Ex) a server (S) which,
at some timepoint j before i (j<i), knew the same key (KnowsKey(S, k))
at that time (@j).
Algorithm 10 Lemma syntax
lemma ExampleLemma:
"All C k #i .

KnowsKey(C, k)@i
=⇒ Ex S #j .

j<i & KnowsKey(S, k)@j"

3

Modelling in TAMARIN

In this section the NAXOS protocol is introduced, followed by the construction of its model in T AMARIN. Finally, an analysis in T AMARIN of a security property desired from the NAXOS protocol is provided.
The NAXOS protocol is an Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE) protocol published in 2007 with the goal of improving existing AKE protocols
against stronger adversaries [15]. The goal of an AKE protocol is to establish an ephemeral key for a communication session, as well as authenticate the communicating agents. The latter is usually achieved through
public keys certificates. Some security aspect of an AKE protocol include
that an adversary cannot impersonate any agent or that it cannot read
any messages sent by any agent after the key exchange.

Own secret-key: skI

Own secret-key: skR

Own public-key: pkI

Own public-key: pkR

Intended peer’s public-key: pkR

Intended peer’s public-key: pkI

Own role: initiator

Own role: responder

nonceI ←$ {0, 1}n
x = h(nonceI , skI )
X

X ← gx

−−−−−−→ nonceR ←$ {0, 1}n
y = h(nonceR , skR )
Y

←−−−−−− Y ← g y
kI = h(Y skI , (pkR )x , Y x , I, R)

Figure 2. Schematic model of the

NAXOS

kR = h((pkI )y , X skR , X y , I, R)

NAXOS

protocol.

is a two-step protocol as shown in Figure 2. It is based on a

Diffie-Hellman generator g and a hash function h. Both the initiator, I,

and responder, R, have a Diffie-Hellman key pair (pk, sk), and for each

session both agents also generate a fresh nonce. The secret share of the
key of each agent is derived from their secret Diffie-Hellman key (sk) and
nonce. The agents exchange their public share of the key and based on
that calculate the session key.
This paper evaluates the NAXOS protocol on much weaker properties
than it was originally designed for.

3.1 Encoding the

NAXOS

protocol

Based on the syntax described in Section 2.2, this section constructs a
T AMARIN model for the NAXOS protocol described before. This model is
derived from the NAXOS model by Cremers and Schmidt [7].
A protocol model in T AMARIN begins with a theory name denoted by
theory [NAME] which is used as a human-readable reference to the model.
This is followed by the keyword begin, informing T AMARIN the model
description starts here.
Algorithm 11 Model prerequisites
theory NAXOS
begin
builtins:

diffie-hellman, hashing

As shown in Algorithm 11, the NAXOS protocol depends on two built-ins,
namely: a Diffie-Hellman generator, exposed through the constant ’g’,
and a hash function, exposed through the function h.
Following the prerequisites are the rules defining the model of the protocol. Not all rules define the protocol directly, for example the NAXOS
model contains a rule defining key management, Algorithm 12 shows this
rule. The generate_key_pair rule states that given a fresh value sk, a secret key (!Sk(...)) and public key (!Pk(...)) can be created for an agent
X. The facts about the keys are persistent (denoted by !) as they are kept
over time. The action fact for this rule records that a key was registered
for the agent X.
Because the premise of this rule can always be satisfied, T AMARIN can
use this rule at any time to generate a Diffie-Hellman key pair for an
agent in the protocol.
Algorithm 12 Model key management
rule generate_key_pair:
let pkX = ’g’^skX:fresh in
[ Fr(skX:fresh) ]
−[ KeyRegistered(X:pub) ] →
[ !Sk(X:pub, skX:fresh)
, !Pk(X:pub, pkX)
, Out(pkX) ]
Algorithm 13 to 15 show the rules modelling the protocol description

directly. More specifically, 13 models the initiator, I, sending the first

message, 14 models the responder, R, receiving and responding to that

message, and finally 15 models I receiving the message from R.

The first rule (Algorithm 13) models the initial message from I to R. In

the premise of this rule a fresh nonce is generated (Fr(nonceI:fresh)), as
well as a Diffie-Hellman key pair (Sk(I:pub, skI:fresh)). The key pair
will be generated by T AMARIN using the rule in Algorithm 12 in order
to satisfy the premise. The conclusion of this rule records the protocol
was initiated (Initiated(...)) and sends the public share of I to the
public channel (Out(X)). The fact recording the protocol was initiated is

not persistent because I will only use the nonce once.
Algorithm 13 Model I’s initial message
rule Initiator_initiate:
let exp = h(<nonceI:fresh, skI:fresh>)
X = ’g’^exp
in
[ Fr(nonceI:fresh)
, !Sk(I:pub, skI:fresh) ]
−→

[ Initiated(I:pub, nonceI:fresh, skI:fresh, R:pub)
, Out(X) ]

The next rule (Algorithm 14) models R receiving a value X from the pub-

lic channel (In(X)). Note that this message may come from I but also from

an attacker. Similar to Algorithm 13, the rule also generates a fresh nonce
(Fr(nonceR:fresh)) and Diffie-Hellman key pair (Sk(R:pub, skR:pub)).
Lastly, it looks up a public key as registered by the rule in Algorithm 12.
This should be the key of I, but may be the key of an attacker as well.
The conclusion of the rule only sends the public share of R to the public
channel (Out(Y))).

The action fact of this rule records that R has accepted a session for

nonceR with the key (Accept(...)) and the session identifier (SessionId(...)).

Algorithm 14 Model R’s response message
rule Responder_respond:
let KI = ’g’^skI:fresh
exp = h(<nonceR:fresh, skR:fresh>)
Y = ’g’^exp
key = h(<KI^exp, X^skR:fresh, X^exp, I:pub, R:pub>)
in
[ In(X)
, Fr(nonceR:fresh)
, !Sk(R:pub, skR:fresh)
, !Pk(I:pub, KI)]
−[ Accept(nonceR:fresh, R:pub, I:pub, key)

, SessionId(nonceR:fresh, <R:pub, I:pub, Y, X, ’Resp’>)] →
[ Out(Y) ]

The last rule (Algorithm 15) models the last step of the protocol where I

receives a value Y from R (or an attacker) over the public channel (In(Y)).

This rule requires the rule in Algorithm 13 has been applied as it consumes the Initiated fact. Lastly, the premise looks up a public key as
registered by the rule in Algorithm 12, which should be the key of R. The

conclusion is empty as the protocol has ended.

Similar to the rule for R, the action fact of this rule records that I has

accepted a session for nonceI with the key (Accept(...)) and the session
identifier (SessionId(...)).
Algorithm 15 Model I’s key calculation
rule Initiator_finish:
let KR = ’g’^skR:fresh
exp = h(<nonceI:fresh, skI:fresh>)
X = ’g’^exp
key = h(<Y^skI:fresh, KR^exp, Y^exp, I:pub, R:pub>)
in
[ In(Y)
, Initiated(I:pub, nonceI:fresh, skI:fresh, R:pub)
, !Pk(R:pub, KR) ]
−[ Accept(nonceI:fresh, I:pub, R:pub, key)

, SessionId(nonceI:fresh, <I:pub, R:pub, X, Y, ’Init’>)] →
[ ]

3.2

Analysing the

NAXOS

protocol

With the protocol model described in Section 3.1 this section will illustrate
how T AMARIN is used to analyse a protocol model. The analysis of a model
is based on the lemmata defined for that model. Algorithm 16 shows the
lemma that will be analysed for the NAXOS model in this paper.
On a high level the lemma in Algorithm 16 specifies that: if no agent has
registered more than one Diffie-Hellman key pair, then all sessions with the
same session id have accepted the same key. The antecedent of this implication is encoded in the first parentheses and translates to (based on the
facts in Algorithm 12): for all (All) agents (A) and temporal values i and
j, if the agent has a key registered at time i and j (KeyRegistered(A)@x),
then i and j must be the same temporal value.
The consequent of the implication in the lemma is encoded in the second parentheses and translates to (based on the facts in Algorithm 14
and 15): there does not exist (not (Ex ...)) two nonces (nI nR), two
keys (keyI keyR), two agents (I R), and a session id (sid) such that I and
R have the same sid for their respective nonce (SessionId(nI, sid) &
SessionId(nR, sid)) and the key I and R accept for that nonce (Accept(nI,
I, R, keyI) & Accept(nR, R, I, keyR)) does not equal the key of the
other agent (not(keyI = keyR)).
Algorithm 16 Security property "same key"
lemma Same_key:
"(All A #i #j .

KeyRegistered(A)@i & KeyRegistered(A)@j
=⇒ (#i = #j))

=⇒ (not (Ex #i1 #i2 #i3 #i4 nI nR keyI keyR I R sid .
SessionId(nI, sid)@i1 & SessionId(nR, sid)@i2
& Accept(nI, I, R, keyI)@i3 & Accept(nR, R, I, keyR)@i4
& not(keyI = keyR)
) )"
T AMARIN proves a lemma by finding traces in the protocol which are
allowed by the model’s rules. A trace is an ordered set of rules applied
to available terms. Fresh terms are always available, other terms can be
made available by applying a rule on available terms. If a term is not
persistent it becomes unavailable after a rule consumed it.
For the lemma in Algorithm 16, T AMARIN will try to construct traces
where the consequence is not satisfied (but the antecedent is) in order to

show an attack is possible. However, as the protocol is secure it will prove
by contradiction that no attack traces can be constructed.
For example, T AMARIN may assume the keys are not equal and work
backwards from the other facts in the consequence. Based primarily on
the rules and facts in Algorithm 14 and 15, it will conclude that the model
does not allow for a scenario where the keys differ but the SessionId and
Accept facts are correct.

4

Conclusion

In this paper the formal verification system T AMARIN P ROVER was examined by modelling and analysing the NAXOS protocol. An extensive
overview of the relevant syntax was provided, as well as insights into
how to model a real-world protocol. Lastly, the analysis of a protocol by
T AMARIN was discussed with a specific security property for the NAXOS
protocol.
The analysis of NAXOS takes less than 1 second on a user-grade system
(i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60GHz × 8) which is in line with the figures re-

ported by Lafourcade et al. [14]. Modelling a protocol in T AMARIN is ap-

proachable provided one has sufficient prior knowledge of cryptocraphic
protocols and discrete mathematics.
Based on the research for this paper, future work for T AMARIN P ROVER
should focus primarily on documentation. Although the existing manual
is a useful resource, T AMARIN lacks proper documentation. Explaining
syntax through generic examples with little syntactic suger, as well as
graphics, may help newcomers understand T AMARIN more easily.
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A. Full TAMARIN model of the
protocol

NAXOS

theory NAXOS
begin
b u i l t i n s : d i f f i e −hellman , hashing
r u l e generate_key_pair :
l e t pkX = ’ g ’^~ skX in
[ Fr (~skX ) ]
−−[ KeyRegistered ( $X ) ]−>
[ ! Sk ( $X , ~skX )

, ! Pk ( $X , pkX )
, Out ( pkX ) ]
rule I n i t i a t o r _ i n i t i a t e :
l e t exp = h( <~ nonceI , ~skI >)
X

= ’ g ’ ^ exp

in
[ Fr (~ nonceI )
, ! Sk ( $I , ~skI ) ]
−−>

[ I n i t i a t e d ( $I , ~nonceI , ~skI , $R )
, Out (X) ]

r u l e Responder_respond :
l e t KI

= ’ g ’^~ skI

exp = h( <~nonceR , ~skR>)
Y

= ’ g ’ ^ exp

key = h( <KI^exp , X^~skR , X^exp , $I , $R>)
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in
[ Fr (~ nonceR )
, ! Ltk ( $R , ~skR )
, ! Pk ( $I , KI )
, In (X) ]
−−[ AcceptR (~ nonceR ,

key ) , SessionId (~ nonceR , <$I , $R , Y, X,

[ Out (Y) ]

’ Resp ’ >)] − >

rule I n i t i a t o r _ f i n i s h :
l e t KR

= ’ g ’^~ skR

exp = h( <~ nonceI , ~skI >)
X

= ’ g ’ ^ exp

Y

= ’ g ’ ^ h( <~nonceR , ~skR>)

key = h( <Y^~skI , KR^exp , Y^exp , $I , $R>)
in
[ I n i t i a t e d ( $I , ~nonceI , ~skI , $R )
, ! Pk ( $R , KR)
, In (Y) ]
−−[ AcceptI (~ nonceI , key ) , SessionId (~ nonceI , <$I , $R , X, Y,
[ ]

’ I n i t ’ >)] − >

lemma Same_key :
"
( A l l A # i # j . KeyRegistered (A) @i & KeyRegistered (A) @j ==> ( # i = # j ) )
==>
( not
( Ex # i 1 # i 2 # i 3 # i 4 nonceI nonceR keyI keyR s i d .
AcceptI ( nonceI , keyI ) @i1
& AcceptR ( nonceR , keyR ) @i2
& SessionId ( nonceI , s i d ) @i3
& SessionId ( nonceR , s i d ) @i4
& not ( keyI = keyR )
)
)
"
end
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Abstract
Futuristic 5G wireless networks will cater to an extremely diverse range
of applications and thus demand flexible network architecture with massive number of control parameters leading to intractable mobile network
control problems. Deep Learning (DL) enables experimental data research
by uncovering correlations and feature extraction on Big Data allowing hierarchical feature extraction from raw data with vast amounts of extremely
heterogenous data exhibiting complex correlations saving tremendous effort of hand-crafted feature engineering. Three potential areas, advanced
positioning, resource scheduling and signal processing, relevant to wireless communication that may benefit from cross-functional application of
DL principles are discussed. This report improves the state-of-the-art in
two ways. Firstly, a conceptual model of the software architecture of a DL
augmented radio access scheduler is presented. Secondly, an conceptual
architecture of a DL enabled 5G radio access network is outlined. Lastly,
the challenges that lay ahead for research and testing of such augmented
radio networks are also discussed.
KEYWORDS: Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Wireless Communications, Big Data, Augmented Intelligence based 5G Radio Access Network
Framework.

1 Introduction
Next generation wireless technologies are demand high flexibility requiring new paradigms to meet conflicting requirements. Traditional approaches
to build networks need to be augmented by algorithms that allow continuous learning of the environment and reorganize network behavior around
it. Tools employing deep learning may solve problems in this area. This
report surveys the crossover between two functional areas involving deep
learning and mobile network design and specifically explores how deep
learning may be applied to improve radio access performance in next generation wireless networks.

2 Background

2.1 Intelligent 5G Networks

Figure 1. 5G Service Triad [1].

5G (or NR) is expected to fulfil the stringent requirements set by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) by supporting an extremely
flexible range of services [2]. Figure 1 summarizes three vertical areas,
viz. Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Massive Scale Communication
(Massive IoT) and Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Services (URLLC) [1] [2]:
A 5G cellular network comprises of a Radio Access Network (RAN) and a
Core Network (CN) part. The Core Network is the switching centre, that
links to the RAN and mediates access to the Internet and Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN). The RAN consists of a set of Base Stations
(BSs) connected to the CN through an interface (A) that provides Control
and User Plane functions. The BS implements the wireless transceiver
function, i.e. access technology by providing the modulation and demodulation roles. The BSs may be connected in a point-to-point manner with an
interface (B) which allows user mobility. The BS also performs quasi-real
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Figure 2. Overall Architecture of a Cellular Network [26].

time network control functions (radio resource allocation, measurements
and mobility management) and real-time dynamic resource allocation using an air interface scheduler [26].
The Controller Unit (CU) centrally implements functions to manage the
Data Units (DUs) that implement the latency critical, baseband, radio
transmit and receive processing functions via. an interface (C) which typically uses high capacity transport connections. A DU may be split to
isolate the baseband processing unit and the Remote Radio Unit (RRU)
that transmits and receives the physical signals over the air (E). A UE
may be capable of transmitting and receiving data simultaneously from
multiple BS’s.
Meeting the service requirements in Figure 1 demands a very flexible network architecture and implementation with detailed planning and
tuning which are error prone. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is expected to
help automate these processes by augmenting the networks with actionable intelligence. This paper focuses of the BS relevant for wireless communication. A more comprehensive list of applications applicable to the
other network components (e.g. the Core Network) are identified in section IV of [4].
Traditional mobile communication networks rely on complex network
algorithms. Although these algorithms routinely perform non-linear tasks
(e.g. resource scheduling, handover optimization and mobility robustness
optimizations to deal with link failures using SON techniques, etc.), their
ability to self-learn and self-optimize is quite limited. Traditional networks built using these algorithms are not capable to detect anomalies
(e.g. spurious packet injection by malicious users, jamming of uplink
channels, etc.). There are several reasons for this. Firstly, the amount
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of heterogeneous data available from a mobile network is rather limited.
Secondly, the computing platforms for analyzing and extracting relevant
features are non-existent. Furthermore, most of the algorithms and software do not have the potential to scale to address the wide spectrum of
service requirements for novel 5G services as they are built using traditional programming languages [4] [11] [12].
Successful ML practices can be applied to the Self-Organizing Network
(SON) [7] [8], energy efficiency [9] and traffic offloading [10]. A concrete
example of SON is 4G Multi-band load balancing wherein subscribers are
served across multiple frequencies based on an adaptive algorithm relying on daily KPIs relative to the available spectrum. The output parameters from the dynamic SON algorithm improves network performance in
all areas, viz. capacity, coverage, accessibility and mobility with minimal
manual work to set the control parameters in every cell of the network.
DL based approaches may further augment SON algorithms using data
analytics in the areas of intrusion detection, anomaly detection and enhancing Quality of Experience (QoE) [11] [12]. Deep sensing [13] is another area.

2.2 Potential for Augmented Intelligence Based Radio Access
Network Design
A computer cannot perform subjective and intuitive tasks using traditional programming languages. A Machine Learning (ML) system can
learn features from data by extracting patterns (or uncovering correlations). Applying articial intelligence to solve real-life problems needs feature extraction followed by a relatively simpler task of supplying these
features to a ML algorithm essentially creating a model [3].
Feature engineering is tedious, time-consuming and requires manual
intervention with system and domain level knowledge. DL allows feature
extraction and predictions (or classifications) in one-shot without being
explicitly programmed. However, the training time for DL models is very
high and is computationally very intensive [6]. To mitigate this, parallel
processing architectures with distributed memory are needed to execute
DL software models.
Systematic mining of “actionable” information allows solving problems
specific to the mobile networking domain [4]. The performance of DL improves significantly with larger data. Features learned may be reused by
transferring (or reapplying) the learning to related tasks. [4].
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3

Deep Learning Driven Wireless Communication Networks

3.1

State of the Art Artificial Intelligence Models

Generally, there are three well-known ML paradigms which all need human involvement [3] [11].
• Supervised learning: allows to infer a non-linear function that maps
a given input to an output i.e. curve-fitting and useful in models performing either regression or classification.
• Unsupervised learning: allows to uncover correlations and patterns

when the underlying data structure is heterogeneous and unstructured
and useful in anomaly or fault detection (e.g. spam detection). The
insights gathered may be converted to a supervised learning once the
model is verified (i.e. reliable).

• Reinforcement learning: In this approach, the focus is on maximizing the reward (i.e. return) over a given set of input parameters to find
a balance between exploration (from what is possible) and exploitation
(from what is available). Radio resource management algorithms in
wireless base stations can exploit this paradigm.
Deep learning models In modern literature there are several deep
learning models discussed. However, the most salient ones are summarized here.
• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) An MLP performs a non-linear trans-

formation using an activation function fed with a weighted version of
an input with an optional bias and are mostly used for assisting with
feature extraction or at the final stage of a complex neural network due
to their simplicity [4].

• Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) This is a shallow neural network comprising of a visible(outer) and inner(hidden) layers. Nodes

in the visible layer are connected to the hidden layer with restricted
connectivity. RBM’s use forward and backward propagation to learn
features and may be cascaded to create Deep Belief Networks (DBN).
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RBM’s are useful in anomaly detection and hence are very suitable for
mobile networks as well [4].
• Autoencoders An autoencoder is trained to copy the output to the in-

put with a high amount of fidelity and while doing so, an autoencoder
learns to represent the input data in a compact form (entropy preservation). The succinct representation is useful because it implies dimensionality reduction (i.e. feature extraction). [4].

• Convolutional Neural Network To optimize the number of computa-

tions performed, one approach could be to employ partial connection between layers and employ locally connected filters to identify correlations
on specific areas of the input data. The identical nature of images and
spatial mobile data (traffic snapshot on a geographical area, mobility of
users), i.e. represented in a map which is another way of expressing an
image with pixels [4].

• Recurrent Neural Network Just as a CNN is specialized for processing an image (or a grid of values), an RNN is specialized for analyzing a

time-series (or a sequence of values). Most RNN’s can process sequences
of variable length as well. This permits easier searching for patterns
with different levels of time granularity in time series analysis in mobile networks [4].
• Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) This comprises of a framework comprising of a Generative model (G) and a Discriminative model

(D) and depends on a corroboration process forcing the learning. GAN’s
are mostly used to generate synthetic training data mimicking mobile
networks when appropriate datasets cannot be shared by network operators due to privacy and competitive reasons [4].
• Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) relies on reward signals as a
feedback to learn from the past mistakes. A group of methods approx-

imate a value function (deep Q learning) or policy function (policy gradient approach) and can help solve mobile networking problems when
formulated as Markov Decision Processes (MDP). Furthermore, DRL
algorithms allow handling high dimensionality (i.e. large set of input
parameters or variables) which are very typical of next generation wire-
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less mobile networks [4].

3.2

Mobile Big Data as a Pre-requisite for Deep Learning Based
RAN

The most important pre-requisite to intelligently augment a wireless communication network is the ability to gather large volumes of heterogeneous data to allow online and offline analysis; enabling AI model training and feature extraction. As such mobile Big Data may be gathered at
two levels:
• Network level data: obtained as part of the daily of the network in-

frastructure which includes call logs, performance counters and operations management, network measurements etc.

• User or application level data: obtained in a crowd-sourced manner
which includes sensors, specific application packets, user profiles etc.

Any wireless communications network which seeks to augment its operation with "actionable" intelligence must be able to access large amounts
of heterogeneous Big Data and store them for processing and analysis. A
large suite of Big Data analysis platforms are available and are listed in
[4] [8] [9] [12].

3.3

Applications of Deep Learning to Mobile and Wireless
Communication Networks

There are several areas identified in section IV of [4] which are applicable
to several network components in a mobile wireless network. As mentioned earlier this paper only focuses specifically on AI based augmentation of the functional components in the BS that implements the air
interface (i.e. the physical layer) of the wireless communication network.

3.3.1

Deep learning driven mobility analysis and advanced positioning

As discussed in section 2.1, URLLC services demand high throughput and
low-latency and rely on precise real-time positioning [14] [15]. Mobile
network resource management e.g. handover and admission control algorithms may be improved allowing the network to add or remove radio
links ensuring true multi-connectivity by knowing the precise location of
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a user by learning the environment [16]. In addition, sound knowledge
of the radio propagation environment is needed with mmWave networks,
which inherently suffer from beam blocking, to ensure high data rate at
cell-edge with optimal measurement reporting loads on the network uplink [18].
To support the above requirements, DL allows improved trajectory prediction by coupling time series analysis and spatial data (e.g. geo-location
maps). User localization can be improved by combining heterogeneous information from different sources (sensors, mobile measurements reporting receives signal strength or SINR, Channel State Information, geolocation maps, etc.). In some cases, a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning techniques may be employed.

3.3.2 Deep learning driven network control

Figure 3. Machine Learning applied to a radio access network problem [2].

URLLC and eMBB applications in section 2.1 benefit from low scheduling latency and improved throughput. DNN’s can be employed for nonlinear function approximation, especially as the number of control parameters in 5G are ≤ 2500. A reinforcement learning approach is described in

the conceptual scheduler model in Figure 3. A combination of online and
offline learning tunes the DNN weights providing feedback data back to
the offline process that re-validates the weights. The entire process can
be monitored using performance counters [20] [21].
Other practical examples of using the above approach are as follows:
• Improving the downlink Signal To Interference and Noise ratio (SINR)
in mmWave beamformed network using deep reinforcement learning towards a targeted value [18].
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• Optimizing handover performance in cellular networks compared to traditional handover signalling [19].

• Wireless radio resource management and power control [21].
• Optimizing energy efficiency in base station sleep patterns [23].

3.3.3

Deep learning driven signal processing

DL has promising applications in the 5G BS physical layer and applicable
to all the services listed in section 2.1. These are quickly summarized as
follows:
• MIMO detection Multi-user detection can be performed for various

constellations providing reliable detection. However, the aspects of hardware complexity, reliability and general purpose fitness to commercial
communication systems [24] need to be dealt with.

• Modem allows processing of baseband I/Q samples in the presence of
channel impairments (power delay profile, frequency selective fading, local oscillator offset and Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)). LongShort Term Memory approach (LSTM) provides superior performance
compared to the other neural network approaches [17].

Figure 4. Autoencoder applied to channel coding [2].

• Channel coding Autoencoders allow for unsupervised learning illustrated in Figure 5. It comprises of a transmitter (modulation), a com-

munication channel (distorting the transmitted signal in many ways)
and a receiver (equalizing the impacts of the channel). The communication blocks are organized to ensure that the output message vector
sˆ (which is the approximation) follows the input message vector s, an
autoencoder function is achieved. The autoencoder an encoder and de-
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coder neural network. The encoder block provides x that is resistant to
the effects of the communication channel. CNN’s may further be able
learn the noise correlation and improve channel noise estimation errors
(using the property of feature extraction and uncovering correlations).
Autoencoders suffer from higher computational overhead [5] [17].

3.4 Conceptual Architectural Framework of Machine Learning
Enabled 5G Radio Access Network

Figure 5. ML focussed RAN architecture [2].

Applying the learning from the previous sections, a conceptual architectural model of a DL enabled radio network architecture is shown in
Figure 5 that may be applied for next-generation wireless communication
networks (including 5G). The architecture comprises of a centralized DL
Orchestrator (DLO) collecting data from different network nodes using
the new DL Network Interface (RAN and CN). Augmented intelligence
is fed back to the network to alter their behavior. Each of the functional
components within the BS are expected to be upgraded with the corresponding Radio Resource Management (RRM), Layer 2 (L2) and Physical
Layer (PHY) DL enabled components executing on a hardware platform
supporting DL accelerators (those components were already discussed in
the previous section 3.3). Each of the DL aware components may further
participate in continuous improvement (or upgrades) by transmitting information about their execution using the already available interfaces and
finally aggregated towards the DLO. In 3GPP, one of the key topics in the
future of AI/ML enabled radio access network is one of the potential standardization topics for the 5G in Release 17.
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3.5

Challenges in Applying Deep Learning to Wireless
Communication Networks

Big-Data enabled DL poses a problem of data availability for training purposes. Firstly, there are security and privacy issues hindering collection
of data. Secondly, only operators have access to diverse amounts of such
data and are averse to share due to competitive or legal reasons. Thirdly,
latency and overhead of data transfer to an orchestator will matter if online analysis is needed. Fourthly, heterogeneous forms of data require
basic labelling which is effort-wise prohibitive when dealing with tons of
data. Finally, mobile terminals with limited energy and computational
complexity cannot participate in the learning process and software upgrades of the DNN model to mobile terminals are required [4] [8] [9].
Polar codes suffer from sequential high decoding complexity resulting
in decoding latency. For small block lengths, MAP performance can be
matched but exponentially increases as codewords become longer and requiring training on the entire codebook. They only provide good performance at high SINR, limiting the decoder dynamic range. [17] [25].
Current approaches to communication receivers assume bandwidth normalized datasets which is unrealistic and requires adaptation by resampling signals to normalize the bandwidth or by learning features with
different channel bandwidths. Models that can seamlessly resample, synchronize and equalize non-linear channel impairments require more research [24] [25].
Applications performing MIMO detection need to factor in hardware
complexity, reliability, robustness and ease of integration. Current proposals do not exhibit the flexibility to adapt to the constellation used nor
the number of users. A change to either one necessitates a new learning
behavior (resulting in a new network) [17] [24] [25].
From the modelling perspective, a simple model cannot perfectly match
input data. Debugging a non-optimal model is non-trivial as the complexity is abstracted at the hidden nodes rendering debugging extremely tedious and time-consuming (even impossible). In the absence of real field
data, simulated data may be used to train the neural network. However, one must be prepared that the testing distribution may not match
the training distribution and in some cases even fatally mismatching. In
many cases, the testing effort may render the whole activity useless [4].
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4 Conclusion
This report explored whether at all traditional mobile communication networks have benefited from embedded artificial intelligence and how DL
based approaches may be applied to mobile and wireless communications
systems, especially focusing futuristic radio access technologies like 5G.
This analysis is vital to understand which of the functions of a 5G base
station may benefit by augmented intelligence to deliver the stringent
requirements for a wide range of 5G services, e.g. eMBB, URLLC and
mMTC.
The first topic introduced enablers for a 5G mobile network. The report
then discussed the reasons why traditional mobile networks have been
largely unable to employ DL principles, further elaborating what it means
to apply DL to the 5G wireless physical layer.
The second topic provided a background of the most salient DL models
relevant to mobile wireless communication and it was found that there
are not just one but several interesting neural network architectures that
are relevant for solving different problems (feature extraction, anomaly
detection, auto-encoding, spatial data analysis, time series analysis, data
with huge input dimensions).
The third topic delved deeper on applying deep learning to the most relevant potential areas relevant to the area of wireless communication, viz.
advanced positioning, resource scheduling and signal processing, critical
to 5G base station wireless functionality and implementation.
The fourth topic highlights two main contributions of the report. Firstly,
a conceptual software architecture of an augmented intelligence based radio scheduler was described. The model uses a combination of online and
offline reinforcement learning approaches to balance the short and long
term objectives of a radio resource scheduler to enhance its performance.
Secondly, a conceptual architecture of a 5G DL enabled radio access network is discussed with interface requirements to an orchestrator.
The fifth and final topic of the report summarized the main challenges
and research opportunities that lay ahead in front of us in exploiting the
interconnect between AI and mobile and wireless communication network
design. It may be concluded that DL enabled mobile communication networks herald a huge number of research and engineering opportunities
and futuristic mobile networks will be enhanced with ML/DL enabled features.
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Abstract
This survey is motivated by the signal detection possibilities in cognitive
radios. We discuss signal detection as it relates to narrowband and wideband spectrum sensing. Very few machine learning methods are available
for signal detection. We also discuss prominent machine learning methods
used in automatic modulation classification, which is a relatively similar task. These methods include neural networks, support vector machines
and decision trees.
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Introduction

The rise of multimedia applications has increased the demand for the radio frequency spectrum [24]. Traditionally licensed spectrum has been
allocated exclusively to the primary users, leading to inefficient use of the
spectrum [7]. Therefore, new methods for spectrum sharing have been
developed based on cognitive radios (CR) and spectrum sensing. Cognitive radios are radios that adapt their operating parameters after sensing

their environment [24]. Spectrum sensing allows cognitive radios to detect the presence of spectrum holes, where the primary users of the spectrum are not transmitting [19]. This potentially allows the cognitive radio to utilize this licensed spectrum without interfering with the primary
user.
Cognitive radios use signal detection algorithms for primary user detection, which is a part of spectrum sensing [15]. Signal detection can also
be the first step before demodulation of the signal [17].
After a signal has been found by using signal detection, further classification may sometimes be necessary. Cognitive radios may want to detect
whether the signal is from a primary user or a secondary user [4]. Automatic modulation classification (AMC) can be used to detect the modulation of the signal. This can also be useful if the signal has to be demodulated but the modulation is unknown [17].
Recent advances in machine learning have made solving more and more
complex machine learning problems possible. In this survey we want to
see how machine learning methods have been applied to the problem of
signal detection. Signal detection methods that are not based on machine
learning have been well covered in literature [24, 10, 1, 2]. A survey
that includes machine learning methods for spectrum sensing networks
also exists [3]. We attempt to extend this research by surveying nonnetworked, non-cooperative machine learning methods. Because very few
such methods were found, we extend the scope to include also machine
learning methods for AMC. Machine learning based modulation classification is also well surveyed [11, 6]. We add to this research by providing
new results from the year 2017 and later.
Section 2 of this survey discusses different methods for spectrum sensing based on signal detection. Both machine learning and other methods
are included. Non-machine learning methods are provided for reference,
and also because they are often used in combination with machine learning based modulation classification. Methods for AMC are discussed in
Section 3. The final section concludes the survey.
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Signal detection

In detection theory, signal detection is the process of determining if a signal is present among noise [20]. Signal detection is an elementary part of
both narrowband and wideband spectrum sensing. Narrowband spectrum
sensing is used when sensing a slice of spectrum that only contains a single signal. The sensing algorithm will classify the whole slice as occupied
or unoccupied if a signal is detected or not. Wideband sensing involves
splitting the spectrum into multiple slices that are classified separately.
This allows wideband sensing to detect spectral opportunities that cover
only a part of the whole spectrum [18].
A spectrum sensing algorithm can contain both narrowband and wideband components. For example, the initial scan for spectrum holes can
be performed by a wideband algorithm. When a hole has been found and
selected for operation, narrowband sensing can be used to monitor if that
specific channel becomes occupied [2].
Figure 1 provides an overview of the hierarchy of spectrum sensing approaches. The two main classes, narrowband and wideband, are discussed
in their respective sections below. From the narrowband side, only the
sensing methods are discussed.

Figure 2. Received diagrams for (a) narrowband sensing, (b) wideband Nyquist sensing
and (c) wideband non-Nyquist compressive sensing [2].

2.1 Narrowband sensing
Non-cooperative narrowband sensing can be performed by simply running
a known signal detection algorithm on the input spectrum. Traditional
methods for signal detection include energy detection, matched filtering
and cyclostationary detection [4]. Energy detection works by measuring
the signal energy over a certain time period and then asserting a detection if the energy exceeds some predefined threshold. This does not require any knowledge of the type of the detected signal, but it is sensitive
to variations in the background noise power [7]. Matched filtering is the
optimal signal detector, but it requires precise knowledge of the incoming
signal parameters [4]. Cyclostationary detection utilizes the periodicity in
most modulation types to get a good performance with low signal levels,
but is computationally intensive [4, 18]. A radio receiver using narrowband sensing is illustrated in Figure 2 (a). This illustration contains a
typical radio frequency (RF) receiver chain that includes a low noise amplifier (LNA), a signal mixer, a channel filter and a variable gain amplifier
(VGA) controlled by automatic gain control (AGC).
Machine learning methods for signal detection are mostly based on cooperative spectrum sensing. In cooperative sensing multiple secondary
users gather spectrum information using the classical methods mentioned

above and in Figure 1. This information is then shared among the users
over a control channel and the spectrum sensing is performed using machine learning methods such as k-nearest neighbor (KNN), support vector
machine (SVM) and decision trees [24, 3].
The nature of cooperative sensing limits its usefulness, because it requires multiple cooperating users and a control channel. Therefore noncooperative methods would be preferable. Unfortunately very little research on machine learning for non-cooperative spectrum sensing is available. One paper was found that describes blind spectrum sensing using
a combination of covariance-based sensing, QR matrix decomposition and
support vector machines [5].

2.2

Wideband sensing

As previously mentioned, wideband sensing is the process of splitting the
input spectrum into segments based on the activity levels. The corresponding signal detection problem has been called "Narrowband Signal
Detection", because it involves detecting narrowband signals within the
wideband signal [22].
Two classes of wideband spectrum sensing exist based on the available
sampling rate: Nyquist based and sub-Nyquist based. Nyquist based sampling requires sampling the signal at least at the Nyquist sampling rate.
In this case the original signal can be faithfully reproduced from the digital samples. This also allows us to perform band-pass filtering of the
signal in frequency space. By using multiple band-pass filters at different
frequencies, we can split the wideband signal into multiple narrowband
channels that can be sensed using narrowband sensing. A radio receiver
using wideband Nyquist sensing is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). The figure
shows the different channels as having completely separate RF chains,
however, equivalent functionality can also be achieved by using the signal
processing method explained in this text.
An alternative algorithm detects the edges of the occupied segments in
frequency space [2]. Another approach models the signal in frequency domain as a mixture of sinc functions. The algorithm works by iteratively
adding new sinc functions to the model and tuning the existing parameters based on the residual errors [22].
Nyquist based sampling of very wideband signals requires also very
high sample rates, which can be a disadvantage [18]. Therefore SubNyquist based spectrum sensing has gained increasing attention. Two

methods for sub-Nyquist sensing are compressive sensing and multi-coset
sampling. In compressive sensing the signal is first sampled at nonuniform intervals. Then, the signal can be reconstructed from the samples
in a base where it is sparse by finding the sparsest solution of an underdetermined system of linear equations. In multi-coset sampling multiple
synchronized samplers sample the signal at less than the Nyquist rate
[2]. A radio receiver using wideband non-Nyquist compressive sensing is
illustrated in Figure 2 (c).

3 Automatic modulation classification
AMC is typically used to classify a detected signal. The AMC process
is sometimes also called modulation recognition [23]. Traditional methods for modulation classification include likelihood-based (LB) and feature based (FB) methods [17]. Maximum-likelihood methods provide statistically optimal results with the cost of computational complexity [6].
Feature based methods use features extracted from the signal to perform
modulation classification. The features are fed to machine learning based
classifiers such as artificical neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM) and decisions trees (DT) [11].
For FB methods, the suitable features vary in complexity and usefulness. These have also been extensively catalogued in the literature. Time
domain features include features like amplitude and phase, but also simple statistical features like standard deviation. Transform domain features are based on signal transformations like the Fourier transform or
the Wavelet transform. Statistical features refer to features calculated
based on higher order statistics like moments and cumulans, cyclostationarity measures or the signal autocorrelation function. The features
can also be based on the constellation shape of the signal or the number
of zero crossings it has [11].
The rest of this Section will focus on the different machine learning
methods used for AMC.

3.1 Artificial neural networks
ANNs consist of interconnected neurons that perform calculations. Each
neuron is assigned with a set of weights that affect these calculations. The
neurons calculate a weighted sum of their inputs, which is then fed to a

Figure 3. Structure of an artificial neural network [13].

non-linear activation function. The output of this function is the output of
the neuron. The inputs and outputs are connected based on the structure
of the network. The neurons are commonly structured in layers, where
the outputs of layer l are connected to the inputs of layer l + 1. When all
the neurons of layer l are connected to all the neurons of layer l + 1, the
layer l + 1 is fully connected. A network of fully connected layers is knows
as a multilayer perceptron (MLP). The structure of an MLP is depicted in
Figure 3. An MLP can be trained by updating the weights based on the
errors backpropagated from the output layer [8].
Despite their seemingly simple structure, ANNs with suitable properties have been proven to be universal approximators [12]. This means
that they can approximate any input function.
Jagannath et al. evaluate the performance of 1,2 and 3 layer MLPs for
AMC using a test setup consisting of two software defined radios (SDRs).
Their network uses the sigmoid activation function and a softmax output
layer. Five types of features are used. Seven different modulations are
used. The network was trained using stochastic mini batch gradient descent using 28000 training samples. The method achieved a probability
of correct classification of up to 0.98 [13].
Convolutional neural network can also be used for AMC. Zhou et al. propose an architecture with 16 convolutional layers that classifies the input
signal without manual feature extraction, processing the signal directly.
They achieve a classification accuracy of 0.9 for signal to noise ratio (SNR)
of -10 dB. They also demonstrate how the network can perform automatic
feature learning by examining the activations before the output layer [26].

Figure 4. Hyperplane (line) separating two classes with the support vector visible [14].

3.2 Support vector machines
SVMs perform linear classification of the input data by finding a hyperplane that separates the different classes. The hyperplane is chosen in
such a way that the distance between the hyperplane and the closest samples from the different classes is maximized. These closest samples are
called support vectors The relation between the support vector and the
hyperplane is shown in Figure 4 [14].
As mentioned above, SVMs are linear classifiers. However, most problems are not linearly separable. This can be solved by applying a kernel
function to the input data that transforms it into a new feature space in
which the classes are more easy to separate [14, 23].
The simple SVM introduced above is a binary classifier, which only
works with two classes. To perform multi-class classification, a "one against
one" (OAO) strategy can be used. In OAO, a classifier is built for each pair
of classes. Each of these classifiers casts one vote, and the class with the
most votes wins [16].
Hassanpour et al. evaluate the performance of SVMs for AMC. They use
a set of temporal, spectoral and wavelet domain features, and 7 different
modulation types. They also compare the OAO strategy with their own
hierarchical classification structure. The hierarchical structure achieves
similar accuracy as OAO but with lower complexity. Their evaluation
gives a classification accuracy of 0.98 at SNR of -10dB [9].

3.3 Decision trees
DTs are structures that can also be used for classification. They consist
of decision nodes, which correspond to tests performed on input features.
The outcome of a test determines which branch in the decision tree is
taken. The root node is the first test performed, and the process ends at

Figure 5. Decision tree classifier [14].

one of the leaf nodes that correspond to different classes. Figure 5 shows
a decision tree classifier with two input features x1 and x2 and four output
classes y (1) . . . y (4) [14].
Subbarao et al. evaluate the performance of DTs for AMC. They use
multi-order cumulant features and 6 different modulations. They achieve
an accuracy of 0.82 at 0dB SNR [21].
DT classifiers can be extended by constructing a random forest classifier. Random forests consist of multiple DTs that vote on the classification
result. The trees are trained using different subsets of the training set.
Zhang et al. use a random forest classifier for AMC. They use entropy
based features and 7 modulations. The method results in an accuracy of
over 0.9 at -4dB SNR [25].
Based on the examples in this section, DTs are worse than ANNs and
SVMs for AMC. However, the referenced papers use different input features, different training and validation sets, and different modulations.
The chosen SNR can also affect the relative performance of the methods.
The SNR of the signals that are used for training should also be taken
into account. Therefore, the significance of this result is questionable.
To get comparable results for the different methods, all the independent
variables should be fixed, potentially requiring a separate study. Still,
other research has also concluded that DTs have the worst accuracy of
the pattern recognition methods used for AMC [11].

4

Conclusion

The target of this paper was to survey machine learning methods used for
signal detection. We find that most existing signal detection algorithms
are not based on machine learning. Additionally, most of the machine
learning based signal detectors found were designed for co-operative sensing, which requires a network of receivers and a communication channel

between them. Surveys for these methods already exist. Additionally,
these methods are practical in only a subset cases where regular signal
detectors are used. Only one non-cooperative method was found that uses
SVMs for primary user detection.
Lacking dedicated machine learning based signal detectors, we explore
the related modulation classification task, hoping to be able to apply the
classifiers to signal detection. Many AMC methods are machine learning
based. However, we find no evidence that they are actually used for signal
detection, only for classification. For the AMC task, SVMs provide especially good accuracy. We were able to find recent studies that show impressive performance of the classifiers. ANNs are also interesting, particularly because they can operate without manual feature extraction, even
if the accuracy results were not as good.
We hypothesize that the AMC methods could be extended to also cover
the signal detection task. One possible way would be to combine an algorithmic signal detector with a modulation classifier. The signal detector
would work as a preselector, filtering out the cases where a signal is very
unlikely. The modulation classifier would have a new output category, no
signal, to signify that this sample was a false positive from the signal detector, and does not actually contain any signal. This should be a possible
addition to the existing classifiers. Unfortunately, we were unable to find
any methods that actually implemented this idea, leaving it purely hypothetical. We assume that adding a new category to the classifiers would
decrease the classifier performance at low signal to noise levels. However,
the size of this effect should be experimentally verified.
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Abstract
Buffer overflow is a software vulnerability that occurs when writing a variable to memory, that is larger than the space allocated to it. This leads
to memory locations next to that location to getting overwritten and corrupted. Attackers can leverage this memory corruption in their attacks to
alter the execution flow of the program. In worst cases this leads to attacker
being able to execute their malicious code on the system, and gaining escalated access privileges. This paper describes heap- and buffer overflow
attacks, as well as protection methods against them.
KEYWORDS: stack, heap, memory, C, buffer, overflow

1 Introduction
Buffer overflow is an exploit that occurs because of lacking boundary
checking. One of the first famous viruses to leverage this was a worm
called "Morris" that might have affected one in every twenty computers
back in 1988 [1]. Even though buffer overflow exploit has been around
for years it is still common today. According to CVE details website, over
2400 new overflow vulnerabilities have been published [2]. In this paper we are going to take a detailed look into buffer overflow and different
prevention methods against it.
In the first chapter we lay out the foundations by taking a look at memory structure and management. This is needed to properly understand
how buffer overflow exploits occur and how different variations of the exploit differentiate from each other later on. For this we need to go over
process and its structure. We are also describing how memory management is done in C and C++ programming languages to better understand
how buffer overflow exploits manifest in software.
After laying down the foundation in second chapter we are diving into
the exploit. Starting from the general description of buffer overflow and
the varying forms that it occurs in. After the general descriptions we
are examining how different methods, how buffer overflow attacks can be
done.
In the last chapter we discuss about different buffer overflow prevention
methods. This will include vulnerability detection and existing solutions
for prevention. Lastly we are looking at emerging and researched prevention and detection methods to see new perspectives on buffer overflow
prevention.

2 Memory management
Before diving into buffer overflow we must first concepts of memory and
processes. To properly understand buffer overflow vulnerability a solid
understanding of process memory organization and the related structures
are needed. First we explain how processes are handled in memory. After
that concepts of stack and heap are explained in more detail.

2.1

Processes and memory

While organization of process’s memory differs depending on the operating system and the processor architecture, here we are going to go over it
in general level. This makes the concepts applicable in most cases with
C and C++ programming languages. Program is essentially a text file
that gets loaded into computer memory. Once the program is loaded into
memory it is called a process. In other words process is a program in execution. Process in memory is usually described as having three or four
distinct regions of information which are called text, data, BSS and heap
[3].
The region that hold the program code is called text [3]. This region is
read only, its size is fixed by the program and it is located in the lowest
memory address [4]. The second segment of a process memory is data.
It holds global and static variables that have explicitly been initialized to
some value. Next segment in process memory is called BSS (Block Started
by Symbol). Like the data segment BSS holds global and static variables
but only the ones that are uninitialized or initialized to zero. As the BSS
and data regions are right next to each other in the memory, they are often grouped and represented as one section called data. The last region
and the highest memory address is stack [3]. Stack is reserved for local
variables that are assigned on runtime, passing parameters for functions
and return values [4]. Stack also has other important properties and characteristics which we are going to discuss in next chapter. Heap region is
also often depicted in process memory layout and it is dynamically allocated memory during runtime. In memory heap is usually located after
BSS and grows upwards in memory addresses, thus residing in between
stack and BSS. We will describe stack and heap in detail in the following
sections.

2.2

Stack

Stack is a common abstract data type often used in computer science.
Practically stack is a LIFO (Last In First Out) queue. Objects can be
placed into stack with a PUSH operation and taken from a stack with
POP. Due the nature of stack the last object pushed into the stack will be
the first one to be removed. As mentioned in the previous section temporary variables are stored in stack. If a variable is no longer needed for
example after exiting a function or subroutine, memory holding its local

variables will automatically be freed for use [4, 3].
Function calls in C and C++ programs leverage stack to modify the flow
of the program execution. When a program calls a function it needs to
know where to return after function or subroutine execution ends. This
passing the control from one function to another, then returning the execution back to the original caller is done with stack [4]. When we start
talking about buffer overflow and stack smashing in the next chapters the
importance of return values will become more apparent.

2.3 Heap
Compared to stack memory which gets automatically allocated from stack
when temporary values need to be stored, heap is memory that is dynamically allocated during runtime. Heap memory is used when size of a object
that needs to be stored varies or the object is so large that it would be inefficient to store it into stack. It also allow more control over how long
will the memory be allocated [5]. Heap management is done differently
depending on the system and the allocator it is using. In this paper we describe free-list based allocation which is used in many windows and Linux
systems and abstracting it to cover the basic principles [6].
In different programming languages and operating systems the functions to control the memory allocations is implemented in different ways.
Most of them behave similarly. Memory allocators are often designed to
work quickly and had security as after thought [6]. Heap memory consists
of memory chunks that are often called "heap blocks" and metadata. Each
heap block has a corresponding header block that contains the metadata.
The metadata hold the information about the sizes of next and previous
chunks. This allow multiple chunks that are next to each other in memory to be considered as one so that the structure does not get fragmented
into a large amount of small heap blocks. Chunks and their metadata are
visualized in Figure 1. As seen in the figure, the chunks are right next to
each other in memory which leads heap to be susceptible to buffer overflow. Since heap memory usually grows up to higher memory addresses it
is also possible to affect stack memory trough heap overflow. When a process needs memory it requests a chunk for itself and frees it when memory
is no longer needed. Starting from any known chunk it is possible to move
to next or previous chunk freely [5]. Information about the free memory
chunks are stored in lists grouped by size. This list is searched for free
memory addresses when memory gets allocated [5].

Figure 1. Fragment of the heap [7].

3

Buffer overflow

There are two main types of buffer overflows: stack overflow and heap
overflow. As the names suggest, the former corrupts the stack memory,
while the latter corrupts the heap memory [5]. In this chapter, we first
give an overview of buffer overflow. We then describe stack- and heap
corruption approaches describing what weaknesses do they exploit and
how are they performed.

3.1

Overview

Buffer overflow attacks are made possible by inadequate or incomplete
bounds checking while using memory [8]. What this means in practice
is that it is possible to place more content in an allocated memory area
than it can fit. This leads to corruption of the memory that is located after the allocated area. Writing to unallocated memory address can lead to
overwriting crucial data such as the return address that hold the information where the program execution should continue after function ends [4].
Anything that causes program to write over the allocated memory area
can be considered buffer overflow. Figure 2 shows a simple C program
that is vulnerable to buffer overflow. Function takes string as a parameter and copies it to the buffer. The problem is that the size of the string
is not checked before copying it to buffer and strcpy does no boundary
checking [9]. In the following section we are specifying different methods
to exploit buffer overflow vulnerabilities.

Figure 2. Vulnerable C code [9].

3.2 Stack buffer overflow
In the past most common buffer overflow attacks have been targeted on
stack and are often called stack smashing attacks [10, 11, 12]. Two main
objectives in a stack based attacks are code injection and modifying the return addresses of functions. Code injection means that the attacker gives
an input for the program that is executable. This could be for example
some binary code or something that can natively run on the target machine. Changing the return address means that there is a function being
executed and its return address is modified so that instead of returning to
the typical flow of the program it returns to a memory location determined
by the attacker [8].
Modification of return addresses
As we have already determined both local variables and return address
both reside in stack. A process memory layout can be seen on figure 3.
The attacker needs to find a function that is susceptible for buffer over-

Figure 3. Process stack [8].

flow attacks. After a function has been found there needs to be a local
variable where it is possible to input a greater amount of data that was
originally allocated to that variable. These variables can be for example C
arrays. This given large input will now occupy memory addresses in stack
that were not reserved for it. Since this overwritten memory can include
the return address the attacker can replace the it and control where the
return address points.
Code injection

So now that the attacker can modify the flow of the program how do they
execute malicious code that originally was not in the program? The answer is very similarly to overwriting the return address. Attacker needs
to find a variable that can exceed the memory allocated for it and input
executable code in it. In Linux environments this could be a bash script or
shellscript in a text format inputted to a C array. After this, we perform
the modification of the return address and set it as the memory address
were the executable is located. Now instead of returning from function to
the normal flow of the program the program will jump to executing the
injected code [9].
Programs that are usually targeted in attacks like this are running on
privileged access rights. What this means is that the injected executable
code is also going to run on privileged rights, thus the usual purpose of
attacks are to spawn a shell that has root or similar access rights. Once
a shell that has privileged rights is open the attacker can effectively perform any actions in the system with elevated access rights [8].
To successfully pull off a stack smashing attack the attacker needs to
have at least some information about the original program. Finding the
exact memory addresses of the return address and the part where injected
code can be located may be tricky without prior knowledge of the execution flow [8]. There are some tricks that can make process of finding there
memory locations easier. For example attacker can duplicate the wanted
memory address where the function needs to return multiple times to increase the likelihood that the actual return address gets replaced. The
injected code can also be padded with multiple NOP commands that effectively do nothing at all. The point of this is to either hit one of the NOP
commands when returning from a function or the executable code. If we
return to NOP the program is just going to keep running and hitting the
next NOP commands and eventually end up executing the injected code.
This basically increases the amount of memory addresses that will end up
executing attackers code [9].

3.3

Heap overflow

Buffer overflow attacks against heap can target either the metadata or the
allocated memory chunks [6]. Attacker can target a chunk that vulnerable for overflowing and overflow the data on the header of next chunk.
The header data holds the information of where the next and previous

chunks resides in memory. Attacker can modify these pointers to next
and previous chucks to point on wanted memory locations. Next time the
memory allocator tries to use that chunk with modified pointers to adjacent chunks, instead of pointing to a next chunk it will point the program
flow to attacker controlled code [5]. Attacker can also modify only the data
on the next chunk, so that next time that chunk is used it executes the
attackers code [5, 6].

Figure 4. Unlink macro used by glibc [5].

To further illustrate heap overflow Figure 4 shows unlink macro used by
glibc when memory is freed. P is a pointer to chunk that gets unallocated,
FD and BK are variables pointing to next and previous memory chunks.
If the attacker can control the P->fd and P->bk they can modify where in
memory the headers point to once block has been unallocated. Because
attacker can point to their own memory location they can also alter the
flow of the program.
To successfully perform heap overflow attack similarly to stack overflow
the program needs to have buffer overflow vulnerability. Vulnerabilities
are often caused by programming error. Compared to stack overflow, executing heap overflow requires more information about the target system
and its behaviour. Attacker needs to know how the heap is managed to
manipulate program flow. They also need to know or guess when and what
memory addresses are used, since just modifying chunk or its header is
not enough. That chunk also needs to be used after it get corrupted [5].

4 Mitigation solutions
Even though individual buffer overflow attacks are most of the time quite
simple to patch, new attacks happen regularly [8, 2]. One reason for this
is that typically fixing a vulnerability in a program is a specific fix against
specific attack for just the patched program. This is the case especially
with legacy software with programming errors and vulnerable libraries.
Fixes are not done systematically and in such way that solution could
be expanded to other programs. In this chapter we are taking a look at

different already tried and tested solutions, as well as some researched
and theorized solutions [8].

4.1

Existing solutions

Well know solutions for preventing buffer overflow can be grouped to four
main categories. There is many existing implementation such as Microsoft’s and Linux’s gcc compilers, that use these principles [10, 13]. We
are going over these principles one by one and exploring their effectiveness and weaknesses. The first method and the most self-explanatory one
is to write code that has no buffer overflow vulnerability.
Writing proper code
There is a vast amount of research and good understanding how to write
programs that completely negate buffer overflow vulnerabilities [14]. Yet
new breaches and vulnerabilities are found frequently. Nature of the most
commonly associated languages with buffer overflow such as C adds to
this issue with its complexities, such as null terminated strings and many
libraries that have unsafe functions. Adding to this the most vulnerable
languages are often used in applications that require good performance,
leaving security concerns on lower priority. This is why tools are made to
do static code analysis on the written code and warn the developers, if for
example unsafe function calls are made that could be replaced. Code also
needs to be commonly audited and reviewed to spot programming errors
and unsafe habits [10]. Programs could be developed in some other more
user friendly language which takes security better into account. This
would reduce the amount of vulnerabilities caused by programming errors. The problem is that many of the high-level languages rely on C and
C++ in their implementation [10].
Operating system level
On the operating system level the buffer can be made to be unable to
execute code. This would make injecting malicious code into programs
impossible. In older systems it was fairly common to have non-executable
buffers, but more modern operating systems have allowed it for performance benefits [10]. Modifying the existing operating systems to have
completely non-executable buffers is not feasible since many current programs require it. Yet the stack region of the process could be made to be
non-executable without requiring large rewrites. Most of currently existing software could still be compatible with operating system that cannot

execute anything from stack [10]. Even though this would be highly effective against attacks that require code injection to stack it would not
prevent other types of buffer overflows such as heap based attacks.
Full boundary checking
Way to eliminate all buffer overflows is to have a complete boundary
checking which is done on compiler level. Since all of the memory boundaries are checked no data structure can exceed the memory allocated to
it and no buffer overflows can happen. While this would prevent overflowing from happening the implementation can be very costly for performance. Different solutions have been proposed and developed using
boundary checking principle [15, 10]. These implementations have struggled to make the solution widely adopted since the performance impact is
high even with optimization techniques. Compatibility with the suggested
solutions has also been an issue with some solutions. [10].
Pointer integrity checking
Pointer integrity checking is similar to full boundary checking except
it does not aim to prevent buffer overflows. It tries to detect if a data
structure has been tampered with before using that data. Compared to
boundary checking pointer integrity checking does not cover all possible
buffer overflow attacks. It covers most of them with little impact on performance. Other benefits compared to boundary checking are that program
compatibility is better and implementation of pointer integrity checking
is easier [10]. Many existing solutions use this principle in varying ways
in their implementations and studies suggest that performance and effectiveness are high. Many of them rely on a "canary" value that is placed
on the allocated memory in stack. Before using allocated memory the integrity of the canary is checked. If buffer has overflown this canary would
not be intact and execution would be stopped [8, 16, 17].

4.2 Emerging solutions
In the previous section we introduced typical ways to combat buffer overflow. These solutions are widely known and at least their principles have
been implemented in existing systems. In this section we explore some
newer and theorized solutions.
Machine learning
With the new leaps in hardware and software machine learning has

risen in popularity. New machine learning approaches have been suggested to detect vulnerabilities in software. Many machine learning solutions leverage symbolic execution, which basically allows program to take
undetermined values as input to functions. This allows machine learning algorithms to explore all execution paths. Proposed solutions can be
used to detect vulnerable components and or even patterns in the code
that might be vulnerable [18, 19]. Machine learning methods have also
been used to learn normal system behaviour and detect changes in it. Detecting intrusion early can give users time to react properly. Intrusion
detection also help with detecting new attack methods that the attackers
are using[20]. In general machine learning tools that perform static analysis on the code and perform symbolic execution show promising result.
In the best cases vulnerability detection can be over 90 percent [18, 19].
Hardware solutions
Many hardware based solutions have been developed to prevent buffer
overflows form occurring [21, 22, 23]. Implementation between them varies,
but commonly they employ the same principles as compiler and operating
system based solutions [21, 22]. Using hardware based solution for example to keep function return addresses from being modified solves the
performance issues that are often present in typical solutions. As a drawback hardware solutions usually require modifications to the operating
system or hardware itself, possibly even both [21].

5

Conclusion

In this paper we explained buffer overflow and concepts required to understand it. First we described how memory management is done and how
process is structured. This is required to properly understand what makes
different buffer overflow attacks possible. The concepts were abstracted
to a level that it can cover many different systems, and be understandable
for wide audience.
Second chapter describes buffer overflow vulnerabilities. First in general what is buffer overflow and what makes it possible. Then diving
deeper on two main types of buffer overflow attacks explaining how are
they performed and what can be achieved with them.
Lastly we took a look at different methods to prevent buffer overflow.
We described four main principles on buffer overflow protection and ex-

plored their strengths and weaknesses, as well as why they prevent overflows from happening. Finally we examined some emerging, interesting
solutions to counter buffer overflow attack and do they apply new ideas
combined with the four main principles.
In conclusion we see that buffer overflow is still a serious vulnerability
with no universal solution. A lot of research has been done on buffer overflow and protection against it. Many proposed solutions have been made,
and the principles learned from research have been applied to existing
products. Development and research of new solutions continues to ensure
that future software performs well and securely.
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Abstract
2D barcodes are ubiquitously used for tagging information to products,
making mobile payments and sharing digital data. The encoding process requires basic code generator techniques, while the decoding process
requires smart phones, equipped with digital cameras and scanner software. Although they are popular medium for sending information to an
interested user, but their black and white appearance is unpleasant to human eyes. Much research has been conducted in order to make these codes
beautiful and human-readable. The possibility of human-readability will
increase the relevance of these codes for masses. The idea is that the visual
channel will carry both human-readable and machine-readable content in
the same source. This will involve a considerable amount of computing at
the sender as well as receiver end. The process of endcoding data into images at sender’s end motivates to understand various approaches involving
various computing techniques related to barcodes.
KEYWORDS: 2D-barcode, Quick Response codes, aesthetic QR codes, QR
codes, Data hiding,

1 Introduction
Mobile phones contribute towards a half of the total web traffic in the
world. According to Ericsson’s report [1], in the year 2017, the worldwide
mobile data traffic reached nearly 15 exabytes (1 exabyte = 1000000 terabyte) per month, and it is growing by at least 50 percent annually since
2013. This data traffic exploits much of the Radio and microwave frequencies, which has led to much research in the analysis of the use of visible
spectrum. The visible spectrum communication offers great theoretical
bandwidth potential [5]. For example, 2D-barcodes which exploits the visual spectrum for communication, have gained popularity in the business
promotion connecting the offline and online contents.
Two dimensional (2D) barcode is a black and white matrix which encodes various types of data such as promotional web URL link, payment
detail link. It facilitates the customer with direct access to the content
without actually typing the entire text. On the receiving end, the mobile
phone equipped with computational power and imaging capability, captures and decodes the 2D barcode. This process is simple and widely used
because it involves a barcode generating software at service provider’s
end, and a mobile software as scanner/decoder at customer’s end.
However, the traditional 2D barcodes lack the visual appeal. They fail to
communicate with the user because of their black and white, mechanical
and unfriendly appearance. The coded information cannot be understood
without appropriate scanners. These codes lack the desirable attributes
such as human readability and aesthetics. Moreover, it is important for
a user to know the nature of the scan, before that user points the phone
camera to scan it. Data matrix and QR codes are some of the examples of
2D barcodes, which are extensively in use.
Due to the inherent error correcting capability of QR codes, it is possible to add human readable content without compromising on the scanner
readability. Quick Response codes, popularly known as the QR codes, were
first developed by a Japanese company called Denso Wave in 1994 for the
automotive industry. QR codes offered quick readability, accuracy, lower
cost and data carrying capacity, which made them famous outside the automotive industry. The smart phone industry contributes to the immense
penetration of QR codes in people’s lives. Figure 1. depicts a QR code
which is both artistic and machine-readable.
Another implementation of visible spectrum communication is the trans-

Figure 1. An example of artistic QR code from Wikipedia

fer of digital data such as images, text or videos with some secret data
embedded into them. Data hiding is one such technique. Various ways to
hide data in images are established [20, 6, 17, 18, 2, 8]. The data hiding
image carries the human-readable information, such as artistic images
and logos, along with the machine-readable coded data bits, together in
the same source over the visual channel [20].
However, little work has been conducted in order to review and compare these techniques with each other. This paper presents a review of
the aesthetic QR code formulation techniques as well as data hiding techniques. The aim is to present a broad view which showcases the various
aspects and challenges of generating artistic as well as robust visible light
communication channels.
In section 2, the structural details of QR code are presented. In section 3,
a brief overview of embedding QR code is presented. Section 4 discusses
various computing techniques to generate beautiful QR code messages.
Section 5 lists few data hiding techniques. In section 6, a brief conclusion
is provided.

2

What is QR Code?

The traditional QR code is a pattern of modifiable black and white blocks,
which carry data or error correction code. The original message bits are
encoded and arranged into data area by applying EX-OR function on data
area cells and mask pattern cells. The EX-OR operation is carried out
eight times with eight different mask patterns. The result from operation

is assessed for each mask pattern, and the one with highest match is
selected.
Along with the modifiable data blocks, QR code comprises of some fixed
large blocks which guarantee detection and decoding robustness. The
fixed large blocks or patterns are called finder patterns, alignment patterns and timing patterns. The high capacity QR code needs more fixed
patterns in its interior area. When the capacity increases, the module
alignment accuracy becomes more critical and then the numerous fixed
patterns are utilized to improve its alignment. [8, 10].
The version number V determines the size of a QR code, where 1≤V≤40.
The size increases by a factor of four cells in both directions, for example,
21 × 21, 25 × 25,... till 177 × 177 cells. QR code utilizes error correct-

ing capabilities of Reed Solomon codes, where the codewords appear in
consecutive modules. L, M, Q, and H are 4 error correction levels. They
recover 7%(L), 15%(M), 25%(Q) and 30%(H) error codewords of the whole
QR code [14].
A suitable small version number and error correction level is selected
for information accommodation. This selection is based on the coding
capability of the data information. The data modes can be numeric, alphanumeric, 8 bit byte and kanji or kana. The Reed Solomon encoding
algorithm encodes the data into QR code. For example, in Figure 2, a
QR code (version 3, error correction level: L) uses an RS codes (70, 55,
7), which comprises 55 data code words (D1-D55) and 15 error correction
code words (E1-E15). Since the error correction level is L, 7 pieces of data
can be corrected [14].

3

Picture embedded QR Codes

The traditional QR codes, when incorporated with explicit features such
as, faces, letters or logos, generate visually acceptable codes. However,
multiple challenges render the embellishment process, complex. The main
challenge is to maintain the scanning robustness of the resulting QR code.
The scanning robustness is the property of the QR code, which enables
easy and correct scanning by universal scanners [19]. The stability of
a QR code is affected by the ever-changing conditions, such as lighting,
camera specifications, and even perturbation in the QR codes. Poorly documented algorithms which are used to scan these codes, result in more
challenges [9]. Much research has been conducted in recent years on

Figure 2. QR code encoding [16] c 2011 IEEE

adding visual aesthetics to the QR codes and making them user-friendly
[13]. Various techniques have been devised to beautify the codes by trying
and balancing the trade-off between readability and visual quality. The
fundamental techniques or algorithms for generating aesthetic codes can
be classified into five groups: embedding icons [16, 15, 14, 9], replacing
colors [3], changing the module shape [13], adjusting codewords [10] and
data hiding [20, 8]. Each technique has its own merits and drawbacks.
The paper focuses on processes which involve embedment of data in images and data hiding techniques.

4

Aesthetic QR codes and Embedding Techniques

Few of the most common approaches used for implementing the process
of embedding images or icons in QR code are :

4.1

Direct replacement

In this technique, the error correction capabilities of barcode handles the
incurred error due to replacement [15, 16]. This method is less popular because the decodability of the QR code relies on the careful selection
of embedding region. Samretwit and Wakahara[16] experimented with
the size and locations of superimposed image within the QR code. They
changed the image size as well as the image position in order to measure

the change in reading performance. They then measured the reading performance of the code for every position and concluded that the center-left
position shows the highest reading capability characteristic. Therefore,
it is the best position for superimposing the image. In another approach,

Figure 3. The placement of image at various positions to
study the reading performance [16] c 2011 IEEE

Ono et al. formulated an optimization method to generate embellished
QR codes. The challenge is to find appropriate position for superimposing
illustrations on the QR code. Ono et al. used real-coded genetic algorithm
(GA), which is a well-known meta-heuristics for optimization problem.
For each illustration i, the position(xi and yi axis positions), angle(θi ),
scale(si ) are arranged as genotypic representation. The phenotypic representation are generated by placing the images in QR code according to the
sequence of genotypic representation. The optimization problem to determine the best suitable position is then solved by genetic algorithm. The
method requires two or more decoders to correctly decode the decorated
QR code, and the result is then again fed to the GA, for further optimization. The algorithm stops when fitness of the best solution reaches 1.0,
or the number of generations reaches the predefined limit. This method

is time consuming and is incapable of producing QR codes with high aesthetic value. [15]

4.2

Replacing the pixels of modules

This approach involves replacing the pixels of outer portions of each module with the embedding image, and keeping the central portion unharmed.
It overcomes the image visual distortion caused by the direct replacement
method. The embedding of image increases the overall aesthetic quality
of the QR code.
Digital Halftoning is a dominant technique used for creating embedded
QR codes. It is a process of converting "continuous-tone" image into an
image formed by dots. The image maintains a gradient-like effect by manipulating the size and shapes of the dots. The technique derives itself
from traditional halftone approach which is used commonly for printing
images in newspapers and similar print media. Patterning, dithering, error diffusion are three common methods of Digital Halftoning [4].

Halftone QR codes
The system converts the object image into halftone image using error diffusion halftoning. It then applies an image filter to generate an importance map which highlights salient image features. The "selected" QR
code data modules (denoted by M) which will be covered by object image,
are divided into submodules of 3 × 3 dimension. The centre submodule

is bound by the color of the module, while leaving remaining eight submodules independent to change their appearance. These submodules can
also be called binary patterns. These patterns are substituted by patterns from a data set denoted by P, such that the pattern reliability and

regularization are balanced. The patterns are assigned using an optimization technique, maintaining readability throughout the pattern substitution [9]. The pattern reliability is evaluated by creating a synthetic
QR code database which is generated using same encoding libraries previously used for generating QR codes and random strings. Along with that,
spatial perturbations are applied. These spatial perturbations account for
various scenarios when scanning a code in reality. Then, barcode reader
decodes each synthetic QR code and statistically model the pattern reliability. Pattern reliability is a normalized ratio of number of successful
decodes among all samples in the database. This process resulted in a
database of 0.6 million synthetic QR code with estimated reliability. Pat-

tern regularization aims at maintaining and controlling the appearance
of module in a QR code via the target halftone image using a similarity
distance metric. The pattern reliability (to maximize the readability of
module) and regularization (to control the appearance of the module) are
the two factors which govern the pattern assignment in halftone QR codes
[9].
The halftone QR codes is limited by the traditional halftoning technique
which may result in poor quality images due to the low image resolution
and contrast. Increasing image resolution will exponentially increase the
number of binary patterns and will render pattern reliability evaluation
and pattern assignment optimization intractable [9].

QR Images
QR Images [11] overcome some of the limitations of other embedding
methods. QR Images reduces probability of error detection in order to
increase decodability by any of the standard decoder applications. They
cover almost the entire area of the QR code with embedding image, which
increases the aesthetic beauty. QR Image encoding is a two part process
where at first the modified pixels are selected using the digital halftoning techniques (blue or green noise masking) and then an optimization
approach is used for modification of the luminance levels to minimize distortion. The pixel selection process creates two groups of pixels: binary
pattern generated by halftoning mask denoted by Ipc , and a mask that is
set on 1 for central pixels and 0 otherwise denoted by M. In the second
step, the luminance of the selected pixels are modified to one of the four
possible values α, β, αc , βc . The levels αc , βc are assigned to central pixels
(M) and α, β are assigned to adjacent pixels Ipc while the other pixels of
the QR code remain unchanged. Only the pixels at the center of the QR
module are relevant for a correct decoding, therefore, different luminance
levels are assigned to central and adjacent pixels, which helps in detection of binary values. After adjusting the luminance, the color vector for
each modified luminance is selected by measuring the color differences
into a perceptually uniform color space, HSL. The RGB values of a modified pixel (where target luminance = lt ) are obtained by transforming the
original color into the HSL color space and then the L component is optimized while keeping S and H fixed until the desired luminance (lt ) is
achieved [11].
The combination of pixels from embedding image and QR code mod-

Figure 4. The step wise procedure to convert the original input image, the QR code, and the halftone mask into
final QR Image [11] c 2014 IEEE

ules results in distortion of binarization threshold which results in higher
probability of binarization error. In order to overcome this error and increase the decodability robustness, two probability error models (Probability of Binarization Error and Pobability of Decoding Error) are constructed and combined into one Global Probability of Error. Along with
determining error probability for better decodability, it is necessary to define metrics to quantify the visual quality of the QR Images. The metric
used for QR Images to measure image similarity is based on SSIM index.
Structural similarity (SSIM) index is a metric which qualifies and quantifies the similarity of two images. It explicitly considers factors such as
luminance distortion, contrast distortion and loss of correlation in structure measures [12]. This metric considers both the halftone visibility and
image structure. Therefore, the QR blocks will be less visible from a distance, but when viewed from closer distances, the important details will
be visible [11].

5

Aesthetic Image codes and Data hiding Techniques

In order to increase the aesthetic beauty and data communication accuracy of coded images, this report explores another technique called data
hiding.

ARTcode
ARTcode (Adaptive Robust doT matrix barcode) [20] is a beautified code,
which allows the encoding of data bits directly onto the embedding image,
instead of first converting it into QR code. Thus, removing the aesthetically unpleasant black and white blocks of QR code from resulting image.
The encoding involves creation of colored dot matrix from the original
image, applying shuffling algorithm and finally embedding data as well
as color bits. The image is converted into colored dot matrix structure,

while maintaining its original general appearance. This is a two phase
process, in phase I, a color palette of n colors(clusters) is generated by
using K-means clustering. Using the original image as input, at first the
K-means clustering sets n random RGB space vectors(3-dimensional) as
first centres. From these centres, an algorithm finds a nearest center for
each color and assigns that color a corresponding cluster. The K-means
clustering converges after several iterations. Although the resulting color
palette holds fewer colors than the original image, but they are capable of
displaying the original image in a best possible way.
In phase II, the the colored dot matrix is generated using the error diffusion dithering technique and the color palette obtained from phase I.
Dithering, another digital halftoning technique, is the process of creating
an output image with the same number of dots as the number of pixels
in the source image. In dithering, the source image is thresholded with
a dither matrix [4]. The dithering (error diffusion) technique quantifies
the RGB value of each module with the color from palette, and diffuses
the quantification error to the neighbouring modules. This technique is
different from the traditional dithering technique which involves colors of
equidifferent RGB values. Due to the use of colorful art images for encoding, the colors of equidifferent RGB values will be of no use to ARTcode
[20].
This is followed by process of encoding n colors selection. The algorithm
manipulates the colors in color palette such that the Euclidean distance in
RGB space for any two encoding colors is larger than the threshold value,
this helps in easy recognition by scanning devices. The algorithm also
calculates and compares the sum of colors’ proportion and select colors
with largest proportion. These two steps ensure the decoding accuracy
and visual effect preservation. [20].
The next step is the application of shuffling algorithm which spreads
the encoding modules over the colored dot matrix according to a shuffling
table. In order to preserve the image from distortion, the data is not encoded over the entire dot matrix but over limited encoding modules given
by shuffling table. The embedding process will only consider the encoding modules for embedment. The shuffling algorithm is an advantage
over other contemporary techniques. The shuffling table helps in encoding several individual codes in one single ARTcode. The table can be sent
to the receiver and based on the received table, the receiver can decode
the ARTcode, leaving the other portions undisclosed [20].

The embedding process divides the encoding modules obtained after
shuffling into unit blocks and uses position information of modules in a
block to encode data. Each module position is assigned a weight. In order
to embed data of more than 1 bit, it is required to change just 1 module.
This approach is derived from the process described by Chang et al. in [7].
The ARTcodes offers better accuracy and visual quality, however they
are limited by the fact that they can be used only for small-volume data
encoding such as URL.

PiCode
PiCode [8] is a picture embedding 2-dimensional barcode, which is an important implementation of data hiding technique. It offers three advantages over previously described methods. First, PiCode uses odd number
of modules in vertical and horizontal direction, which helps in improving
accurate detection of corners. The detection takes place with the help of
fine-corner detection algorithm proposed by Chen et al. in the paper. Second, high capacity QR codes usually have higher number of fixed patterns
in the interior regions which help in module alignment. PiCode does not
depend on these extra fixed patterns for module alignment during high
capacity. Third, the use of adaptive modulation over binary modulation
helps in distortion reduction.
The encoding process is divided into two parts. In the first part, the
message is converted into stream of bits. It is processed into bits by using
source and channel encoding to increase the efficiency and robustness.
The Reed-Solomon code is used as a type of channel encoding in PiCode.
The code rate is directly proportional to message length, which maximizes
the error correction capability for all message lengths.
In the second part, the message bits (0 or 1) are modulated to maintain the decoding robustness as well as perceptual quality. In order to
minimize the perceptual difference between the colors of original and embedded image, the modulation is performed in YUV color space. The modulation scheme divides the modules into pixel blocks (image blocks), each
containing k × k pixels, where k depends upon the embedded image res-

olution. Each image block is assigned either ’0’ or ’1’ depending on the
intensity of outer and inner pixels. In the end, finder pattern is added to
the image block which generates PiCode.

6 Conclusion
The study helped in understanding various prevalent computing techniques for beautiful barcode generation. The halftone dithering techniques along with the optimization techniques are used predominantly in
various approaches. Digital Haltoning is one of the most common method
to prepare an image for data embedding. The results from various methods, discussed in section 4, show that it is difficult to achieve all the desired features from a single method. Some methods are time intensive,
while others are limited by the data capacity. The SSIM index is commonly used as quality metrics in QR codes. The quality metrics are used
to quantify the visual quality of the resulting image. These are some of
the important techniques for embedding data in images. The scope of this
study was limited to image embedding. However, much research is being
conducted on use of visual light communication to transfer imperceptible
data over a video [5]. These forms a basis for future review reports, in this
field of visual light communication.
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Abstract
This paper will gather some of the proposals how to use machine learning together with HTTP adaptive video streaming. The methods aim to
increase the quality of experience for the end-user. The methods and algorithms use different approaches how to select the bit-rate to be received
from the server. Some methods utilise already existing technology such
as Microsoft’s IIS Smooth Streaming and some don’t, such as Tiyuntsong.
Some methods aim to improve the selection of features and some present
new approaches using neural networks. The methods considered consist
of the following machine learning approaches: linear regression, reinforcement learning using Q-learning and reinforcement learning together with
neural networks.
KEYWORDS: machine learning, HTTP adaptive streaming, Microsoft IIS
Smooth Steaming, reinforcement learning, QoE, linear regression, neural
networks, GAN, adaptive bit-rate,

1 Introduction
In this paper we will examine some solutions to tackle the problem of rate
adaptation in HTTP video streaming using machine learning approaches.
Especially we will concentrate on the quality of experience (QoE) aspect,
when comparing different alternatives.
The goal of this paper is to gather information about the different techniques, compare them between each other, but also consider the advantages and disadvantages compared to the conventional approach. Furthermore, in this paper we will not discuss the server side solutions, but
only the aspect of the clients ability to request the most suitable video
quality to maximise the QoE.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows, first we examine a bit
the HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) and how it works. Then we will go
through a few proposals how we can take advantage of machine learning in HAS. Thirdly we will make some comparisons between the conventional approaches and the different machine learning methods. Lastly we
will conclude everything together.

2 Background
At the moment majority of video streaming is done through rather simple system on the client side. The currently prevailing standard for video
streaming is HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS), used by many large companies such as Netflix and YouTube. The basic idea behind HAS is that
the server has the video encoded in multiple qualities and bit-rates. Then,
through a manifest file sent from the server to the client, the client is
made aware of the qualities available and the manifest file is kept up to
date during the streaming. Client then requests the appropriate quality
of the stream [2]. Furthermore the video is split into chunks, so the client
can request different quality chunk if the network conditions change, and
thus adapt to the situation. This way the client can also control the buffer
itself [1]. It is important to note that in HAS, the client decides which
quality or bit-rate is going to be received. The network conditions such
as bandwidth may change drastically during the streaming, especially on
mobile devices.

Figure 1. Overview of HAS architecture [4]

The Quality of Experience can be measured through many different
measures such as freezes during the stream, buffering time before stream
starts, quality of the stream and changes in the quality during the stream.
The QoE follows from the Quality of Service measures such as available
bandwidth, the current buffer size, the bit-rate of the latest chunk or the
average bit-rate of the stream.
Currently the algorithms on which the client relies on, when deciding
the quality to be received, are relatively simple compared to the potential
for example through machine learning. Such approaches and solutions
have been introduced increasingly in recent years. In this paper we will
explore some of them, especially from the perspective of QoE.

3

Machine learning and HAS

During recent years several different solutions and approaches have been
proposed how to use machine learning in HTTP adaptive video streaming. Some popular approaches have been to use some machine learning
algorithm to train a classifier, and then use it to determine the requested
video chunk quality. Other popular approach is to use some reinforcement
learning method to continuously improve the performance of the methods.
The metrics or features that are chosen for these algorithms have a big
effect on their performance under different situations. In this section we
will discuss the different suggested implementations varying from linear
regression to more complex reinforcement learning algorithms.

3.1 Q-learning with traditional heuristic functions
The simplified idea behind reinforcement learning (RL) is to maximise
some reward function with an explicit goal based on the current conditions. This is done by both repeating the already taken actions which
produced high rewards, but also exploring new actions to produce higher
rewards. The key is to find the balance between these two, which often is
not that easily done [10]. Typically the RL model is done through Markov
Decision Process considering: a finite set of states, a finite set of actions,
state transition probability matrix and a reward function [11].
Q-learning is a RL algorithm in which a Q-value is calculated for each
state-action pair. This Q-value represents the profitability of taking a
certain action in a certain state. Furthermore these values are updated
every time an action is taken. The Q-values are defined as
Q(s, a) = (1 − α)Q(s, a) + α[r + γ maxa0 Q(s0 , a0 )]

(1)

The α is how well we learn from new information and γ represents how
important the future rewards are [11].
In this reinforcement learning approach introduced by Hooft, Petrangeli,
Clayes, Famaey and Turck [11] the idea is to use Q-learning approach
with traditional heuristic functions MSS and QoE-RAHAS[7], the former
is the Microsoft’s IIS Smooth Streaming rate adaptation function. The
latter is by Petragneli et al. which aims to maximise the QoE. The states
in the RL algorithm are defined through the average available bandwidth
and the mean absolute difference in bandwidth. The latter is meant to
be able to separate between varying and stable network conditions. The
reward function is defined as
r = ψMOSw − (1 − ψ)(bufferw ) − c

(2)

In this proposed approach the MOSw is the Mean Opinion Score and
bufferw is the average buffer filling state. Both metrics are considered in
the same time window w. On the other hand ψ represent the trade-off
between the aforementioned [11]. Furthermore "A value close to 1 means
that the only goal of the client is to pursue a high QoE, while a value close
to 0 means that the client is driven to select the parameter configuration
leading to the lowest buffer filling [11]."
The actions are defined differently for each heuristic function. For MSS
the actions are setting a new buffer size and the threshold values. For the

QoE-RAHAS on the other hand the actions correspond to choosing a new
buffer size, the threshold value and the target buffer size [11].
Thus for the RL algorithm we need to decide the values for interval
D, representing how often we change the parameter configuration and reward interval W, representing how many segments are taken into account
when calculating the reward. Then the trade-off parameter ψ, lastly we
need to set the parameters for the Q-learning algorithm. It is important
to take notice that the W should be lower than D, since reward should
point only to the current configuration [11].
So this approach uses reinforcement learning with Q-learning algorithm
to enhance the performance of already existing heuristic functions MSS
and QoE-RAHAS. The RL algorithms reward function is strongly tied to
QoE, thus trying to maximise it.

3.2

Q-learning with factor selection

This method, by T.Wu and W.Van Leekwijck, also relies on the Q-learning
algorithm but introduces some different ideas how to approach the problem. In this RL-HAS client the actions correspond to the client requesting
any of the possible bit-rates in a certain state [12]. Then the reward function is defined as
r = −Afi − Bqi − Coi

(3)

The fi represents the freeze duration, and is defined through the length
of the current playback buffer bi and the time it takes to retrieve the next
segment ei+1 [12].

fi =



0,

bi − ei+1 ≥ 0


ei+1 − bi , bi − ei+1 < 0

(4)

The qi is representing the quality of the stream requested. This is
simply measured with the requested encoded bit-rate and the maximum
available bit-rate. So if we request the highest possible bit-rate for a segment no penalty is given [12].
qi =

amax − ai
amax

(5)

The oi represents the oscillation in quality. If the current bit-rate is
different from the previous one, there might be oscillation in the quality.
If such change in quality appears, we look for similar quality change in

the past M segments before this one. If one is found and the change is
in the opposite direction compared to our current change, an oscillation
is detected and oi is the average of these changes. If no such change is
detected in the previous M segments or if it is in the same direction as the
current one, oi is 0. Lastly A, B and C are positive weights determining
how each metric is valued when considering QoE. In the evaluation of this
method values 100, 10 and 10 were used [12].
In this approach the state variables are selected through a forward selection method from potential variables. Each potential variable is added
one at a time and then compared its effect on the performance of the algorithm. The significance of a potential variable is calculated as the average
reward gained with the addition of a potential reward. The procedure is
started by calculating which one of the potential variables are most significant and continued by adding the second most significant and so forth.
Also if the null hypothesis test is rejected with p-value 0.05 we will not
take into account the potential variable [12].
H0 : P r(RS+v > RS )

(6)

Where the RS is the average reward with variables in set S and RS+v
with the set S and the potential variable v. In the experiment, in the
paper where this approach was proposed, the potential variables were the
current and the previous playback buffer, the current and the average
bandwidth and the number of segments with the same trend. After the
selection the set of the state variables were the current and the previous
buffers and the average bandwidth [12].
In this approach Q-learning is also used but the reward function is a
bit different although still tied to QoE metrics. The importance of the
state variable selection is emphasised by using a factor selection process
to choose only the significant features.

3.3

Tiyuntsong: A Self-Play RL Approach for HAS

The Tiyuntsong proposed by T.Huang, X.Yao, C.Wu, R-X. Zhang and L.Sun
takes a different approach using RL and neural networks. The motivation
behind this method was that "However, we observe that RL-based method
often obtains high QoE score via some tricks due to the lack of guidance for
optimisation in QoE [3]." Thus the Tiyuntsong utilises two agents which
compete against each other, and the reward of each agent is either 0 or 1

for loss and win respectively. The method also uses a GAN based method
to find out hidden features from past data [3].
Generative adversarial network (GAN) is an unsupervised machine learning method based on the assumption that two neural networks compete
against each other. First networks acts as a generator and the other one
as a discriminator. Simply put, the generator tries to produce samples as
close to the real ones as possible. Then the discriminator tries to distinguish between those two. The GAN used in this approach, is inspired by
the Least Squares GAN. LSGAN utilises the least square loss function for
the discriminator [5]. The Tiyuntsong on the other hand takes advantage
of the Leaky RelU function [3].
The states are pushed into a neural network and the state variables are
the throughput, download time and previous bit-rate and all of those are
for the past k sequence. Also the remaining playback time, buffer length
and a vector representing sizes of the next segments are state variables.
Last state variable is a vector which contains the extra features generated by the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) Enhancement Module. The action is defined as a vector representing the possible bit-rate of
the next chunk. The output policy network is a probability distribution,
as in the probability of selecting an action in a certain state [3].
The reward is represented as a win or loss and is determined by a rule.
This rule can be a simple logistic rule or more complex neural network
model generalised by AI can be used. In this case, a simple logistic method
was used based on bit-rate, buffering freezes and the oscillation of the bitrate. The following tables represent the rule

Figure 2. The logistic rule table used by T.Huang et al

Then this rule is used to calculate the winning percentages for each

agent [3].
Often the decision of which bit-rate is requested relies on the current
state but not on any of the previous states, this happens for example when
we use only the Markov Decision Process model. In this method a GAN
based approach is used to leverage unsupervised learning to automatically find the features from the past states. Those could be for example,
maximum and minimum through puts in the past [3].
In conclusion this method uses RL based approach, but utilises neural
networks and two agents competing for the reward. The reward is based
on a rule which can be a logistic function or even a neural network model
generated by AI. Furthermore, a GAN Enhancement Module is used to
gather relevant features from the prior states.

3.4 Machine learning HAS using linear regression
In this approach a linear regression model is created and trained, and
then used to classify the requested bandwidth. The linear regression
model is trained on a separate MLHAS server and then communicated
to an extended HAS client using the trained MLHAS. We are not going to
examine the MLHAS system architecture in-depth. The basic structure is
still presented [8].
Simplified explanation is that linear regression is used to model a relationship between some outcome and some input variables. The outcome can be some scalar value or some other label for the result. Then
the model is trained with some data set and then used to predict future
outcomes[6].

Figure 3. "MLHAS system architecture"[8]

The features used for the linear regression model are combinations of
QoS, QoE and video content variables. The QoS features are the real

throughput, the average throughput of the last 3 segments, the delay
times for the HTTP response and request, the network variation and
the buffer length. Secondly the QoE features are the number of dropped
frames, the re-buffering frequency and the duration which is caused when
buffer length drops below 0.5 seconds. Lastly the video content features
are the file size of a segment and the current video bandwidth. These 11
features are used to create and train the linear regression model. Thus
we will get the weight and bias values for the linear regression model,
mapping the HAS metrics and bit-rate to determine the bit-rate of the
next segment [8].
This approach uses a linear regression model which considers 11 different features based on QoS, QoE and video content. Then the model is
trained on a separate server, and that model is used to classify the next
bit-rate request.

4

Comparison and discussion of different solutions

In this section we will compare the different machine learning approaches
between themselves and consider their similarities, but also differences.
We will also consider how the machine learning approaches compare to
the conventional ones.

4.1

Differences and similarities

All the proposed solutions we dove into, took different approaches of the
problem. Some of them were a bit closer to one another, like the two
Q-learning approaches. The research has been evolving regarding the
use of machine learning in HAS. The newer solutions and approaches are
getting much more complex, which we can also see in this paper. If we
compare the method using linear regression and Tiyuntsong, the latter
is more complex using neural networks and enhancing the process using
GAN.
Fair comparison of the methods presented in this paper is difficult, since
all of them weigh the evaluation metrics a bit differently in their own experiments. Although all of them incorporate at least some form of QoE
metrics. For example the linear regression MLHAS concentrates more on
the performance on poor network conditions. The firstly introduced RL
approach uses traditional heuristic functions together with the RL algo-

rithm, but on the other hand the second Q-learning method emphasises
the importance of choosing the right features.
Also we have to keep in mind that these approaches are still simulations
and the experiments are done in more or less controlled environments,
and not implemented in larger scale in real-life situations. But still it
seems, that using machine learning in HAS is beneficial and can improve
the experience for the end-user.

4.2 Machine Learning approaches vs. traditional HAS
Even though all of the methods used different evaluation metrics the result compared to traditional HAS is clear, using machine learning improves the performance. For the first approach using traditional heuristics, for MSS the average reduction in buffer filling was 2.5% and for QoERAHAS it was 8.3% [11]. The second Q-learning method concluded in
their experiment across 500 episodes that early on in the episodes the
requested quality was very random but as the reinforcement learning
algorithm got through more episodes the results were much better[12].
For Tiyuntsong T.Huang et al. stated that: "Compared to DynamicDash,
Tiyuntsong improves the average bit-rate by 3.19%, decreases the average
re-buffer time by 4.92%, and reduces the 95th percentile average bit-rate
change by 16.47% respectively [3]." DynamicDash is an HAS algorithm
not using machine learning [9]. Lastly the MLHAS using linear regression performs better especially in strong lossy networks yielding much
smaller re-buffering frequency.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we provided a little background regarding HAS and then we
presented four different approaches, how to incorporate machine learning
together with HAS. We also presented a brief introduction to the machine
learning method in-hand to provide some context for the proposed solution.
We tried to look all the methods from the perspective of QoE. Even
though all of the methods used different approaches of machine learning, we can state that machine learning can definitely be used to enhance
the HTTP adaptive video streaming process.
In general the machine learning methods have not been widely adopted

by big companies such as Netflix or YouTube at least in a larger scale.
But surely these companies are interested in the capabilities of machine
learning to improve the streaming process and to improve the end-user
experience. These methods are especially beneficial in varying networks
conditions, since there is a huge difference in watching a movie at home
from a smart TV, compared to watching it in a train on your phone.
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Abstract
Modern cloud services provide the Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) model,
which enables users to create stateless, function-based applications in the
cloud. The service provider manages the function orchestration and the
allocated resources. This leaves the users with less operational concerns
and allows them to focus on the business logic of their applications. However, composing multiple functions to create complex workflows is still in
its early stages. Existing function orchestration systems, such as Amazon
Step Functions, offer a way to form workflows including cloud functions
and other cloud resources. This seminar paper studies the benefits and
drawbacks of the FaaS architecture, function composition in the context of
the cloud computing and experimenting with the Amazon Step Functions
service. The aim of the experimentation is to show an example of a realistic
workflow that is possible to achieve with that service.
KEYWORDS: Cloud computing, Serverless, Function composition, FaaS,
AWS Step Functions

1 Introduction
Cloud computing has become increasingly relevant in the IT industry
through the evolution of containers, virtualization and event-driven workflows. With fine-grained services, application components hosted in the
cloud can be deployed and scaled independently. Thanks to these developments, the concept of serverless computing is possible today. This
term refers to a cloud computing paradigm where building and running
cloud applications does not require server management from the cloud
user [1]. Instead, most of the operational concerns are managed by the
service provider [2]. Some notable examples of serverless platforms are
AWS Lambda1 , Google Cloud Functions2 and Apache Openwhisk3 .
Most of serverless platforms provide the Function-as-a-Service (FaaS)
model, or the Backend-as-a-Service (BaaS) model, or both [1]. In FaaS,
the service provider manages the resources, lifecycle and event-driven execution of the functions provided by the user [3]. An example of FaaS
platform is AWS Lambda. On the other hand, BaaS is a form of serverless computing where the service provides an API that auto-scales and
operates transparently [1]. BaaS can be utilized, for instance, as a mobile application backend, as with Google Firebase4 . Furthermore, Google
Cloud Functions can be incorporated to work together with the Firebase
backend service.
Although the serverless computing is still a relatively new concept, several studies have been conducted on the topic [2][3][4]. However, few studies exist on the cloud function composition. In the context of serverless
computing, function compostion refers to the coordination mechanisms
between functions [5]. One of the existing studies is from Baldini et
al.~[6], which introduces the current state of the function composition in
serverless computing and presents the serverless trilemma. The trilemma
consist of three competing constraints in modern cloud function compostion. These constraints will be further introduced in Section 4.
The objective of this paper is twofold. First, identifying the main characteristics of the Function-as-a-Service architecture. In addition to the
main characteristics, the benefits and current challenges and problems
of the architecture are introduced. Second, examination of how multiple
1 AWS Lambda: https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
2 Google Cloud Functions: https://cloud.google.com/functions/
3 Openwhisk: https://openwhisk.apache.org/
4 Google Firebase: https://firebase.google.com/

functions can be composed to create complex workflows. The service used
for experimentation of the function composition in the cloud is AWS Step
Functions.

2

Background

Before proceeding to examine the FaaS and the function composition indepth, it is necessary to introduce two important concepts. First, the underlying architecture of the serverless platforms will be introduced. Second, a brief introduction to container orchestration will be given.

2.1

Serverless Architecture

Van Eyk et al.~[3] define serverless computing as a form of cloud computing that allows users to run stateless, event-driven and function-based
applications without having to address the operational logic. Contrary to
the name serverless, servers are still required to run a serverless platform [1]. The main point here is that these platforms are operated by a
third-party service provider, for example, Amazon.
Figure 1 illustrates the main components of a serverless architecture.
Events are sent in by event sources, such as a user clicking a button or a
file being added to a cloud storage. After the event is received, it is added
to an event queue. The events are passed down from such a queue to the
dispatcher, which determines which function(s) to trigger and tries to find
existing instances of the functions [2]. If no existing instances are found,
a new instance of a function is created. The event is finally sent to the
target function. The function is stopped after the function has sent back
an response and execution logs are gathered [2].

Figure 1. Serverless Architecture [2]

The serverless architecture offers benefits to cloud users by making the

cloud easier to program as they can easily write cloud-based components.
Moreover, it is also beneficial for the service provider [7], as the stateless
nature and short lifetime of serverless tasks increase resource utilization.
Futhermore, the control over the instaces allow the providers to utilize
the less popular instances that are not used by the users that manage
their own servers.

2.2 Container Orchestration
Containers are a virtualization technology for lightweight system-level
process virtualization [8]. Virtual containers can encompass an entire
application and its dependencies, and can run on every Linux distribution. Container orchestration refers to the management of these virtual
containers, which includes the deployment, provisioning, scaling and resource allocation.
Systems such as Kubernetes5 and Docker Swarm6 offer the user the
maximum control over the orchestration of their containers [1]. Consequently, as the amount of control grows, so does the amount of developer
responsibility. However, in the context of serverless computing the customer does not have the control over their containers. Instead, the responsibility of the container orchestration belongs to the service provider.

3

Function-as-a-Service

While serverless computing is a broad concept, Function-as-a-Service (FaaS)
is one of the methods for implementing a serverless architecture. FaaS
enables running stateless, event-triggered functions that are hosted and
managed by a third-party service provider [9]. In essence, a FaaS platform replaces the server in a traditional monolithic software architecture.
Furthermore, a cloud function can be though as a microservice with a
single endpoint and responsibility [10]. This section will introduce the
general characteristics of FaaS, its benefits and the current problems and
challenges of the FaaS architecture.
5 Kubernetes: https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes
6 Docker Swarm: https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/

3.1

Characteristics

One of the defining characteristics of serverless platforms, which makes
them attractive, is how the service provider charges the users for the function usage. The functions are charged only by the used resources and execution time [2]. This indicates that the customer is not charged for the
time their functions are idle.
The second characteristic of FaaS architecture is that the functions are
stateless. Though the functions have access to a local state of the instance
they are being hosted in, there is no guarantee that the state will persist
across multiple invocations [9]. Therefore, a persistent state of a function
should be stored in an external storage (e.g., Amazon S37 ) outside of the
function instance.
The deployment of cloud functions is different from other cloud resources,
such as virtual machines. Most of serverless platforms only require the
user to upload the code for the function [9]. After that, the code compiled
and build into an artifact, such as a binary or a container image [1]. The
deployment pipeline of a function is illustrated below in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Function deployment pipeline [1]

3.2

Benefits

From the user’s perspective, the first and most notable benefit of FaaS architecture is the increased programming productivity [7]. While platforms
such as Kubernetes offer more control over the application infrastructure,
users have to spend considerable amount of time managing and configuring their application instances. On the contrary, the serverless architecture abstracts the underlying cloud infrastructure from the users, which
leaves the users with more time to spend on the business logic of their
application [2].
Cloud functions run on-demand and are billed based on the execution
7 Amazon S3: https://aws.amazon.com/s3/

time [11]. Functions are not billed when idle, which makes FaaS optimal
for small tasks. From the perspective of the service provider, this also
enables a better way to optimize resource consumption in the cloud.
Whereas traditional server-side applications could be tied to a specific
framework, FaaS enables the functions to be written in multiple programming languages. In case of multiple functions, each of them can be written
in a different programming language.

3.3 Challenges and problems
There exists a possibility that no instances of a user’s function are up and
running when an event triggers a function. As a result, the FaaS platform
has to create and run a new instance for the function to run inside. This is
often referred as cold start latency, which can be tens of seconds [7]. This
negatively affects the predictability of the function performance.
In order to manage a state between functions, an intermediary storage
service, such as Amazon S3, has to be utilized [4]. The problem of the
intermediary storage services is that they might add hundreds of seconds
of latency when accessed, and incur high access costs [7].
The third challenge of modern FaaS platforms is that there is no standardization between the platforms [1]. As a consequence, portability of
an application from one FaaS platform to another might not be a simple
task, which might result in vendor lock-in [7].

4 Function composition
With the FaaS architecture, users can create stateless functions that are
billed only when executed. However, tools are required to compose and coordinate the flow between multiple functions to create complex workflows
with the serverless architecture. This section will examine the current
services and their contraints when it comes to function composition. A
short introduction to AWS Step Functions and also experimentation with
the service will be included.

4.1 The Serverless Trilemma
The study of Baldini et al.~[6] identifies three competing contraints in
cloud function composition, which together form the so-called serverless
trilemma. The first is the double billing constraint, which is related to

the billing of the cloud functions. Function orhestration solutions that
implement the scheduling of function sequences with a separate function
violate this constraint. A problem arises, because the scheduler function
will be running until the whole sequence has been executed. This will result in double charges, because the user will have to pay for the execution
time of the scheduler and the components of the sequence. The problem
is illustarted below in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The double billing problem: the user pays for the execution time of both the
scheduler and the constituents of the sequence [6]

The second constraint states that the functions should be treated as
black boxes. This constraint is broken by the function schedulers that
combine the source code of the functions in a sequence. The problem with
this type of function schedulers is that the source code of all of the functions is required to be available and to be written with the same language.
The idea of the constraint is to avoid these requirements.
Lastly, the third constraint states that the function composition should
obey a substitution principle with respect to synchronous invocation. In
essence, this constraint states that a composition of functions should also
be treated as a function. For example, this could mean replacing a part of
a large composition with another function composition. External schedulers, such as AWS Step Functions (ASF), break this constraint because
they are not part of the system itself [5].
A system that does not break any of the three constraints is referred as
ST-safe [6]. López et al.~[5] compared existing FaaS orchestration systems’, AWS Step Functions (ASF), IBM Composer and Azure Durable
Functions. Out of these three, only Azure Durable Functions were ST-

safe. Nevertheless, as ASFwill be used for experimentation in this paper,
as it is the most mature of the existing function orchestrators.

4.2 AWS Step Functions
AWS Step Functions8 (ASF) is a service provided by Amazon, that lets
users coordinate multiple AWS services into serverless workflows. Step
functions are defined as state machines that are described declaratively
using the Amazon States Language (ASL), which is a JSON-based language [12]. This subsection will give an introduction to ASL and also
introduces some experiments with the ASF.

Concepts
In Amazon States Language, a state is a top-level object in the ASL, which
describes one in a composition. State description is defined below (see
Listing 1). The Type-field is a required field and it defines the type of the
state. The possible types of a state are Task, Choice, Wait, Succeed, Fail
and Parallel.
"HelloWorld": {
"Type": "Task",
"Resource": "arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:123456789012:function:HelloWorld",
"Next": "NextState",
"Comment": "Executes the HelloWorld Lambda function"
}
Listing 1. Example State [12]

The transitions between states link them together and are defined in
the Next-field, which is defined with the name of the next state. The data
that is passed between states is required to be JSON. A user can provide
an initial JSON as input, which is passed to the start state. If a state
utilizes a resource, for example a Lambda function (see Resource-field in
Listing 1), the output of a state will be the value returned by the Lambda
function.

Experimentation
To create a proof of concept about function composition in AWS Step Functions, some experimentation had to be conducted. The point of this experiment was not to create anything too complex, but instead display the
capabilities of ASF. The state machine made for this experiment is named
CreateJPGThumbnails, which generates three thumbnails of a jpg-image.
8 AWS Step Functions: https://aws.amazon.com/step-functions/

The state machine is invoked when a file is uploaded to a specified S3
bucket, which will be referred as s3-bucket. The specification was done
through a AWS CloudWatch9 rule, which was defined to track the "PutObject" operations of the s3-bucket and target the CreateJPGThumbnails
state machine. In short, when a file is uploaded to s3-bucket, the CloudWatch rule would start a new execution of the state machine.

Figure 4. CreateJPGThumbnails state machine

The visual representation of the state machine is displayed above in Figure 4. The definition of the state machine is included in the appendix 1.
The state machine is executed when a file is uploaded to S3 and gets the
informationt about the "PutObject" operation as initial input. This input
is passed down to the state GetFileType, which is a Task state that uses a
Lambda function named GetS3ResourcesAndFileType. The Lambda function (appendix 2) only fetches the relevant data from the initial input and
returns that. The output of the GetFileType (see Listing 2) is then passed
to the next state IsJPG as input.
{
"bucket": "arn:aws:s3:::bucket-name",
"fileKey": "some-image.jpg",
"fileType": "jpg"
}
Listing 2. GetFileType example output

The IsJPG state is a Choice state, which determines how the execution
9 Amazon CloudWatch: https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/

will continue based on two Choices. The first choice checks if a variable
"$.fileType" equals to the string "jpg", and if does the next state in the
execution would be CreateDifferentSizes. The $-sign in the variable value
refers to the way of accessing nodes of the input in ASL, where just "$"
would return give the whole input and "$.fileType" just the value of the
fileType node [12]. On the contrary, the second choice of the IsJPG checks
whether the file type does not match to "jpg", and sends the execution
next to the state PrintNotJPG if the condition applies.
Depending on the fileType, the execution should now enter either CreateDifferentSizes or PrintNotJPG. Both of these states are last in the execution, since the "End" property is set to true. The state PrintNotJPG
is a simple Pass state, which outputs a string stating "The file is not a
JPG-file, ending.". On the other hand, CreateDifferentSizes (dotted outline around the three functions in 4) is a state with type "Parallel". The
parallel state consists of three branches, which each consist of one Task
state. Since the choice state did not change the input, the same input is
passed down to CreateDifferentSizes and each of its branches. Each task
state uses a Lambda function as a resouce, whose source code is found
in the appendix 3. The functions are executed in parallel, and each one
of them downloads the original image to a temporary storage, resizes the
image to a specified size and uploads the new image to another bucket in
S3. Finally, each function returns the width, height and name of the new
image, which is aggregated to one output when each branch has finished
computation (see Listing 3).
[
{
"width": 200,
"height": 133,
"dstKey": "med-resized-image.jpg"
},
{
"width": 100,
"height": 66,
"dstKey": "thumbnail-resized-image.jpg"
},
{
"width": 400,
"height": 266,
"dstKey": "high-resized-image.jpg"
}

]
Listing 3. Example aggregated output
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Conclusions

The first objective of this paper was to identify the main characteristics,
benetifts and challenges of FaaS model. This paper defined three characteristics of the FaaS model. First, the unique billing model where the
user pays only for the execution time of the functions. Second, the statelessness of the functions, which indicated that a state is not guaranteed
to persist across multiple invocations. Third, the way cloud functions are
deployed.
In addition to the main characteristics, some of the benefits of the architecture were introduced. Increased productivity, little operational concern
and the way FaaS does not tie applications any frameworks make it attractive to developers. However, the architecture has its challenges. The
lack of standardization enforces vendor lock-in and the statelessness of
the cloud functions makes the architecture not suitable for all applications. Nevertheless, FaaS is suitable for multiple applications and can be
incorporated into other architectures as fine-grained services.
The second objective was to experiment function composition to create
complex workflows in the cloud. To understand the limitations of modern function composition services, the serverless trilemma was introduced.
The experimentation with AWS Step Functions demonstrated that the
service can be used to compose both simple and complex workflows. The
service supports both sequential and parallel execution of tasks, which
enables more options when designing serverless workflows. Though ASF
does not comply all of the constraints of the serverless trilemma, it can still
be utilized to compose existing cloud functions. A suggestion to improve
the service would be the possibility of including an existing state machine
inside another state machine. This improvement would also make the
service ST-safe.
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Appendix A: Step Functions state machine definition
{
"Comment": "A State machine that is invoked when a file is uploaded to S3
bucket, if the file is a JPG file, three different size images are
created in another bucket",
"StartAt": "GetFileType",
"States": {
"GetFileType": {
"Type": "Task",
"Resource": "arn:aws:lambda:region:id:function:GetS3ResourcesAndFileType",
"Next": "IsJPG"
},
"IsJPG": {
"Type": "Choice",
"Choices": [
{
"Variable": "\$.fileType",
"StringEquals": "jpg",
"Next": "CreateDifferentSizes"
},
{
"Not": {
"Variable": "\$.fileType",
"StringEquals": "jpg"
},
"Next": "PrintNotJPG"
}
]
},
"CreateDifferentSizes": {
"Type": "Parallel",
"Branches": [
{
"StartAt": "CreateThumbnail",
"States": {
"CreateThumbnail": {
"Type": "Task",
"Resource": "arn:aws:lambda:region:id:function:CreateThumbnail",
"End": true
}
}
},
{
"StartAt": "CreateThumbnailMed",
"States": {

"CreateThumbnailMed": {
"Type": "Task",
"Resource": "arn:aws:lambda:region:id:function:CreateMedRes",
"End": true
}
}
},
{
"StartAt": "CreateThumbnailHigh",
"States": {
"CreateThumbnailHigh": {
"Type": "Task",
"Resource": "arn:aws:lambda:region:id:function:CreateHighRes",
"End": true
}
}
}
],
"End": true
},
"PrintNotJPG": {
"Type": "Pass",
"Result": "The file is not a JPG-file, ending.",
"End": true
}
}
}

2 Appendix: GetFileType function code
exports.handler = (event, context, callback) => {
const resources = event[’detail’][’resources’]
const bucket = resources[1].ARN
const fileKey = resources[0].ARN.split("/")[1]
const fileType = resources[0].ARN.split(".")[1]
const output = {bucket, fileKey, fileType}
callback(null, output);
};

3 Appendix: CreateThumbnail function code
The code for the image resizing utilized the base code from Amazon Archives
[13], which was modified to be suitable for the experiment. Each of the

three functions CreateThumbnail, CreateMedRes and CreateHighRes (see
Figure 4) used the same function, but the values of max width and height
were 100, 200 and 300 respectively.
var async = require(’async’);
var AWS = require(’aws-sdk’);
var gm = require(’gm’)
.subClass({ imageMagick: true }); // Enable ImageMagick integration.
var util = require(’util’);
var MAX_WIDTH = 100;
var MAX_HEIGHT = 100;
var s3 = new AWS.S3();
exports.handler = function(event, context, callback) {
var srcBucket = event.bucket.split(":::")[1]
var srcKey = event.fileKey;
if(srcKey.includes("resized-high")) {
callback("File already resized");
return;
}
var dstBucket = srcBucket + "-storage";
var dstKey = "med-resized-" + srcKey;
var width;
var height;
// Sanity check: validate that source and destination are different
buckets.
if (srcBucket == dstBucket) {
callback("Source and destination buckets are the same.");
return;
}
// Download the image from S3, transform, and upload to a different S3
bucket.
async.waterfall([
function download(next) {
// Download the image from S3 into a buffer.
s3.getObject({
Bucket: srcBucket,
Key: srcKey
},
next);
},
function transform(response, next) {
gm(response.Body).size(function(err, size) {

// Infer the scaling factor to avoid stretching the image
unnaturally.
var scalingFactor = Math.min(
MAX_WIDTH / size.width,
MAX_HEIGHT / size.height
);
width = scalingFactor * size.width;
height = scalingFactor * size.height;
// Transform the image buffer in memory.
this.resize(width, height)
.toBuffer(imageType, function(err, buffer) {
if (err) {
next(err);
} else {
next(null, response.ContentType, buffer);
}
});
});
},
function upload(contentType, data, next) {
// Stream the transformed image to a different S3 bucket.
s3.putObject({
Bucket: dstBucket,
Key: dstKey,
Body: data,
ContentType: contentType
},
next);
}
], function (err) {
if (err) {
console.error(
’Unable to resize ’ + srcBucket + ’/’ + srcKey +
’ and upload to ’ + dstBucket + ’/’ + dstKey +
’ due to an error: ’ + err
);
} else {
console.log(
’Successfully resized ’ + srcBucket + ’/’ + srcKey +
’ and uploaded to ’ + dstBucket + ’/’ + dstKey
);
}
callback(null, {width, height, dstKey});
}
);

};
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Abstract
The protection against network attacks is of vital importance on the Internet. These attacks can be detected by Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs),
which observe the behaviour of the network traffic. Protocols carrying
the traffic are evolving continuously. Therefore, their presence in the IDS
datasets used by machine learning-based IDS need to be revised periodically. In this survey, we examine the recently published IDS datasets and
make an evaluation or properties they include. Especially, the focus is to
evaluate, if the network protocols and attacks in the dataset relate the current status of network traffic. The main focus is in literature research,
but we utilize current data mining and packet analyzer tools to study the
contents of these datasets in practice. Through a detailed evaluation of
each dataset, we deduce the validity of each dataset for current intrusion
detection systems, and finally, reach conclusions and future trends.
KEYWORDS: Intrusion Detection, Machine Learning, IDS dataset

1 Introduction
Without high-quality intrusion detection and management systems, it is
not possible to provide reliable Internet services. The detection system
may reside in an individual computer as a Host-based IDS (HIDS), which
tracks system configurations and applications for abnormal behaviour. Instead of a host, the Network-based IDS (NIDS) is installed in network
elements [12]. NIDS monitors network traffic trying to detect abnormal
activities. One of the main challenges in doing so, is the availability of
up-to-date, inclusive and efficient IDS datasets. The older datasets may
fail to distinguish intrusions from a diversified, benign traffic. The traffic information may be anonymized, which does not correspond the current behaviour of the traffic. Older datasets may also lack sufficient number of different attacks and properties such as metadata and the feature
set. There are many important approaches when constructing proper IDS
datasets. The dataset must contain traffic samples of the attacks to be
detected. The selection of sample traffic should be up to date. The IDS
will fail to detect the novel attacks, if they do not exist in the dataset.
Our survey focuses on datasets used by network-based IDSs. First, our
contribution in this report is to evaluate the most up-to-date IDS datasets
based on the most recent literature reports. Second, we study the download files of the datasets using the newest data mining and packet analyzer tools to complement the evaluation by practical aspects. The structure of this survey is as follows. The next chapter covers some earlier
researches concerning IDS datasets. Chapter 3 includes detailed evaluations of the recently published dataset. Chapter 4 sums up the results of
dataset evaluations. Finally, the future trends and conclusions are presented in Chapter 5.

2 Related Work
The IDS datasets have been studied intensively in process of time, because the quality of the dataset is crucial for the efficiency of the IDS system. The studies concentrate on the up-to-dateness and volume of traffic
captures. The properties of IDS datasets vary from a small special purpose dataset to huge multi-protocol datasets with extensive attack profiles. Hindy et al. have studied an extensive set of current IDS datasets
[7]. Their taxonomy includes the evaluation of the capabilities and assets
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of the datasets. In addition, the taxonomy consists of different traffic protocols in the dataset and the evaluation of the validity of those protocols.
Frequently, the traffic data in previous datasets contains such protocols
which are not used any more.On the other hand, Bhuyan et al. criticize
datasets which have been constructed by creating the traffic by tools and
infiltrating the attacks in it [13]. We will explore new aspects, which concern the benefits of artificially generated traffic. Karatas et al. have examined the KDDCUP99, NSL-KDD, CICIDS2017 and CSE-CIC-IDS2018
datasets, but they are missing datasets for mobile data. Our study extends this dataset assembly by evaluating mobile and WiFi datasets as
well. The evaluation in [6] mentions the count of features in the datasets,
but does not evaluate them in detail. In that respect, our study include a
more detailed evaluation of traffic features.

3

Dataset Evaluation

3.1

Basis of the evaluation

This section examines the most cited IDS datasets, which are presented in
Table 1 and Table 2. The traffic data in these datasets has been collected
from public internet and special networks such as WiFi, LAN and mobile
systems. The proportion of mobile network traffic has increased dramatically in recent years. Therefore, the inclusion of the mobile dataset in this
study is essential.
The evaluation of the datasets is based on the following criterions:
•
•
•
•
•

3.2

the dataset features should have varying values
diversity of attacks
relevancy of the protocols
sufficiency of the traffic volume
quality of traffic labelling

CICIDS2017

The CICIDS2017 dataset has been constructed by Canadian Institute for
Cybersecurity. The downloadable files include Comma-Separated Values
(CSV) files and Packet Capture (PCAP) files for five days with varying set
of attacks. The CSV files have been constructed by means of CICFlowMeter tool, which extracted over 80 features such as time stamp, source and
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DEFCON

KDD’99

KDDCUP99

Dataset

2013

2012

2018

2008

Year

K-Means clustering, KMC+NBC

k-means, KMC+NBC

ANN, FLN, PSO, PSO-FLN, ELM

Bayesian Clustering, Tree Classifier

ML algorithms used for ML-based IDSs

r2l, l2l

DoS, u2r, r2l, probe

Zero-day, SSH Brute Force, DoS, DDoS

DoS, U2R, R2L, Prob

DoS, U2R, R2L, Prob

Attacks

[20]

[22]

[3]

[9]

[5]

Reference

Table 1. Intrusion detection datasets.

ISCX2012
PCA

Total Frames Amok, Deauthentication,

Authentication Req, Beacon, Probe Resp,

ARP, Fragmentation, Evil Twin, Caffe Latte

ANN = Artificial Neural Network

Prob = Probing Attack

PCA = Principal Component Analysis

fast-flux, botnet, others

DoS = Denial of Service[9]

PSO = Particle Swarm Optimization

[1]

[4]

2016

J48, Random Forest, OneR

Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbor, Deci-

ELM = Extreme Learning Machine[9]

R2L = Remote to Local Attack [19]

2017

2016

ISCX2015

AWID

CICAAGM

FLN = Fast Learning Network

U2R = User to Root Attack [5], [11]

sion Tree, Random Tree, Regression

KMC = K-Means Clustering

DDoS = Distributed Denial of Service [3]

Where:

NBC = Naive Bayes Classifier
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5

2017

2018

2018

2018

2018

NGIDS-DS

CICAndMal2017

CSE-CIC-IDS2018

CICIDS2017

NSL-KDD

R2L = Remote to Local Attack [19]
RF = Random Forest [10]
RNN = Recursive Neural Network [14]
U2R = User to Root Attack [5], [11]

DoS = Denial of Service [6]

ID3 = Iterative Dichotomiser 3 [10]

KNN = K-Nearest Neighbors [10]

MLP = Multilayer Perceptron [10]

DoS, U2R, R2L, Probing Attack

and Botnet.

Infiltration, Port scan, Heartbleed

DoS, DDoS, Brute Force,XSS, SQL Injection,

Botnet, DDoS, Heartbleed, Web attacks

Bruteforce, DoS, Infiltration,

QDA = Quadratic Discriminant Analysis [10]

BoostedTree Learner

Random Forest, Gradient

Decision Tree, Fuzzy Rule,

Native-Bayes, QDA

KNN, RF, ID3, Adaboost,MLP,

RNN

Scareware(11 malware families),

Decision Tree

SMS Malware(11 malware families)

Ransomware (10 malware families),

Adware(10 malware families),

sance, Shellcode, Backdoors

Exploits, DoS, Worms, Generic, Reconnais-

Attacks

Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbor,

Fuzzy inference

ML algorithms used for ML-based IDSs

DDoS = Distributed Denial of Service [6], [3]

Where:

Year

Dataset

Table 2. Intrusion detection datasets.

[12]

[10]

[6], [14]

[2]

[21]

Reference

destination IPs, source and destination ports [10], [17], [16]. The traffic
volume and its coverage provide a valid base for the contemporary IDSs.
The feature values should contain sufficient information to be useful
in machine learning. The contents of the feature files can be studied by
means of tools such as Weka, which provides min, max, mean and standard deviation values for each feature. By means of the Weka tool, we
could verify that the values of separate features are clearly divergent,
because they have a clearly non-zero standard deviation. In addition,
the distribution of feature values can be affected by the malicious traffic.
Figure 1 verifies that large number of DDoS attack packets considerably
change the distribution of average packet size values.

Figure 1. Packet size distribution of benign and DDoS infected traffic on the right.

The different attack sets reflect existing traffic profiles in the network.
The attack packet flow labels include exact names of the attack types [17].
All the contemporary network protocols such as https and ssh have been
applied in the dataset traffic [17]. The protocol distribution in a traffic
capture can be examined by Wireshark tool.
We have examined the CICIDS2017 dataset according to the criterions
listed in 3.1. First, the feature values vary sufficiently. Second, a diversity of contemporary attacks has been applied in constructing different
attack profiles. Third, the protocol sets have been constructed to present
the current status of traffic in Internet. Fourth, the volume of the captured traffic responds the traffic of a whole work week. Fifth, the labelling
of the packages is very accurate. These qualities support the selection of
proper dataset for different machine learning needs.
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3.3

CICAndMal2017

The CICAndMal2017 Android malware dataset has been constructed using Android smart phones to provide a real operating environment [2].
The dataset is labelled and it covers 42 different malware families grouped
into adware, ransomware, scareware and SMS malware. The malware
families include 20 contemporary attacks such as SMSsniffer, FakeApp,
RansomBO and Shuanet. More than 80 features were extracted from network traffic by means of CICFlowMeter-V3, Figure 2.

Figure 2. CICFlowMeter-V3 user interface in offline and online mode
(on the right).

The dataset traffic include http, https, ftp and mail protocols used by the
newest Android applications. We used the CICFlowMeter-V3 to extract
feature values for a more detailed examination.
Similar to the CICIDS2017 dataset, we also evaluated the CICAndMal2017 dataset against the principles of 3.1. First, the standard deviation of feature values clearly deviated from zero. Second, the malware
attacks from thousands of Android applications have been applied to the
dataset during 2015-2017. Third, the protocols used by the newest applications have been applied. Fifth, the whole dataset has been labelled
according to the malware types. Thus, this dataset fulfills the requirements of a modern IDS dataset.

3.4

CICAAGM

The CICAAGM dataset was created by Lashkari et al. for detecting adware and mobile malware [1] in 2008-2016. The aim was to create a
dataset using real mobile devices, because some of the malware is able to
hide itself from detection in emulator environment. This labeled dataset
includes traffic of 1900 applications as well as malware and adware of 12
different categories. Applications such as AVpass, FakeFlash/FakePlayer,
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GGtracker and Penetho were selected from Google Play according to popularity. Two different datasets were established, one for training/testing
and the other for evaluation. The dataset includes 80 different features,
and is publicly available as pcap files for network traffic and as csv files
for the extracted traffic features.
The features of the dataset meet the first evaluation criteria in 3.1,
because they have notable variety and clearly non-zero standard deviation. Second, the dataset involves 2090 new malware attacks [1]. Third,
the applied protocols are enlisted only as TCP and UDP on network level.
Fourth, the traffic captures of the adware, benign traffic and general malware groups are extensive. Fifth, the dataset downloads include a labeled
feature set. These findings support the validity of the CICAAGM dataset
for malware and adware detection systems.

3.5 AWID
The AWID dataset is publicly available via an application. It includes captured data generated by desktop computers, laptops, smartphones, tablets
and smart TVs in a typical SOHO environment. The main focus covers
attacks exploiting Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol vulnerabilities [4]. The LAN traffic was infiltrated by the most frequent attacks on
802.11 such as key retrieving, ARP injection, dictionary, keystream retrieving and availability attacks [4]. The penetration against the SOHO
network was implemented by means of Kali Linux, MDK3 and Metasploit. As a result, two labeled subsets AWID-CLS and AWID-ATK were
recorded with full and reduced subsets. This dataset includes extensive
sets of present attacks against the WEP protocol and can be used in WiFi
network IDSs.

3.6 NSL-KDD
The NSL-KDD dataset is frequently used by IDSs in order to find anomalies in the network traffic [12]. The download comprises 2 AttributeRelation File Format (ARFF) and text files both for train and test datasets.
In addition to the full versions, these both sets are also available as 20%
versions. The traffic flows are labelled either as normal or anomaly, Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Proportions of benign and malicious traffic
based on the test set of NSL-KDD.

A sample of a NSL_KDD text file is presented in Figure 4. It displays
an excerpt of the features such as protocol type, duration, src bytes, dst
bytes, flag and service.

Figure 4. Sample of a NLS-KDD text file.

The NSL-KDD dataset was constructed from the KDDCUP99 dataset
by removing duplicates in the training set and repetitive data from the
test set. Both datasets have totally 41 features extracted and calculated
from the traffic data [6].

3.7

KDD’99

The KDD’99 dataset is the most frequently used and cited dataset. It
applies buffer overflow attack and DoS attacks such as pod, Neptune and
Smurf [10]. It has been generated for multiple-level hybrid classifier IDSs
[5], Figure 5. At the first level, traffic is divided to DoS, Probe and Others.
On the second level, the Bayesian clustering is able to sort the attacks to
Normal, U2R and R2L [11]. The objective of R2L attack is to get illegal
local access to the system, after which a U2R attack can be initiated to
finally get access to the system as root user [19].
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Figure 5. Multiple-level hybrid classifier [5].

3.8

KDDCUP99

The KDDCUP99 dataset was constructed for the KDD CUP Contest. It
is a subset of the DARPA collection and it has been collected during nine
weeks by simulation of normal military traffic in LAN network. The relative proportions of applied protocols are different in training and test
data. There are 24 attacks in training dataset and, correspondingly, test
data includes additional 14 attacks. The download include both full and
%10 training and test datasets. The KDDCUP99 dataset includes over
40 features. All recent U2R and R2L attacks have been included in the
training data as well as DoS and probe attacks [5]. It also includes probing attacks such as port scanning and surveillance.

3.9

DEFCON

The DEFCON dataset has a profile based approach to network breaches
[3]. These profiles have been created considering intrusion details, applications and protocols. However, the dataset contains a very low proportion
of benign traffic. The dataset consists of protocol related compositions,
which include protocols such as tcp, udp, arp, ipv6, ipx, stp, icmp, ftp,
http, dns and snmp. It has been collected during seven days. The malicious traffic was generated as multi-stage attack scenarios, which were
constructed using insider, Http denial of service, DDoS and brute force
attacks. The DEFCON dataset is available in pcap format.

3.10

NGIDS-DS

The NGIDS-DS dataset uses a qualitative modeling approach with the
fuzzy logic system (FLS) [21]. It represents a new generation of datasets
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[21]. The realism of this dataset is compared to other available datasets by
means of completeness of traffic capture, coverage of current attacks and
successful labelling of the traffic. The relational realism of NGIDS-DS is
0,95 while the other second and third most realistic databases are ISCX
with 0,47 and DARPA with 0,33. The downloaded NGIDS-DS includes
host log files, the pcap files and feature sets [21].

3.11

ISCX-IDS-2012

The ISCXIDS2012 dataset comprises testbed pcap and xml files. These
files contain packets captured during seven days and they have been labeled either as normal or attack [22]. The traffic flow includes protocol
such as http, ssh, email and ftp [18]. The infiltrated attacs are DoS, DDoS
and Brute Force SSH [3], [18]. The dataset has been created for machine
learning testing, evaluation and comparison purposes.

3.12

ISCX-2015

The ISCX2015 dataset was constructed in Brunswick University in Canada
because of the need of an application level DoS attack dataset [8]. The
ISCX2015 dataset includes 30 features, and it is available in pcap format.
The DoS attacks infiltrated in the ISCX2015 dataset are DoS slow send
and DoS slow read attacks. Other DoS low-volume attacks either use
short-time pulses to overload the target host or by overloading target’s
resources such as Apache Range Header attack [8]. Totally ten different
kinds of slow send and slow read attacks has been used. The dataset
includes 84 features, but the label value is empty.

3.13

CSE-CIC-IDS2018

The CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset was created by planning detailed profiles
and attack descriptions [6], [15]. The files are available in pcap and csv
formats. Totally, the dataset included over 80 features such as flow duration, number of packets, minimum idle time and average size of packet.
The dataset has been infiltrated with the attack types brute force, DoS,
Web attack, infiltration attack, botnet attack, DDoS and portscan [15].
The traffic flows have been labeled according to the attack type or benign.
In the dynamic analysis, the the behaviour of the malware is monitored
while the malware is running in sandbox or virtual environment. During
malware recording, the dynamic analysis is stopped, when there are no
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malware traffic detected. This way the efficiency of dynamic analysis can
be increased. Malware attacks are often detected in bursts. The dynamic
analysis tracks changes in the behaviour of source system and compares
them against selected set of features.

4 Results
This section sums up the results of the evaluation in section 3. When
the attacks in the datasets are concerned, the DoS, U2R, R2L and Prob
attacks have been applied to most datasets. The DDoS attack was introduced in the DEFCON dataset in 2012, and recently it has been one of
the main focuses in dataset creation. The application level attacks were
involved for the first time by Shiravi et al. in DEFCON dataset in 2012
[3]. Lashkari et al. created traffic patterns for applications [1], when they
constructed the CICAAGM dataset in 2017. Sharafaldin et al. monitored
the communication behaviour of application level protocols while creating
the CICIDS2017 dataset [10]. Also the current intrusions may include a
series of consecutive attacks to hide the most serious attempt. Therefore,
the significance of profiles for different applications and attack types has
increased. Until 2017, the labelling was done only with labels normal and
attack. NGIDS-DS dataset in 2017 was the first to use labels indicating
the real names of the attacks.

5 Future Trends and Conclusions
Several future aspects have arisen during the evaluation. First, the proportion of mobile traffic increases continuously because of the high amount
of new applications. Second, most of the new dataset attacks have been
carefully planned by means of current publicly available IDS datasets.
Therefore, the task of IDSs has become even more challenging. Third,
these challenges require also IDS datasets to be constructed in controlled
test environment to achieve the best results. Fourth, the nature of the attacks will change from brute force type attacks to specific purpose attacks,
which need only reasonable processing resources.
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Abstract
The usage of mobile phone is increasingly rising. At the same time, we enter
a new era of Artificial Intelligence. As a direct consequence, the former
makes use of the later more often that before. One application is the image
classification where the user’s pictures can be recognised without him or
her indicating it.
In this paper, we are discussing three models that are used in this situation and comparing their performances in order to extract advices on
which model to use depending on the main focus, namely, latency or accuracy while minimizing the computational cost.
The research shows that ResNet is the more relevant when accuracy is
the main focus while MobileNets is recommended for latency.
KEYWORDS: Inception Network, ResNet, MobileNets

1 Introduction
With the Fourth industrial revolution, we have entered a new era where,
facilitated by hardware improvements, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is omnipresent and steadily advances. Thanks to that, we have more computational power to manipulate data and come up with algorithms capable of
finding patterns that would seem impossible in our eyes [7].
Those improvements can be seen as frightening to humans as we start
to lose against robots at games like Go [1]. However, when we put those
thoughts aside, AI is a helpful tool which can help save lives and enhance
our everyday moments.
For the past few years, another change took place and mobile phone
manufacturers have steadily improved their products, making them more
powerful in every aspect; all arguing about having the best camera, display or processing power. A direct consequence of this increase in computing power lays in the way we capture moments, experiences of our
respective lives. In fact, professional cameras are not needed anymore to
take impressive landscape or portrait pictures [6].
When those two changes are combined, developers become able to adapt
existing algorithms and create AI-enhanced smartphones. The word adapt
is used for a specific reason. On the one hand, mobile phones are capable
to achieve more than ever. On the other hand, they are still far from having the same processing prowess of a computer. Thus, algorithms can not
be the same for both hosts due to the hardware differences [10].
Currently, modern deep convolutional neural network include many different implementation models such as MobileNets, InceptionNet, ResNet,
and InceptionResNet. However, as those solutions arise, another problem
appears. How can we decide which one is going to be the most efficient
for our case? Such a delicate question will not come with an easy answer.
Therefore, we will focus on three models and compare them in order to
understand their characteristics and how to maximize their efficiency.
In a first part, we will explain the InceptionNet, followed by ResNet
model and the MobileNets model. After that, we will analyze their performances. Finally, we will thoroughly compare them and advise on how
and when to use each one of those.

Figure 1. Inception Net module
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Compared models

In this paper, three main models are going to be discussed in a chronological way in order to have a better understanding of each one of them
as well as a view on how they have affected the way machine learning is
used in low-resources situations. On the one hand, they share a common
problem in that they are trying to solve vision problems in low-resources
environment thus trying to find a trade-off between computational cost,
latency and precision as efficient as possible. On the other hand, those
models came up with different ways to cope with the situation. To start
with, InceptionNet will be thoroughly explained. Then, ResNet will be
discussed and in a final part, MobileNets model.

2.1

Inception Network model

In 2014, the Inception model won the ImageNet Visual Recognition Challenge and was an important milestone in the development of modern Convolutional Neural Network. One general assumption is that to improve
your model, one can just increase its size, thus, increasing the depth and
width. As a matter of fact, it seems like an easy way to have better result.
Unfortunately, it is, at the same time, prone to overfitting as it implies
having more parameters and the computational cost is increased as much
as the size of the model.
Thus, a first step to resolve those issues is to move from fully connected
models to a sparsely connected one and exploit this new structure to find
a way to approximate an optimal local sparse structure and cover it with
readily available dense components.

Figure 2. ResNet building block

The Inception Network model makes use of stacked modules composed
of many expensive convolutions in the aspect of computational costs. As
the idea is to use such architecture in a low computational power situation, a solution is needed to counter the cost. A way has been found and
a previous step has been added to those expensive convolutions in order
to reduce the dimension and then convolve with a large patch size (Fig 1).
Thus, it is possible to increase the number of units for each layer while
keeping the computation cost under control[9].
Every one of those modules are stacked on top of each other and can be
compared to the way humans intuitively process visual information with
different aggregated scales from which abstract features can be extracted
from [8].
However, even though it seems natural to build a module composed only
of Inception module, there is a benefice in using them only for the higher
layers and stick with traditional convolutions otherwise as it improves the
memory efficiency while training[9].
In a nutshell, InceptionNet has changed the architecture of traditional
models by switching the focus from fully connected ones to more sparse
models. By doing so, it helps to reduce the computational cost as it is
able to drastically reduce the dimensions of the input while increasing
the depth of the model.

2.2 ResNet model
ResNet or Deep Residual Network has been the winning model for the
2015 ILSVRC classification competition.
At the time, the assumption was that the deeper the model, the better

it will be. However, it could be observed that with the deepening of the
architectures, there is the risk of saturating the accuracy and that this
consequence wasn’t caused by overfitting. Thus, it appeared that deepening a suitable model led to higher training errors.
That is how ResNet was created and resolved in its own way the degradation problem. It introduced the concept of residual learning framework.
While normal model would try to fit a mapping of underlying stacked layers, in ResNet, they try to fit a residual mapping which corresponds to the
difference between the normal mapping and the input, considering that
they are both of the same dimensions. The reason behind this new fit
comes from the observation that with deeper models, there is degradation
and that this phenomena is caused be the solvers not being able to handle properly approximations of identity mappings by multiple nonlinear
layers.
In a model with multiple layers, it is possible to realize this new fitting
by feedforwarding with shortcut connections (Fig 2). Those shortcuts are
skipping one or more layers and add the identity mapping to the output
of the skipped layers. The main advantage of the identity mapping is that
it doesn’t add any parameter or modify the computational cost, thus, can
easily be trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent with backpropagation
without having to change to the solvers.
To sumarize, ResNet has allowed the improvement of deep neural networks through a new fitting method that can be easily adapted to suitable
models without much changes, thus, minimizing issues from the saturation of accuracy [4].

2.3

MobileNets model

MobileNets are open-source models proposed by Google in 2017 for efficient on-device vision. They are the most suitable for mobile and embedded based vision applications. In this section, we are covering the
main characteristics the model is built on. In a first part, the depthwise
separable filter will be explained followed by its two shrinking hyperparameters: the width multiplier for thinner models and the resolution
multiplier for a reduced representation.

Depthwise Separable Filter
A Depthwise Separable Filter (DSF) or Depthwise Separable Convolution(DSC) differ from a standard convolution (Fig 3) as they are composed

Figure 3. Standard Convolution

Figure 4. Depthwise Convolution

Figure 5. Point-To-Point Convolution

of two layers: a depthwise convolution (Fig 4) and a pointwise convolution
(Fig 5). The main advantage is that DSF is differentiating the filtering
step and the combining one. Thus, reducing the computation and model
size [5].
The Depthwise Convolution is a kind of convolution composed of three
main steps. In the first step, the input image and the filter are split into
different channels and kept separate from each other. The number of
channels has to be the same for both the input and the filter. In a second
step, the input and corresponding filter are convoluted to produce a 2D
tensor for each channel. Lastly, in a third step, those outputted tensors
are stacked back together [2].
The Pointwise Convolution is then applied in order to combine and unify
the new output.
After each of those parts of the DSF, a batchnorm and ReLU take place.

Shrinking Hyper-Parameters
MobileNets have been created to be used in small and low latency situation and even though they have achieved a spectacular job by introducing
the two layers used to create a DSF, the Width Multiplier and Resolution
Multiplier are two useful hyper-parameters that improves it even further

Model
Inception Network
ResNet
MobileNets

Accuracy (top-5 accuracy)

Million parameters

89.3

6.8

93

25.5

89.9

4.2

Table 1. Inception Network, ResNet and MobileNets accuracy

in a way that they allow to reduce the cost and parameters with a reasonable trade-off between latency, accuracy and size.
On the one hand, the Width Multiplier (α) is uniformly thinning the
model through its different layers by multiplying the number of input
channels as well as the number of output channels by the Width Multiplier. This parameter will always be lesser or equal to 1. Otherwise, it
will not fulfill its responsibility and increase the size of our model.
On the other hand, the Resolution Multiplier’s (ρ) purpose is to reduce
the model internal representation. This parameter is used on the input
image, thus, the following layers are made smaller by the same factor. In
the same way and for the same reason as α, ρ ∈ (0, 1].

Because of those hyper-parameters α and ρ, the computational cost and

the number of parameters are quadratically reduced by roughly α2 and ρ2
and the computational cost of the model can be expressed as in Eq. (1).
DK · DK · αM · ρDF · ρDF + αM · αN · ρDF · ρDF

(1)

To conclude, MobileNet model is a big step forward for low-resources
vision applications. In fact, while it increases the complexity of the architecture, it is able to drastically reduce the computational cost while
keeping the latency, accuracy and depth under control.

3

Performances

The different models and their respective architectures explained, we can
discuss their performances. Indeed, it is important to have a benchmark
in order, later on, to compare them and make deductions as to why and
when using a specific model is relevant. Thus, each model’s performance
are going to be summarized in term of accuracy and latency.
To add to that, in order to be comparable, the results here-after are all
based on the ImageNet dataset. ImageNet is an image dataset organized

according to the WordNet hierarchy. ImageNet aims to provide on average 1000 images to illustrate each synset which are a meaningful concept
in WordNet. Images of each concept are quality-controlled and humanannotated [3].
On the one hand, accuracy has been chosen as a point of comparison
because it is easy to build a model. But it needs to actually be able to
fulfill its purpose. And that is where this criteria is interesting as it reveals exactly if the trained model can perform correctly without care for
efficiency.
On the other hand, we decided to focus on the number of parameters
used as it directly influences the latency. Indeed, the more parameters,
the slower the model.

4 Discussion
The goal of this paper is to give advice on which model to use based on a
context, on assumptions and facts. The fact, and scope in this situation,
concerns where the model is used which is on mobile devices with limited
resources. Based on that, we will discuss two categories of users:
1. users want an experience that has as little latency as possible
2. users want to have a result as accurate as possible
As stated at the beginning, there is not one model for all. Each one of
the presented model has its own characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. Nevertheless, they are all well performing models based on the
ImageNet dataset and have all been recognised as state-of-the-art architectures. Thus, there are three situations that will be discussed here-after.
To start with, the first scenario focuses on latency or speed of execution.
The user, in this situation, needs a result with little delay. Namely, parameters are the main cause of latency because the more parameters, the
more accesses to the memory and thus, the more latency. We can now
deduct that, for this scenario, the MobileNets model would be the most
appropriate.
Secondly, the user is looking for a result as accurate as possible. It is
then easily deductible that the ResNet model is the best for this scenario.
As a downside, the model is also the one with the most parameters which

means that there is a risk of high latency.
Lastly, if we think about flexibility, MobileNets is the most convenient
as it is possible to adjust its two hyper-parameters in order to fit the size
of the model depending on the context.

5

Conclusion

Through this paper, we have explored three different models: Inception
Net, ResNet and MobileNets. Their architectures have been discussed as
well as their respective performances with the goal being to determine
which model to use depending on the situation. The motivation behind
this research has been to help developers to understand the trade-off between accuracy and latency under limited resources.
There has been a discussion and the following deductions have been
done:
1. In a situation where the user is focusing on accuracy, the ResNet model
is the most reliable.
2. In a situation where the user is focusing on latency, the MobileNets
model is the right one.
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Abstract
A concurrent program can exhibit more behaviours than a set of thread interleavings. The additional behaviours are caused by optimising hardware and compilers
reordering memory accesses. Reordering rules vary between different types of processors, meaning that a behaviour forbidden by one processor can be observed on
another. A formal definition of reordering rules and synchronisation guarantees is
referred to as a memory model of a processor. Weak memory models are models
which allow behaviours beyond the set of interleavings.
For application-level programmers, weak behaviours are typically hidden behind
synchronisation primitives, such as locks. However, implementations of these primitives rely on a memory model of the underlying hardware. Additionally, hardwarelevel synchronisation is widely used in performance-critical routines, for example,
in operating system kernels. Errors in implementations of locks and OS routines
may cause malfunctioning of nearly all system incorporating them. Manual verification of weak concurrency is limited by the complexity of memory models and the
number of behaviours growing exponentially. Verification tools can address these
limitations for a subset of concurrent programs. This work surveys the state-of-art
tools for verification of concurrent programs under weak memory models.
KEYWORDS: shared-memory concurrency, memory models, model checking, software verification

1 Introduction
A significant part of modern software, ranging from user-level applications to operating system kernels, relies on shared-memory concurrency. In such programs,
concurrent threads can simultaneously access shared memory for reading and
writing data. In order to guarantee consistency of written and observed values, accesses from different threads to the same memory address must be synchronised.
Without synchronisation, concurrent shared-memory accesses can cause a data
race: a situation when a thread reads or overwrites data that has been updated
only partially. For example, a data race may occur if a thread gets interrupted after it started writing a non-atomic value and before the write has been finished. If
another thread is scheduled at this point, then, without proper synchronisation, it
can read the partially updated data.
The role of synchronisation is not limited to non-atomic memory accesses. In
multicore systems, lack of synchronisation can lead to reading stale values from
local caches even if the data has been updated atomically. Delayed propagation
of updates allows to save processor cycles but complicates programming: a programmer must know when a value is guaranteed to be visible to all threads. Moreover, processors may reorder memory accesses in order to optimise performance.
Whereas such reorderings increase processor utilisation, they can also break some
concurrent algorithms. In order to prevent undesired reorderings, these algorithms
require additional synchronisation, for example, with memory barriers.
Application programs usually enforce synchronisation via locks and monitors,
which are available in nearly all high-level programming languages supporting
concurrency. If used correctly, they guarantee absence of data races and assure
visibility of memory updates to all threads. However, such synchronisation introduces significant overhead which is often unacceptable for performance-critical
routines, for example, in operating system kernels. In this case, it might be preferable to use hardware-level synchronisation based on memory barriers and dependencies between instructions, which is much cheaper in terms of performance.
Furthermore, implementation of locks and monitors themselves requires hardwarelevel synchronisation.
A specification of synchronisation guarantees for a particular processor architecture is referred to as a memory model of this processor. Until recently, memory
models have been expressed in expository prose. Such definitions were often incomplete and leave open questions. The modern approach relies on mathematically rigorous definitions of memory models which can be used for formal verification. The notable memory models of the mainstream processors include [33] for

x86-TSO, [8, 21] for Power PC, [8] for ARMv7, and [17, 32] for ARMv8. The need
for formal memory models has been also for argued for alternative types of processing units, e.g., for Nvidia and AMD GPUs [4]. In addition to hardware memory
models, high-level programming languages and operating system kernels may use
memory models to define behaviors allowed by their runtimes. For programming
languages, the widely used models are [26] for Java and [9] for C/C++. The Linux
kernel model of [7] is currently a part of the kernel specification formally describing the behaviour of Linux concurrency primitives.
Memory models of modern processors are complex and sometimes even contain counter-intuitive rules. Due to the differences in memory models, the same
algorithm might be correct on one processor, but demonstrate illegal behaviour
on another one. Thus, a misinterpretation of a memory model can lead to dangerous errors in operating systems and other system software. Moreover, flaws
in implementation of locks and monitors will propagate to the application programs relying on their correctness. The purpose of memory-model-aware verification is to prove correctness of a concurrent program in the context of a given
memory model. Since manual construction of proofs is error-prone and limited to
a small subset of the existing lock-free codebase, exhaustive verification requires
automated tools.
The aim of this work is to provide a survey of tools which allow automated verification of concurrent programs in the context of memory models. The paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of memory models and introduces the main concepts. Section 3 discussed the challenges and approaches
to verification of concurrent software in general and in the context of weak memory models in particular. Finally, Section 4 provides an overview of the tools which
can be used for reachability analysis under weak memory models.

2

Memory models

The sequentially consistent (SC) model defined by Lamport [25] is one of the first
models of concurrent systems. It comprises concurrent threads and the global
memory that can be accessed by all of the threads. The model has no intermediate
cache buffers meaning that all threads interact directly with the memory. Since
the memory can serve only one thread per time, each update of a shared variable
is immediately visible to all threads. The model preserves the order of instructions
within a thread, i.e., out-of-order execution is forbidden. As a result, in the sequentially consistent model, the set of legal executions is equivalent to interleavings of
atomic instructions from different threads.

thread 0

thread 1

interleavings :

a : write(x, 1)

c : write(y, 1)

a, b, c, d

c, d , a, b

b : r 0 = read(y)

d : r 1 = read(x)

a, c, b, d

c, a, d , b

a, c, d , b

c, a, b, d

exists r 0 = 0 ∧ r 1 = 0

Figure 1. Program SB

a : R x=1
po

c : R y=1
rf

rf

b : W y=1

po

d : Wx=1

Figure 2. Axiomatic exection

The sequentially consistent model is not valid for modern processors. Instead,
all mainstream architectures require more relaxed (weak) models, where updates
of the shared memory can be delayed and/or reordered. This relaxation allows to
reduce the overhead of cache synchronisation, thus yielding better performance.
However, it also makes reasoning about the correctness of concurrent programs
more difficult. Moreover, in weak models the set of possible executions is in general larger than in the sequentially consistent model, because each memory read
may observe different values in the same interleaving. This increases the complexity of computer-aided verification since a larger set of executions must be checked.
The variety of weak memory models is best illustrated by the classic SPARC hierarchy [23]. It includes TSO (Total Store Order), PSO (Partial Store Order) and
RMO (Relaxed Memory Order) models, ordered from the strongest to the weakest.
Memory models of the other processing units and programming languages can be
derived from these ones, but are not identical to them (with the exception of the
x86-TSO [29]). Other models may include additional relaxations and, in opposite,
strengthen a classic model by forbidding a behaviour in special cases.
The TSO model can be described as the sequentially consistent model with write
buffers between threads and the shared memory [29]. All memory writes issued by
a thread are placed into these buffers preserving their original order. A thread can
read data only from its own buffer and from the shared memory. A read request
issued by a thread is first checked against its buffer. If the buffer contains no writes
to this memory address, then the request will be satisfied from the memory. At any
moment, thread buffer can be flushed to the shared memory, making the updates
visible to all other threads. A buffer can be also flushed explicitly by executing a
memory barrier.
Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the sequentially consistent and the
TSO models. For this program, the sequentially consistent model allows six executions, which are equivalent to the set of all possible interleavings. The behaviour
with final values r 0 = 0 ∧ r 1 = 0 is forbidden since no interleaving leads to this result. However, the program can reach the final state r 0 = 0 ∧ r 1 = 0 if it is executed
on TSO and the reads are satisfied before the buffers have been flushed.
The TSO, PSO and RMO memory models can be expressed in terms of reordering

thread 0

thread 1

thread 0

thread 1

a : write(x, 1)

c : r 0 = read(y)

a : r 0 = read(x)

c : r 1 = read(y)

b : write(y, 1)

d : r 1 = read(x)

exists r 0 = 1 ∧ r 1 = 0
(a) Program MP

b : write(y, 1)

d : write(x, 1)

exists r 0 = 1 ∧ r 1 = 1
(b) Program LB

Figure 3. Memory model in terms of reordering

of events within a thread [23]. In this formalism, TSO can be defined as a model
allowing execution of memory reads before program-order-earlier writes if they
address different memory locations. The order of other pairs (read-to-read, readto-write and write-to-write) is preserved. In terms of reordering, the behaviour
in Figure 1 can be explained as follows. If event b is executed before the earlier
event a, then the behaviour with final values r 0 = 0 ∧ r 1 = 0 becomes sequentially
consistent. Since such reordering is allowed by TSO, the behaviour is legal.
The PSO model preserves the order of read-to-read and read-to-write pairs, but
allows writes addressing different memory locations to overtake each other. Figure 3a demonstrates a behaviour with write-to-write reordering, which is legal on
PSO but forbidden on TSO. The weakest RMO memory model allows reordering
all independent memory events if they address different memory locations. Independency means that neither an address nor a value of a latter event depends
on the value observed by an earlier read. An example of such reordering is shown
in Figure 3b. This behaviour is forbidden by TSO and PSO, but arises on RMO. If
a reordering leads to an undesired behaviour, it can be forbidden by inserting a
memory barrier. However, memory barriers require additional processor cycles,
thus, insertion of redundant barriers should be avoided.
All the above definitions of memory models are given in the operation semantics.
Whereas this semantics is intuitive, it has several limitations. Firstly, operational
models are rigid in the sense that forbidding or allowing a corner case behaviour
may lead to significant changes to the model. Secondly, verification algorithms designed for one operational model are often inapplicable to other models or require
substantial modifications. Axiomatic definitions of memory models have been developed to address these limitations. C AT [6] is a de-facto standard language for
axiomatic memory models.
In axiomatic semantics, atomic instructions of a program are mapped to a set
of events. Events may have different types, such as writes (to the shared memory), reads (from the shared memory), accesses to thread-local registers, branches,
barriers and so on. Events are interlinked by control-flow relations. The exact
set of these relations depends on the particular semantics. Examples of common

control-flow relations are program order (po) of events within a thread, and control dependency (ctrl) from a branch guard, such as an if clause, to events inside
this branch. Control-flow relations are static in the sense that they persist in all
possible executions of a concurrent program 1 .
Provided that a program contains only deterministic computations and has no
side effects, its execution can be fully described

2

by two communication rela-

tions [8]. The first one, reads from (rf) is a relation between a write (to the shared
memory) and a read (from the shared memory) receiving a value from this write.
The second, coherence order (co), refers to the total order of writes to the same
memory location.
The control-flow and communication relations are present in all axiomatic memory models. They can be used to derive new relations via unary (complement,
inverse, reflexive- and transitive closure) and binary (union, intersection, composition, setminus) operators. Illegal executions can be prohibited via constraints
(acyclicity, irreflexivity, emptyness) on relations. For example, the behaviour of
the program LB shown in Figure 2 can be axiomatically forbidden by constraint

acyclic po ∪ rf.

3

Verification methods

In general, software verification falls into two categories: dynamic testing and
static analysis. With testing, behaviour of a program is observed during execution and potential errors are captured at runtime. Whereas testing is a powerful
approach for verification of sequential (single thread) programs, it has limited applicability to concurrent software. If several threads are executed concurrently, the
behaviour of a program depends on the scheduling. As a result, a concurrent program might reveal no bugs during testing, but fail at the next execution. For this
reason, verification of concurrent software typically relies on static analysis of the
source code.
Static verification includes deductive verification [15] and model checking [12].
Broadly speaking, deductive verification means transforming a program into a set
of mathematical statements and constructing a proof showing that these statements conform to the specification. However, constructing a proof is usually tedious and requires complex domain-specific definitions of correctness, which prevents using deductive methods for routine verification of arbitrary programs.
Model checking refers to exploring reachable states and validating the states and
1 Subject to some limitations which are beyond the scope of this work.
2 If a program does not contain events which can spuriously fail, e.g, ARM exclusive stores.

the transitions against a specification. In the base case, a state includes a set of values for each shared and thread-local variable. Execution of an atomic instruction
in one of the threads, triggers a transition from one state to another. This approach
allows straightforward verification of the safety property, that is, non-reachability
of a bad state, such as deadlock. It can be also extended to verification of more
complex constraints, such as absence of accesses to uninitialised memory. This
work focuses on the verification of state(s) reachability.
In general, the reachability problem is undecidable [10]. The proof can be easily
obtained by reducing the halting problem to the reachability of a final state. However, reachability is guaranteed to have a solution for a subset of programs. Firstly,
it is decidable for acyclic programs (programs without loops) where all computations are deterministic and no side effects allowed 3 . Secondly, cyclic programs
with deterministic computations are decidable if termination of their loops is decidable. For sequential cyclic programs and for cyclic programs under the sequentially consistent memory model, verification techniques are relatively well developed. However, generalisation of these techniques to arbitrary memory models is
still an open problem. For this reason, the majority of automated verification tools
for weak memory models either offer no support for cyclic programs or unroll cycles up to a given bound.
One of the challenges associated with model checking of concurrent software is
the number of states growing exponentially with the number of concurrent threads
and instructions per thread. Without additional optimisation, it limits verification
to very small programs. Verification of larger programs requires optimisations targeting two constraints: memory and execution time. The memory constraint can
be addressed by stateless algorithms, i.e., algorithms that do not explicitly store
states. However, additional optimisations are still required in order to achieve feasible execution time.
Partial Order Reduction (POR) [20] allows to identify and merge executions which
are equivalent in terms of their effect on the memory, thus reducing the verification space. For example, reordering independent instructions, such as writes
to different memory locations, will not change their combined effect, meaning
that these two executions can be merged. In its classic version, POR requires explicit representation of states and is limited to the sequentially consistent memory
model. Dynamic Partial Order Reduction (DPOR) [16] can be used with stateless
model checking algorithms. Several modifications of DPOR have been successfully applied to TSO, Power and a subset of the C11 memory model [1, 2, 3].
Satisfiability solving [11] is another approach to avoid state explosion during
3 Provided that a memory model forbids out-of-thin-air reads.

Tool

Publications

Source code

H ERD

Alglave et al. [8]

https://github.com/herd/herdtools7

D ARTAGNAN

Ponce-de-León et al. [30, 31]

https://github.com/hernanponcedeleon/Dat3M

C BMC

Clarke et al. [13],
Kroening and Tautschnig [24]

https://github.com/diffblue/cbmc

N IDHUGG

Abdulla et al. [1], Abdulla et al. [2]

https://github.com/nidhugg/nidhugg

T RACER

Abdulla et al. [3]

https://github.com/PhongNgo/tracer

R MEM

Flur et al. [17, 18], Pulte et al. [32]

https://github.com/rems-project/rmem

Figure 4. Selected tools

model checking. Like stateless algorithms, it does not require storing all states
explicitly. Furthermore, it allows skipping exploration of some states if they are
proven not to lead to the state(s) of interest. In this technique, a program is encoded into a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) formula together with a set of
assertions that should be tested. The encoding must capture the control flow (instructions are executed iff the corresponding branching conditions hold) and the
data flow (reads from and writes to shared and local variables are consistent) of the
program. It should also include constrains of the memory model. The final SMT
formula is supplied to a solver which must find a satisfying assignment or return a
proof that no such assignment exist.

4 Verification tools
The aim of this section is to provide an overview of recent and/or widely used tools
which support at least one memory model weaker than TSO. Figure 4 shows a list
of selected tools with pointers to the corresponding publications and the source
code. The main characteristics of the tools are summarised in Figure 5.
H ERD [8] was the first tool allowing verification with arbitrary memory models.
It accepts two inputs: an axiomatic memory model defined in C AT [6] and a litmus
file. A litmus file comprises a program itself and a set of assertions on final states
of the program. The source code of the program must be written in one of the
languages recognised by H ERD. Currently, H ERD supports critical subsets of the
following programming languages: x86, PPC, ARM, Aarch64 and RISC-V assembly,
C (with the C11 atomics and a batch of Linux kernel primitives) and LISA [5].
Before testing, H ERD converts a program into a set of internal events. For these
events, it computes a set of candidate executions, that is, a set of all possible communications via the shared memory. Candidate executions are expressed in terms
of the communication relations rf and co between the events accessing the same
memory location. This representation allows to separate the data flow from the

scheduling. Since the scheduling is ignored, the amount of candidate executions
is in general mush lower than the number of interleavings. For each candidate
execution, H ERD calculates relations defined in the memory model and evaluates
whether they violate the constraints of the model. If an execution is legal, then
the states of registers and memory locations will be computed. This technique is
compatible with nearly all axiomatic memory models. However, despite of the efficient representation of executions, it does not scale beyond small programs with
a limited number of threads.
In addition to the basic weak behaviours, H ERD provides limited support for
mixed-size concurrency [18]. Mixed-size concurrency is an emerging research
area. It aims it to formalise weak behaviours of hardware, and potentially highlevel languages and runtimes, in situations when unsynchronised memory accesses are not aligned to a machine word. In this case, a read event can have
multiple rf edges starting at different writes. The coherence order of writes per
location also gets a different meaning in this context. This can lead to behaviours
which cannot be described by the classic aligned model. To the best of our knowledge, only two tools, H ERD and R MEM (discussed lated in this section), consider
the mixed-size phenomena to some extend.
The functionality of D ARTAGNAN [30, 31] is similar to that of H ERD, except that
the former does not support mixed-size accesses. However, in contrast to H ERD,
D ARTAGNAN recognises pointer arithmetics on arrays. The tool accepts two inputs: a memory model defined in C AT and a program in the litmus format (except
LISA). Programs can be also given in the pts format, which is a pseudo-language
with C-like syntax and C11 atomics. Instead of enumerating executions explicitly,
D ARTAGNAN relies on the SMT-based bounded model checking [11]. It encodes
both, a program and a memory model, into an SMT formula. The formula is evaluated by Z3 [14], the backend solver used by D ARTAGNAN.
Before encoding, D ARTAGNAN performs a three-step relation analysis [19]. At the
first step, it computes an over-approximation of edges (event pairs) for each relation defined in a memory model. At the next stage, the over-approximated sets are
compared against the constraints of a memory model. If an edge in the set cannot contribute to any constraint, then encoding of such edge is unnecessary. For
example, it is safe to skip edges that cannot form a cycle if a relation is only used
in the acyclicity constraint. At the last step, redundant event pairs are removed
from the over-approximated sets. This procedure starts from the top relation of
a constraint and recursively propagates to the base relations. For each relation,
D ARTAGNAN will encode only the edges contained in the over-approximated sets,
i.e., only the edges which can yield an illegal execution. The resulting encoding is

Tool

Verification principle

Memory models

Program format

Mixed-size

H ERD

enumeration

C AT

litmus

yes

D ARTAGNAN

SMT

C AT

litmus, pts

no

C BMC

SMT

SC, TSO, PSO

c

no

N IDHUGG

guided simulation

SC, TSO, PSO, Power, ARM

c, ll

no

T RACER

guided simulation

C11 (limited)

binary (c)

no

R MEM

enumeration

Power, ARMv8, RISC-V, TSO

litmus, elf

yes

Figure 5. Main characteristics of the tools

smaller and can be evaluated by a solver more efficiently than a naive encoding.
According to [19], the optimised version of D ARTAGNAN outperforms H ERD up to
several orders of magnitude on large Linux kernel benchmarks.
C BMC [13] is another tool relying on SMT encoding. It was introduced over 15
years ago as a general-purpose model checker for C and C++ programs. In addition to the assertions on intermediate and final states, the tool can verify pointer
and array safety. The support for the weak concurrency has been added to C BMC
only recently [24]. Currently, the tool allows verification of C and C++ programs
under SC, TSO and PSO memory models defined operationally. Weak behaviours
are analysed at the level of uncompiled and unoptimised C or C++ code, to which
the guarantees of the hardware memory models are applied.
By default, C BMC utilises a custom SMT solver built on top of MiniSAT 4 . However, the tool allows replacing of the custom solver with an alternative one. In
contrast to D ARTAGNAN which encodes arithmetics at the level of integers, C BMC
uses bit-precise encoding of computations. In terms of recognised syntax, C BMC
is a mature tool supporting almost all ANSI-C features, including arrays, pointers
and data types of different length. However, mixed-size memory accesses are used
only in verification of arrays and pointers safety, but mixed-size concurrency is not
captured by the tool.
Like H ERD, N IDHUGG [1, 2] tests reachability by exploring executions. It supports
the operational memory models SC, TSO, PSO [1], Power [2] and partially ARM 5 .
The tool accepts input programs written in C (with pthreads) and compiles them
into LLVM assembly, whereas LLVM programs can also be passed directly. In order
to explore reachable states, N IDHUGG simulates execution of a program. Essentially, it acts as a runtime which governs scheduling and memory behaviour according to the verification task. With naive implementation, this approach would
suffer from state explosion, since all possible combinations of interleavings and
memory interactions must be explored. In order to reduce verification space, N ID 4 http://minisat.se/
5 https://github.com/nidhugg/nidhugg/blob/master/doc/manual.pdf

HUGG

adapts the DPOR algorithm [16] to the weak memory models.

The intuition behind applying DPOR to the weak concurrency is the following.
The classic DPOR algorithm used with the sequentially consistent model relies on
the transitive happens-before relation. A happens-before edge interconnects two
events such that the event at the tip of the arrow depends on the event at the beginning of this edge. Dependency means that the latter event reads or overwrites
the value written or observed by the former. Since weak memory models allow
updates to propagate out-of-order, a legal weak execution can contain a cyclic
happens-before relation. An example of such cycle can be found in Figure 2 (assuming that po and rf edges contribute to happens-before). This is incompatible
with the DPOR algorithm which requires happens-before to be acyclic. To address
this limitation, N IDHUGG introduces auxiliary update events. A happens-before
edge between a read and a write is forced through an update event associated with
the write. The update event preserves both parts of the happens-before edge if it is
ordered from a write to a read, but cuts it in the opposite direction, thus breaking
a potential cycle. Implementation details of the algorithm can be found in [1] for
TSO and PSO and in [2] for Power.
T RACER [3] applies the DPOR-based optimisation of N IDHUGG to the releaseacquire subset of the C11 memory model [9]. The semantics of the model are
defined operationally in the source code of the tool. The tool is built on top of
CDSC HECKER [28], meaning that it reuses and partially modifies the source code
of the latter. The main advantage of T RACER over CDSC HECKER is the superior
performance achieved by the adapted DPOR. According to [3], the number of explored executions and running times are up to two orders of magnitude better on
T RACER than on CDSC HECKER.
As input programs, T RACER accepts binary files compiled (with the tool’s library
included) from the supported subset of C or C++. Using binary formats for reachability analysis under the C11 memory model implies several limitations. Firstly, the
semantics of the original program can be strengthened by the compiler if it does
not support some of the syntactic elements. For example, this approach might be
inapplicable to the verification of the consume semantics, which most compilers
do not distinguish from acquire 6 . Secondly, the tool will not generate behaviours
with C11 satisfaction cycles since they are not observed on the real hardware [28].
Thirdly, the tool might generate false positives if dependencies present in the original code have been optimised by the compiler [28].
R MEM [17, 32] (previous name P PC M EM) allows to test programs against operational models. It supports the Flat [32], the Flowing [17] and the POP [17] models
6 http://www.open-std.org/jtc1/sc22/wg21/docs/papers/2016/p0371r1.html

of ARMv8 and the Power model of [21]. The tool also has experimental support
for x86-TSO [29] and RISC-V RVWMO [34] models. The models are expressed in
Lem [27].
As an input, R MEM accepts litmus tests (PPC, Aarch64, RISC-V and x86 dialects)
and small elf binaries. Before execution, input programs are translated into the intermediate ISA S AIL [22], a custom instruction set of R MEM. One of the distinctive
features of the tool is the support for mixed-size and misaligned memory accesses
presented in [18]. Reachability testing is conducted via exhaustive search through
all valid executions, which limit scalability of the tool. In addition to the exhaustive
search, the web version of R MEM
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provides an interactive graphical interface al-

lowing a user to execute a program manually. Information on executions returned
by R MEM is the most detailed among the tools discussed in this work.

5

Conclusion

Whereas weak behaviours of concurrent programs have been studied for several
decades, considerable progress has been made during the recent years. An important achievement is the C AT language allowing to express almost any memory
model succinctly. Other advancements are concerned with the emergence of the
new memory models. Since the introduction of the C/C++ memory model in the
C11 standard, the low-level concurrency can be expressed directly in a high-level
language without inlining assembly. Formalisation of the Linux kernel memory
model has lead to the increase of the lock-free codebase in the kernel. Formal definitions of hardware memory models provided means for automated verification
of multiple concurrent algorithms.
Despite the expansion of the software relying on the weak concurrency, the tool
support is lagging behind. One of the limitations is the scalability of the verification algorithms. In spite of the novel optimisation techniques, even the most
scalable state-of-art tools are far from verification of concurrent programs with
thousands lines of code. The second constraint is related to the semantics of the
programs recognised by the tools. Only C BMC and (to some extent) N IDHUGG and
T RACER can be applied to the real-world programs, while other tools are limited
to the toy semantics. Thirdly, all existing tools except H ERD and D ARTAGNAN support only a fixed set of operational models. Moreover, some of the tools rely on the
simplified versions of the actual models. Addressing these limitations in the future
development is essential for the routine verification of the real-world software.
7 https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~sf502/regressions/rmem/
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Abstract
Currently, Virtual and Augmented Reality have entered the consumer market, leading to the development of increasingly advanced devices. The promotion of such devices seems to mainly focus on the entertainment industry, although these technologies have found applications that lie beyond
this industry. This paper will research recent scientific literature on the
topic and survey the different research and applications of these technologies in other industries, mainly focusing on the industrial sector. The aim
of this paper is to understand how the architecture, engineering, construction, and manufacturing industries are applying them, and to determine
if these technologies have sufficiently matured to be used in professional
operations. Despite the technologies’ current limitations, the review finds
that virtual and augmented reality are effective tools to support communication, decision-making, design evaluation, and training, thus leading to
the reduction of errors, costs, and accidents.
KEYWORDS: Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Construction, Manufacture

1 Introduction
Although it may appear that Virtual and Augmented Reality are recent
technologies, there is existing research and prototypes dating as far back
as the late 60s [3]. However, those were limited by the hardware at that
time. Since then, hardware performances, screen resolution and size have
considerably improved, particularly in the field of mobile phone technologies. Thus, Augmented Reality (AR) has become accessible through the
majority of smartphones, while Virtual Reality (VR) head-mounted displays (HMD) are being fully commercialized for consumers.
These technologies have now been endorsed by the consumers; yet, they
are often associated with gaming or entertainment. However, VR and AR
have a wider spectrum of applications that extend beyond the scope of
entertainment, enabling new business and market opportunities across
different industries. To remain competitive, companies are researching
innovative ways of integrating new and emerging technologies to improve
on their current system. Construction and manufacture have complex
processes where any mistake can potentially cause delays, thus increasing the costs [16]. Moreover, mastering skills in these disciplines requires
training, but real-life practice may be costly and unsafe. To solve these issues, several businesses have started experimenting with these technologies and, in some cases, successfully integrated them in their workflow.
The aim of this paper is to deepen our knowledge in the topics by first,
providing a state-of-the-art survey on both technologies and, secondly, by
reviewing how industrial companies are innovatively applying these technologies. Through this survey, we will see that virtual and augmented
technologies can be applied effectively even outside the entertainment industry. In some cases, they can surpass other technologies, by providing
a virtual environment that can be used from product planning to evaluation, as well as a training tool.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section provides an overview
of both VR, AR, and an outline of the different industries that use them.
Section 3.1 focuses on the applications of XR1 technology in the construction industry, followed by the manufacturing industry in Sec. 3.2. Afterwards, broader insights are described in Sec. 4. Finally, the conclusions
are drawn.
1 Cross Reality (XR) will be used in this report to refer both VR and AR
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Technology survey

2.1

Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality immerses the user in a computer-generated virtual environment in which they can interact using input devices. The first notion of
virtual reality has existed since the 20th century, and the first immersive
headset, named the "Sword of Damocles", was created by Ivan Sutherland in the 60s [3]. Since then, it has often been used for medical or
military training, but the technology was still too experimental to be democratized. Research on this technology stalled over the years until a
KickStarter campaign for an affordable and effective VR headset named
Oculus Rift 2 started in 2013. This campaign reignited people’s interests,
leading businesses to start producing their own consumer-grade headsets.
Since 2013, various headsets of varying qualities have been released,
and more are scheduled to be released in the upcoming year. Price and
features also vary, ranging from low-end (made of cardboard for smartphone use) to high-end headsets that offer an increased level of immersion through a full six Degrees Of Freedom (DOF). The latter is more interesting as it offers a higher level of immersion by using additional input
devices such as captors that track the position and rotation of the headset and controllers. They amplify the immersion and the interactivity,
allowing more complex actions in the virtual environment.
Recently, one of the main issues regarding the screen resolution has
been addressed when the Finnish company Varjo released its human-eye
resolution headset in late February. The quality of a simulation will now
depend on the quality of the models which can potentially, with the graphics capabilities currently available, approaches a realistic representation.

2.2

Augmented Reality

In contrast to Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality superimposes computer
generated elements on top of the real world [17]. The technology also derived from the work of Ivan Sutherland, but the term "Augmented Reality" originated from the work of Caudell and Mizell [8] at Boeing who
suggested a solution to help workers assemble and install wires in an aircraft using a heads-up display (HUD) headset. Currently, AR devices still
2 https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1523379957/oculus-rift-step-into-the-

game

includes HUD headset; however, the technology is now often integrated
to handheld devices such as smartphones or tablets. The integration is
possible due to the significant improvement of mobile phone hardware.
The powerful hardware and the high-definition camera allow to replicate
a similar experience to an AR headset.
To superimpose virtual objects over the real world, an AR device must
first recognize the physical world. There exist a few approaches on how to
handle recognition [19]. The easiest ones are marker-based (e.g., images
or objects) or location-based. The most interesting approach is Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) which estimates the camera’s
position while creating a 3D point cloud of the environment, thus allowing to create dynamic experiences. Low latency and the quality of the
tracking are paramount for augmented reality; as the viewer sees both
the real world and the 3D objects, it is primordial that both are rigidly
interlocked together to preserve the feeling of immersion. If the latency is
too high or if the tracking is too poor, the 3D object may, respectively, move
slower than the user’s movement or stagger around its intended position.

2.3 Industry Applications
This section will overview some of the dominant industry applications of
the technology, excluding construction and manufacturing which will be
discussed in more detail in the next section.

Entertainment
Entertainment is the most mainstream usage of VR and AR. However, it
not limited to only video games and movies. Museums and exhibitions,
such as the National Museum of Finland [12] and the Peterson Automotive Museum3 have offered virtual interactive experiences. In the former
case, visitors can travel back inside R. W. Ekman’s painting ’The Opening
of the Diet 1863 by Alexander II’ to explore the Imperial Palace and interact with the crowd. The latter utilizes an AR application for story-telling,
entrancing the visitors with virtual visualizations (e.g., the interior components of the car) blended with the cars.
3 www.developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/stories/petersent-musuem-

hololens

Healthcare
The healthcare industry has utilized XR from medical training to treatments for patients. Virtual Reality therapy facilitates the treatment of
fears and disorders, such as phobias and post-traumatic stress disorder,
by replicating a scenario that triggers the fear [21]. This allows the patients to slowly and safely adapt to their fear. Moreover, it can reduce
chronic pain as well as the psychological pain perceived in patients undergoing surgery. Other research demonstrated that it can be a tool for
patient with cognitive and physical challenges to aid them in their rehabilitation. The Finnish company Osgenic4 develops virtual simulations
where surgeons can safely practice their skills and procedures without endangering the patient. Additionally, 3D visualization can easily be modelled from the Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan which could be
used for simulations or as a reference model viewed with AR.

Military
The military has been utilizing virtual combat simulators for many years
to simulate aerial, ground, and aquatic vehicles [18]. Soldiers are expected to put their lives on the line; therefore, extensive training is required for them to safely accomplish their mission. Mission Rehearsal
Exercises (MRE) can be executed with VR by simulating a virtual battlefield where the soldier will be faced with a specific mission to complete.
They can train to make decisions in a stressful condition and experience
the environment without risk exposure. Commanders can also train using AR, the information of the battlefield (e.g., troupes, civilians, terrain
map) can be virtualized to give an overview of the entire field which helps
make strategic decisions and plan future actions.

Marketing
XR can provide a more engaging and impactful experience, encouraging
the viewer to take on the next step, e.g., the IKEA Place application allows
the user to "place" IKEA furniture in the user’s space at true scale, helping them visualize and decide which furniture to purchase. The Finnish
company Zoan5 is currently creating a high-definition 3D representation
of the city of Helsinki, aiming it to be the "Virtual Capital of the World".
People from other countries will be able to visit a detailed virtual version
of Helsinki at the same time.
4 https://www.osgenic.com/

5 https://zoan.fi/work/virtual-helsinki/

3 Industrial applications
This section will describe the state of XR in the industrial sector and its
research and applications.

3.1 Architecture, Engineering, and Construction
Over the years, the industries of Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) have become increasingly complex and require a tremendous
amount of communication, collaboration, and assessment, thereby increasing the need for information and visualization technologies [17]. The construction industry is one of the largest industrial employers in the European Union (EU), with approximately 12 million employees [11]. This
represents a major sector for the EU, generating 9.8% of the Gross Domestic Product and employing 7.1% of the European workforce. However, they perform poorly compared to other industries. This can partly
be attributed to their tendency to fail in exploiting the potential of new
technologies and practices, thereby potentially compromising any possible
improvement regarding safety, employee quality of life, competitiveness,
cost, and productivity. This can also be attributed to the conservative
nature of the sector and the mentality of the workforce who are often unprepared or unwilling to embrace such technologies. As humans tend to
be creatures of habit, the implementation of such peculiar devices into
their workflow could be frowned upon.

Pre-construction
The first aspect to review is the design and planning phase of the project.
A construction process relies heavily on efficient communication across
the whole chain. Any miscommunication can cause delays which inevitably
end in unexpected additional costs. These conversations require special
care, particularly with the client. Typically, the design phase starts with
a 2D drawing of the building produced by the architect [10]. During construction, a significant number of alterations occur; these are often last
minute changes from the client due to their difficulties to fully understand
the design from the abstract 2D sketches.
Davidson and al. [10] suggested a VR application that recreates the design into a 3D representation, combined with a tool know as Bill of Quantities (B/Q) which is used to estimate the cost of all the items necessary for
the construction. Using the application, the client can navigate through

the 3D representation at world-scale and understand how the building,
including the furniture, will look like in the real world. Meanwhile, the
client can request changes that are directly reflected in the designs (similarly to Building Information Modeling). In the end, the B/Q report is
generated, taking into account the changes made, and will inform the
client on the financial status of the project. This process enables a closer
relationship with the client who will have more appreciation and confidence towards the project as the product will look closer to their vision.
This can also save time and money during the construction by avoiding
last minute changes caused by misinterpretations.

Construction
Whereas the previous phase took advantage of VR, the construction phase
is more suited for AR technology. Augmented reality does not require
a dreadful setup like VR; instead, AR devices are more lightweight and
mobile whilst still allowing to beware of the surroundings. This, however,
implies that the computing power is lower, reducing the graphics quality.
However, the most important part remains the spatial tracking quality,
which is not perfectly accurate but should improve over the years [17].
Currently, mapping a 2D drawing to the physical world is challenging;
yet, engineers still rely on the drawings to make decisions and inspections, thereby leaving the possibility for human errors to occur [1]. These
errors could possibly multiply as the project advances, leading to a waste
of time and money. To avoid these issues, Augmented Reality can be utilized as a monitoring or planning tool [1, 4]. Fig. 1 compares the different
visualization methods as seen in [15]. For planning, engineers can display reference models (e.g., beams, walls, or columns) at the location of
the real-world position [14]. These visualizations provide a better representation to work with than 2D drawings and can serve as a foundation to
start building faster and more accurately. Once the process has started,
they can continue to be utilized to monitor the progress of the project by
comparing the planned versus built representation. This allows someone
to review what has been achieved in accordance with the one expected in
the schedule [15]. To improve communication, the work in [22] suggested
to virtually annotate messages to the physical object. Therefore, other
technicians can access the information when inspecting the area.
Similar to the previous phase, this leads to early defect detection and
better communication, ultimately saving time and costs. During post-

Figure 1. Comparison of the presentation methods by Meza and al. [15]

construction, maintenance procedures can be facilitated through Augmented
Reality [20]. Some procedures may be dangerous or complex; therefore,
solutions have been developed to guide the user throughout the tasks. The
visual guide can be overlaid directly on top of the real-world object, highlighting the current operation to perform and displaying the necessary
details to accomplish the tasks. This can be useful for skilled engineers,
but students are the ones who would benefit the most from it.

Education
VR and AR have both been sought out as educational tools. Most lessons
are taught in a classroom with very few on-site training [20]; thus, the
students are not completely involved in the process. On-site exercises is
then a critical step to acquire experience; however, it exposes the students
to perilous activities in an industry with a high rate of accidents. These
incidents are likely due to the lack of safety training provided on site and
in class. Class training is generally taught with a PowerPoint presentation and videos. Thus, they lack a realistic depiction of the conditions of
a site. The limited interactivity does not sufficiently engage the students
for them to completely develop an understanding of the topic. Thus, VR
can be utilized as a tool to bridge the gap between classroom and on-site
training by providing a risk-free environment simulation. Whereas AR
can enhance on-site training by projecting visualizations which can help
them get a deeper understanding.
The research in [7] studied the benefits of Augmented Reality on 3 groups
of students. The results demonstrate that the group that accessed AR
videos in addition to the standard course material performed the best

on the final assignment. Another research in [20] explored how VR can
raise the students’ motivation and engagement by providing an interactive training simulation that can be used for safety training, operational
training, and structure analysis. In the simulation, students can learn
through various scenarios that can be customized to implement unexpected issues such as flaws from previous work or safety hazards [11].
By implementing such features, they can practice in an environment that
allows incidents to occur without the risk of injury. This means they are
able to see the consequences of their actions firsthand and reflect on their
decisions. The pedagogical aspect can also be extended to other industries.

3.2

Manufacture

The manufacturing industry is in some aspects very similar to the construction industry. Product design is the activity that will largely influence the whole product development cycle and the final product [16]. Any
flaws in the design decision will lead to unexpected costs and redesigns.
Similarly to the AEC industry, XR can be adopted in the early stages of
the product development cycle for evaluation and decision-making. Product design is a complex process lying beyond creativity and sketches, there
are many aspects to consider such as the trends and opinions of the market, current technologies, and the resources at their disposal; therefore,
it is necessary to recruit individuals with various background to collaborate on the product. Efficient communication is required to ensure that
everyone shares the same level of knowledge to work and make valuable
decisions.
The case study in [5] observed if VR can be utilized as a decision-making
tool. The study was carried out with 5 design and manufacturing engineers with no prior experience with XR. Their task was the renovation
of an existing structure in the company’s factory. Using VR, they were
able to quickly identify and correct issues with the current design that
would be hard to detect otherwise. It granted various benefits, including
the reduction of physical prototypes, improved product, and time-saving.
Additionally, it has improved the engineers’ engagement. The standard
conference room reunion remains a passive experience, usually containing laptops or other devices that are likely to distract the people. Instead,
the VR environment allowed an active experience where they were able
to group together, observe, evaluate, and discuss about the designs.
Although the study in [5] investigated the usefulness of VR within a

company that is not familiar with the technology, other companies have
fully integrated it into their design process. The research by [6] interrogated the practices of 25 companies currently applying VR to solve reallife use cases. A major percentage of the companies were related to the
automotive sector where few have been utilizing VR before it has been
popularized at the consumer level. One of the most discussed scenarios
evaluated the visibility of the driver/passenger with a specific posture or
setting. It is an important factor to access and would normally require
building a clay model of the frame. By viewing the vehicle from the inside in VR, engineers are able to evaluate the visibility during movement
or interaction. In general, the structure of a vehicle holds 6 pillars (or
supports); therefore, it is crucial to perceive their size and position relative to the driver to understand how they influence their external vision.
Larger pillars improve the safety of the vehicle but reduce the driver’s
visibility, and vice-versa. Another common scenario is the study of the
instrument panel, VR can be utilized to evaluate the veiling glare emitted
from the instrument panel [13]. The advancement of computer graphics
and lighting algorithms enables to accurately render the light reflection.
This assessment is critical for night-time conditions as the reflected light
can compromise the driver’s sight.
Other scenarios pushed the technology further by assessing the ergonomics
and reachability of the design. These scenarios assessed the impact of
physical tasks on the human operator to ensure they can perform the
assignment safely and efficiently. Other cases focused on, e.g., the accessibility of the filters, the door handles on larger vehicles, or the configuration of the instrument panel. Aerospace engineers frequently used VR as
well to visualize real-scale virtual prototypes and study the ergonomics of
interior structures such as the cockpit, deck, workstation, and passenger
seats. Airbus has been using XR as an integral part of their development
and design process (e.g., the reachability of the oxygen masks, AR quality checks, or ensuring the security features and available space complies
with the authorities’ regulation) [2]. Airbus stated that XR reduced the
inspection time of 60’000 brackets from three weeks to three days.
Current graphics hardware can render a near realistic visualization of
the materials and lighting of a product, enabling designers to evaluate the
aesthetics characteristics of the design. The manufacturer Ford owns a
dedicated laboratory in Michigan which utilizes VR to design new vehicle
concepts. This technology helps them understand the aesthetic qualities

of the designs [5, 9]. In their cases, the model of the car is built to include
every nut and bolt; therefore, it is possible to evaluate every component in
the car whether it is aesthetic or functional. Any changes to the design are
reflected in real-time, allowing them to see the subtle variations, thereby
accelerating the prototyping process and reducing the amount of physical clay models built. Their simulation can host more than one person,
allowing another expert, even across the globe, to explore the design and
give insightful feedback. Ford stated that VR has sped up the production
process, cut down costs and improved craftsmanship [9].
In some cases, the scenarios use visualizations that have no physical
representation in real life. It is mostly used for abstract data visualization. In [6], the National Renewable Energy Laboratory developed a VR
application to observe the wind wakes generated by turbines. This information has been used to improve the design of the turbines and their
placements.

4

Discussion

In recent years, Virtual and Augmented Reality technologies have improved significantly and have become widely accessible at an affordable
cost. The reviewed literature on both technologies suggests that these
technologies can become a valuable tool for professionals in the industrial
sector. The survey focused on the architecture, engineering, construction,
and manufacturing industry, listing the different practices and research
conducted.
In all cases, XR technology can positively impact the workflow of a company. Viewing and interacting with a 3D model at world-scale allows the
user to better understand the product, its interactions and relations with
the world, leading ultimately to an improved version of the final product and a reduction of costs [10, 1, 5]. With the computing and graphical
performances currently available, this functionality can also serve as a
tool the evaluate more profound attributes of a design, such as the ergonomics, the aesthetics, and the usability [5, 6, 13]. Additionally, the
focus on visualization with these technologies seems to positively affect
the sense of engagement of the participants, which can be noticed during
group meetings or lessons [5, 20]. The latter is particularly useful, as it
assists the students in understanding key concepts. Furthermore, virtual
simulations can provide a sandbox for them to develop critical skills that

would otherwise require on-site practice, which entails risk exposure as
well as additional costs for material usage and damage to equipment.
From the literature, it can be inferred that XR technology is stable and
can be used for professional operations. Moreover, its integration can provide meaningful way to support the workflow. It is worth noting that the
literature reviewed was based on the technology available at the time,
yet the technology is gradually improving. With the recent release of
the eye-resolution headset and the recent announcement of the Microsoft
Hololens 2, VR and AR are likely to attract more businesses.

5 Conclusion
This paper has investigated the applications of virtual and augmented reality technology in the industrial sector. The reviewed literature suggests
that their ability to visualize and interact with models at world-scale can
be a valuable tool for designers, engineers, and students. Additionally,
the interactive environment has been shown to provide a more active discussion within the team, increasing their engagement. This leads to the
reduction of defects, time-loss, and costs, while still improving the craftsmanship of the final product. Although these technologies seem to have
sufficiently matured, they should continue to improve and overcome some
of their shortcomings, leading to enhanced immersive experience and contributing to greater use of XR technology.
Future research could expand in more detail regarding the other industries mentioned in Sec. 2.3. The human-eye resolution headset (VR-1) by
Varjo is not targeted to the average consumer, it is intended for design,
training and simulation, and AEC. This leads to some open research regarding how the resolution of a headset affects the overall experiences by
comparing the VR-1 with the other latest HMDs on the market. Effective
training simulations are hard to achieve due to the time it requires to
model a scene that is realistic enough to depict real working conditions;
therefore, another research could explore the effectiveness of a 3D laser
scanned model of an actual construction site inside a VR simulation. From
the literature and further research, it was noticeable that there is a lack of
standardization due to the competitiveness of the market; thereby, each
device has its own framework. A more laborious research would be the
development of a unique framework that can be used throughout every
device and provide the same type of features for interactions.
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Abstract
As the social media becomes an ubiquitous part of society, fraudulent user
accounts also appear. The definition of fraudulent users varies based on social media, and different criteria were selected for proposed methods and
algorithms. One of main aims motivating the appearance of fraudulent
users is to boost of the number of followers and artificially boosting the
apparent social status of user. The purpose of creating fraudulent user
profiles include adding a fake review for the places and spreading the fabricated news. Distinguishing between counterfeit and real users, news or
articles in the Internet becomes a problem, and various research have been
conducted to resolve this issue. This paper focuses on surveyed of completed and ongoing research in this field such as main solutions and their
limitations.
KEYWORDS: fraudulent users, social media, graph-based fake user identification methods, social status, fake followers

1 Introduction
Investigating the fraudulent profiles in social media is an interesting topic
in Machine learning. According to Kumar et al. [11] these fraudulent accounts are difficult to be distinguished from accounts of real users, and
are designed to spread the posts with false information. Therefore, understanding of the threat of having a counterfeit users is necessary.
Finding fake users is challenging topic due to high percentage of fraudulent users in social media and incapability of human to distinguish the
real user from counterfeit, as it is demonstrated through various research
works from the fields of psychology, sociology and data mining. The methods to mislead people and tools for finding fake users use the understanding of human cognition and reaction to information.
The algorithms for finding fraudulent accounts in social media have not
appeared recently, since their period of creation matches the dates when
the popular social media platforms were developed and became widely
spread. One of the first methods was developed by Noble et al. [13] in
2003, by Sun et al. [22] in 2005, by Eberle et al. [5] in 2007 and by Papadimitriou et al. in 2010 [15]. All methods used graph-based approach.
This means that the topic of fraudulent users was a problem already since
the beginning of 21st century. The later algorithms reviewed and utilized
the central ideas behind these methods.
The paper focuses on the common issues caused by having fraudulent
users in social media described in section 2 and reviewing three graphbased methods: Fraudar, covered in section 4.2, CopyCatch in section 4.1
and LPAD in section 4.3. The notions and technical terms are given in
section 4 for providing with a basic technical background.

2 Background
The paper focuses on the ways of determining the fraudulence of user
profile in social media, investigating the tools and techniques that could
be utilized to achieve this, finding the advantages and disadvantages of
existing tools, discussing about the main recent achievements and getting
familiar with current limitations on this topic.
Speaking about the scope of the problem, the impact and potential danger of fraudulent user identification are significant. These impact and
potential danger include usage of fake accounts for political influence, af-

fecting the social status of real user and possibility of fake users uploading
a harmful content.
Usage of bot account in social media during political events. Bessi et
al. [1] and Shao et al. [21] measured the impact of bot users during the
main political events as election.
Harm of counterfeit followers in social media for business. The social status of users compounds of having the large number of followers, “likes",
comments and realistic pictures. Generally, the fraudulent account can
have large number of followers and seems as an account of successful influencer. Knowing that social media advertisement targets users, having
a substantial number of fake followers leads to wrong statistics and marketing, which undermines the advertiser’s business model. According to
Forbes [23], this harm applies for the campaign to advertise a brand or
business that is accomplished by fake user account with a large number
of followers, comments and “likes". The business loses both targeted audience, money and advertisement opportunity for product.
Handling dishonest business and commercializing of having a large number of social media users. The problem of fake users boosting has an importance, since business promotion is handled in dishonest ways as buying bots that are imitating the existing users as followers. According to
Crys Wiltshire “Fake followers also greatly impact the metrics that are
reported on when brand see such low engagement from supposedly huge
influencers" [24]. The price for purchasing bot accounts as followers is
given by Scurrel et al. [8]. According to Scurrel et al. [8], the number of
followers can be increased by purchasing them from various websites such
as buzzoid.com, with prices normally varying between 5 and 15 dollar per
1000 followers.
The possibility of fake users uploading a harmful content. The harm of
fake users in social media is connected with the fact that users are allowed
to upload the content (e.g., posts and pictures) as desired. Therefore, the
content of pictures might be a sabotage, e.g., nudity, capture of terrorist
events, immorality or providing the pictures of other people without consent, which breaks the personal privacy of people.
In conclusion, the impact of fake information produced by fake users
can be devastating, which affects the various areas of society. This paper
focuses on fake users on various social media platforms due to influence
of these social media platform in mass media and general life style, geographical expansion and having users of the wide age range.

3 Characteristics of fake users
The fraudulent users share the different characteristics in various social
media. These characteristics establish the criteria for being considered as
fraudulent or not by the researchers.
According to Beutel et al. [3], the clues that can show if the user is fake
or not are: being disabled, describing the purpose of account in username
instead of composing the username from firstname, lastname or nickname, lack of content in feed while having a large number of followers,
and sharing the malicious or commercial information with followers in
feed or providing links to prohibited resources.
According to Hooi et al. [4], the fraudulence of users is based on the following characteristics of their profile data: links on profile associated with
malware or scams, clear bot-like behavior (e.g., replying to large numbers of tweets with identical messages), deleted or suspended status of
account.
According to Kagan et al. [20], the characteristics of fake users many
of these profiles are inactive status, generated commercial content of the
user’s feed, whereas other profiles largely share and follow the content of
feed from other users.

4 Techniques
Overall, researchers developed various types of algorithms for detecting
fraudulent users. In general, these methods can be combined into several
categories. This paper focuses on graph-based algorithms.
The graph-based algorithms can be divided into several categories, and
the most common are: edge distributions [20], dense block detection [4],
co-clustering [3] and link prediction [6]. The principles of algorithms work
are described in the subsections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The subsection 4.1 describes the co-clustering approach using data sets of Twitter and Weibo,
subsection 4.2 describes the edge distribution and density-based method
using data sets of Twitter, while subsection 4.3 combines edge distribution and link prediction algorithms using data sets of social media as
Academia, ArXiv, Class, DBLP, Flixster, Twitter and Yelp.
The paper describes three various algorithms. Table 1 provides the brief
overview of methods.
In order to calculate and represent the success rate of this algorithm, the

Table 1. Comparison of graph-based methods
Method

Type

Achievements

Drawbacks

CatchSync

Clustering

Prevents injected attacks, restores normal patterns

Cannot detect camouflage accounts

FRAUDAR

Edge distribution and density-based

Handles sybil attacks, camouflage

Cannot handle sparse graphs

LPAD

Edge distribution and link prediction

Handles unsuspended behaviour in fully labeled dataset

Difficulties with hijacked profiles

researchers used F measure, which is defined as the weighted harmonic
mean of the precision and recall of the test [19].
F measure =

2∗precision∗recall
precision+recall ,

where precision is the fraction of relevant instances among the retrieved
instances, while recall is the fraction of relevant instances that have been
retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances. [17].
The precision refers to accuracy of the model out of those predicted positive, how many of them are actual positive. In fraudulent users detection,
a false positive means that an user that is non-fraudulent (actual negative) has been identified as fake (predicted fraud). Therefore, businesses,
as examples of parties interested in this topic, might incorrectly classify
the real users, if the precision is not high for the fraudulent users detection model.
Speaking about the recall in fraud detection, if a fraudulent user (Actual Positive) is predicted as non-fraudulent (Predicted Negative), this
will lead to negative consequence for the business.

Figure 1. The precision- recall curve [9]

Figure 1 shows the tradeoff between the precision and recall. The high
percentage of F measure does not imply that the fraud detection algorithm
is a guarantee of perfect result for algorithm.

4.1 Clustering graph algorithm
Beutel from CMU conducted PhD research, among which the “CatchSync"
algorithm was presented. This algorithm was used for social media as
Twitter and Weibo, and was applied on two large real datasets: 1-billionedge Twitter social graph and 3-billion-edge Tencent Weibo social graph.
This algorithm outperforms the previous algorithms in the same field Outrank [12] and Spot [16], since CatchSync is capable of completing the labelling tasks and finding new patterns of unusual group behavior. [2].
The graph represented as adjacency matrix in the program. The clustering method on graph is an approach of clustering nodes based on who
they connect to, while co-clustering jointly clusters both classes of nodes
in a bipartite graph.
The nodes of graph represents “followee-follower" relationship, where
the accounts are placed in the edges of graph. Beutel uses graph mining
approach which uses exclusively the graph structure to find nodes that
are suspicious due to their position in the graph.
According to Beutel, the previous content-based approaches provided by
other researchers in the field of clustering algorithms are limited, since
they focus on the information in the profile and feed, however these algorithms miss the number of purchased followers.
The algorithm exploits two of the tell-tale signs left in graphs by fraudsters. The conditions and measurements which are used to determine if
the account is real or not are “synchronicity" and “rarity". The algorithm
works on the resulting synchronicity-rarity plots. Authors define synchronized behavior as the suspicious nodes have extremely similar behavior
pattern, because they are frequently required to perform some task together. According to Beutel at al. [2], an example of synchronized behavior is following the same user. The concept of rare behavior stands for the
connectivity patterns of nodes that are very different from the majority.
At the first step, a feature space for target nodes is derived. Then, at
the second step, synchronicity and normality of behavioral patterns of the
source nodes is computed, according to the relative positions of their target nodes in the feature space. Finally, distance-based outlier detection
method is utilized to detect the point that is distant from other observations in the synchronicity-normality plot.
The main limitation of this algorithm is handling the camouflage profiles, which will be covered in section 4.2 due to the difficulty recognizing

these profiles. The algorithm presented in this paper outperforms other
existing algorithms with detection accuracy by 36 % on Twitter and 20 %
on Tencent Weibo, as well as in speed. The F measure is 0.8 on Twitter
data set.

4.2

Edge distribution and density-based graph algorithm

Researchers from Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) suggested use of
edge distributions. The features of fake users that are referred as “fraudster" used for this algorithm is connection of fake users to other fake users.
Their algorithm is called “FRAUDAR" [7]. Other algorithms in this
fields were developed previously, such as “Spoken" [18] and “NetProbe" [14],
however the suggested “FRAUDAR" algorithm is capable of handling “camouflage" accounts unlike the predecessor algorithms, therefore it outperformed the predecessor algorithms by finding undiscovered fraud types.
The notion of camouflage account was used to denote the fraudsters that
pretend to look as real users by adding links to popular items/idols (like
famous singers/actors, or well-liked products).
The algorithm focused on potential attacks as well by considering that
fraudsters are aware of all information given in the graph and frauddetection algorithms. Therefore, the algorithm benefits and outperforms
the predecessor algorithms from considering worst-case scenario. The
camouflage attacks can be completed using 4 different methods. The first
type is injection of fraud with no camouflage. The second is random selection of which edges are camouflaged which are equal to the number of
fraudulent users in graph. The third method is placing the camouflaged
edges directing towards fake user vertex with probability proportional to
the degree of vertex. The last method is using a random subset of existing
users to from the fraudulent block.
The algorithm procedure is divided into several steps. First of all, the
suspicion factor for each node is computed. The probability of being a
fraudulent account increases with this factor. The suspiciousness for each
edge between suspicious nodes is computed also. The group of suspicious
nodes connected with each other form a suspicious area. At the second
step, the dense blocks for each suspicious areas are defined. Then, the
concentration of blocks is computed by considering the axiom “A subset
with smaller size is more suspicious than one with the same total suspiciousness but larger size" [7]. The last step in this algorithm is finding
the final set of suspicious nodes and edges.

As an assumption for being a fraudulent user by authors, the behavior of
fraudulent user is predictable in a way that the fake user gives a feedback
to another fake user, and, if the algorithm finds one fraudulent user, then
the neighboring fake user can be identified.
As the result, the fraudulent users can be identified by this proposed
algorithm with F measure of 0.95 on Twitter dataset considering all attack scenarios with density degree of 0.04, which is the main limitation of
this approach. Speaking about the issue of sparse graphs, the fraudulent
account are more resistant for algorithm in non-dense graph, since the algorithm searches for densest block and supposes that adversarial block is
significantly more dense than the densest normal blocks in the graph, so
this block can be detected. Therefore, this algorithm is limited to finding
the fraudulent users in non-dense graphs with density degree less than
value of 0.04.

4.3

Edge distribution and link prediction graph-based
algorithm

Kagan et al. evaluated anomaly detection algorithm on 10 complex networks of three types: fully simulated networks, real world networks with
simulated anomalous vertices, and real world networks with labeled anomalous vertices (Academia, ArXiv, Class, DBLP, Flixster, Twitter and Yelp).
The algorithm denoted as LPAD relies on more computational efficiency
of topological features that is taken for supervised machine learning method
(Random Forest classifier). The previous work in this field was accomplished by Fire et al [6] in 2012. Fire et al. proposed Stranger, a method
for detecting fake profiles in social networks based on anomalies in a social structure of fake user. Their algorithm relied on the classifier that
was simulated as a fake profile with a behavior assumption that fake
user randomly sends friendship requests to other users in the network.
Stranger, the predecessor work in this field, had limitation due to relying on community features, which are, according to Kagan et al., have a
disadvantage of being sensitive to incomplete data. In addition to this,
edge-based features do not have such drawback [10].
The link prediction method is denoted as discovery and determining current and future links between nodes in network. According to Kagan et
al. [10], the features used for determining if the user is fake or not are
based on behavioral patterns. The algorithm works in a way, that, first of
all, the link prediction classifier is constructed and the additional set of

features is created, and, secondly, the second set of features is utilized to
construct a meta-classifier that identifies anomalous vertices in graph.
The algorithm works in a way that the users are built in a graph as
nodes. The assumption for a node to be fraudulent in algorithm having many edges for vertex with low probabilities of existing (improbable
edges). The whole method is divided into two parts and based on the unsupervised two-layered meta-classifier.
The first part is constructing link classifier. At this step, the link prediction classifier is built based on the extraction of 19 features. Existing
edges denote the positive examples, whereas the negative instances are
non-existing ones. The negative cases represent the real user in social
media, while the positive cases exemplify the malicious users. In order to
construct the link prediction classifier, the Random Forest Algorithm was
used for training sets.
The second part is detecting Anomalous Vertices. After the classifier
was built, the unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm was used. The
algorithm works in a several steps.
First of all, the link prediction classifier is trained to calculate the probability that an edge does not exist in the graph. Second step predicts the
probability of each edge not existing using the link prediction classifier.
Thirdly, the average probability is computed for each vertex. The last
step is inspecting the vertices that have the highest average probability.
The features for determining if the node is malicious or not are: the
probability of a vertex v to be anomalous, which is equal to the average
probability of its edges not existing; the standard deviation of a set of
vertex v probability of not existing for edges; the number of vertex v of
edges that were labeled as anomalous, where the threshold for considering as anomaly is set to 0.8 for v; the percent of v edges that are labeled
as anomalous; the standard deviation of the classification of v edges; the
median of set of vertex v probability of not existing for edges; the number
of edges that vertex v has.
One of the strong sides of algorithm is ability to detect “hijacked" profiles, which perform unexpected behavior as random connecting to other
vertices in the network [10].
The main limitation of the algorithm is randomness in behavior of social
media users in a network as Twitter. As an instance, some fake users can
follow anyone without needed consent from another user or can have a
specific goal and strategy. As the result, the algorithm was able to classify

10 % of vertices as anomalous in the test set, which consisted of 900 samples. The authors state that algorithm has precision of 35 %, while recall
is kept at 100 %. This amounts to F measure = 52 % at Twitter datatset.

5

Conclusion

The identification of fraudulent users in social media was investigated by
broad range of researchers. The harm of such fake users in social media is substantial. The successful classification of fraudulent users was
measured with the help of calculating F measure. Despite having solid
tools and methods from graph-based algorithms, fake users determination faces limitations that prevent the algorithms from finding accurate
and reasonable result. However, research projects and papers held in this
topic present promising advancements. As for now, the algorithms used
Twitter dataset for training and testing. Therefore, the process of determining fraudulent users in social media can be used already in popular
platforms.
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Introduction

The expression Internet of Things (IoT) was first introduced in 1999 [2].
At that time, Things were Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags
which are simply used for automatically identifying and tracking objects
attached with the tags. In recent years, there have been increasing numbers of developed IoT solutions. For examples, users can remotely control and monitor fridges, lights and doors with smart home applications
or smart energy and building automation system have been deployed in
different buildings for effectively consuming power or providing adaptive
ventilation. According to [3], by the end of 2020, at least 25 billion objects
or devices are expected to be connected to the Internet. The communication for those devices can be developed based on different protocols depending on different requirements. The Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) has been designed and standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to provide a simplified Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) interaction between IoT devices.
CoAP is located at the application layer and developed based on the Representational State Transfer (REST) architecture. Unlike HTTP based
on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), CoAP messages are transfered
based on the unreliable datagram-oriented transport layer such as the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP). However, UDP has been used in differ-

Figure 1. CoAP Protocol Stack

ent Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack mechanisms because UDP does not require return routability check. For instance, according to [6], Network
Time Protocol (NTP) Servers running on UDP have been used for Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks. The magnitudes of responses
from those NTP servers were 19 times larger than the original request.
Besides, because CoAP relies on the UDP transport protocol, it also faces
another challenge in congestion control to ensure the reliability of packet
sending. There are some mechanisms for congestion control, such as basic
congestion control of CoAP [16] (Default CoAP), CoAP simple congestion
control/advanced (CoCoa) [4] and recently FASOR [11] which are analyzed
in this article.
This article analyzes two challenges of using CoAP for IoT solutions including vulnerabilities to DoS attacks and congestion control solutions for
CoAP packets.
The next section, Section 2, introduces fundamental characteristics of
CoAP, DoS and congestion control problem over networks. Section 3 presents
and analyzes different CoAP vulnerabilities to DDoS attacks. Section 4
presents and analyzes various congestion control challenges and solutions
over UDP that can be applied to CoAP deployment. Finally, Section 5 concludes the works of this article.

Figure 2. CoAP features [16], [13]

2

Background

2.1

Constrained Application Protocol CoAP

This section provides overall main features of CoAP which are utilized for
the analysis in next sections. Figure 1 illustrates the protocol stack where
CoAP is based on. Figure 2 describes details of four features of CoAP
including supporting Web protocol, UDP binding, supporting Machine-tomachine requirements and applied on constrained environment.
CoAP is a protocol at the application layer of IoT applications. CoAP is
designed to run with resource-constrained devices, on constrained networks, and be able to integrate with the existing Web through HTTP
translation [16]. The resource-constrained devices often have 8-bit microcontrollers with small storage capacity of ROM and RAM. The current
standard for constrained networks is Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6)
over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN). The 6LoWPAN is the design specification for network environments with high packet
error rates, using 127 bytes data frame and low throughput [13]. The
REST model of HTTP is applied for one-to-one communication between
CoAP devices with four supported methods GET, POST, PUT and DELETE.
However, unlike HTTP, CoAP supports IoT specialized requirements
focusing on machine-to-machine (M2M) applications. The requirements
include built-in discovery of services and resources discovery, multicast,
very low overhead and simplicity for constrained environments. M2M
applications that operate autonomously with less manual human efforts
depend upon multicast requests to explore the services and resources directory. CoAP endpoints that offer multicast service discovery need to join

the group of all-CoAP-node multicast addresses including 224.0.1.187 for
Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) and FF0x::FD for IPv6. The multicast
feature of CoAP can be only enabled by utilizing UDP at the transport
layer which supports the use of multicast Internet Protocol (IP) destination addresses.
CoAP transmissions are secured with Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) protocol at the session layer similar to Transport Layer
Security (TLS) for HTTPS. There are four security modes of for a CoAP
device:
• NoSec: DTLS is disabled. This mode can be used for unimportant
transmissions or used with Internet Protocol Security (IPsec). The

NoSec mode does not require encryption processes, thus less energy
consumption for constrained devices. However, this mode should
be utilized deliberately or there are many security risks exposed,
especially the risk of DoS attacks which is discussed in section 3.
• PreSharedKey: DTLS is enabled with a list of pre-shared keys. Each
key is attached with a list of nodes that the device can use the key
to communicate.
• RawPublicKey: DTLS is enabled with one asymmetric key pair without a certificate for the device and a list of public keys of nodes that
the device can communicate with.
• Certificate: Similar to RawPublicKey but each device also has an

X.509 certificate for the key pair and an additional list of root trust
anchors for validating certificates of public keys of interacted nodes.

UDP which is not designed for reliable transmissions [1]. Therefore,
CoAP utilizes different message types to control reliability levels at the
message layer in the figure 1. The confirmable message type is used for
reliable transmissions that require retransmitting the messages multiple
times until receiving the corresponding Acknowledgement (ACK) packet.
The retransmissions introduce again the traffic congestion that has been
already challenged the TCP protocol from the very beginning. With the
large number of IoT devices transferring vast amounts of packets over
networks, the congestion control has been already considered from the
CoAP standard. The congestion control mechanisms are discussed more
details in the section 4.

2.2

Distributed Denial of Service Attacks

DoS is an attack method that attempts to prevent legitimate users from
using a service [18]. Distributed DoS or DDoS attack is the large number
of DoS attacks launched from multiple compromised hosts that are remotely controlled by the attacker. There are multiple targets of a system
of for a DoS attack, such as physical devices of the system, computational
resources of devices or the communication of the local network of the system [10].
Regarding to the selected attacked target, different approaches can be
applied for launching a DoS attack. One approach is interrupting the
functionalities of internal system nodes by physical device destruction,
forcing devices running out of energy or manipulating the original functions of devices. Another approach is flooding a vast amount of packets
to overload either processing capacity of the target system or the traffic of the local network utilized by the target system. According to [18],
one flooding type is the direct DDoS attack with the packets are all sent
from compromised nodes to the victim. One other flooding type is the
reflector DDoS attack which adds another layer of machines called reflectors. The compromised nodes send requests with spoofed source address,
that is the victim address, to the reflectors. The reflectors respond each
request to the victim with some responses or with one response having
larger size than the request. The larger size of responses comparing to
the request size, the more critical of the attack. The ratio between the
size of responses and the request size is the amplification factor of the
DDoS attack. These discussed attack approaches are realized on CoAP
systems in the section 3.
In this article, the DoS attack over CoAP systems is analyzed in two
aspects. The first aspect is the DoS attack direct to the CoAP distributed
system itself. The second aspect is the compromised CoAP devices are
possibly utilized for DDoS attacks to other systems.

2.3

Network Congestion Control

The communications between hosts are based on packet transmissions
from sources, through different interconnected nodes before coming to the
destination [17]. The middle nodes process forwarding data to following
nodes with the difference between input and output transmission rates.
Queuing and dropping packets are mechanisms for controlling data trans-

mission that is over capacity of a middle node. Congestion happens when
there are packet loss or timeout due to queuing delay that lead to retransmit packets from sources.
As specified in the UDP usage guidelines [7], congestion control is the
most essential part of maintaining the stability of the Internet. Applications or protocols that operate over UDP transport layer must implement
mechanisms to restrain congestion collapse and to ensure some extents of
fairness with other coexisting traffic.
The UDP usage guidelines provide specific directions for different application traffic types including applications performing bulk transfers, low
data-volume applications or applications supporting bidirectional communications.
Applications that transfer more than a small number of UDP datagrams
per RTT are considered bulk transfer applications. These applications
should employ TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TRFC), window-based, TCP
like congestion control, or at least comply with the congestion principles
[9].
Low data-volume applications can be specified by at any time transferring only a small number of UDP datagrams with a destination. Those
applications should still control the transfer rate on average about one
UDP datagram per RTT. For packet loss retransmission, three considered components include RTT estimation for each destination, packet loss
detection and exponentially back-off retransmission timeout. The IETF
standard [15] based on Karn’s algorithm [12] is a comprehensive recommendation for the RTT estimation mechanism. Applications that cannot maintain a reliable RTT estimate can apply different following approaches:
• Utilizing predefined retransmission timeout which is exponentially
backed-off on having packet lost. Default RTO of CoAP is 2 second.

• For the exchanges without return traffic, applications should limit
sending rate to one UDP datagram per 3 seconds or less.

Applications that bidirectionally exchange packets should implement
congestion control from both sides. Client-server model with requestresponse-style is a type for these applications. To control congestion,
both client and server should independently detect and respond to congestion of the transmissions, utilize acknowledged responses across the
entire round-trip path for limiting retransmitted or new requests.
The above congestion control guidelines have been applied in designing

various congestion control solutions to support CoAP applications. The
section 4 discusses these solutions in more details.

3

CoAP Vulnerabilities to DDoS Attacks

3.1

IP Address spoofing on UDP and Risk of Amplification of
CoAP packets

According the security consideration of [16], CoAP devices utilizing NoSec
or PreShareKey security mode probably expose risks to IP address spoofing attacks. A forged endpoint is able to read and write messages transferred in the constrained network. The PreShareKey mode with a nodes/key
ratio > 1:1 reduces the attacker effort to obtain keys by interrogating the
memory of devices and stealing cryptographic keys. Attackers are now
able to launch different attacks including: itemize
• Spoofing Reset messages of an endpoint to respond Confirmable messages of Non-confirmable messages, thus isolating the endpoint from
other nodes.
• Spoofing ACKs to Confirmable messages to interupt reliable transmissions because the sender will never retransmit lost messages,
thus the actual responses are probably omited at the sender.
• Spoofing responses with malicious payload to attack more severely
and impact more endpoints in the network. For examples, poisoning
proxy caches or disrupting the resource directories.
• Spoofing a multicast request for a target endpoint to genereta a flood
DoS attack with high number of useless responses to the victim.

The research [8] has indicated that attackers may manipulate reflectors
running CoAP protocol to flood UDP packets to the victim with less obstruction from firewalls. Attackers in this case can spoof the IP address
of the victim before sending requests to reflectors. The reflectors running
CoAP applications trusts the IP address of the victim then responding
all bogus requests to the victim. Moreover, statistics from this report [5]
demonstrates that there are about 16 percent of the IPv4 and IPv6 blocks
and over 20 percent of the IPv4 and IPv6 autonomous systems are still
susceptible to spoofing.
In a different circumstance, the research [8] has identified the amplification risk of request/response protocols running over UDP and estimated

the bandwidth amplification factor (BAF) for CoAP usage. The root cause
of this amplification risk is the CoAP responses can be significantly larger
than the requests. In the case that an attacker is able to POST or PUT
a very large content to a reflector, then generating multiple spoofed requests to that content. Although the block-wise transfer feature of CoAP
can be applied to divide a large response into smaller ones, the attacker
can request configuration to the maximum block size. The amplification
factor increases to 32x times compare to the request size. Recorded amplification attacks utilized Domain Name System (DNS) and Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) with the BAF ranges between 28x and 98x
times of 1Mbps bandwidth of sending requests.
Another presentation about DDoS attacks based IoT [14] has mentioned
that there is a significant increment of 26000 CoAP nodes in 2017 to
220000+ CoAP nodes in 2018. Besides, from the presentation, the amplification factor for DDoS attacks using CoAP is from 16 to 97 using the
/.well-known/core of resource discovery link in each CoAP host. The /.wellknown/core is the entry point of each CoAP host that allows other nodes
explore supported resources of the current host without any human intervention. However, utilizing this feature requires more consideration on
security aspect to limit the DDoS attack risks.

3.2 CoAP extensions and DoS risks
The CoAP standard prepare a base for various extensions to support different requirements of M2M applications. Those extensions include: itemize
• The observe mechanism to auto-update representation states from
servers without sending GET requests;

• The resource directory mechanism to allow one entity can server as
a central point for discovery resources of all nodes in a subnet;

• Or the publisher subscriber mechanism which is a more complex ob-

serve architecture with one broker that is always up to serve data
of different topics to different subscribers that already subscribed
to the corresponding publishing sensors. Those sensors can be routinely in sleeping mode to save energy.

However, these extensions also introduce risks to DoS attacks for the
CoAP systems. For example, a Resource Directory (RD) which responds
to /.well-known/core potentially larger amplification factor than the simi-

lar request to a normal CoAP node. Because, most of resource links of all
around nodes have been registered to the Resource Directory entity. Those
resource links will be returned for the same entry point request from a
malicious endpoint. The other risk is from the publisher subscriber mechanism where a malicious client can publish a very large amount of data
to overload the processing capacity of the broker, thus halting the normal
behavior of broker. If the broker is down, all subscribers and publishers
will be denied of their normal operations.

4

Congestion Control Solutions for CoAP

4.1

Default CoAP congestion control

The Default CoAP has been developed in a very basic way but still following the congestion principles mentioned in the section 2.3. There are
some essential points of deploying the Default CoAP: itemize
• The round-trip time (RTT) is static configured and is used for calculating when a sender should totally stop expecting any ACKs of a
sending message and its retransmitting ones.
• The initial retransmission timeout is randomly selected from a static
configure range which is by default from 2 to 2*1.5 second.

• The number of retransmissions for one message after the first re-

transmission is limit and static configured to 4 times. The intervals
between these retransmissions are exponentially increase with the
base is 2.

• The number of parallel sending messages to one destination is also
static configured with the parameter NSTART. The default value is

1. However, increasing this value requires careful estimation of the
RTT based application characteristics and network statistics, or an
adaptive RTT estimation and a deliberate RTO calculation applied.
The advantage of this solution is that it is simple to be implemented in
constrained devices. However, this solution cannot adapt with network
traffic changing, especially when the CoAP nodes integrate with Internet
which is never stable. On the other hand, the design of the Default CoAP
allows to extend with more advanced solutions by modifying base parameters or providing mechanisms to dynamically update the parameters.

4.2 CoAP simple congestion control/advanced - CoCoA
The draft of CoCoA [4] provides a thorough congestion control solution
based on parameters introduced by the Default CoAP. CoCoA is supported
with different experiments on constrained devices on various network
technologies. CoCoA control congestion in a more adaptive way compare
to the Default CoAP. Main features of CoCoA include: itemize
• Dynamically change RTT with a Strong RTT estimator and a Weak

RTT estimator. The Strong one updates RTT with the time of getting the ACK of a CON message without any retransmission. The
Weak one utilizes the time of getting ACK from the time of sending
the message till the time of receiving the ACK of the first retransmission. The Weak one probably has ambigious estimation for RTT
because CoAP cannot distinguish ACK of the orinal message or the
first retransmission.

• The initial retransmission timeout (RTO) is calculated based on the
previous RTO and a new RTO derived from the updated RTT.

• Apply variable backoff factor for calculating the interval to the next
retransmissions after the first one. This feature allows CoCoA to
adjust the sending rate to be near the rate of the default CoAP after
having events impacting the RTO.

4.3

FASOR and other congestion control solutions for CoAP

There has been not yet a generic robust congestion control solution for
CoAP applications in different networks. The constrained devices, constrained networks and the integration to the existing Web abilities require various experiments with different settings to to evaluate the robustness of the solution. The author of ORS [?] has indicated the weakness of CoCoA with some experiments. CoCoA does not adapt with high
traffic networks where the chance of receiving ACKs is very low then the
RTT is not updated with the enviroment. The sender will continue sending waste messages to the congestion points and make the congestion
worse. This event is named congestion collapse. FASOR has proposed
a solution for this problem based on the way that TCP has overcome congestion collapse.
There are other extensions of CoCoA in the literature to construct a
more robust solution for CoAP systems.

5

Conclusion

This article has constructed an overview of the risks of DoS attacks and
the work in the literature of congestion control solutions for CoAP systems. The constrained resources and environments and the integration
to Internet ability require more researches and experiments to have more
best practices and guidelines to ensure the security and quality of the
CoAP applications.
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Abstract
DNA nanotechnology as a notion to create scalable geometric DNA nanostructures using DNA as building blocks and DNA self-assembly as a guiding mechanism was ground-breaking [1]. This notion has inspired nanoscale
system design and the nanoengineering of artificial systems ever since it
was addressed. More attention was drawn to this field after the invention of ‘DNA origami’ [2], providing that a more inexpensive and profitable method was offered to practically manipulate the process of DNA
self-assembly. With the development of technology, scientists have been
able to assemble 2-dimensional(2D) DNA nanostructures from elementary
geometric shapes like triangles to arbitrary user-defined images with immense complexity and novelty. This review paper aims at heralding the
recent studies of 2D DNA origami while recounting the history of DNA
nanotechnology.
KEYWORDS: DNA nanotechnology, DNA origami, DNA tiling, DNA selfassembly

1 Introduction
DNA nanotechnology was conceptually introduced by Nadrian Seeman
in 1982 [1]. He proposed that immobile nucleic acid junctions generated from DNA could be assembled into complex and multi-dimensional
DNA lattices. Unconventionally, DNA in this context was studied as a
non-biological engineering material to build up a large-scale nanosystem
by DNA self-assembly, which is a bottom-up approach to construct DNA
nanostructures by preparing nucleobases with strict base paring rules.
Attempts to realize Seeman’s proposition were pursued in the following
decades. A cube [3] and a truncated octahedron [4] made of DNA were
synthesized. However, it was recognized that the structural building blocks
in these designs were not solid enough to form multi-dimensional lattices.
The double cross-over (DX) motif as a structural building block for DNA
complexes, which was proven effective in 1993 [5], remains the central
motif in DNA nanotechnology. Together with the concept of DNA tiles [6],
which is derived from Wang’s theory of mathematical tiling [7], a 2D DNA
lattice was designed and experimentally demonstrated [8].
The traditional approach to DNA self-assembly relies on the systematic
design of a number of complementary oligonucleotides [9]. In order to obtain results with a moderate amount of errors, the oligonucleotides must
have perfect equimolar stoichiometry, but such quality is difficult to obtain. Therefore, this difficulty limited the complexities of the assembled
DNA nanostructures. Such problem was not overcome until Rothemund
introduced DNA origami, a revolutionary approach for the construction of
DNA nanostructures, in 2006 [2]. Rothemund showed that his approach
did not need to meet the rigorous criteria that restrict the complexities in
the traditional approach to DNA self-assembly. Thus, this high-yield and
low-cost new approach has stimulated numerous researches and applications [10–12].
DNA origami is an ideal cornerstone in the applications of DNA selfassembly because it enables the constructions of a wide variety of DNA
nanostructures in multiple dimensions. However, this paper only addresses developments of 2D DNA origami.

Soon after the publication of Rothemund’s findings, Qian et al. created
an analogic China map based on DNA origami, demonstrating that constructing complicated shapes in 2D is achievable [13]. Anderson et al.
proved later that arbitrary shapes of 2D DNA origami within the area of
100 × 100 nm is programmable [14]. The size of 2D DNA nanostructure
was successfully expanded to an array with edge dimension of 2 − 3 µm by
tiling strategy [15].

One of the recent developments in 2D DNA origami is programmable random DNA tilings that are able to construct even more remarkable DNA
nanostructures. Tikhomirov et al. [16] provided a framework that scales
up the complexity and diversity of synthetic molecular devices that are
organized by DNA nanostructures only by applying simple local assembly
rules. It was shown that with planar networks of random loops, mazes
and trees, the complexity of uniquely addressable DNA nanostructures
could be increased by 10 to 100 times. Later on, their research continued and demonstrated that even more arbitrary complex nanostructures
could be created by fractal assembly [17]. In order to readily access the
fractal assembly approach, the paper presented a software tool, FracTile
Compiler [18], which is able to produce DNA nanostructures according to
the desired input image of a user.
DNA nanotechnology is an outstanding example of engineered molecular self-assembly, which is seen as a bottom-up approach to form massive structures by preparing small molecules with a defined arrangement.
Molecular self-assembly has reached a point where it is possible to construct large and complex structures. It benefits the studies of structural
biology and biophysics as well as the applications of nanomedicines. However, the assembly of non-biological nanosystems remains in a theoretical
proposition and has not yet achieved a breakthrough. This paper believes
that the investigation of DNA self-assembly is a search in nature to obtain
insights into manufacturing artificial nanosystems with desired features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates background knowledge with regards to DNA nanotechnology and defines the
terminology used in this paper. Section 3 introduces the gradual change
from single to multi-component nanostructure design in 2D DNA origami.
Section 4 presents two state-of-the-art approaches to 2D DNA origami. Fi-

nally, section 5 concludes the paper by discussing the main technologies
introduced in the paper and analyzing future possibilities in this field.

2 Background
This section starts with the introduction of DNA and its role in nanoengineering, providing the basic knowledge of the primitives in DNA nanotechnology. Following is the key concept in this paper, DNA origami.
Finally, DNA tiling is briefly illustrated, because it is an essential theoretical methodology in scaling up the DNA nanostructures through a programmable multi-component system design approach.

2.1 DNA as a substrate in Nanoengineering
DNA is a molecule that has two forms: single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA)
and double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA) [19]. A DNA strand, which is also
known as a polynucleotide, is composed of multiple nucleotides. The exact nucleobase on a nucleotide differentiates it from others. There are four
forms of nucleobases: cytosine (C), guanine (G), adenine (A) and thymine
(T).
A ds-DNA is constructed by two strands that are bonded together based
on base pairing rules (C with G and A with T). The two strands of a dsDNA have the same biological information and wind around in opposite
directions to each other, resulting in an antiparallel structure as shown in
Figure 1 (c). DNA self-assembly can be roughly defined as the autonomous
process of strands forming a ds-DNA with base pairing rules. This process
may happen when the system of DNA strands has required complementary nucleotides, medium and driving forces.
One spiral coil of a ds-DNA has a length of 3.4nm and a width of 2nm.
Notably, the persistence of ds-DNA is higher than ss-DNA [21, 22], which
makes ss-DNA easy to manipulate whereas ds-DNA exist to be stable.
Moreover, the thermodynamic properties of DNA are predictable in the
self-assembly process [23] and reverse engineering of DNA is achievable
[24]. The above characteristics qualify DNA as a substrate in nanoengineering.

（a）

（b）

（c
）

Figure 1. Structure of DNA (a) The molecule view of two bounded DNA strands. (b) The
macroscopic view of two bounded DNA strands. (c) The double helix structure
of ds-DNA. [20]

2.2

DNA Origami

In DNA origami, a long ss-DNA is chosen as the scaffold strand, and it
is folded by hundreds of staple strands which are short synthetic strands.
The staples (short for staple strands) are strands that provide complement nucleotide bases according to the Watson-Crick model for the scaffold.
In previous research, it was found that parallel helices in DNA lattices are
not strongly bound [25], hence the stable DNA lattice structure requires
‘stickers’ to clinch helices together. A periodic collection of crossovers created by a staple plays the role of stickers in DNA origami design.
The first step of DNA origami design includes supplying an odd number
of half-turns (half of one spiral coil in a DNA double helix) of crossovers.
Secondly, a scaffold strand is introduced and folded until it replaces one
of the two strands in every helix. During this step, a seam where the folding path does not cross appears. Thirdly, staples are created to stabilize
the structure and strengthen the seam. As shown in Figure 2 d, a nick
emerges where the two staples meet. Hence, pairs of adjacent staples are
merged to create larger binding domains for staples (see Figure 2 e).

Figure 2. Design Process of DNA Origami a. The intended shape of DNA origami
is outlined by the red and crossovers marked in blue are introduced. b. A
scaffold strand is folded and replaces one of the two strands in every helix.
More crossovers (marked in red) are introduced. c. A first design of the DNA
origami. d. The same state as c with strands drawn as helices. e. The final
design of the DNA origami. [2]

Rothemund [2] has created six shapes including a star, figures with holes
and basic geometric figures using M13mp18 as a scaffold strand. In addition, he demonstrated that patterning and combining DNA origami is
possible by depicting staple strands as binary pixels.

2.3

DNA Tiling

DNA tiling was first introduced as a technique to algorithmically assemble 2D DNA crystal [6]. This technique is derived from the mathematical
tiling theory [26] with DX molecular DNA tiles acting as building blocks.
Therefore, it is possible that nanoscale periodic nanostructures can be created from patterning the tiles.
DAO (double crossover, antiparallel, odd spacing) and DAE (double crossover,
antiparallel, odd spacing) molecules are stable DX molecules [5] and are
thus used as DNA tiles in [6]. A DAO molecule has four strands, each participates in both helices; whereas a DAE molecule has five strands, only
three of them participate in both helices (see Figure 3 d). Each corner of

Figure 3. Design of DNA tiles a. Logical structures of DNA tiling using two and four
types of DNA tiles, respectively. b. A DAO molecule and a DAE molecule.
c. The topologies produced by DNA tiles, where each grey section is a DNA
tile. [6]

a DNA tile has a single-stranded sticky end, enabling other DNA tiles to
bind with. Therefore, specific binding of different tiles is controlled by the
types of nucleotides of the sticky ends.
Although DNA tiling was proposed as rather a theoretical strategy than
a practical solution to produce complex nanostructures, the idea has long
been an inspiration to build up the complexity of DNA lattices [16, 17, 27].

3

Programmable 2D DNA Origami from Single to Multi-Component
Nanostructure Design

DNA origami is by far the most popular way of assembling 2D DNA nanostructure. However, nanostructures assembled using solely this approach
suffer from size limitations. As Rothemund suggested [2], patterning and
combining DNA origami with different shapes have low success rates,
which is probably due to poor stoichiometry and insensitive concentrations of extended staples. That is to say, high complexity of a singlecomponent 2D DNA nanostructure is supported by DNA origami, whereas
this nanostructure cannot be scaled up arbitrarily as difficulties exist
when designing a multi-component system.

Combining DNA origami and DNA tiling can break the size limitations.
DNA origami tiles usually are DNA origami formed tiles, each contains
sticky ends to associate with other tiles. Periodic arrays of 2D DNA origami
tiles have been created successfully by Liu et al. [15], proving that the
construction of a multi-component nanostructure by DNA origami tiling
is achievable.
Although Liu’s finding freed the size restraint of 2D DNA origami, it did
not increase the complexity of possible nanostructures because regular
DNA tiles have the same capability as the DNA origami tiles in the context of assembling nanostructures with periodic patterns.
To generate greater diversity and pattern complexity of a multi-component
nanostructure, Tikhomirov et al. [16] presented a strategy using random
DNA tilings to create algorithmic arrays of DNA origami tiles. Compared
to regular DNA tiles considered as algorithmic arrays, DNA origami tiles
have more programmable interactions and can accommodate more complex internal patterns, and thus can lead to more diverse and convoluted
outcomes. Later on, fractal assembly was presented to construct even
more arbitrary nanostructures with greater sizes [17].

4 State-of-the-art Studies on 2D DNA origami

4.1 Random DNA Tilings by Programmable Disorder
Herein the paper discusses the details of the random DNA tiling approach
presented in [16]. The approach is guided by stochastic Truchet tiling,
which introduces randomness to DNA origami tiles (arrays) that act as
Truchet tiles. A Truchet tile is a square tile decorated with a kind of pattern that is not rotationally symmetric [28], and it may result in different
patterns if it turns to a different orientation (See Figure 4 a). Therefore,
Truchet tiles can form various patterns when they are randomly placed.
A DNA origami tile in the random DNA tiling approach is designed with
a maximal surface area (See Figure 4 b) so that it can support more pat-

Figure 4. Implementation of Truchet Arrays a. Truchet tile with two arcs, which has
two possible orientations. Such tile can form an arbitrary tiling as shown on
the right. b. A DNA origami tile constructed by four isosceles triangles. c. A
3D Model of the DNA origami tile, which is designed for calculations. [16]

a

b

c

Figure 5. Forms of Planar Network a. An example of a maze network. b. An example
of a loop network. c. An example of a tree network. [16]

terns. Note that the tile has a four-fold rotational symmetry, enabling it
to rotate to four orientations. Each tile has two inputs and two outputs so
that it can also interact with other tiles.
The randomness in the orientations of the tiles is introduced by a framework that creates programmable disorder. Such framework can construct
three forms of a planar network (See Figure 5): loop (closed lines with
no branches), maze (lines with loops and branches) and tree (lines with
branches but no loops) [16]. The process of defining a random array in
this framework includes choosing an arbitrary type of tile, setting random orientation to each tile to create a form of network, and fitting the
tiles to a finite grid.
Tikhomirov et al. demonstrated that uniquely addressable DNA nanostructures with higher complexity than before were successfully created
using the random DNA tiling approach. In addition, their research motivated the circuit and device design with desired functions.

4.2 Fractal Assembly
In their previous work [16], Tikhomirov et al. provided a successful scalingup strategy using DNA origami tiles, but the rotation symmetry of Truchet
arrays does not support true arbitrariness and it is impossible to create
arrays larger than a grid size of 4 × 4 (see the supplementary note of [16]).

Therefore, fractal assembly as a new method to overcome the limitation
was purposed [17].
Fractal assembly is a hierarchical multistage assembly process which enables DNA origami tiles to create arbitrary patterns with large size. Three
rules are guiding the local assembly of DNA tiles: 1) giving and receiving;
2) rotation; 3) edge code. ‘Giving and receiving’ rule indicates that for each
of the four tiles, the two interactive edges of a tile should be either both
giving or both receiving (See Figure 6 d). ‘Rotation’ rule indicates that for
each of the four tiles, two tiles have the same orientation while the others
are rotated 90◦ (See Figure 6 d). ‘Edge code’ indicates that each edge of
a tile has a coding of 0s and 1s, where 0 represents a scaffold loop, and 1
represents a staple (See Figure 6 e). These rules are applied recursively
in all stages of the fractal assembly, and thus guarantee the stability and
self-similarity of the self-assembly process.
DNA origami tile designed in Figure 6 b was used to demonstrate the
fractal assembly process. In contrast with setting Truchet tile pattern on
top, here staples of DNA origami are considered as uniquely addressable
pixels (‘on’ if with modification or extension, ‘off ’ if not). Thus, 136 pixels
are derived from a DNA origami tile and arbitrary binary patterns are
constructible using these DNA origami tiles.
A software tool, FracTile, was developed by Peterson [18] to demonstrate
the fractal assembly process. A user can upload an image to FracTile and
a corresponding DNA tiling will be generated according to the user’s specifications with details of DNA origami tiles information. Fractal assembly
shows that it is possible to scale up the complexity of DNA nanostructures
to arbitrary binary patterns and that top-down approach to generate DNA
nanostructure is feasible.

Figure 6. Fractal Assembly Process a. A three-stage assembly process that generates
an 8 × 8 DNA tiling. Note that the colored edges are illustrated because two
edges can be bonded if and only if they share the same color. b. Generating
n × n tiling in log2 n stages. c. DNA origami tiles that form a pattern of Mona
Lisa using fractal assembly. The black dots and grey dots denote ‘on’ and ‘off ’
staples, respectively. Indentations and bumps of the edges of each tile represent receiving and giving edges, respectively. Note that the four edges of a tile
are colored: North with blue, South with orange, East with green and West
with yellow. d. Abstract tiles to demonstrate ‘giving and receiving’ and ‘rotation’ rule. e. An edge code that derives to multiple edge codes in the next
stages. [17]

5

Conclusion

The groundwork of DNA nanotechnology [1], which Seeman considered
as the greatest success at the time, was first rejected in Nature by editors
who questioned the role of biology in Seeman’s work. Indeed, peeling off
the biology layer of DNA to study it as building blocks in nanoengineering was unconventional, not to mention the notion was simply an idea.
DNA nanotechnology was not regarded as a pragmatic field so that little
attention was paid to it. Fortunately, the essence of science is that it can

always attract scientists to believe in what others may find pointless.
A tipping point for DNA nanotechnology came when DNA origami was
introduced. Since then, numerous scientists dived into the field of building nanosystems with DNA. DNA origami appeals to the outside world
of academics because it provides an outlook of constructing complex DNA
nanostructures with a high-yield and low-cost methodology.
Given that this paper emphasizes on reviewing 2D DNA origami, this paper briefly discusses two recent studies based on this technology, showing
that remarkable 2D DNA nanostructures have been created. In 2016, algorithmic 2D arrays of DNA origami were successfully created [16], in
which programmable disorder was added to the nanostructures. Further,
in 2017, staples in DNA origami tiles were treated as pixels [17]. Thus,
it enabled arbitrary binary patterns to be expressed through DNA nanostructures.
Researches by Tikhomirov et al. [16,17] are outstanding examples of demonstrating 2D DNA origami is effective in scaling up the complexity of 2D
DNA nanostructures. However, the problem of if 2D DNA origami is limited in size remains. When the DNA nanostructure version of Mona Lisa
in Figure 6 was shown to the world, reporters complimented that it was
the smallest version of Mona Lisa. Unfortunately, it is not a compliment
to the scientists, because they want to enlarge the grid size so that the
nanostructures can be volumized. Although nanostructures having a grid
size of 8 × 8 have been created successfully, the synthesizing process had

a low yield [17]. 2D DNA nanostructures of larger grid size are not yet
created successfully. Therefore, whether the size of DNA nanostructures
can be increased while the current complexity maintains is still an open
question.
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Abstract
Tor is the most widely known anonymous communication network today,
obscuring the real identities of millions of clients on a daily basis. Since
Tor was first introduced and deployed, many works have been published
which enhance its security, performance, and usability. Given the significance of this research area, we aim to provide the audience with an
overview of current research about attack techniques to break Tor protection as well as methods to block them. We focus on the most powerful and
realistic attacks that are Website fingerprinting and End-to-end confirmation attacks as they are continuous unresolved threats.
KEYWORDS: Tor browser, Tor network, Tor protocol, anonymity system,
Website fingerprinting, End-to-end confirmation attacks.
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Introduction

In the early days of the Internet, users could communicate with each other
in relative obscurity. This belief was so popular that it could be found in
a famous comic made by Steiner et al. (1993): On the Internet, nobody
knows you’re a dog [4]. However, Internet anonymity has changed a lot

which today ISPs routinely provide their users’ personal information to a
third party, including marketers and governments.
Nevertheless, there are many situations that require preserving anonymity
and privacy on the Internet. In [17], Edman et al. enumerate some
examples such as military cyber soldiers, law enforcement agents, and
private citizens. Military cyber soldiers desire to conceal their secret locations from which they send and receive packets on the Internet. Intelligence officers may need to monitor suspicious network systems without
the awareness of system administrators. Furthermore, many people like
to freely surf the Web without worrying about surveillance and their personal detail being collected. Fortunately, these requirements can be met
by anonymity systems.
An anonymity system is a communication layer providing protocols and
tools to hide users’ identities and prevent computer systems network traffic from being analyzed. These systems allow Internet users to communicate with a high probability that tracing their IP address is impossible.
Although there has been much research on anonymity systems, most
of them only exist on paper. A few systems such as Tor [7], I2P [3], and
Freenet [2] are available for users. In fact, for many years, Tor has been
the most popular system for concealing identity on the Internet. In 2013,
this system had about 4 million users [6]. Currently, more than 2 million daily users connect to the Internet using Tor. Tor is free, open-source
software and an open network for the purpose of anonymous online activity. This software enables individual clients to freely browse the Web and
prevent these websites from tracking customer’s location. It also provides
Tor onion services for users who need to deploy their web services without
revealing their location.
Despite the fact that Tor was originally designed for protecting US naval
forces communication, it is currently used for many other purposes [9].
Normal users use Tor to protect their privacy from unethical marketers,
anonymously research sensitive topics as well as to skirt surveillance and
circumvent censorship. From the journalists’ point of view, Tor can be
adopted for their safety. SecureDrop [5], an open-source whistleblower
submission system, integrates Tor as part of it to ensure that the document sharing processes are anonymous. Similarly, in China, journalists
employ Tor to report about local events in the hope of the more equitable
and transparent society. Tor also helps business executives, military and
IT professionals to complete their tasks in secret.
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As well as Tor, I2P [3] and Freenet [2] have also been widely used
throughout the years. I2P is another anonymous communication network
which runs on peer-to-peer and low latency relay networks. However, unlike Tor, I2P is optimized to build a private network on the top the Internet [1]. Although Freenet [2] is also a peer-to-peer platform, it is a
high latency network that is quite different from Tor. Its main function
is to provide an anounymous distributed encrypted data store. For these
reasons, it can be seen that Tor is the most suitable option for people
to anonymously access public web services, therefore it has become the
most popular anonymity system so far. On the other hand, due to the privacy benefits that Tor provides, criminals also make use of it for nefarious
purposes [17, 25]. Therefore, intelligence agencies such as American National Security Agency (NSA) and the British GCHQ continuously seek
for Tor network weaknesses and perform various techniques to capture
Tor user IP addresses [8]. On the other hand, Tor developers and supporters ceaselessly improve Tor, make it stronger and less vulnerable. The
war between both sides contains interesting technical details which can
be used for making better Tor or anonymity systems in the future as well
as other types of technology in the field of cybersecurity.
This paper discusses attack techniques which have been used to bypass Tor protection and the corresponding methods to block these attacks.
These attacks are based on weaknesses discovered from the time Tor was
introduced to the present, including fingerprint attacks and end-to-end
confirmation attacks.
Following the introduction section, the second section discusses the technical details of Tor. The third section discusses attack techniques and corresponding mitigation approaches. The last section concludes the paper
and discusses the methods that can be used to protect as well as to attack
Tor in the future.

2

Tor

This section presents an overview of Tor from a technical point of view. Tor
is a circuit-based low-latency anonymous communication service which
overcomes several weaknesses in the original Onion routing system [15].
Onion Routing allows to established anonymous connections through a
sequence of onion routers [26]. An onion router can only identify its next
and previous routers along the route. This mechanism hides the senders’
3

identity from the receivers as well as both the senders’ and receivers’ real
IP addresses from the eavesdroppers. However, the onion routers along
the route have to be selected at connection setup and the list of routers
is sent along with the data. The data is encapsulated in a layered data
structure called onion. Each onion layer contains the next router information in a route. When receiving an onion, the onion router decrypts
the corresponding layer to obtain the IP address of the next hop, then it
forwards the embedded onion to that router. The last onion router transfers data to the destination. Besides Onion routing, Tor has added several
improvements which allow it to better protect the users’ identity.[15].

3 Attacks and Defences
Several attacks on Tor are recorded or proposed by researchers these are
designed to undermine users’ anonymity [10]. Many attacks are passive
attacks, including attacks from AS-Level adversaries [17] and website fingerprinting attacks [19]. These attacks allow the adversaries to monitor
the traffic without manipulation in order to compromise the Tor users’
identity. The other major attack type is the active attack [10], such as
End-to-End confirmation attacks, path selection attacks, sniper attacks,
side channel attacks, traffic and timing attacks, which require attackers
to modify Tor network traffic. Although most attacks only exist on paper,
website fingerprinting and end-to-end confirmation attack have continuously been a real threat to the anonymity provided by Tor. For that reason,
this section focuses on these two techniques, especially in the processes
that they evolve from ideas to the real-world attacks.

3.1 Website fingerprinting attacks
Web fingerprinting (WF) is a special traffic analysis technique which allows eavesdroppers, such as system administrators, ISPs and the governments, to extract users’ behaviors without decrypting the data [23]. They
observe the encrypted traffic and form patterns using certain features of
the communication data, including the packet size, the timing and the
volume of transferred data. Although the data remains encrypted, the
adversaries can match the obtained patterns to a database of known pattern, e.g., list of specific websites. In the case that the local eavesdroppers
and wiretapper can observe the connection between the original senders
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and the first onion node of the Tor network, this attack may map each
user to the websites he/she visited, thus breaking one of Tor privacy guarantees.
The term web fingerprinting was originated by Hintz et al. in [19]. He
performed a proof-of-concept attack on a free web proxy called Safe Web, in
which he distinguished between 5 websites using the similarities of object
sizes and the detection rate was from 45% to 75%. In order to recognize a
larger number of websites, machine learning algorithms are used in many
works. In [18], Herrmann et al. introduced an approach which employs a
Multinomial Naïve-Bayes classifier to match the encrypted traffic pattern
to a corresponding pattern in a closed-world database which contains 775
websites. Closed-world database is a set of known items. However, the
approach only achieved a recognition rate of 2.96% that is insufficient to
identify most websites. In comparison, another approach based on Support Vector Machines (SVMs) resulted in a better recognition rate, 55%,
on the same database [23]. This work facilitates the classification by selecting the volume, time, and direction of the traffic as the classification
features. Then, SVM classifier was exploited with these features, thus
leading to a superior result (55% compared to 2.96%).
Subsequently, many researchers have proposed various methods to improve this attack, boosting the true positive rate (TPR) as well as reducing the false positive rate (FPR). In [12], Cai et al. presented a novel
technique for calculating the similarity of packet traces obtained when
monitoring the process of loading web pages of Tor browser. These traces
are converted into strings, thus being comparable. Then, the authors
applied the Damerau-Levenshtein distance [12] as the metric to compare them. The reason for this choice is that DamerauLeven-Levenshtein
allows dynamic operators, such as insertions, deletions, substitutions,
which are suitable for situations in the network, including packet drops,
re-transmissions, re-orderings, and gentle changes in web page content.
For testing purpose, the authors selected a set of 100 web pages from
Alexa Top 1000 web pages. They performed experiments which identified the web pages in the 100-webpage set that a victim visited. As a
result, the accuracy rate is ranging from 52.2% to 83.7% depending on the
methods which protect Tor connections, such as randomized pipelining,
randomized pipelining + randomized traffic and no protection.
Although accomplishing very high TPR, the works above remain a relatively high FPR. In addition, These works only test the attack under the
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closed-world model, thus not testing outside of a pre-defined list of web
pages. However, a technique which was designed in [27] has successfully
reduced the FPR to far below 1%, which is a practical level to use in real
life. The researchers also present the performance of their techniques
under the open-world setting, thus being more realistic compared to the
previous works. In [27], the authors applied the k-Nearest Neighbour
classifier with the multi-modal property of web pages. This technique is
used to monitor a list of 100 web pages and identify a subset of web pages
that a user is visiting. It results in a TPR of 85% while its FPR stays at a
low level of 0.6%.
The attack designed by Wang et al. [28] achieves a significant TPR over
95% in the open-world setting , while the FPR is under 0.2%. Their technique also showed considerable improvement that achieved a TPR of 91%
in the closed-world dataset. In both cases, the websites in the database
are also selected from Alexa top 1000 and Alexa top 100 websites as the
previous works. As a result, these experimental results can be compared
to previous works. In order to attain this substantial result, Wang et
al. analyzed the Tor network traffic in Tor cells instead of packets at
the TCP/IP level. Additionally, the authors proposed new distance-based
metrics to more accurately measure the similarity level of traffic patterns.
These new metrics include modified versions of optimal string alignment
distance and Damerau-Levenshtein distance, removing substitutions, different costs for incoming/outgoing packets, varying transposition cost,
and fast Levenshtein-like distance [28].
Although the TPR and FPR in the experiments mentioned above are
impressive even in the open-world setting, their performance may be hindered if the following conditions are unsatisfied [30]. First, the adversaries’ classification training dataset has to be collected under the same
conditions as those of the client. Second, the Tor browser completely loads
a page before continuing to load another. Next, the start and end positions
of a web page have to be known. Finally, noise is found in the communication data. In an effort to realize the capabilities of web fingerprint attack,
in [30], it is shown that the adversaries can launch this attack under
realistic conditions by operating additional techniques to tackle the unsatisfied conditions. In detail, for the limitations coming from the first
condition, attackers only need a small amount of data to attack their targets, thus leading to the fact that it is reasonable to maintain the freshness of the data. Similarly, the problems with the second and the third
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conditions can be handled by a technique called splitting. It allows to discriminate between different web pages which are loading in parallel or
sequentially. In [30], two splitting methods are demonstrated, including time-based and classification-based splitting. Then, the problem with
background noise can be handled developing a noise classifier. This classifier will remove various types of noise, and in the paper, they are audio
streaming and file download noise.

3.2

Website fingerprint protection

This section describes the various approaches to prevent the website fingerprint attack. In general, these approaches focus on methods to modify
packets, so that the network traffic from and to different websites is indistinguishable, which blocks the attackers to identify the destination websites of Tor users. The mitigation methods are described in the Table 1.
However, these techniques are shown to have their own limitations, and
each of them can only prevent particular attack techniques [29]. None
of them can absolutely protect Tor users from WF attacks. On the other
Defense

Description

Packet padding [16]

Obscuring the true length of packets by attaching redundant bytes to them.

Traffic morphing [32]

Modifying the network traffic coming from and to the
destination website in order to mimic the packet length
distribution of a target website

HTTP Obfuscation [21]

Only on client-side. Choosing a uniformly random τ , 0 <
τ < `, and splitting the packet into two packets of size τ

Background noise [23]

and ` - τ (` is incoming packet length and ` 6= M T U ).

Random data can be added as background noise to each
page load, which makes the attackers more difficult to
identify the target web page.

Tor pipelining & re-

The only technique that has been implemented by Tor

quest order randomiza-

developer. Enabling HTTP pipelining, choosing a ran-

tion [24]

domized request instead of the first-come request from
the request queue, and regularly randomizing the maximum connection limit.

Buffered Fixed-Length

Constantly sending packets at unchanged intervals with

Obfuscator [16]

a fixed length. Dummy data is sent in the case no data
needs to be transferred.

Table 1. Description of various WF defenses
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hand, in [31], Wang et al. claim that their work, Walkie-Talkie, is able
to defend against all known WF attacks so far. Walkie-Talkie consists of
two modules: half-duplex communication and burst molding. Half-duplex
(communicating in both directions, but not simultaneously) is employed
to generate burst sequences. A burst is a group of all incoming or outgoing Tor cells, fix-size pieces of data sent by Tor browser, and using burst
sequences allow burst molding to mimic the non-sensitive web pages without adding any redundancy.

3.3

End-to-end confirmation attacks

End-to-end confirmation is continuously an unresolved threat to Tor users.
Tor developers originally had no intention to design Tor to completely
block this attack because it can defeat all low-latency anonymity systems.
A low-latency system design was selected as Tor users need to surf websites not only anonymously but also smoothly and quickly. Therefore, this
section shows the general idea of this attack and emphasize various techniques which make it become a real threat. In order to perform this attack, attackers are required to compromise both entry and exit nodes.
This can be successfully done by various methods, e.g., in [11], adversaries may set up a few high-bandwidth nodes, and it is likely that new
Tor clients’ connections are established through these nodes. Next, attackers can observe a set of incoming traffic and a set of outgoing traffic
and aim to match a target outgoing connection to corresponding incoming connection. To achieve this goal, in [11], Bauer et al. suggest that
the attackers can divide the duration they record the traffic into adjacent
time windows . In each window, the attackers count the number of packets of each traffic. For a combination of an incoming and outgoing traffic
streams, the Pearson correlation coefficient π of these two traffic streams
can be calculated by the following formula:
P
((x −µ)(x0 −µ0 ))
p
π = P k k 2 pPk 0
k

(xk −µ)

k

(xk −µ0 )2

In this formula, xk and x0k denote the number of packets in incoming and
outgoing traffic, respectively, for window k th while µ and µ0 are the means
of the packet counts of the two traffic. The value π ranges between -1 and
1, and if π > t (a pre-defined threshold) then both traffic streams belongs
to the same connection.
One technique to improve these attacks described in [22] is called Compromising Anonymity Using Packet Spinning. This attack creates
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loops in circuits (a circuit is a combination of an entry node, middle node,
and the exit node) which become denial-of-service attacks targeting other
legitimate onion routers. Therefore, these routers are unavailable so the
malicious onion routers have more chance to be selected in circuits.
The technique proposed in [11] can also be used to enhance the power of
end-to-end attacks. It is called Low-Resource routing attack that allows the malicious onion routers lies about their network resource. They
appear to have the high-bandwidth capacity and high up-time, so they are
more likely to be selected as the entry or exit nodes. Another attack is proposed in this paper. By recognizing patterns in the algorithm of building
Tor circuit, this attack reveals the Tor path even before any payload data
goes from the victim to the destination websites.

3.4

End-to-end confirmation protection

Since this attack affects all low-latency anonymity system, no defense
can perfectly protect Tor users from all circumstances against this attack. The only method to completely prevent it is to change the Tor design
which makes Tor slow down a lot and be unable to use. This section discusses a few works which make the adversaries more difficult to attack
Tor users. The goal of these defense techniques is to raise the similarity
between traffic of different clients as well as to reduce the correlation of
traffic flows from the same user. In [14], the authors proposed a packet
delay technique which prevents end-to-end confirmation attacks in mix
networks [13], another type of anonymity system. This approach delays
packets before forwarding them to the next mix. Each packet has a random delay which is different from the delay of other packets. In other
words, the delay is a random variable and this variable follows the exponential distribution, which provides the theoretically the best anonymity
in comparison to other statistical distributions. However, this protection
can be defeated by another attack proposed in the same paper [14].
Another method can be employed to prevent an end-to-end attack that
is called defensive dropping [20]. In this approach, the client sends a legitimate traffic stream alone with a dummy traffic stream at constant rates.
The dummy packets are dropped at the middle nodes, which are not entry
or exit nodes, therefore only legitimate traffic stream comes to the exit
node. This decreases the correlation between the incoming data stream
to the entry node and the outgoing data stream from the exit node of the
same user. In addition, as clients send packets at a constant rate, this
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technique also boosts the correlation between traffic streams of different
clients, thereby making them more indistinguishable.

4 Discussion and conclusion
Previous sections reviewed about two most powerful attacks against Tor.
For WF attacks, it is shown that Walkie-Talkie can successfully block all
known WF attack techniques so far. This defense is effective and easyto-use, and it only requires minimal padding to confuse the attacker [31].
However, the key idea of WF attacks is to distinguish between traffic communication data stream of different websites, and this can be attained
by introducing supervised machine learning algorithms as they allow to
distinguish more effectively between objects rather than traditional classification algorithms. Therefore, an obvious approach to improving WF
attack techniques is to apply the latest machine learning algorithms, including random forest or neural network. While attackers regularly have
plenty of time and resource to continuously test the latest algorithms to
find the most effective methods for WF attack, this type of attack remains
an undeniable threat to Tor users in the future.
Although end-to-end confirmation attacks are capable of revealing the
true identity of Tor users, it is a firm requirement for attackers to have
an enormous resource to attack a specific user. To perform this attack,
the adversaries need to control both entry and exit nodes. Therefore, in
order to control both nodes which connections of a particular Tor user go
through, the attackers need to control many Tor nodes by setting up many
malicious nodes or compromising as many legitimate nodes as possible.
Normal attackers are unable to achieve that.
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Abstract
Pervasive displays are ubiquitous in our everyday life in many places, such
as airports, train stations or shopping centers. A wide range of stakeholders is involved, including display owners, advertisers and obviously users.
This paper gives an overview of the most important concepts of pervasive
displays and covers challenges, current and future application scenarios,
and new developments. It focuses in detail on the design aspects and
requirements of such displays, including audience behavior and engagement, interaction techniques, system software, and display evaluation, by
examining various literature sources. The paper’s contribution is to give
an overview of the wide and relevant area of research based on previous
papers and contributions, while simultaneously demonstrating problems,
possibilities, and the importance of designing suitable solutions for pervasive displays.
KEYWORDS: pervasive displays, digital signage, application scenarios,
audience behavior, engagement, interaction techniques, system software,
evaluation

1 Introduction
Pervasive displays and digital signage are increasingly becoming more
popular, due to a rise in demand of requesting information in all kinds of
locations and occasions. They are present in many public places, such as
train stations, airports, shopping centers, museums or central squares.
Their main purpose is usually advertisement, but especially in public
transport they are also used to display (real-time) information and announcements [6].
Recent developments in the areas of interaction and sensing technologies have opened up new technologies for the future design of such displays: context-based applications allow to take audience and situation
into account to provide personalized information. Screen devices are more
connected to large collaborative broadcasting systems that are interacting
with each other, thus creating whole communication platforms [1].
However, these new developments also bring new challenges along, especially in the design of solutions, such as showing the right content, engaging users, or creating economically valuable solutions. The goal of this
paper is to show application scenarios, analyze the design of pervasive
displays, and demonstrate future developments in the research area.
The paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, important
keywords are defined, and some challenges of public displays are briefly
summarized. In the following, a few current application scenarios are described. The main part analyzes the different design aspects of pervasive
display solutions: audience behavior and engagement, interaction techniques, system software and evalution. Following a selection of possible
future developments, a concise conclusion is drawn.

2 Fundamentals of pervasive displays

2.1 Definition, roles and functions
Digital signage is a form of electronic signage that uses digital technologies such as LCD, LED or projection to interactively show content on
pervasive displays (see Figure 1 for an examplary setting). Their function
is to deliver content such as digital videos, weather data, images or simple
text to their potential users, i.e., people who walk past and look at them.
Such displays are usually located in public spaces, for instance, train sta-

tions, bus stops, stadiums, museums, retail stores, restaurants, cinemas
or other buildings [4].

Figure 1. Example scenery with public displays [6]

Depending on the use case and the target audience, they fulfill all kinds
of purposes: entertainment, merchandising, marketing or promotional
advertising, and guidance. For instance, displays can show information
about timetable schedules or retail products, or assist at indoor navigation in shopping malls. Furthermore, displays can show personalized digital content, or even influence the behavior and decision-making of users
towards a certain product [1].
Display viewers are the people that see and interact with the displays;
usually, these are pedestrians that are passing by the displays, or people
waiting in areas surrounded with public screens. Display advertisers
are firms that want to use the public displays for their own purposes, e.g.,
advertising and marketing. Display owners are usually companies, such
as public transport providers or the owners of shopping centres.
The electronic displays are usually organized within a centrally managed network, which makes them individually addressable to show tailored content according to the needs of the display owner or advertiser.
Other important technological aspects for displays are interactivity and
context-awareness [19].

2.2

Challenges

Designers face several issues and challenges to develop useful solutions
for pervasive displays. One of them is to provide a truly meaningful, valuable service for users who pass by pervasive displays that really makes
them stop and observe it more closely. It is difficult to not overdo it and
limit the amount of displayed information; the content should attract

users and grab their attention, without completely overstraining them
and disturbing their original actions. The quantity and intensity of interactions should not become too much, as this can become a potential safety
risk in public spaces [19]. An approach to solve this has been taken in
the "Proxemic Peddler" project, which aims to tune the content of public
displays in response to how passersby are attending them [22].
After the users have seen the displayed content and information, designers need to make sure that there are ways how this information can be
carried away, so that it does not disappear immediately, but rather stays
in peoples’ minds. A persistent effect on the users needs to be measurable
[15].
Engaging users, especially communicating the interactivity of screens,
can be difficult. Another issue is the scheduling of content: when, how
often, how long and in which order should it be displayed? In addition,
the timing and form of transitions, context-sensitivity or content shown
based on the interaction of the viewers with the displays are some of more
questions that need to be answered. Taniguchi [19] mentions also that
in the long run, user-generated content should be supported by public
displays. Privacy [9] and accessibility [6] are important aspects that need
to be considered as well.

3 Application scenarios
In the following, a few current application scenarios for public displays
are presented [4].

3.1 Advertising
Advertising is a common use case of public displays. The display owners
sell advertisement space to their customers, whose money is used to refinance the display network. In places such as clothing stores or electronics
warehouses, where people are making a purchase anyway, point-of-sale
displays are used to advertise additional, related products in the meanwhile. Since public displays often come in large-scale sizes, they have an
impact already due to their pure dimensions. Another essential factor
that influences the success of a public display is its location and correct
positioning, as this mainly determines how many pedestrians are possibly
passing by there daily and have the chance to see it [2].

As people are exposed to a large number of ads in all kinds of situations
every day, a succcessful solution must combine ads with valuable content
to the viewer. A big challenge for advertisers is as well to ensure how
viewers can take away the information from the display - this bit is naturally easier in print advertising, and also in the web, where links, behind
which more information can be found, fulfill this function [2].

3.2

Information boards

A classic, popular use case of public displays are boards that simply present
information: in airports, these have usually been split-flap systems, but
they are nowadays increasingly replaced by complex connected systems
with large display numbers [6]. Their information content is mainly to
show the status of the system or inform about conditions such as the
travel situation in city traffic networks, thus representing an informative
rather than an interactive component.

3.3

Signage

The main purpose of signage has usually been to support the viewers with
navigation hints and warnings, mostly used in traffic in the form of street
signs. Due to sinking costs, the static signs are being replaced by dynamically changing objects

1

[13]. In addition, screens are also employed to

display meeting schedules in office environments that are placed in front
of the corresponding conference rooms. Similarly, navigation inside buildings can also be realized, for instance in combination with mobile phones
that read beacons [12].

4

Design of pervasive display solutions

This chapter contains detailed information about the design aspects and
requirements of public displays: audience behavior, which includes concepts such as engaging users and grabbing their attention; interaction
techniques, such as touch, mid-air gestures or mobile devices; system
software, which includes content creation, scheduling, visualization and
management; and evaluation tools and methods.
1 https://broadsign.com/

4.1 Audience behavior and engagement
To design a useful public display, it is important to know how viewers
engage with and behave in relation to them - the created content, selected
location, and user interface design need to be carefully chosen.

Behavior models
There are several models to describe audience behavior and engagement.
These take two factors into account: spatial aspects (the behavior in terms
of the viewer’s spatial relationship to the display) and temporal aspects
(the changing level of engagement over time). The relationship between
users is another important factor that needs to be considered in this context. Four of the models are briefly introduced in the following (see Figure
2).

Figure 2. Public display interaction models [8]

The three zones model (a) [18] is a spatial zone model that differs between the ambient, notification and cell interaction zones. The extended
three zones model (b) [20] advances this theory slightly by adding an
additional zone. These models only consider information presentation
and the interaction of a single user, but not transitions between zones,
multiple users and the relationship between them. The public interaction flow model (c) [5] differs between spaces of awareness: peripheral
awareness is the space where people are simply socializing; in the space
of focal awareness, the attention shifts to the display; this is eventually
followed by the direct interaction space. The audience funnel model (d)
[14] investigates interaction phases and the probability of transitions between them. It differs between passing by a screen, viewing or reacting

towards it, subtle, direct and multiple interaction, and follow-up actions.

Audience engagement
Concerning audience engagement, there are different phases as well. Success is evetually reached if users perform interactions with the screens. As
a first step for that, understanding attention is essential. Public displays are not owned by users, but instead, the screens need to compete for
the peoples’ attention. The right amount of interaction needs to be found
- especially in the context of pervasive computing, it can be quickly too
much. In public interaction, the presentation of oneself, the control over
one’s own personal data, social behavior and personal space are meaningful factors. Use of stimuli or physical objects can be approaches to address
the problem of displays being ignored and to advertise interactivity [15].
Furthermore, managing attention is crucial. Alt [1] mentions a few
concepts from other research literature: behavioral urgency attracts the
users’ attention, e.g., if moving objects appear abruptly or luminance contrast changes take place, these stimuli require immediate action and therefore make the viewer use the screen more likely. The honeypot effect describes that a crowd of people interacting with a screen attracts even more
people [16]. The phenomenon of change blindness means that people have
difficulty in observing obvious major changes of situation under certain
circumstances; this fact can be used to minimize the distraction a display
creates when content is updated [17].
Communicating interactivity is a big challenge, as people are usually used to public displays being solely utilized for advertisement purposes, and therefore they are not considering a possible interactivity component. Various techniques can be used to compensate for that [1]: a callto-action, which can be a simple text label motivating the user to interact
with the display; an attract sequence, i.e., constantly moving content; analog signage in combination with digital; user representation, i.e., showing
the user itself in any way on the screen; or immediate usability, which
means that previously mentioned techniques are combined to show that
immediate, quick interaction with the screen content is possible [17].
People often do not use public displays on purpose, but rather spontaneously. To motivate further engagement, researchers and developers
especially need to think about why, and not only how a system is used,
as there is a difference between goal-oriented usage of displays compared
to simple self-fulfilling usage. Motivators for the engagement of the audi-

ence are challenge and control, curiosity and exploration, choice, fantasy
and metaphor, collaboration and influence [1].
A suitable location of the public display is essential for the audience’s engagement as well. Cities, offices, universities, conferences, cultural sites
or shops are locations that have been considered in literature about public
displays [4]. Most studies, however, test their solution primarily only in a
lab environment.

4.2 Interaction techniques
Features of public displays that are only made possible due to sophisticated interaction technologies equipped in the screen include navigation,
content take-away (e.g., on mobile devices or to an e-mail address), or content upload. Three ways of interacting with a display are introduced in
the following: through touch, mid-air gestures, or with the aid of mobile
devices [8].
Touch screens are nowadays popular especially in mobile and handheld
devices. One issue with touch at public displays is that users need to be
able to reach the screen at all times, while simultaneously the displays
generally need to be protected, visible and easily maintainable; these
challenges are naturally bigger than at smaller mobile screens. In addition, users often do not expect interactivity, and due to multi-touch being
used increasingly in modern devices, expectations towards devices in use
are rather high, although these technologies are harder to realize and implement at large screens. Possible applications include information about
cities and local travel, for instance, close to train or bus stations [3].
Mid-air gestures are another way of interacting with public displays.
Especially in conditions where touch is not suitable, gesture-based interaction can be an advantage. However, selections and text entries are difficult. Gestures are used to manipulate objects shown on the screen or
execute certain sequences of commands. It is necessary that users are
familiar with the used gestures, and that these are both coherent, easy
to recognize - which is difficult due to the large display size - and teach which is challenging as not all gestures might be intuitive. Usually, prior
knowledge is needed to understand them [21].
Mobile devices, which have become a tool used in daily life worldwide,
simplify the interaction with public displays. As a possible scenario, technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and GPS, which are used for exact positioning and location tracking, is utilized so that the users can select

the closest display to show their content there. This ensures personalization, as the display then reflects the interests of the user. As a result, a
complete application that lets the user control screens according to their
wishes is built; however, lack of privacy can be an issue here [9]. The interaction can take place through different ways: the mobile device can act as
a remote control and forward the device input mechanisms to the display,
or the display is used as a co-display. The phone then triggers a virtual
machine with more computational power, which mirrors the phone content by sharing it wirelessly to the bigger screen. Information take-away
is supported through QR codes or RFID tags, so that the user can collect
information straight from the display to his device [17].

4.3

System software

Public displays are evolving to complex systems with many components,
which need to be understood by a wide range of involved stakeholders, including display owners and manufacturers, IT professionals, advertisers,
researchers and users. Signage software has various functional requirements, due to its wide range of features, including content distribution
and scheduling, real-time play out of content, control of specialized display hardware, analytics, and user interaction [8].
Another important aspect is the reliability and maintainability of the
displays - consequently, remote monitoring and management is a requirement. Failures are quickly visible and can have serious side effects; it is
therefore necessary to have components which are operating reliably and
embedded into physical displays. Furthermore, software systems need to
be situation-dependent and adapt to environment and audience to deliver
more personalized and relevant content. The ability to replicate content
on various screens is another desired feature [11]. However, the available
budget for development efforts is a limiting factor.
Taniguchi [19] gives more insight about different trends in digital signage with a focus on scheduling: networked digital signage describes
large open networks of public displays that allow the content providers
to submit, schedule, deliver and display contents according to their needs
and wishes. Context-aware digital signage can display content according to the current status and adapt to changes of people, places and objects
around the display. Approaches for scheduling include constraint-based,
recommendation-based, advertisement optimization, display-owner oriented and hybrid.

4.4 Evaluation of pervasive displays
Another aspect of research is how to evaluate public displays. The authors of [3] compare various existing studies with regard to their research
questions and approaches and used methods and tools.
Evaluating public displays is challenging, as there are no overall valid
guidelines for their design, and many different objectives need to be fulfilled, such as increasing attention, optimizing interaction times, or finding the best interaction techniques. Studies have evaluated several research areas: audience behavior, as described above; user experience,
since higher user experience likely leads to larger motivation to use a public display application; user acceptance, including incentives and motives
to interact with a display; user performance, including error rates and
task completion times; display effectiveness, i.e., counting the number of
people passing by a display, looking at it or interacting with it; privacy;
social impact, i.e., the engagement of people with displays within social
interactions [3].
Study types in the context of public displays include descriptive studies, which evaluate what is happening in a certain situation and are good
in the early stage development, whereas experimental studies feature statistical significance tests and are made to proof hypotheses, either in a
lab or a real world setting. Study paradigms are either aimed to inform
about the design of a prototype, or to evaluate an existing prototype. This
can be done via observing social settings or asking users via methods and
tools such as interviews, questionnaires or in groups. Lab studies aim
to evaluate a system within a controlled environment, while field studies
take place in a public setting, are shorter and focused towards a single
research question. Deployment-based research introduces technology into
a social setting, and after feedback and involvement is obtained, the deployment is iteratively improved [3].
The authors of [3] give some guidelines for the design of public displays: they claim that due to the huge impact of the content, it is essential to test various forms. Furthermore, understanding the users is highly
important, as public displays naturally have different users at different
times. Additionally, common problems, such as the lack of user attention
or knowledge of display interactivity, need to be evaluated at an early
stage.

5

Future developments

While applications of today often only replace or improve traditional analog signs and static systems, they are likely to have completely new functionality in the future. The new use cases, which are exemplary explained
in the following, are sensitive to the environment and its viewers, and
shrink the boundaries between entertainment, communication and signage that just fulfills the purpose of showing information.

5.1

Emergency services

The authors of [10] create an ideated scenario, where a child gets lost inside a shopping mall and is subsequently looked after with the aid of public displays showing a picture of the child, and continuously spreading it
to further areas. The main issue in applying this scenario to the reality is
that systems at different places are not connected to each other. However,
public displays have a high potential to efficiently reach a large number of
people, in contrast to alert systems that use warnings over TV or radio, as
these are rather ineffective and only use one static, non-movable source
for information delivery. The disadvantage of such solutions is though
that the reliance on technology becomes fairly high, and that it is difficult
to completely secure such systems against malicious threats and attacks.

5.2

Influencing behavior

The issues of traditional advertisement campaigns are that in paper format, they can only deliver static content, or in TV ads, they are unidirectional - it is therefore difficult to analyze how well some content
fits a particular audience. On the contrary, interactive displays can show
context-sensitive information and only present it when it is needed. This
makes targeted campaigns with topics such as health, well-being and politics possible [10]. Due to location tracking taking place in large scale,
privacy is again an issue that needs to be approached [9].

5.3

Personalization and self-expression

With devices and services evolving from pure information sources to personal assistants, the delivery of personalized information becomes more
important in the context of public displays as well. The viewers can use
their own handheld device first to issue a query to a system, and then the

screen as a supporting device to view the corresponding results. Use cases
include, amongst others, personalized travel recommendations, restaurant menus, or the display of interesting upcoming events [10]. In addition, new ways of associating identity, personalization, and membership
to certain groups or clubs are possible, for instance by developing interactive games [7] that use new, innovative techniques to recruit members for
clubs or to get to know people around.

5.4 Substituting mobile devices
Small screens limit the usefulness of mobile devices - large, detailed content can not be displayed properly. Therefore, public displays can be used
instead and connect with the mobile devices via internet. One potential
usage scenario is if a doctor urgently needs to make a medical decision
based on large ultrasound images, but is currently not in his office; in this
case, he can use a nearby situated public display to view the images and
see more details. Using appropriate measures, the sensitive private data
of the patient should only be displayed on the smaller, mobile screen [23].

6 Conclusion
Advantageous characteristics of digital signage are that information can
be easily distributed and pushed towards the user, content can be truly
context-dependent, as public displays are embedded and used in the real
world, content is interactive and multimedial, and rather easy and quick
to update decentrally. Digital videos or other media open new possibilities
for both users and advertisers. Displayed information is dynamic and
can be updated frequently. Public displays and signage enhance public
spaces, and ongoing research is covering several dimensions, ranging from
technologies to social sciences.
However, it requires a lot of effort already at the requirements engineering and initial design stages to promote the possibility of engaging with
the displays and encourage the users to interact with the content, especially as a lot of the content is usually not specifically personalized for the
current user, thus making it less relevant. Furthermore, it is challenging
to track user actions and measure how many people perceive and interact with the displays, while still ensuring privacy. Nevertheless, public
displays play an essential role in the future infrastructure of public areas.
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Abstract
Feed-forward multilayer networks are examined from bottom up, starting
with gradient derivation, alongside with Python-Numpy implementation
based on plain linear algebra. Standard gradient descent, Adam optimizer
and Nesterov method are implemented and compared in practice.
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1

Introduction

In the recent years we have seen a boom in AI research and all the exciting
new things that make headlines appear to be based on neural networks.
As such, neural networks should be a basic tool in every data scientist’s
toolbox. It turns out that such models are in fact quite simple to implement as a neural classifier is implemented from scratch, using only basic
linear algebra and the Python programming language.
A neural net designer is faced with a choice of learning algorithm, typically taken to be either Adam optimizer or simple gradient descent, and
hyper parameters such as step size and update function. Simple trial

and error becomes tedious, and finding optimal parameters analytically
is hard for multi-layer networks and convex problems.
In this work, a neural network is implemented from scratch, using surprisingly little code, and shown to operate on real problems. In particular, three different optimizers are implemented and compared in practical
problems. The work is intended to be educational and suitable for anyone
with strong prior knowledge on Python and linear algebra, but necessarily
no experience with neural networks.
The reader is encouraged to focus more on either the mathematical
background in section 4, or on the practical implementation in section 5,
depending on personal preferences. In particular, the algebraic approach
may feel heavy for those less mathematically inclined.
This report builds on top of and uses parts of my earlier work Deep
Neural Softmax Classifier in Numpy [5].

2

Literature

Linear systems can be solved with ease but the rectifier inlinearity of neural networks generally make them impossible to solve for algebraically,
and thus iterative methods such as gradient descent are employed. Generally it is recommended that the parameters such as learning rate and
update methods are chosen by trial and error, as proving optimality by
analytical methods is hard. It is typically recommended to choose initial
weights and biases as random numbers close to zero with the assumption that this signals initial lack of confidence and will lead to fast convergence, although also other approaches exist. Learning rate is often chosen
as a small constant or decreased over training epochs, although adaptive
methods are also possible. [1][7]
For some convex optimization problems it is possible to analytically
solve for update parameters that provide optimal learning rate. Standard
gradient descent, Nesterov momentum and Heavy-ball method are investigated in [6] where authors find more optimal parameters than those
popularly used. However, the authors note that their results remain limited to integral quadratic constraints.
In contrast to the textbook advice of near-zero initialization of weights,
more recently it has been found that deep networks require more thought
to initialization and optimizers, and better approaches have been proposed.[3][8]
Adam adaptive moment optimization [4] has gained widespread use

since it was proposed in 2015, and further work has looked into integrating it with Nesterov algorithm [2], already known for its good performance.

3

Methods

A multilayer feed-forward network is implemented in Python-Numpy, using basic linear algebra to implement standard gradient descent, Nesterov method and Adam optimizers. The modules in listing 1 are assumed
to be loaded.
1

from math import p i

2

from numpy import array , l i n s p a c e , ones , random , sin , tanh
Listing 1. Symbols used in code fragments.
documentation for details.

4

Please refer to Python and Numpy

Algebraic basis of neural networks

4.1

Artificial neurons

A perceptron (an artificial neuron) is the basic building block of neural
nets. It is nothing more than a linear transform of inputs into a linear
output, that is optionally further transformed by a rectifying function to
produce a single output for each input sample.
A neural layer bundles multiple perceptrons together for multiple outputs. Many samples X ∈ RN ×din are typically processed together, for a
transformed output Y ∈ RN ×dout , so the transform becomes ytj = f (
bj ), or in matrix form Y = f (XW + ~bT ).

Pdin
i

xti wij +

This is called a fully connected layer because each perceptron is connected to all input dimensions.
Neuronal weights W ∈ Rdin ×dout and biases ~b ∈ Rdout are found in model

training (usually by gradient descent). The choice of rectifier f depends
on application.

4.2

Rectifiers

Rectifiers serve two important purposes. On the model output they may
be used to limit the range of output, e.g. to 0..1 for probabilities. More
importantly, they are the only non-linear component in a neural network,

and since a combination of linear transforms reduces to a single linear
transform, deep networks would be of little use. The use of rectifiers, also
called activation functions, allows building rich estimators by adding
more layers. The normal choices are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The inlinearities and ranges of the popular rectifier functions are apparent. For
purposes of gradient descent, the derivatives shown on the right are crucial.

Because ReLU’s derivate is zero for any negative input, gradient descent
may be unable to progress. For this purpose, Leaky ReLU is sometimes
used in its place, allowing a fraction of the negativity to "leak" through.
Additionally, softmax rectifier is used on the final layer in multi-class
classification where classes are exclusive and exhaustive. Unlike the scalar
rectifiers, softmax works on vectors to normalize the output so that all
classes sum to one.

4.3 Gradient derivation
A function’s gradient ∂f /∂Z indicates, for f (Z), the direction from Z where
the function’s value increases fastest, and the gradient’s length indicates
the steepness of change. Losses are to be minimized, which is accomplished by following gradients of the negated loss function. The following
derivations are written in scalar form with true values rtk , predictions ytk
(network output) and rectifier inputs ztk .
A linear regressor with Mean-Squared-Error loss serves as a warm-up
to deriving gradients:

L =
∂L
∂ytk

N X
K
1 X
(ytk − rtk )2
NK t k

= s (ytk − rtk )

s =

2
NK

(1)
(2)
(3)

The logistic regressor is a classifier that uses sigmoid with crossentropy loss function:
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Gradient for the softmax classifier is derived from cross-entropy loss
by plugging in the softmax function:
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rti = 1. The K classes’ depen-

dency on each other (because of softmax normalization) is hidden and the
sum terms disappear when the gradient is written in terms of ytk .
All three cases reduce into a very simple form where only the scaling
factor s is different. In standard gradient descent and in Nesterov method
the step size has equivalent effect to such scaling of gradients. Adam
optimizer is completely insensitive to gradient scaling (assuming s > 0).
For the rest of the text, the scaling factor is ignored by redefining each
loss function so that it is divided by its respective scaling factor. Then for
each of these three cases
∂L
= ytk − rtk .
(15)
∂z
Noting that Z = XW + ~bT , we find the following update equations for a
single layer:
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gtj wij = GWT

(18)

j

X are the gradients respect to X. If there are multiple layers,
GX = gti
Y . The prior
these gradients are passed down to the prior layer as its gtj

layer calculates the new gradients before performing the updates above by
Y (1−y 2 ). For the logistic and
applying the chain rule, e.g. for tanh: gtj = gtj
tj

softmax classifiers’ output layer this was already handled while deriving
the loss gradient, and in the case of linear regression there is no output
rectifier, i.e. Y = Z, so no adjustment is necessary.
Once gradients have been calculated in backpropagation, the optimizers
are not concerned with network structure. All parameters are handled as
individual scalars, and as such it is more practical to collect all parameters (weights and biases of all layers) into a single vector, collectively
~ and parameters’ corresponding gradients (gw and gb calculated
marked θ,
above) into identically sized ~g . Such notation will be followed in all that
follows.

4.4

Standard gradient descent

Given model’s loss function gradient ~gt = ∇L(θ~t |X, Y) against each pa-

rameter θ at time step t = 1 . . . N , with training data X and labels Y,
updates are performed using a fixed step α as
θ~t+1 = θ~t − α~gt

(19)

Alpha is taken to be a small positive number such that the parameters
gradually migrate downhill in the loss function, leading to a local optimum. Due to the way of updates, data points on steep parts of the loss
function, that have large gradients, affect updates more, while points on
plateaus have very little effect. Thus, the updates do not effectively consider points far from the decision boundary, even if misclassified by the
model. Only those data points that are in the uncertainty region of the
model have a significant effect.
Further, the distance to the global minimum is not considered, only the
slope. Due to this, using large α the model will overshoot and may fail to
converge, and using smaller values the model takes more time to converge
than is necessary.

Various momentum methods have been proposed to address these limitations.

4.5

Nesterov accelerated gradient

If a number of successive updates all occur in the same direction, it would
seem sensible to do larger updates to skip some iterations. On the other
hand, if the target is overshot, successive updates are likely to be in opposing directions, and an average should converge near the optimum in
the middle.
Nesterov method introduces velocity ~v of parameter changes. The velocities are updated as if the standard gradient updates were acceleration.
A friction coefficient µ ∈ [0, 1] is added to decay existing velocity so that
oscillation is reduced.

~vt+1 = µ~vt − α~gt

(20)

θ~t+1 = θ~t + ~vt+1 + µ(~vt+1 − ~vt )

(21)

Updates are still dependent on the gradient’s scale just like in simple
gradient descent, but acceleration to the goal speeds up convergence.

4.6

Adam accelerated method

The Adaptive moment estimation introduced in [4] is now the most
popular method of neural network training.
~ ~g , m
All operations are performed element-wise for θ,
~ and ~v , which are
written in scalar form below without showing the vector indices.

mt = β1 mt−1 + (1 − β1 )gt

(22)

vt = β2 vt−1 + (1 − β2 )gt2

(23)

kt =

(24)

q

1 − β2t

1 − β1t

θt = θt−1 − αkt √

mt
vt + 

(25)

In order to understand Adam, consider setting β1 = β2 =  = 0, so that
the updates reduce to ±α step towards the optimum:
gt
(26)
|gt |
This is also what occurs on the very first step even if the beta coefficients
θt = θt−1 − α

are above zero due to the un-biasing factor kt (Eq. 24). Un-biasing is used

to allow faster initial convergence because the moments are initialized
with zero.
Applying slightly-below one beta values (β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999 are
recommended by the paper) causes averaging of g and g 2 over time. In
effect, the updates are moving mean normalized by slowly moving stddev
from zero. The factor kt starts at 0.32 and reaches 0.99 in about 4000
steps, using recommended beta values.
 is chosen as a very small positive value to avoid division by zero, although larger values could be useful to avoid very large leaps if the average momentum mt becomes much greater in magnitude than the squared
average vt .
Due to adjusting each parameter separately of the gradient magnitude,
the steps do not strictly follow the gradient’s direction. Still incremental
updates of each parameter towards the minimum indicated by the corresponding partial derivative leads to optimal solution. The averaging
gradually decreases the step length if overshooting occurs.

5 Practical example
All neural networks are functions that convert input data into output
data, using a series of linear transforms intertwined with non-linear rectifiers. A network with one input variable and one output variable can
be taught to approximate any real-valued function, as shown in figure 2.
Listing 2 shows the corresponding code.

Figure 2. The forward pass of a network taught to estimate the sinc function. The x
axis in each plot shows the network input, transformed to y values in various
stages. (a) four curves are created out of one input because the weights and
biases have four columns. (b) applies tanh to produce layer 1 outputs, which
are fed to layer 2. (c) shows layer 2 weights and biases applied, although in
practice the matrix multiplication instantly sums the four hidden dimensions
into one output, shown in (d) where the network output Y2 closely matches
the training data. The way that the hidden dimensions (hyphenated curves)
are used depends on the initial parameter values as well as the training algorithm, so different assignments are found on different runs. In this instance,
the curves displayed in (c) are clearly asymmetric despite having a symmetric
target function.

1

W1, b1 , W2, b2 = parameters

2

# Forward pass

3

Y1 = tanh (X @ W1 + b1 )

4

Y2 = Y1 @ W2 + b2
Listing 2. A two-layer network. In Numpy, operator @ denotes dot product. W1 converts
the N × d input data X into an N × d1 matrix. The b1 vector is added to each
row of the matrix. The tanh function operates element-wise, producing layer 1
output Y1 . The second weight multiplication converts the data to N × d2 . The
network output Y2 is obtained after adding the second bias to every row.

The purpose of network training is to find values for the parameters
(figure 3), such that the forward pass produces useful output.
The training data is typically a set of data points as matrix X where
each row represents a sample, and matrix Y where the corresponding row
shows the desired network output for that sample. In this example, 200
points of the sinc function are calculated (listing 3).
1
2
3

X = l i n s p a c e ( −2 , 2 , N) . reshape (N, 1 )
Y = s i n ( p i ∗ X) / ( p i ∗ X)

# Nx1 input
# Nx1 output

Listing 3. Training data where Y = sinc(X) for X values between -2 and 2.

The optimization begins with random weights and biases set to all ones
(listing 4). Random initialization is necessary for networks of two or more
layers, so that hidden variables assume different values, and start estimating separate things while the network is being optimized.
1

# Dimensions : input −> hidden −> output

2

d , d1 , d2 = X . shape [ 1 ] , 4 , Y . shape [ 1 ]

3

# I n i t i a l parameters

4

parameters = array ( [

5

random . normal ( s i z e =(d , d1 ) ) , ones ( d1 ) ,

# W1, b1

6

random . normal ( s i z e =( d1 , d2 ) ) , ones ( d2 ) ,

# W2, b2

7

])
Listing 4. Parameter initialization. Weights are unit normal, biases all ones. The
network dimensions are determined by the shapes of the weight matrices,
chosen to match the input, any hidden dimensions and finally the output
dimension. In each weight matrix, the number of rows must match the layer
input, and the number of columns the layer output dimensionality.

Figure 3. Numpy array parameters, containing weight matrices and bias vectors. Values have been found using the example training code, and are visualized in
figure 2.

1

alpha = 0.001

# Learning r a t e

2

for t in range(10000) :

# Training epochs

3

W1, b1 , W2, b2 = parameters

4

# Forward pass

5

Y1 = tanh (X @ W1 + b1 )

6

Y2 = Y1 @ W2 + b2

7

# Backpropagation

8

G = Y2 − Y

9

# Squared e r r o r grad ien t

Gb2 = G.sum( a x i s =0)

10

GW2 = Y1 . T @ G

11

G = G @ W2. T

# Backpropagate t o l a y e r 1

12

G ∗= 1 − Y1∗∗2

# Tanh d e r i v a t e

13

Gb1 = G.sum( a x i s =0)

14

GW1 = X . T @ G

15

g r a d i e n t s = array ( [GW1, Gb1 , GW2, Gb2 ] )

16

# Perform updates ( standard grad ient d e s c e n t )

17

parameters −= alpha ∗ g r a d i e n t s
Listing 5. Training a two-layer network by standard gradient descent.

Listing 5 shows the full training code. The code used in this example places no restriction on the number of dimensions, so it can be used
with high-dimensional data and more than one output. A large number of
training epochs are performed, and in each epoch all data points are first
taken through the forward pass. Then the loss function gradient is calculated using the difference between network output and desired output
(line 8). Parameters live in a data structure (figure 3) for which Numpy
can perform element-wise arithmetic. Gradients against each parameter,
calculated on lines 9-10 and 13-14, are stored in an identically shaped
structure on line 15. This allows the simple update equation on line 17,
where all parameters are updated by standard gradient descent.
Standard gradient descent simply moves all parameters slightly to the
opposite direction of the gradient, in an attempt to reduce loss. It is worth

noting that the loss function itself need not be evaluated during optimization.
Finally, only a small modification is required to use another optimizer.
Adam optimizer is shown in listing 6 and Nesterov momentum method in
listing 7.
1

alpha = 0.001

# Learning r a t e

2

beta1 , beta2 , e p s i l o n = 0 . 9 , 0 . 9 9 9 , 1e−8

# Adam s e t t i n g s

3 m = v = 0

# Adam 1 s t and 2nd

moments
4

for t in range ( 1 , 10000) :

# Numbering s t a r t s at 1

( forward pass and backpropagation code omitted )
5

# Perform updates (Adam o p t i m i z e r )

6

m = beta1 ∗ m + ( 1 − beta1 ) ∗ g r a d i e n t s

7

v = beta2 ∗ v + ( 1 − beta2 ) ∗ g r a d i e n t s ∗∗2

8

unbias = ( 1 − beta2 ∗∗ t ) ∗ ∗ . 5 / ( 1 − beta1 ∗∗ t )

9

parameters −= alpha ∗ unbias ∗ m / ( v ∗ ∗ . 5 + e p s i l o n )

Listing 6. Gradient descent replaced by Adam optimizer.
Forward pass and
backpropagation remain the same as in listing 5. The initially zeroed moments
m and v take on update the same shape as parameters and gradients.
1

alpha = 0.001

# Learning r a t e

2

mu = 0 . 9

# Nesterov c o e f f i c i e n t

3

v = 0

# Velocities

4

for t in range(10000) :

# Training epochs

( forward pass and backpropagation code omitted )
5

# Perform updates ( Nesterov momentum)

6

v_prev = v

7

v = mu ∗ v − alpha ∗ g r a d i e n t s

8

parameters += v + mu ∗ ( v − v_prev )

# GD + momentum
# Nesterov a c c e l e r a t i o n

Listing 7. Nesterov momentum method. Forward pass and backpropagation remain the
same as in listing 5. The initially zeroed v takes on update the same shape as
parameters and gradients.

5.1

Classification of 2d points

While working in one dimension is a useful simplification, it quickly becomes apparent that this isn’t the strongest area for neural networks. Before jumping into higher dimensions, it is useful to evaluate the code just
written with a few more dimensions. Also, instead of regression, where
the outputs are real-valued linear output of the last layer, a softmax rectifier is attached, turning the network into a classifier where multiple
outputs signify the probabilities of the sample belonging to each of the
classes. In the case of softmax, contrary to sigmoid, the probabilities are
forced to sum to one, i.e. the classes are exclusive and exhaustive.

A generated set of two-dimensional points where model operation can
be visually inspected as a development of the classification "heat maps"
as seen in figures 4, 6 and 8 where the three optimizers may be visually
compared, although it needs to be noted that there is a lot of variance from
one run to another. Visually it would seem that Adam is a clear winner on
this problem where the earlier example code is extended from two to eight
layers of feed forward network. The training statics for Adam, Nesterov
and SGD (figures 5, 7 and 9, respectively) tell a similar story.

Figure 4. A colored heatmap shows classes predicted at each coordinate (x, y), using
Adam optimizer with 300 randomly generated points x, y → red|green|blue,
each class having a distinct distribution. Prior injection used in training makes
the surrounding areas appear grey, to signify equal class probabilities. Dotted
lines show the first layer decision boundaries but classification only loosely follows those because there are total of 8 layers.

Figure 5. Decrease of error over training epochs, measured for the training points shown
in figure 4 and also for an identically generated validation set. The graph
shows no difference between training and validation. Loss signifies the amount
of information not encoded by the prediction. In three-class classification
log2 (3) ≈ 1.58 bits equals blind guessing, and that is also the limit imposed
on the y axis.

Figure 6. Nesterov converges with similar results.

Figure 7. Nesterov’s learning rate had to be decreased by a magnitude compared to
Adam, to avoid spurious spikes. Despite that, Nesterov converges quickly.

Figure 8. Plain gradient descent could do as well as the others but it would take more
time.

6

Analysis

In the testing done, Nesterov and Adam have consistently converged much
faster and more reliably than SGD. For some of the problems tested, in

Figure 9. Stochastic gradient descent with same alpha as Adam (0.001) shows spurious
spikes and slow convergence.

particular a 1-layer network with sigmoid output and MSE loss, Nesterov
appears to converge much faster than Adam can, while on others (deep
softmax classifiers) Adam has converged faster. In all problems tried,
Adam seems to converge much more reliably than either SGD or Nesterov,
when comparable parameters are used.
Quite possibly SGD and Nesterov break down due to large spurious adjustments that occur when a data point hits a very steep gradient, and
after such mishap the network may not be unable to converge to any useful result. Adam seems more resistant to such mishaps, presumably because it in principle limits the length of the steps taken, which may also
explain its slower convergence when it simply cannot reach the necessary
parameter values in time, despite making all steps in the right direction.
The tests done and discussed here are rather preliminary. Due to many
free model parameters, where not even the learning rates are directly
comparable, no quantitive results of convergence can be presented. Obtaining such results would require brute force approach of parameter trials or other methods not possible within this work.

7 Discussion
The focus of the work shifted far towards the fundamentals in particular due to reviewer’s comments, where the original content was found to
be too advanced for the general audience of CS students. Although most
of the actual work on neural networks nowadays is done on higher level
libraries such as PyTorch and Keras, I find working directly with linear algebra useful in understanding why the "black boxes" in such frameworks
behave the way they do, even if one doesn’t poke the internals directly.
Although other authors have done comprehensive analysis of parameter initialization and optimizer settings for optimal convergence in var-

ious niches, and various methods of automatic hyper-parameter tuning
are employed on the field, this work was limited to manual testing on a
CPU-based system where each test run took considerable time. Thus, the
original goal of comprehensive parameter testing was not attained.
Instead, full gradient derivation and the most popular optimizers are
shown along with practical example code which programmers should find
more friendly than the algebra. Further, the implemented network attains reasonable results in regression tasks with program code that can
fit on a single page, which itself is fascinating.
Overall, the work turned more educational and introductory than a scientific paper, especially since no novel results are presented for vigorous
review.
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Abstract
Pointer analysis has been discussed for more than two decades and is generally considered well-established in compiler technology. In particular,
pointer analysis is commonly used to aid the software optimization process, as well as identify possible software defects that may lead to a security vulnerability. Despite its importance and significant role in computer
programming, there is a limited discussion on this topic recently, along
with limited literature covering pointer analysis as a general subject. This
paper aims to cover and review the foundation of pointer analysis, by discussing the background, the established algorithms including Andersen’s
and Steensgaard’s algorithms, comparison between the algorithms and the
implementation and use-cases in the modern compiler.
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1

Introduction

Programming languages incorporate the concept of reference which allows an object to be referred in other parts of the program without having
to copy the entire object content. It enables flexibility inside a program to
refer to a specific object in different program points. Some programming

languages typically implement reference as a pointer, which is essentially
a memory address of the object location. Pointer is very flexible as you
can manipulate it directly using arithmetic operators, and point it to any
memory location. Despite their flexibility, pointers introduce complexity
in program flow, as well as security issues which can impact the reliability of software. In order to mitigate these issues, a specialized program
analysis is required.
Static pointer analysis is a program analysis that estimates the runtime value of a pointer variable [1]. It provides a safe approximation of
the possible runtime value of a pointer, and can be useful for other program analysis purposes, such as optimization and defect analysis. Every
programming language implementation that uses pointer to suppert, for
instance, raw pointer or type-safe reference, can benefit from pointer analysis.
This paper provides background knowledge that justifies the importance
of pointer analysis (section 2), discusses well known algorithms (section 3),
explores challenges in improving pointer analysis performance and precision (section 4), reviews current implementations and use-cases in modern compilers (section 5), and finally, concludes with future work suggested by this review (section 6).

2 Background
The pointer is a representation of a memory location in a program and
allows a program to store and manipulate a memory location within its
logic. It can refer to a location of data or instructions, and it is an essential component in the machine instruction. This section will briefly cover
about pointers in programming languages (subsection 2.1), and pointer
analysis (subsection 2.2).

2.1 Representing Memory Address in Programming Language
A variable represents a value in a computer program. It allows the programmer to assign values and perform a computation. The programmer
typically specifies the variable scope, such as global, local, or heap, not
the storage location to store the variable. Instead, the compiler identifies
and select the best location to hold a variable [1]. Thus, a variable does
not always require a memory location, such as when all variables can be

fitted in available CPU registers. Nevertheless, a variable must be stored
in memory in many cases, in which case the compiler assign it a memory
address automatically during code generation.
Several programming languages, such as C and C++, allow the programmer to obtain the memory address of a variable. C and C++ provide the
address-of operator (&) which denotes an expression of obtaining a variable address, i.e., a pointer to the variable. In C++, a pointer declares information about the underlying object type that it refers to [17]. It helps
the compiler to select a suitable operation for dereferencing or manipulating the pointer, as well as detecting incorrect use of pointer operations.
A pointer does not necessarily point to data. A function pointer allows
the abstraction of a function address and enables programmer’s control
over program flow more flexibly [11]. Several frequent use-cases of a function pointer includes defining a callback function to be passed to another
function and dynamically loading an external library at runtime.
The comprehensive type information expressed in program source code
is almost entirely erased when the program is compiled to a machine language. The compiler transforms pointer operation and execution into a
semantically equivalent direct or indirect addressing instruction [1]. The
compiler performs memory allocation automatically and supplies the generated addresses and offset as instruction operands. No apparent semantic information about the type will be stored unless it is explicitly
expressed in the program logic, for example, the Run Time Type Information (RTTI) feature in C++ [17].

2.2

Pointer Analysis

During the compilation stage, the compiler may need to predict the possible runtime value of a pointer. Static analysis can be used to analyze
the program structure and identify the possible pointer values based on
program semantics. This analysis is called pointer analysis. For every
pointer in the program, a pointer analysis produces a points-to set, which
is a set of possible object referred by the pointer at runtime according to
the program semantics, which is typically a pointer assignment operation
[1].
Pointer analysis and alias analysis (also known as a static analysis of
pointers) are being used interchangeably. However, alias analysis seeks to
answer a different question, whether different pointers may point to the
same value [6]. Alias analysis is considered a subset of pointer analysis

as it does not produce a complete collection of a possible runtime value of
the pointer, rather it only determines whether two pointers may refer to
the same object. Alias analysis produces must-alias response when both
pointers are guaranteed to point the same object, no-alias response when
both pointers are guaranteed to not point to the same object, and mayalias response when the definite relationship cannot be concluded.
According to Rice’s theorem, static code analysis, including pointer analysis, is considered an undecidable problem [10]. Pointer analysis involves
large problem sets, consists of all pointers in the program, variations in
the control flow, and data dependencies between instructions, leading to
a decrease of analysis efficiency. Therefore, many pointer analysis algorithms provide an estimation rather than the exact result. They utilize
statistical and probabilistic algorithms to approximate runtime values of
pointers. Various algorithms consolidate multiple approaches to minimize
the gap between performance and precision [6]. Although many algorithms have been published, there is no single unified solution for every
case.
Various use-cases of pointer analysis have been presented over the years.
Compilers rely on pointer analysis to optimize a program, for instance,
register allocation, constant propagation, and code scheduling [4]. The
LLVM compiler uses pointer analysis to perform Loop Invariant Code
Motion (LICM), which optimizes load and store operation in loops [5]. A
pointer security mechanism, such as Code-Pointer Integrity (CPI), can
also benefit from pointer analysis by provideing information to identify
sensitive pointers to protect [8]. Moreover, pointer analysis is crucial
to supply information about pointer information for other code analysis,
such as control flow and data flow analysis [10].

3 Pointer Analysis Algorithm
Multiple approaches have been proposed to deal with pointer analysis
problems. Generally, pointer analysis algorithms can be classified based
on their sensitiveness to program behavior, e.g., control-flow and context
[7]. Flow-sensitivity describes whether an algorithm includes program
control flow in its analysis. Context-sensitivity, on the other hand, describes an algorithm which accounts for interprocedural relationships in
analysis. Even though there are several other factors which define a
pointer analysis algorithm, including type-sensitivity and field-sensitivity,

these two characteristics are commonly discussed in pointer analysis algorithms.

3.1

Andersen’s Algorithm

Andersen [2] proposed an algorithm to build a points-to set using constraint rules that are applied to the program. The algorithm defines constraints for program structures, including declarations, definitions, and
statements. The entire program is tagged with the respective constraints.
The constraint itself describes a program operation which affects a pointer
value, such as assigning pointer with a memory address. The algorithm
performs constraint solving to build the points-to set that satisfies them.
int a, b, c,
*p1, *p2, *p3,
**pp1, **pp2;
p1 = &a;
p2 = &b;
p3 = &c;
pp1 = &p1;
pp2 = pp1;
*pp2 = p3; // p1 = &c
pp1 = &p2;
*pp1 = &a; // p2 = &a
Code 1. Sample program with pointer assignments in C

Practically, the algorithm examines every pointer assignment instruction and update the points-to set information of the left-hand side pointer
with the right-hand side value. Consider the code 1, the first instruction
assigns the address of variable a into pointer p1, therefore, a is added into
p1 points-to set. Table 1 shows the progression of the analysis for every
instruction point. Points-to set for every pointer is produced after every
instruction is processed. Figure 1 shows the directed graph representation of the points-to set result.
Andersen’s algorithm is a context-sensitive algorithm, where it differentiates each function call depending on the passed arguments and generate
the constraint for the function call according to the called function pointsto set. It is to include the possibility of the argument being involved in
determining the return value of the function, which may differ across different function calls.

Instruction

p1

p2

p3

pp1

pp2

p1 = &a

{a}

{}

{}

{}

{}

p2 = &b

{a}

{b}

{}

{}

{}

p3 = &c

{a}

{b}

{c}

{}

{}

pp1 = &p1

{a}

{b}

{c}

{p1}

{}

pp2 = pp1

{a}

{b}

{c}

{p1}

{p1}

*pp2 = p3

{a, c}

{b}

{c}

{p1}

{p1}

pp1 = &p2

{a, c}

{b}

{c}

{p1, p2}

{p1}

*pp1 = &a

{a, c}

{a, b}

{c}

{p1, p2}

{p1}

Table 1. Generated points-to set result per instruction using Andersen’s algorithm

{pp1, pp2}
pp2

p3
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pp1

p1

{p1, p2, p3}

a

p2
b
Figure 1. Points-to graph representation
generated by Andersen’s algorithm

{a, b, c}
Figure 2. Points-to graph representation generated by Steensgaard’s algorithm

The order of instructions is not considered by the algorithm. The constraint do not reflect any information about program flow and the algorithm simply merges two points-to sets which satisfies the constraints.
As a result, two different program flow may have identical points-to sets.
Assuming the program constraint generation has a linear complexity to
the program size, the constraint solving algorithm has a cubic worst-case
complexity (O(n3 )) due to pointer dereferencing and function call contextsensitiveness. Pointer dereferencing requires the constraint to be propagated against all possible pointed objects. A function call requires an
examination of its context according to the supplied argument which has
substantial variation between different call context and possibly multiplies the number of constraints to process.

Instruction

p1

p2

p3

pp1

pp2

p1 = &a

{a}

{}

{}

{}

{}

p2 = &b

{a}

{b}

{}

{}

{}

p3 = &c

{a}

{b}

{c}

{}

{}

pp1 = &p1

{a}

{b}

{c}

{p1}

{}

pp2 = pp1

{a}

{b}

{c}

{p1}

{p1}

*pp2 = p3

{a, c}

{b}

{a, c}

{p1}

{p1}

pp1 = &p2

{a, b, c}

{a, b, c}

{a, b, c}

{p1, p2}

{p1, p2}

*pp1 = &a

{a, b, c}

{a, b, c}

{a, b, c}

{p1, p2}

{p1, p2}

Table 2. Generated points-to set result per instruction using Steensgaard’s algorithm

3.2

Steensgaard’s Algorithm

Steensgaard proposed a pointer analysis algorithm which has linear time
complexity [16]. It uses a storage shape graph to model the runtime storage where the nodes represent storage locations or objects, while the edges
represent pointer directions [3]. The storage graph describes location abstraction and potential runtime values from the connectivity between the
nodes. The nodes may also be interconnected with each other, which represents an object being composed of different object types, e.g., declaration
of a pointer to a pointer to an integer (int **).
Similar to Andersen’s approach, Steensgaard introduces several constraint to pointer statements in the program, including assigning and
dereferencing a pointer. The constraint define a well-typed state to conform to the storage model graph and maintain the state in every program
point, i.e., no conflict between nodes in the storage graph can emerge. The
goal of the algorithm is to reduce the graph into smaller disjoint sets by
merging multiple equivalent nodes with equal constraint.
Table 2 shows the progression of the algorithm and the merging behavior of Steensgaard’s algorithm. On first few instructions, the analysis behaves similarly with Andersen’s algorithm. However, starting from sixth
instruction, the algorithm merges other unrelated pointer because the algorithm determines that they have equivalent constraint. This simplification improves the efficiency of the algorithm, in which the algorithm does
not have to traverse multiple indirection to update the points-to set, with
the cost of precision. Figure 2 shows the graph representation of the final
points-to set.
Steensgaard utilizes the Union-Find data structure to perform the anal-

ysis in almost linear time. Every program instruction is only evaluated
once, and the algorithm does not take program flow, such as conditional
and loop, into account. Steensgaard’s algorithm is also context-insensitive
as it considers all function calls to be identical regardless of its calling
context. A function call is determined only by its return value, which
therefore will be represented as a single node in the storage graph.

4 Performance and Precision
Several studies have been discussing the performance and precision issues on implementing pointer analysis [6, 7, 9]. Researches are focusing
on the trade-offs between them to improve the usability of the analysis.
There is no golden standard on the balance between them, and it depends
on the uses of pointer analysis itself. Several use cases require a more
precise result, while some other requires faster analysis.

4.1 Criteria on Performance
Performance of pointer analysis can be evaluated by performing the analysis using actual source code input. The time performance greatly impacts the scalability of the analysis, and hence, deployability in a realworld settings. An algorithm with complexity larger than quadratic, such
as Andersen’s algorithm, may be impractical when dealing with a larger
program.
Several studies compare the performance of pointer analysis algorithms,
including Andersen’s and Steensgaard’s algorithms [7, 15, 14]. The studies are conducted using different test cases, which are based on actual applications. On a program with fewer lines of code, Andersen’s algorithm
performs almost as fast as Steensgaard’s [15], which has a linear complexity [16]. For larger program sets, however, Steensgaard’s algorithm yields
a more consistent result, whereas Andersen’s algorithm performance is
highly dependent on the test case. This is a result of context-sensitivity
behavior of the algorithm which multiplies the number of pointer sets on
every different calling context.
Other than time complexity, the space complexity is also a challenge in
developing a pointer analysis. Andersen’s algorithm uses more space compared to Steensgaard’s algorithm because of its context sensitivity [16].
Steensgaard’s algorithm simplify this approach by treating all different

calling contexts as a single type of abstract location, hence, no redundant
information is stored for every different calling context.

4.2

Analysis Precision

Pointer analysis precision indicates the accuracy of the generated pointsto sets against the real values during the execution. The accuracy can
be measured using the size of points-to sets. It is assumed that for every
value in a points-to set result, there will be at least one value that represents the correct pointer value at runtime. Given that pointer analysis
algorithms typically use formal rules against program semantics, the assumption will hold as long as the rules are correct [2]. Therefore, it is safe
to assume that an algorithm is more precise if it yields smaller points-to
set.
Shapiro and Horwitz carried an experiment on Steensgaard’s and Andersen’s algorithm precisions [15], in which they used C source code from
multiple programs with different sizes, ranging from one hundred two
twenty thousand lines. Andersen’s algorithm is considered to be more precise than Steensgaard’s algorithm because it yields smaller points-to sets.
This is presumably due to the context-sensitivity of Andersen’s algorithm,
compared to Steensgaard’s approach of assuming every call instruction to
be equal.
Precision is affected significantly by the analysis characteristic. Although flow-sensitive analyses deliver a more precise results, they have
severe scalability issues and often fail to deliver a time-efficient result for
large program [12]. Since the need for precision does not outweigh the
cost of processing, many approaches chose to disregard flow-sensitivity
altogether.
William Landi as reported by Hind [6] observed that the precision of
pointer analysis plays an important role to distinguish its practicality.
Program optimization, for instance, requires the analysis to produce a
correct result for every program input. However, a highly precise result is
not necessarily required for every use case. False-positive results can be
tolerated within a certain limit without sacrificing its benefits.
There are, however, several proposed methods which improve the precision over the state-of-the-art analyses. For example, Shapiro and Horwitz
proposed to improve Steensgaard’s approach by introducing categorization in the algorithm [15]. Each variable in the program is assigned with
one category, and two variables will only be merged into a single points-to

set if and only if both variables belong to the same category. The precision
can be further improved by iteratively executing the analysis with unique
categorization on each run. They reported around 6 to 25% improvement
over the original Steensgaard’s algorithm depends on the test program.

5 Implementation in Modern Compilers
Modern compilers uses pointer analysis mainly for performing program
optimization. Therefore, it is usually implemented in compiler back-ends
1,

which means it operates on an intermediate representation rather than

the original source code. This enables the analysis to be language agnostic rather than exclusive to a specific programming language. However,
this might introduce some limitations as some semantic information is
lost when the source code is transformed into intermediate code, thus restricting the analysis to distinguish high-level program semantics, such
as data structure information.

5.1 Pointer Analysis Implementation in LLVM
LLVM provides an alias analysis interface where the API is structured for
querying aliasing information, not a full pointer analysis points-to sets.
This design decision dated back to the early development of LLVM2 , which
focused on implementing a stateless constant-time alias analysis infrastructure for determining alias information between two pointers. Despite
this API design, it allows implementing points-to analysis algorithm on
top of it, although accessing the points-to set information is challenging
without any provided API to obtain the points-to result set.
Currently, LLVM provides both Steensgaard’s and Andersen’s algorithm
implementation, apart from other alias analysis algorithms. By default,
LLVM uses Basic Alias Analysis, which is the stateless alias analysis
implementation, and provides other alias analyses including Type-Based
Alias Analysis and ScalarEvolution-based Alias Analysis.
Andersen’s and Steensgaard’s algorithms are implemented using a directed graph to describe the pointer, which is represented by a node; as1 Compiler is usually comprised of a modular structure of front-end and back-end,

where the communication between the two uses intermediate representation [1].
Clang and LLVM pair is a notable example of this architecture.
2 As examined from the commit history of the LLVM alias analysis infrastructure
(lib/Analysis/AliasAnalysis.cpp, Commit ID: 7d58f8d)

signment between pointers, which is represented by an edge; and its value
or referred object, which is a stored data in a node. Since both Steensgaard’s and Andersen’s algorithms are constraint and set based, they can
be represented as graph and computed using graph-based algorithm. For
example, the Andersen’s algorithm implementation traverses the graph to
propagate pointer values to every pointer assignment, i.e., pointer value
data in a node is copied to every other connected node. On the other
hand, Steensgaard’s algorithm implementation uses Context Free Language (CFL)-reachability solution algorithm to transform the graph into
an equivalent set by using a special data structure called stratified set
[19].
It is theoretically possible to reconstruct points-to set information from
alias information by naively querying all pointer pairs in the program.
Must-alias and may-alias responses from the analysis inform that both
pointers possibly point to the same value, thus it is possible to construct
disjoint sets from that information. This workaround can be implemented
in LLVM using the existing alias analysis implementation. However, this
approach is inefficient as it is a combinatoric problem, which increases the
problem set in quadratic scale apart from the efficiency of the analysis
algorithm itself. Consequently, this approach is not applicable in some
cases.

5.2

Use Cases

Several compile-time optimizations rely on pointer analysis algorithms
for points-to sets and pointer aliasing information. One example that is
implemented in LLVM is Loop Invariant Code Motion (LICM) [5]. This optimization attempts to reduce loop size by moving instructions that does
not produce observable behaviors. The alias information is used to identify if dereferenced pointer inside the loop is not aliasing any other pointer
that is written inside the loop. If the compiler is able to prove this, it can
optimize the loop by pulling out the pointer dereference as its value will
never change throughout the loop iteration.
Software security can benefit from pointer analysis to identify possible software bugs, for example, detecting Use After Free (UAF)3 vulner3 Use After Free (UAF) is caused by an instruction trying to use a pointer ob-

tained from heap memory allocation function (e.g., malloc, operator new) which
has been released by calling the respective function (e.g., free, operator delete)
[13].

abilities which Yan et al. use Andersen’s algorithm to analyze possible
candidate of UAF pointer access [18]. The detection algorithm uses the
context-insensitive variant of Andersen’s algorithm to produce a points-to
set, which is then passed to the calling context reduction and path reduction mechanism to detect UAF. UAF detection requires a flow-sensitive
algorithm which is not typically feasible in general purpose pointer analysis. Therefore, a separate mechanism is required to examine the program
flow to identify the possible UAF instruction.

6 Discussion and Further Work
Pointer analysis has been an important program analysis tool in modern compilers. Andersen’s and Steensgaard’s algorithm is considered as
a widely accepted standard for pointer analysis algorithms, and many
improvement proposals derived from those approaches. Andersen’s algorithm is considered to give a more precise analysis with trade-offs in efficiency and scalability. Whereas, Steensgaard’s algorithm performs more
efficiently with a trade-off in the precision. The users of the analysis have
to consider these factors in order to pick suitable pointer analysis for their
cases.
However, there is no recent comprehensive discussion about different
pointer analysis algorithms. The most recent comparison study was done
by Hind in 2000 and 2001 [6, 7]. Bibliographical literature referring to
pointer analysis is mostly refering back to Aho, et al. literature about
compiler design as a whole [1]. This indicates that this particular subject
is not commonly known in general computer science community and is
specific to compiler engineering.
On the implementation side, currently LLVM provides a comprehensive
set of alias analysis algorithms, which can be used to support compiler optimization passes or program transformation and instrumentation. However, LLVM does not provide an API to query a points-to set of a pointer,
which limits its practicality. A considerable amount of code refactoring
will be required to enhance LLVM compiler to support producing pointsto set information as the current alias analysis infrastructure itself is already very extensive by itself.
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Abstract
Athorization in the Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the fundamental
factors in implementing IoT devices on an established communication network. In fact, current authorization solutions for web applications require
high computational power. As many IoT devices are categorized as a constrained device, the implementation of authorization solutions requires different approaches.
In this paper, we compare two on-going authorization frameworks for IoT
devices based on OAuth 2.0. The first solution is Authentication and Authorization for Constrained Environments (ACE) and the second solution
is Device Authorization Grant for Browserless Device. Both frameworks
are designed to enable clients to obtain an access token in a specific use
case.
KEYWORDS: IoT, authorization, OAuth 2.0, ACE, Browserless

1 Introduction
The evolution of social Internet services such as blogs, photo sharing, and
social media has fostered the growth of web applications that rely on the
content of these Internet services [9]. The protected content hosted by
online resource servers can typically be accessed by third-party web applications (clients) using Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). In the
traditional authentication model, the client requests access for the protected resource by authenticating with the server using credentials (username and password) of the resource owner. Nevertheless, this solution
creates potential problems to the privacy of the resource owner since the
resource owner unable to restrict scope and duration access to an authenticated client. Therefore, it is essential to establish identity management
standards across online services which provide an alternative to sharing
credentials of the resource owner.
The Single Sign-On (SSO) mechanism provides a central authentication
and authorization authority which allows an authenticated client to access protected resources using an access token. The central authorization
authority is usually assigned to a service provider. Nowadays, the Open
Authorization 2.0 (OAuth 2.0 / OAuth) is one of the most widely deployed
SSO framework in the web application [6]. The OAuth 2.0 is a webbased authorization framework that allows owners of the information to
grant access from other entities to their resources (data or services) [6].
Third-party applications usually use the OAuth framework to request an
access token and obtain access to owner resources within limited scope
and duration. The third-party application is often referred to as a client.
As a result for a valid request, the service provider will issue an access
token and sent it to the client in a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format as a replacement of the owner’s credential. Originally, the OAuth
framework is designed over the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to
support the authorization for web applications [3]. Nevertheless, the design of the OAuth framework allows implementation of OAuth over any
protocol other than HTTP [8]. This property of the OAuth framework
enables a new implementation of the OAuth framework in an Internet
of Things (IoT) which typically has limited computational power. Traditional network protocols (e.g., HTTP and JSON) which are designed for

devices with more available resources could optionally be replaced with
constrained Internet protocols, such as Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) and Concise Binary Object Representation (CBOR) to enable the
implementation of OAuth frameworks in the IoT.
The IoT consists of billions interconnected devices, involving both standard Internet devices which have relatively high processing power and
small Internet devices which usually have limited processing power. Many
of IoT devices are categorized as constrained devices [4], they operate in
challenging environments, such as lossy and low-power networks, have
limited computational power, and are usually battery-powered, thus requiring significant attention to maintain the energy consumption low. As
a part of established communication networks, the implementation of IoT
devices also require some aspects of network security components, including user access control and authorization. The existence of these components is even more critical for the IoT device because an adversary can
easily exploit services which may compromise physical resources, such as
digital locks in the smart home. From the fact that the majority of IoT
devices have limited capabilities, the implementation of the OAuth 2.0
framework in the IoT has to deal with the limitations and challenges of
constrained devices. The limited computational power of IoT devices may
not be sufficient to perform the cryptographic primitives required for message authentications and digital signatures, which may have a negative
impact on energy consumption. Moreover, the limited input capabilities
of constrained devices may make users unable to enter their own credentials in an appropriate environment. In this paper, we aim to compare
two on-going solutions based on OAuth 2.0 framework that are related to
access control and authorization in IoT devices. One solution will discuss
about Authentication and Authorization for Constrained Environments
(ACE) framework based on the OAuth 2.0 [11] and we will compare it
with the second solution about OAuth 2.0 Device Authorization Grant for
Browserless and Input Constrained Devices [5]. We also suggest typical
IoT applications which are most suitable for each authorization framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section. 2 presents the relevant background of authorization and access control, Section. 3 explains
the comparison between these two framework solutions and Section. 4
concludes the paper.

2 Background Theory
In this section, we provide background information about some authorization and access control technologies which will be compared in the
Section. 3.

2.1 OAuth 2.0
The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework enables clients to get access to
resources without using the owner’s credentials. Instead, an access token
is used by the client as a replacement of the owner’s credential. In the
implementation of the OAuth 2.0 framework, there are three roles which
have to take into account:
• Resource Owner (RO), is an entity which provides their own services

and give permissions to an authorization server to issue an access
token;

• Service Provider (SP), is the host of user’s services which returns a

service after validating an access token within the resource request;

• Service Consumer (SC), is the client application which requests an

access token to the authorization server and transmit it inside the
resource request to obtain the protected service;

Each access token has a specific scope to the resource depend on the
desired scope that is requested by the client. Therefore, every SC does
not have full access to the resource which is not belong to them. This
authorization framework is originally designed for use with HTTP [7].

Figure 1. Flow of OAuth 2.0 Framework [8]

Figure. 1 shows the flow of the authorization process of OAuth 2.0 in the
form of a sequence diagram as described in the following steps:
1. The Service Consumer sends an authorization request to the Resource Owner.

2. The Resource Owner issues an authorization grant, a credential
which represents the resource owner’s authorization, and sends it
to the Service Consumer. The generated grant includes in one of the
four grant type standards [8].
3. The Service Consumer presents the authorization grant to the Authorization Server within a request for an access token.
4. The Authorization Server attempts to validate the authorization grant
prior to sending an access token to the Service Consumer.
5. The Service Consumer requests the resource from the Service Provider
by providing the access token.
6. The Service Provider attempts to validate the access token and returns the resource after verifying the access token.
For a specific use case, the access token is determined by the interaction
between the client, the resource owner, the authorization server and the
resource server within a grant type. In the original OAuth 2.0, there
are four grant types. The selected grant type is decided when the client
request the authorization grant for the first time. This paper [6] described
four grant types as follow:
• Authorization Code, the authorization code is the most secure flow

because it separates secret information that is exposed to the client
and the resource owner. It assumes the resource owner and the
client application are on separate devices. After the resource owner
presents her credentials into the browser, the access token does not
pass through the browser. The access token is directly requested by
the client to the authorization server using the authorization code
that is issued by the authorization server after authenticating the
resource owner. As a result of this design, the access token will not
be exposed to other entities including the resource owner.

• Implicit, in the implicit flow, all the communication is happening

through the browser and there is no backend server redeeming the
authorization grant for an access token. It assumes the resource
owner and the client are on the same device. Instead of transmitting
intermediate credentials (such as authorization code) to the client,
the authorization server directly sends an access token to the client.

• Resource Owner Password Credentials, in this flow, the resource
owner presents her credentials (i.e., username and password) for
the authorization server to the client. The client directly uses these
credentials to obtain an access token from the authorization server.

This mode should only be used when there is a high degree of trust
between the resource owner an the client (e.g., the client is part of
the device operating system).
• Client Credentials, client credentials are typically used to obtain the

access token when the client is accessing his/her own resource. This
flow allows the client to request an access token using its client’s
credentials.

2.2 ACE OAuth 2.0
The ACE OAuth 2.0 framework defines one possible implementation of
the OAuth 2.0 framework on IoT devices which typically do not have processing capabilities to apply traditional network protocols which are required high computational requirements [1]. Three building blocks enable the implementation of the OAuth 2.0 framework in IoT devices, such
as:
1. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [12], this protocol resides
in the application layer and mainly handles messaging transfer in a
constrained network. The request and response messages between
IoT devices are transmitted using this protocol.
2. Concise Binary Object Representation (CBOR) [2], is a data format that is designed for small code and used for encoding the access
token. This is used as a replacement of JSON format in the constrained device.
3. CBOR Object Signing and Encryption (COSE) [10], this is a standard security service in the application layer for the CBOR format.
This protocol operates as an alternative or complement to transport
layer security (e.g., Datagram Transport Layer Security).
In order to satisfy the performance requirements of IoT devices, the existing specification of the OAuth framework should add extensions which
do not require high processing power. Therefore, some constrained protocols are used to replace traditional network protocol which may burden
resources of IoT devices. CoAP is used in the constrained device to handle
messaging in the application layer and optionally replace HTTP. In addition to provide security at the application layer, COSE is used to secure
self-contained tokens such as proof-of-possession (PoP) tokens, which is
an extension to the OAuth tokens. When distributing access tokens, the
CBOR format is applied to replace JSON format that is used in the original OAuth so it will reduce memory footprint in the IoT device.

Figure 2. Flow of ACE OAuth 2.0 Framework [11]

The authorization flow illustrated in Figure. 2 describes the interaction
between three roles:
1. The Client device makes a token request to the Authorization Server.
2. The Authorization Server returns an access token and optionally a
refresh token after successfully process the token request.
3. The Client uses the received access token to request for an access to
any resource in the Resouce Server.
4. The Resource Server could directly process the request if the request
token can be validated on its own or optionally forward the token to
the Authorization Server before giving an access to the requested
resource.
5. The Authorization Server returns the security parameter which will
be used by the Resource Server to decide before giving permission to
the Client.
6. The Client obtains the target resource if the request is authorized
by the Resource Server.
The ACE framework defines a number of protocol flows that are determined by selected grant types. Based on [11], there are two preferred
grant types which typically work best in the IoT environment, such as:
• Authorization Code, this flow is a good choice for applications that

require interactions between mobile applications with IoT devices.
One example is in the smart home, where the end user uses the
mobile application to present the user’s credentials before gaining
access to physical resources which are attached to IoT devices.

• Client Credentials, The Client Credential Grant is a good fit for use

with IoT devices where the OAuth client itself is a constrained device.

2.3 Device Authorization Grant for Browserless Device
The original OAuth 2.0 framework has one implementation model which
requires the end-user to present his/her credential (username and password) to the authorization server before receiving a granted access to the
resource. However, most of IoT devices typically lack browser feature
(Browserless) and requiring the end-user to input his/her credentials is
impractical. These browserless devices usually include wireless speakers, digital picture frames and printers. The device authorization grant
framework enables browserless devices to communicate with a secondary
device (e.g., smartphone, tablet) which support browser feature and internet connectivity to send an verification code to the authorization server
and obtain authorized access to the target resource.
Based on [5], the implementation of the device authorization grant
framework comprises of four mandatory components, such as:
• The client device has an Internet connectivity.

• The client device provides a HTTPS requests capability.

• The client device is able to display or communicate a URI and verification code to a secondary device of the user.

• The user has a secondary device (e.g., personal computer or smartphone) from which they can process the request.

Figure 3. Flow of Device Authorization Grant Framework [5]

The flow which is showed in Figure. 3 can be described in the following
steps:

1. The Client device requests access from the Authorization Server and
includes its client identifier. The client identifier is a unique id that
issued by the authorization server to the registered client [8].
2. The Authorization Server returns a verification code, an end-user
code and a verification URI for the end-user device.
3. The Client device forwards the end-user code code and the verification URI to the end-user device. The end-user access the verification
URI with his/her secondary device and input the end-user code.
4. The authorization server processes the end-user code and prompts
the user to grant the client’s access request.
5. The IoT device periodically send client id with the verification code
to the authorization server to check if the user has completed the
user authorization step.
6. The Client receives the access token if the authorization server manages to validate the verification code provided by the client.
While IoT devices that operate in the ACE framework have limited processing power, the device authorization grant framework has common IoT
devices which have higher processing power constrained. This condition
allows IoT devices to implement traditional network protocol to send an
authentication request to the authorization server.
The client initiates the authorization flow by requesting a set of verification codes from the authorization server by making an HTTP "POST"
request to the authorization server. All requests from the device must use
the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol. In response, the authorization server generates a unique device verification code and an end-user
code that are valid for a limited time and includes them in the HTTP
response body using the JSON format with a 200 (OK) status code.

3

Framework Comparison

In this section, we compare both the ACE framework and the Device
Authorization Grant framework from several aspects. Subsection. 3.1
presents specific use case for each framework and Subsection. 3.2 discusses deployment aspects on each authorization framework.

3.1 Target Use Case
As described in the subsection. 2.1, there are four grant types which define the flow to obtain the access token for the client. Each grant type is
selected for a unique use case. The authorization code grant type is designed for a case where the client operates on behalf of the resource owner.
However, in case the client acts on behalf of the resource owner and provides very limited input mechanism to the user, it is recommended to use
the device authorization grant type.
One typical use case for the authorization code grant is in the smart
home application. A real example for this case is a smartphone (client)
which operates as a wireless door key and requests access to the authorization server to control a door lock which is integrated into an IoT device (resource server). It assumes that both the client and the resource
server have been registered to the authorization server so the following
resource request and response come from authenticated entities. In the
owner authorization step, the end user (resource owner) presents owner
credentials (username and password) to the authorization server. After
granting owner authorization, the authorization server sends the authorization code to the client. This authorization code can be used by the
client to receive the access token from the authorization server. When
issuing the access token, the authorization server adds claims which are
used by the resource server to maintain the access scope of every authorized request from the client. After receiving the access token, the end
user allows to use her smartphone to control the door lock.
On another use case, an example for the device authorization grant is
a wireless speaker (client) which request access to a user account in a
cloud music service (resource server), e.g., Spotify and Joox. When the
speaker tries to connect for the first time with the authorization server,
the speaker forwards the client id of the speaker to the authorization
server. As a return, the authorization server sends the verification code,
the end-user code and the verification URI to the speaker. This initial
process occurs without end-user interaction. After this process, the end
user tries to pair her smartphone with the speaker using Bluetooth technology. After both devices have been paired, the speaker will forward the
user code and verification URI to the end user (resource owner) whose
identity has been registered in the cloud service beforehand. The end
user will decide before giving access for her account to the speaker. Mean-

while, the speaker repeatedly pools the authorization server to find out if
the user completed the user authorization step. After the end user grants
access to the client speaker, music services can be accessed by the speaker
afterward.

3.2

Deployment Aspects

For each entity that operates on a framework, as shown in Figure. 2 and
Figure. 3, there are numbers of possible cases that may occur during the
running process. There is a case when one entity unable to transmit authorization information (e.g., access tokens, public key, and verification
code) to another member within the same framework at an unpredicted
time.

Local token validation in the ACE framework [11]
In a network which implements the ACE framework, there is a case when
the resource server is not connected to the authorization server after the
client sending a resource request. Therefore, the resource server cannot
retrieve the authorization information associated with each access token
from the authorization server. In this case, the self-contained access token
has a security property which can be used by the resource server to verify
the access locally. The self-contained access control has a "scope" element
which contains information about permitted accesses (claims) that can be
requested by the client towards the resource server. The "scope" element
is issued by the authorization server when the client first requests for
the access token. The authorization server encodes authorization information along with a signature into the token and returns it to the client.
When the resource server receives the self-contained access token from
the client, the authorization information of the access token informs the
server that the client has authorized access for resources inside "scope"
element. As a result, it is not necessary for the resource server to verify
the access token in the authorization server as long as the client sends
self-contained access control when requesting access.

Non-browser user interaction in the Authorization Grant framework [5]
For some electronic devices (e.g., wireless speaker and smart home hub)
that do not provide display screens for the user interaction, the implementation of the Device Authorization Grant framework requires different
user interaction methods. One alternative user interaction for transmit-

ting the verification URI and the user-code is via Bluetooth. This alternative does not require a browser and manual input of the code. Instead,
there is an authorization server’s companion app which will receive the
user code and the verification URI from the paired device and sends this
information to the authorization server.

4 Conclusions
This paper compares two on-going authorization frameworks for IoT devices based on the OAuth 2.0 framework. From the standard of The ACE
framework, it is typically designed for client devices which have limited
processing power. On another side, the standard of the device authorization grant framework [5] specifies the implementation of the framework
on devices which do not have a browser feature. Both frameworks enable
OAuth clients to obtain authorization access from the resource owner using an access token. The access token associates the client with the owner
credential within a limited scope. The security property of the access token avoids the client to obtain unlimited access to the owner resource.
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Abstract
The amount of data generated by devices in Internet of Things (IoT) has
grown rapidly in past few years. The IoT data is processed in the cloud,
for most part in distant data centers. As a result, high latency and high
response time become an issue when sending huge amounts of data to the
data centers. Edge computing introduces a way to reduce latency by bringing computation resources closer to the end user. This paper focuses mainly
on applications that process data on the edge as a survey of state of the art
in this area. We focus on existing edge architecture and software solutions
to run real-time data analysis on IoT sensor data.
KEYWORDS: edge computing, fog computing, Internet of Things, real-time
data analytics

1

Introduction

The amount of data generated by devices in the Internet of Things (IoT)
has grown rapidly in the past few years. Also the number of devices connected to the internet in 2020 is expected to be 50 billion whereas in 2003
there were only 500 million [1]. In 2011 International Data Corporation

Figure 1. Edge devices and edge nodes that can be used in edge computing [6].

(IDC) estimated that the amount of data produced that year would surpass 1.8 zettabytes (1.8 trillion Gigabytes) and in 2010 it had surpassed
1.0 zettabyte [2]. IoT devices and sensors that create data have limited
computing capabilities. Thus, processing of this data is offloaded to the
cloud to improve battery life and increase performance of the applications [3]. However, when data is transmitted to distant cloud data centers,
the application response time grows. This is a problem in mobile gaming
or video streaming when latency should be low to guarantee good user experience. Edge computing [4] and fog computing [5] have been presented
as solutions to reduce latency and also handle issues with privacy and
data safety. Shi et al [4] define edge computing as a computing that happens in a resource between data sources and cloud data centers. In edge
computing the computing happens at the proximity of the data sources, at
the edge devices. With the help of edge computing we can reduce latency
and can deal with huge amount of data that is growing every year [6]. In
Figure 1 edge devices and edge nodes are shown which can be used in the
computation instead of the cloud.
In this paper we will look into edge computing, especially in data analytics, and compare existing implementations where edge or fog computing
has been used in data analysis. In section 2 we compare state of art architectures in distributed data processing. In section 3 we focus on implemented algorithms and frameworks. Section 4 summarizes the contents

of this paper.

2

System architecture

In this section we focus on existing edge computing-assisted architectures
in IoT analysis. We look into existing architectures in the field of smart
cities, smart homes and healthcare. This section covers the architectures
have been proposed. In section 3 we look into the algorithms and frameworks of the same papers.
A smart city is an urban area where analysis of real-time data is used
to achieve sustainable outcomes. Analysis of real-time data from smart
cities is used to improve quality of life for example by reducing traffic congestion and energy waste. Smart city is projected to have a massive impact in economics in the coming decades, as it has been estimated that
hundreds of millions of jobs will be created to facilitate conversion to
smart city. Smart cities have many challenges such as geospatially distributed sensing networks and big data analysis. The big data in smart
cities needs to be processed near the sensors at the edge instead of data
centers, in order to achieve low latency and location awareness. Location
awareness is important in order to react to location based behavior. [7]
Hierarchical distributed fog computing architecture for big data analysis in smart cities has been proposed to guarantee low latency and location
awareness. In this architecture, intelligence is distributed at the edge of a
layered fog computing network. Tang et al. [7] proposed 4-layer network
that is shown in Figure 2. Layer 4 contains sensor nodes that are widely
distributed throughout the smart city. They measure physical changes
such as temperature and forward measured data to layer 3. Layer 3 consists of many edge devices. Each edge device is connected to a local group
of sensors. Layer 3 nodes identify potential threat patterns and perform
feature extraction so that the raw data does not have to be transmitted
to layer 2. Layer 3 also has a simple and fast feedback control to respond
to local and small threats. Layer 2 nodes are connected to tens of layer
3 nodes. Layer 2 nodes use spatial and temporal data to recognize potentially hazardous events and control the infrastructure when such an
event is observed. The data analysis of the layers 2 and 3 is forwarded to
layer 1. Layer 1 consists of data centers in the cloud. At the top layer very
large-scale (city wide) and very delay tolerant (years) computing tasks are
performed. [7]

Figure 2. The 4-layer Fog computing architecture in smart cities. [7]

Edge analytics can also be carried out on crowdsourced data. Crowdsourcing can be used for marketing and advertising, locating missing people and public safety. Video feed captured for one reason can be useful
for totally unrelated reason. For example, video feed in surveillance cameras can be used for tracking movements of a missing person. However
the sheer number of surveillance cameras, police patrol cameras etc. is so
huge that all of the raw data cannot be sent to the cloud for processing.
Satyanarayanan et al. [8] have proposed an architecture called GigaSight
that uses a decentralized edge computing infrastructure in form of virtual
machine based-cloudlets. The architecture of GigaSight is illustrated in
Figure 3. Cloudlet is defined as a "data center in a box" that brings computation closer to the user. In GigaSight every cloudlet analyzes video
streams it receives and sends to the cloud only the recognized features
and metadata of the video stream. In addition to analytics, the cloudlets
also denature the video streams to preserve privacy. Denaturing is editing
out frames or blurring certain objects. [8]
Yassine et al. [9] propose an architecture for IoT big data analytics for
smart homes using fog and cloud computing. Smart houses generate huge
amount of data from smart devices and appliances. Analyzing this data
real-time allows us to deduct information that can be used to improve
people’s safety, health and economy. For example, by monitoring usage of
appliances in a smart home we can notice abnormal activities which could
indicate health problems. However, the amount of data produced can be
huge. To handle this massive amount of data, the authors have proposed

Figure 3. The GigaSight architecture. It uses cloudlets to process the data and sends
only features and metadata to the cloud. [6].

a system which uses fog computing. The architecture consists of IoT big
data analytics with fog computing and cloud system. The fog nodes allow faster data processing because they are situated closer to the physical
location of the smart home. The cloud system is responsible of processing computationally intensive tasks. The data to be analyzed is produced
by smart home components such as sensors, devices and appliances. The
fog computing nodes handle data pre-processing, pattern mining, classification, prediction and visualization. These functions are responsible for
quick analysis of the data and send the results to the cloud or directly to
serviced applications. The cloud system is responsible for historical data
analytics and storing the data. [9]
Healthcare is a promising area for an IoT application. The IoT can be
used in many medical applications such as remote health monitoring, fitness programs, supervision of chronic diseases and elderly care. IoT based
applications are expected to increase the quality of life and improve user
experience [10]. Edge or fog computing can significantly reduce latency
and response time of an IoT application. This can be important when it is
critical to react in a short time to a certain event. [11]
Dubey et al. [11] describe how fog computing can improve IoT data processing from wide variety of wearable sensors such as smart watches and
wearable ECG systems. These wearable devices collect health data from

human body around the clock; thus, the amount of data produced is huge.
Health applications require real time and fast data processing. Collecting, storing and analyzing big data in body sensing network (BSN) is a
challenge. It is inefficient and impractical to use traditional cloud architectures to store and process the health data. Also wearable sensors
produce, among valuable information, non-deterministic errors and data
can be corrupted. So it is time consuming and expensive to send raw medical data to the servers in the cloud. To overcome these issues the authors
proposed an architecture with 3 sub-systems. One sub-system consists of
a BSN to collect the data, another consists of a fog gateway for on site
processing and third consists of a cloud server for storage and back-end
analysis. The fog gateway helps to reduce the amount of data to be stored
in the cloud as it filters out irrelevant information that is not needed for
analysis. The fog gateway has limited storage and computing capabilities
compared to the cloud, so the processing in the fog needs to be computationally simple and clinically relevant. The fog gateway converts the data
into features or patterns with time-stamps that are sent to the cloud to be
analyzed. The used architecture reduces data transmission and storage
by processing the data before transmission. [11]
Cao et al. [12] focus on using fog computing in pervasive health monitoring. Pervasive health monitoring is one of the biomedical application
areas that utilizes big data. The same problems arise as with traditional
methods of sending data to the cloud: high latency and high response
time. The authors employ a pervasive fall detection for a stroke mitigation application named U-Fall. The experiment is relevant because falls
are a major cause of mortality among old people and stroke patients often
have multiple falls in a year. U-Fall splits the data analytics, in this case
fall detection, between the edge devices and the server. Fall detection and
simple filtering of false alarms is done in the fog computing. Computationally complex filtering of false positives is done in the cloud. [12]
Rahmani et al. [13] proposed a smart e-Health gateway, called UT-GATE,
at the edge of healthcare IoT. Their architecture consists of 3 layers: medical sensors and actuators network, edge/fog layer and cloud layer. The
first layer has sensors that capture biomedical data from the body and
room. This data is then transmitted to the second layer, that acts as a
smart e-health gateway, via wireless or wired communication protocols
such as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. The fog is formed from multiple geographically distributed smart e-Health gateways. This second layer receives

data from different subnetworks. The key feature of the fog layer is local
data processing as it provides intelligence at the gateway. The fog layer
also handles data compression, filtering and fusion. With help of this fog
layer the system can react faster to certain events. For example, it can
provide fall-detection without sending the data to the cloud to be analyzed and thus save time. The cloud layer implements broadcasting, data
warehouse and data analytics. [13]

3

Algorithms and frameworks

In this section we look into the algorithms and frameworks that were used
in implementation of those architectures that we looked on section 2.
Tang et al. [7] implemented a prototype of their hierarchical 4-layer network in smart cities. The authors experiment with a smart pipeline monitoring system. In the experiment layer 4 has optical fibers as sensors
that measure temperature along the pipeline. At layer 3 machine learning algorithms try to identify threat patterns from the data stream. Also
the raw sensor data is discarded and only extracted feature patterns are
transmitted to the layer 2. Each layer 2 computing node receives features
from multiple of layer 3 edge devices. The layer 2 nodes combine these features and use hidden Markov model (HMM) to process the data. They use
Baum Welch learning algorithm for learning and for classification they
use maximum a posteriori (MAP) rule. The cloud at layer 1 is built using
Hadoop. The results obtained with this prototype are encouraging. The
amount of data transmitted was only about 0.02% of the raw data. Also
the response time reduced significantly using this architecture. [7]
Yassine et al. [9] conducted a case study with their architecture for IoT
big data analytics using fog and cloud computing. They use data which
contains millions of records of usage of appliances over a span of two
years. The data is first cleaned in the fog nodes using Python scripts
with regular expressions (RegEx). After cleaning the data feature pattern
mining is applied. This helps to deduct how the smart home occupants
are using their appliances. The authors also implement k-mean clustering algorithm to further analyze the usage of appliances. With this algorithm they can deduct the usage level of an appliance during a certain
time period. The case study was run in one fog node. The running time of
processing the data, that was produced over 2 years, took only few minutes. Thus, one fog node is capable of processing data from more than one

Figure 4. The percentage of data reduction achieved using dynamic time warping (DTW),
clinical speech processing (CLIP) and GNU zip compression on 10 speech
files. [11]

smart home. [9]
Dubey et al. [11] have different methods for the analysis of the healthcare data. They use Dynamic time warping (DTW) for mining patterns in
time-series data. They also use Clinical speech processing chain (CLIP) to
filter speech data in order to compute the clinically relevant metrics such
as loudness and frequency. They also compress and decompress the data
using GNU zip in their experiments. The compression was done in the
fog processor that sends the compressed data to the cloud. The authors
study remote delivery of speech treatment for people with speech disorders. Speech data from smartwatch is transmitted to the fog computer
that extracts features and patterns from the data. These features and
patterns are then sent to the cloud to be analyzed and used in the treatment by Speech-language pathologists. Figure 4 shows percentage of data
reduction with these three methods in speech data. CLIP and DTW have
both over 99% data reduction. However, GNU compression is only one of
the three methods that is not lossy, meaning the GNU compression can be
reversed back to achieve the original speech data. [11]
The fall detection system U-Fall consists of a front-end and a back-end.
There are two algorithms running in front-end: RSS detector, ADLs filter.
RSS detector uses root-sum-of-squares (RSS) of acceleration magnitude

to detect potential falls. RSS detector can produce a low miss-rate but
at the same time many false positives. To filter out these false positives
ADLs filter is needed. ADLs filter tries to remove events that are from
activities of daily livings (ADLs). In back-end the data processed with
orientation filtering and nonlinear time series analysis. The authors implemented U-Fall algorithm using Android as the front-end and Amazon
AWS as the back-end. U-Fall was compared to two state-of-the-art fall
detection algorithms. U-Fall had good response time, energy consumption, sensitivity and specificity when comparing with the other two fall
detection algorithms. [12]
Rahmani et al. [13] implemented a case study of their UT-Gate smart
gateway. In the implementation they used free service provided by “heliohost.org” for the remote server. It includes MYSQL with remote access. Server side scripts are implemented in PHP. Compression of the
data is done in the fog layer using LZW algorithm. The authors tested
effectiveness of their system by implementing a ECG signal processing in
the sensor layer, in the fog layer and in the cloud and comparing the energy efficiency and amount of data transmitted. They also apply a ECG
threshold-based feature extraction algorithm to the data. Processing the
data at UT-GATE is more energy efficiency than processing data at the
sensor nodes. About 56% of energy is saved when the processing is done
in the fog layer. Processing the data at UT-GATE also decreases the data
flow to the cloud by 74%. [13]
Rahmani et al. [13] also implemented Early Warning System with their
UT-GATE architecture. The system is a tool for estimating the degree
of illness by calculating Early Warning Score (EWS). EWS uses patient’s
medical parameters to find abnormal signs. Figure 5 shows the three
layers of the system and their functions. At the first layer there are a
network of sensors that are divided into three groups: medical sensors,
environmental sensors and activity sensors. The second layer receives
sensor data via wireless communication. The gateway is a UDP server
implemented by Node.js. UT-GATE first uses a bandpass filter with Finite Impulse Response (FIR) to reduce noises from the incoming ECG signal. Python is used for preliminary data analysis. The fog layer performs
real-time EWS calculation. If the EWS score is elevated there is a higher
probability that patient’s health is deteriorating. In that case medical experts are notified. The data is further compressed with tar and encrypted
with Python’s Crypto library. The data is then sent to the cloud server.

The third layer consists of a cloud server and user interface for patients,
caregivers and medical experts. The cloud server further processes the
data and provides reports, suggestions and possible alerts. [13]

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we collected existing literature in the field of distributed
data analytics using edge or fog computing. Especially we were interested of researches that contained implementations of data analytics at
the edge. We found out that fog computing helps handling the huge
amount of data that devices and sensors produce by bringing computation
resources closer to the user and the sensors. Most of the architectures examined were hierarchical, consisting at least of a sensor layer, a fog or
edge layer and the cloud. The fog layer is suitable for the pre-processing
of the data, data filtering and computationally lightweight analysis. In
these architectures the cloud was used for computationally heavy analyzing tasks and as a storage. The amount of data transmitted to the cloud
can decrease significantly, when using edge devices to do the analysis instead of the cloud. Also fog computing helps to cut down response times
and latency which is important when fast reaction to a certain event is
essential. For example, when a person falls down, reacting quickly might
save the person’s life.

Figure 5. The fog-based EWS System consisting of three layers. [13]
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Abstract
Cloud computing allows applications and services with various storage
and computing requirements to perform their tasks through powerful centralized servers. However, the architecture of cloud computing constrains
applications with different data analysis and processing tasks to transmit
their content to centralized servers, which can result in long response delay.
Recently, the concept of mobile edge computing (MEC) has been introduced
to meet the high-bandwidth and low-latency quality requirements of fifthgeneration (5G) networks and Internet of Things (IoT) applications and
use cases. The main idea in MEC is to bring the network resources as close
as possible to mobile users, thus reduce the traffic in the backhaul network
while improving the quality of experience of mobile user. Recently, a number of edge data computing and analysis platforms have been introduced.
In this report, we introduce Azure IoT Edge as a prominent MEC platforms
and explain its main features. Specifically, we overview the Azure cloud
platform, the IoT edge platform, and the IoT edge architectures. Next, we
conduct a GPS tracking system, namely GPSEDGE, to comparatively analyze the performance of cloud and edge services in terms of latency. Finally,
we present the experimental results and conclude the report.
KEYWORDS: 5G networks, Mobile edge computing, Internet of Things, Microsoft Azure IoT Edge.

1 Introduction
The Internet traffic is expected to grow enormously in the next few years
[10]. According to Cisco global cloud index [21], data produced by peoples, machines and things will be around 50 zettabytes and IP traffic capacity will increase 10.4 zettabytes. The majority of the Interent data
will be generated from mobile devices and Internet of Things (IoT) devices, such as sensors, actuators, smart phones, and wearable devices.
For instance, self-driving cars, industrial IoT, and other connecting services (e.g., a connected plane or connected hospital applications) require
flawless communication between devices with the centralized cloud data
center. Since most of the aforementioned applications require low latency
and high computation Internet connectivity to provide low-latency services, the architecture of cloud computing is generally not an optimal solutions to meet their service requirements. The main reason is that the
cloud computing servers and data centers are generally far from the end
users. Thus, The round trip time between a request submitted by devices
and a response from the cloud is generally long, which results in poor application performance [24].
A long network latency could hinder the decision-making process for
certain types of services, for example a self-driving car has to make decision instantly. A minor delay could causes an fatal accident. Therefore, Communication among those devices need computational powers
and strong network performances. Contrary, some of the edge devices
have limited computational power which considered a huge bottleneck
[19]. Since these applications required the computation power adjacent
to the location. Thus, Edge computing could solve the problem by solving
the computation adjacent to the communication devices.
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is known as an emerging paradigm to
provide high-bandwidth and low-latency communications in 5G networks
and IoT applications [8]. MEC supports different types of downlink and
uplink scenarios (e.g., video streaming and analytics), where the main
objective is to take advantages of the storage or processing capacities of
low-power small-cell base stations (e.g., pico-cells) within Radio Access
Network (RAN) to serve the demands of mobile uses in proximity [24] [6].

It is a multi-vendor technology accessible by the service providers and
third parties to mitigate cloud computing challenges [20]. Since, MEC is
adjacent to the users thus it is supporting applications and services with
low latency, and provides high Quality of Service (QoS). Therefore, MES is
enabling the IoT solutions required computation in real-time operations
at the network edge [18].
Recently, a number of cloud solution providers, such as AWS and Azure,
has introduced edge computing solutions for data streaming and analysis purposes at the network edge. The AWS and Azure platforms name
their edge computing solutions Greengrass and Azure IoT Edge, respectively. These service providers have a similar architecture and technology
for their edge computing solution [1].
This report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents edge computing
and its importance. Section 3 provides an overview of the Azure cloud
computing platform. Section 4 describes Azure IoT Edge and its different components. Section 5 elaborates more about IoT edge architectures
and a comparative overview of AWS. Section 6 discusses the GPSEDGE
use case. Finally, this report is concluded with the research outcome and
futures challenges in section 7.

2

What is Edge Computing

The edge computing concept is not new. Content Delivery Network(SDN)
brings the content as close as possible to the users to improve the QoS
and Quality of Experience (QoE). Previously, the cloudlet and fog computing technique introduced by the researchers for the data produced at the
network edge. Those edge produced data processing in the cloud might
not be an efficient solution [21]. As a result, researchers proposed several
edge computing methods and techniques to solve the edge data processing
challenges.
Since data producing at the network edge, therefore, processing and
computing those data at the network edge would be an efficient use of
the network. Edge computing defines as a technology enabler, which allowed to perform computation at the network edge. According to Weisong
Shi et al., [21] " edge as any computing and network resources along the
path between data sources and cloud data centers". Therefore, edge com-

puting becoming the ultimate solution to mitigate the bottlenecks of cloud
computing.

2.1 Advantages of Edge computing
There are numerous positive reasons to use edge computing technologies
and methods. Following are some reasons discussed briefly to demonstrate the importance of edge computing.
• Offloading tasks from the cloud: Cloud computing has been considering
an efficient way of processing data since its computational power higher.
As mentioned earlier, some applications are required computation at the
network edge to make rapid decisions for the services, e.g., self-drive
car. Therefore, the round trips of the process data could be hindering its
decision-making process since the network bandwidth has not increased
[22]. Data processing at the network edge offloads the computational
task from the cloud. Later edge device sends the process data to the
cloud for further use.
• Data pulled from the IoT devices: Almost all the electronic devices will
become an IoT data providers and data consumers,e.g.,smart city traffic
lights, internet-connected fridges. The sheer volumes of raw data generated from those IoT devices could not efficiently handle by the Conventional cloud computing [21] [22]. Thus, most of the data produced
from the IoT devices will not transmit to the cloud due to efficient use of
bandwidth, security and optimum use of device energy consumption.
• Role change from a data consumer to data producer: Over the period
evolution of the technologies users’ role has also changed from a data
consumer to a data producer. For example, mobile phone users consume
data from Youtube, Facebook or Instagram but it also contributes as
data producer by producing data e.g., photo and video upload, social
networking. Thus, edge computing required functionalities to process
those data locally before sending to the cloud [9].
• Proximity to users: 5G network gives MEC utmost proximity to the
users mostly one or two network hops away. As a result, it significantly
reduces the end to end latency and alleviates congestion on the core
network [6].

3

Azure platform

Microsoft cloud computing business called Azure could computing. It is
a collective cloud computing service that includes infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS)
[12]. Azure Iaas is a virtual server in the cloud that has control by the
users. Azure data-centers distributed around different continents to provide services globally. Azure IaaS, virtualized servers controlled by the
Azure Fabric Controller [23]. There are numerous advantages of using
IaaS. For example, it eradicates capital expenses optimizes ongoing cost,
enhanced business continuity disaster recovery, rapid innovation, quick
response to the business condition, boosting stability, reliability, and supportability, and Superior security[2].
Azure PaaS is the deployment and development environment for webbased applications to provide 360-degree lifecycle support [25]. It includes building, testing, deploying, managing and updating within Azure
cloud platform[17]. PaaS brings the benefits of time efficiency, application
lifecycle, multi-platform support, geo-distributed development, and cost
optimization[17].
SaaS is the application based solution, provided to the consumers, that
functioning in a cloud environment. The user of SaaS-based application, use the application over the internet and they do not need to maintain any of the required infrastructures[14] . Office 365 and one drive is
some example of an application that azure providing as SaaS. Azure SaaS
also bring numerous advantages for its users such as eliminate hardware
and software implementation and maintenance, Pay-as-you-go, free to use
other software, easy mobilization of the workforce, and on-demand data
access [3].

4

Azure IoT Edge

Azure IoT edge builds on top of the Azure IoT Hub to develop IoT services. It brings cloud analytics and business logic to the devices level to
help business to focus on the insights. Data analytic from IoT solutions
derived the business values, but all the data are not equally important
for the business. Thus, using the right data is the key to deriving the
business values computed by the edge device locally. It could dwindle the
bandwidth cost and reduce transferring a big amount of raw data. Locally

clean and aggregated data only send to the cloud.

4.1 Azure IoT Edge component:
Following are the three IoT edge computing components [13].
• IoT Edge module: This is a container that can run azure or third party
services or developers code. Modules are installed and execute to the
local Edge devices.
• IoT Edge Runtime: This runs on the Edge devices and maintains modules installed in the individual devices.

• IoT Edge cloud interface: This enables developers to manage and monitor IoT devices remotely.
IoT Edge module:
IoT edge module is the smallest execution units for IoT edge which utensil as docker consistent containers. Containers are running the business
logic at the edge devices. So module considers as unite of compute, containing the developers own code, parts of services which deployed onto the
edge.
There are four conceptual module elements which describe a module development, deployment, and maintenance. [16]. First, a module image
is a package containing an application that defines a module. Second, a
module instance working as computational units running in the module
image on the IoT edge device. IoT edge runtime initiates the module instance. Third, a module identity associated with the module instance. It
contains the IoT Hub information including security credentials. Fourth,
a module twin is a JSON document that store in the IoT Hub. It contains
the state, metadata, configuration, and conditional information of module
instance. It is important to describe in more details to understand the IoT
edge module better.
Module images and instances:
IoT Edge module image containing an application that taking the advantages from the IoT edge runtime provides management, security, and communication features. Module images support the developers’ code, or it is
also possible to export from Azure services. Azure supporting images are

available in the cloud, that can be edited, updated, and deployed for the
diverse business solutions. A module image installs to a device, when it
starts then it triggers a new instance of that module. However, geolocation does not matter for module images, but the individual device would
have its own module instance.
Module Identities:
Module identity is a unique identity for each module instance in the IoT
Hub. This identity is testable for authentication purpose in the cloud.
It makes sure the securities between modules, modules and cloud, and
device and modules. However, one device could have multiple module
identities.
Module twin:
Module twin is dealing with state management from a device management perspective. Each module configured in a way that a module instance has a comparable module twin. The twin and instance are correlated with each other by the module identity.
IoT edge Runtime:
Azure IoT edge runtime is the heart of the system. It deploys onto the
edge devices. Since edge runtime also containerized that gives freedom of
movements and update facilities according to the business needs. All the
modules running on the edge device managed and monitored by the edge
runtime. It also maintained the security standards meaning that all the
authentication required by the modules maintained by the edge runtime.
Following are the features provided by the edge runtime [15].
• It deploys and updates the workload on the device.
• It is Managing IoT edge security standards on the device.
• It assures that the edge modules are consistently running.
• It checks the module heath and reports to the cloud in order to monitoring remotely.

• It facilitates communication between the downstream leaf devices/modules
on the IoT edge device and IoT edge device and cloud.

IoT Edge cloud interface
Managing the software life cycle for the enterprise devices is a challenging
and complicated job. It becomes vigorously difficult when it deals with
millions of heterogeneous IoT devices[5]. Thus creating a workload for a
singular type of device and configure it according to the business demand.
The configured devices deployed at scale to the millions of devices those
are having similar demand [13].
Azure IoT edge and Azure IoT cloud solution are seamlessly integrated
among each other to provide one tailor solution to the business needs. Following are the key characteristics of the Azure IoT edge cloud interface.
• Workload configuration and run to a singular type device
• Sending similar workload to the number of devices
• Workload monitoring on the devices

5

Azure IoT Edge computing architecture

Edge computing architecture creates a new paradigm by computation
data into the network edge and leverages the bottleneck from cloud computing [7]. Similarly, Azure IoT edge compute data at the network edge by
using docker compatible container lightweight virtualization. The edge
module can contain Azure function, developers code, and libraries. The
docker containers run as a result of the edge module in the IoT edge platform [1]. IoT edge platform is flexible, and it supports fives programming
languages such as Java, C, Python, C# and Node.js. Its allow the possibilities to deploy Azure services, such as functions, streaming analytic,
and Azure machine learning model in the docker containers. Importantly,
Azure edge module could be deployed, updated and modified either by using the Azure IoT edge cloud websites interface or Azure command line
interface(CLI) [4].
All the IoT devices installed at the Edge runtime. The Edge runtime
consists of three components such as IoT Edge security daemon, IoT Edge
agent and IoT Edge Hubs. Firstly, the IoT Edge security daemon component starts when the IoT edge device boots and bootstraps a device. Secondly, IoT Edge agent is managing the deployments and monitoring the

modules on the IoT edge device and IoT edge Hub. Finally, the IoT edge
Hub maintaining communication between modules and IoT device and
between device and IoT Hub [4]. During the communication between the
IoT agent and IoT Hub, it uses MQTT and AMQP protocols for messaging.
Then the message is routed from the IoT Hub to user stated endpoint. The
IoT Hubs assorted the incoming message for blobs storage endpoint and
then it writes multiple times in an individual blobs files [1].

5.1

AWS Greengrass for edge services

Amazon is also providing edge computing solution which they name as
AWS Greengrass. AWS Greengrass shares akin functionalities and architecture as compared to Azure IoT Edge. In IoT Greengrass, AWS lambda
functions can run in the connected device which enables machine learning models, data synchronization, and secure communication with other
devices.
As like Azure IoT Edge, Greengrass also supports multiple programming
languages for developers to develop and test their own solution. The device is running on IoT Greengrass core acting as a hub. It is responsible
for the communications with other devices those installed AWS IoT device
Software Development Kit (SDK). Nevertheless, Greengrass core device,
IoT devices SDK could be configured to communicate among each other
as a Greengrass group. If Greengrass core loses the connection with the
cloud, but device can communicate among each other in the local area
network [11]. Greengrass pre-build connectors enhance edge computing
functionalists greatly without writing code. It enables devices to connect
with IoT edge service fast. In term of security, Greengrass provides its
security features along-with hardware-secured messages encryption features [11].

6

GPSEDGE use case

The GPSEDGE name comes from GPS and Edge. This section the author
describes a simple experiment between Azure edge and cloud computing
using GPS technology. The experiment aims to measure the latency difference between the Azure Edge computing vs the Azure cloud computing.
Experimental Setup

Figure 1. GPSEDGE Architecture

The experiment runs in a simulated computer with GPS and cloud computing functionality. This simulated computer has 8GB RAM, 2.16 GHz
quad-core processor power and 64-bit windows operating system. During
this experimental process Aalto university standard internet connection
used for the round trip of the raw and processed data.
There was two Android apps used as an edge device. Developer codes run
on the docker container on the edge devices. First, this two edge device
run for a couple of minutes and calculate data from distance A to distance
B then it saves the timestamp on the edge device. Second, Those raw data
sent to the Azure IoT Hub for cloud computing and storage purpose. Figure 1 shows the GPSEDGE architecture. Azure IoT Hub cloud calculate a
distance from A to B from raw data by using Azure function and logs the
timestamp. Last but not least, Azure IoT Hub send those process data
back to Android device and log the timestamp.
The experiment runs a couple of minutes and generates various data
points. The author only takes three locations data, and its data point to
see the difference. Those data point log as a timestamp in the system.
The output of those logs come in three different JSON files. The first data
point is edge computation timestamp, the second one is Azure cloud computing server timestamps, and the third point is round trip processed data
into the edge device. Calculation from these three points gives us the network latency. Network latency could find by deducting timestamps from
device to server, and server to the device. For instance, a user moving
with the app from distance A to B, the app calculates the distance S and
logging the timestamp X. Same data send to Azure IoT Hub and calculate
distance A to B and logging the timestamp Y, and finally calculated value

Figure 2. TImestamp difference between device and server (milliseconds)

send to the device and logging a new timestamp Z. The different timestamps between the devices to server X-Y and round trip timestamp X-Z
gives the millisecond difference that is the network latency.

6.1

Results and Discussion

The timestamp discussed in section 6 gives us the notion of the importance of edge computing. As mentioned earlier, some of the applications
required instant computation data to make a better decision. The experiment runs by the author to show that computation at the edge of the
device could give a better quality of service as compared to computation
in the cloud. The result shows in the figure 2 that there is a significant
difference between the device, server and round trip timestamp.
The graph shows the log time differences between the server and a
round trip delay to the edge devices for three locations. The timestamp
difference for location one is 11556 and 11562 milliseconds from the device logs and the round trip device logs respectively. Location two and
three demonstrate the same pattern. It means that edge computing could
save some milliseconds to seconds as compared to cloud computing.
The delay may cause; firstly, the bandwidth because data required some
time to travel from the devices to the cloud and come back to the devices.
Secondly, Azure IoT Hub batches the messages received from devices. It

writes the result in batches and in a single blob file from multiple messages. It means that Azure IoT Hub holds the messages for a while before
it is writing in the blobs files.

7 Conclusion
Cloud computing helps the business to scale it without much thinking
about the technological scale. Since the bandwidth, equipment, and associated ICT technologies are evolving at a rapid pace, thus it triggering
several new business phenomena. Those new businesses, e.g., self-driving
cars, need seamless connectivity, and fast computing power on the fly.
Cloud computing could be a solution for those businesses, since cloud data
center are far from the actual user locations, therefore it implies some latency to the services which could lead to a fatal incidents. Nevertheless,
Edge computing could leverage some of the constraints of cloud computing.
Microsoft Azure edge computing is called Azure IoT edge. Microsoft provides edge service in a combination of its two services, such as Azure IoT
Edge and IoT Hub. IoT Edge provides computational capabilities to the
edge device to run the business logic at the edge devices and helps to make
instant decisions. Later, processed data send to the IoT Hub for storage
or further process. This experiment finds significant difference between
Azure IoT edge and Azure cloud in term of latency. The IoT edge computation does not have latency which helps devices to make a better decision
as compare to cloud computation.
Since this paper only dealing with Azure IoT Edge platform. The future
challenge would be to experiment with the same logic to AWS Greengrass
to see the latency difference. It will also be a challenge to investigate how
Azure and Greengrass will work with 5G technology.
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Abstract
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) has emerged as a technology that enables
devices to broadcast information that shows their presence in an area. The
transmitted signals are received by other devices in the vicinity, which use
such information to offer services with location awareness. Since these
signals can be easily captured by monitoring devices, as the number of devices that use the technology increases, tracking by adversaries becomes
a real threat. Although the specification security features can be implemented in typical BLE systems, the design and implementation of most
available protocols do not make use of the cryptographic capabilities. This
paper presents an analysis of BLE security, found vulnerabilities, possible
attacks that exploit them and their privacy implications.
KEYWORDS: Bluetooth, BLE, locators, security, privacy

1 Introduction
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a wireless communication technology designed as a low-power solution for several applications. This technology
has seen increasing usage for proximity-based user engagement and other
applications such as tracking lost items, theft detection, proximity-based
authentication, and indoor navigation [19]. With the widespread of the
technology, there is an increasing need to evaluate its security properties
and the privacy of users.
Among the most common usages of the technology are location tracking
and proximity detection applications. The most usual implementation is
through beacons that are connected to apps, which operate based on prior
information about the locations of beacons. The apps are installed on
the users’ mobile devices and detect the beacons. Figure 1 shows Tile [4],
which is an example of such BLE locators. It can be attached to items that
are easily lost or forgotten, such as keys or wallet. The locator frequently
advertises information, which is picked up from the application whenever
the connected mobile phone is in the range of the signal. The application is
able to locate the position of the item based on the signal strength and the
location of the phone. Therefore, the user can find out the current location
of the item, when the phone is within close proximity to the locator, or the
location where it was the last time the phone received a signal.

Figure 1. Tile tracker attached to keys [4]

While BLE locators help the owners locate their items in situations such
as when they are lost or misplaced, on the other side these devices also
bring new security and privacy issues. These issues arise from the implementation of the locators or the mobile application on the user’s phone.
The data transmitted by the locators might reveal information that violates the privacy of the user if it is connected to the user’s personal in-

formation [13]. Potential misuse of this information is tracking the user’s
location and behavior.
Since the BLE device advertises its presence, an unauthorized and potentially malicious party can use this revealing of the device’s presence for
more serious privacy and security attacks. Additionally, the technology
was designed to be used on devices with low computational capabilities
and small batteries. As a result, the protocol was simplified, and there
are side effects regarding the privacy of data transmitted over BLE [17].
Some of these issues were avoided in recent specifications, which contain
new privacy features with the addition of randomized addresses and other
security enhancements [6].
Our goal is to analyze the security and privacy issues that are related to
BLE locators. We will give an overview of the technology regarding these
issues by reviewing the literature and previous research. This paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the BLE technology and its
security features. Section 3 analyses the possible passive attacks that can
be used for location and presence tracking. Section 4 continues with the
active attacks used to detect the location and proximity of such devices.
Section 5 presents a discussion of additional issues regarding the security
and privacy of BLE locators. Finally, section 6 summarizes the paper and
presents the conclusion.

2

Bluetooth Low Energy

2.1

Overview

Bluetooth Low Energy operates in the unlicensed ISM band at 2.4 GHz
[16]. The band is separated into 40 RF channels. Three of these channels
are used for initial advertising, while the other 37 are used for communication between devices. The devices that want to establish a communication must use the same physical channel. This is done by transmitting on
the same RF channel. To mitigate the effects of a collision, transmissions
start with an Access Address.
The packets are formatted as shown in Figure 2. This format is used for
both the advertising and data channels. The packet starts with a preamble, which is used by the receiver to synchronize connection parameters.
Then follows the Access Address, which is four bytes long. After that

comes the Protocol Data Unit (PDU), which has a variable length and
contains the data transmitted by the advertising or data channel. At the
end, there is a 24-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) calculated from the
PDU.

Figure 2. BLE frame format

For interoperability between applications, Bluetooth uses profiles [16].
Profiles define the interactions between different layers or between peers
on the same layer. BLE makes use of two profiles: the Generic Access
Profile (GAP) and the Generic Attribute Profile (GATT). GAP defines how
devices discover each other, establish a connection, and the security models used. It defines roles that are present in each device. In LE, there are
four specific roles: Broadcaster, Observer, Peripheral, and Central. GATT
takes over after the connection is established. It provides a framework
for operations and data format, and It defines the roles for a client-server
relation.

2.2 BLE Security
According to Bluetooth specification [16], there are five keys used:
1. Identity Resolving Key (IRK) used for resolving addresses.
2. Connection Signature Resolving Key (CSRK) used for signing and validating signatures.
3. Long Term Key (LTK) used to encrypt reconnections.
4. Encrypted Diversifier (EDIV) used for establishing shared LTK and
starting communication.
5. Random Number (Rand) used with EDIV during reconnection.
The specification defines some native security features [5]. It implements a frequency hopping mechanism for switching between frequency
channels. Additionally, it has control over discovery mode and also implements tracking prevention mechanism. This is achieved by changing

the address so that, even if the address is detected, the device cannot be
identified by other devices that are not paired with it.
BLE security differs from traditional Bluetooth. BLE pairing uses a
Long-Term Key (LTK) instead of a Link Key, which serves the same function but is established in a different way [15]. In BLE Secure Connections,
the key is generated at each device as the result of a secure cryptographic
key agreement. LE also introduced private addresses and signing of data.
CSRK is used for data signing, which ensures integrity and authentication.

2.3

Use Cases

Some of the current use cases of BLE devices for location purposes include:
• Indoor navigation where GPS cannot be effectively used.
• An additional layer of identification using proximity to a specific location.

• Tracking belongings which are small, and often lost or misplaced.
• Theft detection alarm.
• Asset tracking is used for internal stock management or to deliver detailed location information for customers.

• Location awareness is used to track the presence of a user in a specific
location and push relevant information to the user.

2.4

Beacons

BLE beacons are devices that use BLE technology to transmit signals that
can be identified by other devices. Google has also developed an open beacon format called Eddystone [2]. Similarly, Apple has developed iBeacon
[13]. iBeacon is the most widespread implementation of BLE beacons,
and it is supported also by Android and other operating systems. Its aim
is to create location awareness for other devices. iBeacon only sends its

identification number and does not communicate with the other devices.
However, the other devices can determine their location by using the information broadcasted by the beacon, the signal strength and prior knowledge of the beacon’s location. An iBeacon advertisement provides three
values that serve as identifying information for the iBeacon. These values are the UUID, major and minor. This information is hierarchical, i.e.,
the major and minor fields allow subdividing of the identification provided
by the UUID.

3 Location and Presence Tracking - Passive Attacks
Among the main security issues that enable an adversary to track the
location and presence of a BLE locator are eavesdropping and associating
a device with its user for identity tracking [1]. The following is a brief
description of these two issues.

3.1 Passive Eavesdropping
Passive eavesdropping refers to capturing of the data exchanged between
two devices during their communication. The legacy pairing (BLE 4.1
or older) tries to overcome this by encrypting the data using AES-CCM,
which is considered a secure algorithm. However, the key exchange protocols have security vulnerabilities that allow the decryption of data by an
attacker. This way, the pairing method, which includes the key exchange,
has serious security implications [1].
Legacy pairing does not offer passive eavesdropping protection, and this
vulnerability exists in all of the pairing methods [15]. Therefore, it allows
an adversary to obtain the pairing messages and retrieve exchanged keys
[7].
On the other hand, BLE versions 4.2 and later are considered secure
against passive eavesdropping because they make use of BLE Secure Connections for key generation [16]. The master key is generated with the
Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) algorithm, and it is then used to
generate other keys across the encrypted channel [2].
Sniffing can be used to capture a specific beacon’s identifier. This enables the adversary to track the device. It can also be used for taking advantage of an existing beacon network [19]. This kind of attack is known
as free riding, and the attacker makes use of an existing beacon infras-

tructure for its own services and navigation. The attacker can also use
the existing infrastructure as a tool for tracking users and inferring their
habits. This attack can be prevented by switching IDs of the beacons, so
that only the owner would know the respective decoding to make use of
the network.
Ubertooth is an open source wireless development platform that supports BLE communication sniffing, since it is capable of capturing and
monitoring the transmitted BLE packets [12]. A sniffer capable of maintaining BLE connections even during their hops across channels and with
a pre-established connection was implemented by [17].

3.2

Identity Tracking

Identity tracking refers to the association between the address of a BLE
device and a specific user. It is possible that an adversary has placed
malicious devices to receive these messages and tracks the time, location
and the locator’s address. The privacy of users can be at risk if the owners
of the locators are known. The adversary can use this to track the BLE
device and assume that the user is also present at the same location [15].
If the device is assigned a public address, the address will be visible
during the discovery process. As long as the device remains discoverable,
the attacker can detect the presence of the specific device and track its
location.
BLE supports a privacy mechanism, known as private addresses, to prevent the tracking of users or devices [16]. This mechanism allows a device
to periodically change its address [7]. An adversary is not able to determine that the addresses relate to the same physical device, and thus
cannot track the user based on the address.
During the pairing of the devices, they generate various encryption keys,
one of which is the IRK. BLE devices use the IRK to generate and map
the Resolvable Private Address (RPA) to an Identity Address. The advertising BLE device can be tracked by devices that have the advertiser’s
IRK. The IRK generated at the time of pairing is stored by both devices
in their memory. This enables the previously connected devices to resolve
the private address and translate them to the real ones even though the
RPA changes frequently [16].
Despite the existence of this mechanism, privacy-preserving MAC addresses are rarely used in practical implementations [8]. As a result, a
large number of devices are still vulnerable to tracking based on their

static addresses. An adversary can deploy sniffers in strategic locations
or even use compromised devices, such as the BLE Botnet, to achieve large
scale, high precision tracking.

4 Location and Proximity Detection - Active Attacks
An active attack is an exploit that includes the ability of the attacker to
change the data on its way between the legitimate parties. This section
describes some possible active attacks possible on BLE locators. The attacks discussed here are location spoofing, Man in the Middle attack, and
Denial of Service.

4.1 Location Spoofing
Spoofing refers to an attack through which the attacker masquerades as
another person or device.
In some implementation, such as the iBeacon, the UUID together with
major and minor values identify the beacon. In such situations, even if
randomized private addresses are used, since the identification is in the
payload, such measures would be pointless. Capturing the beacon’s identification using sniffing tools allows an attacker to impersonate that beacon anywhere, causing confusion and breaking assumptions related to the
location of the beacon [19].
Another possible attack is Beacon Silencing. This attack manipulates
devices into perceiving a locator as being far away, while it actually is
within its proximity. To achieve such an attack, the adversary transmits
a large number of spoofed beacons. The attack sets a greater Measured
Power value on these signals. This way, the estimated proximity of the locator will be biased towards the fake information, resulting in inaccurate
estimation of the distance from the locator [10].
Other spoofing attacks against systems based on BLE beacons have
been evaluated on [14]. The attack scenarios considered include the attacker with physical access to deployed beacons and also the attacker with
remote control over them.

4.2 Man in the Middle Attack
Man in the Middle (MitM) attacks refer to attacks in which the adversary
is positioned in between two devices during their communication [4]. The

malicious device controlled by the attacker impersonates the other two devices and establishes a connection with them [1]. This device now has the
possibility of transferring communication between the two legitimate devices, making them believe that they are communicating with each other.
This allows the adversary to intercept the communication and also to inject or drop data packets. The common MitM attack does not work for
BLE due to the Bluetooth technology of being connected to only one party
at a time [11]. A BLE MitM needs to use two BLE devices, and these devices should be capable of communicating together in some other way, in
order to connect both ends of communication [11]. An implementation for
BLE MitM is GATTacker [9]. GATTacker can scan and copy BLE communication providing information for creating fake versions of the legitimate
devices [11].
In the case of BLE locators, such an attack can be used by an adversary
to send false information to the locator or its associated mobile application. In such a situation, both entities would assume that the messages
are coming from the legitimate devices. The attacker can drop messages
that are intended to alert a thief detection. Another aim of the attacker
can be causing confusion. This can be done by sending false signals to
the mobile app, making it think that the locator is somewhere else. The
attacker also has the ability to annoy the user by triggering false alarms.
Even though such an attack is technically possible, most of the current
scenarios where it can be used to make it unfeasible. In order to protect
against MitM attacks, we have to ensure the identity of the devices in the
communication through means of authentication, which can be done by
using the CSRK key. CSRK is used to generate the Message Authentication Code (MAC), which serves as a signature of the sending device [16].
The signature also contains a counter to protect against replay attacks.
It is placed after the Data PDU and the receiver verifies it using the preshared CSRK. After signature verification, the Data PDU is assumed to
come from the trusted source.

4.3

Denial of Service Attack

Denial of Service refers to an attack that makes the device’s Bluetooth
not operational [19]. One effect can be draining the battery of the device. These attacks require proximity because of the Bluetooth’s operation and can be avoided by moving out of the attacker’s range. Still, it can
cause service loss and customer dissatisfaction. This attack can be used

against a competitor to make their beacon system unusable. If the system
is used for navigation, the attack can cause orientation problems for the
customers, and depending on the situation it might have greater severity.
In case such a system was deployed in an airport, the delay caused by the
attack might make the users miss the plane.
On the other hand, in proximity authentication scenarios, the attack
can prevent accessibility of other resources that rely on the locator for
authentication. In the asset tracking and theft detection scenarios, the
attack can have a large impact on user satisfaction with the product.

5 Other threats
Except for the issues in BLE implementation, there are also security and
privacy issues related to the mobile application and its communication
with the cloud. According to research results released by security firm
Rapid7 [3], many BLE locators have such vulnerabilities. Rapid7 examined products from many manufacturers, and they discovered some common vulnerabilities. Most of the mobile applications associated with the
locators had a cloud API, and in many situations, the password used for
cloud authentication was stored in cleartext. The device’s tracking ID was
easily obtainable using a BLE scanner. Figure 3 shows the reading of this
ID using nRF Scanner. The access to the cloud service used for querying
or sending GPS data was in many implementations without authentication. This way, an adversary can access GPS data for any device from a
web browser by using the tracking ID. Some products also allowed unauthenticated Bluetooth pairing. This way applications were able to connect
and write data to attributes, such as enabling the device’s alarm, causing
annoyance for the legitimate user and draining the device’s battery.
BTLEJACKING [1] is another tool that was presented at DefCon. It
allows the attacker to sniff, jam and takeover any BLE device.
Another potential attack can happen on the mobile device itself. The
Bluetooth specification restricts access to BLE data via pairing and bonding. These mechanisms are intended for establishing an authenticated
connection between two devices. However, mobile devices have many applications and there is potential that a malicious app abuses an established connection by an authorized application and this way leak information [18].
The main challenge for large scale tracking is the difficulty of construct-

Figure 3. Tracking ID scanned using nRF Scanner [3]

ing a database with person, beacon pairs [10]. As a result, such tracking
is not feasible in large scale. However, it can still be considered appropriate for tracking important targets. Also, sometimes it is useful knowing
the presence of person among a large crowd instead of the exact location.
In thief detection scenarios, there is always the possibility of physical
attack by the adversary by detaching the locators from the assets. To prevent such a situation, the locators should be hidden or integrated inside
such assets.
Tile [4] is cooperating with manufacturers of all kinds of gadgets to integrate its trackers during their manufacturing, this way eliminating the
need of attaching them later. It is also using such a network of trackers
to detect lost items from other users.

A checklist of security measures for BLE implementations, that can help
preventing most of these attacks, is provided by NIST at [15].
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Conclusion

BLE is emerging as proximity and low energy locator technology. However, it accompanies a set of privacy risks. Bluetooth Low Energy with
the release of version 4.2 has significantly improved the security [11]. The
new Secure Connections pairing model including ECDH key exchange and
numeric comparison method are used to ensure privacy and data security
[16].
The advantages of BLE locators are obvious in everyday life and since
such devices are usually used on application with non-critical nature,
these advantage in most of the situations overcome their privacy and security risks. The manufacturers are recommended to make use of all the
security features designed in the latest specification to provide the best
protection for their product.
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